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For Iain Boal
Rise like Lions after slumber
In unvanquishable number,
Shake your chains to earth like dew
Which in sleep had fallen on you—
Ye are many—they are few.
Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Mask of Anarchy (1819)
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If art is not to perish utterly, there is
something alive and devouring; something as
it were a river of fire that will put
all that tries to swim across
to a hard proof indeed, and scare from the plunge
every soul that is not
made fearless by desire of truth and insight of
the happy days to come beyond.
William Morris, “The Prospects of Architecture,” Works,
Vol. XXII, p.131.

Preface

__________________

Cal Winslow
Without question, the assault on the earth’s various societies and
territories has not proceeded without enormous conflict, fighting back
by peoples around the world, and many a defeat for the forces of
capital. Nevertheless, on balance the advance of capitalism has been
nothing short of earthshaking.
This assessment is taken from Richard Walker’s essay, included here,
“Capital versus the Commons.” It serves as a fine introduction to this
volume: it also helps us to explain the genesis of this book, inspired by Retort,
a gathering of artists and activists, scholars, poets, teachers, and artisans,
more or less centered in the Bay Area, all part of that fighting back, all
opponents of capital and empire.
We have collected in these pages, in many formats, reflections—on art
and history, on education, health and work and welfare, on the city, on
nature and the country—in the context of what we call the commons, a term
here greatly expanded so as to include not just the natural such as land,
forests, water, and air, but also other forms of common resources, including
intellectual, cultural, genetic, now all subject to enclosure. These
contributions in part reflect the experience of Retort; they also reflect a
universal spirit of resistance—resistance to these enclosures and (Walker
again) the “relentless geographical expansion of the territory commanded by
capital (and capitalist states) and unrelieved dismantling of pre-capitalist
economic formations to bring new labor and resources under the dominion
of capital. And this has, in turn, brought an unending attack on and
dissolution of all prior forms of the commons.”
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I met Iain Boal (to whom this collection is dedicated) first on the radio,
tuning in, purely by chance, to a public affairs program on our county
community station. Iain was discussing enclosures and the loss of the
commons in an era quite familiar to me, the years of the industrial revolution
and the social revolution in England that wasn’t, the subject of Edward
Thompson’s magisterial The Making of the English Working Class. Iain,
however, was also discussing the relevance of the commons today and the
meaning of our contemporary enclosures and resistance to them.
I met Iain in person shortly thereafter and he in turn introduced me to
Retort, some forty or so people, which expanded and contracted easily, both
diverse and not so diverse. It had been meeting almost monthly for a decade
or so at Iain and Gillian Boal’s home on Arch Street in North Berkeley.1
Retort is an unusual group, not really a collective, not a group with a
common perspective (certainly no “line”) or a set of common activities. And
yet it is a group of activists held together (for more than twenty years now) by
friendship and deep commitments to each other’s person, projects, and
struggles, and where one’s work is valued. A solidarity often forged in the
Boal’s home and in long evenings of drink and food and politics, usually
highlighted by the presence of a guest whose work had been disseminated by
Iain in advance, followed by discussions that most often started a little late
and went on later, into the night, out-of-towners like myself often staying
over, for conversations that resumed in the morning.
I cannot attempt to summarize our discussions, for there were few
boundaries and there were too many of them to recall—rather one will get at
least a taste of these by reading the work that follows. But I can say the Arch
Street living room has been and is a real center of dissenting thought—and

About half the contributions to this volume come from Bay Area people associated with
Retort, the others from friends and comrades and the wide network of people with whom we
share a vision of a world of life in common.

1
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action—in the Bay Area (with strong ties nationally and internationally) and
it’s difficult to imagine anything else quite like it.
Our discussions have taken place in what we (Retort) call “a new age of
war,” at a time when we see “American ‘bases’ metastasize across the planet.”
Retort penned this in its “Broadside,” produced for the great anti-war
marches of 2003, “Neither Their War Nor Their Peace.” The new century had
commenced with war in Afghanistan and Iraq, and then more—“Endless
War,” as reads a bumper sticker. Under a reproduction of Picasso’s Guernica
(taken down that spring as not “an appropriate background” for the UN
Security Council’s deliberations), our Broadside’s retort was:
We have no words for the horror to come, for the screams and
carnage of the first days of battle, the fear and brutality of the long
night of occupation that will follow, the truck bombs and slit throats
and unstoppable cycle of revenge, the puppets in the palaces
chattering about “democracy,” the exhumation of the anti-Crusaders,
Baghdad descending into the shambles of a new, more dreadful
Beirut, and the inevitable retreat (thousands of body bags later) from
the failed McJerusalem.
This Broadside was followed by the book Afflicted Powers: Capital and
Spectacle in a New Age of War (by Iain Boal, T.J. Clark, Joseph Matthews and
Michael Watts, Verso, 2005). It concluded, in part:
Modernity is many things. Secularization is one of them, and speedup, and the cult of technics, and disenchantment of the world, and
false orientation to the future. But right at the heart of capitalist
modernity, we would argue, has been a process of endless enclosure.
The great work of the past half-millennium was the cutting off of the
world’s natural and human resources from common use. Land, water,
fruit of the forest, the spaces of common and communal negotiation,
the mineral substrate, the life of rivers and oceans, the very
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airwaves—capitalism has depended, and still depends, on more and
more of these shared properties being shared no longer, whatever the
violence or absurdity involved in converting the stuff of humanity
into this or that item for sale. Enclosure seems to us the best word for
the processes overall logic. And it links directly with the new nonvanguard. For what the enemies of neo-liberalism are involved in
centrally, is resistance to attacks on the commons.
Thus Retort is a space for the defense of the commons, where new paths,
new forms of resistance might be sought, new ways of thinking enhanced, a
place that encourages webs of solidarity, offers alternatives, and provides
support.
Articles are written, books produced, occupations planned, strikes
recounted, poems recited, plots hatched. The reader may wish for something
more concrete, some examples, some people:
Ignacio Chapela is a microbial ecologist and mycologist at UC Berkeley
who champions resistance to genetic modification and is also a fierce critic of
the University’s ties to the biotechnology industry. His paper (co-authored
with graduate student David Quist) in Nature (2001) revealed the flow of
transgenes to wild Mexican maize. Chapela also advised the successful 2004
campaign, GMO Free Mendocino, a grassroots effort by local farmers and
environmental groups to ban the cultivation, production or distribution
of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in the county, the first
jurisdiction in the United States to do. Ignacio’s support was indispensable in
getting this collection going.
As was Summer Brenner’s. Summer is the Berkeley poet and novelist,
author of Ivy, Homeless in San Francisco, as well as of Richmond Tales and
Oakland Tales, two award-winning, place-based social justice novels for
young people, thousands of copies of which have been distributed in Bay
Area schools and community centers. These “tales” each involve youngsters
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in search of “lost secrets,” young people who rely above all on teamwork and
friendship; their searches uncover “lost” histories, in turn revealing a Bay
Area “history from below” for young readers (and others).
Others include contributor geographer Michael Watts, Professor of
Geography at UC Berkeley, author of The Curse of Black Gold (2008) and
supporter of the civil rights and environmental movements in the Niger
Delta including in defense of the writer Ken Saro-wiwa and eight other
leaders of the Ogoni tribe of southern Nigeria, executed by the authorities
there in collaboration with the Shell Oil Company. Michael then worked in
solidarity with Saro-wiwa’s successor, Oronto Douglas, and his comrades
Amy Trachtenberg a San Francisco painter, whose work appeared in the
2002 “No War Show” in San Francisco; among many other things, she does
public art, paintings and murals in public places, including at the Ashland
Youth Center in San Leandro, CA, and (forthcoming 2017) Ecstatic
Voyaging, at BART Station, Milpitas, CA.
UC Berkeley anthropologist Charles Briggs and Doctor Clara MantiniBriggs, authors of Tell Me Why My Children Died: Rabies, Indigenous
Knowledge and Communicative Justice, share an interest in philosophical and
ethnographic issues regarding how bodies, media, viruses, and bacteria,
narratives and songs, and race constantly get mixed up, sometimes fatally.
The historian Peter Linebaugh has been a force from afar in Retort,
contributing from his home amid the Great Lakes. Peter has worked as much
as anyone to define and expand the meaning of commons, above all in his
essays collected in Stop, Thief! The Commons, Enclosures, and Resistance
(2014) and his chapter there, “A Primer on Commons and Commoning,”
where he relates the commons to a host of subjects including history, health,
food, gender, ecology, knowledge religion, the working class, poets, and
writers.
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So this says a little about the nature of some of our work and offers a hint
of how common values are held in the highest esteem, as well as our belief
that a world where theorizing, writing, and working was done communally
would be a very different place indeed, better.
We are not, of course, the first group to have combined food and drink
and the discussion of politics and plots late into the early hours, in a café or a
tavern, in the kitchen or the living room, in Tunis and Santiago, Mumbai and
Dar, Caracas and Barcelona; these happen all the time. It is an old tradition;
one likes to think of Shelley in 1816 at Lord Byron’s summer house in Geneva
with Mary Godwin, Claire Clairmont, and Dr. Polidori. “The talk went late
into evenings, when the rain was falling… [they had] conversations about
principles—whether man was to be thought of merely as an instrument…”
(Richard Holmes, Shelley: The Pursuit, 1975). Alas, nothing now quite so
romantic as this. Nor are we the first to think of ourselves as “antinomians,”
people for whom right and truth come before rules and the law.
Antinomianism, a tradition of radical dissent, is ancient. Its roots predate the
late Edward Thompson’s subjects—the Levellers, Ranters, and Diggers—in
the tumultuous seventeenth century. Thompson connected these to the
“radical anti-statist tradition still very much alive, and vigorously assertive in
the 1790s” and in the work of the poet-painter William Blake (“Jesus was all
virtue and acted from impulses not rules.”). Blake is the subject of two essays
here, T.J. Clark’s, “A Snake, A Flame, William Blake: Apprentice and
Master,” and Peter Linebaugh’s “London’s London: Working Class
Composition in William Blake’s Poem,” where, in the latter, Peter offers us
this: “In our day and age antinomianism must also refer to the ‘laws’ of
political economy, as well as the ‘laws’ of the state and the ‘laws’ of God.”
Then, of course, Iain Boal, Retort’s host. Iain is an Irish social historian of
science and technics, educated at Oxford, Cambridge and London
Universities. He came to this country to Boston, moving there in the early 80s
where he was a member of the Pumping Station Collective. He and Gillian
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and their daughter Hannah came out to California in 1985; Samuel Boal was
born in Berkeley in 1986. Iain has been a teacher, at Harvard, at Berkeley and
UC Santa Cruz; he is a writer; co-author of Retort’s Afflicted Powers: Capital
and Spectacle in a New Age of War (2005), with James Brook Resisting the
Virtual Life: The Culture and Politics of Information (1995), with Janferie
Stone, Michael Watts, and Cal Winslow, West of Eden: Communes and
Utopia in Northern California (2012), an anthology on the flowering of
communalism in the Bay Area and Mendocino during the 60s and 70s, and
The Green Machine (forthcoming), a history of the bicycle. In 2005/6 he held
a Guggenheim Fellowship in science and technology.
This collection is dedicated to Iain, and each of us will have our own
reasons, sometimes professional, almost always personal. I cannot speak for
all of them. But for myself, I would like simply to acknowledge Iain’s
generosity and hospitality and his commitment to sharing—to the life in
common—not just in theory but in everyday life and the fact that he is always
“on call,” ready to help, to connect, to make some necessary corrections,
mentor, to offer constructive criticism, to send out an announcement or an
alarm, and then of course his always open door at Arch Street.
I remember my first visit, sitting at the long table, bread and cheese on
offer; Martin Bernal (Black Athena, 1987) appears, unannounced, just to talk.
I was invited to spend the night; I did. The next morning Ignacio,
unannounced, stopped by, just to talk. So it has been, soup on the stove, the
hosts, Iain, Gillian, their children Hannah and Samuel, now son-in-law
Matthew Hirsch and grandchildren Emma and Hazel, always welcoming,
and, for me, my family, a port in the storm, a place in the alcove.
I would like to conclude this by returning to Edward Thompson, writing
in Customs in Common (1991). The careful reader will, of course, find his
fingerprints here, all over these pages. Quite rightly. He, as much as anyone,
connected us with the common people’s long, tenacious, revolutionary
tradition of radical dissent and the equally long defense of the commons in
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that history, and he insisted on the indispensability not just of reason but also
of the imagination, that is, of desire, and the importance of the utopian as
well as the practical in how we define necessity and think about the future:
As capitalism (or “the market”) made over human nature and human
need, so political economy and its revolutionary antagonist came to
suppose that this economic man was for all time. We stand at the end
of a century when this must now be called in doubt. We shall not ever
return to pre-capitalism human nature, yet a reminder of its
alternative needs, expectation and codes may renew our sense of our
natures range of possibilities.
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1401
Through the Window
_________________________

Summer Brenner
Dogs and philosophers do the greatest good and get the fewest
rewards—Diogenes
In fall we leave the village by the marsh grass and bay and follow the
track, and as I am old enough to climb by myself, I am also old enough to
carry a basket strapped to a trump line which at first pinches my head until I
become accustomed and no longer mind as we thread up the long hill where I
turn and watch the light on the water shift through the trees, the humps of
whales, the hump of the sacred mountain, the distant pillows of land, blue
green in the distance, for I am a sturdy walker and a good singer, singing
while we walk until we reach the highest oak groves where the acorns are
plump, and we gather the ripest into our baskets before the rains come and
rot them, acorns and chia, and after days which I count by the knots tied on
my string of shells, we return along the bubbling creek, running around the
trunks of the great red giants where I laugh and play and stare at the distant
bay, the bleached midden on the shore, and the tule boats drifting like sticks
on the smooth water.
1836. We no longer live by the marsh but stay behind Domingo Peralta’s
adobe house next to the creek he named “Codornices,” the word for the same
bird we call “heksen” (although we only speak Chochenyo to ourselves and
another language to the Señor and Señora) and as naming serves as a form of
possession, the Señor names everything beyond what we can see, all creatures
and all creation, for we have also become his possessions which is how we
survived after the hooves of his cattle and horses trampled the Creator’s
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grasses and soiled the Creator’s creeks and nothing was the same as it had
forever been, which is to say our spirits were also trampled when they
brought us to the Cross and covered our skin with shame and named us
names in their language, and afterwards ordered us to labor for the Señor and
taught us to make things necessary for the rancho, which greatly expanded
our understanding of necessity, for we used the cattle hides for boots, saddles,
shoes, furniture, reatas, and clothes, as well as rendered the animal fat for
candles and soap, but mostly we learned the lessons of the cruelty of work as
we sowed and slaughtered and harvested and cooked and cleaned and tended
and herded and hauled the extra hides they call “Californio dollars” down to
the bay for ships to carry them around the world, an unimaginably large
world, and watched the Señor and Señora trade the hides for silver forks and
silver spoons, for swords and guns, for candelabra and painted dishes, for
glasses, cups, velvets, silk shawls, sugar, spices, chocolate, and other fine
things for our masters and their friends who come to the fandangos to sing
and dance.
1848. After the Yankee War and the discovery of gold, the Peralta’s
Rancho San Antonio, comprised of almost 45,000 acres from San Leandro to
El Cerrito, including hills and shoreline, was swindled, sold, lost, squandered,
and squatted on by Invaders & Co. The Ohlone people’s plight worsened as
they were hunted, killed, corralled, and confined like animals.
1873. A few feet east of a Peralta path and right beside the towering
redwood is Mr. Stratton, mopping his face with a handkerchief, for he is
surely hot and tired and perspiring in an uncomely fashion, his hatband and
armpits wet, his tie unknotted, his shirt unbuttoned, his hat tipped back, and
needs a cup of something, whiskey or lemonade, whatever his preference as
he has just finished the survey of “Homestead Berkeley View” that will soon
be available with lots of all sizes, wide and narrow, some to accommodate
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grand homes and others with room for a modest house with a chicken coop
and garden shed.
1902. Mr. P. Ross McCabe, farmer, with Mr. Benjamin F. Ellis, contractor
and builder, plus Mr. Frank F. Ellis, student, recently moved from 1444
Henry Street, Berkeley, California to 1401 and/or 1409 Arch Street, a onestory dwelling with a SE bay window and a shingle roof.
Berkeley Blue and Gold Directory
1401 Arch Street, Berkeley, California
1902

P. Ross McCabe

1903

P. Ross McCabe, janitor

1904

P.R. McCabe, janitor at U.C.
Roscoe E. McCabe, student

1905

Miss Maja McCabe
Peter R. McCabe, janitor
Roscoe E. McCabe

1906

Peter R. McCabe, janitor at U.C.

1907

Roscoe E. McCabe, policeman, driver

1908

Peter Ross McCabe, policeman
Miss Maja McCabe

1942

Colonel McCabe is no longer owner.

Miss Maja McCabe, one of seven women
to graduate in the U.C. Class of 1910
are you fond of music, Miss McCabe?
dancing and penny arcades?
a visitor to Temple of the Wings?
a devotee of Jack London?
a Christian? a Theosophist?
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a daily rider on the Key Route?
lucky in love? or widowed in the Great War?
died young of influenza? or mother of five?
a spinster who stayed home to care for her father?
Speak, Miss Maja McCabe, speak.
1977. Like it’s the President of America
everybody staring out the window at
cameras, dollies, lights, and mics
trucks parked up and down Arch Street
I ask if I can be an extra
and post myself by the door
so the director will notice
my blond hair and bell bottoms
like Tuesday’s and if he likes me
maybe he’ll take me with him
like discover me!
What? it’s a movie, stupid!
from Hollywood they’re making a movie
sure, they use real houses
I don’t know what it’s about
Vietnam, somebody said
doesn’t sound very happy, does it?
Patricia and Jerry Cavanaugh
purchased 1401 from Juno Danielson
who purchased it from the McCabes
and owned it until two families bought it
in an arrangement of commons.
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July 1989. New people in the house
four big ones with accents plus
three boys and a girl who looks like “Alice”
she plays violin along with the older boys
who also play musical things
night and day while the baby cries
What a racket!
The friendly grownups have more friends
than normal dropping over at odd hours
Mom says it’s a “commune.”
October 17, 1989
5:04 pm PST
Bay Bridge collapses!
Cypress Freeway pancakes!
1401 slips on San Andreas fault!
Kaboom!
B.Q. A strange configuration of entryways
closets in between, stairs in the middle
a garden shed replacing a garden shed
where everything can be stored
while reconstruction is underway
FEMAFEMAFEMA! the holy cry!
P.Q. House jacked up, foundation poured
bath enlarged, kitchenette expanded
closets transformed into hall
front door moved around the corner
inside steps jettisoned
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Iain in overalls and tool belt
happily combing studs
and scorched timbers
from the conflagration of ’23
I knew every stick of wood.
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Designs

Necessity of Margins
___________________

John R. Gillis
I love a broad margin to my life.
—Henry David Thoreau1
Rachel Carson’s foundational book on shores is titled The Edge of the Sea,
but it is more about margins than edges. She was not afraid to call the shore a
marginal world at a time when margins were in low esteem, a neglected
subject. Instead, she gave the marginal pride of place in her writings. It was
what gave the shore its character. “The shore has a dual nature, changing
with the swing of the tides, belonging now to the land, now to the sea…
Always the edge of the sea remains an elusive and indefinable boundary.”2
This is what fascinated Carson and all those who share her love of this
betwixt and between place of such beauty and fecundity.
Like Carson, I was not born to the shore, but seduced and shaped by it.
Over the last decade or more, I have been preoccupied by it. Exploring how
littorals differ from all other landscapes has reconfigured my thinking about
terrestrial as well as marine space and time. Here I wish to meditate on the
categories of edge and margin, how they differ and why they must not be
confused. I will argue that we need to rescue an older notion of margin, “as
an amount allowed or available beyond what is actually necessary,” the one
dear to Henry David Thoreau.3

1
2
3

Henry David Thoreau, Walden (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2004), 26.
Rachel Carson, The Edge of the Sea (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1955), 1.
Oxford English Dictionary
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I
The world was once full of margins, but the generation to which I and
most of the contributors to this volume belong have witnessed their
replacement by edges. As children of the war and immediate post-war era, we
were blessed by a geography of hidden paths, hideouts, and timeouts, pauses
between school and home. Unlike today’s hurried and cloistered children, we
occupied a time and space that seemed to belong to us, not adults. Today,
such times and places no longer exist and American children spend ninety
percent of their time indoors.4 Their overscheduled lives are defined by walls
of all kinds and scales. It is not that we were country kids. We belonged to
that first wave of suburbanization that had already washed through Europe
and America, leaving behind a mosaic of built and natural environments. We
lived on a kind of frontier, the margin between expanding exurbia and what
Richard Mabey and others like to call the “unofficial countryside.”5 We
played in houses under construction, roamed recently abandoned farms, and
swam in abandoned quarries. In the days before the school bus, we walked
everywhere.
Ours was a betwixt-and-between world, whose boundaries were illdefined, largely unfenced and unregulated. Suburbanization brought us
within reach of the countryside, without becoming a part of it. The people
who washed up on this new frontier were not homogeneous. Gender, class,
and racial lines had not yet hardened, and it was still possible to know people
different from one’s parents. By the 1980s the suburbs had hardened into
what came to be called “edge cities.” The population density was much
greater and the spaces in between things, the margins that had been our
refuges, vanished. The ever-expanding exurban sprawl pushed back wildlife

Jim Sterba, Nature Wars: The Incredible Story of How Wildlife Comeback turned
Backyards into Battlegrounds (New York: Crown, 2012), xxiv.
5
Richard Mabey, The Unofficial Countryside (Sandridge, Dorset: Little Toller Books,
1972).
4
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to the point that it seemed necessary to preserve it by building barriers
between nature and society.
However, at some point, wildlife pushed back and began to invade the
edge cities. In both Europe and America, animals began showing up in
suburban gardens and the back alleys of cities. Foxes were sighted in English
towns; birds abandoned their rural habitats and took up perches in
skyscrapers. Americans found deer in the backyards, wild turkeys became a
suburban pest, beavers returned to places they had not been for more than a
hundred years. It was now no longer clear where the city began and nature
ended. A new geography of betwixts and betweens has emerged; and in the
words of Jim Sterba: never have relations between people and wildlife been
more confused, complicated, or conflicted.6
II
When we think of margins what first comes to mind are the white spaces
that surround a text. But this was not the original meaning or function of
margins. In the ancient, medieval, and early modern eras, margins were by
no means empty, but a part of the text. Marginalia had always been a part of
the book, often central rather than peripheral to its purpose. In the most
famous instance of this—Fermat’s Last Theorem—whose appearance as a
marginalia was a turning point in the history of mathematics. Authors often
composed in margins, and “marginalia” was a genre all its own well into the
nineteenth century. Today, scribbling in margins is discouraged, and notes
and commentaries are banished to the back matter. Margins still exist, but
they are blank. They facilitate reading the text, but they serve no other
function.7
Now the margin has become an edge of the text, and of no interest in
itself. Today we put an edge on everything, and talk now about edge cities as
6
7

Sterba, xxiv.
Ian Frazier, The Fish’s Eye. (New York: Picador, 2002), 97–99.
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displacing city centers. We crowd right up the brink of rivers and shores,
utterly transforming their character in the process. The same is true of our
roads, which have lost what were once called “verges,” the meadows that were
the refueling spots in the era of horsepower. Today’s roads are cut off from
nature, and roadsides no longer support a life distinct from the road itself.
The same was true of the riverside, which was once a distinct place with its
own historical and geographical identity. In New Orleans, the Batture
remains a special place located between the levee and the rising and falling
Mississippi, a place that is neither water or land, but both. No one has ever
been able to take legal possession of it, and it remains a kind of commons. As
Oliver Houck describes it,
it’s an edge community. It’s not in the city, and it’s not really in the
river. But it’s on the edge, and there’s a lot of interesting things that
happen on edges. Things wash up, things show up, different plants
grow on edges. That’s the way it feels. It feels like a really different
kind of place.8
I prefer to call the Batture a margin rather than an edge precisely because
it is more than one thing, but an in-between. It is the lack of defined edges
and static shape that makes it what the French would call a marge, a term
generally applied to shores, especially before the notion of the coastline was
introduced in the late eighteenth century. To that point, the shore was seen as
a broad zone, a porous boundary. Today, both the verge and the marge have
lost their status as distinct places, becoming the property of something else.
In the case of the shore, it now belongs largely to the land. Once a kind of
frontier, regarded as a commons open to all below the tide line, it was a
habitat of betwixt-and-between people who mixed fishing and farming. For
the coastal peasant, the sea offered an alternative source of sustenance; for the
“At The Mississippi’s Edge: Residents Cling to Land,” NPR, Sept. 17, 2011, 6:10 AM;
Oliver A Houck, Down on the Batture, Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2010, 10.
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fisherman or mariner the shore was a source of food, but also a margin for
error in the dangerous sea, a refuge as well as a prospect.9
As crown property, the shore below the tide line was kept open to all,
preserving public rights of navigation, fishing, and hunting. For centuries,
this was a vital resource in times of drought and famine. Homo sapiens first
came down to the sea at least 160,000 years ago as a result of climate change
that dried out and devastated the African continent. The most famous recent
parallel was the Irish Famine of the 1840s when peasants turned, from
desperation, to the shore to gather shellfish and seaweed they previously
thought fit only for their animals. Until very recently, the memory of those
starving times still excludes mussels and clams from the Irish diet.
Thoreau observed that nature has a way of providing its own margins,
reserves that can be called upon in moments of shortage: “nature thus keeps a
supply of those plants in her nursery (i.e. under the larger wood) always
ready for casualties, as fires, windfall and clearage by man.”10 Like humans,
birds and mammals seek margins that offer a landscape of “prospect and
refuge” a place to see without being seen.11 Margins serve them better than
edges because they have depth. Fortunately, nature itself offers many more
margins than edges. It turns out that birds and animals are not linear
creatures. They rarely follow the straight and narrow, but prefer the zigzag of
fractal rather than linear surfaces because there are more places to hide.
Humans also favor the curvilinear, perhaps an inheritance of early stages of
evolution when they too were attracted to habitats that offered the right
combinations of prospect and refuge.12

Jay Appleton, The Experience of Landscape (New York: Wiley, 1975), 73.
Quoted in Richard T.T. Forman, Land Mosaics: The Ecology of Landscapes and Regions
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 43.
11
Appleton, 73.
12
Colin Ellard, Places of the Heart: The Psychogeography of Everyday Life (New York:
Bellevue Literary Press, 2015).
9
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It seems that straight lines are socially as well as biologically
unproductive. Life is most vibrant at the margins rather than on edges
precisely because margins are betwixt and between, offering the resources of
more than one ecosystem. Environmentalists call margins ecotones, places
where ecosystems meet and overlap, offering the greatest variety of
possibilities and the greatest promise of security as well as opportunity.13
Today, it is these ecotones that are endangered. The shore is the prime
example of this, but it also holds for riversides, estuaries, and wetlands. In
Europe, some ancient use rights still hold, while in America more and more
of the shore has become private domain. Everywhere along coasts property
owners have posted their lands and refused access to beaches. Battles over
shore rights are everywhere intensifying and that part of the coast which can
be considered working waterfront, available to those who make their living
from the sea, has been radically restricted. In Maine, only 20 of its 5300 miles
of coastline qualify as such.14
Never in human history have the margins been so constricted. Estuaries,
riversides, and wetlands have never been so fenced in or walled off as they are
now. In the Middle Ages, the open field system of agriculture depended on
the right of laborers to cross another man’s land. As late as the nineteenth
century, the typical agricultural landscape in both Europe and America
looked more like an interconnected mosaic than a checkerboard of enclosed
spaces. Loosely drawn boundaries facilitated the flows of human and animal
resources. The mixing of tillage, pasturage, meadowlands, and woodlots
produced an environment of great diversity that, in retrospect, was far
healthier than today’s enclosed fields and monocultural croplands. Roaming
animals were allowed to graze fields in return for fertilizing them. In this
labor-intensive preindustrial era, roaming was not just tolerated but actually
On the notion of ecotone, see John R. Gillis, The Human Shore: Seacoasts in History
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 2012.
14
Ibid, chapter 6.
13
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encouraged. This was a landscape of porous boundaries, encouraging flow
rather than stasis. Shores were fractal, and so too were forests and wetlands
which attracted not only birds and mammals but from its beginning, our
human species. Our African ancestors emerged timidly from the forest and
the safety of its trees. Once they felt secure in the savannas, they moved on to
the much richer ecotones of rivers and lakes before being forced by climate
disaster to approach the sea. From that point, roughly 160,000 BC, Homo
sapiens quickly peopled the earth by way of the coasts, using them as
prospects and refuges before ultimately returning to the interior of the
continents in the nineteenth century.15
III
Today, we live in a world of edges, drawing ever finer lines where none
existed before.
In the modern era, lines provide us with the same sense of security that
margins once did for our ancestors.16 Unfortunately this has had the effect of
reducing diversity and depreciating things that previously sustained the
environment. As Wendell Berry has pointed out, we prefer “an ever
straighter, stricter line between the domestic and the wild, crowding nature
itself to the margins.”17 The New Orleans Batture is increasing uninhabitable,
as are many of the in-between places where the poor have managed to eke
out an existence over the millennia.
We have become an “edgy” society temporally as well as spatially,
building right up to our geographical boundaries, setting temporal
“deadlines” that allow for little or no leeway. Today we inhabit a crowded
world with no time to spare. We draw lines with a heavy hand. Maps were
Ibid, chapter 4.
Eviatar Zerubavel, The Fine Line: Making Distinctions in Everyday Life (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1991), chapter 3.
17
Wendell Berry, The Unsettling of America: Culture as Agriculture (San Francisco: Sierra
Club Books, 1986), 180.
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once full of fuzzy shapes; now they are strongly etched, made to appear as
natural artifacts rather than the cultural artifices that they actually are.
Shores are made to seem permanent, when in fact they are our most
variable and vulnerable landscapes. As Rachel Carson famously put it:
“always the edge of the sea remains an elusive and indefinable boundary.”18
Premodern Europe and America had been much more tolerant of ambiguity,
less apt to dichotomize and draw rigid lines between things that overlap and
connect. Before 1850, margins were regarded in a positive light, defined as
“the amount of space, time, or money allowed or available in addition to
what is estimated to be strictly essential for a central purpose, and serving as a
provision for unforeseen circumstance.”19 But by the end of the nineteenth
century, all things marginal took on a much more negative character.
Marginal lands ceased to be reserves and came to be seen as wasted space. At
the same time, marginal peoples were tainted with inferiority, also made to
seem expendable.
Like birds and animals, humans have always preferred to keep a wide
margin between themselves and potential enemies. They clustered close in
towns and villages, but kept a buffer between themselves and the wild. It was
there that strangers and the poor were allowed to gather, providing the
landowners and urban merchants a reserve army of labor. The first suburbs
were classic margins, a threshold that, like a cell’s wall, guaranteed a lifegiving flow of people, goods, and ideas. A broad buffer was considered the
best defense. Centers were strongly fortified, but boundaries were left loose
and largely unguarded.20
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Our current obsession with building border walls has no precedent in
earlier centuries, when defense in depth was considered the best policy.21
Cities and states kept a distance between themselves and their neighbors.
Continental kingdoms rarely extended their boundaries to the edge of the
sea, preferring to build their ports upriver rather than construct permanent
coastal defenses. These began only in the nineteenth century, as did the kind
of fixed state boundaries that allow no room for retreat.
In our own era, both time and space have become compressed, allowing
for few breaks or buffers. The concept of No-man’s Land emerged in the
twentieth century when wars of maneuver were replaced by trench warfare.
Earlier, during the American Civil War, prisoners were warned that if they
stepped beyond the designated boundaries of their camp—called the
“deadline”—they would be shot. The term gravitated to journalism and is
now used widely in private as well as public discourse.
The term margin (and before it, “hedge”) has also been an economic term
used to designate that amount of money that could be risked on any
transaction. In the nineteenth century when capitalism and gambling were
often indistinguishable, hedging one’s bets and investments was common
practice. Hedging is a term borrowed from the practice of planting live fences
around fields to protect them from encroachments by animals. Deforestation
deprived Europeans of wood for fencing and hedging proved to be both
economically and ecologically sound practice well into the twentieth
century.22 The hedgerow insured biodiversity where monocultures
threatened. It not only protected plant life, but was home to birds and
animals deprived of their old margins due to deforestation. The hedge was to
the land, what the marge was to the sea. Unfortunately, the mechanization of
Thomas Oles, Walls: Enclosure and the Ethics in the Modern Landscape (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2016).
22
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Architectural Press, 1996).
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agriculture allowed modern farmers to plough right up to the edge of fields,
cutting back and then ultimately eliminating the hedge itself and with it the
last remaining rural margins. Today, after than a half-century of industrial
farming, the hedge, like the creatures which depend on it, is an endangered
species.
IV
Margins are currently as rare as they were once ubiquitous. The rivers
and streams are no longer allowed to overflow their banks or meander. Roads
lost their verges, becoming disconnected from nature. Today’s streets offer
no margin, unless it be for parking. Roads are now recognized as a prime
source of air and water pollution, a major danger to animal and human
health, and to life itself.23
Walled, fenced, and leveed, we have effectively cut ourselves off,
substituting hard lines for the kind of the broad, curvilinear, fractal
boundaries which are found in nature. The ecologist Richard Forman asks:
“What is lost when civilization converts the soft curves of nature into the
hard lines of geometry?” His answer is mental and physical health, noting
that “straight boundaries are the most biologically impoverished.”24 This can
perhaps be best seen in contemporary coastal configurations, where broad
margins have given way to sharply restricted coastlines. Coastal waters have
been the most fecund of all environment precisely because they constitute the
earth’s largest ecotone, where the meeting of land and water have for
millennia produced the richest of all breeding grounds, not just for plants,
fish, and birds, but our own species.
Now our direct experience of the sea has been greatly restricted, due in
part to the declining population of mariners and fishers around the world.
James Howard Kunstler, Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of America’s ManMade Landscape (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1993), 116–17.
24
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But even those who go to sea for their living are now cut off from it by
modern technology. The replacement of sail by steam was a major step in
that direction, but now satellite technology has still further removed humans
from nature. The sea remains one of our great material and cultural
resources, and we continue to return to it, if only to its very edge. The
modern popularity of swimming, and now the emergence of sports like
surfing and kayaking are an indication of the desire of humans to maintain a
connection with the sea, and neuroscientists suggest the importance of water
to maintaining human mental as well as physical health.25 The surge to the
shores which has been occurring in the western world in the last half-century
hints at something that runs deep in the human psyche. At that messy place
where land and water meet, it is at the margins that humanity has faced its
greatest challenges and produced many of its greatest triumphs.
V
Ecologists were the first to recognize the unique quality of margins. As
Wendell Berry observes, “margins work to allow and encourage care and
contain disaster.” And he suggests that “if change is to come, then, it will
have to come from the outside. It will have to come from the margins.”26
Timothy Morton urges us to “support margins. As a matter of urgency we
just cannot go on thinking of them as ‘in-between.’ We must choose to
include them on this side of human social practices, to favor them into our
political decisions.”27 Unfortunately, our obsession with edges poses an
unrecognized danger to ecological, social, and political systems that once
depended on broad margins for their viability. We may think of edges as our
See Wallace J. Nichols, The Blue Mind: The Surprising Science that Shows How Being
Near, In, On, or Under Water Can Make You Happier, Healthier, More Connected, and Better
at What You Want To Do (New York: Little Brown, 2015).
26
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security, relying on walls to protect us from threats domestic and foreign.
Despite mounting evidence that wall building is, if not fruitless, actually
dangerous, we plunge ahead with projects that heighten tension between
nations and among neighbors.28
In the meantime, mixed places, like wetlands and bogs, have been drained
or filled. Some more than 80 percent of all the coastal wetlands of the United
States is now gone, and the rest of the world is close behind in eliminating
some of its most fertile and protective in-betweens. As the broad margins of
seas and rivers are eliminated, replaced by dykes, seawalls, and other hard
edges, we have not only alienated ourselves from the soft curves of nature,
but have shattered the very ecotones that were the original home of
humankind and so many other species. This assault on margins is a deadly
formula, which not only has put many plants and animals on the path to
extinction, but cuts us off from contact with the natural places that have
sustained our own physical and mental health for millennia.29
In previous centuries we preferred to nurture our centers and to keep our
edges loose. Only very recently have we adopted the alternative, namely of
drawing our boundaries tight and evacuating our centers.30 In the last halfcentury, we have seen a massive population movement toward the edges of
our continents and islands, emptying out the centers of countries like the
United States and Australia, while islands like England have come to identify
increasingly with their coasts rather than their interiors. Around the world,
peoples have built right up to the sea, walling their shores and thereby
destroying the continuity of land and water, destroying the ecotones that
sustain a great diversity of life, including our own. Every hurricane and
tsunami shows just how vulnerable we have become in this era of global
Michael Dear, Why Walls Won’t Work: Repairing the US-Mexico Border (New York:
Oxford, 2013).
29
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30
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warming, rising sea levels and ever more violent weather systems. It is now
generally accepted that the more we arm the shores, replace the soft curves of
wetlands and dunes with concreted groins and seawalls, the more vulnerable
they become to erosion and inundations.31
VI
It seems time to challenge the notion of the edge itself. We are beginning
to see that it is human creation, a product not of nature but of history. Like
the idea of the line, it is a concept that must now be interrogated, seen in
context, and, if necessary, abandoned.32 Ecologists tell us that “no absolute
barriers or boundaries exist in nature, only filters.”33 We can no longer look
to edges for our salvation. In short, it is time to make margins central to our
thinking and planning for the future.
Margins and edges are too often confused and the terms used
interchangeably. But they are very different. Edges are a human construct,
something we impose in an effort to make sense of our messy world and
create order out of what appears to be chaos. Biblical Genesis describes God’s
effort to differentiate things into something meaningful, but nature yields
only reluctantly to the process of differentiation. We have been playing god
for several centuries now, but our multiplication of categories seems to have
muddled rather than clarified things.
Like the horizon, an edge is in the mind of the observer, not a thing in
itself. Edges separate while margins connect. As Edward Casey puts it, the
margin is “embracing and open, in contrast to the edge, which emphasizes

A useful summary is provided by Orrin H. Pilkey and Bob Young, The Rising Sea
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alterity and difference.”34 Margins facilitate movement. They are defined by
passages, which facilitate the movement of people, goods, and ideas that
edges tend to deter and stop. They act as filters, not barriers. Like biological
cells, a necessary to any healthy organism, whether that be a body, a city, or a
state. At an edge, time’s arrow points in one direction; in a margin, time is
cyclical. Edges belong to the world of linearity, margins to the realm of
circularity. A tidal flat has no edges, for it is diastolic, always moving. It is the
tidal flows and the nutrients that they carry to the flat that make it so fecund.
An edge always belongs to something else. It is defined by that which it
borders, while a margin is its own place. It not only has a distinct geography,
rooted in natural processes, but it also has a temporality all its own. You may
be on an edge but never in one. An edge is exclusive, but margins have
breadth. They contract and expand in ways that keep them and those who
make their habitat there healthy and alive. They are always capacious.
Margins are habitable in ways that edges are not. For the last two hundred
years or so we have embraced edges, building them into our environment at
the expense of nature itself. In what Zygmunt Bauman calls this Age of Flows,
it seems time to give up this fetish. Not only are state borders crumbling but
so too are the edges that we have relied on to sustain our sense of personal
and political order. We need to abandon those edges like the modern
coastline which has failed us and begin to embrace the margins that are a
source of life and evolutionary creativity.
Despite centuries of neglect and misunderstanding, margins are
everywhere if only we will look for them. We may no longer find them in
place along shores and riversides, but they are popping up the most unlikely
places, along roads and railway rights of way, in abandoned industrial sites,
old quarries, and dumps of every description. When Miriam Shoard recently
Edward S. Casey, “Borders and Boundaries: Edging into the Environment,” in MerleauPonty and Environmental Philosophy, eds. Suzanne Cataldi and William Hammich (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 2007), 67–92.
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looked for nature in contemporary England, she was surprised to find it, not
in the places where poets and botanists have traditionally located it, not in
and around agricultural lands, but in the “unofficial countryside.” She found
it flourishing in “those unruly, recently abandoned places that nobody had
thought to look.” She writes that “betwixt urban and rural, stands a kind of
landscape quite different from either. Often vast in area, though hardly
noticed, it is characterized by warehouses and rubbish tips, road interchanges
and sewage works, business parks and derelict factories, superstores and
allotments, golf courses and travelers’ encampments and fragmented,
frequently scruffy, farmland.”35
What Shoard calls “edgelands” might better be described as marginlands.
Jim Sterba finds found similar phenomena in the United States. American
marginlands pop up in the old frontiers of suburbanization, those places
passed by as people build ever farther out. They have become some of the
most fertile and generative places, much healthier habitat than the official
countryside which has been rendered sterile by pesticides and chemical
fertilizers. “Boundaries are necessary for any life,” writes naturalist Bernd
Heinrich. “At the cellular level, it is the membrane that separates the chaos of
the external environment so that the intricate structure and biochemistry
within can be built and maintained. If the cell wall becomes too open or too
exclusive, degeneration, even death, results.”36
In the same way, borders that become too rigid cut off exchange and
dialogue, and lead to hostilities to the detriment of all sides. Robert Frost
reminds us that good walls make good neighbors, but only when, as was the
practice in the nineteenth century, New England adjoining communities
appointed “fence walkers” who annually perambulated adjoining walls,
Marion Shoard, “Edgelands of Promise,” Landscapes (2002), 2, 74; in their book,
Edgelands: Journeys into England’s True Wilderness (London: Vintage, 2012), Paul Farley and
Michael Symmonds Roberts acknowledge their debt to Shoard and extend her coverage.
36
Bernd Heinrich, The Homing Instinct: Meaning and Mystery (New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 2014), 220.
35
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keeping them in good repair, but also mending relations with neighbors.
According to Thomas Oles, a wall is more than a thing. It is also an ethical
relationship that needs constant maintenance in the same way that a cell
membrane must remain healthy if it is to perform its vital functions.37
Forests and meadows are today more privatized than ever before in
history. Ironically, it is in the name of protecting nature that we now confine
it within wholly artificial borders. Creating parks can be devastating when
these are too small to support biodiversity or so fenced off as to prevent
migration of flora and fauna. It is not that we do not have a great deal of open
space; it is just that it is not easily accessible. Thoreau could step out his front
door and be immediately in nature. His Concord was scarcely a wilderness,
for the Fitchburg Railway ran along the edge of Walden Pond. But in his time
there was a mosaic of small open spaces—animal trails, swamps, and small
meadows—that facilitated his daily wandering. Yet, already the enclosure of
formerly open fields, the fencing out of cattle and trespassers, made what he
called “sauntering” much more difficult. Today, walking around Walden
Pond is strictly confined to marked trails.
Children spend much less time outdoors, and almost always under
supervision. The “free-range kid’’ is an endangered species in all but the most
remote places.38 We have forgotten our own origins as a migratory species.
We have been wanderers much longer than we have been settlers. The right
to roam is perhaps our oldest but most neglected privilege. And we lost it
only recently, only when land became overwhelmingly private property.
Henry David Thoreau was one of the first to sense the loss of freedom. He
already feared in the 1840s and 1850s that the historic right to roam the
Concord countryside was fast coming to an end “when fences shall be
multiplied, and man-traps and other engines invented to confine men to the
Oles, chapter 4.
Lenore Skenazy, Free-Range Kids; Giving Our Children the Freedom We Had Without
Going Nuts With Worry (New York: Jossey-Bas, 2009).
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PUBLIC road, and walking on the surface of God’s earth shall be construed
to mean trespassing on some gentleman’s grounds.”39
Thoreau rejected walking as physical exercise, but considered it a form of
wandering. He had nothing but contempt for the “roadster,” who is
determined to take the straightest, fastest line between two points. He kept
neither pace nor time, and would be in total sympathy with contemporary
“slow movements,” delighted that his form of meandering has recently come
back into style.40 It turns out that humans have always preferred the same
curvilinear routes as birds and animals. Neuroscience is now documenting
some of the mental and physical losses we experience when cut off from what
Robert Macfarlane has called the “old ways” of trails and paths, forced to
follow straight lines dictated by our massively overbuilt environments.41 We
are witnessing here the triumph of time over space, the imperative of moving
swiftly at the expense of the embodied experience of the environment, a
threat to sense of place itself.
Floods, epic storms, and tsunamis are teaching irrefutable lessons about
the futility of linearity. Thanks to its prodigious concrete industry, Japan has
built the strongest, highest seawalls the world had ever seen. But their very
massiveness prevented shore dwellers from seeing what came at them on
March 11, 2011. The walls actually increased the force of the wave action and
led to greater destruction than if the shore had been protected by softer
barriers such as marshes. In a similar way, the straightening of the
Mississippi River did not diminish the massive flooding that happened
during Hurricane Katrina. Of course, margins like the Batture were not
meant to save people from high water. Inhabitants are expected to know the
39
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Henry David Thoreau, Walking (San Bernadino: Cricket House Books, 2010), 10.
John R. Gillis, The Shores Around Us. Charleston, South Carolina: Createspace, 2015, 80-
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See Robert Macfarlane, Old Ways. London: Viking, 2012; Jason Groves, “A View from
the Edge: The Peripatetic Perspective,” The Best Things in Museums are the Windows. San
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warning signs and evacuate in the same way that birds and animals know
how to get out of the way in their more vulnerable habitats. Disasters cannot
be entirely prevented but they can be mitigated when we allow adequate
temporal as well as spatial margins. It is not nature but ourselves that we have
to blame when we ignore the necessity of margins.
March 2016
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The Earth as a Dying Planet
Kropotkin, Lowell, and Huntington
________________

Mike Davis
The vogue of all things “Anthropocene” has become as unstoppable as
global warming itself. A relatively obscure controversy in earth science1 has
burgeoned into an axial public debate that engages philosophers, social
theorists, and theologians as well as stratigraphers, ecologists, and
climatologists. What Christophe Bonneuil and Jean-Baptiste Fressoz aptly
characterize as “the shock of the Anthropocene” is being felt across the entire
spectrum of theoretical and speculative thought.2 If industrial capitalism, as
millions of us now believe, has changed fundamental parameters of earth
history, catapulting us into a catastrophic future, then there is urgent case for
a root-and-branch rethinking of what we mean by nature, society and
agency. Accordingly there are now three interdisciplinary journals devoted to
the debate (The Anthropocene Review, Elementa, and The Anthropocene) as
well as several hundred recent and forthcoming book titles that conjugate the
Anthropocene with such diverse themes as “learning to die in,” “philosophy
in,” “hope and grief in,” “bats in,” “economics for,” “art in,” “virtue in,”
“coral reefs in,” and so on. Intellectual adaptation to the Anthropocene, we
are regularly reminded, requires an almost complete reframing of the house
of knowledge. Not since the advent of the “Modern” has a concept claimed
such holistic sovereignty over contemporary self-understanding. (Meanwhile
the “post-modern”, like an aging movie star, has quietly vanished from the
limelight.)

For an overview, see J. Zalasiewicz, et al, A Stratigraphical Basis for the Anthropocene,
Geological Society of London, Special Publication 305, 2014.
2
The Shock of the Anthropocene (London: Verso, 2016).
1
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In an academic equivalent of the Oklahoma land rush, moreover, scores,
even hundreds of scholarly minds have rushed to stake out their claim to a
unifying theory or grand syntheses of the new epoch. But we should be
cautious. New worlds and new ideas are typically defined by their discoverers
in the sharpest possible contrast to old worlds and old ideas. The radical
newness of the Anthropocene as an epistemic rupture is thus polemically
overstated in much the same way as was the concept of the Modern in the
1920s and 1930s. This has involved a considerable degree of amnesia about
precursor ideas and debates, as well a simplification of the historical
relationship between the natural and social sciences. The Anthropocene, for
instance, has been heralded by Paul Crutzen, the original promoter of the
idea as the arrival of a “human-dominated geological epoch,” skirting the fact
that the “Holocene” was minted in the mid-nineteenth century by the French
geologist Paul Gervais precisely to acknowledge the recent tenancy of
humanity in recent earth history.3
Likewise, large-scale human impacts on climate are usually portrayed as a
recent discovery, with a genealogy that extends backwards no further than
Keeling sampling atmospheric gases from his station near the summit of
Mauna Loa in the 1960s, or, at the most, Arrhenius’s fin de siecle speculations
about fossil fuels and a hotter greenhouse. In fact, the deleterious climatic
and environmental consequences of human activity—especially the influence
of deforestation and plantation agriculture on atmospheric moisture levels—
were widely noted and often exaggerated from the Enlightenment until the
late nineteenth century. (In the 1880s, however, the inverse idea, that “rain
follows the plough,” evolved to justify the reckless exploitation of the prairies,
steppes, and pampas.) The fears about aridification, especially in tropical
colonies, were echoed by the warnings of classical political economy about
unsurpassable natural limits on economic growth: population for Malthus,
fertile soil for Ricardo and Mill, and coal for Jevons. Victorians, if not their
3

Paul J. Crutzen, “Geology of Mankind,” Nature 415 (3 January 2002), 23.
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mid-twentieth century descendants, recognized the deep and contradictory
imbrication of modernity in nature, which they conceptualized in pessimistic
terms of artificial drought, soil exhaustion, and more generally the law of
diminishing returns.
An irony of this Victorian science, however, was that while
anthropogenic climate change (whether the result of deforestation or
industrial pollution) was widely acknowledged and sometimes envisioned as
an approaching doomsday for the big cities (see John Ruskin’s hallucinatory
rant, “The Storm Cloud of the Nineteenth Century”), few if any major
thinkers discerned a pattern of natural climate variability in ancient or
modern history. The Lyellian world-view, canonized by Darwin in Origin of
the Species, supplanted biblical catastrophism with a vision of slow geological
and environmental evolution through deep time. Despite the discovery of the
Ice Age[s], the contemporary scientific bias in mid-century was against nonanthropogenic climatic perturbations, whether periodic or progressive, on
historical time scales. Climate change, like evolution, was measured in eons
not centuries.
Oddly, it required the “discovery” of a supposed dying civilization on
Mars to finally ignite interest in the idea, first proposed by the anarchist
geographer Kropotkin in the late 1870s, that the 14,000 years since the
Glacial Maximum constituted an epoch of on-going and catastrophic
desiccation of the Continental interiors. This theory, conventional wisdom
for more than a generation, was an important if now forgotten episode in the
complex intellectual prehistory of the Anthropocene. What follows, then, is a
brief excursus on the rise and fall of what we might call the “old climatic
interpretation of history” in the 1904–1940 period. What many fervently
believed to be a key to world history was found and then lost, discrediting its
discoverers almost as completely as the eminent astronomers who had seen
(and in some cases, claimed to have photographed) canals on the Red Planet.
Although the controversy primarily involved German and English-speaking
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geographers and orientalists, the impetus for thinking about climatic
variability as a historical force originated in a surprising place: St.
Petersburg’s notorious Peter-and-Paul Fortress, Czardom’s école des hautes
etudes, where the young Prince Piotr Kropotkin, along with other celebrated
Russian intellectuals, was held as a political prisoner.
The explorations of Kropotkin
The famed anarchist was also a first-rate natural scientist, physical
geographer, and explorer. In 1862 he voluntarily exiled himself to eastern
Siberia in order to escape the suffocating life of a courtier in an increasingly
reactionary court. Offered a commission by Alexander II in the regiment of
his choice, he chose a newly formed Cossack unit in remote Transbaikalia
where his education, pluck, and endurance quickly recommended him to
lead a series of expeditions—for the purposes both of science and imperial
espionage—into a huge unexplored tangle of mountain and taiga
wildernesses recently annexed by the Empire. Whether measured by physical
challenge or scientific achievement, Kropotkin’s explorations of the lower
Amur valley and into the heart of Manchuria, followed by a singularly daring
reconnaissance of the “vast and deserted mountain region between the Lena
in northern Siberia and the higher reaches of the Amur near Chita,” were
comparable to the Great Northern Expeditions of Bering and Lomonsov a
century earlier or the contemporary explorations of the Colorado Plateau by
John Wesley Powell and Clarence King. After thousands of miles of travel,
usually in extreme terrain, Kropotkin was able to show that the orography of
northeast Asia was considerably different from that envisioned by Alexander
von Humboldt and his followers.4 He was also the first to demonstrate that

Prince Kropotkin, “The Orography of Asia,” The Geographical Review, 23:2 & 23:3
(February & March 1904).
4
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the plateau was a “basic and independent type of the earth’s relief” with as
wide “a distribution as mountain ranges.”5
Kropotkin also encountered a riddle in Siberia that he later solved in
Scandinavia. While on his epic trek across the mountainous terrain between
the Lena and the upper Amur, his zoologist comrade Poliakov discovered
“palaeolithic remains in the dried beds of shrunken lakes, and other similar
observations gave evidence on the desiccation of Asia.”6 This accorded with
observations of other explorers in Central Asia, especially in the Caspian
steppe and Tarim basin, of ruined cities in deserts and dry lakes that once
filled great basins.7 After his return from Siberia, Kropotkin took an
assignment from the Russian Geographical Society to survey the glacial
moraines and lakes of Sweden and Finland. Agassiz’s ice age theories were
under intense debate in Russian scientific circles but the physics of large
masses of ice was little understood. From detailed studies of striated rock
surfaces, Kropotkin deduced that the sheer mass of continental ice sheets
caused them to flow plastically, almost like a super-viscous fluid (his “most
important scientific achievement” according to one historian of science). He
also became convinced that Eurasian ice sheets had extended southward into
the steppe as far as the 50th parallel.8 If this was indeed the case, it followed
that with the recession of the ice, the northern steppe became a vast mosaic of
George Woodcock and Ivan Avakumovic, The Anarchist Prince: The Biography of Prince
Peter Kropotkin (London; T. V. Boardman & Co. 1950), 61–86. On his recognition of the
plateau as a fundamental landform, see Alexander Vucinich, Science in Russian Culture:
1861–1917 (Palo Alto: Stanford, 1970), 88.
6
Woodcock and Avakumovic, 73.
7
Ibid. In later years there would be fierce debate over historical fluctuations in the level
and areal expanse of the Caspian, but the controversy, like so many others, was unresolvable
in the absence of any technique for dating land features. From mid-century, however, the
hypothesis of creeping desertification in Central Asia was familiar to the educated public.
(For an example, see Engels [1883], The Dialectics of Nature (New York: International
Publishers, 1940), 235.)
8
Tobias Kruger, Discovering the Ice Ages: International Reception and Consequences for a
Historical Understanding of Climate (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 348–51.
5
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lakes and marshes (he envisioned much of Eurasia once looking like the
Pripet marshes), then gradually dried into grasslands and finally began to
turn into desert. Desiccation was a continuing process (causing, not caused
by, diminishing rainfall) that Kropotkin believed was evident across the
entire Northern Hemisphere.9
An outline of this bold theory was first presented to a meeting of the
Geographical Society in March 1874. Shortly after the talk he was arrested by
the dreaded Third Section and charged with being “Borodin,” a member of
an underground anti-tsarist group, the Circle of Tchaikovtsky. Thanks to this
“chance leisure bestowed on me,” and special permission given by the Czar
(Kropotkin, after all, was still a prince), he was enabled to obtain books and
continue his scientific writing in prison where he completed most of a
planned two-volume exposition of his glacial and climatic theories.10
This was the first scientific attempt to make a comprehensive case for
natural climate change as a prime mover of the history of civilization.11 As
“The desiccation I speak of is not due to a diminishing rainfall. It is due to the thawing
and disappearance of that immense stock of frozen water which had accumulated on the
surface of Eurasian continent during the tens of thousands of years that the glacial period
had been lasting. Diminishing rainfall (where such a diminution took place) is thus a
consequence, not a cause of that desiccation.” (Prince Kropotkin, “On the Desiccation of
Eurasia and Some General Aspects of Desiccation,” The Geographical Journal 43:4 (April
1914), 451–52.)
10
His brother Alexander oversaw the publication of the first volume, 828 pages in length,
in 1876: Researches on the Glacial Period (Issledovanie o lednikovom periode) St Petersburg. A
short review appeared in Nature, 23 June 1877, 161. An incomplete draft of the second
volume was seized by the secret police and not published until 1998. (Tatiana Ivanova and
Vyacheslav Markin, “Piotr Alekseevich Kropotkin and his monograph Researches on the
Glacial Period (1876),” in R. Grapes, P. Oldroyd and A. Grigelis (eds), History of
Geomorphology and Quaternary Geology, Special Publication 301, Geological Society of
London 2008, p. 18.)
11
The famed California geologist Josiah Whitney (after whom the peak was named) had
also been advocating a concept of progressive desiccation since at least the early 1870s. He
dismissed the popular idea that deforestation was responsible for climate change, instead
proposing that the earth had been simultaneously drying and cooling for several million
9
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earlier noted, Enlightenment and early Victorian thought universally
assumed that climate au naturel was stable, stationary in trend, with extreme
events as simple outliers of a mean state. As the meteorologist and climate
historian Hubert Lamb once reminded his readers, “down to about 1960, it
was assumed that for all practical purposes and decisions, climate could be
considered constant.”12 In contrast, the impact of human modification of the
landscape upon the atmospheric water cycle had been debated since the
Greeks. For instance, Theophrastus, Aristotle’s heir at the Lyceum, reportedly
believed that the drainage of a lake near Larisa in Thessaly had reduced forest
growth and the made the climate colder.13
Two thousand years later, Buffon, Comte de Volney, Thomas Jefferson,
Alexander von Humboldt, Jean-Baptiste Boussingault, and Henri Becquerel
(to give just a short list) were citing one example after another of how
European colonialism was radically changing local climates through forest
clearance and extensive agriculture.14 (“Buffon,” wrote Clarence Glacken,
years. This theory put him in the odd position of arguing that the modern climate of the
American West was colder than during the Ice Age; a contradiction he resolved by rejecting
evidence for the existence of continental ice sheets. In his view, Agassiz and others had
confused the strictly local phenomena of glacial advance with global refrigeration. (See The
climatic changes of later geological times: a discussion based on observations made in the
Cordilleras of North America, Harvard Museum, Cambridge (MA) 1882).
12
H.H. Lamb, Climate History and the Modern World, second edition, (London;
Routledge, 1995) (first edition 1982), 2.
13
Theophrastus of Eresus, Commentary, vol. 3.1., sources on physics (texts 137–233):
Sources for His Writings, Thought and Influence (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 212.
14
Already by the mid-eighteenth century colonial officials were crusading for the
establishment of forest reserves to prevent the desiccation of the rich plantation islands of
Tobago and Mauritius. Richard Grove, the historian who has done most to establish the
colonial origins of environmentalism, cities the example of Pierre Poivre, commissaireintendant of Mauritius. Poivre gave a major speech in Lyon in 1763 on the climatic dangers
of deforestation. “This speech may go down in history as one of the first environmentalist
texts to be based explicitly on a fear of widespread climate change.” (Richard Grove, “The
Evolution of the Colonial Discourse on Deforestation and Climate Change, 1500–1940,” in
Ecology, Climate and Empire, White Horse Press, Cambridge 1997, 11.) Seventy years later,
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“concluded it was possible for man to regulate or to change the climate
radically.”)15 Lacking any long-term climate records that might reveal major
natural variations in weather patterns, the philosophes were instead riveted by
the innumerable circumstantial reports of declining rainfall in the wake of
plantation agriculture in the Caribbean and Indian Oceans. Although there
were occasional dissents, by the early Victorian era, “deforestation and
consequent aridity,” according to Michael Williams, “was one of the great
‘lessons of history’ that every literate person knew about.”16
Two of these literate people were Marx and Engels, both of whom were
fascinated by Bavarian botanist Karl Fraas’ cautionary account of the
transformation of eastern Mediterranean climate by land clearance and
grazing.17 Writing to Engels in March 1868, Marx enthused about Fraas.
He maintains that as a result of cultivation and in proportion to its
degree, the ‘damp’ so much beloved by the peasant is lost (hence too
plants emigrate from south to north) and eventually the formation of
steppes begins. The first effects of cultivation are useful, later
devastating owing to deforestation, etc. This man is both a thoroughly

July Monarchy propagandists invoked the desertification of North Africa by the Arabs as an
excuse for conquest of Algeria. The French promised to change the climate and push back
the desert by massive afforestation. (Diana Davis, Resurrecting the Granary of Rome:
Environmental History and French Colonial Expansion in North Africa (Athens: Ohio
University Press, 2007, 4–5 & 77).
15
Buffon believed that land clearance changed temperature as well as rainfall. Since Paris
and Quebec City were at the same latitude, he suggested that the most likely explanation for
their different climates was the warming that resulted from draining the wetlands and
cutting down the forests around Paris. (Clarence Glacken, Traces on the Rhodian Shore
(Berkeley: U.C. Press, Berkeley, 1976), 699.)
16
Michael Williams, Deforesting the Earth: From Prehistory to Global Crisis (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2003), 431.
17
Karl Fraas, Klim und Pflanzenwelt in der Zeit: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte Beider (Climate
and Plant World Over Time: A Contribution to History) (Landshut, J.G. Wolfe, 1847). Fraas
was a member of the scientific retinue that accompanied Bavarian Prince Otto when he
became King of Greece in 1832.
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learned philologist (he has written books in Greek) and a chemist,
agricultural expert, etc. The whole conclusion is that cultivation when
it progresses in a primitive way and is not consciously controlled (as a
bourgeois, of course he does not arrive at this), leaves deserts behind
it, Persia, Mesopotamia, etc., Greece. Here again another unconscious
socialist tendency!18
Similarly, Engels, referring to deforestation of the Mediterranean later in
The Dialectics of Nature, warned that after every human “victory” over
nature, “nature takes its revenge on us.” “Each victory, it is true, in the first
place brings about the results we expected, but in the second and third places
it has quite different, unforeseen effects which only too often cancel the first.”
In the end, indeed, “unforeseen effects predominate, and... the uncontrolled
forces are far more powerful than those set into motion according to plan.”19
But if nature has teeth with which to bite back against human conquest,
Engels saw no evidence of natural forces acting as independent agents of
change within the span of historical time. As he emphasized in a description
of the contemporary German landscape, culture is Promethean while nature
is at most reactive. “There is devilishly little left of ‘nature’ as it was in
Germany at the time when the Germanic peoples immigrated into it. The
earth’s surface, climate, vegetation, fauna, and the human beings themselves
have infinitely changed, and all this owing to human activity, while the

Marx to Engels, 25 March 1868, in Collected Works, vol. 42 (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, 1987), 558–59.
19
“The Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape to Man,” The Dialectics of
Nature, (New York: International Publishers,1940), 291–92. In earlier pages he wrote that
even in the case of contemporary industrial civilization, “there still exists here a colossal
disproportion between the proposed aims and the results arrived at, that unforeseen effects
predominate, and that the uncontrolled forces are far more powerful than those set into
motion according to plan” (19).
18
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changes of nature in Germany which have occurred in this period of time
without human interference are incalculably small.”20
In contrast to the seventeenth century, when earthquakes, comets,
plagues and arctic winters reinforced a cataclysmic view of nature amongst
the great savants like Newton, Halley and Liebnitz, 21 weather and geology in
nineteenth-century Europe seemed as stable from decade to decade as the
gold standard. There is no evidence, for instance, that Marx and Engels ever
speculated on the possibility that the natural conditions of production over
the past two or three millennia might have been subject to directional
evolution or epic fluctuation, or that climate therefore might have its own
distinctive history, repeatedly intersecting and over-determining a succession
of different social formations. Certainly they believed that nature had a
history but it was enacted on long evolutionary or geological time scales. Like
most scientifically literate people in mid-Victorian England, they accepted Sir
Charles Lyell’s uniformitarian view of earth history upon which Darwin had
built his theory of natural selection, even while they satirized the reflection of
Liberal English ideology in the concept of geological gradualism.
The long international controversy starting in the late 1830s over Louis
Agassiz’s “discovery” of the Great Ice Age did not put this reigning
anthropogenic model into question since geologists were vexed for decades
by the problem of Pleistocene chronology: the inability to establish the order
of succession amongst glacial drifts or estimate the relative age of the ancient
human and megafaunal remains whose discovery was a staple sensation of

Collected Works vol. 25 (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1987), 511.
Both Newton and Halley believed in “a succession of earths, a series of creations and
purgations. Historical periods were punctuated by cometary catastrophes, with comets
serving as divine agents to reconstitute the entire solar system, to prepare sites for new
creations and to usher in the millennium.” (Sara Genuth, “The Teleological Role of Comets,’
in Norman Thrower (ed.), Standing on the Shoulders of Giants: A Longer View of Newton and
Halley (Berkeley: U.C. Press, 1990), 302.
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mid-Victorian times.22 Although “glacial research prepared the way for
insight into the reality of short-term changes in climate gauged against
geological time,” there was no measure of the Ice Age’s temporal distance
from modern climate.23 Cleveland Abbe, the greatest American weather
scientist of the late nineteenth century, expressed the consensus view of the
“rational climatology” school when he wrote in 1889 that “great changes have
taken place during geological ages perhaps 50,000 years distant” but “no
important climatic change has yet been demonstrated since human history
began.”24
The dessication of Eurasia and Mars
Kropotkin radically challenged this orthodoxy by asserting a continuity of
global climatic dynamics between the end of the Ice Age and modern times;
far from stationary as early meteorologists believed, climate had been
continuously changing in a unidirectional sense and without human help
throughout history.
In 1904, on the thirtieth anniversary of his original presentation to
Russian geographers, and amidst much public interest in recent expeditions
to inner Asia by the Swedish geographer Sven Hedin and the American
geologist Raphael Pumpelly, the Royal Geographical Society (UK) invited
Kropotkin to outline his current views. In his article he argued that the recent
explorations like Hedin’s had fully vindicated his theory of rapid desiccation
in the post-glacial era, proving that “from year to year the limits of the deserts
Anne O’Connor, Finding Time for the Old Stone Age: A History of Palaeolithic
Archaeology and Quaternary Geology in Britain, 1860–1960 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2007), 28–30.
23
Kruger, Discovering the Ice Ages, 475. In the early twentieth century, varve (annual lake
sediment layer) and tree ring chronologies began to be used to calculate the age of
deglaciation events, but it was not until the refinement of carbon 14 analysis in the postwar
period that reliable dating became possible.
24
James Fleming, Historical Perspectives on Climate Change (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1998), 52–53.
22
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are extended.” Based on this inexorable trend from ice sheet to lake land and
then from grassland to desert, he proposed a startlingly new theory of
history.25 East Turkestan and Central Mongolia, he claimed, were once wellwatered and “advanced in civilization.” “All of this is gone now, and it must
have been the rapid desiccation of this region which compelled its
inhabitants to rush down to the Jungarian Gate, down to the lowlands of the
Balkhash and Obi, and thence, pushing before them the former inhabitants of
the lowlands, to produce those great migrations and invasions of Europe
which took place during the first centuries of our era.”26
Nor was this just a cyclical fluctuation: progressive desiccation,
emphasized Kropotkin, “is a geological fact” and the Lacustrine period (the
Holocene) must be conceptualized as an epoch of expanding drought. As he
had already written five years earlier: “And now we are fully in the period of a
rapid desiccation, accompanied by the formation of dry prairies and steppes,
and man has to find out the means to put a check to that desiccation to which
Central Asia already has fallen a victim, and which menaces Southeastern
Europe.”27 Only heroic and globally coordinated action—planting millions of
trees and digging thousands of artesian wells—could arrest future
desertification. 28
For an overview of the century-long controversy about desiccation in Central Asia, see
David Moon, “The Debate over Climate Change in the Steppe Region in Nineteenth-Century
Russia,” Russian Review 69 (2010), 251-75. Contemporary perspectives include Francois
Herbette, “Le problem du dessechement de l’Asie interieure,” Annales de Geographie 23:127
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The concept of natural, progressive climate change was received with
more skepticism in continental Europe than in English-speaking countries or
amongst scientists working in desert environments. In Russia, where
Kropotkin’s contributions to physical geographical were well-known, there
was intense interest, following the great famine of 1891–92 in understanding
whether drought on the black soil steppe, the new frontier of wheat
production, was a result of cultivation or an omen of creeping desertification.
In the event, the two internationally recognized authorities on the question,
Aleksandr Voeikov (1842–1916)—a pioneer of modern climatology and an
old colleague of Kropotkin’s from the Geographical Society in the early
1870s—and Vasili Dokuchaev (1846–1903)—celebrated as “the father of soil
science”—found little evidence of either process at work. In their view, the
steppe climate had not changed in historical time, although the succession of
wet and dry years might be cyclical in nature. Voeikov like many other
contemporary scientists in Europe was intrigued if not convinced by the
ideas about climate variability advanced by the brilliant German glaciologist
Eduard Brückner (1861–1927).29
Brückner’s 1890 landmark book Climatic Changes Since 1700
(unfortunately never translated into English) argued the case for multidecadal climatic fluctuations in historical times.30 In stunningly modern
fashion, unequaled in rigor until the work of Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie and
Hubert Lamb, he combined documentary and proxy sources like grape
harvest dates, retreating glaciers, and accounts of extreme winters with an
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analysis of the previous century of instrumental data from different stations
to arrive at a picture of a quasi-periodic 35-year cycling between wet/cool and
dry/warm years that regulated changes in European harvests and perhaps
world climate as a whole. Brückner, who knew very little about meteorology
and nothing about the general circulation of the atmosphere, was extremely
disciplined in avoiding the conjectures and anecdotal claims that
contaminated the next generation of debate about climate change and wisely
refused to speculate on the causality of what became known as the Brückner
cycle. In countries whose scientific culture was largely German (most of
central Europe and also Russia at the turn of the century), Brückner’s
cautious model of climate oscillation was preferred to Kropotkin’s climatic
catastrophism.31
In the English-speaking world, on the other hand, Kropotkin’s 1904
article—seemingly buttressed by recent scientific research on the fossil great
lakes and dry rivers of the American West, the Sahara, and Inner Asia—was
generally received with great interest. But the most immediate and
remarkable impact of his bold theory was extra-terrestrial. Percival Lowell
(1955–1916), a wealthy Boston Brahmin, had abandoned his career as an
orientalist in 1894 to build an observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona where he
could study the canali on Mars “discovered” by Giovanni Schiaparelli in 1877
and later “confirmed” by several leading astronomers. Until Lowell, these
hallucinatory channels or fissures were believed by most to be natural
features of the red planet, although the Belfast journalist and science fiction
writer Robert Cromie had already suggested in an 1890 novel that the canals
were oases created by an advanced civilization on a dry and dying world.32
Five years later in his sensational book Mars, Lowell proposed Cromie’s
Nico Stehr and Hans von Storch, “Eduard Brückner’s Ideas—Relevant in His Time and
Today" in Eduard Brückner: the sources and consequences of climate change and climate
variability in historical times (edited by Stehr and von Storch) (Dordrecht:, Kluwer, 2000), 9
& 17.
32
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fiction was observable science: because of their geometry the canals must be
an artificially constructed irrigation system built by intelligent life. Moreover,
Martian civilization obviously had put an end to “nations” and warfare in
order to build on a planetary scale. But “what manner of beings they may be
we lack the data even to conceive.“33
Newspaper readers across the globe were electrified, composers wrote
Mars marches, and an English journalist named Wells found the plot for a
book that continues to fascinate and terrify readers. Lowell, however, quickly
acquired implacable scientific foes, such as the co-discoverer of natural
selection, Alfred Russel Wallace, but with the popular press as an ally, he
soon convinced public opinion that a Martian civilization was a fact, not a
speculation. He liked to astound audiences with photographs of the “canals,”
always apologizing for the blurred images.

34

But what was the nature and

history of this alien civilization? Lowell may have met Kropotkin when the
latter gave a series of lectures on evolution at the Lowell Institute in Boston in
1901, but whatever the case, the 1904 paper on progressive desiccation must
have struck Lowell like a lightening bolt. Here was a master narrative not
only to explain the “tragedy of Mars” but also the fate of the earth.
Lowell believed that because of its smaller size, planetary evolution was
accelerated on Mars thus providing a preview of how the Earth would change
in eons to come. “On our own world,” he wrote in 1906 book Mars and its
canals, “we are able only to study our present and our past; in Mars we are
“To talk of Martian beings is not to mean Martian men. Just as the probabilities point to
the one, so do they point away from the other. Even on this Earth, man is of the nature of an
accident. He is the survival of by no means the highest physical organism. He is not even a
high form of mammal. Mind has been his making. For aught we can see, some lizard or
batrachian might just as well have popped into his place early in the race, and been now the
dominant creature of this Earth. Under different physical conditions, he would have been
certain to do so. Amid the surroundings that exist on Mars, surroundings so different from
our own, we may be practically sure other organisms have been evolved of which we have no
cognizance.” Mars (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1895), 211.
34
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able to glimpse, in some sort, our future.” That future was planetary
desiccation as oceans evaporated and dried into land, forest gave way to
steppe, and grasslands became deserts. He agreed with Kropotkin about the
velocity of aridification: “Palestine has desiccated within history times.”35
Two years later, in popular talks published as Mars as Abode of Life, he
devoted a lecture to “Mars and the Future of Earth,” warning that “for the
cosmic circumstance about them which is most terrible is not that deserts
are, but that deserts have begun to be. Not as local, evitable evils only are they
to be pictured, but as the general unescapable death-grip on our world.”36 His
prime example, not surprisingly, was Central Asia. “The Caspian is
disappearing before our eyes, as the remains, some distance from its shore, of
what once were ports mutely inform us.” Someday the only option left to
humans in this “struggle for existence in their planet’s decrepitude and decay
“would be to emulate the Martians and build canals to bring polar water to
their last oases.37 Lowell, a skilled mathematician but a hapless geologist, liked
to impress visitors to Arizona with the Petrified Forest as an example of
desiccation at work, although the tree fossils dated from the Triassic Period,
225 million years earlier. Likewise he took for granted the evidence for
unidirectional and rapid climate change on Earth.
In fact, Kropotkin’s theory, based on landscape impressions and the
hypothesis of a Eurasian ice sheet, was a speculative leap far ahead of any data
about past climates or their causes. Indeed it was essentially untestable.
Theoretical as contrasted to descriptive meteorology, for example, was still in
its swaddling clothes. By coincidence, Kropotkin’s paper was published
almost simultaneously with an obscure article by a Norwegian scientist
named Jacob Bjerknes that laid down the first foundations for a physics of the
atmosphere in the form of a half-dozen fundamental equations derived from
35
36
37
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fluid mechanics and thermodynamics. “He [Bjerknes] conceived the
atmosphere,” observes a historian of geophysics, “from a purely mechanical
and physical viewpoint, as an “air mass circulation engine,” driven by solar
radiation and deflected by rotation, expressed in local differences of velocity,
density, air pressure, temperature and humidity.” It would take more than
half a century for these conceptual seeds to grow into modern dynamic
meteorology; in the meantime, it was impossible to propose a climate model
for Kropotkin’s theory.38
The potential quantitative evidence for understanding past climate was
likewise a bare cupboard. Brückner had used instrumental records with
impressive skill but only for the period after the French Revolution. In 1901
the Swedish meteorologist Nils Ekholm (1848–1923), writing in the Quarterly
Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, had soberly surveyed the available
pre-instrumental documentary evidence and found that much of it was
simply worthless. “Almost the only weather phenomenon of which the old
chronicles give trustworthy reports are severe winters.” Comparing Tycho
Brahe’s pioneering instrumental weather readings in 1582–1579 from an
island off the Danish coast with modern measurements from the same
location, he found some indications that winters were milder and that
Northern European climate in general was more “maritime” than three
centuries earlier. But this was the limit of disciplined inference. “The
character in other respects and the cause of this variation are unknown. We
cannot say if the variation is periodical, progressive or accidental, nor how far
it extends in space and time.” Since Ekholm reasonably assumed that
insolation had been constant for at least a million years and that the earth’s
orbital variability had had minimal influence over the last millennium of
climate, the most likely cause of climate change (based on the famous

Gabriele Gramelsberger, “Conceiving processes in atmospheric models,’ Studies in the
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experiments of his colleague Svante Arrhenius) was a fluctuation in
atmospheric carbon dioxide and thereby the greenhouse effect.39
Pathological science
But there was an avid appetite amongst scientists and geographers, as well
as the general public, for bolder theories, and as the Royal Society had
undoubtedly hoped, Kropotkin’s paper, aside from inspiring Lowell,
stimulated a far-reaching debate that lasted until the eve of the First World
War. Lord Curzon, the Viceroy of India, even waded into the controversy,
siding with the explorers who had seen desertification first hand rather than
with “untraveled scientists” who denied climate change.40 One of the eminent
travelers and scientists who embraced the evidence for progressive
desiccation was Europe’s other red prince, Leone Caetani, whose Annali
dell’Islam (10 volumes, 1905–29) became the staple for Islamic Studies in the
West. A skilled linguist, he had traveled widely in the Muslim world before
being drawn into left-wing politics. Although a Papal prince, he became a
parliamentary deputy for the anti-clerical Radical Party and in 1911 joined
with the majority faction of the Socialists to oppose the invasion of Libya.
After the rise of fascism, he moved to Canada and continued work on the
Annali.41 Caetani hypothesized that the originally fertile Arabian Peninsula
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was the home of all Semite cultures but aridification and subsequent
overpopulation forced one group after another to migrate; indeed desiccation
was the environmental motor force behind the expansion of Islam. Hugo
Winckler, the famed German archaeologist/philologist who discovered
Hattusa, the lost capital of the Hittites, arrived at the same idea
independently and the “Winckler-Caetani” or “Semite Wave” theory
subsequently became a foundation stone of pan-Arab ideology in the 1920s–
30s.42
The most fervent adherent to the desiccation hypothesis, however, was
the Yale geographer Ellsworth Huntington, a former missionary in Turkey
and a veteran of the 1903 Pumpelly Expedition to Transcaspia and the 1905
Barrett Expedition to Chinese Turkestan. His observations from the latter
expedition confirmed those of earlier travelers in Xinjiang and supported
Kropotkin’s theory: “All the more arid part of Asia, from the Caspian Sea
eastward for over 2500 miles, appears to have been subject to a climatic
change where it has been growing less and less habitable for the last two or
three thousand years.”43 At first Huntington vigorously defended Kropotkin’s
ideas to the letter, but in his 1907 book, The Pulse of Asia, he amended the
theory in one decisive regard. Considering the menu of possible climate
hypotheses – “uniformity, deforestation [anthropogenic change], progressive
change, and pulsatory change”—he now voted for the last. Climate change,
Huntington argued, took the form of great sun-driven oscillations of
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centuries-long duration: wet periods followed by mega-droughts.44 Although
he attributed the idea to reading Brückner, his cycles were an order of
magnitude longer in frequency and had the epic effects ascribed to
progressive desiccation by Kropotkin.
Like Lowell, Huntington was a superb publicist for his own theories. He
aggressively sought further evidence for the cyclical thesis in Palestine,
Yucatan, and the American West, where he worked with tree-ring pioneer A.
E. Douglas (Lowell’s former assistant at the observatory) in the ancient
California sequoias.45 From each new investigation came an article or book
bolstering his claim that societies and civilizations rose and fell with these
climatic oscillations. “With every throw of the climatic pulse which we have
felt in central Asia, the centre of civilization has moved this way or that. Each
throb has sent pain and decay to the lands whose day was done, life and vigor
to those whose day was yet to be.”46 (Owen Lattimore, author of the classic
The Inner Asian Frontiers of China [1940], parodied Huntington’s image of
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“hordes of erratic nomads, ready to start for lost horizons at the joggle of a
barometer, in search of suddenly vanishing pastures.”)47
Huntington’s majestic oscillations were an unexpected gift to searchers
for ultimate causations in history, and The Pulse of Asia helped inspire
Arnold Toynbee’s famous theory of civilizational cycles driven by responses
to environmental challenges.

48

But Huntington’s sweeping claims made

others nervous. Both the Royal Geographical Society and Yale University
(which was considering promoting him to a professorship) discreetly
canvassed the opinions of major authorities. The explorer Sven Hedin
derided the whole idea of desiccation: “Men and camels, country and
climate—none has undergone any change worth mention.”49 Albrecht Penck,
one of the giants of modern physical geography, gently observed of
Huntington that “sometimes his thoughts run ahead of his facts. He works
more with a vital scientific imagination than with a critical faculty.”50
Eduard Brückner in Vienna, whom Huntington acknowledged as one of
his masters, was equally polite but devastating in his assessment: “He takes
his data from historical works without examining it properly. He is not
sufficiently aware to what degree he may use data as facts. In particular the
archaeological results are by no means definitive enough as he himself
explains in his work The Pulse of Asia. … He has shown several times the
desire to fit the facts to his theory. During my visit to Yale Dr. Huntington
showed me the results of his investigations in respect to the rings of old trees
Owen Lattimore, “The Geographical Factor in Mongol History (1938),” in Studies in
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in their relationship to fluctuations of climate. He has collected very
interesting material but again I had the impression that he concluded more
from his curves than a cautious man ought to conclude. He claimed in several
cases that he saw a parallelism in the curve where I could not see one.”51
(Huntington did not receive the promotion and left Yale.)
Brückner’s critique anticipated Irving Langmuir’s famous definition of
“pathological science” as research “led astray by subjective effects, wishful
thinking or threshold interactions.”52 In addition to the usual sins of
confusing coincidence with correlation and correlation with causality,
Huntington and his several prominent co-thinkers, especially the Clark
University geographer Charles Brooks, were addicted to circular
argumentation. “Huntington,” Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie wrote in Histoire
du climat, “explained the Mongol migrations by the fluctuations in rainfall
and barometric pressure in the arid zones of central Asia. Brooks carried on
the good work by basing a graph of rainfall in central Asia on the migration
of the Mongols!”53 In another instance, Brooks, who followed Huntington in
believing that tropical climates could not support advanced civilizations,
concluded that the existence of Angkor Wat proved that the climate of
Cambodia in 600 AD must have been more temperate.54
As for spectacular ruins in the deserts, the geographer and historian
Rhoads Murphey demonstrated contra Huntington in a 1951 article that in
the case of North Africa there is little evidence of climate change since the
Roman period. Instead, he explained the desolate landscapes where wheat
fields and Roman towns once flourished as the results of the neglect or
destruction of water-storage infrastructures. (Huntington seemed to have
forgotten the dependence of desert societies upon groundwater rather than
Ibid.
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53
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rain.) In a classic example of the kind of “natural experiment” that Jared
Diamond would decades later urge historians to adopt, Murphey cited the
example of the Air Massif in Niger where the French forcibly evicted the
rebellious Tuareg population in 1917. “As population decreased, wells,
gardens, and stock were allowed to deteriorate, and within less than a year
the area looked exactly like the other areas which have used as evidence of
progressive desiccation.”55
For all this, the Kropotkin/Huntington debate about natural climate
change in history might have left a more fruitful legacy if it had stayed within
the domain of physical geography.56 Huntington however fused his
distinctive ideas about climate cycles with the extreme environmental
determinism advocated by the German geographer Friedrich Ratzel and his
American disciple Ellen Churchill Semple. They argued that cultural and
ethnic characteristics were mechanically and irreversibly imprinted upon
human groups by their natural habitats, especially climate. Huntington also
became mesmerized by the bizarre ideas of a professor of German in
Syracuse named Charles Kullmer who believed that human mental activity,
both individual and social, was governed by the electrical potential of
barometric depressions. As Huntington’s biographer explains: “Kullmer
measured the number of nonfiction books taken from libraries and the
barometer pressure at such time; ‘high pressure means more serious books,
Rhoads Murphey, “The Decline of North Africa since the Roman Occupation: Climatic
or Human?’ Annals of the Association of American Geographers 41:2 (1951),123.
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and low pressure fewer.’” Huntington, “electrified” by Kullmer’s findings,
wrote “I have pondered a great deal over the Italian Renaissance; and now I
am wondering whether by any chance that was associated with some change
in storm frequency.” Huntington subsequently tested Kullmer’s thesis by
having a friend’s children type three dictated stanzas of Spencer’s The Faerie
Queene every day for months while their father recorded the barometric
pressure. Huntington then compared the pattern of errors. “There seems to
be a connection between weather and mental ability far closer than we have
hitherto suspected. I am at work just now trying to apply this to Japan.”57
But Huntington soon put barometry aside, concluding that it was actually
temperature, perhaps in collusion with humidity, that determined human
mental acuity and industrial efficiency. This “meteorological taylorism,” as
James Fleming calls it, was then subsumed by Huntington’s passion for
eugenics and racial engineering.58 While an ailing Kropotkin, who had
returned to Russia in 1917 to support the anarchist movement, was racing to
finish his magisterial scientific testament, Glacial and Lacustrine Periods,59
Huntington was publishing increasingly bizarre papers on the adaptability of
white men to the Australian tropics and the impact of climate on human
productivity in Korea. A few years later he was struggling to understand the
effect of overpopulation on Chinese character, decrying the immigration of
Puerto Ricans to New York, and pontificating in Harper’s about
“Temperature and the Fate of Nations.”60 In effect, Huntington, like Ratzel,
Semple, and many others, was aggrandizing the climatic race theories of
Martin, Ellsworth Huntington, 102–103 &111.
Fleming, Historical Perspectives on Climate Change, 100. He adds: “Although
Huntington’s thought was indeed influential in its time, since then his racial bias and crude
determinism have been largely rejected. [my emphasis] Nonetheless, his categorical errors
seem destined to be repeated by those who make overly dramatic claims for weather and
climatic influences.,” 95.
59
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Herodotus and Montesquieu (the first convinced that Greece was man’s
perfect habitus; the other, France) into an all-encompassing meteorological
anthropology.
In the 1910s and 1920s, the heyday of scientific racism (of which
Huntington was a fervent loyalist), these ideas were easily embraced by
mainstream scholarship; by the late 1930s, however, a new generation of
academics began to recoil from the dark implications of environmental
determinism alloyed with white supremacy and its apotheosis, fascism. As his
biographer gingerly observes: “Huntington’s insistence on a hierarchy of
innate competence, and consistent inquiry into the eugenic cause in the
1930s, was perhaps unfortunate. When he proposed on the eve of World War
II that Caucasians with blond hair and blue eyes were possessed of greater
longevity than others, his utterance seemed peculiarly non sequitur.”61 Few
researchers have ever contributed so generously to discrediting their own
field of inquiry.
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Two Politics of Modern Design
From William Morris to Walter Gropius or from
Designer/Artisan to Designer/Manager
___________________

Ann Banfield
The subtitle of Nikolaus Pevsner’s Pioneers of Modern Design—from
William Morris to Walter Gropius1—sets forth a hypothesis about the
provenance of the modern style in the decorative arts which is scarcely
apparent to the uninstructed eye. From a style highly ornamental,
complicated, floral and naturalistic to one bare and unornamented,
functional, with “plain, smooth surfaces” (Pevsner, 29) the evolution, in no
way visibly obvious, must be traced via a set of principles. The Modern
Movement’s adoption of certain of Morris’s ideas requires an interpretation
of them, one which, I will argue, ultimately eliminated one half of the theory
which animated Morris’s artistic and ultimately his political practice.
That theory revolves around two related tenets of Morris’s notion of the
social role of art. Both led from the decorative arts to revolutionary socialism
and the Socialist League, whose other members included Edward Aveling and
Eleanor Marx, with Frederick Engels as sympathizer. For those only familiar
with Morris’ early poetry and prose romances or his wallpapers, fabrics,
furniture, embroideries and book-making, the relation to socialism may seem
like a logical leap, even though it has been over half a century since E. P.
Thompson in 1955 first chronicled that development in William Morris: from
Romantic to Revolutionary.2

Pioneers of Modern Design: from William Morris to Walter Gropius (Penguin Books:
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The two-fold theory of the relation between art and society Pevsner
correctly identifies in Morris is reducible to the notion that art is work with
pleasure in it; it is a pleasurable activity creating a pleasurable product. “Real
art,” Morris stated, must be “made by the people and for the people, as a
happiness for the maker and the user” (Pevsner, 23). The connection between
art and work arose from Morris’s practice in the decorative arts, for Morris
“part of a great system invented for the expression of a man’s delight in
beauty... they are the sweeteners of human labour, both to the
handicraftsman... and to people in general... they make our toil happy, our
rest fruitful.”3 They constitute the intermediate stage in Morris’s
development; between Thompson’s romantic and his revolutionary, i. e.,
between Morris’ early poetry and his late militancy, he became an “artisan”.
In The Making of the English Working Classes, Thompson records the history
of that class transformed in Morris’ lifetime by the Industrial Revolution,
most into industrial workers—and, for a happy few like Josiah Wedgwood, or
later, Emile Gallé, into industrialist-artisans.4
Thus Morris aimed for a “reform of the arts” that would “kindle into
eager desire for possession of beauty, and better still, for the development of
the faculty that creates beauty” (88). I.e., the relation between art and society
involves not just distribution and consumption but production. With respect
“The Lesser Arts,” William Morris: Selected Writings and Designs, Asa Briggs (ed.),
(Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books, 1968), 92. Unless otherwise indicated, all page
references to Morris are to this collection.
4
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Psychology and Style (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 232, Deborah
Silverman distorts his political passions with her exclusive focus on his “nationalist fervor”
after the annexation of much of Alsace and part of Lorraine (Gallé was from Nancy) by
Germany after the Franco-Prussian War. “The thistle of Lorraine, a favorite motif in his glass
and furniture art of the 1880s,” should be put alongside the Star of David in the King
Salomon amphora.
3
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to the first goal, Morris wrote, “I don’t want art for a few” (104). “What
business have we with art at all unless all can share it?”5 D. H. Lawrence in
1929 echoed Morris in accusing the “promoters of industry” of [t]he great
crime” of “the condemning of the workers to ugliness,... ugly surroundings,...
ugly clothes, ugly furniture, ugly houses, ugly relationship between workers
and employers. The human soul needs actual beauty more than bread.”6
Up to this point, Pevsner can approve: “So far,” he writes, “Morris is the
true prophet of the twentieth century. We owe it to him that an ordinary
man’s dwelling-house has once more become a worthy object of the
architect’s thought.” What in Morris is prophetic of the twentieth century is
the idea that art should be equitably distributed. This goal was taken up by
the Bauhaus. “However,” Pevsner goes on, “this is only one half of Morris’
doctrine. The other half remained,” Pevsner thought, “committed to
nineteenth-century style and nineteenth-century prejudices.” It “is part and
parcel of nineteenth-century ‘historicism.’ Proceeding from Gothic
handicraft, he defined art simply as ‘the expression by man of his pleasure in
labour’” (23). This for Pevsner was a dead end.
Why should the notion of art as freely produced and pleasurable work be
linked to the style which identifies Morris as a nineteenth- as opposed to a
twentieth-century artist? Does that elaborate floral style contain the visible
marks of the pleasurable and free in its fabrication? The term “elaborate”
gives the hint—etymologically, as a verb, it means to “work out” or “up”—
“belabor” is its pejorative counterpart. Pleasurable labor is the elaboration or
“working” of surface; its result “ornament” or “decoration”; it is “highlywrought,” or, to use a more recent term, deliberately labor-intensive. Morris
Letter to The Manchester Examiner, March 14, 1883, The Collected Letters of William
Morris, Volume II, Part A: 1881–1884, Norman Kelvin (ed.) (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1987), 173.
6
‘Nottingham and the Mining Countryside,” The Cambridge Edition of the Works of D.
H. Lawrence: Late Essays and Articles James T. Boulton (ed.) (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004) 287–294, 291–2.
5
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is precise about the role of ornament: “the decoration of workmanship, what
is it but the expression of man’s pleasure in successful labour?” (101)
The insistence on pleasurable work as well as pleasurable works Morris
took from John Ruskin: “Political economy... consists simply in the
production, preservation, and distribution... of useful and pleasurable
things,” Ruskin wrote.7 That manufactured objects should be a pleasure not
just for the user but also for the maker Ruskin enlarges upon in the section of
The Stones of Venice called “The Nature of the Gothic,” reprinted by Morris”
Kelmscott Press and distributed to the Working Man’s Institute. Central to
the exemplary role Ruskin assigns the Gothic is the question of ornament:
“The right question to ask, respecting all ornament,” Ruskin wrote, is “Was it
done with enjoyment?” (8:218)
The role of ornament
Why ornament? The answer is to be sought in Ruskin’s and especially
Morris’ championing of “the lesser arts”—those labeled “decorative”. As
opposed to the fine arts, they have some useful end in material life. That end
sets limits for the producer: the artisan who makes a chair is in some real
sense not free to make a chair one cannot sit on. He or she is free, however, to
ornament it. This is the reason Morris claims these arts are “still more
[important] to us handicraftsmen”...“since there is scarce anything... [the
public] use, and we fashion, but it has always been thought to be unfinished
until it has had some touch... of decoration” (85). Morris did not mean, of
course, the machine decoration of high Victorianism, the “perfect”
decoration Ruskin made the emblem of unfree ornament.
In other words, decoration marks the point at which labor producing
useful objects escapes function. The Decorative Arts, striving “to beautify the
The Works of John Ruskin, E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderburn (eds) (London:
George Allen, 1903-1912), 17:44. All references to Ruskin are to this edition, available online
at http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/users/ruskinlib/Pages/Works.html.
7
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familiar matters of everyday life” (85), introduce pleasure into the useful, not
just in making useful objects beautiful to enjoy, but in freeing the worker to
take pleasure in their production. For Morris, it is thus in ornament that the
two ways in which art finds its social meaning are expressed: “To give people
pleasure in the things that they must perforce use, that is one great office of
decoration: to give people pleasure in the things they must perforce make,
that is the other” (86). Ornament for Morris becomes the sign by which the
worker’s freedom can be read in the work.
Mass production for mass consumption
Morris was ultimately committed primarily to the goal of a pleasurable
labor and creating it for those who worked for Morris, Marshall, Faulkner &
Co. and subsequently for Morris & Co., largely because he was himself
involved in production. As a consequence, as it has often been pointed out,
the products of Morris’ factories were luxuries, affordable only for the rich,
because he never divorced the question of distribution from that of
production, and so found himself “serving the swinish luxury of the rich,” as
he once complained.8 But producing for those without the means for that
luxury is what the Modern Movement ultimately accomplished. Its various
leaders saw, with a kind of genius, that if distribution was to be increased,
then the question of pleasurable, i.e., artisan as opposed to industrial labor
had to be set aside. Gropius began with both of Ruskin’s and Morris’ ideals.
The April 1919 Manifesto of the Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar called for a
“return to craftsmanship” and the uniting of “craftsmen and artists.”9 But by
1923, no doubt confronted, even before the Nazi threat, by the realities of the

In Thompson, William Morris, 250, citing W. R. Lethaby, Philip Webb and his Work
(Oxford: Oxford University Press 1935), 94.
9
https://www.bauhaus100.de/en/past/works/education/manifest-und-programm-desstaatlichen-bauhauses/
8
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market, Gropius called for “art and technology—a new unity.”10 To make
beautiful objects affordable for all, machine production had to be introduced
and costly skilled labor dispensed with. This required a new aesthetic, one
fitted for production for mass consumption, i.e., cheap to produce. It
amounted to a revolution in ornament—design had to be streamlined, the
“unadorned surface” (Pevsner, 29) celebrated in a purge of all ornament,
both artisan and machine-made, if the spirit of machine-work was to be
captured. In Ornament in Architecture, Louis Sullivan wrote in 1892 that
“ornament is mentally a luxury, not a necessary,” and that “it would be
greatly for our aesthetic good, if we should refrain entirely from the use of
ornament for a period of years” and “concentrate acutely upon the
production of buildings well formed and comely in the nude.” (Pevsner, 28)
Pevsner comments: “Such approval of the unadorned surface was not entirely
new in England either. It had already been said by [Walter] Crane in 1889
that “plain materials and surfaces are infinitely preferable to inorganic or
inappropriate ornament,” and one year after Sullivan, Charles F. Annesley
Voysey wrote that “discarding the mass of useless ornaments’ would be
healthy and desirable” (Pevsner, 29).
The Modern Movement in fact borrowed the famous “honesty of
material” from Ruskin’s Lamp of Truth in The Seven Lamps of Architecture,11
the only book on architecture the young Frank Lloyd Wright read, and from
Morris, who wrote: “Not only should it be obvious what your material is, but
something should be done with it which is specially natural to it, something
that could not be done with any other.”12 It also derived the concept of
functionalism from Ruskin and Morris. Ruskin eschewed ornament in
commercial buildings. Morris had been one of the first to recommend

http://bauhaus-online.de/en/atlas/werke/manifesto-and-programme-of-the-statebauhaus.
11
Cf. Ruskin on the (locally sourced) oak choir stalls in Amiens Cathedral, 33:125.
12
“Art and the Beauty of the Earth,” Collected Works, vol. 22:169.
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whitewashed walls. In a passage from Letter 80 of Fors Clavigera (see below),
Ruskin’s admiration for the beauty of nails well made is apparent; the pure
utility of their form suffices to endow them with a kind of beauty. But the
principles of honesty of material and functionalism took on their modern
meaning of being stripped of ornamentation precisely when one of the two
conjoined aims of Morris’ social theory of art was discarded. The result was
not simply a new style but another political vision—one which incorporated
those qualities Pevsner says the new architecture had to express: “the faith in
science and technology, in social science and rational planning, and the
romantic faith in speed and the roar of machines” (210). A vision of social
engineers, its aim of increased production was justified by the ends of an
equitable distribution. One consequence was that the craftsperson was now
represented exemplarily by the architect. The notion of the artist as artisan
was transformed into the modern notion of the artist as designer, Pevsner
suggests when he says of Voysey, one of Morris’s followers: “one thing which
places him further from Morris and close to us. He was a designer, not a
craftsman” (152).13
From artisan to designer or industrial worker: The division of labor in the
arts
The designer emerges, then, as the essence of the modern style out of the
logic of one half of Morris’ theory of art and society, and the movement from
Morris to Gropius becomes that from artisan to designer. Gropius’s 1919
manifesto had proclaimed craftsmanship the “source of creative design”:
“This world of mere drawing and painting of draughtsmen and applied

Morris is typically identified as a designer and advocated working out a design in one’s
head before putting it to work. But he thought that “as the arts sundered into the greater and
the lesser, contempt on one side, carelessness on the other arose. The artist came out of the
handicraftsmen, and left them without hope of elevation, while he himself was left without
the help of intelligent, industrious sympathy” (89).
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artists must at long last become a world that builds.”14 Now the direction was
reversed. Although deploring the separation of design and execution,
Gropius wanted the architect to become “a legitimate member of the team to
which he belongs, along with the scientist, the engineer and the business
man” (Pevsner, 82), thereby placing the architect/designer not, as Morris did,
“side by side” with the workers, but with the capitalist. Victor Vasarely,
influenced by Bauhaus, puts the emergence of a design divorced from
execution at the center of modernism, writing in Plasti-Cité: “If art wished to
be yesterday: to feel and to make, it can be today: conceive and have made.”15
For the essential difference between the artisan and the designer lies in their
respective relations to production.
Ruskin had located the signature of free ornament in the ability of the
worker to give free rein to thought. The purely stylistic features Ruskin
located in “the nature of the Gothic” were traceable to the conditions in
which they were produced: “the old cathedral front” with its “ugly goblins,
and formless monsters” were “the signs of the life and liberty of every
workman who struck the stone; a freedom of thought, and rank in the scale
of being” (10:193–4). The maker’s freedom is discernible in rough
imperfection by contrast with machine-made precision or handwork
imitating it if, instead of being forced to be “a tool” with its “admirable speed
and perfect precision,” he is asked “to consider if he cannot find any better in
his own head.” Then “he stops; his execution becomes hesitating; he thinks
and ten to one he thinks wrong... But you have made a man of him for all
that. He was only a machine before” (10:192).
So closely are labor and style connected for Ruskin that systems of
ornamentation become classifiable on the basis of different organizations of
labor and the relative freedom of what he called “the executive and
https://www.bauhaus100.de/en/past/works/education/manifest-und-programm-desstaatlichen-bauhauses/
15
Plasti-Cité: l”oeuvre plastique dans votre vie quotidienne (Casterman/poche, 1970), 19.
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conceptive minds,” i.e., of design and its execution. Ruskin divides ornament
into three “orders,” on this basis: the “servile,” “in which the executive is
absolutely subjected to the inventive” (Ruskin’s example was the pyramids),
“the mediaeval system, in which the mind of the inferior workman is
recognized and has full room for action, but is guided and ennobled by the
ruling mind” and the “revolutionary,” “expressing the endeavor to equalize
the executive and inventive” (10:291).16 During Ruskin’s and Morris’s
lifetime, the industrial system had not just divided the two functions of mind
but placed each in the “hands” of two different classes. Ruskin’s and Morris’s
aesthetic and political economy thus attacks the division of labor.17
The designer embodies Ruskin’s conceptive as opposed to executive
mind. By converting the artist from a craftsperson into a designer, the
Modern Movement accepted the starting point of the division of labor and
what it implies about work for the worker with little control over the process.
The executor of a design may still retain a measure of freedom in the
execution; much of handicraft used traditional designs as, for instance, the
cartoons made by artists for tapestries. It is when the intellectual process is
completely outside the actual labor process that the executor of a design
becomes a “mechanical,” to use the nineteenth-century term. Pevsner evokes
Morris’ “intellectual Luddism” (Pevsner, 26; citing C. R. Ashbee), his
supposed machine-hating. But Morris agreed with Marx that “machinery
played that subordinate part which Adam Smith assigns to it in comparison
with division of labour.”18 For Marx, “the collective worker, formed out of the
Ruskin favored the medieval over the “revolutionary”—a kind of paternalism of skill by
a “ruling mind.” Morris proposed a more democratic organization: “the handicraftsman, left
behind by the artist when the arts sundered, must come up with him, must work side by side
with him” (94).
17
Ruskin thought ”the great civilized invention of the division of labour” has been given “a
false name. It is not, truly speaking, the labour that it divided; but the men”. He goes on to
demand ”a right understanding, on the part of all classes, of what kinds of labour are good
for men, raising them, and making them happy” (10:196).
18
Karl Marx, Capital, I (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1978), 468.
16
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combination of individual specialized workers, is the item of machinery
specifically characteristic of the manufacturing period” (468).19 Ruskin too
spoke of “this degradation of the operative into a machine” (10:194). Even
August Renoir, far from a socialist, concurred: “Mechanization, the division
of labour, have transformed the worker into a simple automaton and have
killed the joy of working. In the factory, the worker, tied to a machine which
asks nothing of his brain, sadly accomplishes a monotonous task of which he
feels only fatigue.”20 Executed by machines or workers reduced to machines,
the work’s artistry becomes concentrated in the conceptual design, only
pieces of which belong to individual workers: “The sweep of the architect’s
pen, the sweep of the sheer verticals or the closely banded curved fronts of
towers, all this is highly original, highly inventive, and heady with the passion
for the great city and its machine-propelled traffic,” Pevsner writes (Pevsner,
210).
The emergence of the term “design” as the mantra of contemporary
consumer culture marks the triumph of the aim of making beautiful objects
available to many over making their production in some way satisfying.21

Morris, in fact, used simple machinery and designed for machine reproduction. “In the
case of wallpapers, Morris tried both hand and machine production” and he “designed for
the four main types of machine-produced carpets then commercially available.” Pat
Kirkham, “Morris & Company,” in The Beauty of Life: William Morris & the Art of Design,
Diane Waggoner (ed.) (London: Thames & Hudson, Ltd., 2003), 37–8.
20
“Le machinisme, la division du travail, ont transformé l’ouvrier en un simple manœuvre
et ont tué la joie du labeur. C’est tristement que, dans l’usine, l’homme accouplé à la
machine, qui ne demandera rien à son cerveau, accomplit une besogne monotone dont il ne
sent que la fatigue.” Robert L. Herbert, Nature’s Workshop: Renoir’s Writings on the
Decorative Arts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 259.
21
This is apparent in the evolution of the term itself. Design came into English from
French desseign, with the meaning of a plan. The French word, eventually becoming dessin,
could also mean “drawing” or sketch, whereas by the eighteenth century, English
distinguished the two. Designs in the sense of plans were often in fact realized as drawings,
the hand giving skeletal form to the thought. The English term only recently entered French
19
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Design in the modern period developed in tandem with the division of labor,
technical innovation and production in series. In extreme form, design is
linked to marketing and the packaging of products (as with the Apple
computer). The increasing separation of design from execution was not
unique to the manufacture of the decorative arts, of course. The development
of the Modern Movement is that of modern industry in general. Yet the
Bauhaus, unlike other areas of industry, had begun with both goals of
Morris’s conception of art and society, so that their sacrifice of the second is
all the more disappointing.
Beyond need: Surplus
Marx saw the work engaged not under the impulse of need as the mark of
human as opposed to animal production: “The animal produces under the
domination of immediate physical need while man produces free of physical
need and only genuinely so in freedom from such need... man is free when he
confronts his own product” and “knows how to apply an intrinsic standard to
the object.”22 I.e., the product of labor emerges as an object which can be
subjected to conscious scrutiny, assessment, revision and enjoyment,
alienated to be ultimately repossessed.
Free labor is extra labor liberated from any pressing end. The relation
between free labor and ornament becomes apparent. Ornament is something
added to an object made for use, in excess of its purpose, a superfluity. It
originates in an energy not exhausted and so available for the worker’s own
ends, in a time of possible leisure but instead used to further elaborate the
object. Even the artifacts of the most impoverished of peoples show it. We
can take “ornament” or “decoration” to stand in Ruskin’s and Morris’s

in the era of globalization, whose language is English. See the French Wikipedia under
“design.”
22
Marx, Writings of the Young Marx on Philosophy and Society (Garden City, New York:
Anchor Books, 1967), 295.
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vocabulary for the element of freely enjoyed pleasure in work, even if the
product shows no “decoration” per se.23
It is an overflow of energy materialized in a product. It is such a
“compulsion of superfluity” [“den Zwang des Überflusses”] or unused energy
that Friedrich Schiller finds, unlike Marx, in nature, for “it is certainly not the
cry of desire that makes itself heard in the melodious warbling of the song
bird.” But, like Marx, he sees it as beyond need and externalized in an object:
“When the lion is not gnawed by hunger... his idle strength [“die müssige
Stärke,” 206] creates an object for itself: he fills the echoing desert with” a
defiant roar “and his exuberant energy enjoys its self in purposeless display”
(207).24 Morris, too, would find surplus energy in “animal spirits,” writing “I
think that to all living things there is a pleasure in the exercise of their
energies”. But human labor creates something that endures beyond the
moment in which the excess energy is spent, to be enjoyed by the maker and
others. Morris goes on: “a man at work, making something which he feels
will exist because he is working at it and wills it, is exercising the energies of
his mind and soul as well as his body... Not only his own thoughts, but the
thoughts of the men of past ages guide his hands; and, as a part of the human
race, he creates” (118–9).
Marx’s perhaps surprising conclusion to his commentary on human labor
freed of physical need—“Thus man creates also according to the laws of
beauty” (Writings of the Young Marx, 295)—names beauty as the quality of
Interestingly, Le Journal Officiel de la Commune de Paris for the 20th of March to the 24th
of May, 1871, listed among its “Federation of Artists of Paris “ornemanistes” (p. 750) or, as
Kristin Ross translates it, “ornamentalists.” Communal Luxury: the Political Imaginary of the
Paris Commune (London: Verso, 2015), 53.
24
Schiller, Friedrich. On the Aesthetic Education of Man: In a Series of Letters. Eds. and
Trans. Elizabeth M. Wilkinson and L. A. Willoughby (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), 207–
9. Wilkinson and Willoughby correctly translate Begierde by “desire,” but the context
suggests “want,” which is the translation chosen by the unnamed Harvard Classics translator.
See http://www.bartleby.com/32/527.html. What counts for Schiller is that the bird’s song
has no other end than the pure pleasure of singing.
23
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the object produced by a pleasurable work and discernable by a pleasurable
enjoyment, be it only the recognition that the work is well-done. Beauty is
something over and above the useful satisfaction of a need; like “ornament,”
it embodies the element of pleasure, its materialization in the object. Schiller
qualifies the surplus by its “purposelessness,” its non-necessity. Hence he
calls it the drive to play [“oder das physische Spiel”] (208–9). Play, which first
appears as leisure activity, is ultimately transformable into a special form of
creative work.
Work with intrinsic value
By calling this free exercise of energy “purposeless,” its value comes to lie
not in some end outside itself; it has instead a value in itself, bound up with
its pleasurableness. Jacques Lacan defined la jouissance25—pleasure—as “ce
qui ne sert à rien,” which is the exact formula Théophile Gautier, credited
with the 1835 slogan “l’art pour l’art,” used in explaining this doctrine: “Il n’y
a de vraiment beau que ce qui ne peut servir à rien.”26 [Nothing is truly
beautiful except what serves no purpose.] The “art for art’s sake” movement
has always been treated as a reactionary one. The blurb on the cover of Albert
Cassagne’s 1906 La théorie de l’art pour l’art encapsulates the standard
assessment of it, hardly changed to this day: “This movement of the
depoliticizing of literature and this withdrawal into ‘art as a purposiveness

The word can mean either “enjoyment” or, more specifically, sexual orgasm. Lacan had
clearly for its model the female orgasm, cf. Encore: Le Séminaire Livre XX (Paris: Seuil, 1975).
Lacan intended an allusion to the Marxist notion of surplus value as well, inventing the term
plus-de-jouir on the model of plus-value, the French for surplus value.
26
Préface de Mademoiselle de Maupin, 1835. The phrase “l’art pour l’art” was used in 1804
by Benjamin Constant and Victor Cousin in 1828 (Cassagne, 69). “Art for art’s sake”
appeared first in English in 1868, in Walter Pater’s review of William Morris’s poetry and in
Algernon Charles Swinburne’s William Blake. Certain commentators describe it as a reaction
against the moralism of Ruskin.
25
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without purpose’,”27 with its echo of Kant. True, many who professed that
doctrine, as Morris himself thought, wanted “an art cultivated professedly by
a few, and for a few.”28 Yet many of its French proponents were or would
become 1848ers; indeed, Cassagne claimed, Napoleon III’s 1851 coup d’état
effectively put an end to “l’art social” or social art—only exiles could still
openly practice it (Cassagne, 107–110).29
In fact, one could connect the issue of satisfying work, worth doing for its
own sake, with the uprising of Parisian workers in June, 1848—the “June
Days”—precipitated by the closure of the National Workshops created in
February, and its savage repression, what Marx called the “ugly revolution,”
which ended the hopes of the “beautiful” February revolution. Many of the
workers who participated were skilled artisans used to “des travaux
délicats,”30 as Gustave Flaubert put it in Sentimental Education, his novel on
1848—among the synonyms for “délicats” are “worked,” “difficult,” “skilled,”
“complex,” and even “attrayant,” i.e., “attractive,” that word that Charles
Fourier had used in his notion of “travail attrayant” or attractive work.31 The
closing of the National Workshops would conscript young workers into the
army and send the rest to the provinces for labor like canal-digging—a swift
and brutal deskilling—a degradation from their point of view, Flaubert wrote.
Courbet’s 1849 painting The Stonebreakers, although it depicts two peasants,
might well have suggested the work Parisian cabinetmakers, shoemakers,

“Ce mouvement de dépolitisation de la littérature et ce repliement sur l’Art comme
‘finalité sans fin’.” La théorie de l’art pour l’art: en France chez les derniers romantiques et les
Premiers réalistes (Seyssel: Editions Champ Vallon, 1997 [Hachette 1906]).
28
“The Art of the People,” Collected Works, vol. 22:39.
29
“L’art social, ou du moins l’art militant, n’était plus guère représentés que par les exilés”
(Cassagne, 110).
30
Gustave Flaubert, L’Education sentimentale (Paris: Editions Garnier Frères, 1961), 319.
31
Flaubert would not be implying that the men were “delicate”. Moreover, he could not
have meant the term pejoratively—he who modeled his writing on careful craft work. Surely
he thought délicat was le mot juste.
27
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engravers, lithographers, iron founders, porcelain painters, etc. would be
reduced to.32
The economic situation of intellectual workers also supplies a context for
the movement. Cassagne invokes the demand for droits d’auteurs or
copyright laws and the campaign undertaken later on for intellectual
property rights. In 1847 an organization was formed to defend the rights of
poets, scholars, and artists, with a journal, Intellectual Work. (Cassagne, 59).33
For intellectual and artistic labor had begun to be industrialized as well—
witness the two-word phrase at the center of L’Education sentimentale: l’Art
Industriel, at once the name of a shop/gallery and of a review.34 Walter
Benjamin argued that “[w]ith the advent of the first truly revolutionary
means of reproduction, photography, simultaneously with the rise of
socialism, art sensed the approaching crisis” and “reacted with the doctrine of
l’art pour l’art” and “the idea of “pure” art, which not only denied any social
function of art but also any categorizing by subject matter.”35 But the
question of subject matter in the decorative arts was often elided. Gallé, we
saw, might express his pro-Dreyfusard position in a cup, but Morris did not

When the protagonist of Sentimental Education escapes Paris to the Forest of
Fontainebleau with his mistress in June, he hears the sound of iron being struck—“a group of
quarrymen were breaking the rocks”—while later the distant sound of drums indicates the
uprising has begun. The stonebreakers and the uprising are linked; the first the worker’s fate
if they submit, the second their response. Stone breaking was the symbol of the hardest of
work—Virginia Woolf could still use it metaphorically in 1930 for hard intellectual work.
The Letters of Virginia Woolf, Vol. 6: 1936–41, Nigel Nicholson and Joanne Trautmann (eds)
(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978), 23.
33
Marx certainly acknowledged the exploitation of intellectual labor—cf. his schoolmaster
“belabouring the heads of his scholars” in a “teaching factory, instead of in a sausage factory”
Capital I 644. (There but for the fortune of Engels goes Dr. Marx?) Ross insists on the
importance for the artists of the Commune of the right to sign their work (52ff.).
34
A factory producing one example of industrial art—faïence or earthenware, one of
Morris’s lesser arts—is visited later in the novel.
35
“The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Illuminations (New York:
Shocken Books, 1969), 224. Benjamin saw the industrialization of art as essentially positive.
32
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give his wallpapers a political subject. The politics of an art might in some
cases lie elsewhere than in its subject matter. “It is not through its
revendications that worker poetry becomes a social oeuvre, but rather
through its pure act of existing,” Jacques Rancière wrote of the French
worker poets under Louis-Philippe.36
There is then another assessment of the movement possible from the
point of view of the producers of art, whether “high art” or the “lesser” arts.
(In fact, the two were often combined in a single individual, who supported
his or her preferred artistic activity by practicing a “lesser art” on the side.
The Goncourts’ 1867 novel Manette Salomon documents any number of
artistic professions to which nineteenth-century artists were reduced to
support themselves, from modeling to the making-up of corpses. Gautier
supported himself by journalism, as did Baudelaire.)37 Could we not then see
the phrase l’art pour l’art as arising in the context of industrial labor not
simply as a desire to escape that bleak reality but as a demand for some work
worth doing “for its own sake”? Morris had challenged the idea not only that
“all work is useful,” keeping people “employed,” “industrious,” i.e., deprived
“of all pleasure and holidays in the sacred cause of labour”; he also denied
that “all labour is good in itself,” calling it “a convenient belief to those who
live on the labour of others.” (117) The phrase “good in itself” implies Morris
“Ronds de fumées (les poètes ouvriers dans la France de Louis-Philippe),” Revue des
Sciences Humaines 41:190 (April–June 1983), p. 46. Rancière’s emphasis. Cited in Ross, 50.
Art for art’s sake could also be seen as a form of the “autonomy of art and artists vis-à-vis
state power” the artists of the Commune demanded from state-imposed restrictions on
subject matter.
37
T. J. Clark writes, “the Government commission for a picture to decorate a church in the
provinces was the last refuge of a painter down on his luck, or the spinster daughter of
distressed gentlefolk.” The Absolute Bourgeois: Artists and Politics in France 1848–1851
(Greenwich, Conn.: New York Graphic Society Ltd., 1973), 31. See also Ross’s statement that
“The realm of skilled artisan-designers was thus occupied by a decidedly ‘mixed’ population
made up of the proletarianization of ‘failed’ artists and the aspirations of artisans. Fallen
artists became the new workers for the arts industries.” (Ross, 54)
36
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found some labor so.38 The demand for a work that is worth doing for its own
sake does not exclude the value of work not necessarily pleasurable done for
worthy goals or made satisfying by those goals. It simply asserts the place for
an activity that needs no further justification than its intrinsic worth and the
satisfaction it gives those who spend some significant portion of their lives
engaged in it. Nor does it exclude an accompanying difficulty, even some
monotony. Pleasure is not, as sometimes thought, simply the absence of pain.
When Ruskin wrote that the right question to ask about ornament is “Was it
done with enjoyment?” he adds, “It may be the hardest work possible, and
the harder because so much pleasure was taken in it” (8:218). Morris would
invoke painters “whose pictures, painted amidst difficulties that none but a
painter can know.” Like Schiller’s “aesthetic play,” this pleasure has “the hard
labour of thinking” in it (Schiller 51). But the pain or boredom must be freely
undertaken.
What thus looks from one perspective like the refusal of politics and the
flight into pure aestheticism could, from another, be understood to be a
different sort of political gesture: the refusal of brutalizing work and the
refusal to bend all human labor to some goal that ignored the value of the
work itself. Bertrand Russell enunciated this principle: “The modern man
thinks that everything ought to be done for the sake of something else, and
never for its own sake.”39

The existence of things “worth having purely for their own sakes,” among which “the
appreciation of what is beautiful in Art and Nature,” posited by the philosopher G. E. Moore
in Principia Ethica, was the philosophical basis of John Maynard Keynes’s belief that art—an
art shared by all—was one of the ends of an economy. Nor did he conceive of those ends
exclusively in terms of consumption. The British Labor Movement no doubt pushed Keynes
in this direction.
39
Bertrand Russell, In Praise of Idleness and Other Essays (London: Routledge, 1996), 11.
38
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Skill as pleasure
The pleasure of free work is intimately connected with the exercise and
increase of skill. It guarantees not only that the work be good but that it not
be tedious and boring. Skill is know-how, the technical knowledge to
transform a design into an artifact. It is Ruskin’s conceptive mind applied,
the objectification of thought in matter. Hannah Arendt called works of art
“thought things” and “thought, the source of art works”. (Indeed, the source
of any product of labor.) However, she adds, they “can hardly be called the
results of pure thinking... since it is precisely the thought process which the
artist... must interrupt and transform for the materializing reification of his
work.”40 Arendt’s interruption of pure thinking is matched by Ruskin’s
interruption of labor for thought. For acquiring and increasing skill itself
takes time. This is the rhythm of free work. Sartre had claimed that for the
nineteenth century—for Baudelaire—work was “like a thought imprinted on
matter... that things are thoughts which have been objectified and, as it were,
solidified.”41 This power of labor to externalize something in the mind as an
object in the world was demonstrated, ironically, by industrial labor. His
point was that the revolutionary role of work in giving thought—design—
material existence revealed its transformative power in a spectacular way in
industrial labor.
For labor creates surplus-value, i.e., when workers “exchange” their labor
power for wages, there is a subterfuge: the exchange is not equal. Labor
produces something new that had not been there before, something in excess.
In this it is truly creative—here is the true alchemy. That creative power is
inseparable from the skill exercised, which for Marx is the foundation of the
production process. It endows the worker with his or her unique power.
Ruskin likewise saw that “the whole system... of modern life” was “founded
The Human Condition (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1959),
148, 150.
41
Baudelaire (New York: New Directions, 1950), 104.
40
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on” the substitution of “mechanism for skill” (20: 96). The loss of skill follows
from the division of labor, which creates the ultimate machine. It is to disarm
the power of skill “that every worker becomes exclusively assigned to a partial
function” (Capital I, 458) and the ultimate control exercised by those with
little experienced knowledge of the production process. John Merriman
charts this development in the nineteenth-century porcelain industry, one of
Morris’s lesser arts. (Renoir began as a porcelain painter; his view of the
division of labor came from experience.) In Limoges, France, known as the
“red city” for its industrial struggles,42 “the introduction of foreman in the
factories to enforce company rules complemented the gradual withdrawal of
the employer from the workplace; the new manufacturers were rarely former
skilled workers.”43 This tendency of industrial manufacture has only
increased. It constitutes “design” in the large sense, the undisputed authority
of the capitalist over men Marx put at the heart of the division of labor
(Capital, 477). It is extended today to entirely different realms than
manufacturing, e.g., the hiring of university administrators with no
experience of teaching or research from outside the university.
Surplus time
Schiller’s Überfluss, leftover energy not spent in labor, is thought by his
English translator-editors Elizabeth M. Wilkinson and L. A. Willoughby to be
one origin of Marx’s notion of surplus value. That surplus for the worker
takes the form of potential free time, instead of overwork. Capital, Marx
argues, “because its wealth consists directly in the appropriation of surplus
The CGT or Confédération Générale du Travail was formed there in 1895.
Merriman, Red City: Limoges and the French Nineteenth Century (London: Oxford
University Press, 1985), 222. This tendency was nowhere more advanced than with the
Haviland factory, ultimately Limoges’ largest porcelain factory and finally France’s “largest
single producer” (81). Merriman stresses the difference between the Havilands and earlier
manufacturers. They were outsiders not only because Americans, but also because they had
not begun as porcelain workers, but as importers.
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labour time… is thus, despite itself, instrumental in creating the means of
social disposable time, in order to reduce labour time… and thus to free
everyone’s time for their own development.”44
What importantly constitutes the worker’s freedom and pleasure involves
the ability to govern his or her own time. That includes being able to work at
a pace in conformity with one’s own rhythm. Thought, as Ruskin argued,
leads to a cessation of work, however brief, a pause in the execution, an
interval of rest, a little work stoppage, including a lull to assess the results of
labor, even to admire what one has accomplished, if the conceiving thought is
to be united to the executing hand.45 A demand for “slow thought” in
production is central to Ruskin’s and Morris’s aesthetic, a work not at the
speed of an assembly line, not meeting the demands for ever increased
productivity or under the pressure of an unreasonable deadline, not leading
to mindless exhaustion or even performance-enhancing drugs, as if the
worker, like the sports champion, must break the records not only of every
rival or co-worker—the two being the same under the principle of
competition—but even of every worker who came before him or her. Art, i.e.,
work with a value in itself, arises out of these pauses. So Virginia Woolf
imagines the origin of poetry in “the desire to sing” of “one of those
huntsmen” of the virgin forest “because he heard the birds sing and so rested

Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy (Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books, 1973), 708.
45
Victor Prouvé’s portrait of Gallé could be an illustration of Ruskin’s worker who pauses
to think: with his right hand poised in mid-air. Silverman connects Prouvé’s representation
of Gallé, “rapt, completely absorbed, and insulated from the swirling matter around him”
(237), to the influence of new psychological theories: Gallé “appeared to be in an hypnotic
state, engaged in a direct, intense and unmediated exchange with his object.” (237) But the
artisans at work in Gallé’s series Les Métiers, marquetry panels on a buffet, show the same
absorption in their work, without having to attribute a “slackening of reason’s hold” on their
consciousness (Silverman, 237).
44
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his axe against the tree for a moment.”46 For art to come into being, in
Woolf’s conception, the first artist had to waste some surplus labor time.
Morris too saw artistic creation coming out of surplus time: the refrain of the
“Singer’s Prelude” to his Earthly Paradise is “The idle singer of an empty
day”. All culture depends on this surplus time’s not being alienated in, i.e.,
funneled into, useless toil.
But, of course, surplus labor time is in general recuperated not by the
worker but the employer, as Marx continues: “its tendency always” is “to
create disposable time,” then “to convert it into surplus labour” instead of time
to be spent in some more satisfying pursuit (Grundrisse, 708). This
development is what Morris saw in machinery’s tendency to increase not
decrease labor, multiplying useless toil. “The multiplication of labour has
become a necessity for us,” Morris wrote, “and as long as that goes on no
ingenuity in the invention of machines will be of any real use” (125).
If labor is not rendered satisfying, at least it could, as a compensation for
unsatisfying work, be shortened. The long history of the struggle for the eight
hour day, which had begun early in the nineteenth century with Robert
Owen, had as an ultimate goal a separate space of time for enjoyment.
Owen’s slogan “Eight hours’ labor, eight hours’ recreation, eight hours’ rest”
clearly demarcated free time from the rest required for the reproduction of
labor power—that still belongs to the labor process. This was in contrast to
the round of work and rest Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe had described in
the passage Morris cited at head of his lecture “The Art of the People”: “And
the men of labour spent their strength in daily struggling for bread to
maintain the vital strength they labour with... living but to work, and working
but to live.”47 A French poster of May 1968 succinctly captured Defoe’s “daily

“‘Anon’ and ‘The Reader’: Virginia Woolf’s Last Essays.” Brenda R. Silver (ed.).
Twentieth-Century Literature 25 (1979), 356–441, 382.
47
“The Art of the People,” Collected Works. vol. 22:28.
46
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circulation of sorrow” in the words “metro, boulot, dodo.” Commute, work,
beddy-bye.
The achievements of the thirty-five hour and even forty hour week are
being undone and control over workers’ time is accelerating in the
contemporary world. Not only are working hours increasing, holidays, paid
vacations and pensions guaranteeing a reasonably early retirement, all won
with struggle, are disappearing. (Walter Greenwood’s 1933 Love on the Dole’s
moment of utopia was its working-class protagonists Harry Hardcastle’s and
Helen’s brief seaside holiday.) This is strikingly true in the United States
among the wealthiest industrialized countries, about the only one with no
statutory minimum paid leave, aside from Liberia, named “the land of the
free” because settled by freed slaves.48 (Many countries guarantee a minimum
of three weeks to a month.) Symptomatic of current attitudes was the
response of AFSCME president Dan Homan in 2010 to Iowa Republican
lawmakers’ plan to cancel paid research leaves at the University of Iowa.49
Homan, who supported the proposal, treated sabbaticals as “paid vacations”.
The most shocking part of this story is not that sabbaticals were wrongly
thought to be paid vacations but that a union leader could not even defend
paid vacations. That is in marked contrast to the position of Walter Reuther,
president of the United Auto Workers from 1936 to 1970 and president of
the CIO starting in 1952; Reuther “thought that autoworkers needed not only
higher wages but less stressful work, and proposed regular sabbaticals for
them, as for college professors,” as Adam Gopnik recently recalled.50

Cf.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_statutory_minimum_employment_leave_
by_country.
49
“Republican Plan Targets Sabbaticals for Iowa Professors,” Huffington Post, 12/2/2010,
updated 5/25/2011. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/12/02/iowa-sabbaticals_n_790890.
html
50
“Naked Cities: The death and life of urban America,” New Yorker Oct. 5, 2015
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/10/05/naked-cities. A Chicago Tribune article of
February 21, 1963, lists among AFL-CIO objectives “a six month paid ‘sabbatical’ every five
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Consumption without time or pleasure
By the sacrifice of the worker’s pleasure in labor itself and the curtailment
of free time, all pleasure comes to reside in consumption. This was the
compensation envisaged by the Bauhaus.51 The young Marx’s account of
“alienation” predicts this evolution: “The worker, therefore feels at ease only
outside work, and during work he is outside himself. He is at home when he
is not working and when he is working he is not at home.”52 Beautifying the
home in a non-labor-intensive way is then one of social democracy’s
compensations for the alienation of work itself.53
If one has more than the minimum, one has the luxury of denouncing the
consumerism that the Bauhaus ideal has put within reach of the pockets of
the likes of Harry and Sally Hardcastle in Love on the Dole, at least in its latest
Ikea metamorphosis. One locus of the novel’s factory worker couple Harry
and Helen’s longings was the furniture out of reach of their salaries, when
they had one, along with the rooms to house it, without which cohabitation
seemed impossible. “how many times had he repeated: Forty-five bob a week:
years for 15-year employees, a plan aimed at helping open more phone industry jobs.” 4,
section 1A. http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1963/02/21/
page/20/article/afl-cio-maps-drive-to-get-out-1964-vote
51
The Bauhaus’s focus on consumption had its counterpart in Keynesianism. “The
individual, in our society, works for profit; but the social purpose of his work lies in the
consumption of what he produces. It is this divorce between the individual and the social
purpose of production that makes it so difficult for men to think clearly in a world in which
profit-making is the incentive to industry. We think too much of production, and too little of
consumption. One result is that we attach too little importance to enjoyment and simple
happiness, and that we do not judge production by the pleasure that it gives to the
consumer,” Bertrand Russell wrote, no doubt under the influence of Keynes, thus seconding
the idea that the pleasure of the consumer was prophetic of the twentieth-century. In Praise
of Idleness, 12.
52
Writings of the Young Marx on Philosophy and Society, 292.
53
“The pleasures of urban populations have become mainly passive,” Russell observes
“seeing cinemas, watching football matches, listening to the radio, and so on. This results
from the fact that their active energies are fully taken up with work; if they had more leisure,
they would again enjoy pleasures in which they took an active part.” In Praise of Idleness, 13.
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ten shillings rent, twenty-five shillings food, five shillings coal, gas and
insurance; five bob left for clothes, recreation, little luxuries such as smokes
and holidays. You gave a week of your life, every week, so that you might
have a hovel for shelter, an insufficiency of food and five bob left over to
clothe yourself and the missis in shoddy.”54
But consumption, it turns out, suffers from the same drawbacks as
production. For the possibility of pleasure not only in free work but in the
enjoyment of its fruits also requires time. The control over the time of those
who work is thus extended to those who consume. Arendt suggests that the
speed of industrial production is matched by the speed of consumption.
Concentrating uniquely on the equitable distribution of pleasurable objects,
as did the Bauhaus and their followers, consumption is detached from
activity and brought to dwell in passive contemplation of objects in which the
knowledge and techniques that produced them is too often hidden. Pleasure
itself by the same gesture not only becomes alienated from the producers of
beautiful objects, but also from their consumers, typically workers in another
sphere, unable even to escape work when at home and thus not only not at
home at work, as Marx argued, but not at home at home either. For the
enjoyers—as opposed to the consumers—of works of art, including the lesser
arts, must too reserve some of their surplus time for the thoughtful
enjoyment of things simply pleasures in themselves.
Knowledge is not just part of satisfying work but also of pleasurable
consumption. For the equitable distribution of beautiful products of labor
Morris did not conceive of as simple consumption. (One can consume a book
in the economic sense by buying it without reading it.) No fast food for
thought devoured in one gulp, but slow enjoyment. Connoisseurship, by its
very name, indicates a knowledgeable enjoyment—skilled enjoyment, if you
will. It is often equated with elitism, but only because it is frequently reserved
for the few. Connoisseurship includes a knowledge that can tease out the
54

Walter Greenwood, Love on the Dole (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), 150.
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materials, techniques and skilled labor that went into the production of an
admired work and even evaluate the conditions and worth of that labor not
only from the consumer’s but also from the worker’s point of view.55 Even
when an object was not designed by the artisan who executed it, the
execution can be as prized as the design. Clean machine-design occults the
process that produced it, making it almost impossible to decipher. Morris
had written: “the factory could supply another educational want by showing
the general public how its goods are made. Competition being dead and
buried, no new process, no detail of improvements in machinery, would be
hidden from the first enquirer; the knowledge which might thus be imparted
would foster a general interest in work” by contrast with the gross ignorance
“of crafts and processes... so that most of the middle class are not only
defenseless against the most palpable adulterations, but... removed from any
sympathy with the life of the workshop.”56 Hence the importance of the logo,
substituting for the knowledge of the consumer.
Art history as the appreciation of human labor
Such criticism and appraisal of work and works is what Ruskin and
Morris attempted, far from today’s “quality-control” and “rating” in its
nature and goal. An example is letter 80 of Ruskin’s Fors Clavigerae: Letters to
the Workmen and Labourers of Great Britain, where Ruskin describes “two
women at work,” one “intelligent of feature as well could be; and both, gentle
and kind” (29:173). His description records the details of technique:

An exclusive focus on consumption and equitable distribution led Thorstein Veblen, for
example, to see “The slight imperfections of hand labor, the now desirable ‘honorific marks’
of craft,” as signs only of “conspicuous consumption” and a “ higher status demonstrated by
superior taste (and higher monetary value)” (Herbert, 38) rather than on some inherent
value of such work.
56
“Work in a Factory as It Might Be III” https://www.marxists.org/archive/morris/
works/1884/justice/13fact3.htm.
55
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[E]ach with hammer in right hand, pincers in left, (heavier hammer
poised over her anvil, and let fall at need by the touch of her foot on a
treadle like that of a common grindstone). Between them, a small
forge fed, to constant brightness by the draught through the cottage,
above whose roof its chimney rose:—in front of it on a little ledge, the
glowing lengths of cut iron rod, to be dealt with at speed. Within easy
reach of this, looking up at us in quietly silent question,—stood, each
in my sight an ominous Fors, the two Clavigerae. (29:173–4)57
The account reveals an admiration for the quality of the work so carefully
observed:
At a word, they labored, with ancient Vulcanian skill. Foot and hand
in perfect time: no dance of Muses on Parnassian mead in truer
measure;... Four strokes with the hammer in hand: one ponderous
and momentary blow ordered of the balanced mass by the touch of
the foot; and the forged nail fell aside, finished, on its proper heap; —
level-headed, wedge-pointed, a thousand lives soon to depend daily
on its driven grip of the iron way. (29:174)
But despite the appreciation for the contribution this work makes, even
for the beauty of the nails—one might anachronistically imagine a
contemporary collector recognizing the mark of authenticity similar nails
(those of Ruskin’s “clavigerae” were intended for railroad sleepers) conferred
on a piece of nineteenth-century furniture—Ruskin’s analysis, with the same
mixture of close scrutiny and classical parallels to raise the work on a level
with that of the ancients he bestowed on J. M. W. Turner, cannot ignore the
circumstances in which the two worked and the wages they earned—here any
parallel with Turner ended:
Ruskin calls the women “clavigerae”—club-bearers or, alternatively, key-wielders—in an
allusion to his title.
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So wrought they,—the English Matron and Maid;—so was it their
darg to labour from morning to evening,—seven to seven,—by the
furnace side,—the winds of summer fanning the blast of it. The wages
of the Matron Fors, I found, were eight shillings a week; [fn—her
husband, otherwise and variously employed, could make sixteen.
Three shillings a week for rent and taxes, left, as I count, for the
guerdon of their united labour, if constant, and its product
providently saved, fifty-five pounds a year, on which they had to feed
and clothe themselves and their six children].
Yet Ruskin cannot keep far from his mind a contrast between these two
women and “two other Englishwomen” he had recently stood with
before Burne-Jones’s picture of Venus’s Mirror, and mourning in my
heart for its dullness, that it, with all its Forget-me-nots, would not
forget the images it bore, and take the fairer and nobler reflection of
their instant life. Were these then, here,—their sisters; who had only,
for Venus’s mirror, a heap of ashes; compassed about with no Forgetme-nots, but with the Forgetfulness of all the world? (29:175)
Doing nothing or not
But should disposable time necessarily be converted into surplus
pleasurable labor, into “ornamentation” for its own sake? Here we encounter
the debate in the history of socialism between Louis Blanc’s demand for the
droit au travail (or Proudhon’s in defending that right) and Paul Lafargue’s
demand for The Right to Laziness, between the great Russian novelist Ivan
Gonchorov’s Oblomov, who spent his time on the couch, and his industrious
German friend Stolz, who wants to get him off his back. Soviet criticism
almost uniquely saw Oblomov as an allegory of pre-revolutionary Russia,
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where little was accomplished by an idle aristocracy58—Lenin condemned
“Oblomovism”—while nineteenth-century Russian criticism was divided
over the figure of the “superfluous man,” typically an aristocrat, one of the
idle rich.
Beyond the vision of an idealized Stakhanovite, industrious labor force or
of one motivated by capitalism’s Protestant work ethic, there lay two visions
of surplus time: one Lafarge’s of lazing in the sun; the other Morris’s of a
fruitful work beyond toil. The two meet in the idea that those who work have
a right to be in charge of their time, to spend it—or waste it—as they see fit.
This is one of the conditions for a pleasurable work. Lafarge in fact allowed
“laziness” to include cultural events such as the theater, i.e., the kind of
skilled consumption which is the complement of skilled and satisfying labor.
When the non-utilitarian principle of pleasure governs the sphere of activity,
the time freed can be spent in the free enjoyment of the fruits of labor or in
pleasurable production.
The two uses of free time complement one another. Consumption turns
out to seem incomplete to the admirer with the time to appreciate a worked
object: for in it the admirer recognizes the talent he or she lacks. “I cannot
suppose there is anybody here who would think it either a good life, or an
amusing one, to sit with one’s hands before one doing nothing,” Morris
wrote (86). At the same time, those with the time and freedom to produce
something satisfying to themselves might in the end be dissatisfied with their
work, find it wanting, both for the lack of someone with the time to
appreciate it and for the sense that, weighed against the toil of others, it is
frivolous. They might then feel their own superfluousness, as opposed to
unalloyed pleasure in an overflow of creative energy, as Morris did,
Oblomov was not always an unemployed aristocrat or gentleman of leisure. Before the
novel’s opening, he had been, we learn, an employee in the famous St. Petersburg
bureaucracy. Like Melville’s Bartleby the Scrivener, he preferred not to continue to scribble.
His allergy to bureaucracy is apparent in his losing a letter from his landlord somewhere in
his bed.
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confessing in 1882 to Georgie Burne-Jones that “It does sometimes seem to
me a strange thing indeed that a man should be driven to work with energy
and even with pleasure and enthusiasm at work which he knows will serve no
end but amusing himself; am I doing nothing but make-believe then,
something like Louis XVI’s lock-making?”59 Perhaps the difference between
the bricolage in which Claude Levi-Strauss found the genius of the products
of “savage thought” and the hobbies of the bored aristocrat—Louis XVI
enjoyed metal- and wood-working—lies not so much in any inequality in the
inherent value of the activities, but, as Morris sensed, in the inequities of the
economic system in which each works. The enjoyment of satisfying work and
of the objects it produces is haunted by the absence of such enjoyment in
others’ work and in the meager fruits of others’ labor, as Ruskin was haunted,
as he sat down to the pleasurable intellectual labor of writing to those whose
labor had no pleasure in it on a morning of February, 1873, by all the work
that had been done to make his writing possible. Addressing workers, he feels
reluctant to estimate his “mere wit-work as work at all: it is always play, when
it is good” and goes on to note “there is another relation between us than of
idler and labourer; the much more direct one of Master and Servant,”
meaning he can set them “to any kind of work I like, whether it be good for
you or bad, pleasant to you or painful.” He then lists all those whose work has
made possible his writing, from the servants who were “were up in the cold at
half-past five” to make his fire to the miners “a few days ago, [who] were
digging my coals near Durham, at the risk of their lives” (27:513–4).
The dialectic between freedom from work and freedom to work as one
wishes contains a more profound existential dilemma: does living, as opposed
to earning a living, living to the full as opposed to merely surviving, give a life
its value, make it not wasted, or does creating something that could be called
a “life’s work” rescue it from waste, realize an individual’s potentials? Or can
one be enjoyed without the other? This is, in fact, the central question posed
59
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by Oblomov. The novel shows it is not answered in any one way, that it
cannot be simply equated with success or accomplishment, that perhaps
pleasure in life is always accompanied by some waste of its superfluity, and
distress at the waste. But first it must be given to one to waste.
If Morris’s commitment to creating a world in which work has pleasure
in it strikes us as only “nineteenth-century ‘historicism’,” as Pevsner thought,
with no place in the contemporary world, while the idea of making available
to those with small incomes well-designed objects has its place, this should
indicate the degree to which our world accepts as an unchanging given that
most of those who work face dreary lives doing meaningless tasks. In all the
talk of “creating jobs,” little is said about the kind of work “created”. Yet is it
not symptomatic of the longing for work that is satisfying and worth doing
that there continuously spring up little industries which allow the exercise of
skills and control that no mass production would permit: skilled carpentry,
baking, cooking, gardening, small-scale farming, making music, films? At the
same time, we have arrived at a moment when some of the last free, skilled
and pleasurable yet labor-intensive work on a large scale—learning, teaching,
conducting research—is being subjected to the division of labor and
mechanized through online courses, in the name of mass distribution and its
corollary, cost-cutting, the first only of Morris principles. Never do university
administrators, when they invoke the kind of work the university trains
students for, mention teaching and pledge to create more posts. The most
recent version of speed-up is the proposal to transform four-year
undergraduate degrees into three-year ones, presumably stripping out of the
curriculum any course not directly justified as training for an already chosen
career (art history is President Obama’s example) and thus further reducing
the faculty. Students must fast-feed themselves in order to rush more quickly
into the work force, thankful to have any job without having had the time to
consider what they want to do with their lives. Already, in the midnineteenth century, the French historian Jules Michelet had criticized this
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conception of education in his Collège de France “lesson” of January 13,
1848, little over a month before the February events that set in motion the
revolution of 1848. The hypothetical student he counsels to take time, not
just to read but to observe (the future communard Jules Vallès was among
those addressed), Michelet has answer: “I’m poor, sir, and in a hurry... I’m
pressured, I’m being told (my father wrote me again this morning): hurry up
then, rush things, move your exam date up... Why are you wasting time on a
course which is useless for your career?”60 “Wasting time” on useless
learning—“qui ne sert point”—(the French echoes Gautier on art) is
counterposed to education as free and pleasurable labor, a kind of intellectual
“ornament” of functional skills. The sad alternative is to acquire only the
small skill that will enable one to exhaust one’s energy repeating the same
task over a lifetime.

D

Cours au Collège de France II: 1845-1851 (Paris: Gallimard), 319. Napoleon III
suspended Michelet’s lectures in 1851.
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Like a Fish Needs a Bicycle
Notes on Feminist Technology
______________

Raj Patel
“A woman needs a man like a fish needs a bicycle” —Irina Dunn
This essay began as a subaltern history of the bicycle. It was to follow Iain
Boal’s trail through capital’s ecology, economics, and fate. The early
nineteenth century oat supply was squeezed by Napoleonic war and a run of
bad weather starting in 1812. Prices soared with the 1815 Tambora eruption.
The Javan volcano blew up, painted itself into the sky, and global climate
changed. Without oats to feed them, horses were culled. This was when
Baron Karl von Drais’s tinkering found its moment. His two-wheeled vehicle,
the Draisienne in France, Tracena in the United States, made a replacement
for horses thinkable. The auto-mobile was born of Vulcan.1 But what of those
in the shadow of Tambora? Through what routes would the change in
climate, and the bicycle it spawned, reach them?
I wanted to write about their lives at the end of the equine era. “A Horse
Off Course” is what I’d titled that essay. I was pleased with myself, until I
read Gillen D’arcy Wood’s Tambora.2 Then I deleted. Wood found many
more sources—from Asian literature, climatology, and history—than I’d ever
manage. For instance: In 1818, Chinese poet Li Yuyang revived a form of
medieval poetry known as the seven sorrows—those sorrows being
bitterness, injustice, and insults to the five bodily senses—to describe a
Tambora-induced harvest failure in the Yunan grain basket. Count them in
Wood’s translation:
David Gordon Wilson, Bicycling Science, 3rd ed. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2004).
Gillen D'Arcy Wood, Tambora: The Eruption That Changed the World (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2014).
1
2
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The clouds like a dragon’s breath on the mountains,
Winds howl, circling and swirling,
The Rain God shakes the stars, and the rain
Beats down on the world. An earthquake of rain.
Water spilling from the eaves deafens me.
People rush from falling houses in their thousands
And tens of thousands, for the work of the rain
Is worse than the work of thieves. Bricks crack. Walls fall.
In an instant, the house is gone. My child catches my coat
And cries out. I am running in the muddy road, then
Back to rescue my money and grains from the ruins.
What else to do? My loved ones must eat.
There are no words for the bitterness of
An empty September. The flood-drowned fields
Harvest three grains for every ten of a good year.
And from these three grains? Meals and clothes till next September.
Not knowing what to do, I turned to Iain. He counselled a wise change of
course. Don’t bother asking whether the bicycle was a capitalist—and
colonial—technology. Ask instead whether the bike’s capture by capitalism
was inevitable, whether it was doomed to be a solitary green machine.
The early history of the bicycle was shaped by commercial considerations
and the law. Von Drais was able to out-ride “horse-pulled ‘posts’ over
journeys of two or three hours.” Despite his athleticism, the bicycle had an
image problem. It was ridden by wankers. The Dandy-Horse was an early
synonym for bicycle. Foppish velocipedists were fined two pounds in
England for mounting the curb, and by 1820 bikes had been banned from
pavements in New York, Philadelphia and Calcutta. The law stopped the
auto-mobile, at least for a while. For decades, the bicycle languished.
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Legislation also spurred the drive for allomobile cycling, encouraging the
invention of a cycle that many people can ride. Specifically, the many-personpedaled bike began in response to laws that stopped driving drunk. In 1997, a
Dutch company engineered a 17-person four-wheel cycle, with room for a
designated driver, a keg, and several pissed passengers. Thanks to the
Beercycle, cycling need be neither a solitary nor sober pursuit after all.
This was going to be a counter-factual, an example of bike technology
that resisted individuation. I tried to interview the inventor. Neither his
English nor my Dutch quite managed to exceed anything but pleasantries. It’s
probably a good thing that the research stalled early.
My poor Dutch notwithstanding, the Beercycle helps to explain the
politics of a technology. “Technology” is slippery. The bicycle was invented
just as the term “technology” was being used in the form we recognize today.
Jacob Bigelow, Harvard botanist, forged the modern meaning in his 1829
Elements of Technology understanding it to be the “practical application of
science.” It was a word that needed inventing. “Technology” like the T in
“TED Talks” is a word that separates machines from politics. It was
introduced at the very moment that the steam engine and railroads provided
a new alibi for the holocaust of the United States’ indigenous people. Every
invention has an unspoken politics, a constellation of law, power, culture,
need, and luck that attend its birth. Even the Beercycle.
The politics of a technology is a live question. I recently found myself in a
debate on the merits of genetically modified crops. Jennifer Thomson, a
microbiologist from the University of Cape Town, argued for engineered
crops’ many virtues before, in her closing arguments, curbing her
enthusiasm: “This is not a magic bullet. But ladies and gentlemen the one
way to feed families and feed children is to educate their mothers. That’s my
hope.” A slide called for an end to corruption. “That would be kind of nice
too.” Thomson closed with a call to Europeans to end their meddling in
African affairs, and “give them [farmers in Africa] a chance [to grow GM
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crops]. Let them try it. If it doesn’t work, it doesn’t work. But don’t stop
them.”
Let’s set aside the chutzpah. European consumers’ suspicions about
GMOs are hardly the reason for African farmers’ penury. European
consumers have been siphoning wealth out of Africa for centuries. The EU’s
Common Agricultural Policy legalized below-market-price dumping of
surplus food, forcing African farmers out of business. Debt has turned
African nations into vassals for European commodity markets. European aid
agencies, hosing the last taints of colonial guilt from themselves, speak to
their former colonies about the need for competitiveness and restructuring.
The continent that grew so much it was a net food exporter in the late 1960s
has been brought low by foreign intervention.3 So, please.
It’s also a bit rich to ask to let small scale farmers try it, and see if it fails.
Because they have, and it did. In northern KwaZulu-Natal, the farmers who
were flown to Congress in the early 2000s as the brown embodiments of
capitalist agricultural uplift, with whom senators could have their picture
taken like theme park characters—AfroDisney, brought to you by
Monsanto—those farmers now struggle with unrepayable debt.4 More recent
attempts to spread genetically modified cotton have been suspended by the
government in Burkina Faso.5 So, again, please.
I should like corruption to end, too. But it’s remarkable that the buying
and selling of government favour is standard operating procedure in the
pesticide industry. The US State Department is an indispensable arm for

Martin Plaut, "Africa’s Hunger—a Systemic Crisis," BBC, 31 January 2006.
See Raj Patel, Stuffed and Starved: Markets, Power and the Hidden Battle for the World
Food System (London: Portobello Books, 2007).
5
Brian Dowd-Uribe and Matthew A. Schnurr, "Briefing: Burkina Faso’s Reversal on
Genetically Modified Cotton and the Implications for Africa," African Affairs (2016).
3
4
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Monsanto. Thanks to Wikileaks, this is a matter of public record.6 It is hard
to imagine the spread of genetically modified seed technology without the
might of the US state. RoundUp Ready soybeans are, for instance, sold as a
package together with a broad spectrum herbicide, RoundUp. Plant the
seeds, and the great merit is that you can spray the glyphosate knowing that
while everything else will die, your poison-resistant plants will survive. Yet
for the package to be available, the United States needed to build archipelagos
of intellectual property rights, reciprocal treaties, vaults of agricultural
subsidy policies—and the debts they were intended to service.
And once the package of seed and spray is for sale, you need demand.
This, too, is part of the technology. Farmers needed to be brought to their
knees, crippled by the cost of capital, ready to destroy their soils and bodies,
to dispose of generations of migrant workers, anything, to wring more from
their labour. One of the most powerful forces in US farmer adoption of GM
crops is debt. You can’t see this from the adoption itself. But you can see it in
the economic literature celebrating the crops. The great boon for farmers is
that RoundUp Ready crops reduce the time they spend farming, and allow
them to get a second job.7
Genetically modified crop’s most fertile soil is the debt of modern
industrial agriculture
A follow-up question, since Jennifer Thomson thinks that GM crops are
compatible with women’s education. Are GM crops good for women? More
generally, could there ever be a feminist technology, an invention that fights
patriarchy under capital, that renders equality more likely?
Food and Water Watch, "Biotech Ambassadors: How the U.S. State Department
Promotes the Seed Industry’s Global Agenda," (Washington DC: Food and Water Watch,
2013).
7
Jorge Fernandez-Cornejo, Chad Hendricks, and Ashok Mishra, "Technology Adoption
and Off-Farm Household Income: The Case of Herbicide-Tolerant Soybeans," Journal of
Agricultural and Applied Economics 37, no. 3 (2005): 549-563.
6
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A feminist technology sounds like the sort of thing that ought to exist.
Linda Layne conducted an experiment in 2007, asking a room of women’s
studies undergraduates whether they’d heard the term “feminist technology”
before, “knowing full well that they had not… nearly three-quarters of the
audience raised their hands and nodded, yes, they knew the term.”8
There’s universal agreement that technology originally designed for men
that has been cosmetically redesigned for women with a “pink it and shrink
it” credo doesn’t count as feminist technology.
How about technology designed to ease the burden of reproductive
labour? The washing machine, for instance? Socialist feminism demands that
reproductive labour be recognized, rewarded and reduced. A washing
machine reduces the burden of reproductive labour, so it’s not a bad
candidate.
Did domestic machinery made for women in the 1960s mean they ended
up having more time, or didn’t they? A debate followed, much of which
depended on conjecture, shoddy inference and anecdote. Time-use surveys,
conducted some years suggested that, no, washing machines didn’t save
women time – and that in some cases these new technologies required more
work.9
Other things being equal, a washing machine means that clothes get
washed more often.10 All a washing machine does is allow the expectations set
by patriarchs of those doing domestic work to be raised.
“Feminist technology” first appeared in 1983 in one of the last issues of
“Second Wave” and in essay by Corlan Gee Bush.11 Bush never specified the
Linda L. Layne, “Introduction,” in Feminist Technology, ed. Linda L. Layne, Sharra
Louise Vostral, and Kate Boyer (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2010), 1-35.
9
Michael Bittman, James Mahmud Rice, and Judy Wajcman, “Appliances and Their
Impact: The Ownership of Domestic Technology and Time Spent on Household Work,” The
British Journal of Sociology 55, no. 3 (2004): 401-423.
10
Ruth Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother: The Ironies of Household Technology
from the Open Hearth to the Microwave (London: Free Association, 1989, 1983).
8
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term beyond the idea of ‘something else again’—but she does give an
example. A feminist shelter home-crisis service doesn’t just provide sanctuary
to women surviving domestic violence. It’s a place where women care for one
another, teach self-defence and self-esteem, where patriarchy is unmoored.
It’s something else again.12
This is an attempt to see whether the idea of feminist technology makes
sense, whether the adjective can adjudicate the noun. Which is why
agricultural technology is instructive.
The seed and the spray are just the most visible part of agricultural
technology. An early theorist of technology, one under-appreciated by the
Science and Technology Studies literature, offers an analysis: “There it is a
definite social relation between men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic
form of a relation between things. In order, therefore, to find an analogy, we
must have recourse to the mist-enveloped regions of the religious world. In
that world the productions of the human brain appear as independent beings
endowed with life, and entering into relation both with one another and the
human race. So it is in the world of commodities with the products of men’s
hands.”
It’s worth noting that one of the first people to try take fetishes about
things, and unpick them to show how things emerge through less visible
social relations, was our own Man With A Beard. Lewis Mumford’s idea of

Corlan Gee Bush, “Women and the Assessment of Technology: To Think, to Be; to
Unthink, to Free,” in Machina Ex Dea: Feminist Perspectives on Technology, ed. Joan
Rothschild (New York: Pergamon, 1983), 151-170.
12
“Gender is integral to the sociotechnical process” says Judy Wajcman in J. Wajcman,
“Feminist Theories of Technology,” Cambridge Journal of Economics 34, no. 1 (2009): 143152. Donna Haraway wants to play with the boundary of organic and inorganic, to reconnect human to extra-human. Donna Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science,
Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century,” in Simians, Cyborgs
and Women: The Reinvention of Nature, ed. Donna Haraway (Routledge, 1991), 149-181.
11
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technics13 sit atop Marx and, at his best, Mumford reads the interplay
between machines and the material culture that provides them and that they,
in turn, service.
Technology is always part of a package of definite social relations. The
technology attracts our attention. It’s shiny, visible, electric. Yet the social
relations shape, and are shaped by the technology. But technology always
conceals its politics.
Does this mean a People’s Technology is as absurd an idea as a People’s
Princess?
Is the entire idea of technology is unhelpful? Do we need to talk about
specific technology—the bicycle, the wheel, the collateralized debt
obligation—rather than a generalized discussion of technology. Is the quest
to understand technology as helpful as a general theory of holes? You know.
From Alasdair MacIntyre:
There was once a man who aspired to be the author of the general
theory of holes. When asked “What kind of hole—holes dug by
children in the sane for amusement, holes dug by gardeners to plant
lettuce seedlings, tank traps, holes made by road makers?” he would
reply indignantly that he wished for a general theory that would
explain all these. He rejected ab initio the—as he saw it—pathetically
common sense view that of the digging of different kinds of hole there
are quite different kinds of explanations to be given; why then, he
would ask, do we have the concept of hole? Lacking the explanations
to which he originally aspired, he then fell to discovering statistically
significant correlations; he found for example that there is a
correlation between the aggregate hole-digging achievement of a
Lewis Mumford, “Authoritarian and Democratic Technics,” Technology and Culture 5,
no. 1 (1964): 1-8. And see Rosalind Williams, “Review: Lewis Mumford’s ‘Technics and
Civilization’,” Technology and Culture 43, no. 1 (2002): 139-149.
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society as measured, or at least one day to be measured, by
econometric techniques, and its degree of technological development.
The United States surpasses Paraguay and Upper Volta in hole
digging. He also discovered that war accelerates hole-digging; there
are more holes in Vietnam than there were. These observations, he
would always insist, were neutral and value free. This man’s
achievement has passed totally unnoticed except by me. Had he
however turned his talents to political science, had he concerned
himself not with holes, but with modernisation, urbanisation or
violence, I find it difficult to believe that he might not have achieved
high office in the APSA.14
So here’s a test that asks not about technologies but about packages of
which technologies and politics form a part: are GM crops and women’s
education part of different, mutually exclusive technological and political
bundles?
When education budgets and agricultural extension services have been
slashed, part of the justification for GM crops is that they reduce the need for
human capital on the farm. In the words of its boosters, “the technology is in
the seed.” 15 The combined microbiological expertise of Monsanto’s best field
scientists and research teams has been stacked into the genetics of the crop so
that farmers’ “human capital” doesn’t have to be so high. In other words, GM
crops substitute for – and replace – farmer’s complex knowledge of their own
ecosystem. And much of the knowledge about plants, their uses, their
Alasdair C. MacIntyre, “Is a Science of Comparative Politics Possible?,“ in Against the
Self-Images of the Age; Essays on Ideology and Philosophy, ed. Alasdair C. MacIntyre (New
York: Schocken Books, 1971), 260-279.
15
Alain de Janvry et al., “Agricultural Biotechnology and Poverty: Can the Potential Be
Made a Reality?,” in The Shape of the Coming Agricultural Biotechnology Transformation:
Strategic Investment and Policy Approaches from an Economic Perspective (University of
Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, 1999).
14
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dangers, their seasons and their powers is held by women. So GM crops
displace a pre-existing agricultural education.
Extinguishing this knowledge might be part of the modern era’s reeducation of women and indigenous people. Perhaps GM crops allow poor
farmers to become wealthier and then to educate their children, daughters
included, in the possibility of equality. So far, that remains a hypothetical.
The state of the art from GM boosters is “biotechnology can enhance the
quality of life of women if the technology is associated with overall
generation of rural employment.”16 Except no evidence that it happens, and
many reasons to think that it’s unlikely.
There are many alternatives to GM crops and industrial agriculture
developed by radical peasant movements. One of them, trumpeted by people
like me, is agroecology. This is a kind of farming that “both a science and a
set of practices. It was created by the convergence of two scientific disciplines:
agronomy and ecology. As a science, agroecology is the “application of
ecological science to the study, design and management of sustainable
agroecosystems.”17 I’d like to think that this is a set of ideas compatible with
Emphasis added. See the exchange between Arjunan Subramanian et al., “GM Crops
and Gender Issues,” Nature Biotech 28, no. 5 (2010); Jonathan Gressel, "Biotech and Gender
Issues in the Developing World," Nature Biotech 27, no. 12 (2009), and then read for a more
thoughtful examination of technological adoption by women the paper by Catherine Ragasa,
“Gender and Institutional Dimensions of Agricultural Technology Adoption: A Review of
Literature and Synthesis of 35 Case Studies” (paper presented at the International
Association of Agricultural Economists, Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil, 2012). Subramanian et al., in
“GM Crops and Gender Issues,” say that GM cotton has provided more work for women
because it does better than conventional cotton. They forget that the yield crash in
conventional cotton happened because pests became resistant to the old insecticides,
necessitating new ones. And now that the pests have become resistant to the new insecticide,
it’s not clear their results still hold. See Glenn Davis Stone and Andrew Flachs, "Seeking
Sustainability for Smallholders: Bt Cotton in India," Analyses: Africa’s Future (2015), and
Glen Davis Stone’s work more generally.
17
Olivier De Schutter, “Report Submitted by the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food,
Olivier De Schutter, to the Sixteenth Session of the Human Rights Council,” ed. General
Assembly (New York: United Nations, 2010).
16
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an end to patriarchy, compatible with the rupturing of that most
romanticized patriarchy: the family farm.
A caveat. A big one. In order to have an agroecological farm you need
fences, stable access to land, sedentary agriculture. This doesn’t work for
indigenous people who are nomads, who hunt and gather, and reap outside
fields.18 Agroecology borrows ideas from Meso-American indigenous people.
But what works for one nation needn’t for another one group of indigenous
people needn’t be suited for the needs of other indigenous people or, indeed,
pastoralists under capital. It won’t work for all women.
In Ekwendeni, Northern Malawi, I’ve been researching a project started
by Esther Lupafya, Rachel Bezner Kerr and others under the Soils, Food and
Healthy Communities Initiative. There, farmers learned agroecology because
they had to. The government had decided to put its limited agricultural
budget into fertilizers rather than, say, agricultural extension workers. The
farmers were struggling to grow enough maize.19 At a local hospital in 2000,
Esther Lupafya was a nurse in the neonatal rehabilitation unit, and knew why
so many children were coming to her chronically malnourished. All they
were eating was maize. So she worked with a graduate student, Rachel Bezner
Kerr, to get seeds and some know-how so that farmers could experiment with
some basic agroecological techniques. Farmers formed research teams. Those
teams formed a network of peer-to-peer scientific enquiry. Over the course of
four years, they improved maize yields, and increased protein output by 70%.
In Malawi, harvesting is women’s work. Which means that it’s possible
for there to be more food, and for infant malnutrition to increase: cooking,
cleaning, fetching water and firewood, and breastfeeding are also women’s
Egleé López-Zent and Stanford Zent, “Amazonian Indians as Ecological Disturbance
Agents: The Hotï of the Sierra De Maigualida, Venezuelan Guayana,” Advances in Economic
Botany 15(2004).
19
Raj Patel et al., “Cook, Eat, Man, Woman: Understanding the New Alliance for Food
Security and Nutrition, Nutritionism, and Its Alternatives from Malawi,” Journal of Peasant
Studies 42, no. 1 (2014): 21-44.
18
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work. If the increased harvesting crowds out anything, it’ll be cooking and
breastfeeding. Which means children and infants suffer. So the farmer
research teams organized to get men to cook. They tried direct instruction,
and that didn’t work. Next they organized cooking competition parties, in
which 100 men, women, and children would have a cook-off, using their new
agroecological ingredients. They supplemented these spaces with door-todoor feminist organizing. In time, many men started to join their wives in
carrying water or cooking.
But while the majority of men seem to have got with the program, let’s
remember that politics, unlike technology, can have no guarantees. One of
the women I interviewed there was Jenifa Mhoni. She has struggled to get her
husband to do his share of household work and reproductive labour. I had
returned to her village after a few months away, and thought I’d seen a
transformation. As I was talking to Jenifa, it looked like her husband
Winstone was coming to join us, and help with childcare. He was carrying a
baby. But he just dumped the child inside Jenifa’s house, then retreated to
another house across the way, back into the arms of his second wife. The
wind blew the dust our way, the child howled salty tears, and Jenifa looked
like the photo on the next page as her husband walked to his other home in
the distance. It was unjust, and she was bitter.
Seven sorrows
There’s an Orson Welles line: “If you want a happy ending, that depends,
of course, on where you stop your story.”
Is it not better to end here than with the traditional uplift? It’s true that
the number of annual new cases in the neonatal rehabilitation unit were
around 250 in 2000. Today they’re in the teens. The dramatic reduction
comes from a combination of the food, the empowerment, the subsequent
organizing around sanitation and healthcare, the credit and grain
cooperatives. The technology of agroecology didn’t do this. But the organizing
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through which it was spread, the transformation of peasants into scientists
rather than technological supplicants, that’s far more likely an explanation.
In the debate about feminist technology, as sensible an observation as
you’re likely to find is this, from Corlan Gee Bush: “the challenge to
Feminists is to transform society in order to make technology equitable and
to transform technology in order to make society equitable.”20 And if we end
our story happily, we forget how bad the world might get, we forget what’s at
stake.
So how does this matter for the bicycle? If there’s a lesson from
Ekwendeni, it can’t lie in the art of rotating soybeans with cowpea, next to
squash, mukuna and maize. Nor is it about just about the politics that sought
to end malnutrition despite the state. That package is important, but surely,
what matters is the anarchy through which the technology spreads and
grows. To become a scientist through struggle is, after all, what Marx
imagined would happen after the revolution. We’d fish in the morning, hunt

20

Bush, op. cit. (note 11).
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in the afternoon, criticize in the evening. And here are farmers criticizing
while they research.
So was the bicycle doomed? No. If its tyres can be made without
enslaving the Congo for rubber, or the Indians for iron, if it—and the roads it
needs—can be made without oil and state power—then it’s separable from
capital. And if it spreads not through the mass-produced green machine, but
something a little more tamable—the anarchist bicycle collective, say—then
perhaps we can have a happy ending after all.

D

_______________________

Voices

Voices in Your Head
__________________

James Brook
Voices in Your Head is materially inspired by cast-off pulp fiction I found
in various places, but mostly at Wash Mart Coin-Op Laundry in San
Francisco before I had to leave that town. The lines are almost found poetry,
improvisations in the spirit of Marcel Duchamp’s assisted readymades.
Everyone gets a chance to speak. Still, like the host of a potluck dinner party,
I can’t be responsible for everyone’s being heard over the racket. This
excerpt—part I, “The Family, Private Property, and the State”—brings a
jeweler’s loupe to bear on the splendors and miseries of the gentry of the
bygone era in which we live. Birds are mentioned three times. One can
delight in their song and in the arch of their flight above a Berkeley street.
Chased
stately missives couched
untouched by envy
as timid property of a neighbor
breathless hats and fans
a young girl gesture
in a thin lip room
coach or coachman
big belly red again
unhappy
to her lips again
advantage to the serpent
bright avenger of the serpent
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Beautiful Sister
aware of existence: sound au fond
d’une chambre out of time
two couples still as a soldier
a study in feet
illicit loss rhyming a needle
one couple vanished
one father slept on the highway
guns troubles trance
one sister might hear
nothing at all
as if twenty years
in a corner of the library
“i do feel inadequate” in the glare
in the information
in the poetry
dusty rag burning house
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Scintilla
mariage marécage
half dilemma
cataclysm girl
blackjack amiss
(worn spot)
“observe the moon”
trembling pool
dark philosophical
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Are You Mad, Madam?
deprivation disputes the sum
goodbyes thrust into a reticule
heavy head jaws set
knock-knock
pains under a collar
my horse that plied her needle
knees side by side
like a grunt of hope
poor wrong birds
raised eyebrows
rooms more rooms
an imaginary young man screws up her courage
distant distant distant
of a small green book
whose tart voice in gray areas
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Best Forgotten
hardly bored with us
quote believe she is French
handkerchief
arms akimbo
witnessing a pyramidal burden on the voice trail
of the beautiful daughter cluster
in a forest no a forest of bright blue coats
to the left or to the right of the entryway
wandering mouth fixed expression
a knife and a fork
asleep on the information
topics include topiary handiness with guns
melancholy horn but distinct
“one is going to die of fright”
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Vicinity
dejected girl
who dwell so creature shy
amid teary cheeks
isolate in the landscape
are wives in line
at the library’s untold hours
you visiting female ovationing
an absurd noun phrase
cropping mouthfuls of grass
I am not
or I was not
I am the occasion
all red
all losing memory
and now reaching across the table
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As Matters Stand
still as breakfast
a young lady’s head feels guilty
white stockings cling
gold buttons gleam in a furtive group of five or six
song was finished
the taut green driver of the tiny waist
looks straight ahead at the world one lives in
calmer proximate
door without ceremony
faces a man’s face swelling redder
unmentionable street corners
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No Visitors
evergreen in the master’s moods
oh seal of straw and weed and fluff
conversational belly close to the ground
maniacal fixity eyes
we are brides of similar height
built to be flesh on his frame
winding paths to the collar
where father was clipped
chopped down then on no decorative grounds
no coal or timber either
act as extra things on the mind
which otherwise a loose woman
a gaunt woman undressed in black
a bird inexperienced in flight
skin and breath in short supply
revive the trembling girl as clay
on the brink of understanding
not there for thick walls to cause pain
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Sundered Pleasures
impossible to stop him with a pretty story
a mobcap squawked in a foreign tongue
hand gestures made at departure
thus to regain their heads
nothing in these old letters great reader of poetry
master of his own house or small cottage
diaphanous muslin shimmering
secret libertine gravel underfoot
so beautiful so badly wanted then blurted in a dressing room
all of London scents bird flight
the little spark willing to appear
and in one hand the horn
burnish burnish and scrub
to go to bed at midnight with such knees
an image an experience of auspice
in wire form with some such clothing
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Movie Tone
like a hunter he was saying
her gaze should return
jumping in place weightless arms at their sides
the sisters were silent and impassive
acreage sans attente
in the wake of delicious tinkling
the garden face
the hand in pain
one arm describes circles a collar a half circle
flick I say my work
flick a weeping girl in her chamber

Out History Out
_____________________

Howard Slater
Out History Out
Out from the not to be finished
of a lingering sentence
from the Novum of the dead
Out from the vacuoles of history
from the almost dust
leap
glyphs
plasma
microbes
inks
ghosts
Up from the barricades comes spectre mulch
Along escape-route tracks come fleshling assemblies of pain
From upturned tubs comes a whistle of looms
Down from sound
deeper still
arks a criss of tendons
a charred and retributional chant
Out History Out!
Come out come as a howl of hands!
Out History Out!
Out come you out as sensitized lout a’come!
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Haunt us
Instill reckless fervor in us
with scatting feed-forward shards of parchment
with the little ticks and trysts of grandiloquent riots
with the cosmos filled calm of the cell-bound
with the incommensurable lust for objective love
Come out
Of heap shed and hut
From splitting coffin and frayed noose
Come as common as soil
Earth a’crack open up too
Pits of stinking relics
There’s a smell of gas, a smell of carbine fluid, a smell of angst
Open up a cracked window
an adze vent
a ventricle
a visioning Front
Whisper to us of Future forms we can take
22 April 2015

Seeds

____________________

Anne Wagner
Seeds in a dry pod, tick, tick, tick.
—Edgar Lee Masters, Spoon River Anthology, 1915
One can conceive of a future, when all the earth is under dominion of
man, in which fruits will be sterilized for man’s use, as the banana is
now, and seed formation largely replaced by gardeners’ “cuttings.”
—Marie Stopes, 1910, as quoted by Richard Mabey
The vegetable life does not content itself with casting from the flower
or the tree a single seed, but it fills the air and earth with a prodigality
of seeds that, if thousands perish, thousand may plant themselves,
that hundreds may come up, that tens may live to maturity, that at
least, one may replace the parent.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson, Essays: Second Series, 1844
Seeds are traveling time bombs, dead set on germination, and ready to go
the distance to secure that aim.1 They move through time and space carried
by multiple agents, forming quasi-patterns as they go. When wind is their
agent of travel, for example, what results is “seed shadow”— a configuration
Some of my knowledge of seeds and their behavior is indebted to Thor Hanson, The
Triumph of Seeds (New York: Basic Books, 2015), particularly his chapter 13, “By Wind and
Wave.” I also consulted Richard Mabey’s review of Hanson’s book. See The Wall Street
Journal, April 17, 2015, read on line, 25 January 2016. My epigraph by Marie Stopes is taken
from Mabey’s review. He attributes it only to a “small book” of 1910 by Stopes, observing
that she was a botanist before her career as a pioneer in the field of human reproduction.
This text may be her 1912 study Botany; or, The modern study of plants. London and
Edinburgh: T.C. & E.C. Jack.
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shaped by the seed’s weight and the wind’s force. Most seed land close to the
parent plant, their frequency diminishing from there unless an updraft
intervenes. But air power is only part of the story of distribution: ocean
currents have propelled seeds even greater distances, ultimately allowing for
the flora that colonized outposts like the Galapagos Islands, where Charles
Darwin was able to collect no less than 211 specimens in the course of his sixweek stay.2 Within a few years of his return to England, he had begun
immersing various seeds (none of them from the South Seas, as it happened)
in vats of briny water for varying periods to determine if and when
germination would occur. Eventually, with the help of the botanist J. D.
Hooker, he learned that like finches, a surprising number of Galapagan
plants were endemic to the islands where they grew.
From Darwin and Hooker it is a short yet decisive step to the concerns of
the artist Simryn Gill. Born in Singapore in 1959, she was raised in Malaysia,
educated in India and the United Kingdom, and now lives in Sydney,
Australia. She, not Darwin, is the main subject of this brief reflection because
of her commitment to language and the living world of the environment.
Both, we might say, are the seeds of her art.
In 1998 Gill produced a work for Kiasma, the first purpose-built museum
of contemporary art in Helsinki. (Unusually, the city broke with its own
strong architectural tradition in commissioning the structure from the New
York-based architect Steven Holl.) By chance, I visited the city not long after
Kiasma opened, and saw Gill’s piece first hand. Part sculpture, part
installation, it is titled Self-seeds.
Imagine a collection of pods, hulls, nuts, kernels, and cones in all sizes,
seemingly advancing like energetic invaders, their illusion of progress aided
by Gill’s decision to give every one of them its own set of toy wheels. These
alone would make the work seem to move, and the illusion is heightened by
See Jürg Stöcklin, “Darwin and the Plants of the Galapágos-Islands,” Bauhinia 21 (2009):
33-48.
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the canny groupings that pull order from chaos. Every seed marches with its
fellows, like next to like, so that what first seems like swarming bees or fish
schooling in single-minded movement soon sorts itself into a quasi army
moving forward in its specialized units, as if to take over the gallery, and from
there the world. They move like conquerors, or better, colonizers, eager to
propagate, as seeds always are. Biology is destiny, and as these vegetable
invaders wheel along with jaunty confidence, colonization seems irresistible.
Plants are on the march.
In writing for the catalogue that marked this work’s first public
presentation, Gill gave a tantalizingly brief account of its making.3 It sees her
returning to Malaysia to collect the seeds she needed, only to find that they
could not be brought back into Australia. Perhaps inevitably, this rebuff leads
her to reflect on the restrictions governing her adopted home. No innocent,
she finds it “perhaps easy to understand” that the country wishes to keep viral
and insect pests from its shores. Yet, no innocent, she “senses an
undercurrent to this seemingly rational rule.”
In this same brief essay, which Gill titled “Self Seeding,” the artist
describes a sense of self first shaped in the “presence of the lushness and
decay” of Malaysia’s equatorial climate.
Who I was then could be described through the supporting plants:
The coconut tree which I could see from my bed; the huge angsana
trees which lined the way to school; the saga-seed tree in front of the
year six class which dripped shiny red seeds; the rain trees circled
with wooden benches and around whose roots we played “catching”;
the jambu air tree in my best friend Jean D’cruz’s garden which was
good to climb but full of krenga—giant red ants; my grandmother’s

See Simryn Gill, Itsekylväytyviä. Self-seeds. Catalogue of an Exhibition held at Kiasma
Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, September 11-October 8, 1998. In English and
Finnish. All references to Gill’s two-page essay come from this source, pp. 15-6. (Walker
2016).
3
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three huge neem trees which framed our view of the Straits of
Malacca from our upstairs window.
As Gill’s brief narrative continues, we follow her to India, aged twelve,
where her Jaipur boarding school is “on the edge of a desert,” then on to the
“domesticated nature” of Hertfordsire, and thence to the “slow and gnarled
nature” of Australia, which (she speaks of an ongoing process) “has taken a
lot of getting used to.” It is in Australia, for a start, that Gill first encountered
a thoroughly politicized attitude towards nature, which as she tells it has
made for uneasy bedfellows. Against the dubious fashion in Adelaide for
“native gardens” she sets the Australian native plant that English-speakers
called blackboy. Against the native waterfowl in the Adelaide region she
places a European duck that had gone feral and was being shot to make
“more room” for the native species. Gill: “Some rather worrying scenarios
present themselves when one walks this line of reasons to any sort of logical
endpoint, but I don’t think I’ll go into them here.”
Rather than explore the consequences of the conflicts within the
dominant local logic, Gill instead returns to the Malaya of her youth, to
which her Indian mother brought six mango seedlings when she married so
as not to be without the Alfonso and Lengra mangoes she loved. Their
offspring, since “grafted onto local stock,” survive and bear fruit.
Gill makes no effort to conceal that for her, seeds and seedlings are alteregos, stand-ins for the self. This is why she tells the mango story—it is, she
says, “a story which gives me a kind of cultural sense.” Seeding and grafting
keep that sense—that self—alive. Twenty years later, and the clock seems
louder today: tick, tick, tick.

What You Bomb
____________________

Vijay Prashad
You encage two million people into 140 square miles. You are surprised
when the people create tunnels to smuggle goods, to resist.
You bomb hospitals, you bomb schools, you bomb water plants, you
bomb sewers – and you want us to feel sorry for you.
You have politicians who say they want to kill all Gazans, academics who
call for rape as war’s weapon. And you are silent? Where are you?
Your arms have killed hundreds, injured thousands, displaced tens of
thousands. You clap, you cheer. You weep when your soldiers fall.
On which side of the border should my tears fall? On the side of the
bombers or the side of the bombed?
Your morality is challenged, your ethics on fire. All you can say, in bad
faith, is Hamas, Hamas, Hamas.
You kill a child. Hamas. You bomb a school. Hamas. You bomb a UN
building. Hamas. You bomb a disability center. Hamas. Hamas. Hamas.
For you Hamas has become a full-stop, an exclamation point, a
digression, a shaggy dog, a golden ring, a do-not-go-to-jail card.
Who are you that you take shelter in five letters – Hamas – when entire
families are wiped out in your name?
What you bomb is not Hamas. It is Palestine. Not a dream, but a people.
Not a refugee camp, but a country alive in its peoples’ hearts.
Samah, Samah, Samah.1

Samah, the reverse of Hamas, is an Arabic word that means Forgiveness (generosity of
the soul).
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Visions

Capital Versus the Commons
______________________

Richard Walker
The classic meaning of “the commons” is in reference to the land and the
bounties of nature pertaining to it: water, soil, timber, fish and fowl, and so
forth. In the broadest sense, commons are those places and things beyond the
bounds of settled society, potentially open to all for use and enjoyment. In a
more restricted sense, the commons denotes areas and resources shared by
agrarian communities (whether farming, fishing, or gathering) on a local or
regional basis and governed by certain rules of usage and moral economies of
sharing. In modern capitalist society the term commons has virtually
disappeared in the face of universalized private property over land and
resources, but the concept reappears in a new form as countervailing types of
public property like parks, city streets and squares. Of course, there is still a
lingering sense of a commons beyond the frontiers of capitalism and nation
states, as in the ocean depths or polar icecaps, and a growing sense of
humanity’s common responsibility for the fate of the earth.
In this essay, I shall argue the classic commons and lingering commons
areas of the world are under threat by the untrammeled rule of capitalism.
Capitalism is many things, but at its root are three defining elements: the
production of commodities, the extraction of surplus value, and the
unlimited accumulation of capital. All three elements necessarily involve
nature: natural resources as the material basis of commodities, exploitation of
the forces of nature in production and the extraction of surplus value, and
ever greater inputs and surpluses to keep the wheels of accumulation turning.
Capital must necessarily, therefore, mine the earth for its resources, never pay
fully for the value it withdraws, and never stop expanding the frontiers of
exploitation. The commons of the earth always stand in the way of these
processes, by preventing the earth from being turned into capitalist property,
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demanding social recompense for extraction, and limiting the area within
which capital can operate.
I will lay out these three themes—accumulation, exploitation, and
expansion—in the three sections of this essay. While there is so much that
could be said about capitalism and the commons, I simply wish to establish
the foundations for an uncompromising model of collision between the two
and the unrelenting victory of the former – much to the ultimate cost of
humankind and the planet. The commons must forever be pushed back and
the earth exploited beyond all limits to feed the capitalist machine and its
masters. Therein lies the essential danger – among many dangers – facing us
all as we witness unrelieved plunder of oil, gas, and minerals, devastation of
forests, fields and fisheries, endless damming and diversion of rivers,
extinction of habitats and hosts of species, and unchecked global warming.
The vortex of accumulation
Capitalism rests on markets and the rise of generalized commerce in and
around Europe by 1500. While market exchange had been present long
before then, this was the first time that truly commercial societies emerged in
which production, exchange, and consumption began to be governed by
markets. In this new regime, goods production came to be driven by the need
to produce for sale, taking the form of commodities, and as time passed the
inputs to production became commodified as well, as private property in
land, equipment and wage labor. Meanwhile, money rapidly became the
universal means of payment for all commodities.
Moreover, “the economy” started to appear as a realm apart from family,
polity, and society, acting under its own laws. In such an economy, the value
of commodities came to be regulated by market-determined prices
embracing a wider and wider scope of producers, places, and methods.
Barring extremes of demand and supply, such prices rested on the costs of
production, which, classical political economists quickly realized, could be
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reduced to a common denominator, (socially necessary) labor time. While
neoclassical economists abandoned the labor theory of value as both too
complex and too controversial, there is good reason to believe that it is still
the solid ground on which capitalist valuation rests (Walker 2016).
Marx’s first great insight into the economics of such a system was not
value theory; all he did there was clean up the contradictions of his
predecessors. Rather, he saw how capital emerged from the new
commercialized economy and comes to command it. It begins with how
money serves as the measure and store of congealed value and the way
generalized markets ‘sweat money from every pore.” Money begins by
facilitating exchange but ends up taking charge of markets by being invested
in trade and production in order to make more money. Such money becomes
capital in the modern sense. It is thrown into markets, returns with profit and
is thrown back in again in an endless cycle of capital accumulation. And
because money knows no limits, neither does accumulation. For the first time
in history, wealth can be piled up apart from land, gold, granaries, or wives in
a simple, fluid, and universal form (Marx 1863).
But where does the profit on investment come from? This was Marx’s
second great insight: it cannot arise from perfectly equal exchanges, and the
original source of value, labor, must be the source of surplus value, i.e.,
produce more value than it is paid in wages. Surplus value is the unique
source of profit, the motor that feeds capital and powers the spiral of
accumulation.
There is good reason to think that this, too, is still a valid way of
explaining profit. But it appears to exclude nature in all its forms from the
heart of the story of capitalism and capital accumulation. And, indeed, in
Marxist theory the role of nature, its forces, and matter, ecologies and
environments mostly disappeared from the narrative for a century after old
Karl wrote Das Kapital. While Marx left many hints about his appreciation
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for the interaction of labor and nature, they were no more than that, and his
followers mostly dropped the subject. This was a monumental mistake.
The natural foundations of capital
So how does nature figure into the story of capital and the capitalist
economy that now dominates the world? We might perhaps forgive Marxists
of the past for focusing on labor and class struggle to the exclusion of natural
resources, ecological processes, and environmental damage, but we can no
longer tolerate such blindness to such fundamental concerns of human life
and economic fortunes.
The place of “nature” in the economy begins with the material basis of all
commodities and their production. Commodities are not simply things we
use and value, they are things of substance.1 They have material shape formed
out of material inputs (including energy) that, in modern economies, are
called “natural resources.” Such natural resources are themselves normally
commodified, that is, turned into marketable objects, long before they enter
into production and consumption.
In the process of production, natural resource inputs are worked on by
human labor, which transforms them into new and useful goods to be sold
on the market. Human labor is, as the classical political economists thought,
the initiator, planner, and universal element in all social production, but it is
far from the sole actor in the process. “Nature” is forever present in all
human activity, including the metabolism of people themselves. Natural
forces, whether biological, chemical, energetic, or subatomic, are always at
work alongside labor: yeast turns grain into beer and grapes into wine,
molecular combination and crystallization turns iron into steel, flowing water
turns mill wheels and flowing electrons turn digital commands into
computations, and so on and so forth. This is a general condition of human
On why commodities are mostly solid goods and not insubstantial ‘services’, see Sayer
and Walker (1992). I am begging off the question of complex divisions of labor here.
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life and work, quite apart from its present capitalist form, as Marx (1863,
chapter 7) pointed out.
Yet under capitalism, production takes the specific form of creating
commodities with a market value and that value ultimately rests on the
socially necessary labor time involved. Does that exclude nature from a
productive role in the model? Not at all. Socially necessary labor time always
presupposes the necessary natural resources and forces implicated in every
labor process, just as it presupposes the necessary skill, tools, and so forth
that the worker brings to the job. Labor and nature work hand-in-hand or
root-and-branch, or whatever metaphor best suits. Their relation is
symbiotic, synergistic, or dialectical, whichever philosophical term pleases
the ear.2
This essential insight translates to our understanding of exploitation, as
well. As Marx intuited, capitalist profit has to rest on an unpaid portion of
total labor time, measured as surplus value. A worker that does not yield the
normal surplus value by being too costly or too poor at the job will be
dismissed.3 But the same is true of nature’s contributions: they must function
properly to activate and propel the labor process in a normal way and they
must yield more than they cost. An old horse that eats too many oats is put
out to pasture, or worse, just as worn machine parts, contaminated yeast, and
brittle steel will be rejected—as will inputs like oil, electricity, or flour that
cost too much relative to the social average and profitable sales. Nature, too,
is exploited by humans for their own ends, but only the exploitation that

I discuss this at more length in Walker (2016).
The exploitation of labor in capitalist production rests on the prior and continuing
exploitation of household labor (mostly by women) in raising children and supporting
families (Fraser 2014). This does not directly generate value, but it does augment surplus
value by reducing the cost of reproduction of labor power (Moore 2015).
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takes place in tandem with labor exploitation counts as surplus value in the
peculiar capitalist form of modern production.4
In the expansive model of capital accumulation outlined above, nature
has still another role to play. That is, with the relentless reinvestment of
profits (surplus value) in new rounds of production, the amount of capital
and size of the economy must expand. This is capital’s historic advance over
all previous modes of production, as Marx and Engels foresaw in The
Communist Manifesto (1848). It cannot stay at rest, it must grow without
end, and in the process it expands in two ways: extensive and intensive (to
employ an imprecise dualism).
Extensive growth means drawing more and more people into the system
as wage-laborers and, at the same time, sucking up more and more natural
resources to feed the machinery with materials, water, and energy, to be
embodied in ever more commodities for sale—or what Chandler (1977)
called the growth of “throughput.” Intensive growth refers to rising
productivity in order to raise the degree of surplus value extracted from every
unit of input. Productivity is, of course, normally measured as labor
productivity, but it necessarily encompasses output per unit of materials,
energy, machinery, chemicals, etc., which is why economists often flip back
and forth between labor productivity and total factor productivity.
There is a problem for accumulation, however. Some balance must be
maintained between the voracious appetite of capital for the services of labor
and natural resources and the efficient utilization of all inputs. If efficiency is
not maintained and even increased over time, shortages will arise and prices
will go up, cutting into profits (surplus value). Sharply rising prices have
appeared several times in recent memory with regard to oil, for example, in
ways that put the brakes on large sections of the world economy. At the same
Jason Moore (2015) argues that nature is not exploited, only appropriated, by capital.
We have worked out a mutually satisfactory position on the question in a forthcoming paper
(Walker & Moore, ms).
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time, markets react and capitalists adjust by reducing usage and increasing
efficiency, as well as by seeking out new sources of fuel, like shale gas and oil,
with the result that prices calm down again.
This play of demand and supply led mainstream economists to declare
many years ago that resource shortages were a chimera and cannot ever
plague capital accumulation for long (Barnett & Morse 1963). They believe
that absolute shortages, feverishly predicted in times of scarcity, never seem
to arrive. Indeed, no radical environmental view of capitalism should fall into
the trap of hasty predictions of doom. Nevertheless, capitalist expansion is
inexorable and the earth is only so big. What used to look like an infinite
horizon of exploration for and exploitation of resources no longer seems so
plentiful and free of blowback. Where does this leave us?
Frontiers of extraction
The expansion of capitalism has created an unprecedented pressure to
provide the necessary inputs and forces of nature to keep the vortex of
accumulation spinning—and rising ever higher. This has in turn driven the
inexorable exploitation of the earth (and humankind) along three frontiers of
growth: the resource frontier, the commodity frontier, and the technological
frontier. These are, as the term frontier indicates, highly geographical in
texture, both spatially and physically.5
The natural resource frontier refers to the extensive search for new
sources of water, timber, copper, and all the other materials of modern
production, along with sources of energy such as oil, coal, and gas. It not only
means more of each kind of resource, but constantly adds new kinds of
resources over time as industry demands, from asbestos to rare earths. It
necessarily involves pushing into new territory and downward to greater
depths of the surface of the earth and the oceans. Moreover, it invariably runs
I take the use of frontiers of extraction from Jason Moore on whose work much of this
section is based.
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up against exhaustion of local sources, whether forests or mines, which
requires capital to pull up stakes and move on to virgin territory. As Moore
(2007) has shown, this leapfrogging onward and outward has been a notable
dimension of capitalist expansion from the earliest days of European
commercialization, world trade, and colonialism. A dramatic example is the
movement of sugar plantations from Europe to the Americas, and even from
island to island in the Caribbean. Another is the rapid-fire mining and timber
frontiers that accompanied US expansion across North America.
But the scramble for resources is more than a physical-geographical
process. It goes hand in hand with social transformation, a social frontier of
capitalist expansion that collides with pre/non-capitalist societies and their
ways of organizing economic life and their relations to the earth. Moore calls
it “the commodity frontier” because as new resources and territories enter
into the orbit of capital and are absorbed into the capitalist order, their
natures (and labor) become commodified, i.e., carved up as private property
and entered into market relations. There are three main ways in which this
proceeds. The first is what Marxists call “primitive accumulation” or, after
Harvey (2003), “accumulation by dispossession.” It is the taking possession of
land and resources by conquest, theft or catastrophe, seizing resources and,
in many cases, literally carrying off the booty. The second route is converting
farmers, artisans, hunters and others into small commodity producers, where
they remain the owners of their own land and resources but their products
enter into the wider circuits of market exchange in the world. The third
method of the commodity frontier is to begin direct capitalist
production/extraction on new territory after it has been secured or purchased
by capitalist enterprise. The three commodity frontiers are often sequential,
although the persistence of small commodity production in agriculture,
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forestry, and mining is often long-standing because of the intensive selfexploitation of those owner-workers and of their local resource base.6
The social revolutions taking place along the commodity frontiers
constitute a systematic assault on all forms of the commons in pre-capitalist
areas. Seizure and privatization bring with them the carving up of common
lands and termination of the social practices of managed and shared
extraction carried out in earlier regimes. Even where small commodity
production continues in ways that appear to maintain pre-capitalist relations,
the augmented pressures of market production, including specialization,
homogenization of land uses, competition, falling prices, and rising expenses
for commodified inputs, force producers to move into former commons to
survive and drop communal practices (Watts 1983). Finally, the insertion of
modern modes of extraction, however distant from major capitalist cities and
regions, brings massive social disruption in its wake, along with wage-labor,
migration, and debt. Moreover, such activities are notorious for encroaching
on formerly marginal and communal lands.
Along with geographic expansion and social transformation comes the
added impact of growing productivity and rising throughput across the
capitalist economy. This certainly means greater demand for resources, and
always at a price that does not pinch accumulation in the centers of industry
and finance. This steadily drives the resource frontiers outward in search of
ever more supply. But there is a counter-tendency to this in that
technological advances in extraction often mean that resources near to
capitalist core areas may be economically superior to those in virgin
territories. Such “internal frontier” explain why Britain in the 19th century
and the United States in the 20th led the world in resource output. In the US
this meant not only westward expansion, but unleashed new rounds of

I will not get into the financialization of natural assets that so often lubricates the whole
process of encumbering land and resources, but see Knuth (2015).
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primitive accumulation that repeated displaced native peoples and frontier
settlers.
With modern production and extraction, moreover, has come more
intensive devastation of ever-larger swathes of territory. As we know, a
simple way of keeping down costs of supply is to do the minimal possible to
preserve and restore such degraded landscapes. Furthermore, an essential
element of the devastating impact of resource extraction and industrial
production has been the chemicalization of methods that leaves more than
clear-cuts or mine tailings, but deadly wastes, like the arsenic piles at Cornish
copper mines in the 19th century, the toxic residues of petro-based pesticides
developed for California agribusiness in the 20th century, or the deadly
potions dumped into the Ajkwa River of Irian Jaya/New Guinea in the 21st
(Romero 2015). In the process, the last commons of the earth, including
rivers, oceans, and rainforests, are compromised or rendered unfit for further
use.
Conclusion
In sum, the unending vortex of accumulation puts intense pressure on
the earth and humanity to feed the maw of modern production and
consumption. It requires the essential inputs of labor and natural resources in
all their forms and it does so on an ever-increasing basis. Moreover, this is
not just a problem of supply but one of exploitation of labor and nature in
their syncretic activity, which means that the rate of surplus value must be
kept up—and even increased over time as sectors mature. That, in turn,
demands that costs be kept under control, either through cheapening of
inputs, greater absolute exploitation, or rising productivity of labor-nature.
What the system ends up doing is always a combination of advances along
both extensive and intensive frontiers of extraction.
This has brought about, over the long history of capitalist growth, a
relentless geographical expansion of the territory commanded by capital (and
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capitalist states) and unrelieved dismantling of pre-capitalist economic
formations to bring new labor and resources under the dominion of capital.
And this has, in turn, brought an unending attack on and dissolution of all
prior forms of the commons.
Now, of course, the scenario I have sketched here is rather mechanical
and deterministic. Without question, the assault on the earth’s various
societies and territories has not proceeded without enormous conflict,
fighting back by peoples around the world, and many a defeat for the forces
of capital. Nevertheless, on balance the advance of capitalism has been
nothing short of earthshaking.
Similarly, people already embedded within advanced capitalist countries
have resisted the plunder of the earth in various ways. Moreover, they have
successfully recreated spaces and practices resonant of the traditional
Commons within thoroughly capitalist territory, such as city parks, national
parks, wilderness reserves, and greenbelts. The public park idea of the 19th
century has many virtues, but also suffers from the aggressiveness of
capitalism, which forced defenders of public space to impose strict limits on
use based on often-fantastical ideas of pristine nature, not to mention elite
notions of correct behavior and the exclusion of common people and their
activities (Cronon 1995, Walker 2007). In recent years there has been a
notable shift toward “working landscapes” that embrace shared use among
previously separate realms of recreation, wildlife conservation, and grazing,
among others (Sayre 2005).
This is not the place for a survey of new thinking, but it is important to
recognize that the idea of The Commons has not disappeared; it remains a
fount of inspiration that continues to guide experiments in both practical and
utopian visions of a better world of relations with land, life, and geography
than that imposed by capitalist imperatives. Only by such imaginings and
through nascent alternative practices will it be possible for humankind to
overcome the limits of capitalism and pull back from the brink of
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unrestrained climate change, impoverishment of global ecologies, and
unchecked toxicity in the environment.
Yes, capitalism will end one day; that is a certainty. How it will be
transcended, however, is far from clear. It won’t be by economics alone, that
is for sure. I will not enter here into the debate unleashed by O’Connor
(1998), Moore (2015), and others about resource underproduction, rising
costs, and falling profits leading to accumulation crisis and potentially
capitalism’s economic end game. Whatever the future of profits, the ups and
downs of economic growth, and the end times of accumulation, the control
of capital can only be social control, and it will have to be brought about by
political means. In the end, the fate of the earth may well hang in the balance,
and will rest in our collective hands.
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Beyond Black Lives Matter
___________________________

Robin D. G. Kelley
On November 3, 2014, as a Saint Louis County grand jury deliberated
over whether to indict Ferguson police officer Darren Wilson for the fatal
shooting of Michael Brown, Brooklyn’s Medgar Evers College mounted a
production of Douglas Turner Ward’s 1965 play A Day of Absence, a
controversial one-act comedy set in a small southern town suddenly thrown
into crisis when all of its Black residents disappear. Ward had wanted to
reveal both white dependency on Black labor and the enormous social and
economic power held by the African American community, and thirty-five
years before the Medgar Evers production, the play had inspired student
activists and faculty at Brooklyn College to create National Black Solidarity
Day. Held annually on the first Monday in November, the day was dedicated
to patronizing Black-owned businesses and boycotting white-owned
commercial enterprises, staying home from school or work, wearing the color
black, and gathering as a community to discuss Black people’s political
future.1 It was, above all, an assertion of the essential value of Black wealth,
Black labor, Black votes, and Black lives to the US social structure.
Although the Black Lives Matter movement emerged in the aftermath of
Trayvon Martin’s murder and the failure of the state of Florida to indict
George Zimmerman for fatally shooting the unarmed teenager, the slogan
undergirding the campaign bears an uncanny resemblance to Black Solidarity
Day. In a 1977 article, the late Jitu Weusi, a veteran Brooklyn community
“Black Solidarity Day,” City University of New York, October 30, 2014,
http://www1.cuny.edu/mu/forum/2014/10/30/black-solidarity-day/; see also Yovanna
Garcia, “Black Student Union Stands in Solidarity against Racism,” Ramapo News,
November 6, 2014, http://www.ramaponews.com/news/view.php/853639/ Black-StudentUnion-Stands-in-Solidarity; Cedes Ortiz, “A Prideful Turnout of Unity,” New Paltz Oracle,
November 13, 2014, http://oracle.newpaltz.edu/a-prideful-turnout-of-unity/.
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activist, understood that Black Solidarity Day “was born out of the
frustrations of Black People at receiving no acknowledgment concerning
justice from the white power structure after the uprisings of the sixties.” He
goes on to say: “When the white power structure answered our bottle and
brick throwing exhibition with tanks and rifles and made the Black victims of
oppression appear to be the violators of law and order, many Black Brothers
stalked off angrily saying, “we’ll show that white man.” We came together
thinking that if we could only prove to the white world just how valuable we
really are, white folks would give us the freedom, justice, equality and selfdetermination that we so justly deserve. We would punish them by showing
our absence and they’d be sorry and agree to make certain concessions. How
childish we were? [sic] We were again reacting to the fury and design of the
beast.”2 Slogans are not movements; they are little more than banners. No
one can deny that the injunction “Black Lives Matter” succeeded in capturing
the global imagination by powerfully expressing at an existential and
emotional level what, say, “dismantle racial capitalism” cannot. But Weusi’s
critique exposes the problems with slogans that draw on the logic and
metaphors of liberal humanism in order to generate mass appeal. These
slogans say, “We are human, too. We are citizens and deserve the same
rights, privileges, and respect as fellow citizens,” ad infinitum.
Alicia Garza’s illuminating essay in The Feminist Wire delineates how the
phrase has been misinterpreted, misappropriated, and outright stolen
without attribution to the queer Black women who were its creators, and how
it was ultimately stripped of its radical intentions. Yet she nonetheless echoes
Weusi’s description of the motive behind Black Solidarity Day: “Black Lives
Matter is an ideological and political intervention in a world where Black
lives are systematically and intentionally targeted for demise. It is an
affirmation of Black folks’ contributions to this society, our humanity, and
Jitu Weusi, “Black Solidarity Day: Make Unity a Reality,” Amsterdam News, November
5, 1977.
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our resilience in the face of deadly oppression.”3 Insisting that we are human
and productive members of this society has been a first principle of Black
abolitionist politics since at least the late eighteenth century (though not
necessarily the first principle of African and Afrodiasporic resistance, which
tended to be escape, fugitivity, and maroonage).4 We see similar affirmations
in the 1787 abolitionist emblem of the so-called “supplicating Negro,” in
which a kneeling, chained Black man asks, “Am I Not a Man and a Brother?”
This popular symbol was reproduced and circulated on bracelets, hairpins,
cameos, and snuff boxes, eventually spawning a female version emblazoned
with the phrase “Am I Not a Woman and a Sister?”5 More militant versions
of the same affirmation have appeared in many African American jeremiads,
from David Walker’s Appeal (1829) to W. E. B. Du Bois’s “Immediate
Program of the American Negro” (1915).
Few activists who march behind the banner of Black Lives Matter
conceive of their struggle as an appeal to white people for recognition, but
until recently the movement’s objective echoed the implicit line of reasoning
identified by Weusi: if the dominant class, and/or the state, could just
recognize that our lives matter, we would be treated differently. Such
assumptions can easily lead us down a slippery slope of reducing five
centuries of racism, slavery, and colonialism to a fixed ideology of anti-

Alicia Garza, “A Herstory of the #BlackLivesMatter Movement,” The Feminist Wire,
October 7, 2014, http://www.thefeministwire.com/2014/10/blacklivesmatter-2/.
4
There are too many examples to mention here, but for starters, see two extraordinary
books: Neil Roberts, Freedom as Maroonage (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015);
and Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and Black Study
(New York: Minor Compositions, 2013).
5
Clare Midgley, Women against Slavery: The British Campaigns, 1780–1870 (New York:
Routledge, 1995), 37; Robin Blackburn, The Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, 1776–1848
(London: Verso Books, 1988), 139; see also Barbara E. Lacey, “Visual Images of Blacks in
Early American Imprints,” William and Mary Quarterly 53, no. 1 (1996): 137–180; Thomas
Clarkson, The History of the Rise, Progress, and Accomplishment of the Abolition of the Slave
Trade by the British Parliament, Vol. 2 (1808; repr. London: Frank Cass, 1968), 97.
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Blackness intrinsic to the European mind, or worse, mistaking a dynamic
racial regime for negligence, ignorance, or “blindness” to our humanity, a
humanity that requires a visible struggle to be seen. They can lead, that is to
say, to a politics in which recognition takes precedence over revolution and
reconstruction. Just two years after Weusi’s article, Adolph Reed Jr.’s essay
“Black Particularity Reconsidered” demonstrated that the state and the
dominant class had no problems granting Black people and other aggrieved
“minorities” recognition and incorporating them into the existing state
apparatus.6
We have watched this happen over the course of the last four decades, at
least, resulting in Black CEOs like Franklin Raines contributing mightily to
the financial crisis of 2008; a Black president, a Black secretary of state, and
Black national security advisors who advance the US war on the planet; the
right to same-sex marriage based on the same principles of marriage as a
property relation; and the right of people of color, women, and queer people
to kill and torture around the world. To be clear, I am not suggesting that the
Black Lives Matter movement represents any single tendency. On the
contrary, while some promote an identity politics demanding recognition,
others fight tenaciously for radical transformation—to create a world where,
for example, queer and trans people can exist in liberation, not just coexist in
some liberal equality.
Acknowledging these critical divisions and debates within the movement
is important, especially as they emerged powerfully and productively in the
first national BLM summit meeting, Movement for Black Lives Convening,
in Cleveland, Ohio, on July 24–26, 2015. This implicit appeal to acknowledge
us—to recognize our humanity, our dignity, and our right to live—is
Adolph Reed Jr., “Black Particularity Reconsidered,” Telos 39 (March 1979): 71–93, also
accessible online in the Libcom library at https://libcom.org/library/black-particularityreconsidered-adolph-l-reed-jr. For a sophisticated and essential critique of the politics of
colonial recognition, see Glen Sean Coulthard, Red Skin, White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial
Politics of Recognition (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014).
6
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understandable in a world where the state-sanctioned killing and caging of
Black bodies is routine. But as George Lipsitz observed, such appeals are
embedded in a humanist logic that emphasizes “interiority” and feeling,
thereby elevating “the cultivation of sympathy over the creation of social
justice.”7 That is to say, our feelings of empathy in any representation of
suffering are designed to be understood and felt individually rather than
transformed into collective praxis. This is partly why concepts like
reparations are so antithetical to modern liberalism. Given the trauma
produced by an endless video loop of Black people dying at the hands of
police officers who are almost never indicted, let alone prosecuted and
convicted, collective healing and the cultivation of sympathy are to be
expected. On one hand, this makes the movement’s counterslogan, “All Lives
Matter,” all the more offensive and painful. “All Lives Matter” is heard and
felt as a belittling or decentering of anti-Black racism. It trades on post-racial
myths of equivalency in suffering. On the other hand, sometimes we react to
“All Lives Matter” with such hostility that it stands in as an unambiguous
expression of anti-Black racism. Can we salvage these words? Don’t we want
to build a world in which every life is valuable, cherished, and sustained? Are
we not seeking a world that recognizes multiple sites of dispossession and
recognizes that state violence inside US borders is inseparable from US
militarism around the world? The fact that we are compelled to a defensive
position is a consequence of focusing on proving our value rather than
critiquing the system that devalues all of us and destroys the world in the
process.
The veracity of our humanity was never the issue—then or now. The
problem lies with Western civilization’s very construction of the human. As
Sylvia Wynter, Cedric Robinson, Aimé Césaire, and others have been saying
for decades, the “Negro” was an invention, a fiction—like that of the Indian,
George Lipsitz, “Ferguson as a Failure of the Humanities,” lecture, Princeton University,
May 1, 2015, http://livestream.com/caas/lipsitz.
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the Oriental, the “Mexican,” etc. Or in Frantz Fanon’s oft-quoted line from
The Wretched of the Earth: “It is the colonist who fabricated and continues to
fabricate the colonized subject.”8 Indeed, the entire structure of global white
supremacy depends on such inventions, like the fictions of the Arab as nonor anti-Western and the “Immigrant” as essentially Latino/a, or the notion
that indigenous people (in North America at least) are all dead. This is why
we have such a hard time acknowledging that most so-called immigrants
from Mexico and Central America are, in fact, indigenous. The very
foundations of Western civilization were built on such fabrications and
enacted through violence. Once they crumble, so goes Western civilization’s
conceit as well as the massive philosophical smokescreen that enables (racial)
capitalism—the greatest, most destructive, most violent crime wave in
history—to masquerade as the engine of progress, a pure expression of
freedom and liberty, the only path to human emancipation. The modern
world that invented the Negro, the Oriental, the Indian, and the Savage as a
means of inventing European Man was built on the theft of humans, theft of
land and water, indiscriminate murder, violation of customary rights, moral
economy, enclosure of the commons, destruction of the planet—outright
lawlessness, justified by supposed rationality or what Weber might call
instrumental rationality. To leave it at Black Lives Matter unintentionally
conceals the crime. After all, these were the very processes that birthed the
liberal humanism to which BLM activists seem to appeal.
In his book Forgeries of Memory and Meaning, Cedric Robinson further
elaborates on the systems of racial maintenance and myth making, the “racial
regimes” responsible for the inventions of the Negro (the Indian, the
Oriental) and their relation to capital. What exactly are racial regimes? In
Robinson’s words, they “are constructed social systems in which race is
proposed as a justification for the relations of power.” The power is real and
formidable but surprisingly unstable. For Robinson, “the covering conceit of
8

Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (1961; repr. New York: Grove Press, 2004), 2.
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a racial regime is a makeshift patchwork masquerading as memory and the
immutable. Nevertheless, racial regimes do possess history, that is,
discernible origins and mechanisms of assembly. But racial regimes are
unrelentingly hostile to their exhibition.”9 In other words, to say that antiBlackness is foundational to Western civilization is not to say that it is fixed
or permanent. On the contrary, it is incredibly fragile and must be constantly
remade; it is epiphenomenal to the production of Blackness—which is an
essential component of modern racial regimes, but not its totality. In the last
century alone, racial regimes have been remade, reconfigured, destabilized,
and consolidated many times, employing new technologies to circulate old
racial fabulations and new fictions in the process of capitalist expansion.
Proving one’s humanity will not uproot racial regimes, for the very evidence
of our humanity is their raison d’être. Our exploitation is evidence of our
value, but it requires enormous intellectual, juridical, and psychic resources
to conceal our humanity. Slavery was not just social death, but was based on a
cost-benefit analysis that assumed the disposability of Black lives. The system
of extracting surplus emerged within a logic of racial hierarchy and racial
subjugation that dragged Africans, Asians, and Europeans proletarianized by
enclosure to the lands of the Americas, Oceania, parts of South Asia and
Africa, and the Eastern Mediterranean—where indigenous people were
dispossessed, enslaved, or exploited by other means.
Enclosure is yet another example of theft and violence masking as “law,
order, security”: backed by the rule of law, the state employs violence to
discipline, to reclassify, to criminalize, and to destroy sovereignty and create
disorder. Enclosure is part of this process of war—a war on the commons,
which ultimately turns some of the expropriated people into a proletariat
(including European industrial, maritime, and landless rural labor, as well as
Cedric J. Robinson, Forgeries of Memory and Meaning: Blacks and the Regimes of Race in
American Theater and Film before World War II (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2007), xii.
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prostitutes and beggars), turns a portion into settlers, and sends a portion to
the workhouse. Some are merely casualties whose flesh mingles with the
earth and whose bodies—sometimes hanging from a tree or broken on the
wheel—serve to terrorize those who resist the new discipline.10
While the value of Black labor may have ebbed and flowed with the
changing character of the global economy, there has never been a moment in
US history when our humanity mattered, when Black people could enjoy full
privileges and protections of citizenship. But the same can be said of most of
the planet—at least until the mid-twentieth century, although I would
venture to say this is still the case. What Black resistance calls into question is
the inhumanity of the system, the inhumanity of those who subjugate in the
name of civilization; it insists that the survival of humanity (and this is not
the humanity defined by the Enlightenment) depends on the complete
destruction of racial capitalism, patriarchy, and regimes of normativity. As I
wrote in the aftermath of the George Zimmerman verdict, unless we come to
terms with this history, we will continue to believe that the system just needs
to be tweaked, or the right-wing fringe defeated, or our humanity
acknowledged.11 We will miss the routine character of state violence; its
origins in the very formation of colonialism, slavery, and capitalism; and the
ways in which routine violence has become a central component of US
policies, including drone warfare and targeted killing.
We cannot change the situation simply by finding the right legal strategy,
the best policies, or recognition. Similar to Occupy Wall Street, the Black

Peter Linebaugh, Stop, Thief! The Commons, Enclosures, and Resistance (Oakland, CA:
PM Press, 2014); Peter Linebaugh, The London Hanged: Crime and Civil Society in the 18th
Century (New York: Verso Books, 2003); Lisa Lowe, The Intimacies of Four Continents
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2015).
11
Robin D. G. Kelley, “The U.S. vs. Trayvon Martin,” Counterpunch, July 15, 2013, http://
www.counterpunch.org/2013/07/15/the-us-v-trayvon-martin/, reprinted in Killing Trayvons:
An Anthology of American Violence, ed. Kevin Alexander Gray, Jeffrey St. Clair, and JoAnn
Wypijewski (Petrolia, CA: Counterpunch, 2014).
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Lives Matter movement has been averse to making transitional demands due
to well-founded fears that established Civil Rights organizations, labor
unions, and the Democratic Party might co-opt the movement. Avoiding a
clear set of demands was also a way to ensure the broadest possible support
from a diverse cross-section of the Black community. The movement’s
deliberately diffuse and decentralized structure, the very ambiguity of “Black
Lives Matter,” and the unequivocal cry to “stop killing us” allow for a
diversity of strategies and ideological positions under one big umbrella. On
the one hand, participants fearlessly engage in acts of civil disobedience that
bring attention to the wave of extrajudicial executions and publicize the
movement. On the other hand, not issuing transitional demands has opened
the door for President Obama and the Justice Department to invoke Black
Lives Matter to support their position that racial profiling is simply bad
policing that can be remedied with better training, body cameras, community
liaisons, and personnel changes.
More recently, Obama made implicit reference to the slogan in order to
sell “My Brother’s Keeper,” his essentially conservative program designed to
address the needs of inner-city Black men and boys to the exclusion of Black
women and girls.12 We saw what happened when the Occupy movement
mobilized behind an attack on the 1 percent as a way of critiquing income
inequality and corporate criminality. By maintaining that corporate power
undermined democracy by placing “profit over people” and allowing a
culture of “self-interest over justice, and oppression over equality, [to] run
our governments,” it easily slipped into calls for corporate responsibility and

Steven W. Thrasher, “My Brother’s Keeper to Ensure ‘You Matter,’ Obama Explains in
Bronx,” The Guardian, May 4, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/
may/04/barackobama-my-brothers-keeper-alliance-bronx-lehman-college. See also the
African American Policy Forum’s excellent critique of MBK, “#whywecantwait: An
Overview of Our Work surrounding the My Brother’s Keeper Initiative,” African American
Policy Forum (AAPF), http://www.aapf.org/ mybrotherskeeper/.
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“restoring” democracy by taking money out of politics.13 The focus on the 1
percent also ignored or played down differences within and among the 99
percent. As a consequence, opposition to capitalism and resistance to racism,
sexism, and genocide/femicide tend to emerge as parallel—or worse,
hierarchical—issues, with the war on the planet and the depredations of
international finance seen as the universal culprits of world suffering. Racism
and patriarchy are then treated as particular, local, minoritarian problems, or
as manageable, disappearing, or attitudinal. Likewise, demanding that our
country live up to its creed, for example, ultimately promotes American
exceptionalism and opens the path for reformist solutions.
However, the July 2015 Movement for Black Lives Convening suggested
that BLM will not go the way of Occupy. Like the Black Radical Congress
founding meeting in 1998, the Cleveland gathering was a united front of
various organizations and activists, representing divergent foci, strategies,
and ideologies.14 The movement’s emerging leadership body and elements of
its base appear to be embracing a “transformative organizing” model, defined
by Eric Mann and Labor/Community Strategy Center as “a coherent
program of concrete demands that force the system to make radical
structural changes.”15 As the BLM movement seeks clarity and direction
beyond drawing attention to police killing, disrupting business as usual, and
demanding recognition of our humanity, its participants are beginning to
consider transitional demands to address their immediate crisis while
See their first manifesto, “Declaration of the Occupation of New York City,” posted by
Yes! Magazine on October 4, 2011, http://www.yesmagazine.org/people-power/ declarationofthe-occupation-of-new-york-city.
14
Amanda Teuscher, “The Inclusive Strength of #BlackLivesMatter,” American Prospect,
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founding convention of the Black Radical Congress, see Bill Fletcher Jr., “Can Radicalism
Speak the Voice of Black Workers?” Race and Class 40, no. 4 (1999): 1–14
15
Eric Mann, “The Seven Components of Transformative Organizing Theory,” 2010,
excerpt posted by the Labor/Community Strategy Center, http://www. thestrategycenter.org/
node/5143
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developing a new vision of the future through a critique of the prevailing
system. As Alicia Garza explained recently on Democracy Now!, the
Movement for Black Lives Convening represented the fact that “people are
coming together from across sectors, from across communities, from a wide
range of walks of life, to really try to both understand our complexities and
understand how we use our complexities as a way to leverage power. We’re
ultimately here to figure out how is it that we transform conditions in this
country so that we can transform the conditions in our world?”16
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Tribe versus Class in the Age of Post-Reality Politics
How Community Can Eclipse the Commons
_________________________

Stephen J. Ducat
I can hire one half of the working class to kill the other half.
—Jay Gould, 19th century railroad baron and confident strikebreaker
I could stand in the middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot somebody, and
I wouldn’t lose voters.
—Donald Trump, 21st century billionaire Republican presidential
candidate and aspiring working class hero
“False

consciousness,”

“slave

mentality,”

“emotional

plague,”

“authoritarian personality”—these and other sociopolitical diagnoses have
been offered up by generations of social scientists and left-leaning political
activists trying to understand the tendency of those in the middle, working,
and underclasses to identify with and fight for the interests and policies of
their not-so-benevolent overlords.
Thomas Frank asks, “What’s the matter with Kansas?” in his book with
the homonymous title. He describes how, for many working class voters,
economic concerns have been displaced by “culture war” tempests, such as
those over abortion, homosexuality, school prayer, and gun ownership.
Steve Fraser, in his book The Age of Acquiescence, chronicles and
contrasts the two American “Gilded Ages,” both of which were marked by
astonishing disparities in wealth and power. However, popular responses to
those disparities were strikingly different between the two epochs. The first
Gilded Age occurred during the decades preceding and following the turn of
the 20th century. Fraser refers to this period as “the second civil war.” He
describes the many expressions of militant working class consciousness and
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widely popular and sometimes armed anti-capitalist opposition movements,
as well as the brutal repression with which the ruling elite responded.
Coalitions and organizations were formed in which class identity explicitly
subsumed other affiliations, such as those based on religion and occupation.
Unlike that early era, the current Gilded Age has been characterized by
either relative quietude and compliance, or evanescent expressions of
resistance. Beginning most notably with the Reagan era, many Americans
voted for candidates and policies that led to a predictable and severe decline
in their economic and physical well-being. Then, in displays of political
masochism that baffled many, those same local and national politicians were
often re-elected.
How has this malignant mystification of collective self-interest come
about? The conventional wisdom on the left (which is not wrong, just
incomplete) has attributed it to propaganda—also variously referred to as
ideology or spectacle. This has been generally understood as a process or a
relation, not a thing. It begins when the private interests of elites become
transmuted into emotionally compelling narratives. These stories then are
poll-tested, focus-grouped, manicured, and framed by the dream weavers,
think tank mercenaries, and PR flacks of the 1%, filtered through the
corporate media-scape, and ultimately delivered for consumption to the 99%.
In this manner, the ideas of the rulers show up as the ruling ideas, which
ultimately comprise “public opinion.” While the perspectives of the powerful
may tend through this process to become broadly hegemonic, not everyone
embraces them. However, there is a troubling plurality of the population for
whom the points of view congenial to elites are internalized—actively, not
passively—as deeply held and affectively charged convictions, refractory to
argument or disconfirming evidence. In fact, challenging such core beliefs
can reinforce them because those challenges can feel like threats to oneself, as
well as one’s community. This requires one to summon up an especially
vigorous defense.
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To make it even more difficult to apprehend reality, the current
propaganda environment is replete with ideological unicorns, though not of
the cuddly variety. In other words, we live in a time in which fictitious
dangers are conjured (WMDs, “the homosexual agenda,” “the war on
Christmas,” health insurance “death panels”) and offered up as sources of
fear and outrage. At the same time, real threats are presented as benign (antidemocratic trade agreements), or passionately denied (climate change). What
has not been explored much is the role that our nature as human animals
might play in rendering us susceptible to this propaganda.
Tribe, class, and the self
It is safe to say that all of us on the left (most broadly defined) are
Darwinians, at the same time appropriately rejecting attempts to use
evolutionary theory to naturalize or justify social domination. While none of
us believes the world was created in seven days, arguments founded in
evolutionary biology can be a kind of philosophical third rail among
“progressives.” So concerned are some about promulgating an ideology that
rationalizes social inequities and injustices in biologically reductionist terms
that they have adopted a stance of phobic avoidance when it comes to
looking closely at the evolutionary aspects of our species nature.
It is axiomatic among most left critics of capitalist individualism that
humans are fundamentally social. We are not self-made monads who wield
absolute control over our individual destiny. Rather, we are interdependent
nodes in a web of relationships, co-determining our fate and life conditions
with others, whether through conflict or cooperation. As compellingly
framed in Hegel’s narrative of the master/slave dialectic, without others to
recognize us, we cannot in any meaningful way be a self. Put in terms of raw
survival, without the tribe to hold, protect, and feed us, we cannot live.
Anything that jeopardizes our membership in the tribe imperils our
existence.
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This is not to say that there are not tensions between individual and
collective self-interest, but if my “selfish” behavior puts my community at
risk, my ability to go on being is seriously threatened. This configuration of
self and other has characterized humanity from the beginning of our species
history. It implies a process of natural selection that has conferred a
reproductive advantage to those with more highly developed capacities to
accurately read, cooperate with, and care about others. However, as we know,
this has not led humans to become creatures that express nothing but peace,
love, and understanding. That is because the considerable rewards of one’s
community have also redounded to those members capable of hating,
plundering, and annihilating competing or enemy tribes. In fact, intra-tribal
cooperation evolved, in part, as an effective weapon of inter-tribal
competition. Thus was created our dual nature as compassionate cooperators
with and ruthless predators toward other humans. This pleomorphic
potential of the human psyche has enabled multiple and varied forms of
social organization to emerge.
Across historical time human social networks have taken exponential
leaps in complexity. They have gone from small tribal bands characterized by
face-to-face and largely egalitarian relations to large, bureaucratically
structured nation states with convoluted class hierarchies organized around
the unequal distribution of power, privilege, and wealth. However, since the
bulk of human evolution occurred under the former conditions, and along
with it a selection for traits conducive to tribal identification and loyalty, we
might expect that the complex class nature of modern society could be
readily experienced through atavistic schemas of the “tribe.”
The fact that nowadays the tribe is seldom a definitive entity, with
empirically defined boundaries, does not make it anything less compelling. In
many ways, political victory in the current era goes to those who can
successfully encase their cause or project within a membrane of tribal
identity, whether that be “gun owner,” “pro-life advocate,” “Christian,”
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“Muslim,” “Zionist,” “creationist,” or “global warming skeptic.” Notably, all
of these are now communities that usurp class as a driver of political
affiliation and behavior, and make voting against one’s economic self-interest
seem to be a rational decision. Climate denier and fossil fuel hired gun James
Inhofe hit the rhetorical trifecta with his 1994 campaign slogan, “Guns, God,
and Gays” when it moved working class Oklahomans to send him to the
Senate. Of course, this is but one example among many of the triumph of
tribal over class identity.
As readers may recall, in the early post-9/11 years of the George W. Bush
administration, dips in the President’s approval ratings were easily managed
by raising the official terrorist “threat level.” By evoking images of an external
threat, the Bush team was able to shore up “patriotism,” which is to say it
reinforced a tribal identity organized around being an “American.” It did this
by reminding citizens that they were under siege by enemy tribes. Thereby,
attention and anxiety could be redirected away from the dangers and
fecklessness of the Bush regime. Of course, this shell game of threat
perception management is nothing new. Countless political leaders and
ruling classes throughout human history have used the “outside agitator”
trope to induce loyalty to the governing elite, to reduce the salience of class by
increasing the salience of the tribe (as defined by the elite).
Remarkably, tribal identity can even supersede the political belief systems
that seem to define a tribe founded on those very beliefs. Numerous studies
by political scientists have found that in experimental settings when liberal
policy positions are attributed to conservative politicians, subjects who
identify as Republican tend to support them. And when those same positions
are labeled as originating from liberal policy makers, they are opposed.
Likewise, the same Republican subjects can be persuaded to oppose
conservative ideas when researchers attribute those ideas to liberal
politicians. Lest liberals feel above such tribal influences, the same findings
have resulted from studies with subjects who identify as Democrats.
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The F word and the disappearance of class
“Fascist” has become an excruciatingly overused appellation by partisans
of every stripe. Its glib deployment has rendered it a nearly useless descriptor.
Those who wield it often evoke eye-rolling exasperation from most serious
political thinkers. Ham-fisted hyperbole though it may often be, I would
argue that the term does name something historically and currently real, and
should not yet be relegated to the museum of rhetorical anachronisms.
Over the last one hundred years or so, the fascist movements and regimes
of various national origins, for all their diversity, have repeated certain
ideological themes. They include: attempts to revive or shore up patriarchal
gender relations; institutionalized homophobia; violent opposition to
religious pluralism and multiculturalism; nativist and anti-immigration
attitudes; anti-egalitarian and social Darwinist beliefs; ultra-nationalist
sentiments and a feeling of entitlement to global resources; and, of course,
racism. As important as these aspects of fascism have been, the fusion of
corporate and state power seems to be its most defining feature.
The trend toward this merger is inescapably obvious. Elections have more
openly devolved into auctions, with politicians competing to service the
highest bidding corporate johns. Lobbyists for transnational capital are no
longer simply influencing laws; they are actually writing them. Enclosures of
the remaining commons—land, air, water, the broadcast spectrum, and even
the global genome through GMO crops—are being facilitated by a state that
is now largely the governing branch of corporate power.
In the US, as in other national contexts, fascism has two somewhat
distinct but interacting faces: a tendency among political rulers at the top,
and a grass roots movement drawn from the general population. There is a
subset of the ruling elite—Republicans, corporate Democrats, and their
financial benefactors among the owning class—who seek to erode all
impediments to the hybridization of big business and the government. They
don’t necessarily believe the paranoid narratives their PR teams and Fox
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News shills manufacture for mass consumption. Rather, they are largely
driven by the mundane motives animating most plutocrats, an urge to
consolidate and expand their wealth and power.
Then there is a subset of ordinary middle and underclass citizens, perhaps
best embodied by the Tea Party base, whose thoughts and emotions are
driven by an incoherent but powerful mix of racial anxiety, gender insecurity,
misplaced class resentment, a crippling ignorance of history and science, a
literal reading of Biblical tales, and a rage born of real oppression and
economic frailty. Tragically, their anger, which could be revolutionary, is
wedded to self-defeating reactionary ideologies, often facilitated by their
limited channels of information, or, in the case of Fox News, deliberate
misinformation. They suffer from the class war version of the Stockholm
syndrome. Instead of rebelling against their actual oppressors, they have been
rendered happy hostages to corporate interests, and view as threats anything,
like publicly funded health care, that impinges on the profits and prerogatives
of actual elites, such as Big Insurance. Identifying with the worldview of their
masters, such right-wing insurgents become the enthusiastic foot soldiers of
political crusades financed and subtly guided by the corporate generals at the
top.
The fascist project—the merger of capital and the state—can be
significantly enabled if class as a category of social life can be camouflaged
into oblivion. One cannot fight something that one cannot see. One approach
to erasing the distinction between the untermenschen and their overlords has
been the transvestism of the vested interests. Particularly notable beginning
in the Reagan era, the .001 percent have been fond of presenting themselves
in populist garb. Whether it is the fossil fuel oligarchs of Houston in their
cowboy hats and muddy boots, the techno-titans of Silicon Valley in their
hoodies and distressed denim, or Donald Trump in his proletarian “Make
America Great” cap, the current ruling class has accessorized their
domination in a way that sharply contrasts with their progenitors of the first
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Gilded Age. Unlike the 19th Century nouveau riche matriarch Mrs. Astor,
who was fond of wearing her tiara to the opera and who was so bejeweled
that one of her contemporaries described her as a “walking chandelier,”
today’s elite have forsaken faux-aristocratic pretensions for faux-proletarian
ones.
To the extent to which the class-based cross-dressing of the current
period is a conscious tactic, it is a shrewd one. It not only makes the class
agents of domination disappear, it renders the entire category of class
invisible. More precisely, it transforms the real world power of the elite into a
matter of style. As “elite” mutates into “elitism” it can become a free-floating
signifier readily affixed to one’s political enemies, irrespective of any material
referent. Republican campaign ad writers in particular have had some
notable success with this approach. This was vividly portrayed in the famous
2004 attack ad directed at Howard Dean and funded by the Club for Growth.
(Could there be a more fitting name for an organization devoted to the
metastasis of capital?) The ad accused Dean of presiding over a “latte-sipping,
sushi-eating, Volvo-driving, New York Times-reading, body-piercing,
Hollywood-loving left wing freak show.”
Along these lines, when class does show up in mainstream media
discourse it is as a category that names one’s relationship to consumption
(what products one can buy), not one’s relationship to production (whether
or not one is a wage slave in a command and control hierarchy). In this
manner, class is rendered invisible by presenting only its epiphenomenal
attributes—costume, taste, and brand identity.
Race as tribe
Race is perhaps the most enduring marker of tribal identity in American
society, and one that has long been effectively deployed to elide the reality of
class. The ideology of white supremacy offers particular compensations for
those Caucasian proletarians with nothing to sell but their ability to work.
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Racism invites those at the bottom in the hierarchy of class to be heartened
by the notion of being on top of the hierarchy of race.
This dynamic came into sharp relief in the summer of 2015 following the
mass murder by a young white supremacist of Black church worshipers in
Charleston, South Carolina. Some in the country suddenly rediscovered the
symbolic freight carried by the Confederate flag and demanded it be removed
from Southern state houses. Many others, however, sought once again to
uncouple the Confederacy and its flag from slavery, to deny that it was the
passionate defense of human bondage that animated the Southern states’
decision to secede from the Union. Once again it was claimed that the Civil
War was about “states’ rights” and that the flag was a symbol of “Southern
pride.” A Gallup poll conducted in June of 2015 found that 78% of the
Republican base held a positive view of the Confederate flag; 32% of
Democrats did. Taken together, however, a slight majority of Americans,
54%, embrace the battle flag of the Confederacy as a benign signifier of tribal
identity.
Of course, for many decades, as described above, it has been a principal
strategy of GOP propagandists to disappear class as a socioeconomic
category and organize its base around tribal identities. Race has been a
particularly fruitful candidate for this displacement. To avoid accusations of
racism, the party’s leaders have developed artfully coded approaches to issues
with a racial subtext. For example, the conservative discourse surrounding
immigration, Obama’s putative Kenyan origins, and the ever reliable
bogeyman of “welfare dependency” activate white tribal identity and its
associated affects of anxiety and hatred, which are then channeled into
support for Republican candidates, whose real agenda is to make the world
safe for corporate predation.
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Donald Trump and his tribe
This essay on tribalism and post-reality politics would be woefully
incomplete without some discussion of right wing populist billionaire and
avid birther, Donald Trump, who has managed to defy predictions of pundits
across the political spectrum to become the Republican nominee for
president, defeating all his GOP opponents by a wide margin. With his
penchant for reflexive mendacity and fabrication, he is the ideal post-reality
candidate. However, more central to his success has been his role as
organizer of tribal identity and sentiment. Many observers have puzzled over
the fact that his “gaffes”—misogynist insults, racist rants, clownish chestthumping braggadocio, and adolescent smack talk directed at fellow
Republicans, and now at Hillary Clinton—have not only failed to cut into his
support but have consolidated it.
What the commentariat has failed to appreciate is that by virtue of
Trump’s own unapologetic and unmodulated id, he functions as a kind of
permissive superego for his constituency. He presents himself as an
unconflicted and guiltless predator eager to vanquish the “losers” of the
world. By making himself available for identification, he can displace the
more guilt-inducing individual superegos of his erstwhile-civilized, largely
male, supporters. He says, in essence, to his followers, “I hate and am
disgusted by women (who bleed from their ‘wherevers’), men who prefer
diplomacy to war, immigrants, non-white races, and those who get in my
way. That is a good thing in me and a good thing in you.” While Trump
conveys these messages without the usual coded subtexts or dog whistles of
establishment conservatives, he shares many qualities of his post-Tea Party
colleagues who have successfully ascended to public office. His speech is
characterized by mangled syntax, florid and proud ignorance of science and
world affairs, and risible paranoid fantasies, which only serves to facilitate his
function as an object of identification. As Trump is fond of saying, “I love the
uneducated.”
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By following him, he promises that their hatred and murderous rage will
not only be fulfilled but also celebrated and even sanctified. While certainly
not on par with a Hitler or a Bin Laden, Trump is also a tribal leader whose
moral authority allows the violent, antisocial emotions and fantasies of his
ardent acolytes to be experienced as benign and even heroic. As evidenced by
the multiple examples of violence at his rallies and the death threats issued to
political opponents, Trump and his ideological militia are fundamentally a
lynch mob writ large—willing to do collectively what as individuals they
might be reluctant to enact.
He achieves the triumph of tribe over class by appropriating the both the
symbols (e.g., his aforementioned cap) and the rhetoric of white male
working class identity. Trump deploys these to mobilize and channel the
rage, resentment, and fear born of the humiliation and ontological insecurity
that comes from being the bottom in a sadomasochistic class hierarchy.
(While there is debate over whether working class voters constitute the
majority of Trump’s supporters, any degree of proletarian support remains
counter-intuitive and requires explanation.) Of course, rather than direct
these incendiary affects toward their appropriate targets, he evokes images of
various enemy tribes—Mexican rapists, refugee terrorists, and angry women
who don’t know their place.
Trump’s character is particularly well suited to this task. Unlike most
other public figures, psychoanalyzing him requires no great discernment or
even inference. All you need to know about him—his fears, fantasies, and
motives—is all right there on the surface. (Unlike that of analysands in a
clinical setting, Trump’s behavior outside the consulting room is largely
public knowledge.) An impulsive psychological exhibitionist, he openly
displays (though not necessarily consciously) what other politicians might
successfully hide. If you are not among his avid army of followers, it is not
hard to see that Trump is a brittle, thin-skinned narcissist who is constantly
engaged in a Sisyphean battle to prove his potency. His insecurity is barely
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demonization and devaluation of those who challenge him. However, he also
seems to be blessed with an inner world free of conscience—a trait essential
to the success of any con man, and which enables him to lie with great
conviction.
Another clue to Trump’s effectiveness as a tribal leader can be found in
his motto, “Make America Great Again,” which, on one level, is just his own
cornball iteration of what many belligerent nativist politicians have uttered
before him, namely that he will restore the empire and its ethnically pure
citizenry to their former glory. On another level, it is a promise of power that
illuminates the impotence it seeks to remedy. In other words, it
communicates an intuitive psychological understanding of his white male
working class constituency—that they feel small, weak, ineffectual, and set
upon by forces beyond their control. The slogan conveys Trump’s barelycoded covenant with his followers: if they put him in office, he will lead them
to the promised land of unrestrained and unapologetic domination—over
women, non-white tribes, “liberal elites,” and all the other castrating forces
that might impede a revivified mastery of the world.
Interestingly, Trump is not only an organizer of tribal identity and
emotion for his own constituency, but he also plays an important role in the
identity and raison d’être of his Jihadi nemeses. On January 2, 2016, a
recruitment video was released by Al-Shabaab, a Somali al-Qaeda affiliate,
which featured a clip of Donald Trump promising to ban Muslims from
entering the US. Trump has thereby not only excited the tribal passions of his
own followers, but has also at the same time affirmed the Jihadi holy war
narrative and aided in their enlistment efforts. This is an example of what
psychoanalyst Vamik Volkan has referred to as “adversary symbiosis”—the
phenomena whereby two enemy tribes (especially when that enmity is
founded in ethnic or religious difference) mutually constitute their identities
through the reification and hatred of that difference.
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The case of climate change
If there is an issue that eclipses all others in terms of rational self-interest,
it is the threat of global warming. If it proceeds unabated, the planet will
change in ways that will render it inimical to most current life forms,
including humans. It is the peril of all perils. Denial of climate change is
therefore the most dangerous political delusion in circulation. However,
things look very different if you are part of a community that is defined, in
part, by the conviction that not only is global warming a myth, but one
promoted by your enemies, such as the tree-hugging socialist Muslim in the
White House and the America-hating United Nations.
Even if the ideas of the community organized around climate denial are
to a great extent derived from the 24-hour infusion of Fox News
disinformation, they are experienced as local and personal. In other words,
the convictions one holds inform the choice of where one lives, shops,
attends church, and sends one’s children to school. Many demographers have
noted the profound degree of political self-segregation that characterizes the
current psychogeography of American cities and suburbs. Thus, ideological
affinities seem to have aggregated into zip codes. So, if neighborhoods and
towns are now tribal entities, to recognize, especially openly, the threat of
climate change is to put oneself in danger of losing everything that defines
one’s place in the world. Agreeing with your fellow deniers is the path of least
resistance, and on one level is the rational thing to do. Avoiding an
immediate danger (expulsion from the tribe) is what looks like self-interest.
How does this play out among politicians, who might seek to represent such
a tribe?
To be elected by a community defined by its shared delusions, politicians
must declare themselves true believers in the reigning catechism. Such
declarations of faith can even supersede one’s actual religious affiliation. This
was strikingly evident when the Pope issued his 2015 encyclical on the moral
imperative to combat climate change. All the Republican primary
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presidential contenders, including the Catholics among them, admonished
the pontiff for meddling in worldly political affairs. The fact that GOP
candidates must declare fealty to conservative climate denialism, regardless
of their actual beliefs (which we’ll never know), is a testament to the degree
that post-reality politics has become the new realpolitik. Only those smart
enough to play dumb will succeed. To avoid exile, there is no choice but to
follow their community down the rabbit hole. Indeed, we have witnessed
numerous formerly “moderate” Republicans become born-again denialists
during primary battles.
While mainstream corporate Democrats who hold public office
acknowledge the threat posed by global warming, it is often framed as a
problem that can be managed either through minor regulatory tinkering or
through Titanic deck-chair feng shui (like carbon credits). The Obama
administration’s hand-wringing over climate change has not impeded its
enthusiasm for new pipelines, coal export terminals, methane-spewing
fracking wells, oil-bomb trains, or Arctic drilling. More than other
Democrats, the President seems to have taken up the role of broker of
corporate interests. Eschewing Koch brother/Tea Party denialism, he serves
his community, the “rational” CEOs and functionaries of the global capitalist
imperium, by weaving soothing narratives to appease Democrats to his left,
stories that elide the contradictions between stopping climate change and
presiding over “reasonable” fossil fuel extraction. This strategy is even more
in evidence in his ardor for fast-track authority in negotiating new trade
agreements.
On the other hand, Obama did proclaim his desire to see the Citizens
United case reversed. He has thus appeared to voice opposition to the
juridical baptism of corporate personhood that sanctified the long-standing
equation between politics and commerce. Nevertheless, Obama has been a
relentless advocate for trade deals that feature, contrary to his vague
reassurances, corporate tribunals empowered to supersede local or national
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health and environmental laws when those statutes impede profit-taking. To
advocate what is actually necessary to stop let alone reverse climate change
would place him outside the acceptable boundaries that define his
community.
What he cannot say, under penalty of exile, is that the free market
fundamentalists of both parties have a good reason to either deny the reality
of global warming, and its apocalyptic consequences (Republicans), or shed
crocodile tears and offer up ineffectual constraints on its advance
(Democrats). As Naomi Klein has documented, they know that doing what is
truly necessary to halt further global warming would be a threat to our
current “way of life,” that is the autonomous, deregulated life of capital. They
know that mitigating climate change cannot be done by any means other
than radically subjugating the private sector to some agency that can function
as an instrument of the public interest, one that has the resources and power
to coerce. This is what “government” connotes in its most idealized
depictions, but, as we know, the state’s coercion has generally been wielded to
protect private wealth and power, and to facilitate the transfer of public
resources into private hands, enabling the enclosures of yore as well as those
of the present day.
Conclusion
We may recognize the power of tribalism to shape how self-interest is
construed, but what does it mean for those of us who seek to halt or mitigate
capital’s various malignant projects, including its current orgy of extraction?
This question deserves a far more elaborate response than this brief coda can
possibly provide. Nevertheless, there are at least two strategies that may be
fruitful to pursue. They concern the domains of language and electoral
politics, and how they relate to one another.
To begin with, we need to be agents of meaning-making, rather than
always fighting a rearguard battle against the way free-market think-tank
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lexicographers frame political issues. Gutting health and safety laws has
become “regulatory relief.” Bailing out corrupt, too-big-to-fail lending
institutions is a “financial rescue plan,” whereas forgiving student or home
loan debt that resulted from the former’s predatory lending practices is
dismissed as “attacks on personal responsibility.” There are too many
Orwellian inversions to enumerate here. What is important to notice is that
these are not just cognitive interventions in public discourse, but words and
phrases saturated with emotion and moral conviction. Absorbing these
linguistic Trojan horses into our vocabularies can change how we feel about
the things being named. And, changing how we feel can change how we act.
Many authors, including George Lakoff, Drew Westen, and I, have written
from different perspectives about how left critics of the existing order might
engage in a subversive, psychologically informed reappropriation of
language. Those ideas needn’t be recapitulated here. What cannot be deferred
is the question of how, once such language is crafted, it can enter public
discourse. One way is to make use of the stage of electoral politics.
Here is where I risk censure by my tribe, anarcho-post-situationist/antiauthoritarian democratic socialist opponents of the global capitalist empire.
(No wonder we’ve eschewed public office; this is an identity that would never
fit on a bumper sticker.) It has been an unquestioned, but not entirely untrue,
article of faith on the part of many in this community that elections are
rituals of capitalist legitimation. They invite us to participate in our own
subordination by choosing among representatives of the ruling elite, whereas
the option to reject free market capitalism is never on the ballot. However,
imagine for a moment what might have happened had Occupy Wall Street,
that fleeting but powerful and globally inspiring demand for radical
economic democracy, constituted itself as a party or some other ongoing
political entity. Instead of being fondly remembered for just providing us
with some concise class-consciousness short hand (“We are the 99%”), it
could have become a major and enduring political force. In particular, it
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could have more fully realized the project it had barely begun, that of moving
the notion of class from a sociological abstraction to a living and relational
matrix of tribal identity with planetary implications. By entering electoral
races, from local school boards and city councils to national congressional
posts, it could have gained a public forum for ideas that are never discussed
because they are outside the corporate consensus that currently defines the
range of acceptable debate.
The campaign of Bernie Sanders is a case in point. While the rumpled
democratic socialist from Vermont lost the Democratic Party primary, he
forced the corporate front-runner, Hillary Clinton, to address questions of
class. He quite literally changed the conversation, placing income inequality,
class, universal health care, and the muscular regulation of corporate
behavior in the foreground of political debate. The point here is not that
Sanders had somehow “radicalized” Clinton or the Democratic Party.
(Instead, what happened is that the Clinton forces orchestrated a two-step
strategy for defeating him: on the one hand, recuperating his rhetoric, and on
the other hand, mocking him as a sincere but naïve anachronism from the
1960s whose proposals would impede “economic growth.”) Rather, what is
important about Sanders’ candidacy is that hundreds of millions of
Americans heard and talked about class domination and inequity, and the
depredations of unregulated global capitalism. And, media were forced to
cover it. Class showed up as a real political and economic category of
identity, one that can supplant, or at least incorporate subcultural tribal
affiliations.
For too long members of our tribe have excluded electoral politics from
the menu of political strategies. We have worried about being soiled through
participation in a process saturated by open corruption (as the Supreme
Court has told us, corporate bribery is now “free speech”), seduced by the
demonic allure of power, or co-opted by the two-party duopoly. As a
consequence, we have forsaken an important opportunity for critical voices
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to be heard, and settled for the petty gratification of sneering in silence. To be
clear, making use of the campaign microphone is not a substitute for inciting
civic engagement in other ways. It is not necessary to abjure communal or
direct democratic political processes in order to run for elected office. These
are additive, not mutually exclusive modes of opposition.
Interestingly, the loose confederation of Tea Party conservative groups,
and now the army of Trump followers, have their own critiques of the two
parties, and rage toward “elitists” (however confused and incoherent), but do
not worry about co-optation or diluting the purity of their political projects.
They have not felt the need to choose between seizing the public square in
mass demonstrations and appropriating the electoral spotlight.
It has been easy for many to dismiss members of the Tea Party and
Trump’s acolytes as comprising a frothing, paranoid mob of obese bigots—
low-information and gullible illiterates who attend rallies with one hand on
their assault rifles and the other on misspelled racist placards. While there is
certainly some truth to this caricature, it is also true that the “Alt-Right” has
had an enduring and paradigm-shifting effect on the GOP. In the case of the
Tea Party in particular, by virtue of being well organized and entering
electoral contests, they gained a public stage and made effective use of it.
When their leaders threatened to run in primaries against mainstream
wingtip Republicans, many of the latter put down their golf clubs and picked
up the pitchforks. A lot of those who did not rebrand themselves as Tea Party
conservatives lost elections. While the Tea Party may have started as a form
of AstroTurf faux populism funded by the Koch brothers as a strategy to
attack the regulatory role of government, it quickly morphed into a political
force that has animated many bitter and beleaguered members of the 99%,
who then got organized.
Most importantly for Republicans and the elite they represent, the Tea
Party provided a class-free tribal identity for its proletarian members, one
that displaced economic and many other aspects of self-interest. As discussed
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above, to the delight of its fossil fuel benefactors, the Tea Party facilitated the
repudiation of the scientific consensus on climate change. By being the
dominant force among Republicans, they are, as of this writing, the dominant
force in both houses of Congress.
A post-Occupy movement, if it saw itself as more than a protest
phenomenon, and developed organizational and programmatic coherence,
could not only reoccupy the public square, but also, by aligning class and
tribe, take up an enduring place in the psyches of the 99%. It would then be
positioned to sustain its influence and exercise real political agency. Surely, it
would be better to have a messy, difficult, but impactful life in electoral
politics than a virtuous and pristine entombment in the history of left-wing
opposition movements.

D

Remembering E.P. Thompson
__________________

Cal Winslow
Edward Thompson, who died in 1993, will forever be remembered as the
author of The Making of the English Working Class, a book described by my
friend Fred Inglis as an
astonishing work, you might say Thompson’s version of a prophetic
Book. It is a work of scholarly history; it is a vast Romantic-Marxist
novel. Record and archive and citation are faithfully observed; the
heroes and heroines of working class formation, Somerville, Bamford,
Joanna Southgate, speak as they speak in the original texts, but all are
gathered into a collective making of membership, a coming-tocreative-consciousness which is their grand and contradictory
confection of culture…
More on this latter…
The Making, a masterpiece, first published in 1963, celebrated in 2013 its
fiftieth year of uninterrupted publication. It burst the complacence of the
history departments. Its impact, Iain Boal has written, was “incendiary”; it
sent “shock waves” through “the polite smoking rooms” of still quiescent
universities and “permanently changed the landscape of that epoch.”
On this side of the Atlantic, The Making helped clear a path in a widening
challenge to the nation’s official record of a classless society, governed with
compromise, consensus, and conservatism.
More perhaps, it raised the forbidden banners of class, banners here still
half buried in the ruins of post-McCarthy America, yet indispensable if a new
generation was to make any sense at all of the conflicts and movements of the
sixties. Above all, for an American reader, it offered a revolutionary way of
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thinking about class, while implicitly revealing the depth of its denial in our
movements.
The Making was many things, and it would become many more; different
things for different people and different times. Yet this one thing has
remained inescapably certain; The Making at its heart is about class and it is
about the recovering of the history of class struggle.
I read The Making for the first time in 1967. I met Edward in 1969 at the
new Warwick University, where he directed the Centre for the Study of Social
History. Warwick then was a radical campus; “Red Warwick” its Student
Union still calls it. I came to Warwick from Seattle, where I’d been an antiwar activist, chair of our Vietnam Committee.
1969 was the year Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) imploded, an
irreversible step in the fatal descent of the US student left. But I was still
looking to find evidence for a socialism from below; I thought “history from
below” might reveal clues—in understanding new movements, as well our
inheritance from the old ones, first of all a labor movement that seemed
incorrigibly conservative.
The Centre was a small place—Edward (the Director), a half-time
secretary, a visiting lecturer in US labor history for the MA course, Melvyn
Dubofsky in 1969, following David Montgomery. One office, one seminar
room. There were a handful of PhD students. Yet it was an exciting place,
sometimes thrilling.
The Centre demanded serious academic work, but there were no
objections to activism; a culture where activism was encouraged was in fact
already established. We worked after all in the shadow of 1968, the Paris
spring, the debacle in Prague. Vietnam dominated the nightly news. There
were huge anti-war demonstrations in London, there was South Africa.
Barclays, the only bank on campus at Warwick, was boycotted for its
involvement in apartheid South Africa. The Springboks (South African
Rugby) tour was stalked and disrupted.
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The atmosphere at the Centre included a strong sense of the collective,
work was shared; a sharp argument, give and take, was valued; we were
comrades. Albion’s Fatal Tree, the collaboration of the crime group and
others, was one result. The “crime group” came together in 1969, at a time
not coincidentally when students were interested in riot and rebellion, the
crowd, the law, enclosures, direct action, the defense of the commons and
new forms of organization and protest.
There was a spirit of good will regarding the activists at the Centre, good
will that went both ways. Certainly plenty of space was allowed for all, though
there were also significant areas of silence.
The Centre was in no sense isolated; Edward’s contacts seemed endless,
they included not just academics but trade unionists. Lawrence Daly, the
leader of the Fife miner’s union, then Secretary Treasurer of the National
Union of Miners (NUM), led one seminar. We students invited Sheila
Rowbotham to speak. Bernadette Devlin, then the youngest Member of
Parliament ever, came twice. We were connected with Ruskin College,
Oxford, via the History Workshop.
In fact, we activists had a lot going for us; certainly no one faulted our
intense objections to the war, nor our obligation to oppose it. We Americans
brought links with Berkeley and Columbia, with Civil Rights and Black
Power. Warwick students had already established relationships with groups
of Coventry shop stewards, some of them no older than ourselves, militant
rank-and-file car workers, then contesting “productivity deals”—the
spearhead of the British employers’ offensive. Interestingly, Coventry then
wore the label “the little Detroit” with honor.
In the midst of this, there was Edward, instructor, mentor, critic,
dissenter, comrade. His door, always open. Julian Harber remembers an
example of the Thompsons’ “legendary hospitality”: “I attended a Workers’
Control Conference in Coventry where Dorothy, noticing me in the
audience, passed me a note enquiring whether I needed a bed for the night…
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having arrived with a sleeping bag but no actual accommodation, it was a
welcome offer.” And there was always the chance for a good argument. Peter
Linebaugh wrote, Thompson “…wanted discussion, even argument. And
argument he got. We were a collective, and not one that agreed on
everything. Far from it.” The Thompsons’ old friend Trevor Griffiths told me
he “still remembers the smell of Lansdowne Crescent in Leamington, the
smell of the sweat from the heat of the arguments, the smell of those who’d
just left.”
Edward was a towering figure—and despite our “healthy sense of
community and mutuality, reinforced by egalitarian premises” (Protest and
Survival, 1993), it was the rare student who was not fascinated by his past and
inspired by his presence.
Who amongst us was not familiar with Thompson’s father, also Edward,
and his American mother, Theodosia, both missionaries? The father was a
novelist, poet, and preacher who taught Indian history at Oxford and lived
Indian history in India, who was an associate of Gandhi and Nehru. When
they met, Theodosia, also a missionary, was teaching Arabic and French in an
orphanage in Jerusalem. And we knew all too well of the assassination of his
older brother Frank, 24, by fascists while on duty behind enemy lines near
Sofia? We tracked Edward to the Communist Party Historians Group; the
first New Left; his row with Perry Anderson at New Left Review.
We knew the Thompsons’ home in Siddal, on the edge of Halifax, though
we’d never been there. Edward’s teaching in the mill towns and mining
villages of the West Riding was legendary; for students his notion that, for the
teacher of adult workers, there was as much to learn as there was to teach was
foundational.
Anna Davin, a founder of History Workshop, then a history student,
wrote: “Thompson taught the course on industrialization, and of course told
us about people and their lives and culture. He introduced us to the classic
work of Ivy Pinchbeck on Women Workers and the Industrial Revolution
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(1930). Women were always there in his account, working, singing, rearing
children, taking part in bread riots, writing poetry, or—like the early feminist
and revolutionary, Mary Wollstonecraft—demanding change.”
“Through the Smoke of Budapest,” an emotional appeal on behalf of
Hungarian workers, signaling his exodus from the Communist Party in 1956,
was fabled—his lifelong antipathy to Stalinism, deeply embedded in all his
writings; his libertarian socialism (“socialist humanism”), rejection of
hierarchical forms of organization and hostility to “democratic” centralism
were, for a fleeting moment, ABC in the New Left. In the eighties, he carried
these on into anti-nuclear movements. There was more than politics. For
many of us hurry-up courses on Milton, Swift, Blake, and Wordsworth were
required, just to be part of the conversation.
And there was war—and peace. The history of the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament (CND) helped inform attitudes toward the anti-Vietnam war
movement, as did the impatience of Thompson, the World War II tank
commander, with the advocates of violent confrontation as a contemporary
strategy, similarly with emerging cults of violence. In the Centre (as in
Edward’s writings) there was the sense that politics and history went
together, discussions of what was blended into what ought to be.
We activists were rather working class as a group—not exactly
“scholarship kids” but mostly children of upward mobility in the fifties and
sixties. What was interesting for an American was the experience of working
class identity in its positive sense. The English kids, typically, were the
products of single-sex grammar schools and the first in their families to enter
higher education.
Ron Rose came to Warwick from the North. His dad drove a meat
delivery van for the Co-op and voted Conservative. “It was so cold at home,”
he told me, “that I once set my pajamas on fire trying to read by candlelight.
“I got a grant (from the state) of twelve quid a week.” “[I] was paid to sit in a
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warm library reading books. My dad got eleven, 11 pounds for a 48 hour
week.”
We were in a real way prized—though always expected to carry our
weight. It was good to be working class. Not by accident I now suspect.
In February 1970, students, occupying the Warwick University Registry,
came upon records revealing, among other things, the surveillance—by local
industrialists and the University administration—of David Montgomery, the
visiting American historian (“a revival of labor espionage,” Edward warned).
There were files on students, including records of their political activities,
and perhaps most importantly there were documents exposing a deep, often
secret, collusion between the University administration and the management
of Coventry’s then still thriving car industry. The affair became a national
scandal.
Judith Condon, then a second year feminist, studying literature with
Germane Greer: “Personally, I remember in particular: the sense that if
students stuck together in common purpose—on one occasion “rough
musicking” the University Council from outside as the only way to make our
voice heard—then the authorities could not ignore us; the exhilarating
moment after the files were uncovered, when we spread out to our
departments and debated what their contents meant for the notion of
academic freedom; the unhesitating leadership of Edward Thompson…”
Thompson himself immediately published an account in New Society,
“Warwick: The Business University.” Within two weeks a wave of sympathy
movements broke out at a dozen other universities. By March, Thompson,
with the assistance of Warwick staff and post-graduates had produced a
book, a Penguin Education Special, Warwick University Ltd.
The value of education, underlying much of what we did at Warwick, in
our case the study of history, was passionately upheld, and along with this
came concerns for the future. Warwick stood out among British universities
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as one of the first to develop close links with the corporate world and has
been successful ever since in the commercialization of research.
Thompson concluded Warwick University Ltd with questions about the
direction of the “Mid-Atlantic University,” including prescient worries
regarding the outlook for education more generally:
[M]an exists and progresses, not only by productive technology, but
also by the strength of his ideas and by the artifacts of his culture. In
his submission to a subordinate role in a managerial system, he is reenacting the meaning, for Britain in the 1970s, of the trahison des
clercs. So, against all this, we have raised at Warwick, not only a new
flag or two, but some very ancient and tattered flags, even older than
those of rotten liberalism…The outcome of this episode will also be
some kind of an index of the vitality of democratic process—and of
the shape of the next British future.
We lost. Condon again:
In this novel environment, we had no idea that the university’s
governance and structures had been forged in the image of
manufacturing industry and under the influence of some of its
captains; nor how opposed they were to the very notion of a students’
union.
It’s awful now—we’ll leave today’s Warwick aside—it’s awful now, as
they—David Cameron is the nineteenth Prime Minister to have attended
Eton—close down admissions, confine the humanities for the few and price
the “top” universities out of reach, to think that we were just an anomaly, a
peculiarity of post-war prosperity.
I think back and what has remained with me is this—I (we) not only
studied with Edward, we were allowed into his/this world. I think this sharing
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of experience may have been uneven, often very uneven, still it was real. The
Making became part of us.
I think this helps explain why so many of us went into working class adult
education—Julian, Judith, Merfyn, Janette, Lucia, Sheila, John, Anna—just
from that group. And perhaps why so many of us were and remained
activists.
We shared not just in the classroom but in his own life’s experience
(indirectly of course)—fascism, resistance, war, the new spirit of 45, cold war,
and, then, his seventeen years’ life and work in the industrial North, in
Halifax, where he and his wife, Dorothy, in 1948, far from the Metropolis,
settled in a working class district and raised their children, sending them to
state schools.
Inevitably, then, Thompson’s “reasoning” was political and always
practical. Indeed, he was skeptical of theory with a capital “T”. It wasn’t that
he couldn’t do theory. Certainly a glance at “The Poverty of Theory” (1978),
his argument with Louis Althusser, makes that clear. But theory had to be
related to circumstances and practice. It was, for Edward, provisional. His
ideas would, over time, be modified and reformulated according to the
circumstances of the struggle, however exasperating this may have been for
friends and foes alike in an increasingly scholastic left. Practice. Out of
practice one might find the fissures in the old system, its limits, and the
growing points of the new.
Striking, then, in the face of Reagan’s New Cold War and as despair
engulfed so much of the left in Thatcher’s England that Thompson could
inspire and help lead a massive challenge to these champions of war and a
new, neoliberal imperialism. Thompson, appalled by the NATO plan to
deploy cruise and Pershing II missiles across Europe, was a founder of END
(European Nuclear Disarmament), a movement of hundreds of thousands
that challenged the division of Europe, ridiculed this new European “theater
of war” and linked dissidents in the East with the Peace Movement in the
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West. Interesting too that now it is Trident on the table, in Scotland above all
and now England as well.
Edward had taught adult education, crisscrossing the heavily populated
West Riding to meet small groups who signed up for courses on offer from
the Leeds University Extramural Department and the Workers Education
Association (WEA), most often three year courses, 24 weeks per term—
simply to learn. No degrees, no certificates, no promise of future
employment.
He was one in a generation of socialist educators, young people, nearly all
veterans, who chose workers’ education as an active alternative to elite
education. The Thompsons shared the hopes of ’45, that there must be no
going back to the old Britain; “the old social class horribleness could be
broken up forever.” In a shabby old car, or sometimes in elderly buses or
even shabbier trains, he carted with him a heavy box of books, and picked his
way cross-country to a village hall, a school room, the back premises of the
local library, the annex to a church vestry, and on occasions someone’s sitting
room, to meet with a dozen or fifteen people in order to talk about
Wordsworth and Blake, Lawrence and Shakespeare, or the future of
socialism, but especially the inheritance of these people and their West
Riding communities—the connections between his students and their
forebears, the weavers, the spinners, the miners, the Luddites, the Chartists
and utopians. Or did they teach him?
“I went into adult education because it seemed to me to be an area in
which I would learn something about industrial England and teach people
who would teach me.” Against this background Edward wrote his two big
books, William Morris, Romantic to Revolutionary, and of course The
Making, the latter intended originally as a modest “industrial and social
history” of the West Riding.
The Making, again, means different things to different people, and quite
rightly, though this I think can lead to misunderstandings. It is not strictly
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speaking an academic work, though it is most certainly a provocation to
academic history and a counter-narrative to the official story. Its author, selftaught, had no advanced degree, was attached to no prestigious university
department; his use of poetry, song, broad sheets, all made academics flinch.
And it is, importantly, a political work, a polemic and a call to arms, aimed
not at the academy but, principally, at his students, the CND, the Left Clubs
and those young workers, indifferent to the trade unions and the Labor Party,
radicalized yet watching from the fringes of these movements. It was a work
of the moment. And its objectives? There were many. It might “make
socialists,” in the William Morris sense. But perhaps mostly in those three
years of writing he must also have wanted a sort of platform for the New Left,
a history upon which to build a non-aligned movement, against capital and
empire.
The Making recovered an authentic revolutionary tradition and the made
the experience of class central in this. And, despite a small mountain of
argument against it, The Making still soars and it was quite right to celebrate
its fiftieth anniversary. When we read it today it is still alive, its characters
still speak to each other and to us. It is still relevant. I think that is what Inglis
means by calling The Making a romantic novel and remembering this: “It was
a life-changer for the youngish readers in the 1960s. Its large, never-quitegrasped purpose was to find and recharge the lost veins of English romantic
socialism, to make them glow again in the body politic.”
Possible, Perhaps, in the right circumstances…
We continue to work today largely in the dark, altogether uncertain of
our future, even if we have a future, in the lingering Great Recession, as well
as in the widespread recognition and grim reality of staggering inequality.
Can Edward help us?
There have been many accounts of The Making; there exists now a virtual
library of interpretation, swollen by the flurries of remembrances, critiques,
conferences and celebrations that marked the fiftieth anniversary. All for
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good, surely? Alas, not so simple. While certainly Edward has always had a
following (a peculiar one, of course), the truth is that he’s been out of
(academic/left) fashion for quite some time now, certainly amongst
historians, and even amongst those founders of the once-promising “new
labor history” in the US. Some rehabilitation seems in progress in the UK,
such signs are few (apparent consistent readership of The Making to the
contrary), if present at all, here. This is true even when we “celebrate,” then,
one hears, as often as not, the tones of a requiem, very little of the joy of
jubilee.
Nevertheless, it remains a fact that in the fifty years since first publishing
The Making, no single person has done more in terms of making the case for
class—a case surely central today—that is for its existence, its nuances, its
ambiguities, and then for understanding its centrality than Edward
Thompson. Did he get it all right? Of course not. Room for improvement?
Certainly.
The Making was followed by a series of equally brilliant essays, some
more narrowly eighteenth century, others of much wider significance. All
together these inspired a generation of social and labor and feminist activists
and historians, the results of which are easy enough to find. What’s the
problem then? It’s that not just Edward that has gone out of style (such is
academia). So has class, class as a central identity. And so has the courage to
protest this, even harshly, to comrades as well as critics.
Not so long ago, the theme “we are the 99%” was received by many as a
sort of revelation, yet if so it was a clumsy one, telling us next to nothing
about relationships and offering very little indeed about how to uncover the
actual structures of society, where we might find openings, spaces to work,
sources of conflict. In a sense, it disguised these.
Thompson sought to recover “the long tenacious revolutionary tradition
of the British commoner.” This remains a challenge for us as well, wherever
we work; there is much to be done, certainly here in the US, where, recalling
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Rosa Luxemburg, “the chains are forged.” Alas, “We are not at the end of
social evolution ourselves.” We now face our own “exterminisms,” in the
form of permanent war, the enduring curse of class, an American apartheid,
the ravaging of the environment, and the issue of the very survival of the
earth as we know it.
So all this makes today the right moment to revive and read Edward
Thompson. After all, there are causes to fight, causes that might still be won.

D

_____________________________

Searches

In Search of the Border
A Filmmaker’s Journey
_________________

David Riker
I first traveled to the US-Mexico border in 2000, after making a film
called La Ciudad about the lives of Latin American immigrants in New York
City. Having listened to countless stories of their difficult journeys north, I
wanted to see the border with my own eyes.
Over the course of two years I made a series of trips, traveling the length
of the border from the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. Along the way, I
began to realize that my own preconceptions of the border were inadequate.
And I came to discover the seeds of a story that would eventually become the
feature film The Girl.
Early on in my travels I was invited to share some of my photographs at a
gathering of Retort, at Iain and Gillian Boal’s Arch Street Commons in
Berkeley, California. It wasn’t obvious to me at the time, but I had embarked
on a journey in search of the border, a journey that continues today.

Hanging laundry, Casa del Migrante
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1.
The first time I traveled to the border I visited a migrant shelter in Tijuana
called Casa del Migrante. The migrants arrived at the shelter like survivors of a
shipwreck—wretched, listless, hungry. They had suffered every imaginable
abuse on their journeys north, traveling for months—by foot, by bus and
train—and still they hadn’t made it across! Their determination was hard to
fathom. But so was their hope, repeated like a mantra: If I can just make it to
the other side, a new world awaits. A new future. A world of possibilities.

Mealtime at Casa del Migrante, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico
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The migrants’ hope surprised me. I knew how difficult life is on the US
side of the border. People living in the epicenter of the American Dream who
feel—not hope, but despair. As a writer, I was interested in the way these two
worlds exist side by side, the hope and the reality.
Leaving Tijuana, I crisscrossed back and forth across the borderlands,
listening to countless stories of those who had crossed the border, as well as
those who said the border had crossed them.
I met young maquiladora workers who had come to the border planning
to cross and decided to stay. Newly arrived farm workers laboring in the Rio
Grande Valley. Families from the Tohona O’odham nation, whose ancestral
lands are cut in half by the border fence.

Immigrant farmworkers sorting okras near McAllen, Texas

I spoke with Border Patrol agents, many from immigrant families
themselves. Couples whose relationship had roots on both sides of the border
wall. And Anglo youngsters, oblivious to what was on the other side. I spent
time with truck drivers, on both sides of the border, surviving by hauling
goods into the US market.
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Members of the Tohono O'odham Nation, in Tucson, Arizona

Border Patrol agent, near El Cenizo, Texas
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Widower from Tamaulipas with widower from Cicero, Illinois
in their trailer at the Fun in Sun Resort, Harlingen, Texas

Jesus Loves You, near Bisbee, Arizona
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Motel, Laredo, Texas

Gradually, I came to realize that my own preconceptions were false. The
central myth of the border—that hope exists in the north—was inadequate.
It’s not that there’s more hope in the north, or that the south is filled with
despair. The hope exists inside—in the person crossing the border.

Casa del Migrante, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico
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One day, while driving in south Texas, I got lost in a maze of new housing
developments. As I tried to find my way back to the highway, I came upon a
rundown trailer park, and saw an Anglo woman walking from her home to
her car. Behind her, just beyond reach, a wall rose up, and behind that, new
houses as far the eye could see. I began to think about what it means to live in
the epicenter of the American Dream and feel shut out.

Mobile Home Park, Brownsville, Texas
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Subdivisions, Buda, Texas

Instant Cash, Killeen, Texas
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Suddenly it dawned on me: why not write a story that turns the myth of
the border upside down? An Anglo woman, stuck in the quicksand of her
south Texas life, crosses the border, against the very current of the migrant
stream. Why can’t she too find a new future and new possibilities, by crossing
the border—south?

A Bend in the River, Rio Grande

2.
I eventually decided to set the story along the Rio Grande, choosing the
river over a desert landscape because of the dramatic possibilities, as well as
the visual power of the river itself. Narrowing my research, I focused on the
city of Nuevo Laredo, just across the river from Laredo, Texas.
One day I was invited to travel down the river with a fireman from Nuevo
Laredo named Armando. I’d been told that the firemen actually trawl the
river in search of bodies, but I was shocked to learn that Armando had pulled
more than 600 bodies out of the river with his own hands.
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River of Nightmares

As we made our way downriver, Armando seemed to recall every body he
had pulled into his boat, sometimes two or three bodies in a single day. Here,
the body of a woman, bloated; here, a young man caught in the branches at
the river’s edge. At every twist and turn, another nameless person pulled into
the boat. A catalog of gruesome memories.
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We turned a bend, and I started to see migrants lined along the river’s
edge. They were crouched under trees, taking off their clothes, wading into
the water, barebacked. A great movement of migrants crossing the river—in
the middle of the day!

Migrants All!
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Another bend, and the newly built “World Trade Bridge” came into view,
courtesy of NAFTA. As we neared it, I could see the long line of trucks
backed up, bumper to bumper, waiting to cross into Texas. From the river, it
looked as if we were passing beneath an enormous conveyor belt—from the
maquiladoras in Mexico to the Walmarts in America.

World Trade Bridge

But down below, at the river, another story was unfolding.
We heard the sound of a helicopter up ahead, and Armando sped up,
rushing to the site. He explained that the Border Patrol routinely patrol from
the air, swooping low over the river to force migrants back to Mexico. For the
migrants, the encounter can be deadly, as the river is churned into a
dangerous rapid.
Then, out of the blue, we came upon a large plastic bag, floating
downstream. I looked around wondering where it came from, but Armando
didn’t need to ask: someone had slipped while crossing the river. He may
have drowned. Or he may have made it back to the river’s edge, and was
standing behind a tree somewhere, stripped to his underwear, watching us.
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Armando didn’t want to pick up the bag or look inside. But I did. Or at
least I thought so. At my insistence, we lifted it into the boat. It landed with a
thud—and suddenly I too was not certain what to do. What was inside? It felt
too heavy to be clothes.

Lost in the Crossing
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There was an eerie silence as Armando reached in, then pulled out a pair
of sneakers, and a man’s clothes rolled into a ball. In one of the pockets, he
found an ID card; in another, a small book of prayers. And inside, a
handwritten note, from a mother to her son.
I looked around again, and felt a sense of violation. All of these belonged
to someone—but who?
The mystery was like a spark, igniting other questions, and I wanted to
know more. What does it mean to make such a journey? And what does it
mean to be left behind?
The migrants crossing, the trucks lined up across the bridge, the mother’s
note—all of these became seeds of the story. Starting points for the film.

Detail, mural at Casa del Migrante, Nuevo Laredo

Note: The Girl was released in 2013, and stars Abbie Cornish, Will
Patton, and Maritza Santiago Hernandez. It’s now available online on most
digital platforms.

______________________

Places

The Precarious Lives of the Commons
Voices and Lessons from the Oilfields of the Niger
Delta
________________________

Michael J. Watts
On April 9th 2015, Oronto Natei Douglas died after a protracted battle
with cancer aged 49. He was a regular visitor to the Bay area, a friend of
Retort and a comrade who had more than a soft spot for the forests and
coastlines of Mendocino. By any reckoning he was a towering figure inside
and outside of the oil-producing Niger Delta of Nigeria. He was an heir to the
legacy of social activism and non-violent protest that Ken Saro-Wiwa,
judicially murdered along with eight other Ogoni activists by the Sani
Abacha-led military junta in November 1995, had bequeathed to a younger
generation of post-colonial Nigerian activists. Douglas was born in a small
fishing community Okoroba near Nembe in Bayelsa State—his father was a
fisherman and a voice of progressive Christianity—and rose through the
Nigerian student movement in Port Harcourt (he trained as a lawyer at
Rivers State University of Science and Technology) to become the youngest
member of Saro-Wiwa’s legal defense team. Radicalised and transformed by
the state military response to the political mobilization of the Ogoni and the
establishment of the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People
(MOSOP, the political wing of the small Ogoni ethnic minority), Douglas
was part of a dynamic and brilliant generation of Niger Delta youth activists
who came of age in the 1990s—Isaac Asuoka, Robert Azibo, Patterson Ogon,
Timi Kaiser-Wilhem Ogoriba, Ike Okonta, Uche Onyeagocha, Felix Tuodolo,
among them—and in particular in the wake of Saro-Wiwa’s hanging.
Douglas’s worldview was forged in the white heat of the struggles for
resource control, human rights and environmental justice on the oilfields of
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the Niger Delta in a period in which the charisma and leadership of a Ken
Saro-Wiwa was no longer available. He founded the multi-ethnic Chikoko
Movement which linked civic organization and youth movements—its
membership comprised the major ethnicities of the Niger Delta, including
the Andonis, Ogonis, Ijaws, Ikwerres, Itsekiri, Urhobos, Ilajes, while its
geographical footprint reached from Rivers State in the east and to Ondo
State in the west. Douglas also was the central player in the formation of the
Ijaw Youth Council (IYC) and in the drafting of the famous Kaiama
Declaration of 1998 representing 500 communities from across the Delta
which demanded “the immediate withdrawal from Ijawland of all military
forces of occupation and repression by the Nigerian State” and a rejection of
“all undemocratic decrees that rob our peoples/communities of the right to
ownership and control of our lives and resources, which were enacted
without our participation and consent…[including] the Land Use Decree and
The Petroleum Decree”. He co-founded Environmental Rights Action (ERA),
with Reverend Nnimmo Bassey and Uche Onyeagocha, Africa’s foremost
environmental movement, a spin-off from Douglas’s earlier work with the
Nigerian Civil Liberties Organization (CLO). Along with his close friend and
comrade Ike Okonta (who himself went on to write the most insightful book
on Saro-Wiwa and the Ogoni movement, When Citizens Revolt), Douglas
penned one of the most revealing and to this day the most compelling
analyses of the oil-producing Niger Delta and its relation to the crisis of the
Nigerian post-colonial state, namely Where Vultures Feast (published by
Verso in 2003).
Like Saro-Wiwa, Douglas was a committed internationalist, a charismatic
and tireless voice of the oppressed and excluded, and someone deeply
suspicious of the slick alliance of state and corporate power. In 2002 he
founded the Community Defence Law Foundation (CDLF) in Port Harcourt,
Rivers State (along with a sister organization he also founded, Resource
Access Foundation) designed to encourage the growth of intellectual and
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material capital by “formal and non-formal support to disadvantaged
individuals and communities defending their human and environmental
rights so as to aid survival.” I recall vividly traveling in the creeks of the Delta
with Oronto in 2001; it is no exaggeration to say he was at that point a heroic
figure; his authority as a youth leader and his unimpeachable character were
not in question. By the late 1990s Douglas had emerged as a veritable “man of
the people” in the creeks, villages and slums of the Delta, arguably the most
influential voice of his generation on matters of progressive youth politics, of
resource control and minority rights. His connections with activist
organizations in the Bay area—Justice for Nigeria, the Rainforest Action
Network—including individuals who had supported him during his tireless
work against Big Oil, gave the Niger Delta a global visibility. Oronto Douglas,
in word and deed, was clearly the heir to Ken Saro-Wiwa’s mantle, to the
commitment to fight, as Saro-Wiwa put it in his final words to the military
tribunal which condemned him to death, the “dirty wars” and “crimes”
perpetrated by state and corporate powers against the Niger Delta.
Saro-Wiwa and Douglas were of different generations (the former born
in 1941, the latter in 1966) yet they shared certain affinities in their
biographies and political trajectories. Both were members of so-called ethnic
minorities in the Delta and yet were cosmopolitan and nationalist in their
political orientation (each had attended high schools outside of the region
and spoke other Nigerian vernacular languages). In the course of their lives
they had both entered into government and in their own ways were far from
marginal figures (both were well connected in state and federal circles at the
highest levels). Each, in different ways, were the products of—and were
fundamentally shaped by—popular struggles from below, and both men
recognized the need to link environmental and human rights through a
radical rethinking of the Nigerian constitution, and of democratic resource
control in a multi-ethnic federation in which ethnic minorities had
historically been fearful and excluded (as the famous Willink Commission
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concluded during the 1950s in the run-up to Independence). Both
individuals used their personal charisma and oratorical powers to mobilize
ethnic communities in the name of the politics of recognition while always
navigating the choppy waters of local parochialism and inter-ethnic tension.
In helping to build popular movements among Niger Delta societies marked
by sharp divisions along class, clan and age lines, Saro-Wiwa and Douglas
struggled with twin forces of youth militancy (and armed struggle as a
response to state repression) and state co-optation. Both men felt the violent
hand of state power and the Nigerian security forces: detentions, harassment,
physical abuse, and torture followed each of them in the 1990s (the military
of course murdered Saro-Wiwa after a kangaroo trial, and Douglas in the
wake of the hanging of the Ogoni Nine essentially went underground, living
in Ghana and the UK for periods of time to avoid arrest by the Sani Abacha
security forces). Their paths crossed in the 1990s: two men of differing
generations and ethnic identities committed to not only contesting military
rule and federal statutory powers in general but also to human and
environmental rights. The hanging of Ogoni Nine in a sense passed the torch
and the political energy from Ken Saro-Wiwa and the Ogoni to Oronto
Douglas and the Ijaw. But the two movements exhibited differing trajectories
too. Post-Saro-Wiwa, the Ogoni movement fell into a precipitous decline and
internecine strife—as Ike Okonta (2005, 218) put it, the pot had cracked,
exposing deep contradictions between “moderates” and “hardliners”.
Conversely, the Ijaw movement grew, assuming an institutional complexity,
geographical capaciousness, and political visibility associated with the
proliferation of youth movements. Twenty years on, the proto-national Ijaw
movement contains its own internal fractions and contentious politics.
After pursuing an academic career in Lagos, Saro-Wiwa served during
the Biafran war (1967–1970) as a Civilian Administrator for the Port of
Bonny and subsequently as an Education Commissioner in Rivers State, until
he was dismissed from his post for advocating greater Ogoni autonomy. He
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went on to be a businessman, novelist, and television producer and his longrunning satirical TV series Basi & Company was purported to be the most
watched soap opera in Africa. During the 1970s he built up real estate and
retail interests, and in the 1980s concentrated on his writing, journalism, and
television production while continuing to be concerned with the effects of the
oil industry in Ogoniland, a concern that dated back to the 1960s. From 1990
he devoted himself full-time to the causes of the Ogoni, a minority ethnic
group that numbered about 300,000 people. In mid-1992 he broadened the
reach of the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People, an organization
he led, and increasingly turned to the international environmental and
human rights movements, focusing on the UK where Shell had one of its
headquarters. As a result of mounting protest after 1990, Shell suspended
operations in Ogoni lands in 1993.
Douglas, conversely, rose initially through the ranks of student, civic and
social movements in the 1990s and emerged as a central figure in the rise of a
powerful Ijaw youth movement. However, the government of Governor
Diepreye Alamieyeseigha would later tap him in 2004 to become a member
of the Cabinet in Bayelsa State with responsibility for strategy and
information, where he worked with then Deputy Governor, Goodluck
Jonathan. As an activist of renown, the decision to enter politics was
controversial and many of his comrades from the youth movements
questioned the wisdom of this particular entry, and in the short term they
were right. Diepreye Alamieyeseigha was detained in London on charges of
money laundering in September 2005, and at the time of his arrest
Metropolitan police found about £1m in cash in his London home (later they
found a total of £1.8m ($3.2m) in cash and bank accounts) and he had been
found to own real estate in London worth an alleged £10 million). He jumped
bail in December 2005 in London by allegedly disguising himself as a woman
and dramatically reappeared in Yenagoa. Douglas, as the Governor’s
Information Commissioner, had the unenviable task of explaining these
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events to a skeptical Nigerian public and subsequently deal with the fallout of
his Governor being impeached in December 2005 on serious corruption
charges. Douglas resigned his position in Cabinet and declined to accept a
return to the Cabinet. In the wake of this fiasco, Douglas served as one of the
delegates of the Niger Delta to the National Political Reform Conference
organised by the administration of former President Olusegun Obasanjo. As
a member of the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources, he
wrote the only minority report at the conference. Two years later, in 2009,
following the astonishing elevation of Goodluck Jonathan to the Presidency
following the death of the then sitting President Musa Ya’adua, he became
staff member of the President, a role in which he spent the last eight years of
his life being instrumental in securing assent to Freedom of Information Act,
to the amended National Human Rights Commission Act and subsequently
in 2014 to the National Health Act.
It is striking that in one respect the political trajectories of the two men
did diverge. Saro-Wiwa began his professional life in the arena of formal
politics serving at both state and federal levels (and it should be said he was
the product of a ruling chiefly family from Bane) and subsequently turned his
talents to popular mobilization from below. Douglas reversed that trajectory,
emerging from student and civic movements in the 1990s and ending his
career—he was cut down by a stomach cancer at the peak of his powers—in
Abuja at Aso Rock, after serving in state government in Bayelsa. In this sense
Saro-Wiwa, while supporting federal forces during the Biafran War and
occupying a place within the elite political class, came to reject the politics of
business as usual (that is to say, of a corrupt rent-seeking class sustained by
oil revenues), and to be much more pessimistic about the degree to which the
demands of the ethnic minorities could be heard within military and federal
circles (in spite of Saro-Wiwa’s very considerable political connections).
Douglas made the difficult, and among his comrades controversial, decision
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to enter politics and to follow Goodluck Jonathan in his unexpectedly and
unpredictable rise to the Presidency.
In this sense, Douglas’s elevation meant that leadership among the Ijaw
and other movements across the Delta passed to others and the movements’
dynamics changed. Already by the late 1990s, the so-called Egbesu wars, the
struggles within the IYC including the rise of Asari Dokubu, and the
emergence and proliferation of militant groups such as the Niger Delta
Vigilante and the Niger Delta People’s Volunteer Force gave a new and quite
different complexity to the sense of a simple “Ijaw youth movement”. It was
in part a shift from non-violent action to militancy, but also the inclusion of
criminal groups into a fragmented field of social violence across the oilfields
coupled with the deployment of various youth groups as political thugs that
collectively contributed to a profound sense that the Niger Delta struggle was
assuming a character quite at odds with Saro-Wiwa’s vision. The political
landscape of “oil minority” politics and popular mobilization from below of
the 2000s, in short, appeared to be very different from the late 1980s and the
first half of the 1990s when Saro-Wiwa’s meteoric rise brought him to the
attention of the world’s media.
These sharp differences came to a crescendo at the time that Douglas was
serving in Bayelsa and struggling with the embarrassment of a Governor
under arrest in London. A well-armed and deadly efficient insurgent group
(the Movement for the Emancipation for the Niger Delta) exploded out of
the creeks in the Warri region, and within a matter of months had in effect
thrown the oil sector into crisis through a series of extraordinary and
audacious armed attacks. By the summer of 2009 the Niger Delta was at war
and oil output had dropped by almost two-thirds; in turn the Nigerian state
launched a massive counter-insurgency in an attempt to prevent the
complete collapse of the oil sector and the total ungovernability of the region.
At this point the ghost of Ken Sar-Wiwa returned. His prophecy made in
1990 of a “coming war” in the Niger Delta (Okonta, 2006) had come to pass.
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By 1995 in his closing statement to the military special tribunal (MOSOP,
2004, 78) he returned to this theme, suggesting that the success of his
“peaceful ways” will “depend upon what the oppressor decides.”
It is this prophetic aspect of Saro-Wiwa’s writing that I shall explore here.
In his satirical piece Africa Kills Her Sun first published in 1989, Saro-Wiwa
in a resigned, melancholic mood foreshadowed his own execution. Written in
the form of a condemned man’s last letter to his former girlfriend, Africa Kills
Her Sun constitutes a dark satire on the effects of all-encompassing
corruption and pervasive graft in Nigerian society. In the story, Bana the
condemned figure reveals himself to be somewhat of an existentialist
informing his girlfriend Zole that she and the others who remain after his
impending death have the worse fate because they will have to suffer the
injustices of an uncaring world. Against this backdrop and his premonition
of a coming war, the realities that Oronto Douglas inherited were of a
different order than those confronting Saro-Wiwa. The turn to violence and
armed struggle and the complex politics of political fragmentation across a
heterogeneous social field of violence in the Niger Delta states—conflicts
among oil communities, state and corporate violence against oil producing
host communities, violent struggles over oil bunkering territories, electoral
thuggery—were an unintentional consequence of the Ogoni struggle. None
of this was of course an intentional outcome of Saro-Wiwa’s political project.
It reflected the perhaps overdetermined response of an increasingly
disenfranchised and alienated youth to the characteristically violent
responses by state security forces, and the repeated efforts by venal political
classes to attempt to purchase consent by throwing money at Delta political
institutions dominated by corrupt and kleptocratic chieftaincy systems,
political godfathers, and local governments.
The nightmarish implications of Saro-Wiwa’s grim prophecy were
dramatically confirmed not long after Douglas took up residency in Abuja as
a Presidential advisor. On October 1, 2010, amidst the Golden Jubilee
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celebrations marking the 50th Independence Day anniversary, three car
bombs were detonated, two outside the justice ministry and a third near
Eagle Square where President Goodluck Jonathan sat with hundreds of
Nigerian and foreign dignitaries. Twelve people were killed and many more
seriously injured. The State Security Service (SSS) claimed it had, just days
before the attacks, foiled other plans to detonate at least six car bombs on
September 29 in the Three Arms Zone in central Abuja that houses the
presidential palace, parliament, the Supreme Court and also the SSS
headquarters. Shortly afterwards, the Movement For The Emancipation Of
The Niger Delta (MEND), an armed non-state group fighting for what it calls
“resource control,” issued an electronic statement apparently penned by their
shadowy public relations person Jomo Gbomo:
The Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND)
deeply regrets the avoidable loss of lives during our bomb attack in
Abuja on Friday October 1, 2010. Our hearts go to the families of
those killed who we know were sympathetic to our cause. The
irresponsible attitude of the government security forces is to blame
for the loss of lives. They were given 5 days prior notice [and] the
security forces were also warned one full hour to the first bomb blast
ahead of the general alert sent to the media and told to steer the
public from all parked cars which was not done.
In an earlier email to the Nigerian security agencies and to the foreign
diplomatic community, MEND warned of the prospect of attacks and
disruption because, as they put it, “for 50 years, the people of the Niger Delta
have had their land and resources stolen from them.” In spite of this
admission, President Goodluck Jonathan, himself an indigene of the Niger
Delta, immediately absolved MEND of responsibility for the attacks. Yet
within two days Henry Okah, a purported operative and arms supplier for
MEND, was arrested in South Africa as were his brother and four others.
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How did the noble aspirations and the inspiring leadership and the
committed non-violence of the likes of Saro-Wiwa and Oronto Douglas
come to this? What became of the project of non-violence and the aspirations
of a generation of activists who took hold of the nettle of corrupt and antidemocratic Nigeria in the 1990s? What accounts for this particular historical
trajectory from peaceful protest to armed insurrection and its increasingly
contentious and violent qualities? In one sense it is an historical reversal: a
previously marginal and political disenfranchised Niger Delta is inserted into
the center of Nigerian politics at the same time that economic and social
conditions in the north—historically the seat of post-colonial political
power—have declined precipitously. MEND blossomed when, as the military
withdrew from political life, a purportedly democratic Nigeria took shape.
Armed struggle in the Niger Delta, moreover, arises when the region is less
economically marginal than it has ever been, awash in oil monies as a result
of the enhanced revenues allocated to the region by the federal center after
1999 (federal derivation revenues from oil production which had fallen to as
low as 1.5% were increased to 13%) and by elevated global oil prices. How
can we explain these paradoxes as part of Sari-Wiwa’s prophesy?
From prophecy to reality
[Authoritarian Leviathans] that survive strictly through patronage
and spending—what I call “provision pacts’ instead of “protection
pacts’—will gradually squander their remunerative power and find
themselves increasingly vulnerable to debilitating fiscal crises. The
point is not that such regimes are incapable of enduring … [but] that
they suffer from the political equivalent of a “birth defect’…
—Dan Slater (2011, 19)
In late 2005, MEND exploded out of the creeks of the western Niger Delta
promising to close down the oil industry. Within a matter of days, close to
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one-third of national output was shut-in; global oil markets were roiled. The
situation rapidly deteriorated as MEND launched ever more audacious and
well-organized attacks on oil infrastructure and on government security
forces. According to a report released in late 2008—prepared by a 43-person
government commission and entitled The Report of the Technical Committee
of the Niger Delta (RTCND)—in the first nine months of 2008 the Nigerian
government lost a staggering $23.7 billion in oil revenues due to militant
attacks and sabotage. By May 2009 oil production had fallen by over a million
barrels per day, a decline of roughly 40% from the average national output
five years earlier. On May 13th 2009 federal troops launched a full-scale
counter-insurgency against what the government saw as violent organized
criminals who had crippled the oil and gas industry. The militants in return
launched ferocious reprisal attacks, gutting Chevon’s Okan manifold, which
controlled 80% of the company’s shipments of oil. Over a two-month period
from mid-May to mid-July, twelve attacks were launched against Nigeria’s
$120 billion oil infrastructure. 124 of Nigeria’s 300 operating oil fields were
shut by mid-July 2009. Then, late in the night of July 12th 2009, 15 MEND
gunboats launched a devastating assault on Atlas Cove, a major oil facility in
Lagos, the economic heart of the country, three hundred miles from the
Niger Delta oilfields. MEND is typically seen as an Ijaw phenomenon
(Nwajiaku, 2012) but operates as something of a franchise among fragmented
and heterogeneous militant groups and as a consequence whether the attacks
were attributable to MEND remains a source of debate. What can be said is
this: at least 300 individuals were abducted between 2006 and 2009, there
were over 300 armed assaults between 2007 and 2010, and according to the
Nigerian National Petroleum Company over 13,000 pipeline vandalizations
between 2006 and 2011. Since the 2006 conflict, deaths by some estimates,
run to 1,500 per year; perhaps as many as 100,000 people have been internally
displaced. Faced with the prospect of a long drawn-out struggle the
government announced an amnesty on June 24th 2009. Over 26,000 militants
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and their commanders signed on, all of whom were included in a
demobilization, disarmament, and rehabilitation program (DDR) that has
now officially ended.
Insurgencies of this sort obviously are political phenomena—they are
armed movements by non-state actors, often described as guerilla
movements—that have sought to contest state power and frequently establish
their own territories and forms of rule (Clapham 1998,1; Reno, 2011).
Insurgent combat and conduct understood as practice has its own formal
properties:

small,

mobile

irregular

forces,

campaigns

of

targeted

assassination, sabotage, kidnapping and strategic mobility, cross-class social
composition of youth combatants, operations within, and among, the
territory and agents of the ruling state power, and not least their reliance,
whatever their ideological orientation, in differing degrees upon local
populations, more of less coercively, for material support (Weinstein 2007:
29). Formal similarities in the compositional, strategic, and spatial attributes
of rebel actions should not obfuscate the fact that insurgencies can and do
differ radically in their political and ideological orientation. Clapham’s
typology (1998), for example, historically and ideologically classifies African
insurgent movements: liberationist (anti-colonial), separatist (secessionist or
autonomist in orientation), reformist (radical reform of the state), and
warlord (directed toward leadership change within the status quo). Neither
Boko Haram nor MEND quite fits this typological grid, however. Each has
attributes of separatist, reformist, and warlord insurgencies. Each is also
rooted in regional traditions of warfare. In the north, the existence of the precolonial Sokoto caliphate and a deep history of state-construction, jihad,
religious conversion and empire-building—what McGovern (2012:54) calls
principle—provided the ordering logics of warfare. In the south, martial
societies

operating

through

localized,

unstable,

and

smaller-scale

decentralized polities, offered the prospect of upward mobility through
pillage, as McGovern calls it, built around age and social class tensions within
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gerontocratic systems. But the irreducible fact of the insurgencies is their
political constitution and hence the determinant force of the political order
out of which they were born, and within which they were locally forged and
shaped. It was, of course, precisely this sort of cultural and situated thinking
that David Kilcullen (2011) deployed in his now-famous treatise on
counterinsurgency and which came to radically shape General Petraeus’s
thinking about Global Counterinsurgency (GCOIN) in Iraq and Afghanistan.
I want to argue that the truth of Saro-Wiwa’s prophesy arises from the
intersection of a profound crisis of authority and rule on the one hand, and
the politics of dispossession on the other. Appropriately, both of these
issues—the legitimacy of the Nigerian state and the loss of land to statutory
authority that he called “domestic colonialism” (2008, 73)—were matters on
which Saro-Wiwa himself had much to say. These two force fields, I argue,
are rooted in and arise from what Slater (2011) calls the ordering of power in
the Nigerian authoritarian Leviathans, and from the creation of political
pacts arising from deep crises of contentious politics. Oil plays a key role here
not as a simple “resource curse” but rather through the capacity of the state
to exercise a statutory monopoly over oil and gas resources—what following
Lieven (2012) I call a regime of dispossession—and to capture, centralize and
distribute rents in a highly contested, multi-ethnic federalist structure. Oil
revenues (and not direct taxes) provide the basis of what Slater calls a
“provision pact” (patronage through non-tax revenues), a political order that
is shaped however by the conditions antecedent to both the discovery of oil
in commercial quantities (1958) and prior to the establishment of the
authoritarian Leviathan itself (for my purposes, in 1970 at the end of the civil
war). Oil, assuming commercial significance in the late 1950s, is inserted into
a ready-existing late colonial and early post-colonial political order that
shapes, and is shaped by, the political economy of the oil complex.
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The politics of dispossession and resentment
The 1970s oil boom converted Nigeria overnight into a petro-state, and in
so doing, oil revenues underwrote the provisioning system of authoritarian
rule. Nigeria is now and has been for forty years an archetypical oil nation.
Oil has seeped deeply and indelibly into the political economy of Nigeria, and
into the national psyche and social imaginary (it is no accident the 500 naira
note has an oil rig emblazoned upon it). In 2010, over 87% of government
revenues, 90% of foreign exchange earnings, 96% of export revenues, and
40% of gross domestic product (GDP) are accounted for by just one
commodity: oil. With oil prices at $100 a barrel, oil rents—what economists
call unearned income—would provide the Nigerian exchequer will at least
$60 billion or more annually. The new President elected in 2015,
Muhammadu Buhari, confronts a quite different situation of course with oil
prices now half of the level.
Two logics underwrote the provisioning pact, each of which substantiated
a dual politics of dispossession and ressentiment (McGovern 2012). The first
was the capture of oil rents by the state through a series of laws and statutory
monopolies (the 1969 Petroleum Law being the foundation stone). In effect
the conversion of oil into a national resource conferred two legacies: first, it
became the basis of claims making. That is, citizens could, in virtue of its
national character, plausibly claim their share of this national “cake” as a
citizenship right. Second, it flew in the phase of robust traditions of
customary rule and land rights. The logic of indigeneity and the
authorization of communities’ forms of rule in effect institutionalized a
parallel system of governance associated with chieftaincy in the south or
Caliphal rule in the north. Its life was further prolonged as indigeneity as a
category enshrined in the Nigerian constitution; in a multi-ethnic polity,
indigenes looked to customary institutions as a source of legitimacy and
authority and nowhere more so than around question of access to and
control over land. Oil nationalization trampled on local property systems and
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land rights and complicated the already tense relations between first settlers
(indigenes) and newcomers (later settlers). That is to say, the historical
complexities of waves of settlement and in-migration all were typically
surrounded by considerable juridical and legal ambiguity (See Richards 1996
and Peters 2012 for similar arguments in Sierra Leone.).
For the Niger Delta and its sixty ethno-linguistic groups, the raft of oil
laws inevitably was construed locally as expropriation and dispossession—the
loss of “our oil.” Indeed, the founding statement of the Kaiama Declaration,
the Ikwerre Rescue Charter and the Ogoni Bill of Rights all acknowledged
this profound expropriation and loss. These claims were inevitably expressed
in ethnic terms (“our land,” “our oil”) and marked the emergence of so-called
oil minorities (a post-colonial invention) not only as a political category but
as an entity with strong territorial claims. The fact that oil companies, as cosignatories to joint ventures with the state, were in turn compelled to pay
rent—always vague and indeterminate—to oil-bearing communities (which
typically meant undisclosed cash payments to chiefs, councils of elders and
ruling big houses), converted an already-contested arena of land rights into a
charnel house of violent struggles over “who owns the oil” and on what basis
(lineage, clan, ethnicity, first settlement). The resentments over corrupt chiefs
and elders, over oil spills and lack of corporate accountability, the massive
ecological footprint of the industry, of ineffective local government, and
community squabbles over territorial boundaries often adjudicated by
remote and corrupt commissions all ran deep. Which points to the second
logic of the provisioning pact.
The second logic is the system of political and institutional mechanisms
by which revenues were to be allocated with a federal system—both vertically
(from federal center to state and local government) and horizontally (the
metrics by which the value of the allocations was to be determined). It says
much about how the provisioning pact works and what are its driving forces.
Suffice to say that the sources of public revenue in Nigeria are proceeds from
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the sale of crude oil, taxes, levies, fines, tolls, and penalties, and they accrue in
general to the Federation Account. The Federation Account excludes the
derivation payments by which a percentage (currently 13%) of revenues from
resources flow directly to their states of origin (enhanced derivation
necessarily benefits the oil-producing states). The balance of the total
federally-collected revenues is paid into the Federation Account, which is
currently roughly 60% of the total, down from over 90% in 1970. Oil
revenues are the main source of public revenue, accounting for about 80% to
85% of the total. In the period 2001–11, oil revenues averaged 27% of GDP
while tax revenues averaged 6.4%. In 1992 the vertical allocation system—the
proportion of revenues allocated to differing tiers of government—was
changed to 48.5%, 24%, and 20% for federal, state and local government
respectively. The current vertical allocation—adopted by then Minister of
Finance, Dr. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala in March 2004 is 52.68%, 26.72%, and
20.60% for federal, state, and local government respectively. Local
governments and states rely overwhelmingly (over 70% for local
governments, over 50% for the states) for their revenues on the Federation
Account—that is to say, the dependence on centralized oil revenues have
been at the expense of other forms of internal revenue generation. These
figures confirm of course the centralizing effect of capturing oil rents, but the
details, hammered out in a raft of revenue commissions over half a century,
are the subject of intense contestation and controversy.
The broad contours of the revenue allocation process are clear. The
federal center captured a disproportionately large share of the revenues; the
states and local governments depend heavily on statutory allocations. Since
the 1960s the principles of allocation in effect demolished the principle of
derivation, reducing it from 50% to roughly 1% between the mid-1960s and
mid-1980s. Fiscal centralization reflected a calculus by which monies for
developmental purposes are re-directed away from the centers of oil
production to non-oil ethnic majority states. The federal center became a
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hunting ground for contracts and rents of various kinds, what Saro-Wiwa
called “brigandage”. Derivation politics (and the loss or disappearance of
revenues cascading within the federal allocation system) inevitably became
an axis of contention between the Delta and the federal center and laid the
basis form what became in the 1990’s the Delta’s clamor for “resource
control.” Since Obasanjo’s return to power in 1999, the federal center has
tried to balance the growing agitation, and growing militancy, over
derivation from within the Delta against the array of political forces rooted in
the hegemony of powerful northern and southern political interests. Abuja
drew a line in the sand in its refusal to meet the Delta’s demands of 25%
derivation or more during the 2005 National conference and in the struggle
over offshore oil resources (a Supreme Court decision affirmed Federal
control over oil resources in 2002). But the debates over a just derivation and
the revenue sharing process continue unabated.
The capture and distribution of oil rents which marked the long military
years between 1967 and the late 1990s were no less central in the gradual
return to electoral politics during the Fourth Republic in 1999. In this case, it
underwrote serial electoral fraud and thuggery and the proliferation of ethnoreligious violence across the country. The lethal combination of failed
development

and

violent

democracy

has

unleashed

three

new

decentralizations: first, the decentralization of corruption (associated with, in
the case of the Delta, the vast increase in revenue flows associated with the
increase of derivation to 13%) particularly to the lower tiers of government;
second, the democratization of the means of violence (or the extent to which
the state monopoly of the violent means of destruction has been undercut by
the widespread deployment of arms locally by militia and other militant
groups) (HRW, 2007); and third, the rise (in part associated with changing
revenue allocation) of enormous power and wealth at the level of the state
governors and politicians (“godfather” in local parlance) who become not
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only counterweights to the federal center but machine politicians in their
own right (HRW, 2005).
In the Niger Delta, geographical proximity to the oil resource, an all too
intimate connection with transnational oil companies, and not least the
devastating ecological footprint of the oil complex, conjured up a politics of
resentment over fiscal allocation principles, but also a demand for
community rights, the need for accountability among local governments, and
how redress might be sought from the violations perpetrated by the security
forces (UNDP, 2005). This was very much Saro-Wiwa’s own history: his own
criticism of what he called the “slick alliance” of state and capital and the
devastating consequences of the oil industry on the Delta environment date
back to the 1960s (Ikari, 2006). As he put it in his detention diary, “I began to
cast about for ways of confronting both institutions”( 2008, 80). The failure
of local government, the failure of transnational capital, the failure of security
forces, and the failures of customary rule (the chiefs pocketing so-called
community rents) populate one large universe of abjection, all draped in the
overarching language of dispossession. Accumulation by dispossession, as
Harvey (2005) calls it, generates a state-focused discourse directed to the
illegitimate extra-economic coercion by the state, and to the complicity of oil
companies that were increasingly, in light of the absence of anything like
functional local government, came to be construed by host-communities
across the Delta as an arm of the state. Often cross-class in character (chiefs,
elites, graduates, unemployed youth all adopted the rhetoric of resource
control), the militant expression of dispossession politics assumes a variety of
idioms (identity, citizenship, personhood, religiosity, belonging) and is
channeled into a variety of more or less organized forms of resistance
(Lieven, 2012). In many cases, the resentments were directed toward a violent
assertion of autochthony, that is, the often exclusionary attachments and
belongings of individuals and groups to particular places and identities,
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sometimes directed at strangers or non-indigenes, sometimes against state
predators (Geschiere, 2009).
The illegitimacy, indeed the ethical and moral bankruptcy, of these
multiple and overlapping networks of customary, religious, and modern
governance created a vast space of alienation and exclusion, a world in which
the armies of impoverished youth were neither citizens nor subjects, a social
landscape in which the politics of resentment could fester (Richards, 2011,
Gore and Pratten, 2003, Argenti, 2007). Contempt is the ruling ideology.
These floating populations—the lumpenproletariat, Qu’ranic students, and
land-poor peasants in the north, the unemployed youth in the Delta detached
from the old gerontocratic order, each unable to fulfill the norms of personal
advancement through marriage, patronage, and work—occupied a social
moratorium (Vigh, 2006, Peters, 2012). Youth occupied a social space of
massively constricted possibility, a world in which economic recession and
the dreadful logic of provisioning and self-interest reduced millions to the
level of unfulfilled citizenship, what Murray Last (2007, 2005) refers to as
material, social, and political insecurity.
But these conditions, one might argue, are endemic across the
continent—the recognition of a continental youth crisis is a case in point—
and insurgencies remain an exception rather than the rule. Organized
militancy and the rise of non-state armed group may not appear fully-formed
from within the rich loam of despotism, exclusion, and truncated aspirations;
insurgency is a social achievement, as McGovern (2012, 205) calls it, and this
is where the organization of the war machine (Hoffman, 2012)—the making
of forms of solidarity, modes of organization, ideological formation, and the
like—comes into play.
The descent into violence
War machines are made up of segments of armed men that split up,
merge and superimpose each other depending upon circumstances.
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[They are] polymorphous and diffuse… characterised by their
capacity for metamorphosis (Mbembe cited in Hoffman 2012: 18).
MEND and other non-state armed actors are not the product of single
causes, any more than are their goals and missions singular and uniform. If
each is in some way expressive of a structural crisis of youth that is deeply
embedded in what I earlier called the multiple crises of legitimacy and
authority, then one might claim plausibly that there is a powerful thread
linking youth militancy to a political order that, as Hoffman (2012, 67) says
“denies them recognized forms of authority.” But this crisis has many forms
and many discourses: a crisis of identity, of rights, of social exclusion, of
masculinity, of the spirit, of employment, and so on. The significance of this
is threefold. First, the rise of armed groups must be located on a wider social
field of conflict. In the Delta, MEND is one of a raft of conflicts on the
oilfields in both rural and urban settings engendered by disputes of oilproperty, struggles over corrupt chieftainship, violence among youth groups
and security forces over access to oil company contracts and rents, interethnic battles over electoral wards, local government boundaries and
territorial authority (including oil-bearing lands), violent exchanges over
bunkering territories by competing militias, vigilante groups offering
protection services, and the deployment of young men by politicians for
electoral thuggery. There is often a traffic in youth across and between these
sites of conflict which speaks to a second question. MEND is not simply an
expression of Ijaw militancy. This is not a claim that MEND is pan-ethnic
(although there is a sense in which this may be true) but rather that in the
same way that youth may move between differing sorts of conflicts (their
polymorphousness in returning to Mbembe) so too are the boundaries
between the core concerns of youth—citizenship, masculinity, religious
identity, authority—quite porous. As Hoffman (2012, 13) points out, the
overlap between nationalist sentiment, economic exclusion, religious
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ideology, and gender in Sierra Leone are such that existentially “these forces
are interchangeable … the dividing line between them effectively erased.” If
these spheres are not readily separable in practice this is because the life of
youth is deeply multi-valent, embedded in multiple and contradictory forces
shaping contemporary global capitalism and the postcolonial condition.
And finally, MEND has a unique historical trajectory. In the Delta, the
earlier struggles of the Ogoni people, the heroics of Ijaw rebel Isaac Boro in
the 1960s, the earlier proto-nationalism of the ethnic minorities in the 1920s
and 1930s, and earlier still the anti-colonial struggles of King Jaja and
Governor Nana in the 1890s, are all fully part of the ideological frame of
MEND’s militants. The war on terror plays a role here, too, but not through
global terror networks—the Delta struggle certainly has recruited diasporic
global support but there is no evidence of links to international terrorist
groups. Here the war on terror is wrapped up with the geostrategic
significance of oil, and Nigeria’s role in supplying high quality fuels for the
European and US markets. The omnipresent threats to oil supply—eliciting
pressures from both the government and the oil companies alike—became a
critical ingredient in the drive to throw increased security over the region,
exacerbating the open sore of suspicion and violence between communities
and the joint military task forces operating across the Delta. What then were
driving forces and wider force fields that shaped the twin insurgencies?
MEND emerged in the western Delta in the creeks south of Warri, a
major petro-city of the region (see Watts, 2006, 2010, 2011; Nwajiaku, 2012,
Ikelegbe, 2006; Ukiwo, 2007; Courson, 2009; Obi and Rustaad, 2011). The
political agenda of MEND was not clear in the weeks of late December 2005
except that it self-identified as a “guerilla movement” whose “decisions, like
its fighters, are fluid.” In fact, in a press release by email PR man Jomo
claimed that MEND was apolitical and its fighters “were not communists …
or revolutionaries. [They] are just very bitter men” (Bergen Risks, 2007). But
in spite of a welter of email denials—calling an Oporoza-based Ijaw militant
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group the Federated Niger Delta Ijaw Communities (FNDIC) a tribal
assembly, claiming to have co-opted other militant groups in the eastern
Delta, rejecting any connection with oil bunkering (theft), and claiming that
it was not an Ijaw militia group—there was in fact a clear political platform.
In a signed statement by field commander Tamuno Godswill in early
February, MEND’s demands were clearly outlined: the release of three key
Ijaw prisoners, the immediate and unconditional demilitarization of the
Niger Delta, and the immediate payment of $1.5 billion compensation from
Shell approved by the Nigerian National Assembly covering four decades of
environmental degradation. In an interview with Karl Maier on February 21
2006, Jomo made it clear that MEND had “no intention of breaking up
Nigeria” but had no intention of dealing directly with government which
“knows nothing about rights or justice”. Resource control meant that the
states would “directly manage” oil. Other communiqués reiterated that these
demands were not pecuniary and “we shall receive no money from any
quarters” (Vanguard February 4 2006).
The emergence of MEND in 2005 represents a moment in a longer arc of
political mobilization. Saro-Wiwa’s role in the mobilization of the Ogoni
movement and the Ogoni Bill of Rights was key, but so too were the earlier
localized women’s protest and flow station occupations in the 1980s. These
dispersed but foundational movements reached a watershed with the 1998
Kaiama Declaration which founded the Ijaw Youth Congress (IYC)—an Ijaw
youth group that grew out of their frustrations with more conservative Ijaw
elders and their organizations (most especially the Ijaw National Congress)—
and the proliferation of other “oil minority” movements after 1995. Their
declarations carried more than a faint echo of Boro’s 12 Day Revolution
launched in 1965 in which he reminded his followers, to “remember too your
petroleum which is being pumped out daily from your veins and then fight
for your freedom” (1982, 117). Kaiama marked a massive cross-Delta (and
cross-ethnic)
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organizing, and an explicit strategy to diversify tactics associated with the
struggle. The question of militancy was always an object of debate within
IYC—and indeed it preceded IYC since the so-called first Egbesu war in
which Bayelsa State youth took on security forces occurred in the late Abacha
years. A second Egbesu war emerged in 1999 from the deliberate attempts of
the state to suppress the political project expressed at Kaiama. Militants in
turn, as they had in the first war, occupied flow stations and provided
protection for oil companies, the proceeds of which were invested in arms.
But IYC also helped spawned its own offspring—the Niger Delta People’s
Volunteer Force (NDPVF) of Asari Dokubo was one, and arguably the most
important—and drew into its ranks all manner of disaffected youth groups in
such places at Okrika, Eleme, and Nembe in a shifting set of alliances in
which the borders between criminality, Mafia-like vigilante groups, and
politically organized insurgents was difficult to discern. These militants were
not in any obvious sense—as some have argued for Sierra Leone—a
predominantly urban lumpen-class raised on a diet of drugs, rap, and
alienation, without intellectuals and without ideology. As survey data shows
(Watts, 2011), many were of rural and small town backgrounds who were the
casualties of exclusions from the chieftainship and lineage systems of the
Ijaw, as much as local government and the labor market, many of whom were
hounded and bombed by the military task forces for their trouble.
MEND’s genesis reflected a complex regional geography. The emergence
of the group shifted the struggle dramatically to the western Delta—the socalled Warri axis. Here a similar set of grievances and struggles were playing
out wrapped up with the complex ethnic politics of Warri, the failures of the
companies to provide meaningful benefits to host communities, and the
militancy of women (most famously against Chevron in Ugborodu in 2003).
As Ukiwo (2007) has shown, Ijaw marginalization stemmed from a long
history of struggle over trade during the nineteenth century in which Itsekeri
peoples emerged as a comprador class to the European trading houses (and
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thereby cutting off the Ijaw). The western Ijaw built up a reputation as
“truculent” and “pirates” and actively resisted colonial rule until the 1920s
when they were relocated into a new Western Ijaw Division cut out of the
Warri Division. By the 1940s the Gbaramantu clan—which is central to
MEND’s political dynamics and one of sixty clans in the Ijaw diaspora across
the Delta—was involved directly in claims over land (with the Itsekeri), and
by the 1970s, in the wake of the establishment of oil operations by Chevron
and Shell in the mid-1960s, violent conflicts had occurred over the oilbearing lands near Ugborodo. It was from this axis that MEND dramatically
emerged in late 2005. MEND had grown from an earlier history of militant
youth groups—the Egbesu Boys of Africa, the Meinbutu Boys, Feibagha
Ogbo, Dolphin Obo, Torudigha Ogbo—in the Warri region dating back to
the early 1990s and before (Courson, 2009). These Ijaw fighters were warhardened during the inter-ethnic violence of the Warri crisis in the late
1990s, but in contrast to the east, Ijaw militants were not co-opted by a state
government.
Conversely, in the eastern region around Port Harcourt, militant groups
were co-opted by powerful regional politicians and often deployed for
electoral violence. Here the militants were funded, armed, and shaped by
political godfathers anxious to both dampen the youthful energy of the IYC
and to redirect it to political ends during the election cycle. In Rivers State
Governor Odili aggressively drew in youth leaders into the rent-seeking
circuit offering payments and contracts to “purchase peace”. In the post-1999
period, the obvious way was for politicians to deploy them as political thugs
to deliver votes or disrupt elections, as happened in the Okrika area in 2003.
When these groups began to fall out with the political class and fought
among themselves often over payment—this was the heart of the violent
battles between Dokubo and Ateke Tom’s Niger Delta Vigilante in 2003–
2004—insurgent sentiments were channeled into criminal enterprises like oil
theft. In Bayelsa State, many saw the entry of Oronto Douglas into state
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government as precisely an instance of such co-optation by Governor
Alamieyeseigha. As a consequence, the horizons of militant groups talking
resource control were in practice often local and pecuniary. Groups became
fragmented and splintered—new commanders and militias sprouted—
without any identifiable trans-Delta leadership or political direction, and
with none of the coherence and military might of MEND in the west.
The challenge for MEND and the western Ijaw was whether it could
provide a Delta-wide centralized leadership among militant groups fractured
by clan, lineage, and ethnicity around an ideology of resource control.
Solidarity and leadership were provided by charismatic leaders like Chief
Government Ekpemupolo, alias Tomopolo, but equally important was the
role of indigenous religious practices, not the dominant Pentecostalism but
the local spirit world and the Egbesu cult. Egbesu (in a manner strikingly
similar to the complex meanings of the word jihad for northern Muslims)
invoked an indigenous sense of warriorhood but also of truth and moral
purity in a disordered world (Golden, 2012). Over three decades and more,
the Egbesu (the powerful Ijaw god of war and justice) and its cosmological
order was revived in the political mobilization of the Ijaw. In the period up to
the counter-insurgency launched in May 2009, meetings among commanders
across the Delta under Tompolo’s direction suggested something like a
unified, if volatile, command. But as with Boko Haram, the sectarian
tendencies—in this case the splintering off so-called Commanders like Farah
and John Togo, and Boyloaf, many of whom had no discernable political
project—represented an enormous challenge for Tomopolo or anyone to
exercise authority over the welter of splintering groups, many of whom
claimed to act under the sign of MEND or use it as a sort of political
franchise.
In part this fragmentation reflected different local responses to the serial
failures of the state—military transgressions by the military task forces,
failures to negotiate meaningfully—but also to the complex internal divisions
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within an Ijaw community cross-cut by lineages, clans, chieftaincy, ethnic
and territorial disputes. The lure of oil played a decisive role here as a
constellation of groups struggled for access to oil rents, often compounded by
the role of the oil companies that dispensed vast cash payments to chiefs,
youth groups, and vigilantes in an attempt to secure the flow of oil, often
backfiring as militants and youth fought among themselves and with the
gerontocratic order (WACS 2003; Watts 2011, 2005). The logic of struggles
over oil in its various forms—as landed property, revenues, cash payments,
compensation, rents—had the effect of not just splintering territory and
identities but of dispersing political energies. None of this would have been
any surprise to Saro-Wiwa. The challenges of building a trans-ethnic panDelta movement were not lost on him, in large measure because he
confronted the challenges of building a unity and collectivity among an
Ogoni who were themselves fragmented and divided among themselves.
While he succeeded at one level—the first Ogoni Day and the founding of
MOSOP are vivid testaments—at another, as Okonta (2005) brilliantly
details, he failed, as his project foundered on the reefs of clan, kingdom,
chiefly, generational, and strategic political differences. The struggles of
MOSOP over the last twenty years are in a sense one of the legacies of his
tentative and brittle construction of an Ogoni unity. Oronto Douglas
inherited this problem too. Both, it seems to me, were captives of a flawed
and contradictory political logic that, to quote Saro-Wiwa, believed in the
irrefutable power of ethnic traditions, ancient tribal traditions, and of the
possibility of a return to “local culture” (Saro-Wiwa 1995, 191) yet could not
overcome the limited and often parochial horizons and historical legacies of
“indigeneity,” identity politics, and as Christopher Hitchens put it, “thinking
with the blood”.
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An alternative future?
So Colton was born with horses and oil in his blood like his father
before him and his grandfather before that and maybe his
grandfather’s father before that. Who knows because Wyoming is
repeopled every time there is another oil boom, transience refreshed
and history forgotten. …And [when] the oil boom is over and the
brokenhearted leave, and its all unpeopled trailer parks and motels
with their peeling backs to the long afternoon sun. The wind blows
just the same anyhow, boom or bust, although more hollow with less
people there to hear it.
—Alexandra Fuller, The Legend of Colton H. Bryant, 2008, p. 24.
One must acknowledge that since the middle of 2009 and the signing of
the amnesty, the Niger Delta has been relatively quiet, perhaps leading one to
conclude that Saro-Wiwa’s prophecy was only a partial truth. But what sort
of peace has been achieved? The government struck an amnesty in which
over 26,000 militants signed up for a multiple-year program of training and
re-education. In return for acceptance of amnesty, the Federal Government
pledged its commitment to institute programs to rehabilitate and reintegrate
ex-militants under a Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration
(DDR) Program. The vision of the amnesty program was to transform the
youths from militancy to gainful employment, and the Niger Delta from
abject poverty and deprivation to a region populated with modern cities with
leading-edge environmental management practices, economic prosperity, a
skilled and healthy populace in a harmonious region. But on many fronts it
can only be read as a failure. All “known militant groups” in the Niger Delta
were purportedly successfully disarmed but it is clear that the arms
surrendered represented a small proportion of the arms circulating. In
addition there have been a number of challenges in administering the
program, including the slow-paced process in deployment of ex-militants
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offshore as a result of complexities in funds transfer and immigration
matters, the random emergence of groups queuing up for benefits associated
with the amnesty process, a lack of adequate and specialized training centers
in Nigeria, low availability of jobs after training, low level of involvement of
oil and gas companies in the program, reconciling those ex-militants who
have been outlawed by their communities and villages, and justice issues.
More crucially it has been acknowledged that the Federal Government paid
$40 million in the past 12 months to four Niger Delta warlords—Dokubo
Asari, General Ateke Tom, General Ebikabowei Boyloaf Victor Ben, and
General Government Tompolo Ekpumopolo—to guard the country’s oil
pipelines points to the fact that the amnesty and DDR will leave its own
legacy. Arguably three years of relative peace are as much a function of the
presence of Goodluck Jonathan (a Delta man) in the Presidency and of the
security threats in the north emanating from Boko Haram, as to the effects of
the insertion of a new wave of monies through the amnesty program. The
amnesty and DDR were never intended in any case to address the larger
structural problems—youth unemployment, ineffective and corrupt public
institutions, chronic human and ecological insecurity—and necessarily the
question of “what now” looms very large.
The amnesty programs and the vast sums of money allocated to the Delta
through federal agencies such as the Ministry of the Niger Delta and the
Niger Delta Development Commission are in effect vehicles for the
distribution of more rents and revenue among a fragmented and splintered
set of armed groups while creating lucrative opportunities for the political
class and regional elites in and outside of government. In short, business as
usual. This is not as Oronto Douglas and Ken Saro-Wiwa well understood a
recipe for peace. In the wake of President Goodluck Jonathan’s defeat in the
April 2015 elections and the ascendancy of a northern former military man
as the new President and the economic crisis in the country triggered by low
oil prices, one could easily foresee, if compelled to entertain the sort of
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prophesy that Saro-Wiwa once engaged in, a return to the turbulence and
volatility in the creeks that consumed the region a decade ago.
What then are we to make of Saro-Wiwa’s prophesy? He made it in 1990
before the dark days of the Abacha military junta and the attacks on Ogoni
communities and leadership. Of course he did so as a person who had
directly experienced the devastation of the civil war and earlier still the shortlived insurrection of Isaac Boro and his Ijaw Republic. In a contentious
multi-ethnic federation, contention was built into the founding of the
republic. But Saro-Wiwa saw something else. He had come to appreciate the
effect of oil not just on the Delta but on class politics and on the logic of fiscal
federalism. That it created a particular provisioning system in which the
political classes built a corrupt settlement around centralized access to oil
rents. Over time it hardened into not just a corrupt slick alliance but a
political system which, when confronted with popular agitation, contained
the twin logics of both carrot and stick. Oil lubricated both and kept the
systems durable if turbulent. But he better than most understood that such a
system, always subject in any case to the volatility of fluctuating oil revenues,
built up inner tensions that were capable of exploding into the open. The
bottled-up anger of a generation of alienated, excluded and impoverished
youth operating outside of systems of authority—Saro-Wiwa saw this among
his young Ogoni—could not be contained. Whether, had he lived, SaroWiwa could have contained this explosive political energy any more than
Oronto Douglas could is an open question. But he well understood that it
was, as it were, built into the slick alliance. The insurgency in the north of the
country in which a radical Islamist group Boko Haram has crippled the
northeast (Amnesty 2012) confirms Saro-Wiwa’s great insight.
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South Africa Moves Through and Beyond “Rights Talk”
in Search of Commons
___________________

Patrick Bond
In a Commoner interview, Iain Boal (2006) made a typically strong
argument for invoking local “rights talk’—of a specific sort—when it comes
to defending the Commons:
[T]he vulgar error made by modern Malthusians—above all by
Garrett Hardin in the vicious and ignorant morality tale he called the
“Tragedy of the Commons”—is to assume that the human story
hasn’t in fact been about dealing with this problem of the carrying
capacity, if you want to put it that way, of particular patches of land.
There’s a word for it. It’s called stinting. Commoners have “userights’—say, to pasture animals, to take fodder, to gather firewood, to
harvest fruits and berries and nuts—but only if you live there, and
only certain amounts, depending on the ecological, historical
knowledge of the local community about what would stretch it too
far. Action informed by local knowledge, typically, is not going to
cause ecocide. I’m not saying ecological destruction hasn’t occurred
throughout history—the deforestation of the Mediterranean littoral is
a classic case—but it tends to be by non-locals and elites. Let’s call it
the state. The other major culprit is capitalist farming in private
hands. So Hardin had it exactly wrong.
By 2012, UN-Habitat (2012:118) (the United Nations’ Nairobi-based
housing advocacy agency) issued a State of the World’s Cities report with
similar language:
The “Right to the Commons” is an ancient concept in legal
jurisprudence originating in feudal England, where it referred to the
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extension of user rights for all on a manor’s grazing land. Lately, the
notion has resurfaced in urban settings (including public goods,
societal institutional arrangements, public culture, and heritage sites),
where it is perceived as an effective way of countering not just
rampant enclosures and appropriations, but also the rise of duality
under the form of inequity and segregation.
Yet along with other UN institutions and the multilateral development
banks, UN-Habitat (2012:117) remains committed to a society grounded in
private property rights and accordingly, Commoning can be repurposed to fit
the broader neoliberal agenda by contributing to “balancing” the urban
capital accumulation process:
The “Commons” reinforce the social function of property and that of
the city as a whole, while recognizing the dynamism of private assets.
Laws, regulations and institutions as factors of restraint, opportunity
and action, act as the levers that can optimize the social function of
property and balance it out with private rights and assets. It must be
stressed here that this social function is not about ownership rights or
their transactional implications.
In contrast, always conscious of power relations, Iain was just as forceful
when defining the limits of “Human Rights,” in his “Glossary of Terms
Relevant to Globalization” (Boal 2000):
Liberal discourse lately favored by the managers of the new world
order, not least the military humanists of NATO and the Pentagon
who use it, arbitrarily of course, as a Trojan Horse for intervention
worldwide, by land, sea, air and, soon no doubt, space—mercy by any
means necessary.
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This corrective is helpful, for in South Africa and internationally, there is
an emerging debate about how and whether to invoke “rights talk’—the
appeal to a higher juristic source of power than standard state social policy—
so that the dispossessed may gain access to greater levels of state services and
subsidized goods. As a framing device, “Commoning” is posed as the
alternative approach and the distinctions are worth exploring (in spite of
conceptual confusion introduced by the UN-Habitat authors).
Many strategists of social justice have become more familiar with the
Commons idea in recent years, following the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economics
awarded to the late Elinor Ostrom based on her 1990 book Governing the
Commons. On the left, there is awareness of the problem of Ostrom’s
contradictions and ambivalences—because after all she labored as an
academic within the conservative discipline of Political Science in one of the
world’s most backward sites of intellectual and social solidarity, the United
States, where she played a heroic role in contesting neoliberal homo
economicus dogma, in which rational actors are merely individually selfinterested. Ostrom thus was compelled to ask rather limited questions based
largely on efficiency criteria, and so her legacy requires us to go “Beyond
Ostrom” (i.e, not “against” but “through”). Scale is of great importance here,
for the limitations of around 15,000 people served by a Commons (Ostrom’s
highest level of collaboration) is obviously inadequate for the required
societal-scale changes that will be required for the next mode of production,
after capitalism is fully exhausted. David Harvey (2012:69) sets out the
problem:
As we “jump scales” (as geographers like to put it), so the whole
nature of the commons problem and the prospects of finding a
solution change dramatically. What looks like a good way to resolve
problems at one scale does not hold at another scale. Even worse,
patently good solutions at one scale (the “local,” say) do not
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necessarily aggregate up (or cascade down) to make for good
solutions at another scale (the global, for example).
The single most portentous site for societal reconstruction with scale
politics as a central question is the giant metropolises that characterize late
capitalism. There are increasing struggles for social and economic justice, as
well as ecological rebalancing, going on in cities across the world. To some
extent these reflect the campaigns by political forces to influence what
happens in a national capital city, but in a great many sites, the catalyzing
force that generates unrest is specific to the urban character of the site of
struggle.
As a result, the idea of a “right to the city” as a rallying cry has gained
popularity, for good reasons. It potentially offers a profound critique of
neoliberal urban exclusion. The Brazilian urban left pushed hard for the idea
to be officially recognized in the state’s 2001 City Statute. In one field
especially, water and sanitation services, the right is increasingly adjudicated
in courts, and South Africa has had the most advanced case to date, one that
lasted from 2003–09. However, because of intrinsic liberal limitations,
applying the rights talk here ended in defeat, reminding of the warning by
Karen Bakker (2007:447) that a narrow juristic approach to rights can be
“individualistic, anthropocentric, state-centric, and compatible with private
sector provision.” Attempts to expand liberal socio-economic rights through
incremental strategies may offer victories at the margins, but some of the
lessons of the 2009 defeat bear close examination in order that social
movements do not make the mistake of considering rights as a foundational
philosophical stance.
Still, most urban radical activists have at some stage embraced rights talk,
perhaps because there is propaganda value and mobilizing potential in
accusing opponents of violating rights, and also as a result of the waning
respectability of more explicitly socialist narratives. In 2004–05, the World
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Charter for the Right to the City (2005) was developed in Quito, Barcelona,
and Porto Alegre by networks associated with the World Social Forum. To
illustrate using the case of water, its twelfth article made the following points:
RIGHT TO WATER AND TO ACCESS AND SUPPLY OF
DOMESTIC AND URBAN PUBLIC SERVICES
1. Cities should guarantee for all their citizens permanent access to
public services of potable water, sanitation, waste removal, energy and
telecommunications services, and facilities for health care, education,
basic-goods supply, and recreation, in co-responsibility with other
public or private bodies, in accordance with the legal framework
established in international rights and by each country.
2. In regard to public services, cities should guarantee accessible
social fees and adequate service for all persons including vulnerable
persons or groups and the unemployed—even in the case of
privatization of public services predating adoption of this Charter.
3. Cities should commit to guarantee that public services depend on
the administrative level closest to the population, with citizen
participation in their management and fiscal oversight. These services
should remain under a legal regimen as public goods, impeding their
privatization.
4. Cities should establish systems of social control over the quality of
the services provided by public or private entities, in particular
relative to quality control, cost determination, and attention to the
public.
Although one might argue that far too many concessions are made to
water commercialization (i.e., supply by “private entities”), this is a reflection
of the reality too many activists confront, using weak liberal tools to pry
concessions from neoliberal municipalities. The arguments above require
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reforms that pay close attention to both technical and socially just (if not
necessarily ecological) considerations about water services, as well as
subsidiarity and community control principles. But as part of a broader right
to the city, can the right to water be recast in more radical terms set out by
urban revolutionaries such as Henri Lefebvre and David Harvey?
The “right to the city,” in Lefebvre’s (1996:154) class-conscious
understanding of community, meant that:
Only groups, social classes and class fractions capable of
revolutionary initiative can take over and realize to fruition solutions
to urban problems. It is from these social and political forces that the
renewed city will become the oeuvre. The first thing to do is to defeat
currently dominant strategies and ideologies… In itself reformist, the
strategy of urban renewal becomes “inevitably” revolutionary, not by
force of circumstance, but against the established order. Urban
strategy resting on the science of the city needs a social support and
political forces to be effective. It cannot act on its own. It cannot but
depend on the presence and action of the working class, the only one
able to put an end to a segregation directed essentially against it. Only
this class, as a class, can decisively contribute to the reconstruction of
centrality destroyed by a strategy of segregation found again in the
menacing form of centres of decision-making.
There is today no one “class” that can destroy class segregation. Still, at a
time in South Africa (and everywhere) when debate is intensifying about the
alliances required to overthrow urban neoliberalism, as discussed below, we
should heed Lefebvre’s suggestion about the centrality of the working class to
these struggles. The broadest definition of that class is now appropriate, as
contradictions within capital accumulation play out in cities, in the process
generating a potentially unifying class struggle, as Harvey (2008) argues.
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A process of displacement and what I call “accumulation by
dispossession” lie at the core of urbanization under capitalism. It is
the mirror-image of capital absorption through urban redevelopment,
and is giving rise to numerous conflicts over the capture of valuable
land from low-income populations that may have lived there for
many years… Since the urban process is a major channel of surplus
use, establishing democratic management over its urban deployment
constitutes the right to the city. Throughout capitalist history, some of
the surplus value has been taxed, and in social-democratic phases the
proportion at the state’s disposal rose significantly. The neoliberal
project over the last thirty years has been oriented towards privatizing
that control.
The right to the city should therefore be deployed not foremost to
backstop liberal constitutionalism, but as a vehicle for political
empowerment. Harvey (2008) continues:
One step towards unifying these struggles is to adopt the right to the
city as both working slogan and political ideal, precisely because it
focuses on the question of who commands the necessary connection
between urbanization and surplus production and use. The
democratization of that right, and the construction of a broad social
movement to enforce its will is imperative if the dispossessed are to
take back the control which they have for so long been denied, and if
they are to institute new modes of urbanization.
Rights with neoliberal and liberal framings
Contrast such radical analysis with a near-simultaneous technicist
statement—in a 2010 booklet, Systems of Cities: Integrating National and
Local Policies, Connecting Institutions and Infrastructure—from what many
consider to be the brain of urban neoliberalism, the World Bank. There is, to
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be sure, a confession that the neoliberal project was not successful in what the
Bank had advertised since at least its 1986 New Urban Management policy
(Bond 2000). The Bank (2010:24) brags that “many developing country
governments and donors adopted an “enabling markets’ approach to
housing, based on policies encouraged by the World Bank.”
The core urban neoliberal policy strategy introduced more decisive
property rights to land, cost recovery for water, electricity and municipal
services, fewer subsidies within state housing institutions, and expanded
mortgage credit. On the latter component, private housing finance, the
Bank’s earlier “hope has been that pushing this and other aspects of the
formal sector housing systems down market would eventually reach lower
income households.” But it didn’t work, the Bank (2010:25) finally admitted:
Despite some successes, affordability problems persist, and
informality in the housing and land sectors abounds. By the mid2000s, it became clear that the enabling markets approach was far too
sanguine about the difficulties in creating well-functioning housing
markets where everyone is adequately housed for a reasonable share
of income on residential land at a reasonable price. The general
principles of enabling markets are still valid, but must be combined
with sensible policies and pragmatic approaches to urban planning
and targeted subsidies for the urban poor… Experience suggests that
only a few regulations are critical: minimum plot sizes and minimum
apartment sizes, limitations on floor area ratios, zoning plans that
limit the type of use and the intensity of use of urban land, and land
subdivision ratios of developable and saleable land in new greenfield
developments.
Unlike Harvey, the Bank has virtually nothing at all to say about “human
rights” (except property rights and “rights of way” for new roads and rail),
and nothing at all to say about urban social movements. The closest is the
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document’s reference to “community-based organizations” which operate in
“partnerships” in Jamaica and Brazil to “combine microfinance, land tenure,
crime and violence prevention, investments in social infrastructure for day
care, youth training, and health care with local community action and
physical upgrading of slums.” Civil society in its most civilized form hence
lubricates markets (even though it is evident that microfinance is replete with
literally fatal flaws, such as the 250,000 debt-related farmer suicides in India
between 2005-10; Bond 2011) and acts as a social safety net for when
municipal states fail.
Yet, notwithstanding the confession, the Bank’s (2010:24) discursive
strategy leaves states with more scope to support markets, because rapid
Third World urbanization generates market failures: “The general principles
of enabling markets are still valid, but must be combined with sensible
policies and pragmatic approaches to urban planning and targeted subsidies
for the urban poor.” Recall that from the late 1980s, the World Bank had
conclusively turned away from public housing and public services as central
objectives of its lending and policy advice. Instead, the Bank drove its
municipal partners to enhance the productivity of urban capital as it flowed
through urban land markets (now enhanced by titles and registration),
through housing finance systems (featuring solely private sector delivery and
an end to state subsidies), through the much-celebrated (but extremely
exploitative) informal economy, through (often newly-privatized) urban
services such as transport, sewage, water and even primary health care
services (via intensified cost-recovery), and the like. Recall, too, the rising
barriers to access associated with the 1990s turn to commercialized
(sometimes privatized) urban water, electricity and transport services, and
with the 2000s real estate bubble. As a result, no matter the rhetoric now
favouring “targeted subsidies,” there are few cases where state financing has
been sufficient to overcome the market-based barriers to the “right to the
city,” a point we will conclude with.
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As Erik Swyngedouw (2008:3) pointed out, the context included a general
realization about the limits to commodification in the private sector, if not
the World Bank:
This seems to be the world topsy-turvy. International and national
governmental agencies insist on the market and the private sector as
the main conduit to cure the world water’s woes, while key private
sector representatives retort that, despite great willingness to invest if
the profit prospects are right, they cannot and will not take charge;
the profits are just not forthcoming, the risks too high to manage, civil
societies too demanding, contractual obligations too stringent, and
subsidies have often been outlawed (the latter often exactly in order to
produce a level playing field that permits open and fair competition).
These contradictions were especially important where social and natural
processes overlapped. During the 1990s, the “Integrated Water Resource
Management” perspective began to focus on the nexus of bulk supply and
retail water provision—in which water becomes an economic good first and
foremost—but only to a very limited extent did it link consumption processes
(especially overconsumption by firms, farms, and wealthy households) to
ecosystem sustainability. Hence the rights of those affected by water
extraction, especially those displaced by mega-dams that supplied cities like
Johannesburg, have typically been ignored.
This is where liberal rights talk appears so attractive. Since the United
Nations (UN) Declaration of Human Rights, the idea that all individuals have
certain basic human rights, or entitlements to political, social, or economic
goods (such as food, water, etc) has become a key framework for politics and
political discourse. In appealing to human rights, groups and individuals
attempt to legitimize their cause, and to accuse their opponents of “denial of
rights.” As water is essential to human life, social conflict surrounding water
is now framed in terms of the “human right” to water. In this “culture of
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rights,” social groups use “rights talk” as a blanket justification for the
provision of water; in some cases, however, even popularly elected
governments dispute their exact responsibilities for water provision and
management.
During apartheid, water was a relatively low-cost luxury for white South
Africans, with per capita enjoyment of home swimming pools at amongst the
world’s highest levels. In contrast, black South Africans largely suffered
vulnerability in urban townships and in the segregated “Bantustan” system of
rural homelands, which supplied male migrant workers to the white-owned
mines, factories, and plantations. These rural homelands had weak or nonexistent water and irrigation infrastructures, as the apartheid government
directed investment to the white-dominated cities and suburbs, and also in
much more limited volumes to black urban townships.
After 1994, racial apartheid ended, but South Africa immediately
confronted

international

trends

endorsing

municipal

cost-recovery,

commercialization (in which state agencies converted water into a
commodity that must be purchased at the cost of production), and even the
prospect of long-term municipal water management contracts roughly
equivalent to privatization. At the same time, across the world,
commercialization of water was being introduced so as to address classic
problems

associated

with

state

control:

inefficiencies,

excessive

administrative centralization, lack of competition, unaccounted-forconsumption, weak billing, and political interference.
Across a broad spectrum, the commercialization options have included
private outsourcing and the management or partial/full ownership of the
service. At least seven institutional steps can be taken towards privatization:
short-term service contracts, short/medium-term management contracts,
medium/long-term leases, long-term concessions, long-term Build (Own)
Operate Transfer contracts, full permanent divestiture, and an additional
category of community provision which also exists in some settings. Aside
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from French and British water corporations, the most aggressive promoters
of these strategies are a few giant aid agencies, especially USAID, the British
Department for International Development, and the World Bank. As a result
of pressure to commercialize, water was soon priced beyond the reach of
many poor South African households, by 2003 resulting in an estimated 1.5million people disconnected each year due to inability to pay (Muller 2004).
The South African Constitution, however, included socio-economic
clauses meant to do away with the injustices of apartheid, including,
“Everyone has the right to have access to sufficient food and water” and
“Everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to their health
or well-being” (Republic of South Africa, 1996, s27(1)(b)). The Water
Services Act 108 of 1997 put these sentiments into law as “the main object’:
“the right of access to basic water supply and the right to basic sanitation
necessary to secure sufficient water and an environment not harmful to
human health or well-being” (Republic of South Africa, 1997, s2(a)).
Grassroots water activists seized on these guarantees to clean water and their
discourses soon invoked rights talk. They insisted upon a social entitlement
to an acceptable supply of clean water, amounting to at least 50 litres supplied
per person per day, delivered via a metering system based on credit, not “prepayment.”
The surge in confidence felt by radicals when invoking the liberal rights
narrative left their neoliberal critics bemoaning a new “culture of
entitlement” in which the government was expected to solve all social ills. As
Lungile Madywabe (2005) of the (pro-market) Helen Suzman Foundation
put it:
Cynics fear that a culture of entitlement is growing. But the left finds
such statements insulting and dehumanizing, and argues that it is
crass to suggest that people are unwilling to pay for services when
unemployment exceeds 40 per cent … A turning point in the African
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National Congress government’s thinking came in 1995, when Nelson
Mandela returned from Europe and spoke in favour of privatization.
The commercialization of water was viewed with great enthusiasm by the
new South African government. In South Africa, the shift to a market-based
system of water access has been protested in various ways, including
informal/illegal reconnections to official water supplies, destruction of
prepayment meters, and even a constitutional challenge over water services
in Soweto. While such protests confront powerful commercial interests, they
attempt to shift policy from market-based approaches to those more
conducive to ‘social justice.” Nevertheless, this article draws on the 2008 to
2009 courtroom dramas to argue that a rights discourse has significant
limitations so long as it remains primarily focused on the social domain.
The objective of those promoting water rights should be to make water
primarily an eco-social rather than a commercial good. Including ecosystemic processes in discussions of water rights potentially links
consumption processes (including over-consumption by firms, farms, and
wealthy households) to environmental sustainability. However, the lawyers
developing strategy in the seminal Mazibuko v Johannesburg Water case
(discussed below) decided to maintain only the narrowest perspective of
household water usage, since to link with other issues would have
complicated the simple requests for relief. Hence, given the lawyers’ defeat,
the most fruitful strategic approach may be to move beyond the “rights” of
consumption to reinstate a notion of the Commons which includes the
broader hydropolitical systems in which water extraction, production,
distribution, financing, consumption, and disposal occur.
The judges’ wariness of supporting social movements requesting even
basic civil and political rights was on display on Human Rights Day, 21
March 2004. Just before the grand opening of the Constitutional Court’s new
building in central Johannesburg, at the site of the old Fort Prison where
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Nelson Mandela had been incarcerated, community activists in the AntiPrivatization Forum (APF) called a march to demand their rights to water.
They were specifically protesting against the installation of pre-paid water
meters in Soweto by the French company Suez, which was running the city’s
outsourced water company. City officials banned the peaceful protest on
grounds of potential traffic disturbances—on a Sunday. The police arrested
fifty-two activists and bystanders, some simply because they were wearing
red shirts, and blocked travel of APF buses into Johannesburg. Neither the
judges nor Mbeki—who attended the opening ceremony—uttered a word in
the protesters’ defence, revealing the true extent of their underlying regard
for civil and political rights.
The country’s highest court had by then heard several major cases on
socio-economic rights. The first, in 1997, led to the death of a man, 41-year
old Thiagraj Subramoney, who was denied renal kidney dialysis treatment
because the judges deemed it too expensive. Inspired by the Constitution,
Subramoney and his lawyers had insisted that “No one may be refused
emergency medical treatment” and that “Everyone has the right to life.” Chief
Justice Arthur Chaskalson replied, “The obligations imposed on the state by
sections 26 and 27 in regard to access to housing, health care, food, water and
social security are dependent upon the resources available for such purposes,
and that the corresponding rights themselves are limited by reason of the lack
of resources” (Soobramoney v Minister of Health (Kwazulu-Natal), 1997).
The South African state was in the process of repaying illegitimate apartheid
debt ($25 billion) and cutting the corporate tax rate from 48 to 28 per cent,
which escaped Chaskalson’s notice. The day after the ruling, Subramoney’s
plug was pulled and he died.
The next high-profile Constitutional Court case on socio-economic rights
was over emergency municipal services, in a lawsuit brought by plaintiff
Irene Grootboom in her Cape Town ghetto of Wallacedene. Although she
won, the outcome was not positive, for the Court decided simply that the
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1994 Housing White Paper that was Housing Minister Joe Slovo’s last major
initiative before he died of cancer in 1994 was unconstitutional for not
considering the needs of poor people. That document had as its main priority
the “normalization of the market” for housing in townships. By 2000, when
the Grootboom case went to the Constitutional Court, the Slovo policy had
left national, provincial, and municipal housing authorities without a
mandate and plan to supply emergency housing and associated services.
The Court’s decision was, however, merely “negative,” for it slapped
down existing policy for failing to meet constitutional standards. But the
Court did not have the courage and self-mandate to prescribe the policies
and practices that would be considered of minimal acceptability. As a result,
Grootboom and her community remained as destitute as ever, and by 2008, it
was tragic yet also logical to read the headline, “Grootboom dies homeless
and penniless,” according to Pearlie Joubert (2008) in the Mail & Guardian:
Judge Richard Goldstone, a Constitutional Court judge at the time of
the hearing, described the Grootboom judgement as unique, saying it
will be remembered as “the first building block in creating a
jurisprudence of socio-economic rights.” Grootboom’s victory gave
legal muscle to the poorest of the poor and has been studied around
the world. Her legal representative at the time, Ismail Jamie, said the
Grootboom decision was “undoubtedly one of the two or three most
important judgements the Constitutional Court has made since its
inception.” This week Jamie said that Grootboom’s death “and the
fact that she died homeless shows how the legal system and civil
society failed her. I am sorry that we didn’t do enough following-up
after judgment was given in her favour. We should’ve done more. I
feel a deep regret today,” he said.
The third high-profile case was more encouraging. In 2001 the Treatment
Action Campaign (TAC) insisted that the drug nevirapine be offered to HIV-
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positive women who were pregnant in order to prevent transmission of the
virus to their children. Recall that a year earlier, Mbeki spokesperson Parks
Mankahlana had explained the state’s reluctance in an interview with Science
magazine in cost-benefit terms, essentially arguing that refusing to supply
nevirapine was logical in terms of saving state resources. The callous nature
of his cost-benefit analysis was confirmed by state AIDS policies, often
termed by critics as being basically “denialist.” The result, according to
Harvard School of Public Health researchers: “More than 330,000 people
died prematurely from HIV/AIDS between 2000 and 2005 due to the Mbeki
government’s obstruction of life-saving treatment, and at least 35,000 babies
were born with HIV infections that could have been prevented” (Roeder
2009). The word for this scale of death, genocide, was used to describe
Mbeki’s policies by the then-president of the Medical Research Council
Malegapuru Makgoba, by leader of the SA Medical Association Kgosi
Letlape, by Pan Africanist Congress health desk secretary Costa Gazi, by
leading public intellectual Sipho Seepe, by Young Communist League of SA
leader Buti Manamela, and by others.
In its mid-2002 judgment, the Constitutional Court criticized the state:
“The policy of confining nevirapine to research and training sites fails to
address the needs of mothers and their newborn children who do not have
access to these sites. It fails to distinguish between the evaluation of
programmes for reducing mother-to-child transmission and the need to
provide access to health care services required by those who do not have
access to the sites.” One of the lawyers on the successful case, Geoff
Budlender (2002), observed that this victory “was simply the conclusion of a
battle that TAC had already won outside the courts, but with the skilful use of
the courts as part of a broader struggle.” As argued below, the lessons learned
from the TAC struggle are vital to further political development in South
Africa, with or without constitutional components.
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However, the limits of rights talk became evident in the fourth of the
highest profile socio-economic rights cases, over the right to water. Activists
in the Phiri neighbourhood of Soweto insisted upon a social entitlement to an
acceptable supply of clean water, amounting to at least 50 liters per person
per day and delivered via a metering system based on credit and not prepayment meters. In October 2009, the Constitutional Court overturned a
seminal finding in lower courts that human rights activists had hoped would
substantially expand water access to poor people: Mazibuko et al v
Johannesburg Water. In the first ruling, Johannesburg High Court Judge
Moroa Tsoka had found that prepayment meters were “unconstitutional and
unlawful,” and ordered the city to provide each applicant and other residents
with a “free basic water supply of 50 litres per person per day and the option
of a metered supply installed at the cost of the City of Johannesburg.” Tsoka
accused city officials of racism for imposing credit control via prepayment
“in the historically poor black areas and not the historically rich white areas.”
He noted that meter installation apparently occurred “in terms of colour or
geographical area.” It was the first South African case to adjudicate the
constitutional right of access to sufficient water (Bond and Dugard 2008).
Johannesburg’s appeal was also joined by the national water ministry, and
was based on the decision by Johannesburg officials, just a few weeks prior to
Judge Tsoka’s decision, to retract the ANC promise of universal free basic
water service. In the 2000 municipal election campaign, the ANC’s statement
had been clear: “The ANC-led local government will provide all residents
with a free basic amount of water, electricity and other municipal services so
as to help the poor. Those who use more than the basic amounts will pay for
the extra they use.” Initially, Johannesburg Water officials reinterpreted the
“right to water” mandate regressively by adopting a relatively steep-rising
tariff curve. In this fee structure, all households received 6,000 liters per
month for free, but were then faced with a much higher second block (i.e.,
the curve was convex-up), in contrast to a concave-up curve starting with a
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larger lifeline block, which would have better served the interests of lowerincome residents. The dramatic increase in their per-unit charges in the
second block meant that for many poor people there was no meaningful
difference to their average monthly bills even after the first free 6kl.
Moreover, the marginal tariff for industrial/commercial users of water, while
higher than residential, actually declined after large-volume consumption
was reached.
What is the impact of these kinds of water price increases on
consumption? The “price elasticity’—the negative impact of a price increase
on consumption—for Durban was measured during the doubling of the real
(after-inflation) water price from 1997–2004. For rich people, the price hike
resulted in less than a 10 per cent reduction in use. In contrast, the impact of
higher prices was mainly felt by low-income people (the bottom one-third of
Durban’s bill-paying residents, in one study), who recorded a very high 0.55
price elasticity, compared to just 0.10 for the highest-income third of the
population (Bailey and Buckley 2005). Johannesburg and other cities’ data
are not available but there is no reason to suspect the figures would be much
different, and international evidence also bears out the excessive impact of
high prices on poor people’s consumption. Hence, ironically, as the “right to
water” was fulfilled through Free Basic Water, the result of price changes at
higher blocks in Durban and Johannesburg was further water deprivation for
the poor alongside increasing consumption in the wealthier suburbs—with
this in turn creating demand for more bulk water supply projects (including
another Lesotho Highlands Water Project dam) which would then have to be
paid for by all groups, and which would have major environmental impacts.
Resistance strategies and tactics developed over time. Activists attempted
to evolve what was already a popular township survival tactic on diverse
fronts—illicitly reconnecting power once it was disconnected by state officials
due to nonpayment for example (in 2001, 13 per cent of Gauteng’s
connections were illegal)—to a more general strategy. Thus socialist, but
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bottom-up, ideological statements of self-empowerment were regularly made
by the APF and member organizations such as the Soweto Electricity Crisis
Committee. Indeed, within a few months of Johannesburg Water’s official
commercialization in 2000, the APF had united nearly two dozen community
groups across Gauteng, sponsoring periodic mass marches of workers and
residents. And the APF was also the core activist group in the Coalition
Against Water Privatization, which supported the Phiri complainants in a
court process that lasted from 2003 through 2009.
The Constitutional Court’s October 2009 ruling, however, vindicated
Johannesburg Water, affirming that the original amount of 25 liters per
person per day plus pre-payment meters were “reasonable and lawful”
because self-disconnections were only a “discontinuation,” not a denial of
water services: “The water supply does not cease to exist when a pre-paid
meter temporarily stops the supply of water. It is suspended until either the
customer purchases further credit or the new month commences with a new
monthly basic water supply whereupon the water supply recommences. It is
better understood as a temporary suspension in supply, not a
discontinuation” (Mazibuko et al v Johannesburg Water, 2009). The Coalition
Against Water Privatization (2009:1) was disgusted with the Court’s logic,
however: “We have the highest court in the land saying that those poor
people with pre-paid water meters must not think that their water supply has
discontinued when their taps run dry... Such “logic,’ and even worse that it is
wrapped up in legal dressing and has such crucial practical consequences, is
nothing less than mind boggling and an insult both to the poor and to the
constitutional imperatives of justice and equality.”
The case was useful nonetheless in revealing the broader limits to the
merely constitutional framing of socio-economic rights (Danchin 2010,
Dugard 2010a, 2010b). One such limitation is the concomitant
“domestication” of the politics of need, as Tshepo Madlingozi (2007) put it.
By taking militants off the street and putting them into courts where their
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arguments had to be panel-beat—removing any progressive and quasisocialist intent, for example—the vain hope was to acquire judges’ approval.
Another critical legal scholar, Marius Pieterse (2007:797), complained that
“the transformative potential of rights is significantly thwarted by the fact
that they are typically formulated, interpreted, and enforced by institutions
that are embedded in the political, social, and economic status quo.” Added
Daniel Brand (2005:18-19), “The law, including adjudication, works in a
variety of ways to destroy the societal structures necessary for politics, to
close down space for political contestation.” Brand specifically accuses courts
of depoliticizing poverty by casting cases “as private or familial issues rather
than public or political.’
Commoning medicines during the AIDS pandemic
One solution, both proposed and acted upon, has been the moving of
rights talk to that of “commoning,” articulating more clearly and politically
the collective claim for public goods. For this, in turn, can represent a more
consistent form of sustained resistance to neoliberalism, one potentially
ranging from mass protest to micro-level mutual aid. The AIDS victory in the
Constitutional Court could not have been achieved without the broader
political sensibility won in 1999-2002 by activists who converted AIDS from
a personal health stigma into a social cause that required a commoning of
medicines that had earlier been privately consumed, at great cost, by only
those with class and race privileges.
Because so many lives were lost in the early 2000s, and because the
struggle to save subsequent lives of millions of HIV+ South Africans was
ultimately victorious, it is worth understanding in detail how a small,
beleaguered group of activists with compromised immune systems had such
an extraordinary impact on public policy while also challenging the whole
notion of commodified healthcare. The South African government’s 1997
Medicines Act had actually made provision for compulsory licensing of
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patented drugs, and this in turn helped to catalyse the formation in 1998 of a
Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) that lobbied for AIDS drugs. In the late
1990s, such AntiRetroviral Medicines (ARVs) were prohibitively expensive
for nearly all the five million people who would need them once their blood
counts (“CD4”) fell below 250.
That campaign was immediately confronted by the US State
Department’s “full court press” against the Medicines Act (the formal
description provided to the US Congress), in large part to protect intellectual
property rights generally, and specifically to prevent the emergence of a
parallel inexpensive supply of AIDS medicines that would undermine
lucrative Western markets. The campaign included US Vice President Al
Gore’s direct intervention with SA government leaders in 1998–99 to revoke
the law (significantly, in July 1999, Gore launched his 2000 presidential
election bid, a campaign generously funded by big pharmaceutical
corporations). As an explicit counterweight, TAC’s allies in the AIDS
Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) began to protest at Gore’s campaign
events in the United States. The protests ultimately threatened to cost Gore
far more in adverse publicity than he was raising in Big Pharma
contributions, so he changed sides and withdrew his opposition to the
Medicines Act—as did Bill Clinton a few weeks later at the World Trade
Organization’s Seattle Summit.
Big Pharma did not give up, of course. The main South African affiliates
of the companies that held patents filed a 1999 lawsuit against the
constitutionality of the Medicines Act, counterproductively entitled
“Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of SA v Nelson Mandela” (a case
which even Wall Street Journal editorialists found offensive). It went to court
in early 2001, but by April there were also additional TAC solidarity protests
world-wide against pharmaceutical corporations in several cities by Medicins
sans Frontiers, Oxfam and other TAC solidarity groups. Such public pressure
compelled the pharmaceutical manufacturers to withdraw the suit and by late
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2001, the Doha Agenda of the World Trade Organization adopted explicit
language permitting violation of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights for the sake of medical emergencies.
It is also true that Big Pharma’s reluctance to surrender property rights so
as to meet needs in the large but far from lucrative African market coincided
with the rise of philanthropic and aid initiatives to provide branded
medicines. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s parallel health services
in sites like Botswana undermined state health services; it was no coincidence
that Gates himself stood more to lose than anyone on the planet in the event
intellectual property was threatened. Given such prevailing power
relationships, the South African government did not invoke any compulsory
licensing of medicines even after the 2001 lawsuit was withdrawn. Local
generics manufacturers Aspen and Adcock Ingram did, however, lower costs
substantially through voluntary licensing of the major AIDS drugs. It is in
this sense that not only decommodification, but also deglobalization of
capital was considered vital to expanding access to the ARVs. Similar local
licensing arrangements were soon arranged for firms in Kampala, Harare,
and other sites.
This struggle was one of the most inspiring in the context of Mbeki’s
neoliberal-nationalist years. Elsewhere in South Africa, independent left
movements struggled to turn basic needs into human rights, making farreaching demands (and even occasionally winning important partial
victories): the provision of improved health services (which led to
endorsement of a National Health Insurance in 2010); an increase in free
electricity from the tokenistic 50 kilowatt hours per household per month,
especially given the vast Eskom price increases starting in 2008;
thoroughgoing land reform; a prohibition on evictions and the disconnection
of services; free education; lifeline (free) access to cellphone calls and SMS
texts; and even a “Basic Income Grant,” as advocated by churches and trade
unions. The idea in most such campaigns was that services should be
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provided to all as a human right by a genuinely democratic state, and to the
degree that it was feasible, financed through cross-subsidization by
imposition of much higher prices for luxury consumption.
Because the “commodification of everything” was still under way across
Africa however, decommodification could actually form the basis of a
unifying agenda for a broad social reform movement, if linked to the demand
to “rescale” many political–economic responsibilities that were handled by
embryonic world-state institutions. The decommodification principle was
already an enormous threat to the West’s imperial interests, as in, for
example, the denial of private corporate monopolies based on “intellectual
property’; resistance to biopiracy and the exclusion of genetically modified
seeds from African agricultural systems; the renationalization of industries
and utilities (particularly when privatization strategies systematically failed,
as happened across Africa); the recapture of indigenous people’s territory via
land grabs; and the empowerment of African labor forces against
multinational and local corporate exploitation.
To make further progress along these lines, delinking from the most
destructive circuits of global capital will also be necessary, combining local
decommodification strategies with traditional social movements’ calls to
close the World Bank, IMF, and WTO, and with rejection of the United
Nations’ neoliberal functions and lubrication of US imperialism. Beyond
that, the challenge for Africa’s and South Africa’s progressive forces, as ever,
is to establish the difference between “reformist reforms” and reforms that
advanced a “non-reformist” agenda (in the terminology of Andre Gorz—but
also termed “structural reforms” by John Saul). The latter attempts were to
win gains that did not strengthen the internal logic of the system, but that
instead empowered the system’s opponents. Hence, unlike reformist reforms,
non-reformist reforms would not have a co-optive character. Neither would
they lessen the momentum of reformers (as did many successful reformist
reforms). Rather, they heightened the level of meaningful confrontation by
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opening up new terrains of struggle. The non-reformist reform strategy
would include generous social policies stressing decommodification,
exchange controls, and more inward-oriented industrial strategies allowing
democratic control of finance and ultimately of production itself. These sorts
of reforms can strengthen democratic movements, directly empower
producers (especially women) and, over time, open the door to the
contestation of capitalism itself.
We have briefly considered how these struggles play out in the realm of
AIDS medicines and how they link to broader decommodification agendas.
Then how might we return to debates about the right to the city, especially
given the understanding of rights limitations when it comes to water?
The right to the city and to the water commons in South Africa
Making hydro-socio-ecological connections within South Africa’s cities
will be one of the crucial challenges for those invoking the right to water. As
Lefebvre (1996:72) put it:
Carried by the urban fabric, urban society and life penetrate the
countryside. Such a way of living entails systems of objects and of
values. The best known elements of the urban system of objects
include water, electricity, gas (butane in the countryside), not to
mention the car, the television, plastic utensils, “modern” furniture,
which entail new demands with regard to services.
Indeed, the ecological challenge of mobilizing water has, traditionally,
been an important process of more general social and spatial organization
(Strang 2004). As Lefebvre (1996:106) explained:
One knows that there was and there still is the oriental city,
expression and projection on the ground, effect and cause, of the
Asiatic mode of production; in this mode of production State power,
resting on the city, organizes economically a more or less extensive
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agrarian zone, regulates and controls water, irrigation and drainage,
the use of land, in brief, agricultural production.
Each different struggle for the right to the city is located within a specific
political-economic context in which urbanization has been shaped by access
to water. The early “oriental despotism” that Karl Wittfogel (1957)
discovered would follow from this Asiatic mode of production’s emphasis on
a strong central state’s control of the water works gave way, in successive eras
of city-building, to the central square role of water fountains in medieval
market cities, and to huge infrastructural investments in capitalist cities.
Within the latter, the neoliberal capitalist city has adopted a variety of
techniques that individualize and commodify water consumption, delinking
it from sourcing and disposal even though both these tasks are more difficult
to accomplish through public-private partnerships. Given the emphasis on
decentralization, as Bakker (2007:436) suggests, “The biophysical properties
of resources, together with local governance frameworks, strongly influence
the types of neoliberal reforms which are likely to be introduced.”
The next logical step on a civilizational ladder of water consumption
would not, however, be simply a Mazibuko-style expansion of poor people’s
access (and technology) within the confines of the existing system. Acquiring
a genuine right to water will require its “commoning,” both horizontally
across the populace, and vertically from the raindrop above or borehole
below, all the way to the sewage outfall and the sea. But to get to the next
mode of financing, extraction, production, distribution, consumption, and
disposal of water requires a formidable social force to take us through and
beyond rights, to the water commons.
Tactically, anger about violations of the right to water has taken forms
ranging from direct protests, to informal/illegal reconnections and
destruction of prepayment meters, to a constitutional challenge over water
services in Soweto. Rights advocates argue that they have the potential to shift
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policy from market-based approaches to a narrative more conducive to
‘social justice,” even in the face of powerful commercial interests and
imperatives. Yet the limits of a rights discourse are increasingly evident, as
South Africa’s 2008–09 courtroom dramas indicated. If the objective of those
promoting the right to the city includes making water primarily an eco-social
rather than a commercial good, these limits will have to be transcended. The
need to encompass eco-systemic issues in rights discourses is illustrated by
the enormous health impacts of unpurified water use (Global Health Watch
2005: 207-224).
Thus once we interrogate the limits to rights in the South African context,
the most fruitful strategic approach may be to move from and beyond
“consumption-rights” to reinstate a notion of the commons, which includes
broader hydro-political systems. To do so, however, the South African
struggle for water shows that social protests will need to intensify to force
concessions that help remake the urban built environment. As expressed by
David Harvey (2009), “My argument is that if this crisis is basically a crisis of
urbanization then the solution should be urbanization of a different sort and
this is where the struggle for the right to the city becomes crucial because we
have the opportunity to do something different.”
One of the first strategies, however, is defense. The struggle for the right
to water entails staying in place in the face of water disconnections and even
evictions. Apartheid-era resistance to evictions is one precedent, but another
is the moment in which the prior downturn in South Africa’s “Kuznets
Cycle” (of roughly 15-year ups and downs in real estate prices) occurred, the
early 1990s. The resulting “negative equity” generated housing “bonds
boycotts” in South Africa’s black townships. The few years of prior financial
liberalization after 1985 combined with a class differentiation strategy by
apartheid’s rulers was manifest in the granting of 200,000 mortgages
(“bonds”) to first-time black borrowers over the subsequent four years. But
the long 1989–93 recession left 500,000 freshly unemployed workers and
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their families unable to pay for housing. This in turn helped generate a
collective refusal to repay housing bonds until certain conditions were met.
The tactic moved from the site of the Uitenhage Volkswagen auto strike in
the Eastern Cape to the Johannesburg area in 1990, as a consequence of two
factors: shoddy housing construction (for which the homebuyers had no
other means of recourse than boycotting the housing bond) and the rise in
interest rates from 12.5 per cent (-6 per cent in real terms) in 1988 to 21 per
cent (+7 per cent in real terms) in late 1989, which in most cases doubled
monthly bond repayments (Bond 2000).
As a result of the resistance, township housing foreclosures which could
not be consummated due to refusal of the defaulting borrowers (supported
by the community) to vacate their houses and the leading financier’s US$700
million black housing bond exposure in September 1992 was the reason that
its holding company (Nedcor) lost 20 per cent of its Johannesburg Stock
Exchange share value (in excess of US$150 million lost) in a single week,
following a threat of a national bond boycott from the national civic
organization. Locally, if a bank did bring in a sheriff to foreclose and evict
defaulters, it was not uncommon for a street committee of activists to burn
the house down before the new owners completed the purchase and moved
in. Such power, in turn, allowed both the national and local civic associations
to negotiate concessions from the banks (Mayekiso 1996).
However, there are few links between the early 1990s civics which used
these micro-Polanyian tactics successfully, and the 2000s generation of “new
social movements” which shifted to decommodification of water and
electricity through illegal reconnections (Desai 2002). The differences partly
reflect how few of the late 2000s mobilizing opportunities came from formal
sector housing, and instead related to higher utility bills or forced removals of
shack settlements. Still, there are profound lessons from the recent upsurge of
social activism for resistance, not only to the implications of world capitalist
crisis in South Africa, but elsewhere.
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The lessons come from deglobalization and decommodification strategies
used to acquire basic needs goods, as exemplified in South Africa by the
national Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and Johannesburg AntiPrivatization Forum which have won, respectively, antiretroviral medicines
needed to fight AIDS and publicly-provided water (Bond 2006). The drugs
are now made locally in Africa—in Johannesburg, Kampala, Harare, and so
on—and on a generic not a branded basis, and generally provided free of
charge, a great advance upon the US$15,000/patient/year cost of branded
AIDS medicines a decade earlier (in South Africa, nearly a million people
now receive them for free). The right to healthcare in the South African city,
hence, requires the commoning of intellectual property rights, which were
successfully achieved by the TAC by mid-decade in the 2000s after a period
of extreme resistance to the United States and South African governments, to
the World Trade Organization’s Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights
regime and to global pharmaceutical capital.
The ability of social movements such as in the health, water and housing
sectors to win major concessions from the capitalist state’s courts under
conditions of crisis is hotly contested, and will have further implications for
movement strategies in the future. Marie Huchzermeyer (2009:3-4) argues
that the South African Constitution mandates “an equal right to the city.”
However:
It was only in 2000 that the Bill of Rights was evoked by a
marginalized and violated urban community (represented by Irene
Grootboom) in the Constitutional Court. In what was received as a
landmark ruling, the Court interfered with the Executive, instructing
the Ministry of Housing to amend its housing policy to better cater
for those living in intolerable conditions. It took 4 further years for
the policy changes to be adopted into housing policy. Chapters 12 and
13 were added to the national Housing Code: Housing in Emergency
Circumstances and Upgrading of Informal Settlements. In the
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following 5 years, these two policies have not been properly
implemented, if at all. Unnecessary violations have continued and
marginalized communities have had to resort to the courts. However,
the landscape has changed significantly. Whereas the Grootboom case
involved an isolated community with only a loose network of support
through the Legal Resources Centre which acted as “Friends of the
Court,” today cases reach the Constitutional Court through social
movements such as Landless People’s Movement, Inner City Tenant
Forum, Abahlali base Mjondolo, Anti-Privatization Forum and the
Anti-Eviction Campaign.
Huchzermeyer (2009:4) suggests this strategy fills a “gap in left thinking
about the city (the gap derived from the Marxist ideology of nothing but a
revolution)” and that the “Right to the City” movement articulated by
Lefebvre and Harvey should include marginal gains through courts: “Urban
Reform in this sense is a pragmatic commitment to gradual but radical
change towards grassroots autonomy as a basis for equal rights.” After all,
“three components of the right to the city—equal participation in decisionmaking, equal access to and use of the city and equal access to basic
services—have all been brought before the Constitutional Court through a
coalition between grassroots social movements and a sympathetic middle
class network” (even though, she admits, “this language is fast being usurped
by the mainstream within the UN, UN-Habitat, NGOs, think tanks,
consultants etc., in something of an empty buzz word, where the concept of
grassroots autonomy and meaningful convergence is completely forgotten”).
Such promotion of rights talk is fairly common amongst South Africa’s
progressive intelligentsia. Their leftist critics point to the opposite processes
in the water case, and consider a move through and beyond human rights
rhetoric necessary on grounds not only that—following the Critical Legal
Scholarship tradition—rights talk is only conjuncturally and contingently
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useful (Roithmayr 2011). In addition, in political terms, Ashwin Desai (2010)
offers some powerful considerations about the danger of legalism when
building the South African urban social movements:
If one surveys the jurisprudence of how socio-economic rights have
been approached by our courts there is, despite all the chatter, one
central and striking feature. Cases where the decision would have
caused government substantial outlay of money or a major change in
how they make their gross budgetary allocations have all been lost.
Cases where money was not the issue such as the TAC case or where
what was being asked for was essentially negative—to be left alone—
the courts have at times come grandly to the aid of the poor. And
even to get some of these judgments enforced by the executive is a
story in and of itself. I have no problems using the law defensively but
when it comes to constitute the norms by which political advances are
determined, it is extremely dangerous. By flirting with legalism,
movements have had their demands become infected with court
pleadings. We have heartfelt pleas for the observance of purely
procedural stuff, consult us before you evict us. We have demands for
housing, now become “in situ upgrading” and “reasonable”
government action.
In addition, the limits of neoliberal capitalist democracy sometimes stand
exposed when battles between grassroots-based social movements and the
state must be decided in a manner cognizant of the costs of labor power’s
reproduction. At that point, if a demand upon the state to provide much
greater subsidies to working-class people in turn impinges upon capital’s
(and rich people’s) prerogatives, we can expect rejection, in much the same
way Rod Burgess (1978) criticized an earlier version of relatively unambitious
Urban Reform (John Turner’s self-help housing), on grounds that it fit into
the process by which capital lowered its labor reproduction costs. It may be
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too early to tell whether court victories won by social movements for AIDS
medicines and housing access represent a more durable pattern, one that
justifies such rights talk, or whether the defeat of the Soweto water-rights
movement is more typical. Sceptics of rights talk suggest, instead, a
“Commons” strategy, by way of resource sharing and illegal commandeering
of water pipes and electricity lines during times of crisis (Desai 2002, Bond
2002, Naidoo 2009, Ngwane 2009). This is a very different commons, of
course, than the more decentralized—and thus potentially neoliberal—
strategy proposed for public service provision and smaller, autonomous units
by Ostrom (see Harvey 2012:70 for a critique).
The challenge for South Africans committed to a different society,
economy, and city is combining requisite humility based upon the limited
gains social movements have won so far (in many cases matched by regular
defeats on economic terrain) with the soaring ambitions required to match
the scale of the systemic crisis and the extent of social protest. Looking
retrospectively, it is easy to see that the independent left—radical urban social
movements, the landless movement, serious environmentalists and the left
intelligentsia—peaked too early, in the impressive marches against Durban’s
World Conference Against Racism in 2001 and Johannesburg’s World
Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. The 2003 protests against the
US/UK for the Iraq war were impressive, too. But in retrospect, although in
each case they out-organized the Alliance (i.e., the ruling nationalists, the
trade unionists and the SA Communist Party), the harsh reality of weak local
organization outside the three largest cities—plus interminable splits within
the community, labor and environmental left—allowed for a steady decline in
subsequent years.
The irony is that the upsurge of recent protest of a “popcorn” character—
i.e., rising quickly in all directions but then immediately subsiding—screams
out for the kind of organization that once worked so well in parts of
Johannesburg, Durban, and Cape Town. The radical urban movements have
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not jumped in to effectively marshal or even join the thousands of “service
delivery protests” and trade union strikes and student revolts and
environmental critiques of the past years. The independent left’s organizers
and intelligentsia have so far been unable to inject a structural analysis into
the protest narratives, or to help network this discontent.
Moreover, there are ideological, strategic, and material problems that
South Africa’s independent left has failed to overcome, including the division
between autonomist and socialist currents, and the lack of mutual respect for
various

left

traditions,

including

Trotskyism,

anarchism,

Black

Consciousness and feminism. A synthetic approach still appears impossible.
For example, one strategic problem—capable of dividing major urban social
movements—is whether to field candidates at elections. Another problem is
the independent left’s reliance upon a few radical funding sources instead of
following trade union traditions by raising funds from members (the
willingness of German voters to vote Die Linke may have more than a little
influence on the South African left).
By all accounts, the crucial leap forward comes when leftist trade unions
and the more serious South African Communist Party members ally with the
independent left. The left within the Congress of South African Trade Unions
(Cosatu), especially in the 350,000-member National Union of Metalworkers
of South Africa (Numsa), reached the limits of their project within the
Alliance in late 2013. By 2014, the more conservative federation leadership
had fired its leftist secretary general, Zwelinzima Vavi (on the pretext of a sex
scandal), and a legalistic reinstatement in 2015 proved temporary. By 2016,
Vavi was working hard to start a new federation so as to draw in many more
members than are available in the traditional metal sectors. Numsa is
agitating that a workers party be formed to contest the 2019 national
elections. Meantime, the African National Congress Youth League’s leader
Julius Malema was expelled in 2012 and by 2014 had won 6 per cent of the
national vote for his fearless Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), as the first
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serious parliamentary opponents of the ANC. In the 2016 municipal
elections he raised this to 8.4 percent, which allowed the EFF to vote the
ANC out of power in the vital cities of Johannesburg and the capital of
Pretoria (leading to a period of centre-right urban management with far less
corruption than during the ANC’s rule). Add to the mix the dubious
legitimacy of President Jacob Zuma and the economic crisis associated with
the rapid fall in mining commodities (e.g. coal and platinum by more than
half in the five years after mid-2011) and in approval of ANC neoliberalism
by the main credit rating agencies. This is a fluid situation—one in which the
distinction between rights talk and commoning is less vital in macro-politics.
Yet it is in South Africa’s intense confrontations during capitalist crisis
that we may soon see, as we did in the mid-1980s and early 2000s, a
resurgence of perhaps the world’s most impressive urban social movements
(Bond 2014). They will have less and less satisfaction with constitutionalism,
as the courts protect property in times of stress, and give credence to the
police push-back on protest (from 2005 to 2015, the number of “violent
protests” had risen from 600 per year to more than 2,200, according to the
main source of that violence, the police themselves). En route, the society is
girding for degeneration into far worse conditions than even now prevail, in
a post-apartheid South Africa more economically unequal, more
environmentally unsustainable, and more justified in fostering anger-ridden
grassroots expectations than during apartheid itself. One of the central
questions, once dust settles following battle after battle and activists compare
notes, is whether the cadres persist with Rights Talk, or move through rights
to the Commons, and then travel beyond Ostrom to a Commoning that is ecosocialist in character, in the way Iain Boal helps direct us.
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Reclaiming the Communicative Commons in Health
________________________

Charles L. Briggs
Standing alongside such arenas as labor, capital, and nature, medicine
and communication have for over three centuries formed crucial sites for the
projection of commons as well as continual attempts to enclose them.
Scholars in a range of disciplines have critiqued the claims of technoscience
and medicine to produce publicly accessible knowledge that can be
“translated” into better bodily futures for everyone. Others have X-rayed the
role of language ideologies—historically, socially, and politically situated
cultural models of language and communication—in generating both the
image of a fundamental human capacity to communicate and a constant
monitoring of the speech and writing of individuals and entire populations as
a means of positioning them in social hierarchies. Nevertheless, seldom have
researchers distanced themselves from common-sense projections of a divide
between medicine and communication—widely shared by practitioners in
media, medicine, and public health—that plays a key role in making a
commons of health knowledge literally unthinkable.
A dominant origin story of health knowledge, one that is retold countless
times daily, both confirms the power of biomedicine as a cultural field1 and
seems

to

require

antidemocratic

ways

of

structuring

it.

Health

communication is imagined as springing from knowledge about medical
objects (such as treatments and diseases) produced by biomedical experts in
specialized biomedical spaces, such as laboratories, teaching hospitals, and
epidemiologists’

offices.

Another

set

of

actors,

including

health

communicators, journalists, marketers, and clinicians, then translate this
knowledge from medical to lay registers. Even as medical objects are
Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1993).
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seemingly imbued with materiality, words and images are cast as immaterial,
as simply representing medical facts. This linear, hierarchically-ordered
process then culminates in the reception of health knowledge by laypersons,
whose job is to passively assimilate knowledge and turn it into the required
behavioral and bodily forms of discipline, certainly not to critique it or
presume to be able to add anything. Forms of resistance are labeled with such
stigmatizing terms as self-medication and noncompliance, if not nonscience,
ignorance, superstition, or popular misconceptions—all of which must be
eradicated by additional hypodermic injections of biomedical knowledge.
In this chapter, I call for building a commons for health knowledge,
opening up the need to recognize that all of us produce valuable knowledge
about bodies, diseases, and health practices and that such forms of knowledge
should be linked through laterally-organized exchanges. Nevertheless, if this
project is to amount to anything more than a liberal call for more medical
multiculturalism, thereby leaving profound material and bodily inequalities
unchallenged, it must go hand-in-hand with critical analysis of dominant
models and practices that project bodily well-being as requiring the enclosure
of this commons either by hierarchically-ordered practices or, more recently,
by turning medical knowledge into a marketplace inhabited by self-interested
individuals, be they patients, clinicians, corporations, or media professionals.
I describe an impressive attempt to create such a commons that emerged in
the midst of the Bolivarian socialist revolution in Venezuela in the 2000s, one
that centered on providing health care to the country’s low-income residents.
This case is particularly valuable in that it reveals how coalitions of scholars,
practitioners, and people engaged in collective popular struggles can craft
utopian visions of health knowledge commons and practices for creating
them. It also suggests that closing the commons of health knowledge is a
fundamental “risk factor” in the emergence of acute health inequities. This
example also provides a cautionary tale about how dominant models and
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practices often render such inspiring initiatives invisible and precarious, even
in progressive contexts.
Biocommunicability and the closure of the health knowledge commons
During the past dozen years, media studies scholar Daniel Hallin and I
have studied the remarkable proliferation of health news stories in
mainstream and new media.2 By complementing content analysis with
ethnographic work in newsrooms, public health offices, pharmaceutical and
biotech corporations, PR/media consultation firms, clinical facilities, and
sites of everyday media reception, we came to see how dominant models
shape knowledge of epidemics, diseases, drugs, biosecurity regimes, and the
like. The H1N1 pandemic, for example, was jointly produced by media and
health professionals in just 24 hours in April of 2009; “swine flu” was an
amalgamation of mediatized and biological components from the start,
generating policy priorities and a massive commitment of public funds long
before there was much clinical or epidemiological information available and
largely without public debate. The ideological smokescreen generated by this
model of the autonomy and opposition of medicine and media/
communication hides the embedding of media professionals in health
institutions—from clinics and hospitals to public health offices—and the
migration of health professionals to media institutions, as signaled by the
prominence of physicians in U.S. national network and cable news bureaus.
Nearly all health news stories project the natural and necessary enclosure
of the health commons by purporting to simply describe how knowledge is
being produced and circulated and/or how this process should proceed.
Hallin and I refer to the model I summarized above, of a hierarchicallyordered, linear trajectory that emerges in specialized biomedical sectors and
proceeds through circuits of translation and circulation to passive lay
See Charles L. Briggs and Daniel C. Hallin, Making Health Public: How News Coverage is
Remaking Media, Medicine, and Contemporary Life (London: Routledge, 2016).
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receivers, as the biomedical authority model. A common type of story reports
an article appearing in the Lancet or another leading medical journal
regarding a new medical breakthrough, epidemic, or health risk. Stories
commonly quote the principal investigator, other “experts” in the same field,
health officials, clinicians, and, sometimes, patients who report how they are
anxiously assimilating the knowledge that has just been given to them. Linear
transmissions of health knowledge from physicians to patients in clinical
settings is another key focus of the biomedical authority model; medical
schools include courses on doctor-patient communication designed to
remove obstacles to such knowledge transfers.
A crucial manner in which patients are assessed is vis-à-vis clinicians’
evaluations of patients’ projected abilities to comprehend diagnoses and
treatment plans and their ability and willingness to turn them into designated
behavioral practices. A landmark study of U.S. health inequities suggested
that African American and Latino/a patients receive inferior treatment
compared to Caucasians; it pointed to clinicians’ projections of their patients’
success or failure in understanding what they are told and turning physicians’
recommendations into behavioral changes as one factor that contributes to
this gap.3 The field of health communication, including arenas of scholarship
and practice, generally presupposes that medical and public health
professionals produce health knowledge; health communication specialists
then use social marketing and other methods to determine the most
“effective” mode of transmission. This linear, hierarchically-ordered model
privileges top-down, West-centric models of expert-driven “messaging” at
different scales, from hierarchical relations between health professionals and
laypersons in local contexts to the production of health knowledge in

See Brian D. Smedley, Adrienne Y. Stith, and Alan Nelson, eds., Unequal Treatment:
Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care (Washington, DC: National
Academies Press, 2002).
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dominant geopolitical centers and its transportation to “marginalized
peripheries in the Third World.”4
Nevertheless, in many countries the dominance of the biomedical
authority model has increasingly been challenged by—and is often
hybridized with—what Briggs and Hallin refer to as the patient-consumer
model.5 Strange bedfellows—consumer rights movements that often criticized
biomedical authority and neoconservative emphasis on the active
responsibility of individuals to rationally maximize their own health and
well-being by rationally pursuing self-interest in “the market”—jointly
produced this model. Here the layperson lies at the center of what is
projected as a multi-stranded knowledge circulation process that is not linear
or hierarchically ordered. Individuals become active seekers of information
on their own present or future disease states, thereby helping them gather,
sift, and evaluate available knowledge and use it to make rational choices
about which health products and services to consume. Physicians are often
projected as only one source of biomedical information among many, and
not always the most reliable or best informed, sometimes cast as selfinterested

individuals

who

maximize

profit

through

deals

with

pharmaceutical corporations. Researchers may be withholding data that
would hurt sales of drugs or devices. The mass media and the Internet play a
central role in the circulation of health knowledge in this model; health
journalists sometimes present themselves as advising readers about how to
manage that flow.
These models are powerful for a number of reasons. First, in keeping
with the medical/communication binary, they project themselves as focusing
on biomedical content; communication is characterized as just a transport
mechanism; at the same time that they seem to render medicine and
Mohan J. Dutta, and Uttaran Dutta, “Voices of the Poor from the Margins of Bengal:
Structural Inequities and Health,” Qualitative Health Research 23 (2013), 14.
5
Briggs and Hallin, Making Health Public.
4
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media/communication autonomous, these models subordinate the latter to
the former. Second, these models generally claim to be simple reflections of
actually-occurring knowledge production and circulation processes. This
seemingly descriptive status hides the key role they play in constructing the
very subjects and objects that they purported to represent and simultaneously
renders other types of knowledge production and circulation invisible or
assimilates them to features—often defective or pathological—of these
modalities. Third, they project what are seen as requirements of the cultural
field6 of medical science, as reflecting the specific requirements that are
unique to an area in which knowledge requires substantial symbolic capital,7
as conferred by schools of medicine and public health. Challenging dominant
regimes of health knowledge is like practicing medicine without a license: it
threatens the body politic. Finally, these models relationally co-construct
both health and communication, meaning that they fashion spheres of
authoritative knowledge and subordinate, pathologize, or render invisible
other types. Accepting particular “messages” as authoritative and others as
reflecting ignorance or popular misconception stands alongside state and
corporate funding and the power of medical schools and professional
associations in legitimizing some forms of diagnosis and healing and turning
others into “alternative and complementary medicine” or barbaric, illegal
cultural practices.
Each example of health discourse—whether found in the news, a
physician’s exhortation to a patient, or a health education presentation—is
thus a two-fold pedagogical project, purporting to convey particular
biomedical knowledge and simultaneously projecting who can legitimately
produce health knowledge, how it should circulate, who needs to receive it
and how, and the implications for being out of place in this process. Hallin
Pierre Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production.
Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, translated by Gino Raymond and
Matthew Adamson (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991).
6
7
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and I refer to them as biocommunicable models, ideological constructions of
what are construed as both actually occurring processes of the production,
circulation, and reception of health knowledge and normative projections of
how such processes should take place.
Casting communication as subordinate to medicine is politically potent
even as it presents itself as apolitical. On the one hand, these models are not
hidden but are part of the unfolding discourses themselves, blended into
representations of biomedicine. On the other hand, by foregrounding health
content, the powerful (but not determinative) shaping of the politics of
health—of issues of whose knowledge counts, what counts as knowledge, and
how it can legitimately circulate—are generally not held up for scrutiny and
debate. Each of these models projects health knowledge in such a way that its
construal as a commons seems unthinkable. In the biomedical authority
model, the deep embeddedness of the medical profession in capitalism,
including the central role of marketing influences and personnel in the
production of evidence in clinical trials, is displaced by a benign image of
expert knowledge that is created and disseminated in order to help lay
consumers of health technologies and information.8 Struggles on the part of
laypersons to critique biomedical knowledge and/or produce alternative ways
of knowing disqualifies such individuals from the role of good receivers of
health knowledge and casts them into the realm of noncompliant and
resistant individuals who are, likely, responsible for their own ill-health.
The patient-consumer role somewhat displaces biomedical authority and
grants greater agency to laypersons, but only by surrendering the possibility
See Vincanne Adams, “Evidence-Based Global Public Health: Subjects, Profits,
Erasures,” in When People Come First: Critical Studies in Global Health, edited by João Biehl
and Adriana Petryna, 54–90 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013); Briggs and
Hallin, Making Health Public; E. Richard Brown, Rockefeller Medicine Men: Capitalism and
Medicine in America (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979); Joseph Dumit, Drugs
for Life: How Pharmaceutical Companies Define Our Health (Durham, NC: Duke University
Press, 2012).
8
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of collective efforts whose focus lies beyond self-interest and rational medical
consumption. The recent proliferation of negative news stories—focusing on
malfeasance

by

researchers,

withholding

of

negative

results

by

pharmaceutical corporations, and how physicians’ prescriptive practices are
influenced by drug company incentives—urges a more critical and skeptical
attitude on the part of patient-consumers. Laypersons are, however, still not
granted the status of knowledge producers, only that of governmental
subjects who better fulfill their obligation to maximize the self-interest of
themselves and their families by rationally consuming medical information
and services. This model precludes recognition of collective knowledgeproduction and struggle just as it hides massive inequities of access to health
services, not to mention issues of jobs, housing, discrimination, and
racialized incarceration, beneath the image of free access to information
permitting equal access to better bodily futures for everyone—at least those
who are in the loop. In the United States, each direct-to-consumer
pharmaceutical advertisement (with its appeal for self-diagnosis, as assisted
by the corporation’s website, and exhortation to visit your physician and
demand the drug ) seems to foreclose the emergence of a commons of health
knowledge.
Mission Barrio Adentro
Where, then, might we look for creative efforts to imagine a commons of
health knowledge and to place it at the center of social relations and political
action? Revolution immediately springs to mind as a site in which
challenging capitalism and fostering popular participation could spark
alternatives. My research on health and media in Cuba was instructive in this
manner. Given that neither media nor medical sectors are structured by
capitalism there, the patient-consumer model was expectedly absent.
Nevertheless, health and media professionals largely adopted the biomedical
authority model, casting laypersons as self-medicators in constant need of the
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knowledge produced and circulated by medical and public health
practitioners.9 In Venezuela’s Bolivarian revolution, on the other hand,
media and medicine were still largely structured by capital even as socialist
alternatives emerged; both patient-consumer and biomedical authority
models proliferate. Despite what has been often called a “media war” between
the Chavista government and the opposition, work with Clara MantiniBriggs conducted in 2005-2008 discovered few differences in health news
appearing in government and opposition media. Journalists in each sphere
similarly dismissed the idea of a commons of health knowledge that would
grant laypersons standing as part of collective struggles to forge new health
imaginaries and practices. For example, a health reporter for Diario VEA, the
leading pro-government daily newspaper, described Venezuelans as selfmedicators; she disqualified laypersons as sources because they rely more on
“witchcraft” than doctors.10
Venezuela’s public health system prior to 1999 reflected national and
international policies that Paul Farmer termed a “new war on the poor.”11
Public health gains achieved in previous decades eroded during the 1980s
and 1990s through privatization and decreased state investment. Public
expenditures on health, standing at 5.20% of GDP in 1977, dipped to 1.95%
in 1996, with per capita expenditures (in 1984 Bolívares) dropping from
1,590 to 375. By 1990, only 26% of national health expenditures were made in
the public sector versus 74% in the private. Bureaucratic practices, budgetary
inadequacies, and health-sector reforms thwarted efforts to deliver healthcare

Charles L. Briggs, “All Cubans are Doctors! News Coverage of Health and
Bioexceptionalism in Cuba,” Social Science and Medicine 73 (2011): 1037–1044.
10
News coverage of public health infrastructures is treated differently by government and
opposition media. These issues are generally treated as political stories, however, usually
covered not by health journalists but by colleagues whose “beats” include other aspects of
state policy.
11
Paul Farmer, Paul. Pathologies of Power: Health, Human Rights, and the New War on the
Poor (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).
9
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in underserved areas. Patients in public institutions faced hefty fees for tests
and surgical procedures; they were forced to buy private-sector medications
at some of the highest prices in Latin America.12 Because nearly 60% of
Venezuelans lived in poverty by 1990,13 many lacked the necessary funds.
Access to health services in massive urban shantytowns, called barrios, was
further impeded by the difficulty of transporting patients up or down
hundreds of stairs to the nearest street (see Figure 1). Quality healthcare was
concentrated in the private sector and wealthy neighborhoods. The cholera
epidemic of 1991-1993 demonstrated how intimately health inequities
connect with social and political inequalities; the poor and indigenous
peoples were blamed for the epidemic despite its roots in such structural
factors as the scarcity of potable water, sewage infrastructures, and decent
living conditions.14
The Bolivarian revolution prioritized the health of low-income
populations and the rights of Venezuelans classified as indígenas
(“indigenous”). Building on a founding principle of the World Health
Organization, the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (of
1999) decreed that “health is a fundamental social right, and an obligation of
the State.” Figure 2 shows Article 84 of the Constitution written on the wall
of a barrio that has long formed a center of political activity, the 23 de Enero
See Oscar Feo Isturiz, Repensando la Salud (Maracay: Universidad de Carabobo, 2003);
M. H. Jaén, El Sistema de Salud en Venezuela: Desafíos (Caracas: IESA, 2001), 95; Cathy A.
Rakowski, and George Kastner, “Difficulties Involved in Taking Health Services to the
People,” Social Science and Medicine 21 (1985): 67–75; and María Lourdes Urbaneja,
Privatización en el sector salud en Venezuela (Caracas: CENDES, 1991).
13
Gustavo Márquez, Joyita Mukherjee, Juan Carlos Navarro, Rosa Amelia González,
Roberto Palacios, and Roberto Rigobón, “Fiscal Policy and Income Distribution in
Venezuela,” in Government Spending and Income Distribution in Latin America, Ricardo
Hausmann and Roberto Rigobón, eds., 145–213 (Washington, DC: Inter-American
Development Bank, 1993).
14
Charles L. Briggs and Clara Mantini-Briggs. Stories in the Time of Cholera: Racial
Profiling during a Medical Nightmare (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).
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Figure 1. A barrio of self-constructed houses on a Caracas hillside
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Figure 2. Article 84 of the Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,
painted on a wall in the 23 de Enero neighborhood of Caracas

in Caracas. Nevertheless, the Ministry of Health and Social Services
floundered for three years after Chávez’s 1999 inauguration in its efforts to
reverse decades of policies that undermined the public health sector.15
Libertador Municipality is an autonomous local jurisdiction within the
Capital District aligned with the pro-poor administration of President Hugo
Chávez Frías. In 2003, the municipal government included an Institute for
Endogenous Development that addressed socio-economic problems.
Sociologist Rubén Alayón took a leave from the Central University of
Venezuela to become Libertador’s Director of Social Economy. Community
Worker María López articulated the Institute’s assessment of problems
confronting previous programs: “they did their planning from the outside:
The Ministry has been renamed various times. At present, it is called the Ministry for
Popular Power in Health (MPPS).
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nobody knew the barrio.” The team engaged in deep conversations with
community residents that took place in barrio neighborhoods. When
residents identified healthcare as their greatest problem, creative, laterallyorganized dialogues focused on how to provide healthcare within each
neighborhood and structure it to reflect the revolutionary principles of
solidarity and popular power.
An effort to recruit Venezuelan physicians resulted in only a small
number of applicants; reflecting their largely middle-class origins, none were
willing to live in barrios. Cuban doctors had assisted with the tragic Vargas
State mudslides of December 1999; some remained, coordinated by the
Cuban Medical Mission. Libertador Mayor Freddy Bernal initiated
discussions that resulted in an agreement to place Cuban physicians trained
in General-Integrated Medicine in Libertador barrios. When a group of 50
Cuban physicians arrived in April 2003, no infrastructure was in place.
Taking the physicians to the barrios, the Institute’s community workers
asked residents if they would be willing to provide a spare room in their
house to be used as both living and clinical space for a Cuban doctor.
Community Worker Miguel Bolívar recalled: “And the communities, when
we arrived, they said ‘He is going to stay in so-and-so’s house.’ We arrived at
so-and-so’s house. And many had made welcome signs, ‘Welcome Cuban
doctor!’ So when the doctors saw this, they were happy, right? Yes, and [the
people] didn’t even know their names or anything, but they sure were waiting
to have doctors.”
Nancy López, who hosted two of the first Cuban doctors for 18 months,
offered her house spontaneously. Lacking economic resources, she told me
how she problem-solved: “And the doctor said to me, ‘I need a cot.’ And I
said to him, ‘and where am I going to get a cot? I can find you a tabletop, and
we’ll get some beer crates, and that will make a cot.” And we put on a
mattress and sheets [borrowed from a neighbor], and he saw his patients
there just fine.” She reports that in the evenings, the Cuban doctor “was just
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hanging out with us in the living room, telling jokes.” Rather than handing
out prescriptions to impoverished patients, the physicians provided
medicines free of charge. Residents who had not been previously involved in
politics helped form health committees. Beyond helping manage the flow of
patients, members worked closely with Cuban physicians in day-to-day
planning and problem solving. Following public health practice in Cuba,
physicians spent afternoons going house-to-house; they met with families,
assessed health needs, treated patients, conducted censuses, and urged
residents to visit the clinic for preventative care. By December 2003, Plan
Barrio Adentro had gained widespread acceptance.
By 2003, a revolution that relied on Chávez’s charisma and vision rather
than armed struggle or ending elite domination had provided low-income
Venezuelans with a sense of inclusion in political life but few material
changes. Chávez sagely saw that Barrio Adentro was turning revolutionary
ideology into direct benefits, ones that resounded across barrios through
stories about saving the lives of babies and elderly patients who would never
have survived a late-night trip to a hospital. Facing a presidential referendum
in December 2004 that posed the real possibility of bringing the revolution to
an end, Chávez nationalized the project in a matter of weeks as “Mission
Barrio Adentro.”16 By December 2006, Mission Barrio Adentro (MBA)
included 23,789 Cuban doctors, dental specialists, optometrists, nurses, and
For sources on Mission Barrio Adentro, see Charles L. Briggs and Clara Mantini-Briggs,
“Confronting Health Disparities: Latin American Social Medicine in Venezuela,” American
Journal of Public Health 99 (2009): 549–555; Steve Brouwer, Revolutionary Doctors: How
Venezuela and Cuba are Changing the World’s Conception of Health (New York: Monthly
Review Press, 2011); Yolanda D’Elia, ed., Las Misiones Sociales en Venezuela: Una
Aproximación a Su Comprensión y Análisis (Caracas: Instituto Latinoamericano de
Investigaciones Sociales, 2006); Carles Muntaner, René M. Guerra Salazar, Joan Benach, and
Francisco Armada, “Venezuela’s Barrio Adentro: An Alternative to Neoliberalism in Health
Care,” International Journal of Health Services 36 (2006): 803–811; Organización
Panamericana de la Salud, Barrio Adentro: Derecho a la Salud e Inserción Social en Venezuela
(Caracas: Organización Panamericana de la Salud, 2006).
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Figure 3. An example of the octagonal primary care modules that became the
trademark of Mission Barrio Adentro I

other personnel; over 6,500 sites where patients were seen; and 2,113
primary-care stations staffed by physicians, community health workers, and
health promoters.17 Sports professionals provided the elderly with
dance/exercise classes and coached youth sports teams. This phase included
the construction of trademark octagonal structures in many neighborhoods,
affording both clinical space and living quarters for physicians (see Figure 3).
See Gobierno Bolivariano de Venezuela. Programas Sociales: Mision Barrio Adentro I.
(Accessed 27 March 2007, at http://minci.gov.ve/sociales/20/10398/mision_barrio_
adentro.html). Gobierno Bolivariano de Venezuela. Obras del Gobierno Bolivariano.
(Accessed 12 December 2006, at http://www.gobiernoenlinea.ve/ cartelera/obras40.html);
Muntaner et al. 2006.
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A second phase, instituted in 2004, established Integrated Diagnostic
Centers, Integrated Rehabilitation Centers, and High Technology Centers. A
third phase focused on upgrading hospitals and a fourth on the construction
of new hospitals. Initially, MBA included only a small number of Venezuelan
physicians, but 9,532 Venezuelan health professionals were employed by
December 2006.18 MBA personnel teach pre- and post-graduate medical
students in General-Integrated Medicine. Barrio Adentro helped provide a
model for creating other “missions” focusing on housing, education,
homelessness, food scarcity, and other issues.
Mission Barrio Adentro: The emergence and enclosure of a health
commons
Before MBA, the parameters for each new regime for the production and
circulation of knowledge about public health in Venezuela emerged in the
form of health policies fashioned on the top floor of the Ministry’s
headquarters. The dominant biocommunicable model for public health then
projected the policy’s circulation downstairs to central administrative offices
and from there to regional offices in each Venezuelan state, to municipal
offices, and finally to hospitals and other clinical sites. Ministry personnel
were instructed in the terms and practices that corresponded to the forms of
knowledge production and circulation imagined in the policy—their minds,
mouths, and bodies trained anew in this fashion. Laypersons largely heard of
this new discursive regime only when they visited clinical sites, saw the
posters projecting its new vocabulary and images, and tried to use them to
gain access to services. Regardless of their content, the process of generating
and circulating policies thus did not enclose a commons of health knowledge
so much as rendered one unthinkable from the start. Chávez named such
individuals as Gilberto Rodríguez Ochoa and María Urbaneja, who had long
See Gobierno Bolivariano de Venezuela. Obras del Gobierno Bolivariano.
http://www.gobiernoenlinea.ve/cartelera/obras40.html, consulted 12 December 2006.
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criticized the erosion of public services through privatization, to head the
health ministry. Despite their grounding in social medicine, they
inadvertently undermined the extension of the revolutionary campaign
slogan—“with Chávez, the people are in charge”—in public health during the
first four years of the Bolivarian Revolution by following this combination of
biocommunicable model and hegemonic practices.
Barrio Adentro was not medicalized, meaning that it was not defined
initially in biomedical terms, and the “expertise” of health professionals was
not privileged. Centering on developing creative approaches to intractable
social problems faced in barrios, these efforts focused on how acute social
and political inequalities were embodied. Residents identified the collapse of
public health facilities, the lack of services in poor neighborhoods, and forms
of mistreatment by Ministry personnel as key sites in which inequalities were
experienced in ideological, material, and bodily terms. Challenging them thus
formed a crucial locus for realizing the revolutionary principles of equality,
solidarity, social critique, and popular participation.
The process that engendered Barrio Adentro emerged from the creation
of a commons whose spatial ground zero initially lay in shantytowns, not
government

offices.

Rather

than

fostering

linear,

unidirectional

communicable models—whether pictured as “top-down” or “bottom-up”—
participants struggled to find new ways to combine voices and perspectives in
lateral exchanges. Forms of knowledge production ranged from the sorts of
collective, critical discussions that had previously emerged in a social
movement of the poor to jointly conducting a survey and debating its results.
A crucial factor was the role of community workers who grew up in the same
barrios and had obtained university degrees; they could effectively translate
between professional and popular registers.
Also of paramount importance was the role of health committees. Beyond
helping organize clinical services, they participated in the afternoon visits to
each home in the neighborhood. Physicians became aware of such problems
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as the lack of mobility of the elderly, prompting the recruitment of Cuban
sports trainers. These conversations—as well as the daily process of planning
and problem-solving—complemented a decentralized spatialization with an
innovative form of organizing policies temporally. Rather than a rigid
separation into “planning” and “implementation” phases,19 which precludes
the possibility of generating a commons of health knowledge production
during nearly all of a policy’s existence, the process of imagining and crafting
novel ideological, material, and embodied dimensions was continual.
Physician-patient interactions were crucial. In an interview, resident José
Romero contrasted the condescending way that middle-class Venezuelan
physicians often treated working-class patients with his surprise in finding
that Cuban doctors acted quite differently: “They treat you marvelously well:
‘Come over here, have a seat, what’s wrong?’ ‘Look, I have this.’ ‘Ah ha, you
need an X-ray, right away, please step over here’... Look, if they treat you the
way that you should be treated, it makes you want to go to the clinic.” Rather
than a condescending tu, physicians often addressed their patients with the
polite second-person pronoun usted. This health commons thus was similarly
organized across scales as the principles of equality and solidarity that shaped
MBA’s creation and daily organization were mirrored in clinical interactions.
To be sure, the Cuban physicians’ forms of practice were highly medicalized
and pharmaceutically oriented; as a result, this health commons left little
room in clinical spaces either for social medicine or alternative forms of
diagnosis or treatment.
A final feature was a continuing critical engagement with dominant
communicable models. One of the community workers reported that “The
Mayor said, ‘we need to see how there can be health on the summit of the

See Alissa Shira Bernstein, “The Making and Circulation of Health Reform Policy in
Bolivia” (Unpublished PhD dissertation in Medical Anthropology, University of California,
Berkeley, 2015), for a ethnographic analysis of the life of socialist health policies and the
effects of this planning versus implementation ideological division.
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hillside’...This was the first time that a state plan arrived where it had to go...
‘We are going to reach the last house, knock on the door, get to know them,
glad to meet you!’” Despite the designation of a terminus that lay outside the
confines of traditional Ministry spaces, such conceptions left the unilinear
directionality unchallenged. Residents turned this formulation around,
however, casting themselves not as receivers but co-creators of novel ideas
and practices.
Unfortunately, few bureaucrats got the message. This failure—along with
the socialization of most Venezuelan health professionals through highly
inegalitarian notions of doctor/patient interaction and of public health
professionals through conceptions of laypersons as in need of hypodermic
injections of health knowledge—largely condemned revolutionary models of
healthcare to a bad marriage with hegemonic biocommunicable models. An
encounter in June 2006 with an old friend brought this point home. A
dedicated proponent of the revolutionary transformation of health, he had
become the director of the National Office of Health Committees. He invited
Clara Mantini-Briggs and me to his Ministry headquarters office one
afternoon to help him prepare a PowerPoint presentation for the First
National Meeting of Health Committees. One slide boldly declared: “It is the
mission of this Office to teach el pueblo how to exercise popular power over
the health of their communities.” I gently pointed out that this formulation
reproduced a pre-revolutionary biocommunicable cartography, a cultural
map of how knowledge about health is produced, circulates, and should be
received. This cartography constructed a monolithic “State” as possessing
knowledge that must be instilled in “the people.” Clara and I gently suggested
that this top-down, linear view contradicted his office’s mission of supporting
efforts by health committees to shape healthcare in their neighborhoods. He
responded, “Oh, you’re right!” And yet, during the following hour, the
presentation’s revolutionary content was framed over and over through
biocommunicable models that projected revolutionary health perspectives as
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generated in the Ministry’s national headquarters and requiring the
mediation of clinicians for dispersal to “communities.”
Even health professionals like our friend who believe deeply in the
Bolivarian revolution seemed to be so deeply attached to the notion of
themselves as knowledge producers that they were generally unable to see the
transformation in health and health communication taking place around
them. As I noted, the myopia afforded by dominant biocommunicable
models was also reproduced by journalists in government media outlets.
Eventually forgetting how important creative, horizontally-organized
exchanges of knowledge had been to its creation and daily operation, Mission
Barrio Adentro focused increasingly on top-down planning, its work
centering on building large facilities with fancy medical technologies. The
role of health committees was increasingly eclipsed starting in 2006, and it
became less common for Cuban doctors, who eventually grew scarcer, to live
in the neighborhoods they served.
Conclusion
Argentine-Mexican medical anthropologist Eduardo Menéndez has
explored ethnographically how clinical medicine requires the labor of care
performed by laypersons outside clinical settings.20 Even as the success of
clinical medicine depends on how laypersons watch the bodies of themselves,
family members, friends, and coworkers, note potentially problematic
changes, apply treatments, and make decisions about seeking help, their labor
of care is largely ignored, criticized, or even pathologized by biomedical
professions when they enter clinical spaces. This labor of care goes hand-inhand with the work of communicating about health: the looks, conversations,
calls, and text messages that are co-produced with the labor of care. By the
time patients reach clinical spaces, acts of care and communication are piled
De sujetos, saberes y estructuras: Introducción al enfoque relacional en el estudio de la
salud colectiva (Buenos Aires: Lugar Editorial, 2009).
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up together, frequently organized in narratives that get repeated in each new
setting. Calls to 9-1-1 or doctors’ receptionists and interactions with
clinicians are structured, however, in ways that generally only allow brief lay
contributions designed to fill slots opened up and controlled by medical
personnel. Feeling denigrated by medical professionals in clinical interactions
place what I refer to as health/communicative inequities in the middle of
health inequities. As Howard Waitzkin points out, inequalities of power in
clinical settings reproduce broader economies of inequality. It is important to
add that some clinicians resist these models and practices, speaking and
listening in more open and respectful ways. Nevertheless, the displacement of
clinical judgment by “evidence-based” medicine and restrictions on the
amount of time that clinicians can spend with patients—particularly in forprofit facilities—impede the emergence of more egalitarian interactions and
prompt some clinicians to simply give up.
Progressive efforts to address massive global health inequities, such as the
highly visible work of Paul Farmer and Partners in Health, often center on
access to medical technologies.21 By collaboratively creating a commons of
health knowledge, the participants in MBA’s creation and early evolution
went on to pinpoint one of the most crucial and invisible underlying
problems: the need to confront health inequities and health/communicative
inequities simultaneously. The latter do not appear only in interactions
between patients and physicians, not to mention receptionists, nurses,
laboratory technicians, and other personnel; they also structure debates about
health policies, epidemiology, and news coverage. Health/communicative
inequities turn health—even when access to care is treated as a fundamental
social right and not a commodity enjoyed by people who have privileged
status in “the market”—into a primary site in which inequalities are
experienced. Health/communicative inequities are not only amplified by
racial, class, gender, sexual, and disability hierarchies but play a crucial role in
21
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defining them. As I noted above, health/communicative inequities affect how
clinicians assess patients, both as individuals and as members of patient
populations. Whether or not people get credit for the health and
health/communicative labor they do affects the quality of care they receive. In
keeping with Latin American social medicine and critical epidemiology,
Jaime Breilh urges us to go beyond simply describing observed health
inequalities (or “disparities”) to identify the ideological and material factors
that produce them. Health/communicative inequities play a crucial role in
producing health inequities and making them seem inevitable, casting them
as natural results of the biocommunicable failure of unhealthy populations.22
The need for a commons of health knowledge cannot be framed in terms
of individual outcomes. What is at stake here is not just stripping away
obstacles to the circulation of knowledge about individual patients but
building collaborative efforts to transform health into a site for embodying
equality and justice. Populations that face the worst health inequities also
confront the most profound health/communicative inequities. Systematically
excluding or pathologizing the observations and ideas of people experiencing
the worst health problems is not only unjust but unwise. Unfortunately, the
export of “evidence-based,” statistical, and quasi-experimental forms of
knowledge production from clinical medicine to public health constitutes
another massive step in the direction of thwarting efforts to build commons
of health knowledge.23 The early existence of Barrio Adentro in Venezuela
provides just one example that such commons exist, albeit precariously and
largely invisible to elite institutions and professionals.
Conversations with barrio residents, Cuban physicians, and community
workers provided me with the chance to experience the excitement of
participating, if peripherally, in a commons of health knowledge. This
Jaime Breilh. Epidemiología Crítica: Ciencia Emancipadora e interculturalidad (Buenos
Aires: Lugar Editorial, 2003).
23
Adams, “Evidence-Based Global Public Health.”
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chapter forms one of the after-lives of the Barrio Adentro knowledge
commons. Acknowledging the power of the lessons I learned there, I invite
readers to join in other struggles to confront health/communicative
inequities and to build commons of health knowledge. I hope to have
demonstrated here that connecting them is important for all of us.
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An African Diary
__________________

Faith Simon
Zimbabwe, Manicaland, January 12, 1986
Waited three hours for the bus to take us out of the Honde Valley and
into the Eastern Highlands, sitting among the women and children under a
Flamboyant tree. “Masikati,”1 I said as I approached. “Masikati, maswera
sei?”2

Stumbling

through

my

response

“Ndaswera

maswerawo,”3

mispronouncing every syllable, I offered greetings. There was laughter as the
“murungu”4 put her best Shona forward. These women, in their 20s and 30s,
were part of the community sanitation team and had spent the day checking
out the newly installed Blair toilets— or at least that’s what they told me,
laughing.
Later, the women danced and sang, passing the time, not seeming to
know or care when the bus would arrive. The songs were about their work—
Blair toilets,5 but mostly just the rhythmic melodies of the Shona language.
The women stood in the line dancing and clapping. The leader told the story
and all the rest joined in the refrain—“come and join us, sing with us.”
The bus came. We threw our belongings on top and crowded in. Scarcely
able to breathe, oppressed by both the heat and congestion, we rode up out of
the valley. Rolling hills, covered with unrecognizable trees and flowers and
dotted with thatched roof rhondevals.
At Penalonga,6 the bus came to a veterinary control stop. There is an
epidemic in chickens and eggs called Newcastle disease which is killing many
1
2
3
4
5
6

Good afternoon
Good afternoon, have you had a good day?
I did if you did
White person
Latrines that kept flies out, promoted by the government.
A mining village, 18 km north of Mutare
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fowl. The officers were to check the baggage for unlawfully transported birds.
Suddenly, I noticed a woman being carried off into the high grass. A nurse
needed? I ran over to find a woman giving birth to a baby boy. A few women,
including the Mbuya,7 assisted, while the men (including the father) kept well
distanced. The Mbuya was anxious for the new mother to push out the
afterbirth but first the Mbuya took a big swallow of water from a plastic
container offered up from nowhere. She spat out in the faces of the mother
and her baby, cleansing them of unwanted spirits. After this, the new mother
sat up and with the help of a friend pushing on her belly from above and
behind, expelled the placenta. In minutes the cord was cut, the baby wrapped,
and mom was on her feet. By the time the veterinary check was complete so
was the childbirth. Mom, baby, and Mbuya returned to the bus and off we
went.
Old Mutare Mission,8 February 7, 1986
Odzi Flats,9 a commercial farm, grows grapes and tobacco. Today we
went there to give immunizations to the children of the laborers. About
twenty women appeared with babies on their backs and at hand. Some of the
woman pack grapes into boxes, some inspect and clip bad ones, others work
in the fields. All have bulging biceps and strong calves and thighs. They listen
to lectures on health, oral rehydration, immunizations, oral hygiene, and ask
questions and volunteer answers. The women are very interested in health of
their children. Most looked good but one child—about 6 months old was
covered in skin lesions resembling chickenpox. Her stomach was bloated,
limbs thin and limp. Her hair so thin, she looked almost bald. I suspect she
has kwashiorkor10 and the mom was told to bring her to the hospital. She says

7
8
9
10

Granny midwife
United Methodist Mission near Mutare
Rural area, mixed farming and mining west of Mutare
Protein malnutrition
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she will—tomorrow. We lost a child this morning with kwashiorkor. He was
about three but tiny and as thin as he could be.
Old Mutare Mission Hospital, February 8, 1986
The maternity ward at Old Mutare is a busy place. There is a sense of
community among the patients and staff. The patients help and encourage
each other, share their knowledge and experience. The delivery of babies is so
normal, a usual and natural procedure, that little fuss is made.
The actual working conditions are interesting. Disposable plastic syringes
are boiled over and over again – the needles as well. Injections are often
drawn up in the same syringe, the needles though are changed for each
patient and usually picked up out of the tray with “clean” hands, yet few
abscesses are seen. Intramuscular injections are used routinely—very few IVs
are started. All the preemies get 4 hourly injections of procaine penicillin and
sometimes streptomycin. All moms with episiotomies, tears, fevers, positive
syphilis test get daily injections. This keeps the infection rate to a minimum.
Chloroquine is also given routinely after delivery.
When the beds are full (often) patients sleep on the floor. The usual
postpartum stay is one and a half days. The preemies—against all odds—
grow! Nourished by frequent tube feedings, usually breast milk, occasionally
formula for an orphan, kept at the warmer–they survive.
The babyfold11 (located just next to my little brick house)—two large
rooms, one with cribs for the older kids ages one and a half to three, another
with cots for the smaller ones open onto a courtyard, closed on three sides.
There must be nearly sixty orphans (plus about 10 or 12 in the maternity
ward until they reach 10 kg). They are well cared for. With the exceptions of
feeding and diapering times, the area is spotless. The kids seem to be in their
cribs only at sleep times, otherwise they wander about the yard. The workers
are good, caring and patient. There are frequent visitors—girls from the
11

Orphanage
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school, church groups, other workers from the Mission. The children don’t
seem to be lacking stimulation. They play, laugh, cry, act bad, act good. Some
are active, a few lethargic but overall are doing well. And the noise—from 6
AM to 6 PM—the constant sound of toddlers and babies.
Manicaland, February 10, 1986
Two trips out today for immunization clinics. The first organized by a
Village Health Worker took place under a tree on the grounds of a primary
school. A village is designated as having about fifty families. The Village
Health Worker is elected by the community and is usually a woman and
mother herself. She organizes things such as immunization days, lectures on
health promotion, sanitation, hygiene and general healthful living practices.
If lucky she works with the family planning worker (covering up to 12
villages) who gives advice about spacing children and dispenses birth control
pills. Many women have to hide pills from their husbands or find a way to
have every-three-months injections of Depo-Provera. The Village Health
Workers also have medicine to dispense—chloroquine tablets, aspirin, antidiarrheal medications, and some ointments.
We approached—two nurses, two aids, Monica (the Red Cross worker
and dental hygienist), and our driver—the early session of school was just
breaking. Due to a lack of space, some classes are held under the trees. The
fifty women and their children waited in the shade of the Msasa trees,
surrounded by the primary school children. A welcome of “Mangwanani”12
greeted us, we unloaded the scales, a bench, and immunization equipment. A
Salter scale was hung from a tree for weighing in. The kids are placed in a
cloth harness and hung from the scale. The weights are recorded on the
Zimbabwe children’s health card, graphed, then sorted into piles according to
the injection due that month. The other nurse and I sorted the cards; the

12

Good morning
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lectures were delivered. First Monica on general oral hygiene, then the family
planning specialist.
The village health worker is admired and respected by her neighbors;
she began with a chant. “Pamberi! —cleanliness!” fists raised. “Pasirai! —
dirtiness!,” thumbs down. Up with safe water, down with dysentery. Up with
immunizations, down with sickness. Then a song or two exclaiming the joys
of a healthy life. Then the lesson, all eyes on the speaker. She covered
immunization, oral rehydration therapy, toilets and bore holes. Necessary
and useful information to make life better. And then the fury of inoculating
more than sixty kids.
Our supplies loaded back into the truck, we headed off to the next stop,
ten miles further into the interior, an arid, unappealing flat land. Our task
was to give immunizations at a government clinic which lacked both a nurse
and refrigerator—the two essentials for providing immunizations. The clinic
itself was completed one month ago and is beautiful but not supplied. It is
located in a resettlement area of about 600 families. The government has
asked the mission to provide this service due to its own lack of staff. At
present the clinic is run by a medical assistant, off duty the day of our visit. In
her absence, two nursing assistants operate the clinic. Together we
immunized several hundred children.
Old Mutare Hospital, February 23, 1986
Today the hospital census was 106. We have sixty beds. It’s hard to
imagine where everyone sleeps, there’s hardly enough floor space. The floor
is concrete—blankets laid down for beds—no pillows. The count doesn’t
include the mothers of the sick children. The largest number of patients have
malaria, it’s the season, the heat scorching and mosquitoes rampant. People
present with fevers 39–41°, chills, painful joints, malaise—acutely ill. Those
most ill receive intravenous chloroquine; the IV is a 20-gauge two-inch
needle threaded into a peripheral vein and somehow maintained for 24 hours
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or so. Most, however, just get three intramuscular injections of up to 5 cc at a
time with oral therapy to follow.
Malaria is a killer, though most people seem to come around fast. A few
temperature spikes then convalescence. Those that die usually wait to come
in and have cerebral symptoms by their time of presentation.
Bronchopneumonia and bronchiectasis account for the next highest category,
both kids and adults are treated with intramuscular antibiotics. There is also
a high incidence of rheumatic heart disease (following many untreated strep
infections). The treatment is digitalis and steroids and rest to avoid acute
heart failure.
Septic skin lesions are a problem especially secondary to burns and other
trauma. Today on outreach to two commercial farms I saw a septic foot on a
child and a thumb on a woman that were nearly gangrenous. We were able to
convince the boy’s mom to go to Odzi hospital but the woman was stuck with
the responsibilities of three young children and the cattle—her husband
away, working on another farm. There was no way for her to leave—instead
she will lose the hand if she is lucky, her life if she is not.
Saint Andrews Communal Lands, April/May 1986
St. Andrews—the mission—is small, dropped right into the communal
lands (in Zimbabwe, tribal trust lands, “native reserves”) of Marange
province. There are few enough buildings and near enough kraals13 that it
feels a part of the neighboring village. A five minute walk takes us to Sekuru
Mitikiti’s compound. He’s the chief for the area and a respected man. Shona
law exists beside state law and governs society in significant ways. Chief
Mitikiki’s compound is large—it includes his house, his son’s, many cattle,
chickens, goats, huge plots of mungu beans and maize, as well as beautiful
views in all directions of the miles and miles of plateaus between the rocky
hills.
13

Cattle enclosures
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My living conditions here are very nicea comfortable house, workable
kitchen, a bedroom that feels like home (with the flare of a mosquito net
close). I share the house with Helen, an English nurse-midwife.
The day begins at 8 a.m. with morning rounds, seeing in-patients. There
are two wards, each having about ten beds and a few cribs. Today’s roster: A
two-month-old with bad pneumonia—respiratory rate 70–80, fevers down
now after one and a half days of 4 times daily cryptofen (antibiotic)
injections; a young woman threatening to abort; a 6-month-old who was
admitted weighing 4 kgs—we're fattening him up with high-protein milk,
peanut butter and cooking oil. His mom is on Thorazine to increase her milk
production. An elderly woman complaining of general aches and pains with a
grossly distended belly (obstructed? doubt it—maybe she'll feel better after an
enema), though I think she is really here just for change of scene.
On the male ward is an old man with right lower/middle lobe pneumonia
(maybe both—diagnosed by me by breath sounds, not X-ray) who is been
febrile to 39.8, on penicillin and Bactrim for four days. He is now on
chloroquine and tetracycline—I hope he improves; a little girl with measles (a
major killer here), an old man with a painful hip and fever (questionable hip
fracture/osteomyelitis) who will go to Mutare hospital (three hours away—
the nearest “real” hospital—meaning they have a lab, X-ray, OR and MDs.);
and a seventh grader with a grossly swollen foot and leg secondary to snake
bite.
In another building are sixteen waiting mothers. A tradition here: the
women come anytime from the 36th week or so and just hang out. For many
it solves the major problem of transportation but more importantly it means
a time of rest and relaxation—no other children to care for, no field work, no
husbands making demands, just the other mothers and the safety of nearby
health workers. In the maternity wing we are also caring for a premature twin
girl who is now about 4 weeks old. Unfortunately, we let the mom take the
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babies home for the weekend and the boy (over 2 kg and clearly the stronger)
died. The girl who was 1.5 kg at birth now weighs over 2 kg.
After rounds, clinic begins. Helen handles maternity and I do the hospital
and clinic. I do get to deliver a few babies but only when she is tired or
elsewhere.
On average we see about 30 clinic patients each day. The most common
complaint is septic sores, especially over the scalp and on the feet and legs.
Treatment ranges from daily intramuscular injections of penicillin to topical
antibiotics (if available) to a painting with gentian violet (the main action
being to dry up the wounds). Many people present with fevers, chills, joint
and abdominal pain, and headache, and all are treated for malaria. Bilharzia14
is very common, diagnosed by blood in the urine. It comes from the water—
unprotected bore holes and wells—but even those with safe drinking water
get it from the rivers when they wash their clothes. Fortunately, it’s easily
treatable with weekly doses of pills for three weeks but occasionally can do
damage to the kidneys. It’s much worse if the parasite gets into the GI tract.
The treatment for that is dangerous—patients must be hospitalized for it and
the sequelae are serious.
There is a lot of respiratory disease—mostly infectious although I have
seen a few chronic asthmatics. Pneumonia is frightening, here especially in
the children—many die from it. There is always trauma—lacerations, injuries
from cows’ horns, broken bones from falls or kicks from animals, burns, and
eye injuries.
Then there are all the vague complaints, abdominal pain especially.
The kinds of complaints we just can’t figure out. There is no X-ray or lab to
help decide so we ask many questions, look very hard at the patient, palpate,
auscultate, and hope we not missing anything. It’s like a puzzle with many
pieces missing.

14

A disease caused by parasites.
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Saint Andrews Mission, May 20, 1986
Helen and I were woken about 5 AM by someone in urgent need of help.
It sounded like someone with abdominal pain, maybe had been poisoned? I
ran up to the hospital (non-maternity, my responsibility) and found three
Mbuyas, a Mai and two Babas15 in the truck holding a bundle. It seems about
11 PM the woman delivered a baby girl but another baby, it’s twin, was yet to
be born. This was far over my head; I sent for Helen and proceeded to get the
woman into the delivery area. Working by candlelight with a 1950s obstetrics
textbook at our side, for the next two hours we tried to deliver the second
baby. Helen thought the position was breech, then thought she felt a cord.
The baby’s heartbeat was okay; she decided to rupture the membranes –
risking prolapsing of the cord. I had doubts but what could we do— three
hours from the nearest hospital and Sister Ann had left two hours earlier with
the ambulance to take a woman in obstructed labor to Mutare.
We ruptured the membranes and were presented with a hand! That
meant the baby was lying transverse and had to somehow be turned in utero.
In a hospital this patient would have been rushed to the operating room for a
C-section. At this point the baby was still alive although we didn’t hold much
hope. For an hour Helen tried to turn the baby—her arm in the mother’s
uterus up to her elbow. As soon as she would get the hand and arm back in, it
would fall out again. Turning the baby seemed hopeless. The only chance was
somehow to get hold of a foot/leg and pull the baby out. All this time, we
were risking rupturing the uterus—the end of both mother and baby.
Somewhere along the line, and we lost fetal the heartbeat (we had been
monitoring it with an old-fashioned horn device like the hard of hearing used
to use).
Finally, after changing position—mom in knee/chest, Helen found a foot,
but only one. Where was the other foot and how were we going to get the

15

Three traditional midwives, a mother and two men.
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baby out without breaking the hips? Finally—both legs and the breech were
delivered. But the worst was yet to come—how to get the head out.
I must mention the agony this woman was going through. The pain was
barely touched by the Demerol we'd given her yet she followed every
instruction we gave, gritted her teeth and bared through without complaint.
Back to the head. It became clear that the arms were extended up around
the baby’s head, making the bi-parietal diameter bigger and impossible to
deliver. Helen managed to pull one arm out and deliver one shoulder but the
other was lodged in. Again—many minutes of tugging and pulling while the
bottom half the baby hung limply getting colder and colder. Finally, Helen
pulled the shoulder, apparently dislocating the joint and proceeded to
struggle through delivering the head. It took many turns and pulls and
rotations and moves to get it out but out it came. The baby was alive!
I rushed off to the oxygen, my job being to resuscitate the baby while
Helen tended to mom. With a heartbeat of 40 (compared to mine at 140),
and no respiratory effort at all, the baby carried on. After about 5 minutes of
mouth-to-mouth—my mouth sealed to her face by the vernix16—she began to
breathe (about four times a minute). I felt her tiny chest and there was her
heart just speeding away at about 120. After 10–15 minutes of resuscitation,
she was on her own—good muscle tone, strong heartbeat, reflexes intact,
okay color, and admirable respirations. There wasn’t a dry eye in the house,
which was packed with Helen, me, the medical assistant (Vesta), two
traditional birth attendants (friends of the mother), and the Mbuya who had
delivered the first twin.
The twins named Kuda Kwashe (Gift of God) Faith and Kuda Kwashe
Helen are alive and well—nursing a little; we're topping them off with some
supplemental feeds, and mom is fine!

16

A cheesy covering babies have in utero.
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Later the same day
This afternoon two women walked into the clinic looking very upset. One
was the mother, the other the Mbuya of a six-day-old girl. They handed me a
tiny bundle saying she is sick—neonatal tetanus. Rather common here, it is
almost always fatal. The baby gets it from a contaminated umbilicus—either
cut with a dirty blade or from the muti (African medicine) put on the cord
stump.
This baby was premature, breech and seems to have a quite traumatic
delivery. The Mbuya says there was lots of black liquid (meconium) and that
the mother lost lots of blood. The baby weighed 1.850 kg and appears to be
about 36–37 weeks’ gestation. Mom has been feeding the baby porridge
because her suck was so poor! I think she will die—I hope it is sooner rather
than later. She is in an almost constant state of tonic seizure. If she does stop,
she begins again with the tiniest stimulation. Already her legs have become
pincushions with the frequent injections of Valium and Thorazine not to
mention penicillin, tetanus toxoid, and anti-tetanus toxin. The attempt is to
get the seizures under control with alternating 6 hourly injections of Valium
and Thorazine. She'll be fed expressed breast milk every 3 hours.
Zambia, Kafue Flats,17 July 5, 1986
Three days now on the Kafue River.18 The river is wide and meandering,
twisting and turning. At every turn a grass island or a big lagoon appears,
endless flat land covered in high grasses. Look carefully and you might see a
gray mound hidden in the grass. It looks like a rock but then there are no
rocks on these riverbanks. Suddenly the mound rises, barks and disappears
This is a vast area of swamp, lagoon and seasonal flood plain. It lies in Southern, Central
and Lusaka provinces. The flats are home to many different tribal groups including the
Batwa, Ila, Balundwe, Bemba and Lozi, all with different languages. It is also home to one of
the greatest concentrations of birds in the world.
18
I’ve now taken work in Zambia with an Adventist mission. The Kafue River is the
longest river in Zambia. It is a tributary of the Zambezi.
17
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under the water. A few minutes later you can hear the blowing or see the
spray of the hippopotamus. Last night we anchored between two lagoons,
each filled with hippos. Throughout the night we heard their calls, back-andforth barking, snoring, honking. You can see logs that suddenly change
direction against the current or just stop. But a log can’t move like that in the
water, it is a crocodile. The birds that are the most remarkable, different
kinds, different shapes and colors, different patterns of flying, playing,
courtship. Fish eagles as big as a golden or bald Eagle. Big black stork-like
birds with long yellow fishing beaks and pouches. And snakes—pythons,
adders and mambas.
The boat is called Bwenzi—it means “friend” in Nyanja.19 It’s 25 feet long
and maybe 12 feet wide. It was built for function and functional it is. Shaped
like a box—a rectangular box made of wood and fiberglass. The front is all
windows which can be screened, glassed or open. The boat is divided into
two compartments, front and back. In the front is the cockpit, living room,
dining room, men’s sleeping room, and clinic. There are two big doors
opening to the front side which serves as the main entryway. On the wall is a
cupboard and shelf where medical supplies are kept. Opposite are three
bunks built into the wall which serve as examining tables as well as beds. In a
corner is a portable gas refrigerator storing the few but important
immunizations. The back room—kitchen, women’s sleeper—is much
smaller. The center of the room is taken up by the engine. There is no sink
but we have two taps in the kitchen connected to barrels on the roof.
One barrel is full of rainwater that we use for drinking. The other two
barrels are river water pumped up as we go. The river water is for washing
and cooking, it is collected from the middle of the river where it’s relatively
free from bilharzia and other contaminants. I think we are fooling ourselves.
Our electricity for light also comes from the solar cells. We are usually able to
have about 1 hour of light in the evening and 1 hour in the early morning.
19

A Bantu language.
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Two of the kitchen walls are lined with shelves which store jars of pau pau,
beans, peas, tomatoes, grains and beans—our vegetarian diet. On the roof
and in various corners and underneath spaces, fresh fruit and vegetables are
stored for the four-week journey.
There are 5 of us. The captain is Maurice. He is about 30 years old and
has been running the river for about 2 years. He is the boss in no uncertain
terms, his word goes. Bruno is young–early 20s and sort of dull. Waterson,
married with a few children at home, is the most serious crew member.
Stella—my age, single (for the time being–involved with Maurice), is
neurotic, raised in a strict Seventh Day Adventist family.
They see the world as a place of temptation and sin and live for
redemption. Their missionary work is informed by this. They offer clothes,
but for reasons of modesty—civilizing the locals who walk around with
breasts exposed. They listen only to “sacred” music—my tapes are not
allowed. They read only the Bible and Adventist books. I was asked to
remove my earrings, an indication of a bad woman. The women wear only
dresses or skirts; women must look like women and men like men.
We do medical missionary work but the emphasis is on bringing the
word of God to these people. The clinic is sparsely stocked; I was told it was
all there—all complete. So I find myself without injectable antibiotics, topical
antiseptics, no asthma medications. Because the priority is bible teaching and
evangelizing. We are quite well stocked with Seventh Day Adventist (SDA)
literature.
Kafue Flats, July 11, 1986
We wake early, before the light appears. The first job is to prepare
breakfast, women’s work, Stella and I do it. Stella boils water for washing our
faces, starts the porridge and soy milk cooking (no dairy products allowed),
and dresses. I dress, pack away my bed and cut up fruit and bread. The men
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dress and wash in the dining room—hot water is handed through a partially
closed door all—eyes closed.
Breakfast over. Maurice, the pilot, takes his seat, pulls anchor, starts the
motor and we are off. It is a short ride to the next village. The villages are
generally similar. There are huts made of grass and reeds, occasionally with
walls covered with dagga—mud and water plaster—but mostly just grass.
Some villages have areas of land that are dry enough in summer to grow
maize. When the river is high, the only transport is the river and the people
are dependent on the river traders. One thing in common to all villages are
racks for drying fish. Fish are the villager’s survival. They live on it and sell it
as their only product.
There are 17 families living in this village. The headman lives on the
highest ground. In the rainy season much of the village is underwater and
those flooded take their belongings— blankets, pots and pans—and move to
higher ground. The position of headman passes down through nephews. It is
believed that since the headman’s sons enjoy special privileges, it is the sons
of his brothers and sisters who will inherit the position.
The Bwenzi is popular. The boat brings the only available healthcare. The
level of health is okay, though I imagine I am missing a great deal. Malaria is
common and people like to have a supply of chloroquine. The older folks
complain of arthritis-type pain and get some relief with aspirin. The children
have coughs, sneezes and ear aches but I haven’t seen any kwashiorkor or
marasmus.20
Most people want to be examined for the fun of it—a break in their
routines and a chance to see the inside of the Bwenzi. I listen to everyone’s
chest, look in their ears, feel their bellies— no pathology but satisfied
patients.
I do antenatal checks on the pregnant women and give tetanus shots and
iron pills–really the main contribution to the health of these villages. The
20
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clinics are fun, slow paced, and a chance to look at and talk to the people of
the Flats.
With the exception of one crew member who stays with me to interpret,
the crew is out evangelizing. They do church services, bible study classes, and
sing songs—spreading their view of the gospel.
The Kafue Flats is a huge flat marshland with few trees and fuel is hard to
come by. In the dry season cattle come from far away farms to graze the rich
grasses here, and cow dung is used for fuel. But this is gone by August so
people depend on fuel brought in for them. We carry a small amount but two
other river launches do the bulk of bringing in supplies. One—the Myo Wina
(“Good Life”) is a United Methodist Mission launch that brings general
goods and with the SDA sets up shops. The shopkeepers—all SDAs—act as
the village church leaders, healthcare providers, and school teachers. The
other boat, sponsored by a Canadian peace corps-type organization, brings in
bulkier supplies like fuel, building materials, sand to build up a mound for
building structures upon, plus flour, etc. Hard to imagine how these people
survived before these three boats came on the river.
Next the clothing sale. The boat carries bags of donated clothing from the
US to sell at “reasonable” prices to help defray the cost of diesel. For villagers
who used to wear next to nothing, the clothes are the ultimate in Bwenzi
offerings. The scene is complete chaos as each ZK10021 in clothes is sold to
the 100 or so villagers. Each purchaser displays her dress or blouse or the new
baby clothes. We “knock off” about 5 PM as the sun sets. We find a quiet
place to park—out of the hippopotamus path.
Kafue Flats, July 16, 1986
Halfway through the trip now. The Flats have been a place of refuge for
warring factions from deeper into the country. A result is that the villages are
mixed and in a single village of say 100 people there may be five languages
21
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spoken. I think the population of the Flats is about 30,000. The Bwenzi only
visits a few of these villages.
The striking thing is the generally good level of health. Although the
people are poor, their diet is substantial and balanced. I see no malnutrition
and few chronic diseases. This is in spite of the horrid sanitation setup. The
riverbank most easily accessible to the houses serves as the toilet, washing
place for clothes, fish, bodies, the reservoir for drinking water, and the
garbage dump. Yet no typhoid, no bilharzia, and just a bit of malaria.
I saw a man yesterday—the most ill of any patient so far. A chronic
tuberculosis patient since 1969, he was emaciated and looked at death’s door.
His complaint was a swollen leg for one month. The man had been unable to
move off his bed in this tiny dark room all that time. He had an enormous
cellulitis and probably osteomyelitis that caused a swelling bigger in
circumference than the rest of his body. I gave him a few antibiotic injections
and pills, tried to treat his anemia and advised hospitalization. What he
wanted (rightfully so) was something to help him die easier. I had nothing.
Soweto, Republic of South Africa, August 25, 1986
Baragwanath Hospital, Soweto, a gigantic teaching hospital with 3,000
beds. It’s huge and unmanageable. I walk around freely including viewing
GYN surgery, the most amazing emergency room I've ever seen and into
offices–no questions asked. Healthcare management comes under three
different authorities based on what service it is, i.e. hospital authorities are
separate from clinical authorities which are separate from ambulance
services. etc. Then come the separate authorities according to race. One
department fights the next. Few hospital workers are organized; to strike is
illegal for nurses and non-classified workers (there was a strike last year,
however, long and bitter). Job stratification is by color almost without
exception.
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Two systems public and private exist alongside each other with attendant
contradictions. White healthcare is good—technically advanced, wellequipped. Baragwanath is a teaching hospital so black care is not so bad;
elsewhere it is wretched. The emphasis is on curative medicine ignoring
preventative and wellness. There are various attempts to recognize and
correct this—good and bad.
Went to a rural area with white public health nurses. They are beautifully
equipped with well stocked mobile clinics and a program of immunization
and family planning. There were two stops—a nursery where we immunized
the children of black agricultural workers, and a school—where all the girls
over 12 were dismissed from class to receive birth control information. After
the lecture the girls lined up to receive injections of Depo-Provera (regardless
of whether or not they were sexually active). I asked if white girls use the
same contraception, was told “of course not–they take pills!”
But there are progressive projects going on. The medical students from
Wits University, for example, waged a massive immunization campaign in
Alexandria Township a few months ago when an outbreak of polio occurred.
Kwazulu-Natal Province, RSA, September 6, 198622
Spent the day yesterday visiting workers from RK Khan hospital with a
community health organization attempting to organize in Chatsworth23—the
largest Indian township in the country. The group works together with a
union to organize unclassified workers, cleaners, maintenance, security, and
porters. We paid house to house visits to invite the workers and their families
to an event including health screening, entertainment, and discussion of
working conditions.

State of Emergency since June. Repression, no public meetings, no leaflets, no rallies,
huge numbers of people detained.
23
Suburb of Durban, created in 1960s to house Indian population.
22
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The organizing of health workers is just beginning here, although there is
a history of militant health workers’ actions. Few health workers are in
unions and their conditions reflect it. 70% of the workers we visited (all
together about 30 families) were women, over age 40, quite a few were
looking at retirement. On average they earn about Rand 50 a week, work long
hours, six days, do very heavy work, and are classified as temporary workers.
Despite the fact that these women have at least five years in and most more
like 15–16 years (the hospital has only been open for 16 years) they remain
classified as temporary workers and lose on all sorts of benefits that the more
privileged “permanent” workforce gets (nurses, doctors and technicians).
A major issue among the people I met was pensions. The Natal Provincial
Authority, the governing body for the hospital is denying these workers their
pensions by offering them either a lump sum (at one half of their
accumulated benefits) at 10 years’ service—they must then quit (maybe to be
rehired but with no seniority) or take Rand 100 per month at age 65—not
enough even for rent, let alone to live on.
Ciskei, September 12, 1986
Trudy Thomas24 is a South African physician who has developed a
community health department at the Cecilia Makiwane Hospital in the
Ciskei. Ciskei is a “independent home land” created by the South African
regime in order to maintain a labor supply at the least possible expense. It is
situated on the Indian Ocean between East London and Port Elizabeth and
extends inland. The people are Xhosa.
Despite an almost complete absence of funds, Trudy has over the past five
years built up an admirable community health scheme. With money donated
from the US and Europe, she has developed a system of clinics, crèches, food
distribution services, with village healthcare workers that seems to be
operating efficiently and effectively. I visited two clinics where the doctor
24
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paid a bimonthly visit. Both clinics were run by sisters (nurses) and operate
much the way rural clinics work in Zimbabwe; patients are seen by nurses
and referred back for the occasional MD visits for problems like seizure
disorders, hypertension, diabetes, and high risk children.
The high risk program is particularly good. Children identified in this
category include those with birth defects, babies that have been abandoned
by their moms and left with various family members, malnourished kids, the
victims of abuse. The village health worker establishes a relationship with the
caretaker and visits are made weekly to the clinic. On default they are actually
sought out and brought in. Trudy has managed to find money for milk,
mealie meal, and even R 10 cash gifts (a drop in the bucket but enough to buy
some paraffin and salt for cooking). There are day care centers in the
countryside providing an “enriched environment” and more importantly
three full meals for children recovering from kwashiorkor.
The usual problems of an overcrowded poor rural area are all intensified
by the particular conditions of South Africa. The population of the Ciskei is
made up mostly of women, children and old people. In the rural areas this is
almost exclusively so, as all the young men and women must go to the city to
find work and may get home only at holidays to see their families, if at all. A
result is that the countryside is full of abandoned women and their children,
and dependent older people. This means pain and suffering for the families;
it also means there are few able-bodied people to organize community work
like plowing gardens, building clinics, or digging toilets.
Soweto, October 15, 1986
Back in Soweto. The chief matron of the Soweto Community Health
Department at Baragwaneth takes me on a guided tour of the township with
visits to three clinics. Here two months ago, wandering around Bara, I
stumbled upon her office and introduced myself. She suggested I call on my
way back through Johannesburg.
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We started at the squatters’ camp near Mfolo. Here, below the flood line,
is a tiny area surrounded by daggas, two thousand “homes” have been
established, one-room boxes of corrugated zinc or tin with a wooden door,
sometimes a window. An estimated 15,000 people live here. I saw two sets of
six portable toilets and two rows of eight taps for water. An environment that
breeds disease and death. The squatters come from farms where they were
kicked off the land, replaced by high-tech farming machinery.
Health service in Soweto is overwhelmingly curative; in this they're
relatively successful. The quality of healthcare seems good, the facilities brand
new. We visited three different clinics. The smallest, Orlando, has two
doctors and ten primary health nurses (practitioners) who do the consulting.
They see the patients—diagnose, prescribe and treat. They do antenatal care
but have no facilities for deliveries. Next in size was Diepklof which sees 300
patients per day and has a 24-hour midwife-obstetric unit. All uncomplicated
deliveries, including prima gravidas,25 are done at these day hospitals; mother
and baby go home soon after delivery. There is supposed to be a 6-hour
observation after delivery but transport leaves at 9am and 4pm regardless of
when you deliver.
Zola clinic located in the heart of Soweto has capacity for 2,000 patients
per day. It’s state-of-the-art, better than anything I've seen in the US—
obviously designed with nurses input, sensible, planned, efficient and
appealing. In addition to an obstetric midwife unit, this clinic houses an
operating theater where short stay surgeries are done. Unfortunately, staff see
only about 500 patients per day. The Matron tells me they can’t find
physicians willing to come into this part of the Township every day. None of
these clinics have 24-hour emergency services—a major shortcoming in this
period of continual brutality by the South African Police and the South
Africa Defense Force in the township.

25
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Stories

A Snake, a Flame, William Blake
Apprentice and Master
______________

T.J. Clark
Just occasionally in Blake’s engravings there are pictures within pictures,
and we get a glimpse of the life he thought images might lead in a better
world. The most moving of these visions is Plate 20 of Blake’s Illustrations of
the Book of Job. Job has survived his doubts and torments, and is telling the
story to his daughters—in an earlier watercolour, they hold the instruments
of Poetry, Painting, and Music. No doubt the young women are taking their
father’s narrative to heart, and in due course will rephrase it in terms
appropriate to their arts: the lute and lyre are in the margins of the plate,
ready to be strummed. But the first form of the story is visual: Job sits in a
circular room—or maybe it is ten or 12-sided—and points towards two
frescoed roundels on the walls left and right. Neither is unequivocally an
episode from Job’s life—they could be analogous scenes from the story of the
Fall—but the square panel over his head is no doubt a version of “Then the
Lord answered Job out of the Whirlwind.” (It combines and condenses
elements of Blake’s previous engraving of the subject.) As so often in Blake,
the balance between positive and negative in the scene as a whole is
precarious: Job is central and patriarchal (“their Father gave them
Inheritance among their Brethren”), and there is more than a touch of the
baleful exhausted God-the-Father to him, heavy lids, pointing fingers and all.
But there cannot be any doubt that the basic form and function of the room,
with its echoes of the early-nineteenth-century diorama (it is important that

This essay was originally written after viewing the 2015 exhibit William Blake: Apprentice
and Master (Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, UK) and first appeared in the London Review of
Books, 2015.
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Plate 20 of Illustrations of the Book of Job (1825)
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the plate was engraved in 1825), were meant to strike the viewer as
wonderful—all-enveloping. Here were images at work.
Blake traveled in his dreams to Egypt and Assyria, and came across vast
paintings on temple walls. “Those wonderful originals seen in my visions,
were some of them one hundred feet in height; some were painted as
pictures, and some carved as basso relievos… The Artist wishes it was now
the fashion to make such monuments, and then he should not doubt of
having a national commission to execute these two Pictures [he has in mind
The spiritual form of Nelson guiding Leviathan and, alas, The spiritual form of
Pitt guiding Behemoth] on a scale that is suitable to the grandeur of the
nation… in high finished fresco, where the colours would be as pure and as
permanent as precious stones.” The ambition is breathtaking, its objects less
so. I would like to believe David Erdman that even Pitt guiding Behemoth is
meant as Satanic allegory, with its naked British hero putting, as always, an
angelic face on Chaos and Non Entity. But I have my doubts. Perhaps the
verdict of time on the Pitt and Nelson pictures—the one, to use Blake’s words
of another painting from the time, “laboured to a superabundant blackness’
and the other ruined later on by the Thames in flood—should be respected.
No one confronted by the Illustrations of the Book of Job, a selection from
which is one of the high points of the Ashmolean’s current exhibition, will be
in two minds, I hope, as to the power of Blake’s visual imagination, and the
brilliance—if you look at the shimmer of surfaces in Job’s picture gallery, all
done in tight engraved line, the visual root of the metaphor comes back to
life—of his technique. But “I hope” is a token of some viewer’s doubts.
Harold Bloom, at the beginning of his Blake’s Apocalypse (still a marvelous
guide), has this disarming aside:
I have slighted Blake’s illustrations to his engraved poems, though to
do so is to go against Blake’s intentions … Blake’s poems, especially
his epics, seem to me the best poetry in English since Milton, but
about Blake’s illustrations my judgment is uncertain. Some of them
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seem to me very powerful, some do not; but I am in any case not
qualified to criticize them. As a critic I have tried to be true to my
own experience in reading and enjoying Blake for fifteen years, and
my experience is that the poems are usually quite independent of
their illustrations. Contrary views to my own can be found very easily.
There is no doubt a preference for word over image underlying Bloom’s
verdict. “The illustrations to The Book of Urizen,” he says later, “are among
Blake’s finest, and have been more admired than the poem itself, which
nevertheless is superior to them. Even the frighteningly self-absorbed stony
old man of the famous frontispiece is not really adequate to Blake’s
magnificent conception.” I want immediately to quarrel with the judgment,
and in any case to say that extracting the frontispiece from the overall texture
of images in the book, and then deciding that it does not measure up to the
poem’s whole dialectic, is patently unfair.
But Bloom’s general judgment won’t go away, and I am not at all sure
that we have an answer to it as regards Blake as an artist: a critical answer,
that is, a set of descriptions and evaluations, arguing not just about the
sources and period character of Blake’s image-making but its aesthetic and
cognitive power. Of course I see why we flinch from the task. Art historians
(and I guess these days most literary professionals) are stony-faced at
Bloom’s “best poetry in English since Milton” and suchlike, and would not be
caught dead ranking Blake as a painter and draughtsman against Reynolds or
Fuseli or even his older contemporary Goya. (The Black Paintings and The
Book of Urizen seem to me to inhabit comparable worlds.) But Blake himself,
we know, would have understood and sympathised immediately with
Bloom’s terms, if not his opinions, and regarded the scholars’ stony faces as
just the latest disguise put on by Reynolds-type good taste.
Could there ever be a criticism of Blake as an image-maker that set itself
the same task as the critics of his verse—as Middleton Murry and Frye and
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“Los and Orc” (c. 1791)

Bloom and Erdman (or in a different register, Eliot and Leavis)? I don’t see
why not, though the power of the poetry will always overshadow it. One
possible starting point for such a criticism has always seemed to me a small
watercolour belonging to Tate Britain, entitled—usually with a question
mark—Los and Orc. Identities, even if here the two names from Blake’s
mythology seem to apply, are difficult. Let us agree to call Los the figure of
imaginative and political energy in human history as Blake conceived it, and
Orc that same energy taking revolutionary form, often with blood on its
hands. It is not clear what Blake thought about the blood at precisely the time
he painted the watercolour, probably in the early 1790s, and even less clear
what Los (here or in general) thinks. If the French Revolution was in
question—and how could it not be?—then the year or month the painting
was done would make a difference. Orc in the picture is manacled, somewhat
weakly, four times to the earth (perhaps one of the manacles is hammered
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into a boulder.) Orc may in Blake’s view be essentially Los’s doing, Los’s
emanation, but Los may also in some sense—literal or mental—have forged
the manacles. The bloody form of revolution may be a product of the
imprisonment. The marvelous attentiveness and horror of Los’s body—it
puts most other “neoclassical” dumb shows utterly to shame, I think—tells
the story. The yellow of the earth is Los’s openness and electricity, the black
smudge on the hillside their repression. The yellow in particular—and its
second appearance as a ghost on the hilltop next to the oily sea—is a stroke of
genius. Los’s hands are a similar triumph. The way they catch the light and
shade, and the way they touch the top edge of the paper, further electrifying
the pictorial field—these reach back to Marcantonio’s engravings after
Raphael and outdo them.
Blake scholars tend to be interested in the little painting because of its
date. The evidence points to its having been done early in the 1790s, perhaps
as early as 1791, which could suggest that Los and Orc emerged first as ideas
for Blake in visual form, ahead of their elaboration in verse. (But who knows
how many drafts of Europe and America have been lost?) Certainly the
figures in Los and Orc recur (reversed by the printing process) as main actors
in a scene at the start of America, published in 1793. There the shadowy
daughter of Urthona—Beauty, Sexuality, Repression—joins Los in bewailing,
which means also celebrating, red Orc’s “everywhere in chains.” Terror is
close. It is not clear in the watercolour whether Los is recoiling guiltily from
Orc’s agony or is afraid the manacles will tear from their sockets. “Compell
the poor,” says Urizen, reading from his book of brass, “to live upon a Crust
of bread, by soft mild arts’:
Smile when they frown, frown when they smile, and when a man
looks pale
With labour & abstinence say he looks healthy and happy;
And when his children sicken, let them die; there are enough
Born, even too many, & our Earth will be overrun
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Without these arts.
Parson Malthus is on Blake’s mind. But stop. I believe my comparisons
and quotes are apposite, yet I have nonetheless reproduced in the last
paragraph what seems to me the problem with criticism of Blake as an artist.
All critics of the poet’s visual imagery, wishing to understand what they are
looking at and feeling the weight of Blake’s words close by, inevitably turn to
them for guidance. The poetry begins to enfold the image; it frames and
informs it; it claims the image as an extension or intensification of prophecy.
But is this what matters in the watercolour? I think not. The image is great
not by reason of what it may mean but by reason of its distinctness, its
emptiness, the ferocious boundedness of its imagining of a (non-)meeting of
bodies. And to say this, we know, is to follow Blake himself.
“A Spirit and a Vision are not, as the modern philosophy supposes, a
cloudy vapour, or a nothing: they are organized and minutely articulated
beyond all that the mortal and perishing nature can produce”: this is Blake
addressing his public in 1809. “He who does not imagine in stronger and
better lineaments, and in stronger and better light than his perishing mortal
eye can see, does not imagine at all.” “Nature has no Outline, but Imagination
has.” “The more distinct, sharp, and wiry the bounding line, the more perfect
the work of art… How do we distinguish one face or countenance from
another, but by the bounding line and its infinite inflexions and movements?
What is it that builds a house and plants a garden, but the definite and
determinate … Leave out this line, and you leave out life itself.”
Again, there are dangers here. Blake’s theory of art is one thing, his
practice another. The “bounding line” in Los and Orc is a flexible, pragmatic
invention, shifting in and out of focus as the whole image dictates. The right
edge of Los’s body has many possible positions in space: “movements”
overtake it. Orc’s torsion and compression come out of—are an expression
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of—the darkness pressing down on him. The darkness is as “indeterminate”
as watercolour can be.
But let us interpret the bounding line, and the ideals of distinctness and
“minute articulation” proposed in Blake’s writings, as broadly—as
undogmatically—as Blake himself did, brush or burin in hand. Los and Orc is
a prototype. Everything I have said of its treatment of edge, space, and colour
remains true of the best of Blake’s later achievements in painting: true to God
Judging Adam and Hecate and The House of Death, or the intricate tonal
mosaic of David Delivered out of Many Waters, or the delicate space-making
colour of The Death of the Virgin, or the brutal symmetries of The
Blasphemer. Nonetheless, it is still the case that between Blake as poet and
Blake as maker of pictures there remains an enormous, discomfiting gap. For
Blake is not a “visual” poet. That is to say, his concreteness is not descriptive,
not attached to the specifics of appearance. “If the doors of perception were
cleansed, every thing would appear to man as it is, infinite./For man has
closed himself up, till he sees all things thro’ the narrow chinks of his cavern.”
The eye is one such chink. Blake’s poetry is out to ironise eyesight—in other
words, boundedness and identity—in order to have the forms of infinity flash
up before us as only language can have them flash. Blake’s poems are songs,
dependent on the power of word or cadence to evoke, for a moment, the full
particular that makes one state of the human present, before, inexorably, the
line and argument move on; or improvised epics, likewise carried most
powerfully by the timbre of the singer’s voice, always bewildering and
repetitive, pushing impatiently forward, impelled by an unexpectedness (a
peripeteia) to come. Neither lyric nor epic need, or want, to dwell on what the
world exactly looks like. The rose is sick, not red, multifoliate, or blown at the
edges (well, “crimson” does get a brief nod); its predicate invites essentially
the question why; and the next line of verse, without spelling out the
connective, provides an answer.
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Page 12 of “Europe” (1794)
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Writing in Blake, then, races past us, conjuring possibilities, positing and
liquidating identities. “I am like an atom/A Nothing left in darkness, yet I am
an identity/I wish & feel & weep & groan.” “He saw the indefinite space
beneath & his soul shrunk with horror/His feet upon the verge of Non
Existence.” ‘she rose up e’er the dawn of day/… drawn thro unbounded
space/Onto the margin of Non Entity.” The verge of Non Existence is Blake’s
territory.
Pictures are different. But I make a distinction here, as I think Blake did,
between pictures and “illuminations.” The Illustrations of the Book of Job
affirm, at the end of Blake’s career, exactly this difference between “picture,”
meaning framed and determinate scene, bodies within it all shimmering with
substance and wonderfully “closed up,” and a contrary use of visual form,
more open, random and decorative. This latter formal language, of which
Blake was certainly also master, is writing’s visual accompaniment and
extension. The great pages of Europe, displayed on one wall at the
Ashmolean, are an example. In the best of them Blake’s visions live happily in
the margin of the text, their various sinuous or reticulated identities—a vine,
a worm, a spider’s web, a flyspeck, a snake, a flame—sucked into writing’s
(non-)space and treading the air between sense and nonsense. I remember
that when I taught Blake in the 1990s, back in the high times of
deconstruction, it was above all the damage illumination of this kind often
did to Blake’s “punctuation” that the new critics seized on: a comma
becoming a bird’s wing (or maybe not) and a swarm of insects swallowing a
full stop and putting parts of speech in doubt. It seemed liberating, this
constant insubordinate flicker at the edge of Scripture. But I think it only one
side of the story. There is still in the Job illustrations, clearly, a main ‘scene”
on the page, marked off from the margins by a four-square frame, and within
the scene itself there are Job’s frescoes inside their roundels. Image and Word
are distinct. The margins in the series are all strong and subversive, twisting
and fragmenting the words from the Bible (often much more so than in Plate
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20); but the picture still stands apart from them, its solidity intact. Ideas of
boundedness and high definition are essential.
These matters become less polarized, I think, if we try to escape from the
notion that boundedness and determinacy in Blake have to do necessarily
with line. Both my main examples so far—the Job series and Los and Orc—
show that this is not true. “Outline” in Blake is a word for distinctness and
salience, however arrived at. Distinctness is above all a property of space.
And, more particularly and technically, it seems to issue from Blake’s strange
and elaborate printmaking process—his endless experiments with the matter
of “relief.” Michael Phillips, curator of the Ashmolean show, has spent years
trying to fathom—even to reproduce—the deep mysteries of Blake’s
procedure. The actual recession or shallowness of the etched parts of the
plate; the nature of its inking; the pressure of his press; the elaborateness of
Blake’s “retouching” in ink or chalk or rough kinds of tempera—all these
remain hard to be sure of. The central chapters of Phillips’s catalogue are
admirably dogged in pursuit of the artist’s methods, but one hears the great
Satan’s laughter in the background. “This I shall do by printing in the
infernal method, by corrosives, which in Hell are salutary and medicinal,
melting apparent surfaces away.” The infernal method keeps its secrets.
Phillips, looking round for contemporary testimony, quotes from a
reminiscence by Frederick Tatham, who saw Blake at work towards the end
of his life. What he says aids understanding of prints made much earlier. The
great “final state” of the 1795 The House of Death, borrowed for the Oxford
show from the Fitzwilliam, seems to open itself to Tatham’s description.
(Millboard, which gets a mention in passing, is a thick paper of the kind often
used to bind books: Blake used it sometimes instead of copper as his
support.)
He painted roughly and quickly, so that no colour would have time to
dry. He then took a print of that on paper, and this impression he coloured
up in water-colours, repainting his outline on the millboard when he wanted
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The Fitzwilliam Museum’s print of “The House of Death” (1795)

to take another print. This plan he had recourse to, because he could vary
slightly each impression; and each having a sort of accidental look, he could
branch out so as to make each one different. The accidental look they had
was very enticing.
Tatham makes clear in another letter that the “accident” was not just a
spur to variation from Blake’s point of view, but a quality in itself, which the
artist for some reason wanted and then elaborated. “There was a look of
accident about his mode which he afterwards availed of, and tinted so as to
bring out and favour what was there rather blurred.”
The Ashmolean show has three versions of The House of Death hung in a
row—it is tremendous to see them together. One of them, from the British
Museum, is a little muted, possibly faded with time; but the other two, from
Tate and the Fitzwilliam, are strong instances of the “each one different”
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Tatham describes. My guess is that the Fitzwilliam print is the last of the
three: I certainly think it is the best. That is to say—trying to put together
Tatham’s insights and Blake’s own more relentless statements of intent—it is
the one that strikes the most complex balance between a “look of accident”
and ‘stronger and better lineaments… stronger and better light.”
In The House of Death Blake is illustrating some grisly lines from Paradise
Lost:
A lazar-house it seemed, wherein were laid
Numbers of all diseased, all maladies
Of ghastly spasm…
Dire was the tossing, deep the groans; Despair
Tended the sick, busiest from couch to couch;
And over them triumphant Death his dart
Shook, but delayed to strike, though oft invoked
With vows, as their chief good, and final hope.
So the traditional title of the print is euphemistic: this is more “The
House of the Death that Refuses to Come.” Despair takes up position to the
right of the scene, holding a knife but too stupefied to use it. In the
Fitzwilliam print there is no sign of Milton’s darts (which appear in the Tate
version as shards of ice) and Death’s instrument looks to be simply a scroll: it
is written, says the scroll-bearer, when your agony will end. God-the-Father
and Death are conflated. Once again, as in Los and Orc, a set of flexed fingers
(those of the victim in spasm closest to us) pulls us into the pantomime. Godthe-Father has his wrinkled eyes closed, but not, one senses, out of
compassion.
I know that the word “relief” in this context has an intolerable double
meaning, but the triumph of the Fitzwilliam version is technical: it depends
on the creation of a space fully appropriate to the appalling subject-matter.
There is much more colour in the Fitzwilliam print than in Tate’s or the
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British Museum’s—above all, an invading fiery red. It seems to be consuming
a huddled sufferer in the right background. And there are more decisive deep
darks, holding and floating Death on his cloud. Death’s hyper-patriarchal
beard, whose locks in the Tate version seem individually combed and
arranged as by a cosmic hairdresser, is now cut off abruptly by the cloud of
fire. Colour and edge conspire finally to put God nowhere—in a dreadful
non-proximity to the humans he won’t help. Spatially, again—as with Los
and Orc, but now on a grander scale, and deploying with utter certainty a
baffling range of techniques—Blake thinks his subject through to the bitter
end. The tension between sharp unforgiving salience and volatile,
smouldering, blotted “atmosphere” is stretched almost to breaking point. A
pale halo insists on Despair’s idiocy. The sufferers catch reflections from
Urizen’s fire. The bottom edge of Death’s beard is as sharp as an axe.
It seems to me tragic that art of this stature, which in English art is such a
rarity, remains in practice a thing “off to one side.” In a sense, of course, that
is where it belongs. Blake was a revolutionary (and counter-revolutionary)
craftsman. He came out of the world of London sectaries. His trade was basic
to his world-view. He is as separate from the main line of gentility as any
English artist has ever been. Previous ages may often have been cloying in
their worship of the master, but at least at their best they tried to respond to
his challenge. Nowadays, standing in the “1915” gallery at Tate Britain (the
octagon next to the bookshop), it is hard to remember that here the walls
were once packed tight with tier on tier of Blake’s paintings, with through the
door Palmer and Fuseli and Flaxman as comparison. (The mosaic floor of the
Blake Room, covered in aphorisms drawn from The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell, is still underfoot as reminder. My guess is that the room’s early 20thcentury designer had Job’s diorama specifically in mind.) In the new Tate
Blake is confined to an eyrie at the end of the Turner wing, up stairs most
visitors miss. Perhaps in time he will come back to his non-place—central,
minatory and inassimilable—in the story of British art.

London‘s London
Working-Class Composition in William Blake’s Poem
________________________

Peter Linebaugh
There is only one thing which interests me vitally now, and that is the
recording of all that which is omitted in books. Nobody, so far as I
can see, is making use of those elements in the air which give direction
and motivation to our lives. Only the killers seem to be extracting
from life some satisfactory measure of what they are putting in.
—Henry Miller, Tropic of Cancer (1934)
On November 6, 1793, around midnight Jacob Jeggett, a lodging house
keeper, with the help of one of his lodgers, “Old Bill,” dragged the fevered
person of John Dullen down several flights of stairs, out the door, into the
midnight street, and dumped him on the second step of the Plumber’s Arms,
closed at the time, leaving him there to die, near where the Thames does
flow.1
Mary Clark lived across the street in Rose Lane, Spitalfields. She was
waiting up for her husband to come home when she heard a groan and
looked out the window. “For God’s sake bring down the light,” someone said.
She put on her bonnet and cloak, and then went outside and spoke to the
ailing man asking where he was from. “He strove very hard to speak but
could not.” He fell down the step into the middle of the road. “I spoke to him
again, he could not speak; he threw his hands three times, and said, O, O
dear!” and died after “a convulsion fit.”
Mary Clark’s daughter said:

1
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a little before twelve o’clock, I was going out for a pint of beer and I
see Mr. Jeggett come by with a man; I was in Rose Lane standing by
my mistress’s door” in Brick Lane, Spitalfields.
Q. Who is your mistress?
One Sarah Mountain, she lives not far from my mother; Jeggett lives
in Catherine-wheel-alley.
Q. Was this further than your mother’s from Catherine-wheel-alley or
nearer?
Nearer.
Q. Is your mistress’s door numbered?
Yes, No. 22.
A significant detail. Beginning in 1792 and finishing in 1799 under the
direction of the cartographer Robert Horwood, a group of surveyors mapped
London in such detail that every house for the first time would be shown with
its numbering. The resulting map was engraved and published in 32 charts.
The project was supported by insurance companies and it became an
instrument for the Post Office. It made possible in unprecedented detail
surveillance and identification. Although every house apparently is included,
the numbering was never completed. Thus, in a literal sense these are
chartered streets. This was at a time of intense government invigilation of the
East End, “the unruly and populous districts,” led by Patrick Colquhoun, the
police magistrate, exercising the new powers of the 1792 Police Act.2
Dullen lived on the second floor of the lodging house in a room with five
beds. Arthur Driver, a lame wounded seaman, slept in the bed next to that of
the deceased. He said Dullen had a very strong fever “by his sweating and
shaking.” A journeyman shoemaker named William Hooper living in White
Lion Yard, Whitechapel, knew Dullen to have been ill for a week, drinking
Grant David Yeats, A Biographical Sketch of the Life and Writings of Patrick Colquhoun
(1818), 18–19.
2
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nothing for two or three days. He suffered from a “fever because his lips were
all of a scale and all about his mouth; they peeled.” This would help to explain
why he could not speak.
This was an actual criminal case of murder. Its details have elements,
such as “the midnight streets” or the proximity to the river Thames that
might have come straight from William Blake’s poem, “London,” which he
engraved that same year, 1793. Apart from such details, the feelings aroused
by the death of John Dullen and those of the poem seem similar as well—
loneliness, sickness, weakness and woe, callous disregard of life, and a
chilling, unreasonable, and irrational terror that nevertheless is historically
specific. Several other aspects of the case have suggestive parallels with
Blake’s poem. There is an aspect to the rhetoric of the poem which can help
us with planetary history. This aspect I shall come to in my conclusion.
Before getting there, indeed in order to get there, we need first to do a
some commentary upon the poem, particularly following its interpretations
to 20th century radicals and what they believe in, and second to bring up
further aspects of the sad and cruel death of John Dullen which raises an
issue that is essential to what we must believe in.
Commentary on the poem could not better begin than with E.P.
Thompson, for whom the poem and Blake’s antinomianism generally was
never far from his mind either in his contributions to the history of the
working class or in his European opposition to the “exterminist” armaments
of the Cold War. E.P. Thompson recited the poem on “Something to Say,” a
BBC program in 1970 under the direction of Trevor Griffiths.3 (You can
follow along with your own reading):

3
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London
I wander thro’ each charter’d street,
Near where the charter’d Thames does flow,
And mark in every face I meet
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.
In every cry of every Man,
In every Infant’s cry of fear,
In every voice, in every ban,
The mind-forg’d manacles I hear.
How the Chimney-sweeper’s cry
Every black’ning Church appalls;
And the hapless Soldier’s sigh
Runs in blood down Palace walls.
But most thro’ midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlot’s curse
Blasts the new born Infant’s tear,
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse.
Thompson’s recitation is slow, deliberate, and dramatic; it is poetic. He is
not chatting with us. He is prophesizing. His voice suddenly tautens at
“black’ning Church” as indignation warms his voice which then gently
becomes quiet as the next proletarian figure is introduced, “the hapless
soldier,” only to be followed by another repressive institution, “Palace walls,”
and again his volume increases and his temperature rises. It’s a masterful
English voice. In its nuanced timbre and commanding shades it is worthy of
those national male voices of the 1940s and 1950s—Olivier, Gielgud, or
Richardson.
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“London” was one of Blake’s Songs of Experience published in 1794
together with Songs of Innocence which had been published earlier in 1789.
They were composed in the Year One of Equality, September 1792 to 1793, as
the French revolutionaries re-set the calendar of the world.4 Blake
“courageously donned the famous symbol of liberty and equality—the bonnet
rouge—in open day, and philosophically walked the streets with the same on
his head.”5 That was in 1792. By the following year as he wanders the streets
observing the marks of weakness and woe in the faces he sees, he no longer
wears the liberty cap.
The poem is in two halves. There are five characters—the chimney
sweeper, the soldier, the harlot, the narrator, and the infant. The poet is a
flâneur who wanders, observes the people, and listens. There’s a contrast
between the narrator and his three subjects. There is not a conversation
among them. He does not talk, he does not engage. How do we get from one
to the other? What is the thought that provides the transition between the
two halves of the poem? What is the ideology? What are the slavish ideas? In
other words how do we get from mind-forged manacles to true ideas? The
metaphor of manacles implies that the mind might be freed as simply as
taking a hammer to the chains and smashing them.
I first heard Thompson’s voice three years earlier in 1967 at Columbia
University where I heard him expound on William Blake and Lodowick
Muggleton, a working tailor of the 17th century. I asked Thompson about
Northrop Frye’s study of Blake. As far as I could tell, Frye’s 1947 magisterial
study of Blake said that English literature was replacing the Bible as the
mythos of the age, the guide to action, the source of belief, where beauty and
right action might conjoin. 6 Students now pick over the literary canon the
David Erdman, Blake: Prophet Against Empire: A Poet’s Interpretation of the History of
His Own Times (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), 272
5
Alexander Gilchrist, The Life of William Blake (1907), 95–6.
6
Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of William Blake (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1947).
4
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way seekers, scholars, and sectarians once picked over the Bible. Thompson
expounded on the Muggletonians. At Thompson’s lecture I probably heard
the word “antinomian” for the first time but as of yet had no clue what it
meant. As for Muggleton and his followers, I gathered they were obscure,
antinomian, and suspicious of reason. They also liked to sing.
It was not the theology but Blake’s proverbs and songs which drew me to
him, via the songs of the Civil Rights movement and the poetry of the
beatniks. Somehow he was one of us with the Beats, the Blacks, the Hippies,
the Marxists, and Gays. We belonged to the same Zeitgeist. Didn’t Patti
Smith sing his songs? And Allen Ginsberg? Franklin Rosemont, the Chicago
surrealist, placed him firmly with André Breton and revolutionary
surrealism.7 Paul Buhle, the editor of Radical America, understood exactly the
visionary longings of Blake, and that Thompson was his historical vector.
Michael Ferber, one of the Chicago Seven, became an esteemed scholar of
Blake.8 This Blake revival was a distinct niche within the counter-culture.
“Rouze up O Young Men of the New Age! set your foreheads against the
ignorant Hirelings!” Blake commanded, “For we have Hirelings in the Camp,
the Court & the University: who would if they could, for ever depress Mental
& prolong Corporeal War.”9 I roused myself, set my forehead against the
Columbia hirelings, and boarded ship for England to form with E.P.
Thompson the crime collective at the University of Warwick.
E.P. Thompson had published The Making of the English Working Class a
few years earlier. It said that the “working class” consisted of really
interesting, radical, white male, skilled workers, or artisans—people in fact
not unlike William Blake himself—who developed a consciousness of
themselves as a class against the ruling class, and that this working class
See Franklin Rosemont’s edition of the selected writings of André Breton, What is
Surrealism? (London: Pluto Press, 1978), as well as André Breton, What is Surrealism?
Translated by David Gascoyne, (London: Faber & Faber, 1936)
8
Michael Ferber, The Social Vision of William Blake (Princeton: Princeton U.P., 1985)
9
From Blake’s preface to his prophetic poem, Milton (1804).
7
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despite the propaganda against it favoring God, King, and Property might
make a democratic revolution to overthrow autocratic capitalism. In general
the idea of a proletarian revolution to overthrow capitalism has always been
appealing to me. Thompson’s specification of it in an English context was
persuasive, though exactly who constitutes the working class became a
problem as African slavery, the criminalized, the miners, and women fought
for a place in the world’s history.
The Warwick collective’s first book, Albion’s Fatal Tree, took its title from
Blake. The fatal tree was the gallows. Then I studied the fruit of that tree and,
years later, published The London Hanged. I didn’t know until recently that
Paul preached to the Galatian churches, “Christ hath redeemed us from the
curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written, Cursed is every
one that hangeth on a tree.” Perhaps Jesus of Nazareth was not the only
person “that hangeth on a tree” with a redemptive story to tell. The two were
confused in my mind and have been so since at least 1953 when the death
sentences of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were executed.10
In the world under the curse, that is, suffering from domination and
hierarchy, justice will become a process of inversion, turning that world
upside down, when the last shall be first and the first shall be last, when the
stone the builders rejected becomes the corner stone, &c. If that is so, then we
may find a conception of justice among those who are hanged. My
methodology has been to consult the criminal records which, however, could
not be taken at face value because they were produced by a propertied regime
for the accumulation and preservation of property. Nevertheless, if read with
that in mind, records of the London criminal court at the Old Bailey might
unlock key themes to the epoch.
I talk about two hundred years ago, the end of the 18th century and
beginning of the 19th when carnage was on-going in conquest and war, it was
the work of soldiers, the trans-Atlantic slave trade reached its peak, the
10
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privatization of the earth was accomplished through enclosures, this was the
work of coal workers, and—hideous phrase—the population exploded. This
was the work of women. Blake’s three figures express these themes.
The “Anthropocene” is a technical, geological term that calls attention to
a certain spot in time, the turn of the 18th to the 19th century. “Anthropocene”
combines a new chronological unit with dreaded effects in the 21st century
such as species extinction, ocean acidification, desertification, and climate
change. This spot in time coincides with the invention of the steam-engine
and the subsequent acceleration of coal mining. These changes are said to
have commenced c. 1800 with the “the industrial revolution.” In some ways
the term is parallel, if not synonymous, with that earlier one, but where
“industrial revolution” was a term from a broader discursive field of progress,
the “Anthropocene” portends catastrophe.11 To William Blake the times he
lived in were times of enclosure.
The images are tense, compact, and disturbing. Technically they are a
trope called catachresis, which abuses or perverts the metaphor. They contain
contradictions which seem to burst the bounds of sense, and yet they
crystallize components of working-class composition. How can a curse
become a vector of disease or plague, or a curse “blast” a baby’s tear? How
can a child appall a church? The hearse carries a corpse, marriage
institutionalizes birth: are they not opposites? These figures of speech are
disconcerting because they challenge the cognitive framework of the
dominant society.
Thompson is good on two words, “charter” and “mark.” For the mark he
offers Biblical references, the mark of Cain, the mark of the Beast, and
something from Ezekiel. He doesn’t say (perhaps he doesn’t need to) that the
Will Steffen, Jacques Grinevald, Paul Crutzen, and John McNeill, “The Anthropocene:
Conceptual and Historical Perspectives,” Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
(2011), volume 369, P. 849. Paul Crutzen and Eugene F. Stoermer, International GeosphereBiosphere Programme Newsletter 41. (2000). See also Jan Zalasiewicz et al, “Stratigraphy of
the Anthropocene,” ibid., 1050.
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chimney sweeper, the soldier, and the harlot come with characteristic marks
of their own—the sooty appearance of the first, the mutilations of the second,
the painted allurements of the third.
A charter may incorporate a borough, a university, a colony, or a
company of licensed thieves such as the stockholders of the chartered
companies of empire, the East India Company, the Africa Company, the
Hudson Bay Company. The charter confers a privilege. The wealth they
obtain arrives in London on the “charter’d” river Thames because the City of
London takes a cut in the wealth at Trinity House. A charter records the
contract between owner and merchant for the hire of a ship and safe delivery
of the cargo. In another meaning the pilot or the navigator required charts.
The nautical and the commercial come together in that meaning.
In a poem of ninety-three words when seven of them are the word
“every” there is something universal or total. Although it’s titled for a city, it
is about the world, it is Blake’s concrete universal. It is local and global. Then
in the second stanza the bell begins to toll as the word “every” is repeated. A
dirge is established, lamentations are made, commerce or buying and selling
is their cause. Man and infant: it is universal and on-going into the next
generation.
The ban is the proclamation “against divers wicked and seditious writing”
of May 1792 directed against Thomas Paine and Rights of Man. He had
written “Every chartered town is an aristocratical monopoly in itself.” It
means prohibition. The ban might also have referred to the 1757 Marriage
Act requiring that marriage banns be posted on Church doors two weeks
prior to the wedding. The wife becomes property of the husband. She loses
her property rights.
In every voice, in every ban,
The mind-forg’d manacles I hear.
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Steve Biko said that the oppressor’s most powerful weapon could be
found between the ears of the oppressed. These are the mind-forged
manacles. Manacles (from manus for hand) are handcuffs. Established
religion, the patriot game, patriarchal monogamy. From despair hope may
arise.
The Association for the Protection of Liberty and Property from
Republicans and Levellers was founded on 20 November 1792 at the Crown
& Anchor Inn by John Reeves whose previous work included counsel to the
Royal Mint, Superintendent of Aliens, and Paymaster to the Police.
Destruction of monarchy leads to “a leveling Republic [which] may then be
substituted according to the imaginations and will of this rabble.”12 The
association published 20,000 copies of a short semi-official pamphlet at one
penny written by William Vincent (1739–1815), the Dean of Westminster,
chaplain to the king, and preacher at the Westminster charity school where
he was known for his love for the rod.
All history and all experience prove, that wherever Society exists
there must exist a class of poor. Those who deny the necessary
existence of such a class, who assert that the gifts of Nature and the
bounties of providence are common to all, intend no good to the poor
themselves, but mean to excite discontent and tumult, and use the
poor as an instrument in an attack meditated upon the rich.
This is an example of the “Abomination that maketh Desolate” as Blake
called state religion.
George Orwell, in contrast to Steve Biko, found this a problem.
“Patriotism, religion, the Empire, the family, the sanctity of marriage, the Old
School Tie, birth, breeding, honour, discipline—anyone of ordinary
education could turn the whole lot of them inside out in three minutes.”
(“London” can be effectively recited in less than one minute). “But what do
12
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you achieve, after all, by getting rid of such primal things as patriotism and
religion? You have not necessarily got rid of the need for something to believe
in.”13 Orwell was interested in 20th century versions of antinomianism; he
thought he saw it in the work of Henry Miller.
Blake has specific targets and nails them with the precision of an
indictment. Church, State, Marriage. They are not accidental images; he had
worked with them before. In Blake’s notebook is found An Ancient Proverb
that recapitulates “London”:
Remove away that blackning church
Remove away that marriage hearse
Remove away that ______ of blood
Youll quite remove the ancient curse.
It is akin to Herbert Marcuse’s “Great Refusal.’14 André Breton explained
what the surrealists refused, “it was all duties: religious, civic, and of family;
socially, it was work….”15 Breton wrote, “the liberation of the mind, the
express aim of surrealism, demands as primary condition, in the opinion of
the surrealists, the liberation of man, which implies that we must struggle
with our fetters with all the energy of despair.” Surrealism can provide an
antidote to the minute Biblical exegesis with which E.P. Thompson
approaches the poem.
Blake does not drop “the sanctity of marriage,” though Orwell does.
Sexuality is an energy of creation and solidarity. This is what was picked up
by Henry Miller whose Tropic of Cancer (1934) was the subject of Orwell’s
blistering essay. Miller however turned sexuality into eroticism, no more, no
less. As a stance towards empire and domination this led to the quietism that
George Orwell, “Inside the Whale,” A Collection of Essays (1946, 1953). Thompson’s
essay appeared in 1960.
14
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Orwell learned to accept in his essay “Inside the Whale” of 1940. Jonah
lodged in the whale, surrounded by warm blubber, symbolizing the numbing
consumerism which Thompson condemned in his essay “Outside the Whale”
of 1960, a founding cultural text of the New Left. The trope “the belly of the
beast,” though stemming from the same Jonah story, had an entirely different
meaning to the next generation based firmly in third world revolution,
because José Martí cited it and then Che Guevara quoted it to advise the
American New Left. This is the meaning that concerns us.
The word antinomian comes from the Greek, and it means against the
law, or against the norm. It is a philosophical or theological term. By the 18th
century, at least in Methodist circles, it expressed a light-hearted attitude, one
in which free grace permitted a casual stance towards works and ceremonies.
In his 1970 BBC talk on “London” Thompson did not mention the word.
However, by 1993 it has become central to his thinking, indeed the idea
provides the theme and title of his last book.16 He sees in “London” “a
conjunction between the old antinomian tradition and Jacobinism.” Blake’s
“writing contain the purest, most lucid, and most persuasive statement that
issued from [the antinomian] tradition in any voice and at any time….”
Thompson begins with John Bunyan and proceeds to St. Paul and then
extensively deals with the antinomians of the Puritan revolution in the 17th
century. Paul preached, “the law was our schoolmaster to bring us unto
Christ that we might be justified by faith. But after that faith is come, we are
no longer under a schoolmaster.”
David Hume said that the antinomian rejected both the moral law and
natural law. Blake’s physics, or study of energy, was of a piece with his time.
His geography, likewise, vividly imagined different configurations of oceans
and continents, and history was present to him via location, like
psychogeography. In our day and age antinomianism must also refer to the
E.P. Thompson, Witness Against the Beast: William Blake and the Moral Law (New
York: The New Press, 1993).
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“laws” of political economy as well as the “laws” of the state and the “laws” of
God.
Thompson writes, “it is significant that antinomianism is an artisan or
tradesman stance.”17 It was not only that. It was available to more than
artisans and tradesmen but to sailors, slaves, sex workers as “a profound
cultural resource in faith, a presumption of spiritual superiority over the Rich
and Great.” He calls the poem both literal and apocalyptic. However, the
apocalypse is outside of time, unlike the millennium or the proletarian
revolution, and I think that the literal aspects of the poem ask us to take it
with temporal or historical specificity.
This poem has a structure and a unity of thought which can bring
political economy to mind. There are four stanzas each a single sentence.
Three kinds of workers, the energy worker, the soldier, the sex worker. Then
we get three figures from the London working-class, the sweep, the soldier,
the harlot. These three are not archetypes in a mythic sense; they are
particular;

child,

man,

and

woman

are

archetypes

of

English

mechanization—the energy worker, the killer, the breeder, or the principles
of production, destruction, and reproduction.
Blake violates literal meanings, employs metaphor, and abandons strict
empiricism. How can a “sigh” run in blood? How can a little boy’s cry
“appall” a church, and not just one church but every church? A church is
appalled when it waxes pale, when it is enfeebled and dismayed. The poem
opposes STDs, PTSD, and lung cancer, the consequences of a government
and social structure which produces inequalities by means of fossil fuels, war,
and patriarchy. The steam engine brings child exploitation. War is the health
of the state. Prostitution is the handmaiden of possessive marriage. This is
about more than kids with black lungs or veterans with PTSD or syphilitic
brides.

17
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The first figure is the worker with coal, the energy worker. Though only a
child, this child is a typical figure of labor in England at the time, looking
back to the apprentices of the past, or looking to the cotton factory of the
future. A second figure is the soldier, the man who maintains the violence,
the man of war, wars of destruction that have been a permanent condition of
“modernity.” The third figure is the prostitute who offers her body for sale.
She epitomizes the proletarian condition, or all those who sell their lives for a
pittance. She curses the infant and blights marriage, i.e., pregnancy is a work
accident and syphilis infects other sexual partners.
Why does the sweep risk burning to death? Why does the soldier go kill
others or be killed himself? Why does the woman, the prostitute or the wife,
risk deadly disease? These are the unanswered questions, these are the
questions that demand a revolutionary answer.
We are asked to resolve three paradoxes or three contradictions poetically
posed as three individual figures associated with three dominant institutions:
the chimney-sweep versus the church; the soldier versus the sovereign; the
harlot versus marriage. Each association combines pity and indignation.
Presented so compactly, they seem irrational or unreasonable. However,
there is logic or reason to each of them. Religion, patriotism, and marriage.
Blake tells us to see not with the eye but through the eye. In this poem we
might say he hears not just with the ear but through the ear.
Children are promised life everlasting by an established Church of wellto-do adult congregants but the children are burned and sometimes killed
before reaching much of a life on earth. Meanwhile the church goers are
warmed by coal fires in the winter cold.
The riches of the State, the handsome squares of the West End, the
graceful granite government buildings, the palaces themselves, are products
of the wealth of conquests brought about by imperial wars fought by the
meanest soldier.
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The reproduction of life is obtained by the commerce of sexuality at a
cost of disfiguring diseases in contradiction to romantic ideals of holy
matrimony and the actuality of possessive patriarchy.
Each of these proletarians is oppressed by distinct social institutions,
religion, government, and patriarchy. This is not the Thompsonian workingclass of skilled artisans, engineers, or Luddite croppers. Nor is it at all
complete, that is, plantation slaves are absent, Irish builders and navvies are
absent. To the bourgeoisie the sweep, soldier, and harlot are fundamental to
warmth, wealth, and family. Thompson’s own commentary on the poem did
not go down this road of working-class composition. His theme was the
collision between 17th century Christian radical antinomianism and 18th
century Enlightenment revolutionary radicalism.
The three images are not restricted to the Whig compromise of money
and arms or bourgeois and aristocrat, or to its urban architecture of the
1790s, of street walkers, chimney sweeps, or palaces. The poem provides an
urbanized institutional structure to the Mosaic Law. Each contradiction
deserves elaboration from the social history of London during the 1790s.
Each might express a particular sin: hypocrisy, murder, fornication. These
“sins” are not the misdeeds of individuals endowed with free will, they are
endemic conditions to particular parts of the social structure or “body
politic.” Together they construct a structure of domination. It is not just that
the devil is in the details; the structure, the whole frame, is diabolical. Let us
look at each more closely.
The Chimney Sweep
How the Chimney-sweeper’s cry
Every black’ning Church appalls;
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Let us revert a moment back to the death of John Dullen and the murder
trial of Jacob Jeggett. The first witness at the trial was the Overseer of the
Poor of the parish of Christ Church, Spitalfields, who as an officer of the
established church would be responsible, it might be thought, for compassion
or charity. Instead, he stated coldly, “I know nothing of the fact.” Then at the
conclusion of the trial the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Kenyon, spoke to the jury,
“a more barbarous and inhuman thing I never heard, I am afraid it is not so
unfrequent a practice as one could wish.” He’d never heard of it, yet it’s
frequent. If not a poetic contradiction, a legal sensibility expressing paradox.
The story of coal is usually told through the lens of political economy as
an essential part of the modern saga of progress. Ten million tons of coal
were produced in England and Wales in 1800, up from two million in 1660.
Its geography changed. The infrastructure of its transportation changed. All
of these changes—mining, canal digging, engineering—required a new
understanding of the earth and its crust and a new understanding of energy,
namely, thermodynamics. Each step in the chain of reasoning has its detail of
invention, discovery, and infrastructure.
The church is black because of London soot. When compounded with
water it makes acid which eats away even the granite of imperial London.
Creosote formed in the chimneys where winter temperatures met the hot
smoke of domestic hearths. They were cleaned by sweeps, which given the
diameter of chimneys, required children because the smaller the diameter the
better the draught. It was unusual for a four year old to be squeezed up into
that darkness; age seven or eight, nine or ten, even older, was the rule. “Verily
I say unto you, Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little
child shall in no wise enter therein.” (Luke 18:16–17)
In 1775 Percival Pott who studied the diseases of London chimney sweeps
found an association between exposure to soot and a high incidence of
scrotal cancer (later found to be a type of squamous cell carcinoma). Pott
became the first person to associate a malignancy with an environmental
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carcinogen (benzo(a)pyrene). When Jonas Hanway argued that they should
not be forced up chimneys actually on fire, or when David Porter argued that
they deserved to have one good meal a week, these were taken as marks of
humanitarianism. These children were slaves, slaves who preserved the
border between the warm comfort of interiors and the deadly disaster of fire.
The Chimney Sweepers’ Act of 1788 mandated that the diameter of chimneys
be not less than nine inches and this remains the standard diameter.18
In 1789 William Blake tells the story of the chimney sweeper as a song of
innocence. The boy is orphaned and sold. One night he dreams of the death
of thousands of sweepers, whom an angel sets free to laugh on the green and
wash in the river, leaving their bags behind, and this dream comforts him to
do his duty! Three years later Blake returned to the subject, now as a song of
experience. The chimney sweep’s parents are alive physically but dead
spiritually. He weeps while his parents go to church. They clothe him in the
clothes of death.
And because I am happy & dance & sing,
They think they have done me no injury,
And are gone to praise God & his Priest & King,
Who make up a heaven of our misery.
Direct contradiction replaced indirect irony. The subconscious solace of
the dream or the religious doctrine of an afterlife is replaced by revolutionary
challenge. This shift directly reflects the opening possibilities of the French
Revolution. The twin pillars of the establishment, monarchy and
monotheism, hold up a regime of parentless unhappiness where the
creaturely warmth of church and king (“heaven”) arises from the cold heart

K.H. Strange, Climbing Boys: A Study of Sweep’s Apprentices, 1773–1875 (London:
Allison & Busby, 1982). David Porter, Considerations on the Present State of Chimney
Sweepers (1792).
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of exploitation (“our misery”). Coal brings an end to human happiness; the
pious cover it up.
The anthem of the north-east pitmen of Durham and Northumberland,
“The Colliers Rant,” was old when it was first published in 1793.
As me an’ me marra wes gannin te wark
We met wi’ the Devil, it wes in the dark;
I up wi’ me pick, it was in the neet,
I knocked off his horns, likewise his club feet.
The Soldier
And the hapless Soldier’s sigh
Runs in blood down Palace walls.
The soldier’s sigh is “hapless.” This means it is luckless because “hap”
meant luck or good fortune; it also meant “accident” or “chance,” that is,
without design or intention. The individual soldier lives by fate. If he survives
it is only because his time has not yet come. If he is wounded, it is because
that bullet had his number on it. Hap pertains to individuals. The collective,
in contrast, is laden with intention and design, governed by laws of
probability. Death comes mathematically. “Chances are” in the fatalistic
phrase. The individual sighs but the collective bleeds. The blood is not on the
field of battle but the palace where decisions are made. The palace is
enclosed. The boundary is the wall which separates the chambers of the war
makers from the war practitioners, the fields and deserts and waters of death.
Soldiers (English and Hessian and Hanoverian mercenaries) were
barracked around London, or billeted in its numerous public houses. The
London Corresponding Society member addressed at a meeting at the Globe
Tavern 20 January 1794, “Will you wait till barracks are erected in every
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village and till subsidized Hessians and Hanoverians are upon us?”19 The
press gangs roamed the streets especially near to brothels or down along the
docks. They worked with crimps, and crimp houses held the drunken
captives until they could be removed to tenders taking them down river to
those floating artillery platforms called men-of-war. Their blood ran down
palace walls because it is the King, George III, who sent them to war, in this
case war against the principles of the French Revolution, liberté, égalité, and
fraternité. Press gangs and recruiting houses were attacked; mutiny was
feared and rumored in the newspapers; desertions were high. The Royal
Proclamation cited efforts to “debauch the soldiery.” Irish regiments
mutinied against service. Palace walls were chalked. In October 1792 Lady
Malmesbury’s Louisa saw written “No coach-tax; d--- Pitt! D--- the Duke of
Richmond! No King!” The most brilliant chalker of London was Thomas
Spence, the Newcastle commoner who became a London agrarian
communist advocating equal land for everyone, free health care, and
swimming pools in every parish. He wrote songs, and coined revolutionary
money. He would have appreciated Blake’s proverbs.
The Strongest Poison ever known
Came from Caesar’s Laurel Crown.
Nought can deform the Human Race
Like to the Armour’s iron brace.
Thomas Pickersgill, a Muggletonian, wrote a believer working in the
Chatham docks in 1803, “My dear friend, I understand … that you are in
great trobles, for the power of the Nation Wants you to take up Arms against
the Common Enemy.” “On my own part I would live on one penny worth of
bread per day, and drink at the clear stream, before I would use such cursed
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weapons as Swords & guns, cannot you git you living no where but at
Chatham….”20
These principles spread like wild-fire in the Caribbean after the night of
August 1791 when the Haitian slaves rose in revolt. Tens of thousands British
soldiers died in the futile attempt to suppress that revolution, the first
successful slave revolt in world history, while simultaneously in England the
doctrine of white supremacy offered a hollow and shameful consolation to
soldiers.
At this point we again go back to the death of Dullen and the trial of
Jeggett. That upstairs room in Catherine Wheel Alley was a crowded
cauldron of misery. There were five beds and more than that sleeping in
them. Some were jealous believing Dullen “was looked after more than a
white man.” Driver said that the man who complained that “this black man
was treated better than the white man” was Will Baker, who was since
pressed, i.e. victim of a press-gang, and gone to war perhaps in the
Caribbean. Ann Doller lived with William Hooper. She was asked whether
Hooper made use of any expressions about the black. “He said he was a black
bugger, and that he had served him so and so, and that he ought not have
that countenance shewn him, because they were such bad people where the
black people came from.”
As mind-forged manacles, then, we need to add to established religion,
the patriot game, and patriarchal monogamy, the racist ideology of white
supremacy. Here we see its murderous application in the chartered streets of
London. Black lives did not matter.

20
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The Harlot
But most thro’ midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlot’s curse
Blasts the new born Infant’s tear,
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse.
Dullen was a beggar. Jacob Jeggett told the shoemaker that Dullen “was
very troublesome; he said he should be glad to get him out of the house
because he disturbed the other lodgers.” The lodgers complained because he
smelt. Words had been exchanged between the journeyman shoemaker,
Hooper, and Dullen. “There might be words, but nothing particular,” said
Hooper.
Tell the Jury what was the subject matter of these words. Why had
you words with the deceased?
He brought a whore up into the room, and the same night Jeggett
takes the woman out of the room from him, and persuades the
woman to go down and give six pence for another bed….
Three days earlier a girl came into the room and gave him some red
herring and bread. “She was a common girl of the town; she lodged in the
house but not in that room.” Harlot, whore, prostitute were common girls of
the town. The boardinghouse racism was compounded with sexual jealousy.
Lord Kenyon surveys the divisions within the working class.
The surrealists needed to know that “the results of [their] investigations
would be capable of facing the breath of the street.”21 Certainly, Blake feels
that breath.
The Harlot’s cry from Street to Street
Shall weave Old England’s winding Sheet.
21
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Children, soldiers, and harlots: we are beginning to understand the woe
of the first stanza. Of course those marks might be of smallpox, or of venereal
disease. Syphilis is the plague blighting the marriage hearse. Syphilis may be
passed sexually or in its congenital state at birth from mother to child. She is
marked with the chancres of primary syphilis, or the papules of secondary
syphilis, or the chronic and disfiguring gummas of the tertiary state of the
disease. Three years earlier a series of lectures by Jesse Foot on syphilis were
delivered and collected into a book, A Complete Treatise on the Origin,
Theory, and Cure of the Lues Venerea (1792). It is academic in the worst of
ways. Pompous, disputatious, devoid of sympathy or compassion.
Fifty thousand prostitutes, or a little less than one tenth of the urban
population, walked the streets in London. The young women no longer could
live in the countryside where gardening, keeping hens, tending livestock,
milking cows, or spinning yarn for the weavers, because the farmland had
been enclosed. Though the demand for household servants expanded, it was
insufficient, unattractive, and slavish, a life bent over a laundry tub washing
clouts, or on her knees cleaning out cinders from the fire-place, pushing a
broom, hauling buckets of water, all the while submitting to indignities and
worse, all to produce that daily world of the lords and ladies, the Quality, the
Propertied, that world of Jane Austen.
We could turn to Old Bailey again and read about a nineteen year old
woman, Mary Burke, indicted in 1794 for stealing 22 guineas from a man.
“This man came to me quite in liquor,” she said, “and I was rather in liquor
myself; I was sitting at the door, and he came to me and asked me whether I
would go to bed with him? I told him I would make the agreement, as it was
late at night. I went with him backwards into the room, and he gave me four
shillings out of his handkerchief; I gave the woman of the house one shilling
for the bed; with that I went to bed with him, and I went to sleep; and I
awaked, and he wanted to use me in a very violent manner indeed, which was
inexpressible; and he said if I would not, he would kick me out of bed;
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accordingly he gave me a kick in the small of my back, and I got out of bed in
my smock, saving your presence, my lord; and then he said he would have his
money back.” They parted. Later they met in Stepney. He called her “a
b[lood]y whore.” He denied going to bed with her. He threatened her with
identification, “he would swear to a mark on my breast which he saw when I
was undressed.”
His curse cannot be printed, at least not in full (“b --- y whore”). His
sexual demand is “inexpressible.” To use the word “smock,” requires an
apology to the justice (“saving your presence, my lord”). Underclothes
become “inexpressibles,” “unspeakables,” or “don’t mentions.”22 Clothing,
sexuality, and language are censored. Two years earlier in 1792, William
Wilberforce encouraged the King to make a Royal Proclamation Against Vice
and Immorality. Four years later, in 1798, Mrs. Grundy appears on stage and
the character becomes a by-word of the alliance of prudery and property—
Grundyism, i.e. Victorianism before Victoria. The all-male jury found Mary
Burke guilty. She was transported for seven years to the other side of the
world.
In 1794 Elizabeth Inchbald completed Nature and Art, the novel that
begins on a note of proletarian hope as two brothers “set out on foot for
London in the hope of procuring by their industry a scanty subsistence” and
ends on a note of proletarian prostitution. Hannah Primrose is ruined by one
of these brothers who impregnates and deserts her. She abandons her baby
and is hanged. She prostitutes herself first in a brothel then in midnight
streets. She begins to suspect—this is the antinomian, nay the revolutionary
note—“that dishonesty was only held a sin to secure the property of the rich;
and that to take from those who did not want by the art of stealing was less
guilty than to take from those who did want by the power of the law.”

Peter Fryer, Mrs. Grundy: Studies in English Prudery (London: London House and
Maxwell, 1964).
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This is not the attitude explored by Blake, though it became an important
theme in the work of Thompson’s crime collective at the University of
Warwick. Call it the property statute, and we are back with class analysis. The
catachresis of the last two stanzas of “London” can be unpacked as structures
of feeling which include the emotions of particular individuals—here pain,
resignation, and anger—with powerful institutions that enforce sickening
behavior in exchange for scant subsistence. Blake’s catachresis corresponds to
Marx’s fetishism of commodities, though the antagonistic human relations of
the former are presented as an image while in the latter they appear in the
exchange of things.
John Dullen was dressed in the garb of a sailor, “very mean, in a blue
jacket, and long trowsers, and a check shirt on, he had no hat on….” The
watchman of the parish testified that “a petition was found in his breeches
pocket to take him back to his own country addressed to the East India
Company.” This was the greatest of the chartered companies of English
imperialism. Its charter was due for renewal.
The trial turned on such evidence as the tea. Did the Jeggetts deliberately
deny “due necessaries for a person in such sickness”? Had he been taken care
of? Isaac Benjamin, another lodger, said that Mrs. Jeggett used to bring him a
basin of tea every morning and place it by his bed. Benjamin left the house at
eight in the morning and returned nine at night. “I always saw a basin of tea
when I go out.” Judging by his name Isaac Benjamin was Jewish. By 1788
Jews were prominent in Bethnal Green. Class differentiation between the
Sephardic and Ashkenazic communities caused many to move into the areas
bordering Spitalfields, and by 1800 there was a Jewish asylum in Bethnal
Green. Jacob Jeggett and Mrs Jeggett may have been Jews as well. He was
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described as a Bethnal Green weaver, thirty-five years old, five foot seven
inches tall, with “dark eyes, black hair, [and] dark Complexion.”23
Arthur Driver, the wounded sailor who slept next to Dullen, provides the
most important information. He said Dullen was able to speak on Monday
“but it was in his own Indian tongue; he was a native of Bombay. He was
quite out of his senses for two days.” Dullen then was a sailor, a lascar, who
sailed the Indian and Atlantic Oceans bringing tea to England and untold
wealth to the East India Company. Crews ranged between one hundred and
two hundred and fifty depending on the size of the ship. The East Indiaman,
heavily decorated and gilded, was the largest ship of the time. To sail the
machine thousands of miles between London and Asia required stops in
Ceylon and Cape Town for wood, water, and repairs. Voyages could last a
year. Sailors exchanged language, songs, food, and lore. In Cape Town they
met already well-formed networks of runaways, drosters, Khoi servants,
trekboers, and (in 1797) active mutineers.24 Thus John Dullen was already a
cosmopolitan or global worker. As Adam Smith wrote, “The discovery of
America and that of a passage to the East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope
are the two greatest and most important events recorded in the history of
mankind….”25 The laws of political economy will be promulgated by the
Company’s college at Haileybury where Thomas Malthus was the first
professor of the subject. Dullen died for want of the tea which his labors had
brought to England.
In these years, the laborers for the East India Company appear in the Old
Bailey Proceedings. Thomas Mason sentenced to death in 1789 for breaking
Home Office. Criminal Registers of Prisoners in Middlesex and the City, September
1793–September 1794. See also T.F.T. Baker (ed.), A History of the County of Middlesex,
volume 11, Bethnal Green, Victoria County History (1998), p. 240–241.
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and entering said, “I was trepanned by the East India Company serjeant, and
on board ship I got sick, and they turned me off, and I have been begging for
want.” Many dockers and warehouseman took small amounts of tea during
the course of their work, putting a hand in the tea chest when samples were
taken for example, in what appears to have been an informal perquisite or a
custom winked at as long as it was limited.26 John Neatley was found guilty of
taking 1 lbs. of tea. He pleaded with the elder or foreman, “he hoped I would
not take his bread from him.” The elder replied, “I told him it was too
publick.” Another supervisor said, “I told him he had gone too far.” The
workers were “commonly rubbed down” or “rummaged” on leaving the work
site. In April 1793 we learn that the tea “was going away daily.” They had not
been completely expropriated from the product of their labor, though it is
only by reasoning like Hannah Primrose that would claim the tea as a sailor’s
common. The manufacturers of Spitalfields in 1793 thanked Colquhoun for
checking “a system of depredation” by “executing the laws against persons
guilty of embezzlement.” These were the customary takings from common
goods that police and enclosure stole away.
The expropriations with their accompanying violence—prison, a
whipping,

seven

years’

transportation,

or

death—were

defining

characteristics of the epoch. To describe it as an epoch of enclosure is to refer
to the massive agrarian enclosures but also to the conquests in Ireland, in
Bengal, in the Ohio, in South Africa; to the factories, to the barracks, to the
prisons. These are the “particulars” that Blake’s antinomianism generalizes.
Blake requires us to re-write history, as a story against religion and against
government, as a story of possibilities.

The Old Bailey Proceedings, 22 April 1789, 8 June 1791, 15 December 1792, 10 April
1793, and 11 September 1793. A word search for “tea” in the Proceedings through the years
1789–1794 yields 314 references, most for theft of spoons and other paraphernalia. “Tea”
already indicates a time of day, and is cited in contexts of social occasion.
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I am not speaking of a poetic conceit, nor am I speaking of political
economy. These are actual facts or particulars. So to see the world in a cup of
tea is not a fanciful vision. I propose adding this particular—the black man,
the sailor, the global producer—to the sweep, soldier, and harlot already in
“London.” Indeed something like it had already earlier appeared in a
notebook,
Tho’ born on the cheating banks of Thames,
Tho’ his waters bathed my infant limbs,
The Ohio shall wash his stains from me:
I was born a slave, but I go to be free!
From the myriad cries of London Blake selects three—a cry, a sigh, a
curse. As human utterances they build as a crescendo, beginning with the cry
as a reaction to pain, continuing with the sigh as an expression of resignation,
and climaxing in the curse with its prophetic denunciation and its threat of
action. The cry, the sigh, and the curse are the audibles of the poem. To these
audibles we add the groan of John Dullen. He was the lascar from Bombay
expiring on the cold steps of a closed public house in the midnight streets.
But could the subaltern speak?27 Of course, he could, and write perhaps as
well as the petition in his pocket suggests. But who listened? What would he
have said? Here the “impossible history” demanded by Saree Makdisi can
begin.28
Standing back from the issues raised by contrasting Blake’s poem with the
death of John Dullen, we might conclude with a brief reflection comparing
revolutionary class analysis with antinomianism. It would be mistaken to do
this as a binary between religion and Marxism, between the Cross and the
Gayatri Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg
(eds.), Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture (Champaign: University of Illinois Press,
1988).
28
Saree Makdisi, William Blake and the Impossible History of the 1790s (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2003)
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Hammer-and-Sickle. The cross symbolizes the disciplinary regime of empire
as well as the possibility of humanity’s redemption. The hammer-and-sickle
is a synecdoche for the alliance of metal and agrarian workers in the project
of revolutionary emancipation. They both might qualify in Orwell’s sense as
“something to believe in” in place of the discredited belief in 18th century
Church, State, and Property, or 21st century Progress, Development, and
Capital.
Marx wrote, "Communism is for us not a stable state to which reality will
have to adjust itself. We can call Communism the real movement which
abolishes the present state of things. The conditions of this movement result
from

premises

now

in

existence."29

The

proletariat

was

already

cosmopolitan—African, Asian, American, Irish. John Dullen belonged to the
proletariat of London—a journeyman shoemaker, a wounded sailor, a
pressed man, a weaver, a “common woman of the town,” and the divisions
within it. While his three proletarian figures are placed in catachresis against
Religion, the State, and Marriage, a major institution of repression is absent. I
mean the institution of Property. The absence of private property is what
defines “proletarian” to begin with, and its surplus was used worldwide as
capitalist accumulation. That explains the importance of John Dullen.
Antinomianism opens the ports to visionaries, utopians, zeroworkers,
while discarding repressive conventions of behavior, sex linked to property
and male superiority, obedience to polis and to police, the ethic of continual
and perpetual labor, and it abjures the consumer’s addiction to endless
accumulation. But how we get from here to there requires an understanding
of the class struggle. While setting The Making of the English Working Class
firmly in its time of fifty years ago, there is no need to abandon making a
revolutionary class today. Blake, too, thought that the “premises [were] now
in existence,” because he engraved on the cover of The Songs of Experience
the fact that the bard sees “Present, Past, & Future.”
29
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Love to faults is always blind,
Always to joy inclind,
Lawless, wingd & unconfined
And breaks all chains from every mind.

D

The Poetics of History from Below
_______________________

Marcus Rediker
My grandfather, the late Fred Robertson, influenced how I think about
and write history. He died years before I decided to become a historian and
he was not an academic, but he was a historian and an intellectual in his own
way. He was a master storyteller.
This Kentucky coal miner was a larger-than-life figure in my youth. I
fondly remember sitting with him at the kitchen table. In one hard hand he
held a Lucky Strike. In the other hand he held a saucer of his beloved
Maxwell House coffee, which he sipped that way even when it was no longer
hot. In this posture he told endless stories to a boy who sat enthralled amid
the pathos, humor, and quiet heroism of working-class life. His mood
changed with the story. He laughed with his whole body, like the thenpopular comedian Red Skelton, at his own funny parts. His visage grew dark
and scary at moments of danger or injustice. His eyes danced with the drama
of his words. I knew something big was coming when he paused, put the
cigarette in the ashtray, and set aside the saucer, freeing his hands for
emphasis. His stories were vivid, complex, passionate, and somehow always
practical. They featured apocalyptic Biblical language (a lot of hell-fire), long
silences (with fateful stares), and curse words that were normally forbidden
in our house (“son-of-a-bitchin” this and that). He always managed to tell a
big story within a little story.
One of the stories I remember best concerned a vigilante hanging of a
man in a coal village where he had once worked, Beech Creek, Kentucky. I
don’t remember why the man was hanged. Nor do I remember whether he
was white or black; I don’t think he told me. I do remember my mother
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walking into the kitchen, expressing her doubt without saying a word about
whether I should be hearing this particular story. What I remember most of
all was how his telling of the story made clear how wrong the hanging was,
and how a real-life lynching looked nothing like what we had all seen on
television. He described a frantic, terrifying struggle, with legs flailing, ugly
cheers from the crowd, and in the end a limp body with dangling eyeballs and
wet pants. The storyteller’s sympathy was firmly with the victim, whose
deadly ordeal he had made terribly, hauntingly real.
My grandfather, the poetic storyteller, was perhaps the oldest and deepest
influence on my life’s choice to write “history from below,” the variety of
social history that emerged in the New Left to explore the experiences and
history-making power of working people who had long been left out of elite,
“top-down” historical narratives. He educated me about the ways of the
world and at the same time about the fundamentals of storytelling. He helped
me to see and appreciate the poetics of struggle. And he also helped to shape
my sense of the art and craft of history.
Like all good storytellers from Shakespeare to Brecht, my grandfather was
a good listener. He had a canny ear for how people talked; he was attuned to
voices, rich and poor, black and white, male and female, adult and child.
Even animals sometimes talked in his stories; a touch of Uncle Remus! He
spoke metaphorically: a crowd of people might be “as big as Coxey’s Army”;
something moving fast “took off like Moody’s goose.” I listened and learned
about Coxey, but I never could figure out who Moody was or why his goose
was in such a hurry.
I remember hearing while I was in graduate school an admonition about
archival and primary sources: “Go on reading until you hear voices.” It
seemed an exhortation to schizophrenia at the time, but memories of my
grandfather helped me to grasp the point: humanize the sources, humanize
the story. Learn to listen. And, of course, the recovery of voices has been a
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central purpose of history from below from the very beginning, but
storytellers were way ahead of us.
The people I study did not often speak through documents of their own
making, so it is not easy to hear them. This is the classic challenge of history
from below, and many good books have addressed it. I listen by paying close
attention to the meaning of words. I spend a lot of time looking up
chronologically specific meanings in the Oxford English Dictionary. As an
eighteenth-century specialist, I am especially fond of the words and meanings
to be found in A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, compiled by
Francis Grose and first published in 1785. In writing Between the Devil and
the Deep Blue Sea, a study of deep-sea sailors in the first half of the eighteenth
century, I always had those wondrous things called maritime dictionaries
close at hand to help me grasp the material conditions, cooperative work,
communications, and consciousness of seagoing proletarians. I also paid
close attention to sailors’ speech wherever I could find it, and to their own
tradition of storytelling, or yarn-spinning. In his brilliant essay “The
Storyteller,” Walter Benjamin explained that historically there have been two
main types: the peasant storyteller who had a deep knowledge of locality and
its lore, and the sailor storyteller who brought exotic tales from afar. My
grandfather was, I suppose, a variant of the former; he helped me to
understand the people I studied, the very embodiment of the latter.1
My grandfather chose his words carefully, showing me how a word, a
phrase, or a quotation can bring a historical moment to life, even sear it into
memory. And what could be more poetic than a note sent by a would-be
arsonist to a gentleman in 1830: “My writing is bad but my firing is good my
Lord.” One can almost hear the defiant laughter behind the writing. Such
words were often speech committed to paper and preserved in the archive of

Walter Benjamin, “The Storyteller,” in his Illuminations (New York: Schocken Books,
1969), 83–109.
1
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“crime”—always an important place for those who would reconstruct the
lives of the expropriated.2
Having heard the power of poetry in stories, I make it a point to use verse
as historical evidence wherever possible. For example, poetry is central to The
Many-Headed Hydra, a book Peter Linebaugh and I wrote about the motley
proletariat of the Atlantic from 1600 to the 1830s. It appears in almost every
chapter, some 50 times throughout a book that begins with William
Shakespeare (The Tempest) and ends with William Blake (“Tyger, Tyger”).
Famous, canonical poets (Shakespeare, Milton, Blake, Shelley) rub elbows
with largely unknown proletarian poets (Thomas Spence, Joseph Mather, and
the ever-scribbling “anonymous,” a preferred female writer’s name for
centuries). Contemporary poets such as the Martinican Aimé Césaire appear
to summarize themes and ideas, for example, about the serpentine
continuities of resistance.
Poetry can get the historian close to the experience and consciousness of
working

people

and

can

evoke

people,

places,

and

events

in

multidimensional, dynamic ways. Sailor-poet James Field Stanfield crafted
memorable, graphic images in his epic poem “The Guinea Voyage” and in his
grimly poetic letters about life aboard a slave ship. He described, for example,
the second mate of his vessel, lying sick, near death, on the medicine chest,
his long hair clotted with filth as it brushed the deck of the ship. He depicted
the nightmarish enslavement, flogging, and eventual death of an African
woman named Abyeda. Such images can arrest the reader as surely as a
surrealist object, disclosing in poetic fashion important connections,
relations, parallels, and unities. Christopher Hill once wrote, “Good—

Quoted in E. P. Thompson, “The Crime of Anonymity,” in Douglas Hay, Peter
Linebaugh, John Rule, E. P. Thompson and Cal Winslow., Albion’s Fatal Tree: Crime and
Society in Eighteenth-Century England (New York: Pantheon Books, 1975), 297.

2
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imaginative—history is akin to retrospective poetry. It is about life as lived—
as much of it as we can recapture.”3
Poetry written by workers may be rare, but poetry to be found in action,
in resistance by workers, is plentiful; it can be found most everywhere. My
grandfather taught me to look for it. To give an example: I discovered a
profound one-word poem in a memoir written by Silas Told, a sailor turned
Methodist minister who described a drama aboard the slave ship Loyal
George in 1727. An enslaved man had decided to die by hunger strike.
Captain Timothy Tucker tried to force him to eat. He horse-whipped him to
a raw and bloody pulp. He threatened to kill him. The nameless man uttered
one word: adomma, so be it. Captain Tucker placed a loaded pistol to his
forehead and repeated the demand to eat. Again: adomma. The captain fired
and the blood gushed but the man stared him directly in the face and refused
to fall. The captain cursed, called for another pistol, and shot the man in the
head a second time. Again he would not drop, to the astonishment of all who
looked on. A third shot killed the man but by this time an insurrection had
exploded among the enslaved, who were inspired by the man’s resistance and
outraged by his treatment.
It is impossible to know how many of the hundreds of people who
witnessed this incident decided, like Silas Told, to tell the story, punctuated
by the word adomma. I suspect many told it, and retold it, in several
languages, on plantations, in urban workshops, on docks, and in ships, over
many years. The nameless African man gives precise expression to a
definition of poetry offered by Ann Lauterbach: “Poetry is the aversion to the
assertion of power. Poetry is that which resists dominance.” This is crucial to
history from below.4

Christopher Hill, The English Bible and the Seventeenth-Century Revolution (London:
Allen Lane, 1993), 438, 437.
4
Ann Lauterbach, “Links Without Links: The Voice of the Turtle,” American Poetry
Review 21 (1992), 37–38.
3
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All good storytellers tell a big story within a little story, and so do all good
historians. It can be done in many ways. In my work, the big story has always
been the violent, terror-filled rise of capitalism and the many-sided resistance
to it from below, whether from the point of view of an enslaved African
woman trapped in the bowels of a fetid slave ship; a common sailor who
mutinied and raised the black flag of piracy aboard a brig on the wide
Atlantic; or a runaway former slave who escaped the plantation for a Maroon
community in a swamp. Anthropologist Clifford Geertz once remarked that
the small fact of sheep-stealing speaks to the big issue of revolution because
the storyteller (in his case, the ethnographer) finds connections between the
two.5
Finally, I remember my grandfather and remind myself that the historian,
like the storyteller, is not above the fray. One of the big questions in the
Kentucky coal fields in the 1930s was: which side are you on? In that spirit, I
try to develop an ethical relationship with the oppressed and exploited people
I study. The relationship is imaginary but no less important for that. In
writing The Slave Ship, I asked myself repeatedly, from the beginning of the
project to the end, how can I do justice to the people aboard the floating
dungeons and what they experienced? The answer is to show retrospective
solidarity and “accompany” them through their history, to use a term
proposed by Staughton Lynd to describe an egalitarian relationship between
historians/intellectuals and movements of working people from below.6
Walt Whitman made the same point in Leaves of Grass. He wrote of:
The hounded slave that flags in the race, leans by the fence, blowing,
cover’d with sweat;
The twinges that sting like needles his legs and neck—the murderous
buckshot and the bullets;
Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books,
1973), 23.
6
Staughton Lynd, “Oral History from Below,” Oral History Review 21 (1993), 1–8.
5
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All these I feel, or am.
I am the hounded slave, I wince at the bite of the dogs,
Hell and despair are upon me, crack and again crack the marksmen;
I clutch the rails of the fence, my gore dribs, thinn’d with the ooze of
my skin;
I fall on the weeds and stones;
The riders spur their unwilling horses, haul close,
Taunt my dizzy ears, and beat me violently over the head with whipstocks.
Agonies are one of my changes of garments;
I do not ask the wounded person how he feels—I myself become the
wounded person;
My hurts turn livid upon me as I lean on a cane and observe.
Whitman exaggerates to make a point: he cannot “become” the fugitive,
but he can demonstrate sympathetic understanding of the historical subject.
As a poet, he can join the struggle and convey it to readers. In the end I strive
to write history that is vivid, complex, passionate, and practical. I try to make
it real and pose questions of justice as I lean on a cane of social and temporal
distance and observe. My grandfather would have expected nothing less,
dadgummit.

D

Taking Turns on the Commons
(or Lessons in Unenclosed Time)
___________________________

Anne-Lise François
[T]he vulgar error made by modern Malthusians—above all by
Garrett Hardin in the vicious and ignorant morality tale he called the
“Tragedy of the Commons”—is to assume that the human story
hasn’t in fact been about dealing with this problem of the carrying
capacity, if you want to put it that way, of particular patches of land.
There’s a word for it. It’s called stinting. Commoners have “userights”—say, to pasture animals, to take fodder, to gather firewood, to
harvest fruits and berries and nuts—but only if you live there, and
only certain amounts, depending on the ecological, historical
knowledge of the local community about what would stretch it too
far.
—Iain Boal, “Feast or Famine”1
From the Oxford English Dictionary entry on stint:
a. Cessation of action or motion, pause, stay. Phrase, to make a stint:
to stop. withouten stint, but stint (Sc.): without stopping, unceasingly.
Obs.

This essay is part of a longer book-in-progress Provident Improvisers: Parables of Subsistence
in the Time of Enclosures. Early drafts of other chapters bearing on some of the same
materials and questions have appeared or are forthcoming as essays in Postmodern Culture,
Minnesota Review, and Qui Parle.
1
Iain Boal, interview by David Martinez, “Feast and Famine: A conversation with Iain
Boal on scarcity, catastrophe, and enclosure,” January 2006, http://www.
commoner.org.uk/feastandfamine.htm.
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Limitation, restriction. An allotted amount or measure; a prescribed
or customary portion. An allowance. Usual or customary measure.
6. a. The limited number of cattle, according to kind, allotted to each
definite portion into which pasture or common land is divided, or to
each person entitled to the right of common pasturage; also, the right
of pasturage according to the fixed rate. Also, a portion of land
allotted for pasturing a limited number of sheep or cattle.
Any kind of limitation of right to pasturage.
7. a. An allotted portion of work; a definite task; a period of time
spent on a particular job; a turn (at doing something). to work by
stint (see quot. 1891).2
Wherewith the seasonable month endows
The grass, the thicket, and the fruit-tree wild;
—Keats, “Ode to a Nightingale”
My primary mode of encountering Iain Boal’s thinking has been that of
listening to him as an extraordinary, wonderfully rambling conversationalist
and story-teller. I use the adjective “rambling” deliberately, because Iain
makes especially vivid the figurative overlap between a certain mode of
thinking out loud and a mode of walking that more or less sticks to the path
and keeps to common boundaries, but that is cognizant of a certain latitude
or degree of leeway. Iain himself is fond of reminding us of the days of yore
when programs on Berkeley’s public radio station KPFA would go on for as
long as guests had something to say. This did not mean that they went on
interminably; on the contrary, because reaching a collective intellectual end
mattered more than keeping to allotted time, auditors were spared the
exhaustion, familiar to modern clock time, of forever restarting the clock at
zero.
2

Oxford English Dictionary Online, http://www.oed.com/, accessed July 23, 2016
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“It will be done when done.” Together weirdly enough with the Lacanian
short session and the cricket and baseball inning, these unenclosed periods of
time—of indeterminate, variable but still fairly predictable and by no means
infinite length—represent residual carry-overs of the seasonal and taskoriented time displaced, according to E.P. Thompson, by the standardized
minutes, hours, days, weeks, and quarters of modern capitalism.3 Or rather,
the indeterminacy of their length means that they hover somewhere in
between two forms of less-negotiable precision: the sensory concreteness of
tasks only achieved or undertaken when certain environmental conditions
are met—rising at daybreak “when there is light enough to see the veins in
the hands,” (to borrow Thompson’s example of monks in Burma)4—and the
exact if empty punctuality of the 7:06 train. I want to pause over these two
seemingly incompatible types of discipline that we could loosely parse as
sense-enabled analog precision and digital accuracy. “Pissing while,” which
Thompson includes among ways of counting time by the fulfillment of some
task rather than by its empty passing, may be, as he casually throws out, “a
somewhat arbitrary measurement.” But as his other examples and as Boal’s
work everywhere reminds us, “irregular” does not mean “arbitrary” or
undetermined. Or perhaps everything rests on the modifying, mitigating
work performed by that qualifier “somewhat,” and the difference worth
thinking through is that between the discretionary and the absolutely
arbitrary.
In the history of capitalism, the standardization of time necessary for
waged—i.e., timed—labor renders time as inflexible as fungible, thereby
ensuring the equivalence and exchangeability of labor-hours.5 But as
See E.P. Thompson, “Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism,” Past and
Present 38 (1967): 56–97.
4
Thompson is quoting from Cultural Patterns and Technical Change, ed. Margaret Mead
(New York: UNESCO, 1953) (58).
5
For a cogent summary of the homogenization of time, as of space, in the course of
capitalist development in Europe, see David Harvey’s chapter “The time and space of the
3
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historians of the commons well know, such “rationalization” obscures
another form of reasoning: the sense of what it is appropriate to do, and
when. So Thompson cites J.M. Synge’s report that his neighbors on the Aran
Islands would rather know “how long is left them before twilight” than “what
o’clock it is by [his] watch” (cited Thompson, 59). The inclusion of the
relative pronoun is telling here, typical of a relational pragmatism distinct
from abstract “efficiency.” “But you’d be mad to go to Osk this time of year!”
is the iconic example of this quizzical pragmatism that Boal himself gives in a
2009 discussion of the commons, citing it as typical of the responses that
Alexander Luria’s illiterate test-subjects in Central Asia would give when set
the familiar school-room problem: “Given a certain distance and speed of
travel, how long will it take you to get to x?”6 Closer to home, such situational
thinking recently caused trouble for the wisest of my French cousins, Sophie,
when taking a home-care licensing exam: presented with a similar distancespeed-time question, she wrote that before answering she would need the
time allotted for the exam to complete the projected trajectory on foot.
These variably determined windows of time can be thought of as
temporal analogues to a spatial commons, whether of pasture, piscary,
turbary, or estovers (field, pond, peatbog or wood), whose bounds and uses
are empirically determinate even if they may shift at different times of year,
and I begin with these examples because they exemplify something of the
special kind of determinate openness—as distinct from mere vacancy—
threatened by enclosures.7 As readers of Thompson well know and as Boal
Enlightenment project” in The Condition of Postmodernity (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell,
1990), 240–259.
6
“Wisdom in Common: Andrej Grubacic & Iain Boal,” Econvergence Conference: NW
Regional Gathering on the Economic and Ecological Crises, October 2009,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQJowjib6ow; accessed March 17, 2016.
7
In this essay I use the term “enclosure” as shorthand for the long and never completely
finished process of expropriation of the commons. This history is inseparable from that of
what Marxists call “primitive accumulation”: the violent dispossession by which laborers are
separated from the means of production and, in radical agrarian Wendell Berry’s words,
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has often reminded me, a common is not a free space to which anyone can
come and in which anything goes; commons are defined by precise rules
restricting uses and limiting practices. But these rules depend for their
transmission on long and continued practice; marked by a certain degree of
informality, variability, and discretionary enforcement—not universally
applied at all times of year—they can appear without binding authority when
judged from the perspective of modern law, and indeed, have often been
dismissed or ignored as such.
This essay will offer little more than a garland of parables and anecdotes
gleaned from Iain himself or resonant with his thinking, and while it may
sometimes sound as if I am merely contrasting (to nostalgic effect) the
uniformity of enclosed space and time with the differing degrees of looseness,
responsiveness to seasonal cues, plurality, and autonomy afforded by
commoning practices, the greater challenge here will be distinguishing such
variability from the flexibility and mobility characterizing the conditions of
contingent labor under late capitalism in the 21st century. Passages will be
juxtaposed with deliberate looseness and tenuousness of connection in a way
that will enact, I hope, the very lightness of hold whose different valences I
wish to sound.
Le ‘durable’ est tout juste alors ce qui permet au développement de
prolonger indéfiniment son agonie. [The ‘sustainable” is that which
permits development to prolong its agony indefinitely.]
—Serge Latouche, Survivre au développement8

“deprived of independent access to the staples of life, clothing, shelter, food, even water”
(The Unsettling of America [San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1977], 6).
8
Reprising Vandana Shiva, Latouche puns on “le durable” (French for “sustainable”) as
that which requires enduring; his quip is cited in Frédéric Neyrat’s Biopolitique des
catastrophes (Paris: Éditions MF, 2008), 21.
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Sustain: Subtenere—to hold, to keep. To hold up
—Oxford English Dictionary
subsist: 1a. To maintain life or existence, esp. in the face of privation;
to keep alive, live.
b. In hyperbolical (also trivial) use: to manage to live or carry on
(with a negative expressed or implied).
Subsistence production or production of life includes all work that is
expended in the creation, re-creation and maintenance of immediate
life and which has no other purpose. Subsistence production therefore
stands in contrast to commodity and surplus value production.
—Maria Mies with Veronika Bennholdt-Thomsen, The Subsistence
Perspective9
A culture of survival envisages the future as a sequence of repeated
acts of survival. Each act pushes a thread through the eye of a needle
and the thread is tradition. No overall increase is envisaged.
—John Berger, Pig Earth10
In his Preface to Pig Earth, the first in his trilogy of stories about rural life
among peasants in the French Alps, John Berger juxtaposes the English
farmers’ proverb: “Live as if you are going to die tomorrow, but farm as if you
are going to live forever,” alongside the Russian proverb, “Don’t run away
from anything, but don’t do anything.”11 Together these sayings point to the
impossibility of putting longevity on one side and transience, openness to
Maria Mies, with Veronika Bennholdt-Thomsen, The Subsistence Perspective: Beyond
the Globalised Economy, trans. Patrick Camiller, Maria Mies, and Gerd Wieh (New York:
Zed Books, 1999), 20.
10
John Berger, Pig Earth (New York: Pantheon Books, 1979), xix.
11
Ibid., p. xii.
9
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chance and contingency, on the other: living from moment to moment goes
hand in hand here with the obligation to endure and pass something on;
entrenchment is hard to tell from exposure, resigned fatalism from a never
ceasing struggle with the elements. In an introduction to French agrarian
history, Lucien Febvre suggests that this is what makes the “peasant mode of
life” incomprehensible to modern spectators—it appears simultaneously lazy
or wasteful and unnecessarily harsh: “They tell us that people today will no
longer accept the difficult working conditions of the past. Or rather, in a
world that is preoccupied with not wasting time, that on the contrary
organizes time to be used with maximum efficiency, in order to increase the
worker’s ‘productivity’—these people, these mountaineers, are timewasters.”12 Febvre suggests that what is particularly scandalous and likely to
be misrecognized by modern historians is a certain temporal rhythm of
variability and alternation between intense productivity (where if the
demands of the particular season are not met all the work will go to waste)
and long fallow periods—what he calls “that life of low tides and still waters,
following upon periods of raging, foaming, flood waters” (Febvre, 4)—exactly
the “work pattern of alternate bouts of intense labour and idleness” that
Thompson speculates may be a “‘natural human work-rhythm,” even if it
“persists” into modernity only “among some self-employed—artists, writers,
small farmers, and perhaps also with students” (Thompson, 73).13
In my own limited experience as a “wwoofer” trading half a day’s work in
exchange for room and board on small-scale organic farms, I’ve also been
struck by the potential tension between, on the one hand, the care for the
future motivating “sustainable” farming practices and, on the other, a
surprisingly powerless spirit of carpe diem or inability to do more than seize
Lucien Febvre, “Man or Productivity,” Rural Society in France: Selections from the
Annales; Economies, Societies, Civilisations, ed. Robert Forster and Orest Ranum, trans.
Elborg Forster and Patricia Ranum (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), 4.
13
Indeed, this rhythm will be familiar to life-long students who continue to avail
themselves of the occasional all-nighter.
12
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the day characterizing day-to-day subsistence.14 Sustainable modes of
production are those deemed accountable to the needs of the next generation
and the generation after, but this quickly shades into the idea of something
capable of indefinite extension into the future, making “sustainable
development” the slogan of a capitalist system bent on its perpetual
expansion. Yet the prevalence of weeding and other labors whose
effectiveness depends on their being renewed each day, also speaks to the
persistence within agriculture of something resistant to its logic of surplus,
storage, and reserve.15
Or to put the contradiction somewhat differently: on the one hand,
“subsistence,” as Bennhold-Thomsen and Mies define the term, names the
alternative to the capitalist economies of extraction, storage, and surplus
signifying “development”; on the other hand, the ability to subsist without
reserves is what capitalism requires of its workers.16 Part of what I wish to do
in these pages is re-open the multiple valences of “reserve,” “precarity,” and
“contingency,” so as to distinguish—all too precariously and never
absolutely—between precarization under global capitalism and a differently
lived relation to time to come, or a differently enjoyed power to adjust to
varying circumstances and seize the opportune and seasonable. Borrowed
“Wwoofing” comes from the acronym WWOOF, or World Wide Opportunities on
Organic Farms (or Willing Workers on Organic Farms), an international network that links
volunteers to organic farmers and growers: http://www.wwoof.net/
15
This warrants a fuller discussion of the distinction Arendt makes between “labor” and
“work” in The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989): labor such as
house-cleaning is essentially reproductive, while work produces finished objects. According
to Arendt, modern industrialism transforms “work” back into “labor,” as the unskilled
worker is condemned to repeating the same gesture without completing his work. In the
larger project of which this essay is a part, I am interested in the reverse movement whereby
modern machinery, industrial pesticides, and fossil-fuel fertilizers eliminate the diurnal
labors within agriculture, except, of course, during the labor-intensive periods of harvesting;
hence the dependence on a temporary, migrant labor force.
16
This ambiguity may explain agriculture’s oscillation on either side of the divide of the
“fall” into capitalism, since it is the cultivation of perishable reserves.
14
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from the French, “precarity” in English commonly refers to the insecurity
that results from the casualization of labor in post-Fordist, post-industrial
capitalist societies; the precariat include flex workers who work zero-hour
contracts or who labor under conditions subject to constant revision, with no
guarantees of returning to the same work from one day to the next, no
possibility of accruing benefits through seniority, and for whom each day is
as if the first, even though they may work this same “first” day for decades.
Precarity’s usage is more restricted than “precariousness” which retains some
of the ontological senses of tenuousness, vulnerability, permeability, and
revisability audible in the word’s derivation from the Latin for prayer.17 These
senses appear in the OED’s first definition of “precarious” as “given as a
favour, depending on the favour of another, (of property) held by tenancy at
will, uncertain, doubtful, suppliant,” as in the Larousse’s entry on “précaire”:
existing or held only by rescindable authorization: a precarious
position
precarious health, precarious employment.
of doubtful security: a precarious shelter18
In one sense, of course, such subjection to possible change spells
disempowerment and insecurity, and there can be no illusion that the laws of
customary inheritance were less exploitative than the rights to dispose
property freely that displaced them. In another sense, however, just as rights
of usufruct are only temporarily granted and may disappear with non-use, a

English readers will find a good introduction to precarity studies in the chapter “After
the Good Life, an Impasse” of Lauren Berlant’s Cruel Optimism (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2011). For an exploration of the ethical dimensions of “precarious”
relations of dependence within contemporary political life, see Judith Butler’s Precarious Life
(New York: Verso, 2004), as well as, more recently, Philip Armstrong’s “Precarity’s Prayers,”
Minnesota Review 85 (2015): 180–88.
18
http://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais/précaire/63295?q=precaire#62587, my
translation, accessed July 20, 2016.
17
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precarious tenancy evokes a different, more active relation to passing time
than the absenteeism made possible by abstract universalism; as a metaphor
for ecological practice, it figures a sustained engagement with materials
whose disposition may change and that may require different handling at
different times.
It might also be worth noting that such tenancy at the hands of another
could last forever; dependency on a power whose mind might change, whose
very power consists in remaining uncertain, could go on indefinitely. Only to
the degree that pleasure is deemed whimsical is insecurity implied. Transpose
this to the register of the early bourgeois novel, and the intensity of a
heroine’s sustained interest in the question of whether x returns her love
converges with passive reliance on his continued presence as something that
goes without saying. “It was everyday implied, but never professedly
declared.” Although spoken in tears, no sentence may be more evocative of
enchanted time than Marianne’s confession to her sister in Sense and
Sensibility when Elinor questions her about Willoughby’s love. “But he told
you that he loved you?”—“Yes—no—never absolutely. It was everyday
implied, but never professedly declared. Sometimes I thought it had been—
but it never was.”19 One wants to know how long a time this wordless
understanding lasted; could Marianne’s “everyday” extend to months, years,
decades?
But if the example of feminine love feels jarringly out of place here, the
rescindable contracts of precarious workers (usually analyzed as a symptom
of neoliberal economics) also don’t quite fit the lens of the juridical problem
of indefinite detention (theorized by Agamben and others through the figure
of the sovereign who decides on the state of exception). One measure of the
gulf separating biopolitical discourse from commoning- and commonersdiscourse can be found in Malcolm Bull’s thought experiment attempting to
popularize Agamben’s theory of the sovereign exception to his LRB readers:
19

Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), 161.
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But, on the other hand, isn’t every intermission a step into the abyss?
If all days were bank holidays, the banks would never reopen; you
might not come back from lunch, ever.
What makes us reasonably confident that our adjournments will not be
cessations is the expectation that the suspended activity will eventually be
restarted, if not by ourselves then by others engaged in practices that intersect
with our own. For this to be the case, the gap that has opened up needs to be
located within a densely woven web of related social practices. Following
Schmitt, Agamben assumes that the rule of law is not like that.20
Whereas Agamben’s (singular, fathomless) sovereign steps into the
“abyss” when “he decides on the exception” and suspends the law as a whole,
Bull remains, for all his post-Protestant, post-Weberian anxiety about the
banks’ lost trade, weirdly closer to Thompson in describing the social fabric
as made up of resumptions of work difficult to tell from ceaseless if only
partial work-stoppages. Lurking here is the 1639 rhyme reprinted by
Thompson:
You know that Munday is Sundayes brother;
Tuesday is such another;
Wednesday you must go to Church to pray;
Thursday is half-holiday;
On Friday it is too late to begin to spin;
The Saturday is half holiday agen. (quoted 72)
According to the OED “seasonable” shares with “seasonal” many of the
same senses—“occurring at the right season, opportune; suitable to the time

Malcolm Bull, review of Agamben’s State of Exception. London Review of Books. Vol.26.
No. 24, 16 December 2004. http://www.lrb.co.uk/v26/n24/malcolm-bull/ states-dont-reallymind-their-citizens-dying-provided-they-dont-all-do-it-at-once-they-just-dont-like-anyoneelse-to-kill-them.
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of year; enduring but for a season, temporary.” But whereas the more
common adjective would seem to be something applied from without, an
accidental, itself contingent attribute, the suffix “able” hints at an inherent
power to meet and answer the demands of the moment from within. In the
line from Keats, the “seasonable” month is the fertile month, rich with a
bounty that need not be present at all times. Perhaps nothing more is at stake
in these pages than the difference between the anticipation of regularly
irregular alternations of bouts of abundance and scarcity and the
contradiction whereby capital assumes the indefinite extension of present
conditions even while conceiving itself as a parenthesis—exposing workers to
the permanent suspension of environmental protections or labor laws in the
name of a future plenitude (or dearth) that is always yet to come.
In September 2009 I did some wwoofing at an off-the-grid farm called the
Zocalo (Post-Oil) Institute in Winter Harbor, Maine. One of our tasks was to
gather seaweed that had washed up on the beach; since the seaweed was later
to be laid down as fertilizer on the vegetable beds, from one perspective this
was only the first step in a long, carefully planned process of manipulating
soil to make it “express” something it would otherwise not have done; but the
act itself also obviously felt and looked like a kind of harvest, one all the more
oddly satisfying because no previous work had apparently gone into it. Were
we cleaning up after the tides—carting away what had been washed up—or
starting something new in Hannah Arendt’s sense of what she claims is the
specifically human capacity for natality? The farm’s owner, Irene Cortese, an
outspoken Italian raised in Mexico City, did not hesitate to call the seaweed
the ocean’s gift to us—something that like any gift doesn’t actually become
one until it is received or taken up. Whatever else we were doing, it seemed
we were blurring the perhaps always indecipherable lines between the
supposed proactivity of agriculture, and the supposed spontaneity and
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passivity of foraging that simply takes what’s already there and contents itself
with just what is available that day.
Another way of thinking this would be through the ambiguity of whether
the end of a line of verse is already the start of the next, as in the enjambed
lines from Shakespeare’s Lear:
Halfway down
Hangs one that gathers samphire—dreadful trade! (4.6.19–20)21
These suspenseful lines belong to the description whereby Edgar tricks
his blind father into thinking he is on the brink of the cliff and about to step
over the abyss. Ironies abound in Edgar’s choice for “effet de réel” of the
image of a worker wholly absorbed in a task as quotidian as it would have
been precarious: according to Kristian Evans, edible rock samphire was
commonly collected in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and
transported to London in sea-water barrels for immediate consumption or
pickling, before it was later rendered scarce by over-harvesting.22 Yet that this
imaginary solitary harvester has had to pursue his trade among the less
accessible rocks and cliffs might already indicate a temporary or seasonal
scarcity: others have come before him, leaving him nowhere else to go. At the
same time, samphire takes its name from Saint-Pierre, the patron saint of
fishermen, because, Evans tells us, it grows only on rocks that the tide will not
submerge: the shipwrecked would do well to swim toward it. Impervious to
the fluctuation of the tides but marked by alternative bouts of abundance and
scarcity, already a shipped and traded commodity, and a source of caloric
energy prolonged by pickling, “samphire” thus gathers onto itself multiple

William Shakespeare, King Lear, ed. Louis B. Wright (New York: Washington Square
Press, 1965).
22
Kristian Evans, “Rock Samphire,” A Kenfig Journal, Sustainable Wales, 23 Aug. 2013,
http://www.sustainablewales.org.uk/a-kenfig-journal/rocksamphire
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and contradictory valences: temporal insularity, exposure, inaccessibility,
seasonal alternation, and preservation.
While I was in Maine, an article in the Bangor Daily News appeared
detailing the ongoing controversy over rockweed harvesting in the bay at Bar
Harbor. At stake was the question of whether harvesters were just taking
what was on the surface (as it seemed to me that we had been) or cutting the
plants off at their source and thus doing permanent harm to the aquatic
ecosystem.23 In the article, Raul Ugarte, the scientific representative for
Acadian Seaplants, calls the practice “sustainable” because “only the very tops
of the rockweed are harvested and more than sixteen inches of the plant is
left to regenerate.” Invoking a strong affective image of a timeless activity
commonly supposed to have gone on for centuries without harm to the
planet, Ugarte compares the rockweed harvest to “a land farmer cutting his
hay [because] we leave most of the plant.” The article goes on to detail how
the harvesters, who make between $1,000 and $1,500 a week, pile the cut
seaweed on a floating platform. Twice a week this is then loaded on a barge
and taken to an abandoned airport the company has purchased in New
Brunswick. Here the seaweed is strewn on the runway to dry—one thousand
tons at a time—before being processed and sold as fertilizer and dietary
supplements supposed to ease stress on cows and other livestock in factory
farms.
According to Robin Seeley, marine biologist at Cornell, whom Mack also
quotes in her article, rockweed uses a disk-like structure to hold fast to rocks:
“Plants in some areas don’t invest much energy in their holdfast. In the upper
bay the water just kind of oozes in and out… harvesting has caused the
holdfast to separate from the rock, killing the plant.” Where Ugarte claims
that “we never harvest more than 17% of the biomass,” for Seeley, “if a plant
Sharon Kiley Mack, “A Sea Change For Rockweed Harvest?,” Bangor Daily News, 21
Oct.
2009.
http://bangordailynews.com/2009/10/21/news/a-sea-change-for-rockweedharvest/
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is cut to six inches—happening frequently—it will regenerate just 54% of its
biomass. [It] will never get long again but will remain short and bushy.” At
stake in their disagreement seems to be the difference between measuring
biomass at discrete, punctual intervals and considering the plant’s eventual
regenerative potential in its role as extendable (and retractable) shelter for
other aquatic creatures.
I offer these twinned stories of seaweed harvesting as object lessons in the
difference made by size and scale, temporal and spatial frames. Readable in
their competing details is another allegory of precarious, tenuous (foot- or
root-) holds, surface-skimming, contingent labor, and supplemental energy.
For what we were taking for Zocalo, while not part of a surplus economy, was
in a different sense supplementary—what the ocean itself had already cut and
coughed up—and we only moved it several hundred feet to use it on the
neighboring land next door. And how much we took was limited, not just by
how much there was that day or how much we might have needed but by
physical limitations we had decided to respect rather than try to ignore: the
sustainable was exactly how much our weight would carry. There is a scene in
Agnès Varda’s film The Gleaners and I where she interviews oyster gatherers
at low tide in Brittany, and everyone has a varying but relatively concordant
memory of the tonnage allowed. Some say five kilos, other say three, but the
differences matter less than the general consensus that there is a limit and it is
set by weight, by how much one can carry, store and eat while the oysters are
still good. In place of the abstract figure of the earth’s (or planet’s) limited
carrying capacity, a figure that is of necessity always only imagined, the
question of what is sustainable shifts to that of what these particular
bearers—in this case, human bodies—are ready to bear at this particular
moment.
Before leaving the example of seaweed harvesting, I’d like to juxtapose it
to another story of beach-cleanup, the report of a Gulf cleanup worker cited
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in Anne McClintock’s Counterpunch piece “Slow Violence and the BP Coverups”:
“It’s as if a nuclear apocalypse has gone off in the Gulf,” he said. “The
media is not telling the truth. No one is telling the truth. Let me tell
you something. Yesterday on the beach where we work, my crew
cleaned up seven hundred bags of oil. Today we went back and the
beach was completely covered in oil, as if we had never been there.
Today we carried away another seven hundred and fifty bags. Every
day we clean up, then the tide brings it in again. The oil is everywhere,
deep under the sand. Today I wanted to measure the oil, so I stuck my
shovel into the sand and the oil was down there eight inches deep.”24
The image of a bottomless, and of necessity constantly renewed,
harvesting of oil given by Anne McClintock’s anonymous source feels
exhausting in the same way that labor as Arendt defines it does. The
exhaustion comes from something inexhaustible within this Herculean task,
a cycle no sooner completed than it must be started again. Yet the image also
horrifies, I think, because it inverts the utopian image of farming or fishing as
a diurnal activity that does not deplete the earth or ocean but only takes what
it has to give.25
Scarcity and sustainability discourses often converge in their deployment
of this figure of the earth’s limited carrying capacity, often accompanied, in
strangely inverted form, by that of the human as that special animal that
knows no limits, either to its desires or to the suffering it can inflict on others
and to the suffering it can be made to bear. Without this double
assumption—of a material scarcity and of an immaterial or psychic infinite,
each as fixed and as intractable as the other—there would be no (so-called)
Anne McClintock, “Slow Violence and the BP Coverups,” Counterpunch, 23 Aug. 2010.
I make the same comparison in the essay “‘Shadow Boxing’: Empty Blows, Practice
Steps, and Nature’s Hold,” forthcoming in Qui Parle (2017).
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tragedy of the commons. Only by presupposing both can Hardin and his
many followers argue that the greedy human herdsman will always maximize
the number of cows he can put to pasture on the limited commons.26 As the
epigraph to this essay indicates, Boal is in the habit of refuting Hardin’s
argument by referring to the laws of stinting already built into actual,
historical commoning practices. My favorite example, gleaned in
conversation with Iain, comes from Peter Kropotkin’s account in Mutual Aid
of the rules of stinting among Caucasian peasants; to “stint,” as Iain and the
OED remind us, is to portion out or restrict the use of; a “stint” is an allotted
amount or measure; a prescribed or customary portion. According to
Kropotkin, at the end of the harvest, “the hay... is divided among the separate
households, and it is evident that no one has the right of taking hay from a
neighbour’s stack without his permission.” But in spring, when the cuckoo’s
call is once again heard, “every one [sic] in need has the right of taking from a
neighbour’s stack the hay he wants for his cattle.”27 Why? Because the
cuckoo’s return marks the arrival of spring—the grass will soon be growing
again, so whatever is left from the previous year’s harvest is at that point
surplus and free for the taking.28

See Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” originally published in Science
(1968) and available online here: http://www.garretthardinsociety.org/articles/
art_tragedy_of_the_commons.html/.
27
Peter Kropotkin, Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution (Boston: Extending Horizon Books,
1955), 128–29.
28
A more contemporary example of this utopian opportunism in which a dramatic change
in natural conditions suddenly makes possible different tasks even as it also temporarily
obstructs the “normal” workings of things, occurs in Lorine Niedecker’s letters detailing the
effects of the regular flooding of her home on Black Hawk Island near the town of Fort
Atkinson, Wisconsin:
I waded yesterday all around dislodging big blocks of wood, oil drums, etc. After land
comes out, you can’t lift these heavy things but during a flood you just touch them with a
little finger and they move. So at least I got 'em off my path to the river and low parts of my
lawn. Mud hens swam right along beside me.
26
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In Cruel Optimism Lauren Berlant calls Varda’s The Gleaners and I a
“problematic, exuberant example of happy-life without guarantees in the
impasse”; for her the film is kind of pastoral in the face of a “problem/event
that dissolves the old sureties and forces improvisation and reflection on lifewithout-guarantees” (200). On this account, understood as the “dissolution
of old sureties,” the precarization of labor that we take as an effect of postFordist neoliberal restructuring would only be an intensification of the
“uncertainty” that, according to Ulrich Beck, “modernity introduces into all...
niches of existence.”29 But the thrust of Kropotkin’s example, and of Boal’s
thinking on the commons, in general, would be to qualify and somewhat
revise this narrative of ever-increasing and intensifying uncertainty, by
retelling it as the story of ongoing expropriation and enclosure entailing the
loss of another kind of uncertainty or openness to circumscribed
improvisation. If we take as exemplary the momentary suspense of the laws
of portioning signaled by the cuckoo’s return, then there are moments when
the law prohibiting theft and trespass is lifted. But this lifting occurs neither
arbitrarily nor indefinitely, but only for limited times and only at certain,
relatively predictable times of year. Indeed, the initial ambition of this essay
was to find a way to contrast the permanent “state of exception” that Giorgio
Agamben has theorized as the increasingly “dominant paradigm of
Water on standstill after a storm, now at top of second step from bottom. A man
changed his tire on his car under water. All the tin cans in the world floating on my lawn.
Otherwise—and a musk rat too close to my porch—all is well.
With the laws of gravity temporarily suspended by the rise in water level, vulnerability to
flooding also yields a new kind of power to dislodge ordinarily impossibly heavy things:
apparently insoluble situations suddenly dissolve; even I could change a tire in such
conditions. These passages are quoted by Mary Pinard in “Niedecker’s Grammar of
Flooding,” Radical Vernacular (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2008), 24. See also Samia
Rahimtoola’s chapter “Lorine Niedecker and the Poetics of Disequilibrium,” in her
dissertation Disturbance Poetics: American Postmodernity and the Ecology of Disaster
(University of California, Berkeley, 2016).
29
Ulrich Beck, Ecological Enlightenment: Essays on the Politics of the Risk Society, trans.
Mark A. Ritter (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1995), 22.
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government in contemporary politics,” or the permanent absence of
protective laws (whether international, state or tribal) characterizing what
Chris Hedges has called the “sacrifice zones” of global capital, with the
different kind of variability and negotiated indeterminacy found in
commoning practices.30
In her introduction to her excellent study in deliberately lost, actively
forgotten history, Commoners: Common Right, Enclosure and Social Change
in England, 1700–1820, J. M. Neeson cites, in order to contest and
complicate, an earlier historian’s description of “common right” as “only a
‘thin and squalid curtain’ hanging between the poor and even greater
poverty.”31 The figure captures the sense of common right as a margin of
autonomy—the thinnest of buffers—between the common laborer and his
complete dependence on wage labor for survival. It names the residual
protection stripped away in the course of primitive accumulation, the process
by which workers are rendered “free from, unencumbered by, any means of
production of their own.”32 Here again the challenge is to distinguish such
absolute freedom from the license exercised in complying with commoning
laws. As Neeson wonderfully details, such compliance was as regularly
irregular as the (always relatively temperate English) seasons are in Gilbert
For Agamben’s theory of the state of exception, see his State of Exception, trans. Kevin
Attell (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005) as well as his account of “bare life” as life
exposed to sovereign violence without protection from the law in Homo Sacer: Sovereign
Power and Bare Life, trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1998). For Hedges’s account of America’s “sacrifice zones” —zones of unregulated
environmental violence and labor exploitation—see his and Joe Sacco’s Days of Destruction,
Days of Revolt (New York: Nation Books, 2012).
31
J. M. Neeson, Commoners: Common Right, Enclosure and Social Change in England,
1700–1820 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 8.
32
Marx, Capital, Chapter 26 (874). In Commonwealth (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2009, 54), Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri paraphrase Marx’s argument
as follows: “When they are separated from the soil and from all other means of production,
workers are doubly free: free in the sense that they are not bound in servitude and also free in
that they have no encumbrances, that is, no property or even any right to access the land.”
30
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White’s journals. Commoning was doubly an affair of the margins,
empirically a question of making a second use of fallow fields and of picking
up what had already dropped or fallen at the edge of productive practices,
and legally, a question of pushing, in Theresa Kelley’s words, the “half-lawful
edge of commonable practices.”33 The passive opportunism of licensed forms
of commoning could easily cover more active forms of trespass as in the case
of “someone (there were apparently many) who exercised the right to pick up
fallen wood in a lord manor’s forest and then illegally bagged a few rabbits or
unfallen branches along the way” (Kelley, 134). As Kelley suggests, John
Clare’s poem “Nutters” hints that the nut harvest also provides an occasion
for wood-gathering (and sexual dalliance): “Wood ‘down with crack & rustle
branches come’ may not be rotten and is certainly not lying on the ground,
the usual requirement for license to gather fallen wood” (135). Clare’s passive
voice here makes light of the trespass, but still allows us to infer or imagine
trespassing “nutters” who, without ax or saw, use no more than the weight of
their own passing to shake down the woods and “free” an otherwise pent-up
wealth:
Yet down with crack and rustle branches come
And springing up like bow unloosed when free
Of their ripe clustering bunches brown—while some
Are split and broken under many a tree
Up springs the blundering pheasant with the noise (15–19)34
Only this—the way the wood (even the pheasant?) happens to have
become available for gathering, and the interval of time it would have lain
there before being put back into some kind of human use or circulation—
distinguishes the properly commonable from illegitimate appropriation.
Theresa Kelley, Clandestine Marriage: Botany & Romantic Culture (Baltimore, MD:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2012), 134.
34
John Clare, Selected Poems (New York: Penguin Classics, 2004).
33
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In the opening pages of Accumulation of Capital, Rosa Luxemburg writes:
Production can never be resumed, there can be no reproduction,
unless certain prerequisites such as tools, raw materials and labour
have been established during the preceding period of production; at
the most primitive level of man’s civilisation, at the initial stage of
man’s power over nature, [the] possibility to re-engage in production
depended more or less on chance.35
Such dependence on chance (or the miracle of God’s favor) and inability
to build from one day’s work to the next would appear to describe the
condition of the people of Israel when they are blessed with manna in the
desert:
And Moses said, Let no man leave of it till the morning. Exodus 16:19
In Exodus 16:19, God forbids the hoarding of manna from one day to the
next. The impulse to hoard presumably comes from a wish to be spared the
labor of gathering: the idea would be to gather twice as much in one day so as
to rest the next. As Robert Alter writes in his note to the passage, “The
refractory nature of the people—or perhaps one should say their anxiety and
their greed—is manifested even in their response to this bounty from God
Rosa Luxemburg, The Accumulation of Capital, trans. Agnes Schwarzschild (New York:
Routledge, 1963), 4. Although her contrast between hunter-gatherers and agriculturalists
would seem to identify “progress” and “civilization” with increases in the power to store and
accumulate the means of reproduction—the very powers of storage and accumulation that
will bind reproduction to capitalist expansion—there would be more to say here about how
Luxemburg’s prose still distinguishes cessation, establishment, and resumption from one
another, reducing none to mere repetition. In the shadows of her first sentence, for example,
one can discern the rhythms of diurnal alternation between rest and work that Jonathan
Crary mourns in 24/7 as all but gone from a contemporary world where forms of permanent
ready availability have shrunk to the bare minimum the still necessary intervals of sleep and
inoperative time; the phrase “can never be resumed” implies, if it does not say, that “things
(tools? instruments?) have been left off for now” and will be picked up again, perhaps in a
slightly different manner, on the morrow. See Crary’s 24/7: Late Capitalism and the Ends of
Sleep (New York: Verso, 2014); I am grateful to Michelle Ty for these observations.
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that has come to answer their complaints. In this case, it turns out that the
prohibition announced by Moses is actuated by a perfectly practical
consideration: the manna will not keep overnight (except, miraculously, on
the Sabbath).”36 Indeed, although on every other day, the manna breeds
worms and stinks when left until morning, the twice as much that IS gathered
away on the sixth day and laid away for the seventh, miraculously does not
spoil. At a stretch, it is just possible to detect an ambiguity in verse 19 as
translated in the King James version: is it an injunction to gather the manna
before it disappears under the sun’s waxing heat (in which case the stint will
shorten as days lengthen)? Or a command to consume it before the next
morning (in which case the stint corresponds to one diurnal rotation)? Is the
people’s fault their fear that nothing will be left for the morrow—too little
trust that God will provide the next day? Or too much laziness?—rebellion
against a work that, however minimal, has to be renewed each day all over
again? In Steve Goldsmith’s words, “without the miracle, there would be a
tension between the need to limit what one takes from the land (which
requires minimal but everyday labor) and the need to put some limits on
labor (which requires a day of rest).”37
An equally canonical example of a stint or portion determined by the
cycle of a day occurs in Matthew 6:11—“Give us this day our daily bread” and
Luke 11:3—“Give us day by day our daily bread.” Here the Evangelists reencode Moses’s prohibition on hoarding as a prayer that asks for little more
than the means to renew the prayer the following day—a prayer expressive,
in Joseph Thayer’s words, of “a state of mind, which piously contented with
food sufficing from one day to the next, in praying to God for sustenance does
not go beyond the absolute necessity of the nearest future” or, in Kant’s

36
37

Robert Alter, The Five Books of Moses (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2004), 408.
from a private e-mail exchange.
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terms, “a felt need which is merely animal.”38 Beyond the irony that the term
here translated as “daily” and elsewhere as “quotidian” occurs only twice—
quite possibly the Evangelists’ own invention and apparently not common to
the spoken Greek of the time—it’s worth noting that ἐπιούσιοϛ (epioúsios)
derives from that which “nears” or “approaches,” and is variously rendered as
“sufficient for the day,” and “for the coming day,” so that the bread of today
may well be tomorrow’s.39 This figure of a stint or portion determined by the
cycle of a day thus encapsulates the ambiguities, noted above, whereby an
environmentally benign ethos of minimal but ongoing extraction becomes
continuous with a spirit of carpe diem heedless of all but the most proximate
future.40
Insofar as these verses’ textual “bareness” is conducive to imagining such
practices, as Kant does, as the satisfaction of merely “animal” or bodily needs,
rather than as the site of precariously acquired and transmitted collective skill
and cultural know-how, it is doubtless unfair to Mies and other advocates of
Joseph Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, Being Grimm’s Wilke’s
Clavis Novi Testamenti (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1894), 241; and Immanuel Kant,
Religion Within the Limits of Reason, trans. Theodore M. Greene and Hoyt H. Hudson (New
York: Harper & Row, 1960), 184.
39
I quote here from the Middle Liddell Lexicon available through the Perseus Digital
Library’s online version of the Greek New Testament, ed. by Brooke Foss Westcott and
Fenton John Anthony Hort. http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/collection ?collection
=Perseus:collection:Greco-Roman; accessed July 23, 2016.
40
This ethos offers an alternative to either experiencing the day-to-day as the ceaseless,
exhausting recurrence of the same or fetishizing it as the ever-renewed chance to “try again.”
A beautiful example of ‘no more than a day’ as a stint that enables taking rather than limiting
it, occurs in one of Simone Weil’s notebook entries:
…Renunciation, not of action, but of the fruits of action—here, there is a void.
Continually to suspend in oneself the work of imagination, filler up of voids and restorer of
balances. It is so difficult a thing to do that, for this reason, time is limited to the course of a
day. Hence: ‘Give us this day...’, ‘sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.’ We cannot
(perhaps?) even with the help of grace, bear the void which lasts for more than a day. (The
Notebooks of Simone Weil, trans. Arthur Wills [New York: Routledge, 2004], 145). My
thanks to Joe Albernaz for pointing me to these passages.
38
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commoning subsistence practices to track their thought through these
parables of dependence on divine provisioning. Perhaps there is no
redeeming the story of manna at a time when the precarization of labor
means that getting by from one moment to the next increasingly defines the
MOST people can hope to do, after the dismantling of those social and state
infrastructures that had once promised an economic, ecological, even psychic
stability to come.41 How are we to distinguish permanent insecurity from the
precariously renewed condition of having nothing to count on from minute
to minute or morning to morning except the renewed test of faith? Some will
say there is no difference. So Marxist anthropologist Bernard Belasco
commenting on Exodus writes, “What is given may be taken away. This
metaphysical anxiety over the fragile order of nature, of the natural
immanence of scarcity, obscures our capacity to leap beyond the immediate
limits of calamity.” For Belasco, submission to divine authority from which
providence may come (or not) means the end of communal cooperation.42
I began by introducing the figure of manna as a residual carry-over from
a time before agriculture had secured the reproduction of the means of
reproduction; and indeed, this is how it is often read: the Israelites have left
the fertile fields of Egypt and have been momentarily returned to a nomadic
state in the desert. But now, following Belasco, dependence on “manna”
would seem to be a figure for absolute captivation within the most immediate
present, for the foreclosure of futurity, and, with it, of the imaginative
possibility of communal collaboration. Exactly such presentism, marked by a

For an account of the attrition of these fantasies, see again Lauren Berlant’s Cruel
Optimism.
42
“The Aleph and Omega of Scarcity,” Dialectical Anthropology Vol. 19, No. 2/3
(November 1994): 169–210, 172. Belasco’s critique is sharp: “Manna, identified with Moses
the patriarch, was a controlled resource which represented gerontocratic domination,
divinely legitimated. The development of the redistributive process, within the state, realizes
its potential for private acts of accumulation or, its converse, exposure of individuals to
misfortune” (196).
41
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stark refusal or inability to infer one thing from another (as if the calculus of
self-interest prohibited all other more playful forms of speculation), drives
the reasoning behind the “tragedy of the commons” argument, as we can see
in a line that Elinor Ostrom cites from Garrett Hardin’s contemporary and
fellow economist H.S. Gordon:
The fish in the sea are valueless to the fisherman, because there is no
assurance that they will be there for him tomorrow if they are left
behind today.43
However hollow this expression of skepticism about continuance, the
revenge it exacts on its own emptiness is to bring about the scarcity it begins
by hallucinating; only now, at the end of a long history of over-fishing
rationalized by this kind of terrified, “for all we know” thinking, the oceans
may indeed soon be empty of fish. In the phrase “no assurance” we hear the
inverted echo of precarization—of those non-contracts that give workers “no
assurance” of legal protection, accrued seniority, compensation for overtime,
or benefits, no assurance either that this day will resemble the next or that it
won’t.
The inability to give even the barest shape to the most proximate future—
as if tomorrow were as blank and as impenetrable as coastal waters appear to
those who have never been fishing—might seem to align with the immediacy
and concern with present demands that for Mies and Bennholdt-Thomsen
distinguishes subsistence- from surplus-production. In fact, they could not be
more diametrically opposed. From the subsistence perspective, it is because
the near future is so palpably present that one need not run after it. “It is
useless to pursue the world, No one will ever overtake it.” Thompson takes
these lyrics from a popular song cited by Pierre Bourdieu in his early essay
“The attitude of the Algerian peasant toward time,” an essay in which the
The passage is cited in Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons: The Evolution of
Institutions for Collective Action (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 3.
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absence of haste appears as co-extensive with and inclusive of the refusal of
empty or unoccupied time; following but also in some ways contra to
Luxemburg, the peasant can easily leave off, because he expects to resume on
the morrow: “Free from the concern for schedules, and ignoring the tyranny
of the clock, sometimes called the ‘devil’s mill,’ the peasant works without
haste, leaving to tomorrow that which cannot be done today.”44 But Bourdieu
continues in the same paragraph: “The self-respecting peasant must be
continually occupied in doing something. Lacking anything else to do, ‘Let
him sharpen his knife’.”
To counter the kind of abstract, games-based thinking about the
commons exemplified by Hardin and Gordon, Ostrom gives an actual
historical example of a commoning practice from which I have borrowed my
title “Taking Turns on the Commons.” Here she describes a system for
allotting fishing sites worked out in the early 1970s by fishermen in Alanya,
Turkey:
In September, the eligible fishers draw lots and are assigned to the
named fishing locations... From September to January, each day each
fisher moves east to the next location. After January, the fishers move
west. This gives to the fishers equal opportunities at the stocks that
migrate from east to west between September and January and reverse
their migration through the area from January to May... The system
has the effect of spacing the fishers far enough apart on the fishing
grounds that the production capabilities at each site are optimized.
All fishing boats also have equal chances to fish at the best spots.
Resources are not wasted searching or fighting over a site. No signs of
over-capitalization are apparent. (Ostrom, 19)

Pierre Bourdieu, “The attitude of the Algerian peasant toward time,” Mediterranean
Countrymen: Essays in the Social Anthropology of the Mediterranean, ed. Julian Pitt-Rivers
(Paris: Mouton & Co., 1963), 58.
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By investing the sea with shifting roles and displaceable boundaries, this
commoning practice would seem to do for it what the Norfolk system of
“four-course rotation” did for the land, at least according to agricultural
historian Colin Duncan’s account of the latter as a system constituted over
time—over a “sequence of nights”—through a successive drawing and
redrawing of lines. Anyone familiar with the environmentally destructive
effects of the separation of animal husbandry from plant-cultivation, and
consequent isolation of plants and animals on modern industrial farms, will
warm to the following passage as a description of the seemingly lost art of
integrating waste into the productive process. But beyond the appeal of the
closed loop in which nothing is lost and everything always serves at least
twice, what gives the passage the ring of something unenclosed here is the
successiveness by which such closure is achieved: what is extracted is only
eventually evenly redistributed through the moveable sheepfolds, pockets of
distributed attention, temporary shelters or concentrations of loving energies:
By day the sheep extracted nutrients from grassy hillsides, bringing them
down in their guts to the arable fields, where they were “folded” by night. The
sheep were made to excrete these same nutrients over the entire field over a
sequence of nights as the sheepfolds (actually movable fences) were
systematically resituated every day.45 For Duncan,
these crop-rotation cycles became part of the very stuff of rural life
and it requires of us perhaps a special effort to understand that the
perception of loss, when this system passed away, was not merely
sentimental… The farmer’s plans were not conceived of as something
to alter year by year. Rather, they were embedded in the longer,
inevitable cycles of climate (66–67).

Colin Duncan, The Centrality of Agriculture: Between Humankind and the Rest of
Nature (Buffalo, NY: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1996), 64.
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Citing from oral historian George Ewart Evans’s Ask the Fellows Who Cut
the Hay, Duncan describes how particular farmers’ apparently obdurate
resistance to change (breaking with habit and planting ryegrass, rather than a
clover crop, prior to wheat) would have had a scientific basis: both wheat and
ryegrass are hosts to the same fly whose maggots will migrate from one to the
other if these crops are planted consecutively.
By way of a coda to fill out this looseness, I would like to append two
more excerpts from Ewart Evan’s oral history. If Iain were talking, he would
let them speak for themselves: the first is an elaborate account of a laborintensive procedure, with minimal payoff, followed by the quick noting of an
unexpected bounty arising from the same conditions that create the
difficulties; the second is also a parable of opportune timing and of tricking
fate into a double exploitation as a shepherd turns smuggler and employs his
sheep to erase the tracks. If “enclosure” historically refers to the simultaneous
isolation and homogenization of formerly neighboring and overlapping
terrains, and means the institution of an exclusive way of rendering x
productive, then these anecdotes, by contrast, locate a sense of non-enclosed
satisfaction and relative agentive autonomy not in the successful
accomplishment of x but in the redundancy of achieving y while seeking to
do x, or even more simply, letting others finish the work for you:
But clover seed was expensive to grow and not many farmers had the
patience to cultivate it for seed. It had to be mown, first of all—there
were few clippers (cutting machines) about at that time o’ day. Then
you had to have special tools to harvest it: daisy rakes for instance,
rakes with six-inch nails or special metal tines instead of the usual
wooden ones. Again, clover for seed took up a field for a whole year.
It was sown in with wheat—three or four pounds to the acre—in early
spring; and it was not ready for harvesting until the next July
twelvemonth. If you were lucky and it wasn’t too dry a season you
might be able to sow a crop of turnips on that particular field—but
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that was rarely possible. Then there was the dressing of it: men were
in the barn for days and weeks in the winter spooning the clover seed.
But, all in all, it paid because the seed would fetch a wonderful price—
… It was good farming, in a sense, too; because it gave something for
the men to do in a slack season...when the [corn] thrashing machines
came in there was nothing for the men to do. Spooning the clover
seed and getting it ready for market was a winter task for the men
which kept them in the barn during the bad weather. Another point
was that so much was lost in the harvesting, in spite of all the
precautions, that the crop would often come again, and give two
crops from one sowing.46
Old Liney’s chief task on the night when a cargo was being run was to
keep his eyes open and to turn his flock of sheep from the fold and
quickly cover up the tracks of the wagon when it returned full—
particularly did he do this near the spot, either barn or cottage—
where the contraband was being hidden. It was a clever excise man
who could trace exactly the route of the wagon after Liney’s sheep had
been walking the road (Evans, 32).

D

George Ewart Evans, Ask the Fellows who Cut the Hay (London: Faber & Faber, 1961),
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Inventions

Commons Sense: An Education for the Rest of Us
________________

Jesse Drew
You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you must not eat
from the tree of knowledge.
—Genesis
Each One, Teach One
—African-American Proverb
What is knowledge? How does one acquire it? What is it good for?
These questions have been posed since the earliest stages of human
civilization and have yet to be answered in ways that satisfy us. Basic
questions of knowledge remain vitally important in the US, in a period of
rapid technological change, widening economic inequality, and as crises of
student debt and public funding clash with the labor demands of
contemporary global capitalism.
The current crisis in education is driven by the two legacy stakeholders in
the educational system, the “free market” of private enterprise and the
apparatus of the governmental state. The market is compelled to sequester
the brainpower, skills, and bodies of those who will provide their labor to the
profit-making machinery of capitalism, while the concern of the governing is
to ensure the stability of the state through the control and management of the
populace and the defense of its territorial borders. While many interlocking
connections between industry and the state apparatus are apparent, it is
important to recognize they are not entirely one and the same. Each is
susceptible to unique pressures from various power elites and popular
constituencies, with varying degrees of cohesion and dissension, leading to
differences in short-term and long-term strategies—immediate need versus
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long-term need. The knowledge demands of the burgeoning tech sector are
not the same as the state’s requirement for economists, managers,
military/police and other functionaries. The state reliance upon a more wellrounded, literate populace that historically has provided a basis for social
stability at times conflicts with industry demand for knowledge-based
workers. Thus, today, the allure of get-rich-quick tech-based education
increasingly infringes upon the traditional humanities-based foundations of
education, with a vocational approach that relies primarily upon the STEM
skills (science, technology, engineering and math) and a corporate culture
that speaks disparagingly of philosophy, literature, and the arts, as a waste of
time and money.
While the education-based occupational demands of industry can morph
quickly, the apparatus of the state knowledge sector is slowed by its wellestablished web of institutional connections; federal agencies, state boards of
education, local school boards, faculty senate bodies, accreditation boards
and increasingly less, teachers unions. The tradition-bound educational
system typically seeks to balance the needs of the state through the study of
language, literature, and history, within the demands of capitalism. On the
college campus, this can surface as the tension between the “real” classes
sought by students to fulfill career objectives and the “good citizen”
prerequisites that the institution demands. This tension under normal
circumstances is one of peaceful co-existence, as typically the industrialknowledge complex steers a middle ground between the demands of industry
and what the state deems essential. Thus the ship of education sails on,
negotiating the winds of industrial change and the rocky shores of established
state power. It is increasingly clear that the ship is sinking.
Evidence of the foundering ship abounds, in institutions from pre-school
to PhD, in hyperbolic mass media coverage, and in the electoral campaign
arena. School systems from coast to coast are slashing funding, siphoning
public money for charter schools, firing teachers, battling over curriculum,
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challenging the worth of a college degree, attacking tenure, privatizing
campuses, raising fees. The teacher, rather than earning the polished red
apple, now deserves a “punch in the face” (as Chris Christie said in 2015 on
CNN’s State of the Union). Politicians from both parties accelerate public
anger over perceived school failure in order to weaken or destroy teacher
union power. Faced with slashed public funding, school districts and
universities seek allegiance with wealthy tech elites and foundations,
becoming converts to new technology implementation as the key to student
education. Charter schools, online colleges, and MOOCS (massive open
online courses), driven by the promise of private profit potential, skim what
they can from the public sector. Initiatives and experiments from both the
market and the state are in abundance, yet nothing seems to dispel the
observation that the United States is increasingly a hopeless intellectual
wasteland.
Astride the center of this educational miasma is the US mass media,
whose television, newspaper, radio, videogaming, internet empires churn out
an incessant barrage of star-worship of the newly rich, whose rise to
billionaireship owes nothing to intellectual accomplishments. This reportage
includes a recent media blitz highlighting a new granting foundation
established by a wealthy venture capitalist that offers thousands of dollars as
reward for students to drop out of college, thus proving the point that higher
education is a waste of time. Yet the same mass media report the wage gap
between college graduates and non-college graduates is substantial, spelling
doom for those without a college degree. More recent reports go a step
further and demonstrate that an Ivy League college offers a substantial
economic advantage over a less elite college. In an age of intensifying haves
and have-nots, there is increasingly no middle ground between the poverty of
precarious work and the excess of the business and tech elites. In the minds
of many, a college degree will determine whether you will be sipping artisan
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coffee and delighting in locavore haute cuisine, or you will be brewing,
picking, preparing, and delivering it.
Among the professionally educated circles within both private enterprise
and the state, the primitive educational levels of the citizenry are a constant
source of anguish, despair, and belittlement. Corporate chieftains complain
that the skills of the average American are so low they must go overseas to tap
into the brainpower of better-educated workers. In the academy, the
professoriate bemoans the abysmal intellectual levels of young adults, who
cannot and will not read, and cannot write a coherent essay. The intellectual
skills of Americans, many complain, center around entertainment—the
scores of ballplayers, the auditions of America’s Got Talent, the dumbeddown and adolescent; the car crashes, military violence, sexual innuendo,
grotesque displays of wealth that inundate television, film, music and video
games. It’s Kardashian over Kant by a landslide.
And yet, sparks of intellectual curiosity are still in evidence, just not tied
to the demands of work life or the requisites of the state. There are vital signs
of intellectual hunger in the plethora of independent book publishers, new
magazines, DIY YouTube sites, book clubs, salons, historical societies, art
galleries, alternative spaces, speakers’ series, community radio and television
forums,

crowd-sourced

wikis,

maker

spaces,

crowd-sourced

historical/nostalgia Facebook pages, community archives, and many other
spaces where people come to exchange information, discuss ideas, swap
skills, share stories and images, and exercise their intellectual curiosity. It is
here where people show up not out of panic over needed work skills or
because they are forced to by rules and regulations, but by the desire to learn,
to share ideas, and to evolve as human beings. This is the educational
commons, the common space between the cracks of market and government,
where knowledge is shared among people seeking to learn and eager to share.
It is a space where people come to understand more about the society they
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live in, or share stories and ideas with others, or to learn practical skills that
are no longer accessible to them through family or community.
On our earth, before writing was invented, before the printing press
was invented, poetry flourished. That is why we know that poetry is
like bread; it should be shared by all, by scholars and by peasants, by
all our vast, incredible, extraordinary family of humanity.
—Pablo Neruda
The commons is not a term in wide use, and is not typically found in
discussions about shared resources and cultural space. It is, as Peter
Linebaugh suggests, often “invisible.”1 The commons is typically conceived as
a material resource, describing lands, forests, pastures, wild animals, plants
and bodies of water owned by no one and used by all, the environment that
has sustained human life over the millennia. Historically, as C.A. Bowers puts
it, the commons “encompassed every aspect of the human/biotic community
that had not been monetized or privatized.”2 Contemporary re-evaluations of
the commons have deepened its meaning to include the means by which a
people transfer their history, ideas, skills, stories, and other intellectual
wealth. Iain Boal, in his essay on utopian communities, West of Eden, adds,
“Above all, commoning is a social relation.”3 Aspects of the commons of
knowledge can be recognized in the establishment of the bourgeois public
sphere as theorized by Jurgen Habermas, particularly regarding speech
exclusive to political and philosophical polemic among the emerging public
sector outside the realm of clergy, royalty, and the state. The educational
Peter Linebaugh, Stop, Thief! The Commons, Enclosures, and Resistance. (Oakland, CA:
PM Press, 2014), 255.
2
C. A. Bowers, Revitalizing the Commons: Cultural and Educational Sites of Resistance
and Affirmation. (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2006), 2.
3
Iain Boal, Janferie Stone, Michael Watts, and Cal Winslow. West of Eden: Communes
and Utopia in Northern California. (Oakland, CA: PM Press,2012), xxv.
1
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commons would include that, but would expand to encompass cultural,
language, and practical skills as well, differing from the public sphere in that
it includes the whole people, regardless of class, gender, class, race, or caste.
We can determine many lively manifestations of the educational commons in
evidence today, intellectual spaces created through free association by the
contemporary inheritors of the peasant, artisan, and working class tradition,
where knowledge is shared free of any ownership or monetary exchange, in
the service of maintaining the cultivation of human values. These commons
projects exclude what is regarded as “public,” as that phrase has come to
signify governmental ownership, and as Peter Linebaugh points out, the act
of commoning is closely associated with “the independence of the commons
from government or state authority.”4 We find the learning commons today
in a patchwork of human endeavors ranging from crowd-sourced online
platforms to informal study groups to night classes run by radicals, to DIY
makerspaces, to places where people come together to learn and teach
unmoved by the imperatives of government or capitalism. This desire and
curiosity to learn and to teach is what makes us human. As an educator, I see
the vitality and dynamism of this present-day educational commons to be of
great potential if we are to invigorate the intellectual life of the people. Using
the foundational idea of the education commons, I intend to frame the attimes-invisible manifestations of the educational commons today and as it
has manifested in previous periods of US history.
Football’s still the roughest thing on campus,
And the kids here still respect the college dean.
—Merle Haggard (Okie From Muskogee)
Much of the current language, conceptualization, and politics of
education reform originates from the pivotal struggles of the 1960s and
4

Linebaugh, op. cit., p. 14.
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1970s, in particular the civil rights struggle in both the South and the North,
and the student movement on college and high school campuses. It is here a
triumphant military-industrialized educational system met head-on with the
rising intellectual expectations of a new generation of young people and a
historically oppressed Black underclass. In the inner cities, key battles to
reform or revolutionize public education included fighting for community
control of school districts, firing racist school administrators, fighting for the
racial integration of schools and the equitable sharing of school funds. On
college campuses, the struggle was launched to end university complicity in
the military-industrial complex, to unlink learning from the demands of
private industry, and to institute Third World and ethnic studies. These
protracted and in some cases intractable clashes led many young activists to
question the educational assumptions of private enterprise and the state,
leading to diverse attempts to revitalize educational opportunities outside the
parameters of traditional education frameworks. In the wake of growing
critique of the system of education, many activists created educational third
spaces that centered upon community, parents, teachers and students to both
teach and to learn, sharing knowledge or gathering knowledge. Freedom
Schools were an essential part of the Civil Rights movement, community-run
schools established separately from the Jim Crow state school system. The
critical role of the community in these endeavors is described by Jonathan
Kozol: “Political in texture, energized by anger and informed by love, groups
like these begin to build their own emancipation by the application of a single
rule: “Those that know, teach. Those who don’t, learn.”5 One of the most
effective organizing tools of the anti-war movement was the Teach-In, a
direct attempt to usurp the educational platform of the institution and return
it to the commons, where students, faculty and the public could hear hidden
histories, suppressed ideas, and forbidden topics. Feeding this educational
commons was an abundance of independent publishing projects—
5

Jonathan Kozol, Illiterate America (New York: Doubleday, 1985), 118.
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pamphlets, broadsides, leaflets, underground newspapers—that printed calls
for a transformation of learning; the Strawberry Statement, Student as
Nigger, JailBreak, and manifestos and speeches of Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS), The Student Non-Violent Coordinating Society (SNCC), The
Free Speech Movement, and many others. Freedom Schools, Free Schools,
Communiversities, People’s Schools, and other free associations of learning
sprang up nationwide in the 1960s and 1970s, offering revolutionary theory,
Black history, Marxist economics and other classes useful for “intellectual
self-defense.” Taught alongside theoretical and historical studies were
technical and practical skills that in the past were transferred from generation
to generation but now lay mostly forgotten: farming, masonry, weaving,
printmaking, beekeeping. Many classes were created specifically for women,
historically denied access to traditionally male skills, such as auto mechanics,
welding, and carpentry. New publishing operations emerged to meet the
learning demands of the new educational commons: Cuba for Beginners for
those relearning US foreign policy, Diet for a Small Planet for those
questioning US food consumption (and to learn vegetarian cooking),
Volkswagen Repair for Idiots for DIY auto repair, Stalking the Wild Asparagus
to learn how to forage in the wild, and for those more serious revolutionaries,
The Anarchist Cookbook, which contained basic munitions and guerrilla
warfare recipes. Other how-to books of once-common knowledge were
rescued from dustbins to became countercultural reprint classics: Rodale
Press organic farming publications, Helen and Scott Nearing’s books on rural
living, the Farmers Almanac. This explosion of interest in DIY and
appropriate technology caught the attention of those looking to profit, the
prime example being the “hip capitalist” Whole Earth Catalog, whose editors
sought to tap into new market potential based upon the emerging commons
springing from collective and communal life.
As social reform movements evolved into revolutionary movements in
the 1960s and 1970s, radicals looked upon education as key to sustaining
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lasting change. Native American activists taught their disappearing native
languages to their young people and reclaimed traditional hunting and
fishing practices, realizing they had to teach these skills to their young people
or risk losing them forever. The takeover of Alcatraz by the militant
American Indian Movement reinforced the importance of reclaiming the
commons for indigenous Americans. Besides seizing an Indian foothold in
an urban area, the plan for Alcatraz involved building an Indian school on
“The Rock”. The importance of Native American educational revival led to
the founding of DQ University, an intertribal Native American college
established on territory reclaimed from the US military and the University of
California. The Black Panther Party, initiated by a group of community
college students at Merritt College in Oakland CA, focused on communitybased education as part of their strategy for Black liberation. The Panthers
started their own school for the children of members, the Child Development
Center, a boarding school where the group took on the responsibility of
collective parenting. The Panthers also had a sustained political education
program for adults, where members could learn, teach, and discuss
everything from mathematics and psychology to sociology and self-defense.6
The flourishing back-to-the-land communal movement at this time
encouraged thousands of people to recreate an actual land-based commons,
reclaiming pastures, fields, streams, and mountains for sharing communally,
including seizing land illegally, such as at People’s Park in Berkeley, CA or at
Free Farm in Southern Vermont. In urban areas, attempts were made to buy
back-to-back housing units so that fences could be torn down to create
common areas. These land-based movements relied heavily upon tapping
knowledge of elders in the rural communities who could teach lost arts of
maple sugar making, horse plowing, blacksmithing, barn-raising, animal
Robyn C. Spencer. “Communalism and the Black Panther Party in Oakland, California”
In Iain Boal, Janferie Stone, Michael Watts, and Cal Winslow. West of Eden: Communes and
Utopia in Northern California. (Oakland, CA: PM Press, 2012).
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husbandry, canning, cheese making, candle-making, and other traditional
skills that had been tossed aside in recent decades.
These self-organized educational efforts at times moved beyond the study
groups formation and organized more formally, with regular schedules and
brick and mortar facilities, such as the People’s College of Law in Los
Angeles, New College of California in San Francisco, or the San Francisco
Liberation School. The powerful notion of education as liberation spread to
one of the most oppressed sectors of the population, those in prison, where
books and intellectual exchange fueled a new generation of “jailhouse
lawyers” and helped launch a powerful movement of prisoners in the early
1970s. This grassroots educational upsurge demonstrated that during times
of political struggle, despite a climate of anti-intellectualism and academic
constriction, the hunger for learning is vital and viral. As the movements of
the 1960s and 1970s subsided, activists armed with new ideas about
education began to enter the schools and colleges with a new passion for
overthrowing the educational establishment. Radicals entering the school
systems overlapped with returning Vietnam veterans on the GI bill, who
believed that a college education would be their ticket out of the working
class.
I learned a thing or two from ol’ Charlie don’t you know
You better stay away from Copperhead Road
—Steve Earle
The Vietnam War initiated many discussions, particularly in the working
class households that provided the bulk of the soldiers on the ground. Debate
about Vietnam swirled around union halls, as many younger workers fought
for their union to take a stand against a war that was killing and maiming
younger workers, particularly Black and Brown workers. Taking a stand
deemed unpatriotic by older workers who “fought the good fight” in World
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War II required a heightened sense of history and analysis to convince others
to oppose the war. Self-educated workers were a threat to maintaining US
military dominance in the world and stability at home. The mass media
played a pivotal role in ridiculing and disparaging those who would question
authority, driving a wedge between open-minded young people searching for
new ideas and those “pointy-headed” intellectuals and “effete intellectual
snobs” who provided a critical point of view. Mass media glorified the
stereotype of the ignorant worker who was only interested in a weekly
paycheck and watching the big game on the weekends, creating the caricature
of “Joe Sixpack.” Violent attacks on peace protesters in New York City by
traditionally right-wing building trades workers were greatly amplified in the
media, forging the “hardhat” icon as a symbol of the loyal, hardworking
American worker, the “silent majority,” who believed what he was told to
believe, exemplified by the fictional, satirical television character Archie
Bunker. In Bunker’s All in the Family, the son-in-law is berated as
“meathead” because he goes to college, and opposes the war. In reality,
studies showed that working class homes were more opposed to the war than
middle class homes, but that did not match the stereotype so central to the
media myth. When GIs returned from Vietnam, the GI Bill allowed many
young workers to go to college, to acquire a marketable skill, and hopefully
keep them off the street during the economic crisis of the mid-1970s. During
the 1970s, it is estimated that one in three adults were enrolled in some form
of adult education.7 It was often these workers that helped fuel the labor
upsurge of the mid-1970s, and led to one of the highest levels of industrial
strikes in many years. This labor revolt led union and community
organizations to press for more adult education for workers to attend school
in the evening, helping fuel an explosion of interest in radical history, labor

Frank Youngman. Adult Education and Socialist Pedagogy. (London: Croom Helm,
1986), 1.
7
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studies, Third World studies, Marxism, and other subjects marginalized by
traditional education.
Throughout the upsurge of the 1960s and 1970s, mass media ignored the
intellectual ideas behind the movements of students, people of color, and
young workers, preferring a narrative of pure self-interest and naiveté, as
somehow intellectual ideas that lay behind people’s actions made them less
“authentic” than those led entirely by circumstance. The Black Panther Party
was portrayed as being created by ghetto youth, ignoring that the Black
Panther Party was the creation of community college students who met in a
study group, influenced by their readings and discussions of Malcolm X,
Frantz Fanon, and Mao Tse-tung.8 Rosa Parks, who famously refused to
move to the back of the bus, triggering the Montgomery bus boycott and a
pivotal fight in the Civil Rights movement, is universally portrayed as just a
woman wanting to go home. Parks was in fact a part of one of the most
respected participatory educational spaces in the US, the Highlander Folk
Center. Formed in the 1930s in the South, Highlander was created as a
common space where farmers and workers, both Black and white, could
come together to discuss, study, and solve problems. Its foundation was laid
in the labor movement of the 1930s, where they formed a valuable support
component of Southern labor strikes, particularly among textile workers and
pulpwood cutters. In the 1950s, Highlander’s emphasis shifted to the nascent
Civil Rights movement. The Highlander Center and the learning model they
built outside of the educational establishment and the private enterprise
system represents a link in the educational commons that connects the 1960s
with the 1930s.
The only potential agency to save workers from mis-education is to
enable them to think for themselves and to express their minds.
—Workers Education Bureau, 1923
8
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Young people in the 1960s looked for inspiration from past struggles, and
many of them found it in the labor rebellions of depression-era USA. With
much of this history largely purged from collective memory as part of the
anti-communist McCarthy period, young radicals were on their own to
rediscover this past. They initiated classes, formed study groups, shot films,
conducted oral history interviews, and plumbed archives to understand the
forces that successfully mobilized millions of workers to militant action in
that period. A significant difference from the eclectic, varied and often
splintered organizations of the 1960s was that the workers movement in the
1930s was dominated for the most part by a singular united organization, the
Communist Party (CPUSA). This central role enabled the party to play an
influential role across many layers of American society, including a strong
focus on educating their working class members. The CPUSA published an
extensive array of publications and magazines, focusing on a wide area of
intellectual interest, from political theory and economics to the arts and
literature, including the New Masses, Masses and Mainstream, the Negro
Quarterly, and the Contemporary Reader. In the depths of the Depression
and on the same unemployment lines, many intellectuals and artists closely
identified with the working class, and offered their expertise to the masses in
creating rich centers of popular workers’ education. Across the US,
thousands of people squeezed educational activities into their already busy
lives at these worker schools, where socialist theory could be learned and
discussed alongside other intellectual, cultural, and practical subjects.
Workers could study history, theory or practical skills and arts at the George
Washington Carver School in Chicago, the Sam Adams School in Boston, the
Jefferson School in New York or the People’s Educational Center in Los
Angeles.9 The 1934 Catalog of the San Francisco Workers School lists classes
in “Socialist Theory,” but also “Evolution of Arts and Technics,” “Public
Speaking,” “Revolutionary Theatre,” “Still Photography,” “Hygiene and
9
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Diet,” “Cinematography,” “Revolutionary Journalism,” “National and
Colonial Problems,” and “Self Defense.”10
The CPUSA emphasis on working class educational development did not
just spring up wholesale, but was incorporated into the beginnings of the
CPUSA by the twin forces that helped create the party, the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) and the Socialist Party, that both had strong
traditions of mass rallies, speeches, debates, and study. The Industrial
Workers of the World, through their soapboxing and freedom of speech
agitations, were famous for bringing the educational commons to the streets
and fields where workers congregated, to share their ideas on ending wage
slavery and the injustices faced by poor people. The Socialist Party had a
venerated tradition of public oration and debate as well, highlighted by the
presidential campaigns of its leader, Eugene Debs, who spoke before
hundreds of thousands of workers across the US, in large cities and small
towns.
These labor radicals challenged workers to become intellectuals, and
mocked the “stupid” and apathetic workers who, through ignorance, became
subservient to the rich and the capitalist politicians. Speaking to a large
crowd of workers in Kansas City, Socialist candidate for President Eugene
Debs challenged his listeners to pay attention to their intellects, and railed
against pandering politicians, saying “they are telling you how intelligent you
are to keep you ignorant. We tell you how ignorant you are to make you
intelligent.”11 The Socialist Party had a strong literary tradition and in its
heyday boasted 13 daily newspapers, 12 monthlies, and 298 weekly
publications, including the Appeal to Reason weekly, with a circulation
ranging from 500,000 to 1,000,000.12 The IWW used their broadsides,
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pamphlets, and songs to ridicule the worker who eschews their obligation to
educate themselves. A popular cartoon character, Mr. Blockhead, was one of
their means to encourage that, with the not-subtle message for workers to not
be a “blockhead.” Mr. Blockhead was always the one to side with the boss, to
believe the propaganda of the rich, or to go along with the capitalist
politicians against his own self-interest. The rise of working class radicalism
was heightened by the increasing revulsion against the slaughter of World
War I, with workers marching off to kill one another rather than unite in a
world revolution. The anti-military provocation to workers by radicals took
aim at ignorance, by a cartoon portrayal of the “ideal” soldier, a worker
equipped with a strong body but no head. The importance of an intellectual
working class spurred the creation of the Brockwood Labor College in 1921
in upstate New York, whose first director was well-known pacifist and
activist A.J. Muste. Brockwood was a place where miners, machinists,
steelworkers, union organizers, both men and women, lived together to study
sociology, economics, labor history, collective bargaining, and other skills
deemed important to the intellectual development of the working class. In
contradistinction to the Ivy League campuses of the elites, Brockwood was
referred to as the “Harvard of the working class.” 13
The early originators of the US labor movement in the 1800s (the Knights
of Labor, the American Railway Union; the early guilds and craft unions)
understood the importance of a vigorous intellectual life among the working
class. The need for the cultivation of spaces for intellectual development
outside the constrictions of the state or the market was a deeply held
conviction, gained after years of violent suppression of workers’ intellectual
attainment—from forbidding slaves from reading and writing, to the
opposition to the 8-hour day and the end of child labor. In many states, the
price for teaching a slave to read and write was death. The fight for the 8hour day, one of the earliest demands of worker organizations, was bound
13

Len DeCaux. Labor Radical: From the Wobblies to CIO. (Boston: Beacon, 1970), 94-96.
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together with the yearning for a higher intellectual and cultural life, one that
would only be possible if the worker was freed from working all their waking
hours. Although initial opposition to the 8-hour day from the employers was
based upon economic implications, the stronger objection against the
shortening of the working day was the fear that the working class would use
its leisure time to become better educated, leading to anarchy and rebellion,
as “idle hands are the devils workshop.” It was a commonly held opinion by
the upper classes that “The more a Shepherd, a Plowman or any other
Peasant knows of the World, and the things that are Foreign to his Labour or
Employment, the less fit he’ll be to go through the Fatigues and Hardships of
it with Chearfulness and Content.”14 The uneasiness evoked by workers with
time on their hands is expressed in the statement by a New England mill
owner in the mid-1800s upset by men who farm shares and remain aloof
from the factory system, “I would prefer giving constant employment at some
sacrifice to having a man of the village seen in the streets on a rainy day at
leisure.”15 The existence of a working class educational commons was still
evident in early industrializing America, sustained by what Thompson has
called “working-class intellectual traditions, working-class community
patterns, and a working-class structure of feeling.”16 Often led by the skilled
workers and artisans, unions and benevolent societies organized debating
societies, libraries, arts and cultural events, and celebrations dedicated to the
intellectual advancement of the community. As noted by Dubofsky and
Dulles, “The crowded workingmen audiences at the popular lyceum lectures
of these years, the growing vogue for circulating libraries, and the insistent
demand for free, public schools all attest to a deep concern born of the
idealistic belief that education alone could provide the basis for a successful
Bernard Mandeville, quote in E.P. Thompson, Customs in Common: Studies in
Traditional Popular Culture. (New York: New Press, 1993), 3.
15
H. G. Gutman. Work, Culture and Society In Industrializing America. (New York:
Vintage, 1977), 20.
16
Gutman, op. cit., 44.
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democracy.”17 Very importantly, with the growing strength of the union
movement, the working class began to take control of the means of
technological knowledge itself, as many industrial jobs were based upon a
hierarchy of knowledge, beginning with apprenticeship and leading up to
Journeyman. This power over working class knowledge helped build a
powerful foundation of working class power over the skills-based educational
framework of the country.
No more pencils, no more books, no more teachers’ dirty looks
—Popular children’s refrain
People are led to believe the system of compulsory education in the
United States was initiated by middle-class reformers wanting to help the
poor children of America, illustrated by media visions of one-room
schoolhouses full of boisterous, barefoot children. The reality was that
schools up until the late 1800s were primarily for children of the middle and
upper classes who could pay the cost, leaving the only school option for poor
children the classroom of the charitable or religious institution, and that only
if the family could spare the work of the child. Labor’s fight for an end to
child labor was intimately bound with the demand for compulsory education,
a common reform insisted upon by the unions of the day. The fight for
universal education happened to coincide with the reformist, liberal wing of
the state, that, when envisioning the millions of young children freed from
working in the mills, mines, and fields, saw state schooling as vital to an
orderly and controlled population. John L. Hart, professor of rhetoric at the
College of New Jersey argued that “schoolhouses are cheaper than jails” and
“teachers and books are better security than handcuffs and policemen.”18
Melvyn Dubofsky and Foster Rhea Dulles. Labor in America (Wheeling, IL, Harlan
Davidson, 2004), 56
18
Gutman, 72.
17
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Increasing leisure time thanks to the 8-hour day did indeed accelerate the
intellectual activity of the working class. In the mid-1800s, there was a
thriving culture of debating clubs, public oratory, literary circles, and
intellectual polemic, stimulated by the Abolitionists, the workers movement,
the Civil War, and the end of slavery. This was the culture that Mark Twain,
Bret Harte, and other popular public speakers entered, as a literary culture
spread across the US. Reflecting on the Southern oratorical tradition that
would prove so central to the Civil Rights movement as well as to white
Southern radicalism, Thomas Bledsoe points out that “anyone trying to
understand our region must begin by recognizing the importance of the oral
and verbal tradition that is our heritage. In the nineteenth century, when
debate and oratorical contests flourished and duels were verbal as well as
lethal, it was an American tradition.”19 Belying the myth of the ignorant
toiling masses, a vibrant culture of what would be considered “high culture”
was part of the intellectual life of a broad swath of the people, with opera,
symphonies and theatre part of even small town life. Old-time Southern
music, forerunner of what today we call country, incorporated the music of
African-American, Hawaiian, Swiss, Italian, German, and other international
music styles, in lyrics that updated to reflect current opinion and news.
Aware of its denigration by urban elites, country music today still recognizes
its low-culture reputation, by still referring to its music citadel as the Grand
Ol’ Opry, a poke in the sides of the high culture status of Opera.
They who have put out the people’s eyes, reproach them of their
blindness
—Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus (1642)

T. Bledsoe. Or We’ll All Hang Separately: The Highlander Idea. (Boston, MA: Beacon,
1969), 222–223.
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“...a studying imagination comes into man, which is the devil for it is
the cause of all evil, and sorrows in the World; that is he who puts out
the eyes of mans Knowledge and tells him he must beleeve what
others have writ or spoke, and not trust his own experience.”
—Gerrard Winstanley The Law of Freedom in a Platform (1652)
Where are we to find the intellect of the people?
Why, all the intellect that ever was is theirs.
—William Hazlitt, 1817
That knowledge is a double-edged sword is an axiom well understood by
the ruling classes throughout history, a sword that has been denied the
masses throughout history. The same rulers and elites that reproach the
working multitudes for their intellectual backwardness have consistently
worked to deny them intellectual opportunity. This conflict between
education that is desirable and that deemed troublesome is where the role of
the State arises, to enforce, assign, channel, require, and restrict knowledge
production.
Despite its significant enclosures, an education commons survives. It lies
beneath the surface and emerges from time to time, particularly during
periods of social upheaval, when imaginations are stoked and passion is high.
The history of civilization is the history of class struggle, in particular the
expropriation of wealth from those who perform the work and till the land.
This is true of the wealth of knowledge as well. While elites like to proclaim
knowledge springs from the minds of superior thinkers and entrepreneurs, it
is in fact cultivated and gathered in the commons where all humans hail. The
seas and the ends of the earth were understood for many years by sailors and
ocean navigators, long before Columbus or Magellan. Indigenous
populations were well aware of pharmaceutical properties of herbs and plants
for millennia before Big Pharma dropped by to cash in. The movements of
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planets and stars were tracked long before Galileo and Copernicus.
Observation and classification of fauna and flora have long been a part of
indigenous life, long before the observers of Western natural science.
Today, we can celebrate the spirit of the educational commons that still
survives in the cracks and crevices of our heavily privatized society—the
public library, Wikipedia, Creative Commons, the community wiki,
Wikileaks, the neighborhood listserv, usergroups of all kinds, the Internet
Archive, community television and radio, public historical archives. In the
digital domain, enclosure of the internet continues to surround us, as so well
illustrated by Iain Boal’s prophetic essay in Resisting the Virtual Life.20 With
its ability to freely share information and evade surveillance and censorship,
peer-to-peer technology represents the nearest thing to an internet
commons, and is thus threatened with enclosure and marginalization by the
market and the state. The antithesis of this digital commons is the “cloud,” a
terrain of total enclosure by the corporations, the cloud being the perfect
euphemism for the heaven you ascend to when you don’t pick from the tree
of knowledge. The very language of the commons itself is threatened; even
the meaning of “sharing” is twisted by the greed of the Ubers, Lyfts, and
AirBNBs, who intentionally obscure the difference between sharing
something with a fellow human and selling a service for profit. Many young
people, who once earned wages in apprenticeship jobs under the
management of worker-peers, now labor in unpaid internships to curry favor
for future employment. Corporations who benefit from closing off the
commons of knowledge have tremendous resources, to divert education into
their workforce needs, to confuse and defuse movements for social,
environmental, and economic justice, to lie and deceive about the true nature
of things we hold valuable. Those of us who care about maintaining our
common treasury of this earth must do what we can to keep the educational
Iain Boal and James Brook. Resisting the Virtual Life. (San Francisco: City Lights Press,
1994).
20
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commons viable, accessible, and ready to serve those who wander in looking
for a better way to live.
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__________________________

Dean MacCannell and Juliet Flower MacCannell
We found Retort (or Iain found us) in 1994, about the same time the
cracks in the framework for teaching/thinking in the university were
becoming impossible to ignore. Though bookish, reasoned, and informed,
our conversations at Arch Street simply could not have taken place in the
halls of academe. They have been, for the most part, about things the
university does not want to know, perhaps never wanted to know. This is a
paradox. Most of us at Retort have ties to “critical” universities, learning,
researching, and teaching in institutions of the type described by Bill
Readings’ “University of Reason.”1 Today’s universities were originally
designed by German Idealist philosophers in the wake of democratic and
romantic social revolutions—and their failures.2 In Readings’ account, Fichte,
The late Bill Readings wrote that Kant’s “Conflict of the Faculties” argued for awarding
the “lower faculties” (roughly classed under philosophy) a higher status in the university: the
“lower” he said were inherently superior to the “higher” faculties in their critical power. See
the chapter in Readings, “The University Within the Limits of Reason,” The University in
Ruins, Cambridge, Mass. and London, Harvard University Press, 1996, pp. 54–61. Kant’s
ideas were “institutionalized” and reconfigured by Schiller, Fichte, Schleiermacher and
Humboldt around Bildung, “culture” and “critique” being the animating idea of the critical
university. They were reacting against reason’s non-empirical character in Kant, while trying
to avoid the pitfalls of empiricism: “What is thus taught is not facts but critique—the formal
art of the use of mental powers, the process of judgment,” Readings, op. cit., p. 67.
2
We use the term “social” intentionally, to denote the fundamental alteration in
interpersonal relations that culminated with the French Revolution, after which people were
to be defined no longer solely by their status, or estate—what they were born into. More
important would be their class, with its interests and rights. If in the “political” revolution,
one class (the bourgeoisie) gained hegemony over the others (a new form of mastery), this
should stand apart from the “social” revolution that permitted each person to consider him
or herself as something more than just a part of a corporate body, with a defined set of
masters and a designated lot in life. The Revolution stamped the individual with “freedom of
thought” and “civil rights.”
1
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Schleiermacher and Humboldt, following Kant’s lead in “The Conflict of the
Faculties,” broke with the traditional hierarchization of knowledge and
worked to secure a place for critical judgment within the university’s walls (if
nowhere else). Why, we ask, is critical judgment being forced to seek refuge
off campus at Retort and elsewhere? And where might the example of Iain
keeping us together fit in the historical scheme of things?
Here, we urge that a robust political and economic critique can be
strengthened by partnering with psychoanalytic insights deployed together
toward our cultural and historic near horizons. We are fully aware that a
critical psychoanalytic perspective is foreign to academic learning, and even
to Retort. It is also foreign to the founding impulse of the critical university,
with its Cartesian and Kantian roots. It is for this reason that a
psychoanalytic eye may be propaedeutic for future discussions and for the
health of the critically-inspired research university. To witness the current
condition of the university with analytic eyes is to see a thinking body
growing alarmingly enfeebled, progressively unable to resist the restrictions
now encroaching on what it is permitted to know—even about itself.
The university is engaged, or it is supposed to be engaged, in producing
knowledge. But for the psychoanalytically attuned, the university undervalues
the key component of this production, the desire to know. The university is
good at the desire to know “whatever,” but it is not good at knowing about
and engaging the moments when reason reaches its internal limit. To an
analyst, this is a failing that vitiates the university’s great purpose: the support
of reasoned discourse.
In psychoanalytic theory, this internal limit is called the unconscious. The
unconscious is not a part of the brain. It is a refusal to know, often abetted by
widely held fundamental fantasies, that enable neurotic and psychotic
behavior to be self-perpetuating even when it is destructive on a mass scale.
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Cutting the university adrift in the global economy
“The Economy” is chief among the prevailing rulers that define the
university’s agenda, along with “Globalizing Culture,” “Transnational Capital
Flows,” and ever more efficiently organized “Information Technologies.”
“Market Forces” are among the most often invoked new gods that rule us.
We discuss these forces exhaustively at Retort. We have learned that they are
depicted in our ever-more conservative media as quasi-natural drives beyond
the power of any one person or governing body to check.3 But what does it
mean, psychoanalytically, when the world’s leading universities appear puny
and impotent, located in a global market economy seen as immense in scope?
For over two decades, news accounts routinely represent universities
primarily in terms of their financial strength: in comparison with megacorporations, they are like economic midgets. They have also been made to
look like social left-behinds, playing catch-up with the “enlightened”
corporations

once

the

corporations

make

specialized

training,

multiculturalism and the ethnic diversification of their workforce into
models for the university. As the media focused on the relatively paltry net
worth of even the richest universities, the implied critique was that they were
“foolish” for failing to capitalize on and profitably exploit their greatest asset:
the fruits of faculty research. It is within this rhetorical framework that
university administrators fell all over themselves scrambling for lifelines they
believed might reconnect them to the Global Economy.
This is reminiscent of Roland Barthes’ reading of the large-print France-Soir headline,
“The Fall in Prices: First Indications. Vegetables: Price Drop Begins” as a simultaneous
mythification of governmental regulatory power and an appeal to the naturalness of the
economic process—it’s vegetable season and so “naturally” prices fall. Mythologies, New
York: Hill and Wang, 1970, pp. 130–31. At a conference by the G-7 members in Padua, Italy
in 1998, the assembled heads of the world’s most powerful states openly admitted their
impotent bewilderment before unregulated “market forces.” They rallied behind this simple
message from then President Clinton for the meager hope it gave them: “Just because we
have a market economy, it does not mean that we have to have a market culture.” No one
seemed to listen.
3
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Far from resisting this characterization, the press devoted to higher
education contributed to it. Beginning about two decades ago, The Chronicle
of Higher Education started portraying the university as the same sorry figure
it cut in the daily news. Its April 10, 2001 issue highlighted economic news
about universities in a front section entitled, “Special Report: Bracing for the
Downturn.”4 Page after page listed comparative faculty salaries: faculties in
public institutions were shown to be at a distinct financial disadvantage to
faculties at wealthy private schools (A18-24).5 But The Chronicle noted even
private universities with generous endowments were “losing market value.”
(A16) The section was also coincidentally laced with advertisements for ebusiness, for master’s degrees in e-learning, for guides to student retention,
for guides on how universities can seize national publicity opportunities, and
on how they could access the “revenue streams” generated by their students
who were already shopping online rather than in their bookstores. The great
transnational economy seemed to manifest itself as a ratcheting up of fairly
old ways of instilling envy and parting fools from their money.
The Chronicle was thus complicit in forcing university education into a
rivalry with fabulous global fortunes. Humanistic education assumed a
negative value in such accounts: its heavily-indebted PhDs were portrayed as
finding an ever-shrinking number of universities where they might earn their
living teaching the very fields that once formed the university’s core.
Universities, for their part, were at a loss—even unwilling—to dispute
this implacable picture of capitalism as a new “Law of Nature” that exerts
despotic ascendancy over all of human affairs, including the affairs of the
university. It tacitly acquiesced in allowing “The Market” to assume the role
of the goddess Fortuna in Roman antiquity, randomly decreeing success and
failure. Small wonder that world-famous universities, notwithstanding
April 20, 2001, vol. XLVII, no. 32.
“The Price Professors Pay for Teaching at Public Universities,” Chronicle of Higher
Education, April 20, 2001, p. A19.
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sterling intellectual achievements, turned their efforts, like our world-class
cities, to marketing themselves as reliable brand names to clients (studentconsumers and more importantly, foreign nations where they have placed
branch campuses) rather than to bolstering and advancing their uniqueness.
So it was that a baroque shift in perspective resolutely cast universities as
farcical minor players on the world stage, backwards economic regions in an
environment of accelerating economic expansion. At its most optimistic
universities pivoted and raced to catch up by becoming simulacra of
successful global corporations. In the last twenty years our universities have
seemed much like Icarus in Breughel’s painting—whose fall is made
ridiculous by its marginality to the big picture. In point of fact, no single
corporation, market sector, or even nation could hope to hold its own (or
exercise any real power) in this harsh light.
If the university had been able to spend some time on the couch, it might
have been able to assert the obvious: that of all institutions, universities
should have been counted among the best prepared, by virtue of their history
and their constitution, to meet the new demands and perplexities of a
globalizing culture. Instead, the university pathetically ceded leadership to
less sophisticated (and clearly less thoughtful) institutions (like transnational
corporations).
From the student perspective, universities have been redesigned to
resemble what business-oriented planners call a “tourist bubble.” This is the
term used to describe techniques that have been perfected for shepherding
sightseers through “tourist cities.”6 The goal is for those who pass through
places to have minimal impact on them and to leave only money behind.
Although this is not the planners’ explicit goal, structuring passage in this
way also diminishes the city’s impact on the tourist. Tourist bureaus
See Dennis Judd and Susan S. Fainstein, The Tourist City, New Haven and London, Yale
University Press, 1999. The authors envision “tourist bubbles” to “envelop the traveler so
that he/she moves inside secured, protected and normalized environments.” (Judd 36).

6
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programmatically censor the city, purposefully shielding their clientele from
having to view unpleasant things like manual labor and poverty. Only what is
permitted to be “seen” is seen. The censorship extends even to striking from
sight the residents of the city who are going about their daily lives. If the goal
is admirable (efficient flows of people and cash without undue wear and tear
on the city’s sights), the city is not unaffected by instituting this “managed
gaze”: routes are closed off, poor areas are deleted from tourist maps, quasisegregated “upscale” tourist zones are implanted, etc. In the end, the visitor
and native alike are shielded from the shock of seeing anything different from
what they expect to see and have already seen before. As tourist routes
become crowded with the same brand names seen everywhere else, the
“bubble” works to screen tourist and city alike off from ever having to
experience the unknown.
The “tourist bubble” model bears eerie resemblance to the new
educational structures described by Elizabeth Armstrong and Laura
Hamilton in their excellent study, Paying for the Party: How College
Maintains Inequality.7 They argue that as public funding for higher education
declines, administrators invest in luxury dorms, lifestyle amenities, easy
majors, and sports in their attempts to recruit affluent students whose futures
are assured more by their family background than by the education they
receive. Administrators know that these students come mainly to party, cheer
for the team, and to have their socio-economic status confirmed. They do not
require scholarships and especially want no extra attention from the faculty.
They are like tourists passing through, wishing to have their pre-existing
stereotypes reinforced.
Universities that bow to such demands do not go unscathed. The silent
imperative to curtail their students’ choices for study and to limit their range
of potential experiences has pushed universities to insulate their students
Elizabeth Armstrong and Laura Hamilton, Paying for the Party: How College Maintains
Inequality, 2013: Harvard University Press.
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from the experience that was once the hallmark of a liberal education—the
singular experience of encountering something they did not already know. The
corollary of this encounter is that it must be met with an increase in mental
labor, something the university seems less and less inclined to have students
do. To a critical professor, a university’s abdication of its only real power—to
think—is a great calamity. To a psychoanalyst, it is a sterling example of how
the desire not to know wreaks its destruction.
The classic psychoanalytic paradigm
By now, our readers might be asking, “Isn’t Freud’s unconscious rather
old hat—isn’t the “unconscious” just repressed sexuality, and hasn’t every
aspect of “sexuality” lost its power to shock us into thought and action?” Sex
has, indeed, been integrated into university curricula as gender studies, queer
studies, transgender studies, cultural studies, studies of women, and studies
in the new masculinities. These now dot the academic landscape; but note,
however that psychoanalytic studies remain rare, and psychoanalytic insights
in the new gender-marked fields, rarer still. If the keenest desire to know
(about sex) seemingly already abounds on our campuses, it still has done
nothing to remedy our “gender troubles.”8
For Freud, sexuality is not a corpus of knowledge (there, tangible, even if
not yet known or seen); sexuality is something permanently divided from
consciousness. (Following Freud, Lacan said that sexual difference proceeds
from two different unconscious relations to language, masculine and
feminine, as language shaped their body as one no longer defined organically,
by nature [i.e., “male or female’], but by language. It is a question for each
side of how one refuses or accepts unconscious enjoyment.) Hegel’s total

Today’s undergraduates often appear to be quite blasé about sex, about which they feel
they already “know” everything; their suburban-sheltered curiosity is more intrigued by
violence. But the current concern over campus rape shows something amiss in this selfassessment.

8
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savoir, the ideal of full knowledge, can never fully comprehend it. Why?
Because unconscious knowledge (call it “sex”) is not a variant of conscious
knowledge; it is a permanent gap within it.
Freud called this gap “the drives’ and Lacan called it the “returning
Real’—and it is foreign to what logic and language can ever express.9 In its
most unaware, most alienated state, Hegelian consciousness inevitably comes
to know everything it has previously failed at knowing. Freud’s subject does
not: it has only the warp of its relation to a barred Thing, an elliptical (even
ecliptic, Lacan quips) relation to knowing it. This “skew relation,” this
crookedness, is a rhetoricity that divides the subject from its object of
knowledge. Freud’s “sexuality” is a knowledge that never takes on body; his
unconscious is a knowledge that can never become a corpus of information;
neither will ever even be a famous Foucauldian corpse, awaiting only its
autopsy to yield up a final, apocalyptic truth.
For reasons that Freud determined to be the condition of reason itself,
there is some thing the subject simply does not know and can only infer by
taking an arduous journey through language, art, culture, and science—they
all model the twists and turns consciousness employs to avoid unconscious
knowledge. “Knowledge” for the Freudian/Lacanian analyst is knowledge of
only one thing—the unconscious, i.e., of the point where the more-thanhuman and the less-than-human meet in us. It is not just about sexual
knowledge and never has been. It is about all knowledge, including the
sexual, just as set forth in the Book of Genesis.

Lacan: ‘[W]ho cannot see the distance that separates the unhappy consciousness—…
however strongly it is engraven in Hegel, it can be said [of it] that it is still no more than the
suspension of a corpus of knowledge—from the ‘discontents of civilization’ in Freud, even if
it is only in a mere phrase, uttered as if disavowed that marks for us what, on reading it,
cannot be articulated otherwise than the skew relation that separates the subject from
sexuality?’ (“The Subversion of the Subject and the Dialectic of Desire,” Écrits, p. 297) In the
same essay Lacan reaffirms that he is not a Hegelian: “it is inadmissible that I should be
thought of as having been lured by a purely dialectical exhaustion of being,” [Écrits, p. 302].
9
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In the last section of this paper we will highlight Lacan’s direct
confrontation with the unconscious of capitalism.
This brings us to an impasse. How can a psychoanalysis formed on such a
strange basis forge institutional links with the critical university—imbued
with the values of distance on experience, with submitting it to critical
judgment? The deadlock: psychoanalysis on the one side, stupefied before a
university that discounts personal experience as the basis of knowledge; the
university on the other, shying away from psychoanalysis as too individual,
too time-consuming, and too unsystematic, and dealing with a domain—the
unconscious—that has nothing to do with university fields and disciplines.
We suggest it is an error to set critical reason too rigidly against personal
experience, as Descartes tended to do. Freud’s revolution (his contribution to
freedom of thought’s life-support) is as indispensable to the university as
Descartes.” Especially today. Today’s immense accumulation of knowledge
has become the chief obstacle to a desire to know, the internal contradiction
that has rendered the university vulnerable to the forces mobilized against it
in the last decades.
The psychoanalytic question
The psychoanalytic question that must be asked is why universities have
preferred bending before an inhuman force—The Economy—over defending
their unique human resourcefulness. Why have they failed to challenge their
own belittling characterization? Why have they embraced their impotence
and participated in their own victimization.
We recommend thinking beyond the rhetorical critique of the way the
university is framed. We suggest re-reading the rhetoric of the university’s
irrelevant marginality the way Freud taught us to read rhetoric: with an eye to
what he called Verneinung, or denegation and the passions it denies. All the
rhetoric of the past 20 years—and not the white-hot globe itself—is what is
most responsible for casting the university’s light in its own shadow.
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With Freud we ask: Behind this rhetoric might there not lie a barely
concealed antipathy toward the university, even from within it? Is there not
some unconscious envy at work in the sustained assault on the universities’
worth? A fundamental antagonism is contained in the invalidating news of
the university raging through media and the minds of its administrators. The
basis of this antagonism is not entirely economic. It has another source: envy
and recoil from the ability to think freely about anything in the world.
Instead of resisting this, academics seem bent instead on pleasing their
adversaries by joining with them, abandoning far too lightly their unique
freedom to think. Why do some professors and almost all administrators bow
so low before the pressures of “economic realities,” when they should be
reminding everyone of the original impulse of the critical university: to
secure the independence of thought, and beyond that, its democratization, as
we noted at the beginning. Anyone who still has the energy and drive to try
to figure things out is becoming extremely rare on campus. Reconciling
ourselves to a more “restricted role” for university research (and university
authority) in the world also means giving up on the promise of the critical
university.
With Freud, we ask: “What it is within the university that hinders its will
to resist its being belittled in this way?” We do not mean for a moment to
trivialize the economic uncertainties that universities face. But the constraints
“the economic” has put on university thought and discourse may well prove
to be fatal to the “backwards” areas of literature, philosophy, and the
language arts, if not to the to the entire institution. In the struggle to resist the
destructive changes transnational economic forces now impose on the
university, psychoanalysis can be a strong ally. By itself the university may
not be able to find its way out of its deepening demoralization, its sense of
being overmastered by forces beyond its control. It needs psychoanalysis
(although perhaps not a psychoanalysis). How else can the university
effectively resist the way capitalist reason puts thought (and its teachers)
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under erasure, bending them to its imperatives? Without Cartesian doubt,
Kantian critical judgment, and a Freudian desire to know—where is the
counter-pressure?
Psychoanalysis in the university, or of the university?
Let us now pose the question of how this society, called capitalist, can
grant itself the luxury of allowing a relaxation of university discourse?
This discourse is, nevertheless, only one of these transformations that
I have been describing for you all along. It is a quarter turn in relation
to the discourse of the master. Whence a question well worth trying
to envision—to be overflowing with this relaxation, which is, you
must note, offered—isn’t one falling into a trap? (Seminar XVII, p.
196, JFMacC translation)
We were in Paris in 1968. Juliet attended Derrida’s courses at the École
Normale; Dean sat in Lévi-Strauss’s seminar on “Myth” at the College de
France. The “Events of May” were a culmination of growing weekly
demonstrations against the war in Vietnam that had been taking place since
our arrival in January. Among the student/worker demands that were
implemented after May was the incorporation of études féminines and
deconstruction into the university curriculum, and psychoanalysis, duly
installed at the most avant-garde campus, Vincennes-Paris VIII, in response
to Parisian students in full revolt against “the university.”
Within a year, the students were, once again, in full revolt. As Lacan
heard their demands, he refused direct comment on their “issues.” It is the
fantasy of Mastery as an overwhelming force that Jacques Lacan briefly
alluded to while listening to the rebellious students on the steps of the
Panthéon and in the salle at Vincennes. He wondered frankly about the
“relaxation of university discipline” that the students believed they were
demanding, but which, he pointed out, was really being held out to them (or
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foisted upon them) to delude them. About the students’ complaint he found
it interesting that they made no direct claims on their own behalf: they said
they were protesting in support of their proletarian brothers who have too
little access to higher education. Yet closer attention revealed the students
were more concerned about their own economic prospects. As they
demanded that proletarians gain admission to university education, they
were also begging Lacan to tell them exactly how to become analysts, i.e., how
they could move themselves out of the university that they are drawing their
working class brothers into.
The problem is that they had just discovered that they could not become
analysts in the university.10 Lacan might have reminded them that the analyst
can only authorize him or herself, but that would not have satisfied the
students, as blind to their own self-interests as they are (he discovers) to the
economic constraints on their own discourse.
So instead, Lacan wondered aloud if the students were not playing into
the hands of an expanding capitalist discourse, blindly obeying its imperative.
This imperative is simple, but ruinous: put everyone and everything,
including thought itself, to work for capitalism.
This amounts to saying that capitalism’s domination depends on its
ability to enslave thought, to make it labor on behalf of a Master that appears
to exceed all human measure, i.e., “The Economy.” And it is essentially
Lacan’s classical formulation of the fantasy of the abusive Jouissance of the
Other.
How does capitalism enforce its imperative? By staking a claim on every
bit of pleasure you can enjoy. Why? Because pleasure beyond the grasp of

The newly formed department of psychoanalysis at the University of Paris VIIIVincennes, (where Derrida, Michel Foucault, Gilles Deleuze, Michel de Certeau, Serge
Leclaire, Georges Canguilhem, Jacques-Alain Miller, and Hélène Cixous all eventually
taught) was not designed to create analysts, only PhDs in psychoanalysis.
10
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capitalism is the only thing that can set a limit on capitalism’s appetite for
more.
Something in the master’s discourse changed at a certain moment in
history. We are not going to break our necks to find out whether it
was because of Luther, or Calvin, or the shipping traffic around
Genoa, the Mediterranean sea, or elsewhere, because the important
point is that on a certain day, surplus pleasure becomes calculable, it
can be counted, toted up. There, the so-called accumulation of capital
begins…. Surplus pleasure links up with capital—no problem, they
are homogeneous—and we are into the region of values. Moreover, in
this blessed age we live in, we are all swimming in it. (Seminar XVII,
p. 207, JFMacC translation)
Lacan’s one hope is that
[i]t is actually impossible for there to be a master who makes his own
world run. Making people work is even more tiring than working
yourself, if you really had to do it. The master never does it. He gives a
sign, the master signifier, [might we just call it “credit”?—DMacC,
JFMacC], and everybody rushes off. (Seminar XVII, p. 207, JFMacC
translation)
Lacan’s hope is that “there is in any case a level where things don’t work
out.”11 To university students drowning in the elaborate cunning of reason
(i.e., the capitalist over-rationalization of all aspects of life—the way we go to
work even on subjective tasks, the way we sleep, eat, breathe rear our
children), Lacan thinks he is throwing out a lifeline by his remarks: the power

Worrying that language naturally “segregates”—the very temptation to racialize is
inherent in it (an old girlfriend had once told him that she was “of the purest proletarian
race”)— Lacan sees some hope in the fact that “il y a en tous les cas un niveau auquel cela ne
s'arrange pas ….” Seminar XVII, p. 208.
11
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to recognize the work of the unconscious within capitalist discourse.12 The
concrete nature of this lifeline that Lacan offers is nonetheless astonishing:
There is in reality, language and speech and knowledge [savoir], and
all that seems to have been working at the time of the Neolithic, but
there is no trace of any dimension called reading in existence. No
need yet for writing nor printing, not that it hasn’t been there long
since, but in a way, only as a retroactive effect. What enables us to still
ask ourselves, when reading any text, what characterizes it as
readable? We must seek the articulation on the side of what makes a
master-signifier… a way of realizing how something spread
throughout language like a trail of powder is readable, i.e., how it
catches on, how it makes a discourse.… Everything one believes to be
a quest for the “meta” [beyond] in language is simply, always, a
question about reading." (Seminar XVII, p. 218-219, JFMacC
translation.)
He suggests that we track the residues of this pleasure extracted from us
not through one-by-one-by-one psychoanalyses, but through reading. For an
analyst whose emphasis on speech is legendary this is completely unexpected.
To propose reading as the singular “power of the impossible” the university
might deploy against the hegemony of excessively “rationalized” capitalist
discourse is nothing short of astonishing.

In Seminar VII, Lacan cites Alexander and Hitler: “What is Alexander’s proclamation
when he arrived in Persepolis or Hitler’s when he arrived in Paris? The preamble isn’t
important: ‘I have come to liberate you from this or that.’ The essential point is ‘Carry on
working, work must go on.’ Which of course means: ‘let it be clear to everyone that this is on
no account the moment to express the least surge of desire.’ The morality of power, of the
service of goods is as follows: ‘as far as desires are concerned, come back later, make them
wait.’” Jacques Lacan, Seminar VII, The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, tr. Dennis Porter, Norton
1992 (original 1986).
12
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Yet, if anyone, Lacan knew the brutalizing power of language to overorganize the subject and its pleasures in experience. Not only the analyst, he
suggests, but also our “aimables progéniteurs” (208) can help us resist this
brutalization. How? They are the ones who were once caught up in the traps
and lures of language, and who were also able to set down in writing just how
it had caught them. Lacan thus recommends to the rebellious students not
another revolution du jour, but the book from which his seminar has drawn
its title: Balzac’s L'envers de la vie contemporaine.
Predictably, the French students, in their several spontaneous dialogues
with Lacan, grow frustrated at his refusal to go “outside” the university walls
to address their specific concerns. They denounce his “retreat” into the
algorithms of the discourses (the adventures of knowledge and of the
jouissance that escapes it as an object). They call him a “Mandarin” who
fiddles around while the students at the École de Beaux-Arts suffer mass
arrests (the art students were the first to rebel). One of them partially
disrobes to start a love-in—illustrating pragmatically, he thinks, how to
throw off the oppressions of capitalist and of civilized life.

D

Bringing All to the Table
From the Pumping Station to Project-Based Learning
_____________________

Peter J. Taylor
“I need the intense preoccupation of a group… inventing new worlds
as they learn to know each other’s dreams.”
—Vivian Paley (1997, 50), speaking of teaching her kindergarten
classes
In 2007, a few years after he completed his Baroque Cycle, Neal
Stephenson was chosen by history of science graduate students at Harvard to
speak in their department’s annual colloquium series. He described some key
incidents in writing his fictional account of the late 17th and early 18th
centuries in Europe, mentioning, as an aside, consulting with his editor early
on when he saw the book could get quite long. (As it turned out, it became
three volumes, each more than 900 pages.) The editor reassured him: “This
book has pirates, right? It can be as long as you like.”
This pirate criterion got me pondering the relationship of the students to
their scholarly topics. They were giving Stephenson, a writer who painted
over a broad canvas, rapt attention. Yet, I imagined, their dissertation
research must be quite focused, taking particular incidents and texts in the
history of science, bringing events and connections to light, and making
sense of them in relation to some acceptable interpretation informed by some
established theme (such as Shapin’s 1995 account of the shaping of modern
science by gentlemen’s codes of civility in 17th-century England). But
suppose one turned that approach inside out? After all, Newton (to choose an
important character in Stephenson’s trilogy) lived in a world where he was
Written in loving memory of Ann S. Blum (1950-2015).
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concerned not only with calculus, or gravitation, or light, but also with
theology, alchemy, the integrity of currency, capital punishment, military and
mining technology, the operation of scholarly societies, and more. His was a
world of speculation in stocks, household cesspits, the bubonic plague,
religion and royal succession, and so on. What then would it mean for
engaging with science in its social context if, from the start, all these things
were on the table? Not only things, but also all the people who shaped and
were shaped by those things.
Towards the end of the 1970s I found myself dissatisfied with making
mud bricks and battling blackberry bushes on a rural commune in
Australia—the Black Rose Co-op—as well as with the contract research on
rural economic and environmental problems I had been doing to help
support the Co-op. Black Rose, formed in 1975 in the anarchist,
countercultural spirit of creating organizations that prefigured the society we
wanted, had contracted to a small group. The funding and deadlines for the
contract research did not allow time to explore social implications that
seemed important to me. So I decided to take a break, to travel and spend
time learning from scientists whose work on complexity in various life
sciences interested me politically as well as intellectually (Taylor, 2005, p. xvi
ff). One US biologist I wrote to, Richard Lewontin, encouraged me to apply
for graduate studies. I took his advice and in 1980 was accepted to undertake
a PhD with him and Richard Levins, a long-time collaborator in science as a
political project (Levins and Lewontin 1986).
Between Australia and the US I spent some time eking out a living in
England where, among other groups and gatherings, I attended the monthly
meetings of the Radical Science Journal (RSJ). I especially recall one RSJ
meeting in which a working group reported on its inquiries and
introspections about why social change was so difficult at a personal level—
their domestic and political collectives and open relationships seemed to have
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generated many failures and "psychopathologies of left-wing groups." While
in England I also, as planned, visited with various scientists, some of who had
worked in RSJ but then moved away when they felt the RSJ critique of the
capitalist social relations and labor process in science left no room for them
to be scientists.
On arriving in Boston I persisted in the pattern of joining or forming
collectives—challenged, but not daunted, by the specter of pathological leftwing groups and the one-or-the-other experience of ex-RSJ scientists. I got
involved in the Science for the People biological determinism study group
and the New World Agriculture Group, helped form several others: a
consciousness-raising group for anti-sexist men; a group of graduate students
and post-docs examining the social implications of new developments in
biology; and more than one discussion group on questions of biological
theory. In hindsight, the groups I stuck with longer allowed discussion to
move from immediate action to exploration of personal paths and pasts. One
participant, for example, had moved from Cambridge UK to Cambridge US
to join a research unit on plant genetics only when his visa to Mozambique
was held up. He had hoped to contribute to revival of agricultural production
in that recently decolonized nation. Now in the US instead, he had to make
sense of his supervisor, a young left-wing professor, allowing a multinational
pharmaceutical company to fund the research unit in exchange for rights to
market what was discovered.
The path that person ended up taking is another story, but in 1982 he
introduced me to fellow Cambridge-to-Cambridge migrant, Iain Boal. When
I bumped into Iain some months later (after I had spent time back in
Australia clarifying my future around the Co-op), our conversation led us,
along with visionary architect Brad Bellows, to convene a weekly evening
discussion group. The Cambridge catchment area meant that we had guests
who combined the ongoing political tradition of the counterculture with
varying levels of access to surrounding academic institutions (through, say, a
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partner, adjunct teaching gigs, or simply the opportunities to attend talks).
The people from this critical periphery who became regular participants were
looking for more community and connections than could be found in the
academic venues where careers and reputations were being wrangled. Potluck meals on the refectory table at the home of Iain and his bookconservator wife Gillian, anchored by their vegetarian casseroles, were as
important an ingredient as the readings.
The discussions might often, as one new participant expostulated, “pay
precious little attention to the text,” but the questions opened up in an
evening together usually led to a suggestion about a pertinent follow-up
reading. As evident in my crude finding aid for now-discarded photocopies, 1
the group’s inquiries took us from social analysis of art to evolution of mind,
from anarchism to Marxism, from the shaping of cities to architectural
iconoclasm, from analysis of contemporary culture to the origins of critical
theory… At some point the group got a name—the Pumping Station—on
letterpress letterhead, and bigger projects were initiated—recording
interviews for wider distribution and locating a building for co-housing.2
However, after Gillian’s work took her to Berkeley and Iain followed, such
plans did not come to fruition—at least not in that place and time. (As
described by other contributors, Retort took up in the Bay Area where the
Pumping Station left off.)
While there were obvious gaps and imbalances of gender, class, ethnicity
in these early 1980s dinner discussions, they showed me the value of learning
in communities that allow each participant to bring their individual interests
into play and explore them in relation to the ideas, questions, contacts, and
aspirations of others. Granted, as a young researcher I had to focus in and
address the conventions and expectations of my field (ecological theory) in
order to finish any project or publication. But, having the Pumping Station as
1
2

http://bit.ly/PSreadings
http://bit.ly/IBonPSletterhead84
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my alter-learning community meant I did not have to move away from my
pursuit of science as politics. It seemed that I could contribute to modeling
environmental complexity yet pay attention to the alchemy of biotechnology,
the speculative machinations of finance capital, the disposal of nuclear
wastes, the new epidemic of HIV/AIDs, the rise of the fundamentalist right,
the military interventions of the US and its allies, and so on. Could a
researcher discipline such intersecting complexities without suppressing
most of what could be brought to the table?
Fast-forward. I stayed in the US, finding academic positions that allowed
me to teach science-in-society courses and continue research that developed
into examining “the complexities of environmental, scientific, and social
change together, as part of one project” (Taylor 2005, xvi). The research is
another story (told in Taylor 2005), but let me note that this development
amounted to a shift of emphasis from product to process: I had begun by
seeking a scientific theory of ecological complexity, but I was now exploring
ways to stimulate researchers (and students training to become researchers)
to self-consciously examine the complexity of their social situatedness so as to
change the ways they address the complexity of the situations they study. This
shift meant learning new tools for facilitating group interaction and reflective
practice, then sharing the tools by applying them in workshop settings and
teaching. On the strength of all this, I moved to a graduate program in critical
thinking and reflective practice, which I have led since the late 1990s.3
It turned out that this program had fewer students interested in science
than I had expected, but my box of tools and processes was quite adaptable
for serving a wider range of mid-career professionals. Yet, I was pleased
when, in 2005, I was invited to take over another program’s doctoral course
on science and public policy. I set out to bring the readings up to date and, in
no time, saw that there were far more topics than could fit in a semester. My
3

http://www.cct.umb.edu
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response was to give up on full coverage of topics. Instead, I devoted the first
three weeks to a project-based learning (PBL) unit (as described in Box 1),
hoping that students would connect their particular interests to the scenario
(in this case centered on responses to extreme climatic events; Box 2),
practice tools for rapid inquiry into issues they exposed, and learn from the
diversity of other students’ reports. After the PBL unit, students would have a
shared experience to refer back to during the discussion of the topics that
made up the rest of the course and have gained license to go beyond any
assigned readings to connect the topic with their own questions.
Box 1. Elements of Project- or Problem-Based Learning (PBL) (from
Taylor 2014)


Scenario (or case) raising problems (or issues) that often are not

well defined, which invites the


Students (or participants) who bring their diverse interests,

backgrounds, experiences, and capabilities into play as they formulate
and pursue


Inquiries, which typically open out wide at first and evolve in

unexpected directions, before the student focuses in to generate works
in progress (or prototypes) on their way to a coherent


Product (e.g., report) that is shared with other students and

perhaps more widely, and from which other students learn. The
inquiries are aided by the


Instructor-coach, who composes the scenario, coaches the students

through the opening-out and focusing-in process, introduces Tools,
points to Resources, elicits dialogue and reflection on the Experiences,
and emphasizes learning interactions over grading.


Tools and processes to help students organize inquiries or to

foster support and engagement among the students.
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Resources, such as contacts, materials, and reading suggestions

drawn from the instructor’s own work and life and from previous
students’ projects. (The internet makes it easier to explore strands of
inquiry beyond any well-packaged sequence of canonical readings, to
make rapid connections with experts and other informants, and to
develop evolving archives of materials and resources that can be built
on by future classes and others).


Experiences, it is hoped, include engagement in self-directed

inquiry, seeing how much can be learned in a short time using the
PBL structure (where learning is not only about the problems raised
by the scenario, but also about oneself as an inquirer), and moving
through initial discomfort to re-engagement with oneself as an avid
learner. What makes this re-engagement possible is a combination of:
the tools and processes used for inquiry, dialogue, reflection, and
collaboration;
the connections made among the different participants who bring
diverse interests, skills, knowledge, experience, aspirations to the PBL;
the contributions to the topic laid out in the scenario on which the
PBL is based.
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Box 2. Excerpts from a PBL scenario in 20054
“Science-policy connections to improve responses to extreme climatic
events: Briefings requested—Quickly!”
…The national policy analysis group aims to get political authorities
and political groups—from the town level to the international, from
the elected to the voluntary—interested in learning about how best to
respond to extreme climatic events and pushing for changes in policy,
budgets, organization, and so on. It should be possible to engage
people who resist the idea of human-induced climate change—after
all, whatever its cause, weather like Hurricane Katrina and this year’s
record snowfall in Boston area has to be dealt with.
What this group is asking us is that we investigate the science-policy
connections involved in improving responses to extreme climatic
events. They want us to step back from the current disaster and
political uproar and look at who—at various levels of political
organization and decision making—needs to know what kinds of
things that different natural and social sciences have learned or could
learn if appropriate short- or long-term research were undertaken—
and how that knowledge can be made available to them. The short
time we have for the task matches the group’s interest in making an
informed and informative contribution to public discussion by the
end of the month; there is no expectation that we will produce a
definitive, everything-wrapped-up report. The group imagines that
we can provide “briefings” that provide or point to key resources (e.g.,
issues,

concepts,

arguments,

evidence,

references,

websites,

summaries of case studies, quotes, images, organizations, people to
contact, research already under way, research questions and
proposals)—Exactly what might be a resource concerning science for

4

http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/749-05PBL.doc
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someone involved in policy is up to us to decide, but surely it will vary
depending on who the intended audience is for each briefing…
While coaching students during the PBL unit I found it especially
rewarding to draw on diverse contacts and readings, including some from the
Pumping Station days. Aided by email and the internet, students could be
linked to someone who was expert, enthusiastic, and often very helpful
regarding some specialized issue (ranging from, in the climate case,
maintaining telephone networks when power lines were downed to Cuba’s
citizen-based disaster response system. For details of process and products,
follow links on the footnoted web pages5).
This experience primed me to pick up on Stephenson’s pirate story.
Within a few days of his lecture, I had sketched, for a gender studies
consortium that was soliciting innovative, interdisciplinary pedagogy, a
science-in-society course that used four PBL cases to make up all 14 weeks.
The course was approved—provided the title stated that it was an
“experiment”—and ran for the first time in 2009. The experiment worked
well enough and it has been offered again every other year since. The
experience also moved me to revise the science and policy doctoral course
into the same format and to initiate PBL-style “collaborative explorations”
(CEs) open to a wider public. These meet weekly online for an hour over a
month with everyone, including the host, pursuing their own line of inquiry
between meetings (Taylor et al. 2014). The sequence of sessions used in the
CEs have since been adapted back into some of my graduate program’s
online courses in critical and creative thinking.
Each of these educational offerings allows exploration of what it might
mean for engaging with science in its social context if, from the start, many
and diverse things were on the table. In this regard, student evaluations have

5

http://ppol749.wikispaces.umb.edu, http://grst.wikispaces.umb.edu
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been insightful and thought-provoking.6 One student observed at the end of
the first gender consortium PBL-only course that
…the typical format and rhythm of most graduate learning
environments [has to meet these goals:] Knowledge in core disciplines
must be gained and “standards” of an academic profession imparted.
But where is the joy and love of learning that made us all want to be
students for as long as we can be? This class brings the exploration
and inquiry back. It feels messy at times and frustrating and stressful,
but what gets produced is amazing and deep and diverse and makes
you want to know— “What’s next?” Who committed to higher
learning wouldn’t want to participate in a course like this?
The positive quality of the learning experience—characterized in Box 1 as
“re-engagement with oneself as an avid learner”—emerges, however, only
after an initial period of discomfort: “I’m not sure if [the pedagogy] is
supposed to feel the way it does… very loose yet strenuous at the same time,”
wrote a 2015 student in a mid-semester evaluation. Another mid-semester
comment that year asked for the “narrative of the course” to be made clear.
This particular student was still discomforted at the end, remarking that “the
separate cases were… not threaded together by any overarching theoretical
framework or empirical mode of inquiry.” But, contrast his assessment with a
2011 student’s evaluation:
This course is a gift – the chance to be open – open-ended in design,
open to process, open to other perspectives, open to changing your
ideas, and open to sharing. Of course this means it’s risky too – you
won’t always know when you’re coming from or where you are going
– you might think you aren’t sufficiently grounded by the course. But
you have the freedom to change that – and being on the other side of
it now, I see it works out beautifully. The attention to process
6

http://grst.wikispaces.umb.edu/Evaluations
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provides you the tools to grow and by the end you’re riding the wave
of your earlier work.
The tension between the discomfort and subsequent appreciation (which
is one of several tensions that run through PBL teaching; Taylor 2014) has
challenged me to draw students into developing their own narratives about
how to learn without a sequence of texts assigned by a teacher to dictate the
logic of learning. Seeing, as the 2011 student noted, that the key for open
learning is attention to process, nudged me to assemble Taking Yourself
Seriously: Processes of Research and Engagement, “a field-book of tools and
processes to help readers in all fields develop as researchers, writers, and
agents of change” (Taylor and Szteiter 2012). Tools commonly used in my
PBL teaching include check-ins7, dialogue around written work8, dialogue
process9, guided freewriting10, plus-delta feedback11, supportive listening12,
think-pair-share13, and work-in-progress presentations14.
However, what most stimulates my thinking these days is a process
central to Collaborative Explorations, which were developed after the book’s
publication. The first session of any CE consists of participants giving 5minute autobiographical introductions, in which they describe how they
came to be someone who would want to explore whatever the topic is for the
CE.15 The stories typically engage everyone’s attention; they are rich and
varied. An abundance of points of potential interaction emerges, especially
when, time permitting, each introduction is followed by “connections and
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/CheckIn.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/DialogueAroundWrittenWork.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/DialogueProcess.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/Freewriting.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/PlusDelta.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/SupportiveListening.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/ThinkPairShare.html
http://www.faculty.umb.edu/pjt/WorkInProgressPresentation.html
http://wp.me/p1gwfa-F6
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extensions” feedback, that is, short written notes in which each listener
identifies one point of intersection with their own interests and one direction
they could imagine the speaker’s work being extended. In an online CE,
participants are not sharing a pot-luck meal around a table, but in a very
short time, the autobiographical exposure of points of potential interaction
forms a basis for trust and taking risks with people who may have been
strangers beforehand. Indeed, I have been struck recently, when
introductions were repeated with each new CE over the course of a semester,
how the insight and background shared became deeper and more personal
every round.
In my account of Project-Based Learning I have not described the reports
produced by the students and other participants—of their very nature these
must be diverse. Nor do I show examples of this kind of learning leading to
research in which, from the start, many and diverse things are seen as
implicated in what gets to be knowledge. Readers may see my emphasis on
connections built of autobiographical stories as a continuation of the move I
mentioned to exploration of personal paths and pasts in the early 1980s. Yet
this is not the personal displacing the political—surely, bringing all to the
table in making sense of the world requires learning ways to expose and
connect diverse aspects of our selves into research and into politics. Indeed, if
I had to go, so to speak, forward to the past, I would try to bring repeated
autobiographical introductions into the dynamics of the Black Rose Co-op or
the Pumping Station. I expect that would have strengthened community and
connections, addressed some gaps and imbalances, and given more longevity
to those countercultural organizations. For now, back in the present, I
continue to seek the intense preoccupation of people bringing much to the
table to invent new worlds as they learn to know, and to know each other.
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Precarious Struggles
Knowledge Sharing in Southern Europe and the United
States
_____________________

Laura Fantone
In the past decade, especially in the last five years as the financial crisis
spread to Southern Europe, many grassroots social movements expressed
strong protests and sharp critiques of the flexibilization of labor. These
movements are clearly a response to neoliberalization, the reduction in
general welfare, and the so-called “social rights” acquired, after intense
struggle, by citizens of the industrialized countries during the 20th century.1
While a number of books and areas of research have focused on how these
shifts have impacted the younger workforce in general, a comparative,
situated approach is less common and underdeveloped.2 I aim here to analyze
precarity as a new mechanism of subjectivation as well as a terrain for the
sharing of knowledge and solidarity across races and classes. This essay also
describes some aspects of social and reproductive precarity, its effects on
everyday life, and especially the unexpected similarities between service work
and creative work.
It is useful to remember, at the risk of stating the obvious, that
contemporary Europe is marked by sharply increasing economic inequalities
and growing disparities in social and citizenship rights, which are granted or
denied according to lines of skin color, age, and gender. My approach to the

Eric J. Hobsbawm, Labouring Men: Studies in the History of Labor. (New York: Basic
Books, 1966). Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven, Regulating the Poor: The Functions of
Public Welfare. (New York: Vintage, 1971).
2
Emiliana Armano and Annalisa Murgia, eds., Mappe della precarietà—vol. I. (Bologna:
Odoya/ I libri di Emil, 2012).
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subject of precarity stems from situated knowledge,3 and from my ethical and
epistemological positioning in the line of previous traditions of feminist
research, aimed at avoiding the pretense of neutral knowledge production
and simultaneously detached from personal and political trajectories.4 My
essay moves, therefore, from the assumption that precarity is a constitutive
aspect of my life, the lives of many young Italian academics like me, and of
many across Southern Europe. Precarity is an existential condition, shared
with other, more marginal subjects—one can not avoid thinking of those
living in poverty, or of immigrant women in the service and care sector,
where the weight of social and affective labor is unevenly distributed and thus
falling especially on migrant female workers. In the present moment,
precarity resonates with the refugee crisis unfolding rapidly across Europe, of
migrants massing on boats to cross the Mediterranean Sea, for whom
precarious life has a different valence, and it is sadly not a job-related,
temporary condition.5
In contemporary “Fortress Europe,” any struggle, especially the one
around precarity, is brushing against its excluded others, including, first and
foremost, refugees and immigrants. Immigrants have always been precarious,
living with constant risks and insecurity. As Angela Mitropoulos argues:
Precarity has been the standard experience of work in capitalism...
[I]mpoverishment and war had been familiar to many generations of
Western workers before. The experience of regular, full-time, longterm employment which characterized the most visible aspects of

Sandra Harding, Situated knowledge: Whose Science? Whose Knowledge? Thinking from
Women’s Lives. (London: Routledge, 1997).
4
The core arguments of the precarity movement I refer to here can be found in
documents published on the Chainworkers and EuroMayday websites, Mute, Green Pepper,
and other online magazines from 2001 to 2006. See also “The Middlesex declaration of
Europe’s Precariat,” EuroMayday. 2004, http://www.euromayday.org/2005/middle.php,
accessed October 4, 2016.
5
Judith Butler, Precarious life (London: Verso, 2002).
3
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Fordism is an exception in capitalist history... that presupposed vast
amounts of unpaid domestic labor by women and hyper-exploited
labor in the colonies.6
Looking at such experiences of precarity makes me sharply aware of
being a privileged knowledge worker, with my white skin, my European
middle-class status, and my PhD and postdocs. Such background leads me to
focus my analysis on two advanced capitalist and tertiarized societies: the US
and Italy, where I have lived most of my life. I will thus comparatively analyze
various effects of precarity on my own generation of academic knowledge
workers along the lines of class, collective identity, and solidarity.
The precariat as a political subject
First, we should define what and who constitutes the precariat. After all, it
is worth remembering that precarity is derived from the Latin precorpreaece—to pray because someone or something is depending on uncertain
premises or unknown conditions. Precarious as an adjective indicates a lack
of security and stability that threatens one with danger. The precariat, as a
category of workers descending from the industrial-era proletariat, finds its
contemporary translation in info-capitalism and the post-Fordist economy.
The precariat usually performs flexible service work but, increasingly,
knowledge and cognitive work; anyone employed temporarily in information
and service sectors under non-standard contracts and schedules, with limited
social security or benefits, is part of the precariat. While informational skills
are essential for the precariat to be hired, relational skills provide the most
value to the employer. (In the English-speaking world such definition
corresponds roughly to temp worker or, in recent literature, flex worker or
chainworker.)
Angela Mitropoulos, “Precari-us?” Mute – Culture and Politics After the Net 29, (Spring
2005), 88–96.
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Precarious workers are interchangeable and possess low individual
negotiating power in the labor market, since they can be replaced relatively
quickly. The chainworker, a subcategory of the precariat (the term first
appeared in an Italian webzine founded in 2000),7 describes temp workers
employed in shopping malls, chain stores, warehouses, and customer care
phone centers, usually owned by multinational corporations. They are the
unhappy successors of those working on assembly lines (in a chain of
production) in industrial economies and those chain-ganged into slavery
earlier, under the forced labor and servitude typical of early capitalism.
The precariat are largely invisible or excluded figures in the glossy
narratives of freelancing, franchising, job-sharing, and similar terms used by
agencies to make workers feel that they are free to use their time and energies
and therefore have more agency and freedom in their lives. In fact, since their
work takes place at the limits of the informal economy, oscillating between
being paid and unpaid black-market and limited-contract forms, and usually
taking place in deregulated workspaces (at home, in temporary structures,
online), the invisibility of the products and structures of work goes against
the precariat’s collective strength and rather gives the illusion that their work
involves neither discipline nor hierarchies.
Against the boosterist arguments proposed by Richard Florida and
others, where the subjects in question “happily traded security with creativity
and autonomy”8, and the delusions of many creative workers, urban dwellers
who are part of the precariat claim to never want stable, long-term jobs. They
tend to consider their adulthood exciting but uncertain in its outcome; they
know their future may imply downward mobility. In this sense, the precarity
discourse and movement has become crucial in providing tools with which to

ChainCrew, Chainworkers: lavorare nelle cattedrali del consumo. (Rome: Derive e
Approdi, 2003).
8
Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class. (New York: Basic Books, 2002), 35.
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address the hidden costs of autonomy: economic instability and lack of
security.
Collectively, as political subjects, however, the precariat could possess
tremendous bargaining power, since they are situated in crucial sectors where
social production (service, distribution, transportation, and communication)
and reproduction (caregiving) intersect.
Precarity in post-Fordist Italy
Precarity highlights new mechanisms that perpetuate pre-industrial
cycles of exploitation in post-industrial contexts. The transfer of production
since the 1980s to unregulated, developing countries (especially the so-called
BRICS nations) justified the “end of industrial work” mantra while also
showing its Eurocentrism. With the vast issue of globalization emerged both
the de-materialization of labor and a new valence to the broad concept of
immaterial labor (as discussed by Lazzarato, Bifo, Marazzi and others)9,
whose limited use did not apply to large-scale industrial and agricultural
production nor to places where “old-fashioned” forms of exploitation are still
thriving. In this context, encompassing forms of material exploitation and
creative self-realization, I look at precarity as a powerful new political
discourse that has been able to mobilize many across Europe.
No one can deny that the precarity movement is unifying various groups,
creating a shared sensibility about the future, a fresh perspective on labor and
politics. Most importantly, the movement has appropriated a negative term
and circulated it widely, successfully creating a new political horizon where
demands for new rights can develop10 (for example: “flexicurity,” unionizing
See Franco “Bifo” Berardi, Precarious Rhapsody (New York: Autonomedia, 2010). See
also, in English, Christian Marazzi The Violence of Financial Capitalism. (Boston:
Semiotexte/MIT Press, 2010).
10
One important aspect of the precarity movement stems from the intuition of selforganizing and replacing the role of the union in providing legal advice and material help to
abandoned workforce.
9
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of chain stores’ employees, claiming access to free knowledge and culture,
cheap housing and traveling). These discourses and actions were vitally
necessary for various EU countries that have been going through labor
market reform, a wave of privatizations, and a major debt crisis, especially
Italy, which, not surprisingly, had the greatest mobilizations a decade ago,
and Greece and Spain,11 where such movements gained visibility more
recently.
As an Italian political activist, I found myself involved in the precarity
movement between 2002 and 2006, particularly by building a network of
female knowledge workers across many Italian universities. Such situated,
personal, and political experience deeply shaped my expectations and
disappointments to come. On the one hand, the movement grew rapidly
because of its ability to raise consciousness among the youth and force
unions and policy makers to deal with a serious issue they would have rather
kept invisible. On the other hand, precarity has clearly not diminished in the
last few years. In Italy today, more than half of temp workers are public
sector employees in education, health, and local government with part-time,
freelance, or subcontracting jobs12 or any other labor that falls under the legal
category of “para-subordinate occasional, atypical, labor contractors”(with its
unintended surrealist touch of humor). Thus it’s not surprising that this
movement has drawn many people into the streets. The EuroMayday
demonstrations in Milan grew from 5,000 in the year 2001 to 50,000
participants in 2005, but there have been many other actions in Spain,
It is worth recalling that recent statistics published by CENSIS and EUROSTAT
highlighted Mediterranean countries as those with the lowest wages when compared to the
rest of the Eurozone. See CENSIS-IREF. Ci penserò domani. Comportamenti, opinioni e
attese per il futuro dei co-co-co. (Rome: Rapporto di Ricerca Censis, 2003). See also Oliver
Bergstrom and David Storrie, Contingent Employment in Europe and the United States
(Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar, 2003).
12
In the Italian case, the labor market looks even less stable if we were to add the
approximately three million jobs in the grey or black market. See ISTAT, Situazione del paese
(Roma: Media, 2014).
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Greece, and France that unified a generational outcry against the shared lack
of a stable future. Ten years after that swell in Italy, I do not see my peers
having progressed out of precarious temp jobs. Nor do I see a new kind of
labor politics capable of organizing in working conditions that lack the ability
to facilitate communication or unity among knowledge workers. Italian
unions lag behind and the public sector has not kept its promises to provide a
transition from short-term contracts to stable, long-term ones (with the
recent exception of the schoolteachers’ national contract).
Today, years after the onset of the financial crisis and in the midst of the
ongoing sovereign debt crisis, flexibility and precarity issues are on the radar
of researchers, journalists and opinion leaders across the European Union.
Precarity is usually discussed in negative terms, through the narration of
catastrophic stories in which the European, educated youth figures as the
ultimate victim. If we look at precarity as a discourse, reiterated through
these diffuse negative sentiments, it has successfully developed over time.
Precarity created visibility for a generational experience13 that has been slowly
translating into mainstream politics (as seen in the Podemos, Syriza, and Die
Linke parties) with mixed results.
However, if we look at concrete victories and advancement in the
conditions of workers, I argue that the precarity movement has not been
successful. Many educated people in their thirties and forties, like myself,
abandoned the most cutting-edge sectors in Italy, Spain and Greece,
exasperated by their lack of status, inflexible bureaucracies, and low income.
For the most part, those who survived ten years of precarious conditions
It was in fact a timely shift into the issue of precarity that absorbed many of the Italian
anti- or alter-globalization movements. As argued by Alan Toner in Green Pepper Magazine,
“a renewed realism as to the acute difficulties faced in everyday life underlies the emphasis
on precarity; this focus enables a narration of needs and desires in the first person,
facilitating a rupture with discourses of the anti-global period which often lapsed into jaded
Third-–Worldism, where serious problems were often exoticized as somebody else’s,
somewhere else” (Alan Toner, Green Pepper “Precariousness” 2004:38).
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could do so because of some form of help from their family and because of
the availability of more precarious, usually immigrant female workers, to
whom care and domestic work is outsourced from the family.14 For young
women, even if they comprise the majority of university students across
Europe, it became clear that access to higher degrees does not translate into
higher salaries or to more stable jobs. After receiving their degrees, they enter
a hard job market with the label of “overqualified”. In this light, particularly
after the 2009 crisis, it is hard to argue that precarity has been countered with
concrete policies. Even more dramatically, if we look at the harsher forms of
precarity experienced by female care workers, the limits within which the
precarious movement built a new, precarious subjectivity are clear: a new
vision of citizenship, where immigration, service work, creativity and
knowledge work are connected should take hold.
Paradoxically, because of geographical specificities it is not easy to draw
comparisons on precarity between Europe and North America, a vast
economy where the shift to job precarity had already happened in the 1980s
without a mass movement capable of responding to it.15 In Europe, linkages
between immigrant care and service workers or creative workers are
gradually emerging, if less tenuous and more materially sustained than in the
US. I will explore the connection between immigrant service workers and
See Cristina Morini, Per amore o per forza. Femminilizzazione del lavoro e biopolitiche
del corpo. (Verona: Ombre Corte, 2010). In English, Andrea Fumagalli and Cristina Morini.
“Life put to work: towards a theory of life value.” Ephemera, vol. 3 (2011), 234–252. See also
Silvia Federici, “Precarious Labor: A Feminist Viewpoint.” In the Middle of Whirlwind. 2010,
http://inthemiddleofthewhirlwind.wordpress.com/precarious-labor-a-feminist-viewpoint
(accessed October 4, 2016)
15
In the United States, this was not entirely true. Even if mainstream political debates
cheered the new economy and many critics focused on the vast effects of a crude
neoliberalism that characterized the 1980s, the loss of job security did encounter some
resistance. It’s important not to dismiss the many forms of resistance documented in
counter-cultural literature through the eighties and nineties, in magazines like Temp Slave or
Processed World, which became central in the sharing of everyday forms of rejecting the
erosion of stable employment.
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knowledge workers in the following section, which illustrates a case of
unionization of contingent faculty in California, and the related innovative
campaign led by a service workers union.
The precarious professoriat
La génération précaire, as Pierre Bourdieu called it in 2001, started to
resent flexible jobs and grow increasingly disgruntled about economic
institutions and society in general. Precarity today means lack of future
prospects for a generation that, together with withering public funding, is
responsible for the loss of young professionals in all fields of research as well
as in the corporate world. It is clear today that many institutions are
implicated in maintaining precarity, including the market, the state,
transportation and information technology, and educational institutions.
Precarity offers an interesting angle to reframe questions of pedagogy and the
right to education, but also epistemology, knowledge circulation, autonomy,
and the creation of more or less docile subjects (workers, students, teachers,
scientists, mothers). I will focus on higher education and its institutions in
the following section, since they are deeply connected to my everyday life as
adjunct faculty.16
Among the various institutions fostering precarity I focus on here, public
universities have been especially deeply transformed. In the US today,
teaching is a temp job, a field where seventy-five percent of the courses are
taught by contingent faculty and are offered to students who are burdened by
debts. From the intellectual to the knowledge worker, to the content provider
in massive online learning systems, the devaluation of the processes and
places of learning/teaching is more than obvious.
In this context I argue that universities are complicit in marginalizing
ways of knowing that cut across differences, by bureaucratizing the tenured,
See the Processed World Anthology. See also Jeff Kelly, Best of Temp Slave Anthology.
(Washington: GC Press, 1997).
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stable faculty and disempowering students, who are put in pedagogical
relations with faculty constantly being replaced, as the terms “contingent,”
“adjunct,” and “visiting” faculty suggest. (Discursively, precarity is also an
erasure of names of authors from the knowledge they produce.) Today, most
American undergraduate students are taught their courses by contract
faculty—often graduate students or recent PhDs who are hired two weeks
before the semester starts, having received no detailed curricular guidelines
and listed simply as “staff” in the catalogues—or they are referred to as
content providers in online learning platforms (Coalition of Academic
Workforce Data).
Learning debt: Precarious teachers, vulnerable students
Among the various institutions fostering precarity we should focus
especially on public universities, which have been deeply transformed in ways
that placed at the center the monetization of knowledge sharing. Since the
1990s, while public and private universities saved millions by breaking down
a full-time teaching position into three part-time positions, essentially
reducing the instructional costs to a minimum , the same universities have
been asking the students to pay higher and higher tuitions.17
Since 1978, tuition in the United States has risen 1100 percent. This
number clearly outpaced inflation and lead to increased student debt. When
examining nonprofit, four-year private colleges today, eighty percent of their
students take on large student loans (ranging from $30,000 to 80,000).
Millions of former students who graduated in the last twenty years pay, for
the rest of their lives, interest rates between six percent and ten percent 18. As
See Stanley Aronowitz, The Death and Life of American Labor: Toward a New Worker’s
Movement (London: Verso, 2014). See also Andrew Ross, Nice Work If You Can Get It, Life
and Labor in Precarious Times (New York and London: NYU Press, 2009).
18
Kyle McCarthy, 10 Fun Facts About the Student Debt Crisis. January 22, 2014,
Huffington Post. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/kyle-mccarthy/10-fun-facts-about-student
-loan-debt_b_4639044.html (accessed December 10, 2015).
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of 2014, Americans owed $1.3 trillion in student loans, with $150 billion of
new borrowing in 2013 alone. Because of interest rates, the Congressional
Budget Office report estimated an upside potential income of $182 billion
from student loans in the next ten years. Private student loans are not
dischargeable in a bankruptcy case, and a recent attempt to reform the
student loans, effectively reducing the interest rate below four percent, was
blocked in the U.S. lower house.19
Given this picture, it became clear since the 1980s that the
reconfiguration of the labor market was creating a logic of contingency and a
constant race to the bottom, as well as a discourse of fear designed to keep
poor and middle-class families in the roles of docile workers. What was less
clear was that the educated, self-defined middle class would also be
experiencing a deep decline in wages and labor conditions that would make it
harder and harder to pay back their houses, cars, and university loans. This is
what makes the United States today officially a debtocracy, as commentators
and scholars stated (See Andrew Ross, Eric Toussaint, Samir Amin) based on
squeezing the middle class with intentionally designed economic policy
aimed at maximizing risk, maintaining short-term profits, and leading
millions of families into debt. This picture became clearer in the public
sphere as a result of the 2011 Occupy movement, which counted many
successes in terms of mass mobilization and, most importantly, a tremendous
rhetorical success in framing the economic crisis in terms of the 99% vs. the
1%.
Debt, as David Graeber first and Stephano Harney later stated, presumes
a kind of individualized relation to a naturalized economy that is predicated
upon exploitation. The end of debt is not to be conceived in a simple,

Nicholas Fandos “Elizabeth Warren Calls Out Education Department Over Student
Loans” New York Times, (New York, NY) June 10, 2015. http://nyti.ms/1IGtqf3 (accessed
December 10, 2015).
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financial sense,20 but as the freeing of people from all debts as mechanisms of
long-term, multi-generational control re-enacted in each instance by the
state, the market, and the police when granting credit to those who know
their place and become professional, good citizens, surveilled and held
accountable for all their mistakes.
When a whole generation experiences downward mobility, and those
people who used to see themselves as middle class, who had expected to be
able to buy a house and raise a family, realize that there is no hope for them,
no future, why should they pay their debt?
The Greek, Spanish, and Italian youth are strikingly stuck in the
materiality of such questions. Precarity is to them a key aspect of their daily
life, as well as a tool with which to articulate new political subjectivities. This
is because precarity is situated and ontological, and it cuts across classes and
social subjects because of the short temporal frame and instability it evokes,
which the dematerialization of the future took as a stable construct, so
foundational to past lefty utopias (the bright future after the socialist
revolution).
Echoing here the notion of fugitive undercommons, I borrow the question
Jack Halberstam asks in dialogue in the homonymous recent publication by
Stefano Harney: “Can we have another sense of what is owed that does not
presume a nexus of activities like recognition and acknowledgement,
payment and gratitude? Can debt “become a principle of elaboration?’”

21
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wish to add emphasis to the slightly euphemistic term “elaboration,” asking,
perhaps more bluntly: Can infinite debt constitute the roots of our fight for
the commons? The great refusal to pay that allows us to prefigure a
reclaiming of the commons?

David Graeber, Debt: The First 5,000 Years. (New York: Melville House, 2011).
Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and Black
Study. (New York: Autonomedia, 2014).
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In The Undercommons, Harney and Moten hint at the continuity among
the concepts of undercommons, precariousness, and contingency. I argue
that they articulate the radical possibilities of precarity within academia:
The mode of professionalization that is the American university is
precisely dedicated to promoting this consensual choice: an
antifoundational critique of the University or a foundational critique
of the university... Professionalization is built on this choice. It rolls
out into ethics and efficiency, responsibility and science, and
numerous other choices, all built upon the theft, the conquest, and
the

negligence

of

the

outcast

mass

intellectuality

of

the

undercommons.22
So the contemporary university organizes intellectual space that already
presupposed some forms of critiques, yet, ultimately, professionalizes the
students and aims at reducing its reliance on labor, especially teaching
faculty.23 This became absolutely clear to me in my experience teaching in an
art school graduate program.

Ibid., 34.
In this scenario, the subversive value of spaces like Retort and its material practices of
sharing food emerges as unique and immensely precious. One of the rarest attempts in
creating knowledge through uncompromising conversations, fostering a community outside
of or at the border of academia that maintains its unmanageable, intellectual questioning of
mainstream and academic knowledge. Offering conversations that do not simply go into
depth on the topic of disciplinary boundaries, but actively work to destroy any way of
thinking constrained by disciplinarity, academic hierarchies, and institutional policies aimed
at protecting the status quo and reproducing power structures through the creation of docile
knowledge. In the context of the corporatized university and the prevalence of applied
research, it is quite the contrary; developing along straight lines of power limits the freedom
of thinking and research against the dominant paradigm.
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Precarity in American private colleges
Personally, when I started my research position in Berkeley, California, I
was quite excited to be hired to teach only one class on art and urbanism for
an Urban Studies master’s program, offered by the oldest art school on the
Pacific Coast of the United States, a not-for-profit, small, private institution.
After talking with friends, I became quite aware that contract teaching such
as the opportunity I’d been offered was very common: A competitive salary,
an appealing environment, but no benefits or long-term expectations. The
school gave potential employees short notices before hires and cancelled
classes as they pleased if fewer than eight students enrolled. Being a private
institution, each teacher negotiated a different salary and no administrative
documents allowed for transparency on the number of hours or
qualifications that corresponded to any specific salary. Moreover, all of the
precarious faculty—more than eighty percent of the total—were called
“visiting faculty” uniformly. Each contract was framed as a consulting job per
class or per semester, a total sum with no benefits, no seniority, and no
guarantee for the following semester. The whole experience did exceed my
expectations when it led to one of the most successful organizing and
transformative experiences of precarious knowledge workers I have
witnessed.
The majority of my colleagues were artists who declared on every
occasion that they were not workers; teaching was just an extra job for them,
something done to get by, while working on their future success as artists.
Reinforcing this logic, the school hired more famous artists at a different pay
rate, while most instructors had to do more hours a week for the same salary.
Regardless of such differences, one visiting faculty course salary usually
corresponded to fifteen percent to twenty percent of the total tuition paid by
each student per semester. The prestige of the school and its non-profit status
had a certain appeal to parents and students, the [more idiomatic]big-name
alumni, and wealthy California family donors, all in stark contrast with the
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paucity of the faculty salaries. The discrepancy was so much so that the
precarious faculty were ashamed to mention how much they were paid,
especially when meeting future students. Many internalized the high-status,
prestigious school ideal, confusing access to an elitist space with material
resources. In this context, characterized by lack of transparency and high
turnover rate, most visiting faculty rarely met or got to know much about
each other beyond a couple of office chats per semester. Fear and isolation
prevailed and competition was strong. I was initially surprised by the lack of
collegial atmosphere and the dispersion of faculty, until I realized there was a
structural quality to it. In such an atomized context, it seemed absolutely
impossible to even think about organizing collectively. Against all odds, the
faculty is now unionized.
Through the unionization process, many knowledge workers were able to
detach from the identification with the elitist and creative, high-status art
world. In other words, by way of a far-fetched comparison with public sector,
industrial, and service workers, mutual political recognition happened and a
new subjectivity was formed.
The fetish of creativity/solidarity
Working in a private school with less than two hundred faculty members
was a major change from a large, public university where most faculty were
unionized and receiving some benefits. In this new context, I heard strange
conversations, especially by the artists teaching, who saw themselves
(through a rather short time frame) temporarily teaching to pay bills, while
on their way to success, to a full-time artist or curator golden future. They
never aspired to a full-time teaching position, unlike myself and my
colleagues at Berkeley. Some were also enamored with the idea of a bohemian
life, an ideal locus where eternal poverty, an alternative lifestyle, and
creativity went together. For the majority of the applied arts faculty precarity
had positive connotations, as they did not identify with any argument based
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on more stability, continuity, and benefits. Some had never experienced any
stability and they did not want any; they simply wanted to have a decent parttime job to be able to pay rent and the bills regularly while cultivating their
creativity as artists. In this case, precarity, instability, and risk were already
equated to creative forms of connecting personal and professional life.
In the symbolic economy of the art world, teaching has lower status than
being the artist, fully devoting oneself to creative endeavors. In short, if
creativity is a highly-valued currency in art, it is equally valued in other forms
of immaterial work, even when teaching art, in a strange slippage. Some of
them had taught as “visiting” faculty for a decade, and had inevitably become
fatalistic and aware of these contradictions and hypocrisy of such a
bohemian/precarious conflation.
It became clear that mechanisms of identification with the art school and
its high status were working well. The concrete, material reproduction of
cultural elitism in both art and in academia were predominant. The aura of
the “special art community” allowed for the reproduction of the school elites,
with critical consciousness. Many of the seventy-percent temporary faculty in
the applied art programs completely identified with the fact that our school
was a unique, friendly, special environment, in which the status of being an
artist and “working among artists making art” was sufficient to compensate
for stipends’ paucity and the stark contrast between our resources and the
wealth of the school. Such inequalities were apparent yet hidden actively in
the precariat’s mind, made invisible through "shame work," a sociological
concept developed by A. R. Hochschild, defined as the amount of work, effort
and time dedicated to hide poverty or transform it into acceptable features,
hiding the lack of qualities needed and taken for granted by members of a
group.24 The discussion about unionization forced conversations about

Arlie Russell Hochshild, The Commercialization of Intimate Life: Notes from Home and
Work. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).
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shame work and removed the individualistic competitive attitude among
many colleagues.
The precariat stopped doing their shame work and started opening up
their can of worms, developing conscious alliances with other post-industrial
types of workers and political subjectivities. As of 2016, there is an increasing
consciousness of the relative poverty of teachers and professors, which leads
to more vocal demands for material progress in the adjunct struggle. Two
private colleges in the Bay Area have reached agreements on a union
contract, which guaranteed higher wages, some access to benefits, and
seniority clauses that would reduce the ability of colleges to churn teaching
staff, replacing adjunct faculty semester by semester so that no one reaches
any senior level position, longer contracts and actual symbolic recognition.
Regardless of the strengths and weaknesses of such negotiations, the
struggle has produced a community capable of resistance, and increased
vastly class and status consciousness among the artists and the precarious
professoriat.
Diversity, creativity, and precarity
In a recent demonstration of adjuncts, union members of the fast food
$15-per-hour campaign came up with beautiful chants, led by a Black woman
active in the Black Lives Matter movement. In a sudden creative shift, she
started to sing, “Adjuncts’ lives matter.” Cheerfully, many protesters followed
her lead in a creative, hip-hop style appropriation, for a quick moment,
before white activists noted that no adjunct has been killed by police brutality
and therefore, the weight of the word “lives” in this case was excessive.
Beyond the complex issues of race, class, and fear of appropriation, given
the weight of racial violence in the United States and the paralysis induced by
political correctness, this episode pointed out to me something I have been
feeling, yet unable to articulate for a decade (since I translated part of Judith
Butler’s Precarious Life): the multiple valences of precarity, encompassing
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multiple layers of violence, its impact on everyday life, and the sense of
disposability we ultimately experience, even if we have access to different
parachutes that protect us in the most uncertain moments of free falling. The
fact is that a Black woman representing hospital staff was attending an
Adjunct Action event with her kids and was chanting in support of people
vastly different from herself, by educational background, race, and social
status. She offered her creativity, as her kids offered some remarkable dance
moves, while other protesters were playing New Orleans-style music, and
Latino service union members were eating tortillas—the cheapest possible
street food—and repeating prayers to Saint Precaria, the patron of all temp
workers. All this while a giant papier-mâché puppet of the female saint was
held across the entrance of the fancy gala dinner for alumni and donors at a
private art school.
There was something absolutely situationist about this moment, in which
the protesters were having fun and representing all the creative power of
California’s diverse population.
A colorful group of people who had little in common were having fun on
a street corner, penned in by policemen, while old white art donors in
limousines were entering the gala dinner to listen to boring speeches
delivered by uniformly white administrators. The excitement on the former
side was tangible, so much so that some of the artists and donors came back
out of the gala to join the protest, which was clearly the place where energy
and creativity were brewing.
Fast forward: Discursive and material shifts
I find it useful to describe this image as an allegory of the unexpected
alliance between knowledge and service workers; people of color and white,
over-educated scholars; artists and janitors having a party. Their strength is
in their diversity and creativity as the prefiguration of a success and as a
success already, in the sense that it gave both kinds of precarious workers,
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service and knowledge, a sense of shared agency, rather than a hierarchy with
the knowledge workers would be in charge and the janitors inarticulate
victims of precarity. In such a moment, power dynamics were reversed on
multiple levels.
This image also celebrates creativity: in chanting, in cooking tortillas, in
holding the street space, and in its capacity to navigate contradictions and
embrace differences. That protest brought together those who found and still
find themselves reproducing social labor and immaterial labor. The service
workers, as a group of mostly immigrant women of color, represented by the
base of the union, offer different ways of looking at precarity as inherent to
our lives, and support with their large numbers the relatively little victories of
“us” adjuncts—knowledge workers who are ultimately more educated and
more replaceable, usually unable to accomplish much even by going on a
strike.
The two sides of the struggle reflect largely different backgrounds,
especially in terms of race and class. In this experiment something exciting
emerged, materializing solidarity across class and ethnic boundaries that was
forged by common goals, not just by charitable notions of solidarity with the
workers and people of color. Mutual support and recognition among low-pay
service workers and highly exploited knowledge workers are the key to future
alliances and mobilizations.
Conclusion
In my decade of experiential and intellectual engagement with precarity
between the public and private educational sectors, both in Italy and
California, I have been rearticulating a fundamental question: What is the
political reach of precarity? Furthermore, when and where can it be
mobilized powerfully? Where are the limits of translatability across
differences (geographic, racial, gendered especially)? It is obviously a
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powerful concept because it resonates across class, locations, genders, and
races, as the example above illustrates.
Today, trying to compare the Euro-precariat with the North American, I
am struck by a divide, a key difference that I now register fully. On the one
hand, European activists and scholars developed a vast range of tools for
theorizing precarity and creating a sophisticated political vision founded on
immaterial labor, while European precariat activism in practice is stalling. On
the other hand, the pragmatic approach of North American organizers has
recently been delivering some victories and bringing a new political
constituency together with an unexpected speed and rate of success. So while
precarity has been taken for granted and under-articulated in the United
States, it has also been experienced deeply and concretely by immigrants,
people of color, and those who lost their homes in the last financial crisis in
ways that already shape implicitly new forms of struggles, connecting the
creative and service industries. Looking at Italy, I came to the conclusion that
precarity is deeply tied to knowledge work. Educational institutions in the
United States are ruthlessly neoliberal and privatized, and in that context
precarity is not at all new. If we accept that precarity today is a condition of
work and life, capable of mobilizing a great movement across Europe and the
United States, even if the two contexts operate under different definitions
and frames of political thought, we need a fruitful exchange across the
continents. This exchange must take place among activists and theorists, as a
much-needed knowledge and solidarity sharing aimed at combining the
strengths of both theories and practices of resistance to precarity.
The strength of precarity as an ontological and epistemological shift is in
its capability to bring together vastly different constituencies, diverse people
who know it is not just about a better contract, but see the struggle as a longterm, multi-generational, multi-level project of reclaiming dignity and
autonomy in work and knowledge transmission.
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Coda on the politics of sharing and hospitality
The work of bringing together the two sides of precarity requires spaces
of radical sharing, like Occupy or, on a smaller scale, Retort. It requires space
for outsiders, intellectuals who do not fit neatly in the standardized ivory
tower—a place of inspiration for the kinds of free thinking that precarity
allows us. No policy making, No ecumenical moral imperatives, no technofixes (even if much technological and scientific knowledge is shared), no fiveyear plans for the future, after the revolution, no time for hypocrisy. The
future of creativity and knowledge/freedom is not in fancy tech companies’
workshops, remote conferencing tools, free online classes offered by MIT,
but it looks something more like old pub meetings, witches’ sabbaths,
peasants’ carnival feasts, Romans’ convivia, communards’ meetings. Outside
of social media’s superficial togetherness, the most transforming ways of
learning and sharing for my generation seem to be moved by face-to-face
interactions, affinity, warmth, food sharing, and ethical communities of care,
like Occupy.
Such deep experiences and places can only grow alongside the warmth of
a fire and are powered by the determination to think and share informed
comments across generations, without hierarchies, “from each according to
his/her ability, to each according to her/his need.” Participating in Retort
moved me in a utopian direction towards an active reclaiming of outsiders,
precarious knowledge sharing in communities of care, and intellectual
integrity. With such vision and praxis, cultivated over many years in Berkeley
by Iain and Gillian Boal and other brilliant minds with generous and
rebellious hearts, I witnessed a building of strength from precariousness, an
exquisite, intricate way connecting the “under” commons with the
vulnerabilities of our times.

______________________________________

Immersions

There is a Kind of Swimming
______________________________

Lisa Gaye Thompson
I could swim the length of a pool at two. It was important to my mother
that I be trained by the famous Crystal Scarborough, so she drove me all the
way to the San Fernando Valley for lessons at her eponymous school. I used
to imagine toddlers throughout the Los Angeles basin, tiny acolytes in steelblue '65 Mustangs, doing the same. After my final lesson I was offered a
ribbon if I could swim faster than another little girl, but already used to
having the trappings of femininity forced onto me I thought they meant a
hair ribbon, and being a precocious tomboy I turned them down. It may be
my earliest memory. I recall the feeling of somewhat naughty mastery as I
tottered with my disappointed mother, along the concrete pad between the
pools. Saying “no” to grownups, I won swimming for my own; how quickly
they tried to take it from me.
Recalling early swims or that triumphant guilty day is like looking back
through water, refracted and reflected by all of the waters I’ve swum through,
where it’s easy to lose track of time, where sunlight plays tricks on the eyes
and swirling sediment makes visibility poor. I remember many things, but I
can’t quite be certain that girl was me. My impossibly skinny younger brother
and those parents not-yet-thirty are long gone, as is the serious little girl I
was. This swimming woman carries the remnants of her in memory and
remembered dreams—a continuum suggesting we’re one and the same. It’s
only when I close my eyes and dive through water, though, that I feel her
rather than implying her as me. The strokes haven’t changed—muscle
memory doesn’t concern itself with provenance—it knows who we are. I
recognize the shape of my hands as they pull through the water, the way she
turns to breathe, the scissor kick that tends to break the surface when we’re
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tired. The rush of freedom, the illusion of flying, the release of bonds, the
hope of grace, the fun.
Pools gave way for me to oceans and rivers and lakes and fjords and
ponds. Mostly. I still love the sun-smacked fairy light of a pure blue pool. The
promise it holds beckoning from backyards or hidden behind urban facades.
But more than that and more than anything I love the ocean for swimming.
That first dive into the tensioned underbelly of a wave, breaking through
from dry to wet, from fresh to salt, from seen to unseen. When we return to
the water, we leave something of our physical legacy behind. Stepping from
the airy shore we swim through a buoyant atmosphere which we can finally
see. It cools our skin, we displace it as it clings and drips from us, moves aside
for us, and cradles us. Floating, we defy gravity. Kicking and pulling, we
abandon bipedalism.
There are no paths to follow, no way to stray in wild swimming. The
course I choose is the one I’m on, and often the course chooses me. I can’t
swim in a straight line so this suits me perfectly. In the pool, one follows the
stripes or floating barricades and dutifully slogs back and forth until time is
up or a number attained. But out in the sea, or in a river or lake, destinations
are arbitrary or non-existent. I’ll swim out to those rocks or to that
swimming platform, or just downstream a ways, but my course can change if
a good wave comes in, or if I see a bird I’d like to follow, or if I roll over onto
my back and float a bit, just because. Doing breaststroke, I love to swim into
small tidal or wind waves. To poke over each small crest, eyes hungry, trying
not to swallow but to breathe. Those small victories, measured in inches,
accumulate into a yearning to keep going, to head out without a return.
I will never swim the Channel, and will probably never do the swim from
Alcatraz. There’s only one “swim” I want to achieve, the annual group swim
across the breadth of Tomales Bay. Somehow I never seem to be in town for
it, but the truth is that I’d have to train, and somehow I never get around to
that either. Or maybe it’s that little girl rebelling against the pairing of
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achievement with the swim. She walked away from that shot at glory, but as a
pre-adolescent spent years of afternoons at swim team practice, and
weekends at swim meets as a member of the Downey Dolphins. The smell of
chlorine, the wet footprint on concrete apron evaporating in the Southern
California sun, the sound of flip flops, the coveted terrycloth robe, the
ribbons and trophies, the winning. She loved the comraderie of her peers,
mastering the flip turn, the shallow dive at the start, the feel of the hand
slapping the lip. But I love other things.
When he swam across the Atlantic, Benoît Lecomte broke his time in the
water into hour-long blocks which he designated to contemplate a particular
thing: one single memory or idea. This is the trick of an endurance athlete.
My kind of swimming is opposed to that kind of swimming. Mine is about
free thoughts, rambling, letting go. The inspiration that follows a cool plunge;
less essay than poem.
The best swims are a release upon entry, and a revival upon egress.
Leaving the clothed upright world onshore while you enter that other wet,
gloriously topsy-turvy and sensual entity. It’s an escape. A repudiation of the
norm: that dry place where we mustn’t wet our hair, wrinkle our clothes, or
whoop for sheer joy. It’s instead the skinny dip, the forbidden dive from the
bridge, the passionate kiss in the waves, the kowabunga, the ecstatic baptism,
the cannonball, the jackknife, and the barrel over the waterfall. And even...
the drowning. All swimmers and surfers know that drowning is rumored to
be the most ecstatic death. That held down under waves, repeatedly
struggling to make the surface, finally letting go and accepting the approach
of death, many have found an incredible peace, only to find themselves spat
out into the harsh oxygen once more to fill their lungs and tell the tale. We
think we would choose it, we swimmers, over dry ends.
Even short of death, to give in to that blissful water is to become one with
the whales and the seahorses, the dolphins and the waving kelp, to the selkies
and the mermaids, the shipwrecks and buried treasures, the past and the pre-
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historic. There are particles of water in the ocean that haven’t been to the
surface in one thousand years. What if you could touch one?
In my family we say that when at the beach you should "always go in.”
You feel different after. You are different. Even when it’s too cold, or you
don’t have your swimsuit, or you don’t have time. You will be transformed in
some inexplicable way. Baptism and rituals of cleansing know this. But it isn’t
only the Ganges or the water blessed by bishops that holds that power. All
water connects us with the sacred. And the wild waterways with worlds of
which we can no longer be a part, but which contain our genesis. Is that why
we yearn for her? Our clumsy limbs become light and we are graceful at last.
We can flip and fly and float. Our troubles somehow lessened, we surface and
shake our heads and laugh.
My shortest swim was on New Year’s Eve in Arctic Norway. Leaving the
songs and drinking by the fire, I followed friends to the end of a short pier.
One by one we stripped, then lowered ourselves down the ladder for full
immersion into the freezing fjord. Less than a minute, but by far my most
memorable plunge. I don’t believe the water was colder that night than
during the day of winter—salty bodies of water can’t fall below 2°C, and so
stay there, never freezing. But the air was mighty cold and the sea mighty
dark. And lowering myself down that ladder into the black other was a
resolution. I couldn’t not do it. And now who I am is that I did it. Gathering
my clothes and standing by the stove inside the little fishing hut was the best
warming.
If I were to map my swims by frequency and love, my home water would
be Tomales Bay, a tidal body tucked behind the Point Reyes peninsula, open
to the north. To swim is to gain a seal’s eye view, and as I swim my favorite
stroke, diving and surfacing again and again, I see Elephant Mountain to the
southeast and Hog Island to the north as distant markers, but in the
foreground my companions can be jellyfish, water striders, bat rays and on
lucky days, seals. They don’t come too close, but maintain a sighting distance,
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their curiosity giving way to one seal head height periscoping out of the
water. I used to court them from shore, as they’d follow me on low tide walks
from Teacher’s Beach, hoping to develop a relationship, but I never got
beyond the poking head and the follow. In my family, the story of my
daughter as a little girl playing her violin and summoning seals is legend.
Most of my swimming is done several miles from the mouth and inside
the bay. Out there is the Pacific. Not the Pacific of my childhood, hundreds of
miles south and the important part of ten degrees warmer, with long sandy
beaches punctuated by lifeguard towers. Here the Pacific is cold and rocky
and much lonelier. And in the fall it’s here where Great Whites congregate
like gangsters on neighborhood corners, the unproven but hungry young
mixing with the dangerous and louche old men. This isn’t a shark tale, but
when one swims in the wild, one should know the players. One should at
least acknowledge their lurking presence if not underfoot, then swimming in
the waters of the imagination. I well know that I have a better chance of being
struck by lightning than encountering the jaws of one of those beauties, and I
well know that if I did, it would not be malicious, but might prove deadly.
The images that can never be unseen, of kicking feet from below, must be
pushed aside though, the fear constantly put to rest.
Kim Chambers dropped from the end of a boat near the Farallon Islands
near midnight in the sharkiest time of year. She swam thirty miles through
those great white waters and under the Golden Gate. She called it an “equal
mix of terror and delight.” I think about bravery and madness. I think about
competition and obsession. And I shiver—both inspiration and fear.
No footprints tell another where we’ve been. But the water doesn’t forget,
nor is it anonymous. We make our own paths and the pulses we leave in our
wake tell a story that allows following, but where only our future selves may
recognize its traces in that great almost-forgetting. It is October. The beaches
along Tomales Bay a litany of remembered swims: Shell, Chicken Ranch,
Pebble, Shallow, Teacher’s, Heart’s Desire, White Gulch. The friends I know
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best as swimming companions are all here. Every swim contained in this one:
amongst ancient plane wreckage in the Baltic Sea; pursuing beavers in a
Vermont Creek; Hagemeier Lake during the days after 9/11, that silent time
of grief and holding our collective breath; with turtles in Hawaii; sharks in
the Keys; or with children in a Norwegian fjord. But mostly the swims that
have taken place here: with friends on other October days, the return of the
water’s uncharacteristic warmth a seasonal promise kept; contrasting quick
plunges in the spring and late fall when frozen limbs return you to shore; and
late night bioluminescent autumn swims, languorous and mystical. That
girl—her swims are with me. Relay races. Being thrown by her father to come
up laughing. Racing with her brother underwater, both of them swimming
brown-limbed and flexible as frogs, unaware how time would change them.
They surface and grab the air.
There are many kinds of swimming. There is a kind that exercises and
gets you from here to there. There is a kind that is prayer, or if not prayer,
then renewal. And there is a kind that is remembering.

D

__________________________________________

Observations

Finding Fortuny in War
A Stripes /Sutras Collage
__________________________

Amy Trachtenberg
The only container is water itself. Memory assumes the shape of the
city’s chaos and takes up a speech that makes you forget words that
went before.
—Mahmoud Darwish, Memory for Forgetfulness
The use of other people’s photographs for these collages is unauthorized
though I have tried to contact the photojournalists via their news agencies
and on their Facebook pages. So far, I don’t hear back.
On occasion I find traces of Mariano Fortuny in the war photos. I admit
to looking for it. Sometimes referred to as the last Renaissance man of the
20th century, Mariano Fortuny y Madrazo (1871-1949) was an inventor across
many disciplines, but his hand with textile innovation gathered up the
centuries and was sourced from around the globe like a screenprinted and
burned version of the Spice Route.
I am producing collages with photographs taken by war reporters sourced
from print newspapers. Transcending cultural specificity, my actions of
reproduction, dissection, and distortion are drawn from the Wars on Terror.
I wrangle with the images that arrive in the daily papers. I slip off and save
the plastic bags that protect the newsprint. Stuffed inside of each other, milky
or clear membranes of cobalt and cerulean blue bags proliferate beyond their
double lives of protection, then obsolescence and toxic permanence. The
photos trimmed from the newsprint stack up, yellow, and grow brittle. The
images beg to be dealt with as a means of abetting amnesia and inhibit me
from moving along to the next disaster spectacle.
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Through constant re-framing of a single image hundreds of times, I study
the crowds, their eyes and mouths, their hands and body positions: parents,
soldiers, teenagers and babies. Inside of the halftone reproduction from life
that is not life—walls and buildings are swallowed up inside craters. In the
midst of massive upheaval, domestic details shift to the foreground. I’m
fixated on the rugs and blankets, the clothing and all things made from cloth
and fibers. I manipulate and distort the images in the photocopier until they
no longer hold a firm spot in the late 20th and early 21st century.
These environments under siege harbor traditions of ornamentation,
pattern, and color that perform a subliminal counterweight to the river of
bad news. Stripes and plaids, floral swirls, ikat and polka dots bring forward
human histories. The swathes of textile are stand-ins for millennia of cultural
production outlasting political turmoil. Human history and technology are so
bound up in their making and their undoing. The desire for ornamentation
in the most dire of circumstance creates a particular magnetism and raises
questions. Does beauty obscure the ugliness of truth? While collages do not
stand up to bombings, to rape, to the total dissolution of a life, a country, or a
culture, I find melancholy, hope, or relief in the traces of Fortuny-like
patterns. Scenes replete with rugs and clothing being shouldered and dragged
from bombed out cities to camps as signifiers that Red Cross blankets will
never be “home.”
I’m hoping that the war photographers are still alive, that they are
working, that they are safe. I’ll continue to scrutinize evidence of their
existence and the terror they witness for us.
The source photo for this collage is by Wissam Nassar and was published
in The New York Times on October 6, 2014, http://nyti.ms/1xiI3vT.
Since the first draft of this essay, I have been in correspondence with
Wissam Nassar.
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______________________________

Chapters

The Redwood Forest, Requiem
__________________

Cal Winslow
Along the northern coast,
Just back from the rock-bound shore, and the caves,
In the saline air from the sea, in the Mendocino country,
With the surge for bass and accompaniment low and hoarse,
With crackling blows of axes, sounding musically, driven by strong
arms,
Riven deep by the sharp tongues of the axes—there in the Redwood
forest dense,
I heard the mighty tree its death-chant chanting.
—Walt Whitman
This is the story of the Redwood Forest, celebrated by Walt Whitman as
“the empire new” where “the genius of the modern, child of the real and the
ideal [is] “clearing the ground for broad humanity, the true America” its
purpose, “to build a grander future.”1
The story is not unique; it is just one chapter in the conquest of
California. Still, it is a necessary chapter; necessary if we are to understand
the full history of this conquest and the meaning of Whitman’s “true
America.” It is about, in part, how Manifest Destiny came to Northern
California, the completing of the march westward, even to the remote, “rockbound,” fog-shrouded coast of Mendocino. The story begins in the 1850s,
and belongs with the other “empires” of the era, those in iron and steel, silver
and gold, shipping, railroads, oil, and agriculture. Here it was an empire in
timber, “in the Redwood forest dense.”
1

Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass, Song of the Redwood Tree.
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It is like all these, a story of conquests and occupations, and the great
theft that accompanied them—the theft of the people’s lands, that is the
transfer of ownership of the land, some 2 billion acres of the forests, mineral
deposits, mountains, rivers and harbors into the hands of a few men. These
men, ruthless men with an “almost maniacal appetite for wealth” (Whitman)
came to rule the land like the barons of a distant past. They were, “absentee
owners” in Thorstein Veblen’s terms, who believed that they embodied a
“divine right,” and ruled these rich principalities “not by virtue of having
produced or earned them… but because they owned them.”2 So it is not such
a pretty tale to tell. All the more so because, as with Rome’s legions, the
empire triumphant brought not “peace” but “desolation,” “earthy ruin,”
though of course they called it “civilization.”
This is a history of the destruction of the Redwood Forest, one of the true
wonders of the world, so in that sense it is not about the great men and their
fortunes; rather it is a history that begins with the trees—the largest
“creatures” ever to have lived on this planet, and about the people who, for
better and worse, lived in or adjacent to the Forest. Ironically, the term
“Redwood Empire,” is still used here in Northern California though the trees
are largely gone. It was an empire but not one that was built; rather one
destroyed, the timber barons were not “empire builders”—even as they
proclaimed one—but destroyers.
Sequoia sempervirens, the coastal redwood, is a tree nearly 400 feet in
height when mature, a tree sometimes more than 2400 years in age, its root
systems far older. The Redwood Forest once blanketed the Northern
California coast, a narrow length of deep, cool greenery that stretched from
below Monterey to the Oregon border. It was the southern extension of the
massive temperate conifer rain forest—Douglas fir, Sitka spruce, cedar,

Thorstein Veblen, Absentee Ownership and Business Enterprise in Recent Times. The
Case of America (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1923), 50–51.
2
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western hemlock—the remnants of which still stretch far north to the
Tongass forests of the Alexander Archipelago on the Alaskan panhandle.
The Redwood is a conifer belonging to the family Taxodiaceae; these are
large, fast growing trees with reddish bark that produce small seed cones;
their leaves vary from long, narrow and flattened to small and scale-like. Its
history is deep; its ancestors emerged in the Cretaceous period, some 100
million years ago. They were most widespread in the Tertiary period, some
50 million years ago. They thrived in wet, warm, temperate climates. They
once existed on nearly every continent; over time, however, most would
disappear, the exceptions being the Dawn Redwood, still found in China, and
the Redwoods here in California. The Redwood of the western Sierra,
Sequoiaderon giganteum, a close cousin (the same genus, not the same
species), is larger in mass than the coastal Redwoods, though not taller; it is
still found in some 75 groves. Over millennia, global climate changes—the
cooling and drying of much of the earth, then episodes of glacial advance and
retreat—steadily reduced these forests. The Mediterranean climate of
California stabilized some eight million years ago and provided a sort of last
refuge, though even here the Forest retreated further still, until it flourished
only along the coastal strip. In that sense, then, it is a relic, a living
evolutionary artifact, a reminder of nature’s long history. And it exists here
and only here.
Thus for some millions of years, these trees have grown along our coast,
watered by long wet winters, usually frost-free, shielded from hot, dry inland
summers by Pacific fog—the heat of the inland summer drags in the fog that
bathes the forest. In an ecology known for fire, the forest cools its domain, its
thick, red bark defends the tree itself. Remarkably, the trees themselves
collect moisture, “intercepting” fog, some of which is absorbed by the trees
leaves; the rest is collected and drips to the earth below, into gardens of ferns
and flowers, redwood sorrel and rhododendron. In 1850, this forest was 2000
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square miles, 1,280,00 acres that stretched some 450 miles; it was often little
more than twenty miles in width.3
These groves, these ancient coastal forests are like nothing else. Reed
Noss, the well-known student of the Redwoods, writes: The Redwoods
“deserve all the lavish terms used to describe them. No one with an open
mind could walk through an old-growth redwood forest without being
humbled. No thoughtful person could stand beneath one of these immense
trees, gaze up into its canopy, and not help but think that here is a
remarkable organism—so much more than all the board feet of lumber that
men might cleave from it. Not only are the coast redwoods among the largest
living trees, they are among the largest living organisms ever to inhabit the
earth. Their close ancestors have been here since other giants—including the
dinosaurs—came and went. An entire forest of these trees is one of the most
remarkable expressions of nature’s productive capacity. And it is beautiful,
truly beautiful.”4
“No thoughtful person?” Alas, were this only true.
Today perhaps 4% of the old growth of this Forest survives, the rest lying
“disturbed,” at best in stands of third and fourth growth (not without value,
of course), at worst in ruin, the barren clear-cut mountainsides that so
shocked the readers of the Sierra Club’s 1969 book, “The Last of the
Redwoods.”5 How did this happen and happen in just more than one
hundred years, a wink in time? And why?

See John Evarts and Marjorie Popper, eds. Coast Redwood: A Natural and Cultural
History (Los Olivos, CA: Cachuma Press, 2001), 5–12.
4
Reed Noss, ed., The Redwood Forest (Covelo, CA: The Island Press, 2000), 1
5
Francois Leydet, et al, The Last Redwoods and the Parkland of Redwood Creek (New
York, Ballantine Books, Sierra Club, 1969).
3
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The first people
In 1850, there were already people on the North Coast, but people unlike,
say, the Russians, who came, exhausted its waters of the sea otters, its coastal
plains of fur-bearing creatures, then left. There had been Spanish and
Mexican settlements, though these were mainly to the south and inland.
These were people who had been here far longer, so long that the word
settler cannot meaningfully be used. They had not settled the North Coast,
they had lived here from time “immemorial”: Yurok, Karuk, Hupa, Whilkut,
Wiyot, Mattole, Wailacki, Pomo. These people and many others lived along
the coast or just inland, on the other side of the great Forest. We now believe
that they are the descendants of people who came from Asia (across the
Bering land bridge and down an ice-free corridor, or down the coast?)
perhaps 12,000 years ago; people who made their way to this coast possibly
8,000 years ago. Humboldt County historians Ray Raphael and Freeman
House tell the Humboldt County story in great detail. These coastal peoples
believed the Creation occurred here, right here in identifiable places, along
river flatlands and in interior valleys; “the place itself goes through changes,
but it remains underfoot, the solid bedrock of the people’s lives.”6 They did
not farm or raise animals. But they were not wanderers; they lived in stable,
well-developed communities based on deep understandings of their
environments, including the Forest. They spoke many languages; their
cultures were distinct. The climate was pleasant, nature’s gifts abundant.
They did not live in the Forest, though they lived with it. Some built their
homes with Redwood timber, others sailed in Redwood dugout canoes. They
gathered edible plants in the Forest, they used medicinal herbs, roots,
mushrooms. The Forest was in their stories and myths. People went into the
Forest to gain knowledge, they fasted at sacred locations and sought visions
there. Some passed through the forest on their way to the sea. There are
Ray Raphael and Freeman House, Two Peoples, One Place (Eureka, CA: Humboldt
County Historical Society, 2007), 7.

6
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Pomo today who can trace these ancient paths, to where their ancestors
camped on rocky cliffs and who can explain what they gathered and what
they returned with—abalone, mussels, clams, seaweed, and salt.7 We need not
claim that violence was a foreigner in this world; certainly there were
conflicts, skirmishes, even battles, and they could be bloody, but, by all
accounts, these were not common. It would be the same with nature—we
need not be wishful romantics to believe that they neither hated nor feared
their environment. They did not. Their notion of mutuality, “reciprocities”
and “trust,” between nature and the people makes perfect sense; if people
“honored the spirit of what they took and were not greedy, the world would
provide for them.”8
Clearing the path
“Whiskey,” wrote Mark Twain, “the van-leader of civilization. Look over
history and you will see. The missionary comes after the whiskey—I mean he
arrives after the whiskey has arrived. Next comes the poor immigrant with ax
and hoe and rifle; next the trader, next the miscellaneous rush; next the
gambler, the desperado, the highwayman, and all their kindred in sin of both
sexes; and next the smart chap who has bought up an old grant that covers all
the land; this brings in the lawyer tribe; the vigilance committee and the
undertaker. And these interests bring the newspaper; the newspaper starts up
politics and a railroad; all hands turn to and build a church and a jail—and
behold, civilization is established forever in the land.”9
And so they came. The miners were the first Anglos to come to the North
Coast in numbers, though they were for the most part passing through,
spreading northbound looking for gold in the Trinity Mountains and in the
Oregon interior. Twain might have added soldiers to his list; empires require
7
8
9
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soldiers. The miners and the early Anglo settlers were rough and ready; their
“problem” was that there were already people here, people who, one supposes
like Iraqis today, for example, who lived by accident of history in the vicinity
of oil. Incredibly, the Anglo miners and the settlers bent on occupying the
North Coast seem from the start to have perceived themselves not as
conquerors, but as victims, or potentially victims—victims of this wild new
land and its people. This was a mantra in the West; it is with us still: we are
the victims. So they demanded the federal government supply soldiers, to
protect them, protection for themselves and their new properties. The
government obliged, sending soldiers and thus the “Indian Wars” of
Northern California began. It could have been southern Africa.
The appearance of the Anglo settlers was not promising, neither for the
coastal peoples, nor for these trees. The Indians perhaps had reason to expect
the worst. Certainly the trees were not prepared; though we may now know
that trees can indeed communicate with each other, chiefly for selfprotection, possibly from infestation, possibly from disease, they were no
match for the settlers. The miners and the settlers swept away all in their
paths, mountains, rivers, the wild creatures large and small, the ancient trees
and the coastal peoples; theirs was a mission, nothing else mattered. It was
destiny, the march of civilization.
After all, what was Manifest Destiny, the all but official law of the land,
about? It was gospel, at least for many, a doctrine that advanced the idea that
the American Anglo-Saxon “race” was “separate, innately superior.” Gray
Brechin, historian of San Francisco, writes that the slogan “provided the
rhetorical ordnance necessary to forcibly annex half of Mexico and then to
“pacify” the natives—the American Canaanites—who stood in the way of
empires path and God’s will.”10 In extreme, it held that inferior races were
doomed to subordinate status or extinction. It was used to justify slavery and
the expulsion and possible extermination of the Indians. So the Indian fighter
10
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William Cody: “The bullet is the pioneer of civilization, for it has gone hand
in hand with the axe that cleared the forest, and with the family bible and
school book.”11
In April 1850, on the eve of statehood, an assembly of politicians meeting
in San Jose, California’s first capitol, made this explicit, passing “An Act for
the Government and Protection of Indians.” Any white person could apply to
a Justice of the Peace for the “removal of Indians from land he claimed as his
own…[also] could apply to a Justice of the Peace to obtain an Indian child for
indenture.”
Any Indian “who shall be found loitering and strolling about or
frequenting public places where liquors are sold, begging or leading an
immoral or profligate course of life” could be brought before a Justice of the
Peace and declared a vagrant. The Justice could then order “to hire out such
vagrant within twenty-four hours to the highest bidder…for the highest price
that can be had” (This provision was not repealed until 1937).
Justices of the Peace had exclusive jurisdiction in all matters dealing with
Indians. With no appeal to a higher tribunal, the judgment of a single white
man could seal the fate of any Indian. To this, California’s first governor,
Peter Burnett, an open advocate of exterminating California Indians, added
in 1851 “that a war of extermination will continue to be waged between the
two races until the Indian race becomes extinct.”
All this, one supposes, was intended at least in part to facilitate the toil
first of the miners, then the “pioneers” and followed by the loggers, the
millhands, and the rest that migrated with them into this land, still a
wilderness. It is interesting to think about the meaning of wilderness. Michael
Williams, an historian of the world’s forests, writes: “To the early American
pioneers the forest was repugnant, forbidding, and repulsive. Some of those
feelings and reactions had roots that went back a long way, into the culture of
Quoted in James R. Grossman, ed., The Frontier in American Culture (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994), 8.
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their ancestors in Europe but were to be reenacted in a dialogue between the
European pioneer’s mind and the American environment.”
The forests were “wild areas, alien to man and in need of felling, firing,
grazing, and cultivating so that they could become civilized abodes.” They
were “dark and horrible, places where there were very real dangers from wild
animals, particularly bears and wolves.” The word “wilderness,” Williams has
found, was almost “synonymous with forest; etymologically, it was the “place
of wild beasts’.”12
If later, naturalists and romantics, the Thoreau’s and Muir’s, challenged
this view, they had little impact on the pioneers: “We were dreadfully afraid,”
wrote Alice Chase from England traveling to Humboldt in 1861, “of Indians
and wild animals, thinking one or the other might molest us at any moment.”
The woods, they believed, “swarmed” with grizzlies (the symbol of the new
state, soon too to be exterminated). And Indians. So the settlers made clear
their intention to “get the land subdued and the wilde [sic] nature out of it.”13
The settler yearned for the cleared land, cultivation, for the fenced off—that
is, for enclosed land, not at all for a common. There was no Charter of the
Forest in Northern California, no place where the commoner might have
rights to firewood, wood for fencing and building,14 a “right” some country
people might imagine, mistakenly, though they tend not to extend this right
to newcomers. The “locals,” when they can, reserve the “right” to exclude
“tree-huggers” and tourists. Was the Redwood Forest a “common”—certainly
it was never something to be owned by the coastal peoples, who for the most
part shared it, sometimes clearing parts for the sake of hunting or
encouraging the growth of berries and other vegetation. We might think of
Michael Williams, Americans and Their Forests (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1992), 10.
13
Quoted in Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest (New York: Norton, 1988),
43.
14
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121.
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these clearing as commons. But not the settlers’ clearings; they were areas of
exclusion. Treaties, such as they were, nearly always contained the language
of enclosure; “they must not enter our enclosures” read the treaty imposed on
the remnant of the Mattole people in 1862.
Students today often seem to think rather indiscriminately of all this
activity as variations in “managing” the forest, though this seems to be a
stretch; it removes any real meaning from the term management, surely if it
is thought there is some continuum from the times of the first peoples to the
world of private property, the commodity, and the market.15
The settlers, then, seem to have hated the Indians, though inter-marriage
suggests perhaps not all did. They seem also to have hated the great trees and
they would welcome the loggers. I had never known of the “species” called
“tree hater” until settling myself on the Mendocino Coast. Certainly the first
coastal peoples did not hate these trees. Is it wishful thinking that there were
some among the settlers, like Noss, who felt “humbled” before them? It
matters little now; “civilization” demanded that the North Coast be cleared—
of its people, of its Forest.
Indian removal
Andrew Kelsey, one of three Kelsey brothers in northern California, was
killed by Pomos in 1850, apparently in retaliation by mistreated Indians.
According to contemporary accounts, Andrew and his companions had
“lashed [Indians] as a sort of recreation when friends from the outside world
chanced to pay them a visit;” they would “shoot an Indian just for the fun of
seeing him jump”; they would select an Indian at random “and hang him up
by the thumbs. So that his toes just touched the floor…and keep him there
two or three days with nothing to eat.” Brother Samuel, with vigilantes,
See for example Lynn Huntsinger and Sarah McCaffrey, “A Forest for the Trees: Forest
Management and the Yurok Environment, 1850–1994,” American Indian Culture and
Research Journal 19:4 (1995), 155–192.
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replied by killing 20 Indians who happened to be nearby. Kelsey apparently
was proud of the appellation “the Indian Killer;” there were to be more
massacres to come, notably at “Bloody Island” on Clear Lake. The family is
remembered to this day in Lake County in the town “Kelseyville.”16
When James Wood, one of the first white residents of the Garberville
area, and two other men were charged with selling nine Indian children from
Humboldt in the Sacramento Valley, one of the defendants pleaded that it
“was an act of charity … to hunt up the children and then provide homes for
them, because their parents had been killed, and the children would have
perished with hunger.” When asked how he knew that the parents had been
killed, the defendant stated flatly, “I killed some of them myself.”17
This practice (murdering the parents, then indenturing the children) was
called, apparently, “Black birding.” In Mendocino County, “The Woodman,”
remembered Helen Carpenter, was a familiar site in Ukiah and the Long
Valley. Periodically he would appear from the mountains on horseback with
two, three, sometimes more Indian children tied to a trailing horse. They
varied in age from two to twelve years. Ukiah was a stop-over; there the
children would be cleaned-up for the trip to Napa. The children “poor little
shivering bodies, already sore from mountain travel were put [again] on
horses and rushed into civilization at the rate of thirty-five or forty miles a
day.”
On one occasion “meeting no opposition or unfriendliness on the part of
the settlers, he grew less discreet, and on March 1862, … deliberately drove
into the town of Ukiah… with a wagonload of almost nude boys and girls,
snugly covered over with dripping wet blankets.” destined for indenture and
“civilizing” to the highest bidder. The consensus was that “the children were
better off this way,” though for some fate was worse—according to The
Woodman the children he did not want to keep met the same fate as their
16
17
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parents. “Civilizing” went forward, and, Carpenter recalled, “there were few
families in town that did not have one to three Indian children…” though for
her this was “little less than downright slavery.”18
Astonishingly, conflicts such as these came to be recorded as “the Indian
Wars” and in these “wars” of the 1850s and 1860s the coastal peoples were all
but annihilated—their villages scorched, burned by soldiers and vigilantes
alike—though there were episodes, such as that in 1860 in Eureka which was
more properly seen for what it was—“the Indian Island Massacre.” At least 60
and perhaps more than 200 women, children and elders of the Wiyot tribe
were slaughtered with axes and knives by six white men, known to be
landowners and businessmen. This was the “Wiyot’s apocalypse.” So
gruesome at times was the news from the north that the San Francisco
Bulletin could refer to Eureka as “Murderville” in an 1860 report, written,
probably, from Arcata by Bret Harte. It “could find no parallel to the recent
atrocities perpetuated in California, referring to the Humboldt County
massacres.” Harte added an anonymous letter, complaining “The pulpit is
silent, and the preachers say not a word.”

19

He was subsequently expelled

from Humboldt County.
Anglos overwhelmed the Pomo homelands. In 1850 alone, 200 Pomo
were murdered, their villages ransacked, their lands stolen. In 1856, entire
bands were imprisoned in Mendocino, 11 years later, turned out, “homeless,
landless, and with no legal rights.”20 The horrors of these “wars” stain history
here; the Anglos succeeded in driving out the Pomo, though not entirely.
Survivors regrouped, then regrouped again; they are here still. They continue
summer treks through the coastal mountains to the sea.
Helen Carpenter, “Among the Diggers Thirty of Years Ago, Part II,” Overland Monthly,
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Everywhere people were torn from their homes and driven like cattle
from one place to another. It was a California trail of tears. The Klamath
reservation became a Concentration Camp for coastal Indians—Wiyot,
Whilkut, Sinkyone, Chilula. It had its own hanging tree. Another camp was
at Fort Bragg, the military instillation in Mendocino County. In January
1859, 120 Concow and Pit River prisoners, mostly women and children were
loaded on board the ship the Fanny Major and sent to Fort Bragg. These had
been captured by vigilantes, the Kibbe Guards, “pioneers who knew the ways
of the Indian.” Another 150 followed in March.21
Gold Rush miners had opposed slavery for California; in any event, it
entered the union as a “free state.” The miners apparently feared competition
in the free-for-all that was the labor market. But the settlers, including
miners, brought slavery, that is, the buying and selling of people, to the North
Coast. In 1858, a young mother was stolen by a packer in back of Uniontown,
who brought her into town and sold her for $50 to a Mr. Dakin for a servant.
Her children were sold into slavery.
The coastal peoples were nearly destroyed in a mere two decades, at best
left strangers in their own land. In 1979, it was reported there were no fullblooded Mattoles alive in their valley. Still, there were coastal peoples that
survived, stubbornly, defiantly, and to this day the Hupas live on their
original habitations in the Hoopa Valley, near the Yuroks, in good part due
to their knowledge of the Forest, where they could escape the “remove or
exterminate” pogroms of the settlers. Pockets of resistance continued and
many succeeded; all was not lost, but the Indian population rapidly declined
in these years, and rampant discrimination persisted. Those who survived
fought, heroically, to maintain and protect their sovereignty. “Thus, for many
California Indians,” writes historian William Bauer Jr., “the story is two

Frank H. Baumgardner III, Killing for Land in Early California (New York, Algora
Publishing, 2006), 35–36.
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sided—exploitative and negative but also empowering, every day, and,
ultimately, positive.”22
Grabbing the land
The state of California helped finance removal and extermination—and
for this it received nearly $1 million in compensation from the federal
government, eager to populate the new territory. It was the party of Lincoln
that initiated the massive transfer of power to the emerging large-scale
capitalism and the new “captains” of industry—opening the “feudal” era of
industry in our history. The Homestead Act signaled the distribution of the
public domain, the people’s land, which was then owned by the federal
government—this amounted to fully half the present area of the United
States. The nation’s natural treasures were opened to unparalleled
exploitation—most notably by the railroads and the mining interests.
Timber, however, was not far behind and by the 1850s it was an essential
component in the development of large-scale industry and there was nothing
romantic about it. The exploitation of the forests was already industrial and
capitalist, financed by the banks of New York and Europe. It was and is as
destructive an industry to the earth and its climate as any yet.
Timber was needed by the railroads, by the mines, also the new towns
and cities. Famously, the Redwood Forest built San Francisco, twice. And
timber had its own “empire builders,” its own “conquistadores” every bit as
avaricious as the Huntingtons, Stanfords and Crockers. By the end of the
century half a dozen men owned the northern forests—Carson, Holmes,
Hammond, Hill, Johnson, names happily forgotten.23
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Congress got rid of this land as fast as it could and California was no
exception. Congress sold it, granted it, donated it, acquiesced to trespass,
watched as it was stolen. Congress privatized it. The rich were always
favored—the auctions inevitably favored the well-to-do, represented by the
speculators and their promoters. By the 1880s virtually all of the Redwood
Forest was privately owned, dominated by the timber interests. Humboldt
County was famed for land fraud. The New York Times wrote a series about
it—false claims, the elimination of the small holders, bribery, murder, and
conspiracy.24 When a giant tract of dense Redwood Forest was thrown open
to entry in 1876, the California Redwood Company, with offices in Eureka,
began hiring men to file claims. Stephen Puter, a participant, writing from an
Oregon jail, “I have known agents of the company to take at one time as
many as twenty-five men from ‘Coffee Jack’s” sailor boarding house to the
county court house where they would take out their papers, declare their
intentions to become citizens and proceed direct to the land office and make
their filings…” They’d receive a check for $50 and a blank deed and return to
their ships or to the boarding house. “The description of the tract filed on was
afterwards inserted and the transfer of title completed to the corporation.
then to a Scotch syndicate.”25 There would be no national forests in the
Redwood Empire.
The timber interests had good reason to want the Redwoods. The forests
of the East—from Maine through the Great Lakes—were exhausted, though
devastated is the better term. They, the timber barons, like locusts moving
westward, left ruined lands behind; by 1900 there were 80 million acres of
charred and decimated stump lands east of Mississippi and a legacy of
destruction that included the fires that came with the logging. The Peshtigo
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fire in northeastern Wisconsin in 1871 killed 1,500 people and burned 1.28
million acres. In 1885 nearly all the Wisconsin Valley was swept by fire, and
in 1881 the eastern Michigan “thumb” was burned over, with a fire claiming
160 lives. Vast areas of the Great Lakes, probably totaling over 50 million
acres and stretching from Lake Huron in the East to the Red River in the
West in Minnesota, had been laid bare through the clear-cutting techniques
of the highly mechanized and efficient lumber industry. Efficient, perhaps;
wasteful, certainly. The saws with their extravagant kerfs, the burning of
refuse, the cutting of trees to leave high stumps, and the felling for roads and
tracks all took their toll, as did fire, the curse in the forests; fire that fed on the
slash piled feet-deep on the forest floor after the timber was taken out. Fire
probably consumed about as much every year as the timber that reached the
mill.26
Westward: “The Americas largely worked hard, drank hard, boasted often
and loudly, and contended fiercely with each other for the same objects,
while thinking the same thoughts and wondering at the same miracles of
mechanical progress, or of Manifest Destiny in its ascending march,
‘uniform, majestic as the laws of being, sure of itself as the degrees of
eternity.’ Everywhere was observed the same banging and hammering of
‘empire...’”27
The golden flood, however, even where it happened, did not, could not,
last forever; the rich placer claims on the Sierras were stripped and the
prospector was replaced by the industrialist. And then what was there for the
“losers,” the many thousands of ex-miners, far from home, dreams crushed,
but despair, and for many, lives of drinking, fighting, and robbing each
other? Some prospered, but more did not; these were men broken in spirit
and pocket, doomed to lives of misery in the promised land.
Michael Williams, op. cit., 232–233.
Matthew Josephson, The Robber Barons (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
1962), 149.
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An 1853 report from San Francisco concluded: “There has never been so
deplorable an exhibition of mendicancy in our streets as may be witnessed
daily at this time… hundreds of destitute men and scores of women… little
girls are to be found in front of the city saloons at all hours of the day, going
through their graceless performances.”28
The workers divided
The first industrial logging in California began in the Santa Cruz
Mountains in the 1830s. The East Bay forests were logged beginning in 1845.
But gold brought more than 100,000 “immigrants” to California and an
insatiable demand for timber—above all for the mines, railroads, and new
cities, as well as for customers from as far as the South Pacific and Australia.
The Anglo settlers in the North failed as miners and agriculturalists;
timber was another story. There the onslaught unleashed was unforgiving:
nature was spared no more than her peoples, each victims of civilization. The
ravaging the coastal mountain ranges and the destruction of this Forest
coincided with the Indian “Wars.” The great Redwood stands in Mendocino
and Humboldt Counties were assaulted in the 1850s, attacked first from the
sea. The Pioneer Mill was opened on Humboldt Bay in 1850; by 1854 there
were nine mills on the Bay. The California Redwood Company owned
100,000 acres of Redwood. The timber men also brought a train of
speculators, thieves and swindlers, wheelers and dealers, everywhere they
gathered up the massive tracts of land. It was a bonanza.
The first Mendocino mill was built at Big River in 1852, another at
Caspar a year later. Along the wild Mendocino coast—with no harbors to
speak of— nevertheless logging proceeded apace. It was calculated that a
stand of redwood in Mendocino County contained nine times as much
timber per acre as southern pine. Elaborate chutes were constructed to carry
timber from rocky headlands to steamships just off shore. Almost every cove
28
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had a mill and became the site of heavy industry—Greenwood, Salmon
Creek, Albion. Little River, Mendocino, Caspar, Noyo, Westport, Rockland,
Usal. The mills produced deafening noise, fire and smoke and ash; they were
surrounded by wasteland and a bleak disarray of outbuildings and wooden
shacks—instant, temporary slums, altogether forming a coastal necklace of
distress, sites festering like open sores along this shoreline, stretching the
length of the coast. At one point there were said to be sixty landings between
Bodega Bay and the Humboldt Bar.
Human “sharks” lured in the loggers and itinerant laborers—mostly men,
though some with families, all poor. They came from Maine, Michigan, and
Minnesota, as well as from much farther: Sweden, Finland, Italy, Portugal,
and China.
The Chinese came to California as laborers, poor laborers from South
China, indentured to wealthy merchants, whose passage was paid by these
merchants, and who delivered them, in contract gangs, to the mining districts
and the railroad builders. The Chinese “coolie” (bitter labor) workers came in
ships reminiscent of the slavers, crowded in filthy ships with extraordinarily
high death rates. Indeed, Peter Kwong found that many of the ships were in
fact the very same as had once plowed the Middle Passage. Passage home too
was controlled by these merchants, in collusion with the shipping
companies.29
In 1860 two-thirds of the Chinese worked in the mining regions of the
Sierra Nevada and the Trinity Alps. By 1870, the estimates were that there
were 50,000 Chinese in California, probably more, at least a quarter of the
waged workforce. There were settlements, chiefly in San Francisco but also in
Sacramento and in coastal towns from Seattle to San Diego.
The primary source of the anti-Chinese movement may well have been
economic; the more-or-less free labor force, made up of a hodgepodge of
“white” ethnicities, was compelled to compete with the Chinese, though as
29
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Alexander Sexton writes, “The economic, however, coincided with a
preexisting dichotomy of ideological and organizational patterns that
stemmed from Jacksonian politics of the antebellum East.”30 That is, they
entered a country with a racial/ethnic hierarchy, with roots in conquest,
occupation, and slavery.
The Chinese presence challenged the established American binary of
black and white, much as did Mexicans and Indians, but this “problem” was
easily settled. In 1854 California Supreme Court Chief Justice J. Murray ruled
on the question of whether Asians could testify against whites in court, a key
question, apparently, certainly when property was at stake. State law, he
argued, prevented Blacks, mulattoes, and Indians from testifying, and the
omission of Asians from this list, he argued, was simply an excusable error.
Moreover, as Indians, it now appeared, had themselves come from Asia, thus
their exclusion must apply to the Chinese as well.31
The exhaustion of placer mining, the completion of the great railroads
projects, plus the vicissitudes of the economy introduced what Sexton called
“a sense of deprivation and displacement” which united California’s diverse
non-Chinese labor force; this unity came about fueled with anti-Chinese
racism.32 And if the mining barons were out of reach, the Chinese laborers
were not. For decades the California labor movement would champion
exclusion. But they were not alone. The Democratic Party swept the 1867
elections on an anti-Chinese platform. Politicians of all stripes and preachers
joined what became a chorus of shame; the Reverend Isaac Kalloch, offering a
prayer at San Francisco’s 1878 Fourth of July parade, asked that “our rules
may be righteous, that our people may be peaceful” but demanded that “the
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Chinese must go.” Kalloch became San Francisco’s Mayor the following
year.33
The California Workingman’s Party piled on. At the 1878 Constitutional
Convention of the Humboldt County Working Man’s Party, delegate J.N.
Barton, a Ferndale farmer who supported women’s suffrage and public
ownership of the state’s waterways, argued to limit the power of the
corporations: “I came here with the determination of working for the
interests of the people…the corporations will take care of themselves.” But in
the same session, delegate Barton deplored “importing and bringing into this
state this horde of Mongolian slaves.”34
What began as discrimination and segregation became exclusion, though
not for all Chinese. The Congress’s 1882 Exclusion Act might have been
entitled the “Chinese Laborers Exclusion Act,” as merchants and others
continued to be eligible for entry. Chinese elites made peace with the Anglo
elites, though they too faced prejudice and hostility. Anglo workmen claimed
to see Chinese labor as a variation on slavery, but their solution was to keep
out the “slaves”; a “solution” not always favored by California’s industrialists,
merchants, and ranchers.
Aside from the Trinity miners, few Chinese made their way to the North
Coast, and those that did fared no better than those they left behind;
ostracized and oppressed, they lived separate from the whites, working
chiefly as cooks and cleaners, sometimes servants and sometimes laborers. A
search of local histories reveals their presence but tells little about the
circumstances of their lives, though we get a glimpse in an 1883 Harpers
Monthly magazine piece, “At Duncan’s camps [apparently several miles
inland in the hills above the Russian River in Sonoma County] almost every
European nationality was represented—French, German, Norwegian,
Spanish, English, Scotch, and Irish, not to speak of Americans, Chinese and
33
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‘Indians not taxed.’” [sic]… It is a curious social life existing in these forest
communities, the membership of which is constantly changing, and whose
scene is annually shifted. At this camp there were only two families, but they
had nothing to do with the housing or feeding of the sixty or more men (half
Chinese), who messed by themselves, and slept in slab shanties nearby, the
Chinamen having a group of well mottoed [sic] houses to themselves.
John Chinamen is in force here, as everywhere, for all help-work, His
slight, wiry frame, with its shoulder under the lever, shows as much
tough strength as that of his burly white neighbor, and he grinds all
day at the fed-cutter, or totes kegs of water, balanced across his neck,
up and down the rough declivities from morning till night, without
seeming to tire out or ever thinking of a holiday. His is also to manage
the kitchen of the camp.35
In the 1880s the Chinese were driven from towns along the full length of
the Pacific Coast. In 1885, mobs forced Humboldt Chinese onto steamships
and sent them south to San Francisco. In 1892, Chinese laborers working on
the Noyo tunnel east of Fort Bragg were beaten by white workers and chased
from the town. There were, however, small (tiny) “Chinatowns” in Fort
Bragg and Mendocino well into the twentieth century.36
Logging
The workers in the woods felled the giant trees; it might take a team of six
a week to down one tree. The trees had to be carefully laid to rest, lest they
shatter—a blanket of brush and branches was woven to soften the fall; the
thick, red bark also protected the fallen tree. Black powder and dynamite
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1883, Vol 66, Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley Libraries, Emanuel Fritz papers, Carton 16.
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Lorraine Hee-Chorley, Chinese in Mendocino County (San Francisco: Arcadia
Publishing, 2009), 58.
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were commonplace—giant logs were blown into manageable bits. On Big
River at Mendocino—in common practice—huge logs were piled into the
river and its tributaries. Downriver a dam was built; when the winter rains
came the logs were driven down, the dam was then dynamited and the timber
spilled into the mill ponds.
The loggers took down every tree within reach. The slash, the mass of
rubble left behind, was burned—limbs, bark, other trees, undergrowth, birds
and animals, beds of Redwood Sorrel, the ferns and flowers, everything that
could not escape. All perished. Entire (mini) ecosystems were destroyed,
leaving the ridges charred, streams unrecognizable. Salmon, forever the staple
of the North Coast, became endangered and remain so, in many places
extinct. The loggers themselves often emerged from these fires blackened as
coal miners, lungs ravished, bodies bent, sometimes broken. The mills
themselves were the victims of fires, sometimes repeatedly.
The trees were impossible to move in one piece. The loggers cut the huge
logs into sections; then they were hauled one section at a time, first by oxen,
then steam engines and by rail, much later trucks and tractors, to the mills.
Conditions were dangerous in the hills and brutal in the mills. The workers
were known as “timber beasts;” they in turn were subject to discrimination
when the heavy rains of winter forced them out of the woods; they became
homeless men, as often as not despised by town’s people, their worldly
belongings in a bindle. “Timber beasts”? Why? James Thompson, the lumber
industry organizer for the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW),
explained to the Industrial Commission in Washington, DC that these
workers “were being murdered on the installment plan… they breath bad air
in the camps, that ruins their lungs. They eat bad food. That ruins their
stomachs. The foul conditions shorten their lives and make their short lives
miserable.”37 The loggers worked 12 hours a day, often seven days a week and
Quoted in Melvyn Dubofsky, We Shall Be All, A History of the IWW (New York:
Quadrangle, 1969), 128.
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lived in company shacks, often in company towns. The work in the mills was
no better, not easier, not safer: giant saws, horrific noise, dust and smoke,
deadly belts. Hospital records reveal the human costs.
By 1900, 40% of the old-growth was gone. These are the years
remembered on the walls of coastal bars here and in cafes and in the dozens
of picture books found in local bookshops. They feature first the fallen trees,
then the mills and the towns. Virtually each such tree is accompanied by
loggers, posing as if they were “great white hunters,” examples of man
conquering nature. The old photos rarely show the land. And nowhere is
there a hint of war, conquest, slavery, reservations, ethnic cleansing,
privatizing, and exploitation. Why not? The land, wrote a founder of the
Save-the-Redwoods League in 1919, was devastated to the extent that it
reminded him of war-ravaged “districts in France.” This was no “golden age”
and, alas, it was not the end of the story.
Highway 101, now well-known to the California tourist, was planned as
the artery of the Redwood region, stretching from the Golden Gate Bridge up
to Crescent City and the Oregon border. This “Redwood Highway” was built
with convict labor—by hundreds of men who lived in camps along the route,
working six day weeks throughout the year. It was “improved” in the 1930s
with the support of New Deal funding and the volunteers of the Civilian
Conservation

Corps

(CCC).

The

purpose

of

the

highway

was

straightforward—it was meant to open Redwood timberland to the interior—
it was to be an alternative to the uncertainties of ships and the sea. After all,
much old-growth forest survived. But not for long; the highway cleared a
path for trucks and tractors and the ubiquitous chainsaw and these took the
industry into each and every last enclave of standing timber, and within
decades the old growth was gone. By the end of the last century, of the big
mills, only the ones in Fort Bragg and Scotia survived, and now the Fort
Bragg mill is gone as well. The industry persists; foresters seek out the largest
trees, though, if it can be milled, it seems there is no tree too small to take.
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There are new barons in charge, still reaping profit from these hills. In
Mendocino County the Mendocino Redwood Company owns 230,000 acres
of timberland. In Humboldt County the Humboldt Redwood company owns
200,000 acres, together more coastal timberland than any other corporation
ever has. Both are owned by the Fisher family of San Francisco, owners also
of Gap and Banana Republic.
Save the redwoods?
There were few “Forest Defenders” in the Coastal Ranges; one searches
for voices of dissent, and there were some.38 But the thundering stanzas of
Whitman substituted themselves for any authentic retort from the trees.
A murmuring, fateful, giant voice, out of the earth and sky,
Voice of mighty dying tree in the redwood forest dense.
Farewell my brethren,
Farewell O earth and sky, farewell ye neighboring waters,
My time has ended, my term has come.39
When anarchist communards as well as socialist colonists settled here
they too saw their future in harvesting the big trees—though I think the
colonists at the Kaweah Colony in the Sierra never actually brought down a
mature redwood. The photo that remains of them is in front of a standing
giant—they called it the Karl Marx Tree. It’s since been renamed the General
Sherman Tree.40 Far to the north, the Puget Sound Colonies at Equality and
Home had no church, no jail, no saloon, no police—but they had a mill and
“the primeval forest…everywhere awaiting the Axe.”41
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See, for example, Humboldt Standard, May 8, 1946
Walt Whitman, op. cit.
Joseph V. Hine, California’s Utopian Colonies (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969),

84.
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There were strikes in the forest, one in 1903. Carlo Tresca, the IWW
organizer, visited Italian loggers in Greenwood, Fort Bragg and Eureka in the
spring of 1916. “Fellow Worker” John Pancner of Eureka reported these
meetings were “successful” but added: “The Italian and Finnish workers
promise us that they will line up their own nationalities, and it is up to us to
get the English speaking workers.” Nevertheless, a report from Eureka later
that year complained that the “feudal system” persisted.42 There was another,
a bloody confrontation in 1935, a year in labor’s great upsurge, in California
in the aftermath of the San Francisco General Strike. In late summer that
year, two communist lawyers, George Anderson and Leo Gallagher, and their
assistant Elaine Black drove north along the “Redwood Highway,” intent on
assisting beleaguered strikers, eighty of whom were in jail. They marveled, as
they drove, at the beauty of the Eel River, “twisting and squirming…between
great stately redwoods…[reaching] for the starry sky…” The lawyers were
perhaps unaware that the great trees they admired were by then just
remnants, a thin strip of forest along each side of the highway. Just beyond
their vision lay vast stretches of wasteland, blackened stumps and ruined
streams. The strike, however, was broken, its leaders forced to flee, its rank
and file to return to the sixty-hour week, thirty-five cents an hour, and hard
lives in logging camps and company shacks, with little time to “marvel” at
their victims.43
In the aftermath of the next war, the workers struck again, this time for
more than two years. They were, however, no match for the united front of
the six giant firms that dominated the industry. There is no evidence that
these strikes in any way threatened logging as an industry, still defeat insured
that poverty would endure in California’s northernmost counties and that the

Industrial Workers of the World, also Wobblies. The Industrial Worker was its
newspaper. Industrial Worker, April 15, 1916.
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timber barons would be free to do as they pleased with the forests. On labor’s
part an exception was the venture of the leaders of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO) into the world of conservation. The CIO leadership
backed a 1946 bill by the liberal Los Angeles Congresswoman, Helen
Gahagan Douglas, a bill that essentially would have nationalized the entire
forest, bringing 2,000,000 acres of forestland under federal control and
creating four new national parks—as a monument to the late President
Roosevelt and to be for the use of “all the people.”44 According to Douglas,
“Walter Reuther’s United Auto Workers Union paid the research costs.”
Reuther himself, it seems, was fond of Redwood; he used bits to decorate his
Michigan cabin getaway.45 It was one of the very few proposals ever to treat
the forest as a whole. It recognized the scale of the problem, global, and
implicitly it recognized that the fate of the forests and the fate of mankind
were inextricably linked. It failed. Gahagan herself was driven from office by
Richard Nixon in an early campaign that fine-tuned the anti-communist
smear.
A first voice for the Redwoods was that of California Assemblyman
Henry Crabb, who in 1852 argued, to no avail, that the Redwoods remain in
the public domain. Crabb was soon to be executed in the Sonora town of
Caborca in 1857, victim of an ill-fated “military” adventure into Mexico. In
1879 Carl Schurz, then Secretary of the Interior, proposed a national park,
though, again nothing came of this. John Muir called the Sierra groves,
“God’s First Temples.” He is reported to have raged, “Any fool can destroy a
tree. That sequoia was a seedling in Christ’s time. God has cared for it all
these centuries. But God can’t save His sequoias from Greedy men!”46 Saving
H.R. 6210, Helen Gahagan Douglas Collection Carl Albert Congressional and Research
Center, University of Oklahoma, Box 12, Folder 2.
45
Helen Gahagan Douglas, A Full Life (New York: Doubleday, 1982), 272. Conversation
with Linda Reuther.
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the Redwoods was left to naturalists like Frederick Law Olmsted, who visited
the Redwoods of the Western Sierra in the waning years of the nineteenth
century. Olmstead certainly had an eye for the beautiful; he proposed the
government reserve public lands, to protect their “value to posterity.” He
emphasized that the value of the landscape was not in this or that grove, but
as a whole in the “miles of scenery where cliffs of awful height and rocks of
vast magnitude and of varied and exquisite coloring, are banked and fringed
and draped and shadowed by the tender foliage of noble and lovely trees and
bushes, reflected from the most placid pools, and associated with the most
tranquil meadows, the most playful streams, and every variety of soft and
peaceful pastoral beauty.”47
He judged just 3% of the forests could be saved and proposed the
salvation of four small islands in this sea destruction—parkland, pretty much
the ones we have today, the still-embattled Redwood National Park included.
Olmstead and his son, Brechin writes, “were the great exponents and
proponents of the public domain. Jr. moved to California and largely laid the
groundwork for the State Park system.”48 Today, the four parks of Humboldt
and Del Norte Counties are home to nearly half the remaining old growth—
48,000 acres of the once 2 million, though marvelous places all.
By the turn of the century it was widely known that the Redwoods were
threatened and the notion of Redwood groves as nature’s cathedrals gained
adherents. The Big Basin Redwoods near Santa Cruz were saved in 1902. The
founders of the Save-the-Redwoods League, the early twentieth century
(1918) organization proposed quite modest goals, though without them it’s
conceivable that we might have no old-growth groves at all. Still, while
certainly every Redwood tree is worth saving, there has been no challenge,
not since that of Helen Gahagan Douglas, to the fact that these forests and
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Frederick Law Olmstead, “The Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Big Tree Grove,” 1865
Gray Brechin, letter to author.
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the land on which the stand remain private—and their value, to the degree
they have value, is to produce profit.
I have not written here about the good times, the times when there were
wet winters and long cool summers and peace and quiet in the Forest and
time and space for animals and flowers. And when people loved and laughed,
and about when families had picnics on the beaches, went camping and had
long walks in the woods. All this happened and is part of the story and is
important, but it must be seen in context; it is not the whole story. Will our
times, the first years of the twenty-first century, be remembered without
reference to Afghanistan, Iraq and Gaza and Syria? Without reference to
inequality, Black lives, Katrina, BP, and global warming?
“The West,” wrote the late Californian Wallace Stegner, “is not only
beautiful and spacious and exhilarating, it is also very fragile. Westerners
would do well to examine their own relation to it, and learn to live in
harmony with it, instead of joining those who, as Aldo Leopold said, are
trying to remodel the Alhambra with a bulldozer, and proud of the
yardage.”49 Today people come to Mendocino County above all to see its
magnificent coast, its rocky headlands, sea caves, and secluded beaches, and
to watch for whales. What is remarkable about this is that just decades ago
these beaches and bluffs were industrial sites. This coast, to a degree, has
recovered, but for the most part it has healed itself, with only the help of the
ever pounding waves of the Pacific. What is remarkable as well is that the
forests too can recover, as we glimpse in the delight of the visitor passing
along State Highway 128 from inland to the sea through the Navarro
Redwoods, not knowing this sliver of second and third growth along the
Navarro River offers but a hint of what was once here.
There is much talk of regeneration and sustainability and rightly so. The
problem, however, is that the discussion of “recovery” is dominated by
Wallace Stegner, Marking the Sparrow’s Fall, The Making of the American West (New
York: Holt, 1998), 276. Aldo Leopold (1877–1948) was a pioneer in environmental ethics.
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recovery for use; “sustainability” means sustaining the forests for logging
again, for profit again. The notion of letting the forest alone, letting it recover
itself remains elusive. So too does the idea that our forest lands, all our forest
lands need to be taken back into the public domain—not just for our own
sakes now but for the future of the planet.
We might never, not in our lifetimes, see a once, twice logged Redwood
forest truly renewed, see unspoiled oak woodlands, meadows and nature’s
gardens, streams teeming once again with salmon, a world where Pomo,
Wiyot and Ohlone and we all are free, a world where neither the fruits of
one’s labor nor the wealth of the earth are seen as spoils for others. A world
for all the people. A common. But we can imagine one. It can happen. It
begins by facing up to our history. It begins with saying no to war and empire
and to the idea that nature, like other people, is to be conquered, occupied,
and exploited.
The struggle, then, continues—even if just one tree at a time—and
because of this, and because there are still forests that might be saved, the
story of the Redwood forest remains worth telling. It can be, and should be,
read as a repudiation of destiny and empire. It tells us how things turned out,
and why in fact they did so. It does not, however, tell us that this had to
happen.
Finally, the late historian Edward Thompson once advised fellow
socialists to “put on our boots…and walk around among the…people, listen
to them a bit more, have a touch of humility before their experience…”50 The
same might be said for the trees, we must walk amongst them and listen and
have a touch of humility, and ask again, how anyone “with an open mind
could walk through an old-growth redwood forest without being humbled?”

Quoted in Cal Winslow, ed., E.P. Thompson and the Making of the New Left (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 2014), 246.
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A Tale of Two Species
Marginalization of Nature in the Redwood Forest
_________________

Will Russell
For every We there is a They, and in our history as a species we have
moved from identities that encompass all living and non-living beings to
increasingly limited identities fractured by expanding patterns of
dichotomies. Social constructs that we take for granted such as gender, race,
poverty, and religion have created an unprecedented sense of isolation
between individuals within modern cultures. The roots of this sense of
isolation may be born of a more profound and ancient dichotomy, however,
that of Man1 and Nature, resulting in a disassociation of humanity from its
extended ecological family.
The philosophy that nature exists for the purpose of providing resources
for human beings is deeply ingrained in the modern western cultural psyche.
This philosophy rests on the foundation of a patriarchal hierarchy where
Man himself is elevated above all, except perhaps God. All other living things
are given varying degrees of value based on their relationship to Man. A dog,
for example, provides companionship and loyalty. A cow provides milk and
meat. Plants, fungi, and microbes either provide services to us directly or
through a series of ecological relationships. Generally, species that look more
like us, behave more like us, or have intelligence that is recognizable to us are
given relatively elevated positions in the hierarchy. Natural abiotic entities
such as mountains, oceans, and rivers, while often providing extraordinary
services, lie at the very bottom of the hierarchy, as they are often considered
to have no intelligence, no self-awareness, and therefore no intrinsic value.

The gender specific “Man,” as a pseudonym for “Humanity,” is used intentionally in this
document to emphasize the patriarchal hierarchy implicit within modern social constructs.
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While current mainstream interpretations of religious and scientific texts
tend to support this hierarchy, there is no empirical evidence to support it.
The theory of evolution, for example, does not provide for a hierarchical
arrangement of species, and there is no way to test the notion that
intelligence, or self-awareness, is limited to our species. Our belief that We
are superior is based on vanity rather than any body of evidence. In a
particularly lucid passage of Stranger in a Strange Land, Heinlein wrote:
Man’s self-awareness? Sheer local conceit; … for there is no way to
prove that sperm whales or giant sequoias are not philosophers and
poets far exceeding any human merit.2
The hierarchy is reduced to a dichotomy—Man and Nature—by
excluding the deity, leaving a lone ruling intelligence surrounded by
malleable resources—thus, the objectification of Nature. The character of
Nature is seen as alternately beneficent or malicious depending how easily it
bends to Man’s will, and extraordinary efforts are made to control and
subdue Nature’s unpredictable character. Unpredictability does not equal
randomness, however, and with every touch of our hand we simplify the
natural

world,

and

thereby

reduce

its

diversity,

resilience,

and

unpredictability (or wildness). Our current paradigm suggests that beyond
being subject to Man, Nature needs Man to tame her and encourage her to be
fruitful. The modern mythology suggests that without our pacifying hand,
natural systems would become unproductive, derelict, and even dangerous!
A stark example of this unyielding and myopic philosophy can be seen in
our relationship with the coast redwood forest, a biome millions of years old,
populated by ancient beings, that (by most accounts) must be managed—not
only for Man’s sake, but for its own. The exploitation of nature for economic
purposes is the explicit goal of the resource extraction industry that first
2

181.
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entered the redwood forest with the immigration of Anglo-Americans into
California, but this philosophy goes well beyond the timber industry, and
finds its way into unexpected arenas such as nature conservation,
preservation, and forest restoration. What is left of the redwood forest is
marginalized as a community, routinely and violently degraded, and is
objectified even by many of its greatest admirers. To give some context to the
development of the dysfunctional relationship between Man and the
redwood forest, a brief history of each of the species is given below.
The tale of the humans
Approximately 100 thousand years ago, in the eastern part of the
continent of Africa, there emerged a new species of hominid, currently
referred to in the language of science as Homo sapiens sapiens. This new
species was born into a diverse family of life including other primates,
mammals, reptiles, fungi, plants, bacteria, etc., that had existed on Earth for
approximately 3.5 billion years. The new species had grown out of a lineage
of ancients, originating from the mysterious moment when biotic life was
born from the previously abiotic Earth, creating a small but persistent eddy in
the growing and pervasive entropy of the universe. This new species found
success on the plains of Africa, slowly expanding its population and its range,
living in much the same way as the other members of its ecological
community. Where resources were available, they were exploited for the
health and welfare of the species. When resources were scarce, members of
the species suffered. To avoid suffering, individuals banded together
collectively using all of the abilities they possessed to find new sources of
food, water, and the other materials necessary to life. Over many centuries
the species expanded well beyond its East African cradle into adjacent
regions, eventually out-competing all of its closest hominid relatives (Homo
habilis and Homo neanderthalensis), leaving it alone on the Earth as the sole
human species. Using its hands, its wits, and the flexibility of a scavenger’s
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diet, the human species flourished and expanded into virtually every
continent and territory on the Earth. Throughout the period of geographic
expansion little changed with regard to survival strategy—areas of resource
richness were exploited in such a manner as to provide the greatest benefit to
the group, generally without destroying the source of that resource richness.
For most of the history of humanity, humans relied on the bounty of
nature—living as what has been referred to as “hunter-gatherers” or
“traditional cultures”. Within these cultures, rituals, mores, and religions
developed to celebrate and protect the source of sustenance (i.e. Nature). A
few traditional cultural groups survived into the current millennium (the
Sentinelese of the Andaman Islands, the Pirahã people of the Miaci River in
the Amazon, the Batak of the Palawan in the Philippines). Most humans,
however, have transitioned to life strategies that seek to accelerate the Earth’s
natural productivity, at the expense of natural stochastic and restorative
processes.
The traditional way of life, that was successful for ninety percent of our
species’ history, began to give way five to ten thousand years ago as societies
based on large-scale agriculture began to develop in Mesopotamia, Egypt,
India, and China. Cultural dissociation between humans and nature appears
to have taken root during this transition as a result of social stratification and
aggressive farming practices. For the first time in history, with the advent of
large-scale agriculture, a portion of the human population was able to live
without direct, intimate, and daily interaction with the natural world. Classes
of kings, priests, soldiers, and merchants were established as a result of food
surpluses. Only those delegated to the farming class were required to dirty
their hands in the production of food, where in traditional societies virtually
everybody set their hand to this task. In contrast to the honor and
appreciation bestowed on those who procured food in traditional societies,
those who procured food in the growing agricultural empires were generally
overworked, despised, and marginalized. A pattern began to emerge, that
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continues to this day in modern industrialized societies, in which the closer
one’s work was to nature, the lower one sat in the social hierarchy. While a
successful hunter-gatherer’s life work involved the intensive study of natural
patterns and processes so that available resources could be utilized, the work
of the farmer involves the study of nature for the purposes of manipulation in
order wrest maximum production from the land. Earth, rivers, plants,
animals, and even humans were subjugated—leading to a grand social
hierarchy with gods and kings at the top, and nature and all that are
associated with it resting near the bottom.
The ability of large-scale agriculture to support increasing populations
facilitated its continued spread around the globe, and with it—its associated
social stratification and implicit hierarchy. Agrarian cultures, however,
appear benevolent in regard to nature when contrasted with the capitalist
industrial culture that followed. The first factories were built in England in
the latter half of the 18th century and quickly multiplied across the landscape.
The Industrial Revolution had much the same effect on the relationship
between humans and nature as agriculture did, but on a grander scale. In
contrast to agrarian societies, where the majority of the population worked
the land as farmers or serfs in intimate consultation with nature, newly
minted factory workers would often spend their short lives in unprecedented
disassociation from the natural world. Skies choked with smoke so that the
sun and stars were rarely visible, seasons measured by the chilling of the
bones rather than by the cycles of the harvest, no soil to engender life other
than the night-soil. Not that all inhabitants of industrial societies were factory
workers;

a

more

complex

hierarchy

developed

as

a

result

of

industrialization—with entrepreneurs, bankers, politicians, clerks, engineers,
and a vast underclass of service personnel all dependent on the turning of the
machines. And as people were dependent on the machines, machines were
dependent on the people—to feed a ravenous appetite for natural resources!
The notion of Nature as a provider remains in modern industrial culture, but
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not to give of itself in its own time as it did in traditional cultures, and not to
be firmly coaxed toward greater fertility as it was in agrarian societies, but to
be brutalized in an effort to extract all of its assets as quickly and completely
as possible. A chronic amnesia affects human society in the 21st century, as
the dissociation from nature in industrial culture is compounded by
information technology and virtual realities. Netflix binges and Facebook
“friends” have replaced relationships with other living organisms, even those
of our own species. The life-giving Earth, long viewed in traditional cultures
as the highest good, now lays broken, defiled, and despised at the feet of its
heedless tormentors … and those that associate too closely with nature (the
farmers, the midwives, the caregivers) are also despised.
Not all members of the human species have been satisfied with our
growing dissociation from nature, however. There has been a historical
pattern of resistance, and a reassertion of traditional and agrarian values
throughout the industrial and post-industrial eras. The Diggers and Levellers
challenged social stratification well before the Industrial Revolution. The
Arcadians, of the 19th century, called for a return to the small community
agrarian values recorded by writers such as Gilbert White in his Natural
History of Selborne.3 Transcendentalists such as Emerson and Thoreau
followed on the heels of the Romantic Movement in Europe, and new interest
emerged in eastern spiritual traditions and earth-based pagan belief systems.
Rejection of capitalist industrial culture could be seen in the Bohemian
counterculture of the 1920s, and again in the counterculture of the 1960s.
Reassertion of traditional values in modern times has presented itself in the
development of philosophical approaches such as deep ecology and
ecofeminism, the formation neo-pagan religions such as Wicca, practical
expression such as the back-to-the-land and urban agriculture movements,
and the fight for environmental justice, which drives at the heart of social
hierarchy and disassociation from nature. In recent years, two historic signs
3
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of the re-emergence of traditional values can be cited: The election of Evo
Morales (the first indigenous president of any Latin American country) to
the presidency of Bolivia and the subsequent passage of the Pachamama
(Mother Earth) laws; and, the selection of Jorge Bergoglio (Pope Francis), a
liberation theologist and environmentalist to the head of the Catholic Church
(historically an extraordinarily conservative organization). Whether these are
signs of a profound paradigm shift or simply of another wave of resistance
remains to be seen. In any case, these waves of resistance provide some hope
for the healing of the cultural dissociative pathology that is currently affecting
much of the world’s human population—that which allows for the perception
that humanity is somehow separate from the rest nature.
The end of the story of the human species may be written in a short
chapter of regret and failure, of extraordinary power without the wisdom to
wield it. Or, there may yet be many chapters left to write. If so, one chapter
will certainly be the story of humanity’s journey back to its former familial
associations—with all living and non-living beings. The story must be left
here, however, with a remarkably cunning hominid rapaciously exploiting
the gifts of the Earth.
The tale of the redwoods
Approximately 130 million years before the appearance any of the
hominids, the first members of the genus Sequoia emerged in what is now
central Asia.4 These Jurassic redwoods were born into a diverse family of life
that including a few other conifers, giant ferns, mosses, dinosaurs, fungi,
bacteria, etc. The early redwoods, Sequoia jeholensis, grew out of an ancient
lineage, originating from that original spark of life that had mysteriously
touched the planet Earth. The redwoods found success in the warm moist
Zu-Yu Yang, Jin-Hua Ran, and Xiao-Quan Wang, “Three genome-based phylogeny of
Cupressaceae sl: Further evidence for the evolution of gymnosperms and Southern
Hemisphere biogeography,” Molecular phylogenetics and evolution 64.3 (2012): 452-470.
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climate that was pervasive at the time, and spread across Pangaea so that by
the Cretaceous period they could be found across much of the northern
hemisphere—what would later become Europe, Asia, and North America. By
the beginning of the Pliocene (5 million years ago) the species Sequoia
sempervirens was established with specimens identical to the modern species
found in the fossil record. Two close relatives persist to this day—
Sequoiaderon giganteum in the mountains of California, and Metasequoia
glyptostroboides in China. A cooling trend in the Pliocene resulted in a
contraction of the range of the species, which is intolerant of frost, so that it
was extirpated from Europe and Asia. In North America, the species
migrated south and west until its range was limited to a narrow foggy strip on
the coast of California where relatively warm and moist climatic conditions
allow it to persist—a relict of the ancient forest that once touched much of
the globe.
Redwoods have been able to survive for so long as a result of their
unparalleled resistance and resilience in the face of disturbance. Ordinary
ecological disturbances such as fire, flood, disease, and pest attacks do little to
discourage the redwoods, and facility for clonal reproduction allows for quick
recovery whenever damaged. Its extraordinary stature (as much as 379 feet)
and longevity (upwards of 2,400 years) provide a passive strategy for outcompeting other tree species, so that essentially it has no peers within its
range. As a result, it sits not so much on the top of a tree hierarchy, but rather
as the basis of a thriving ecosystem that provides consistent conditions
necessary for the livelihood of a variety of associated species.
Relations between the species
At the time of the first meeting between redwoods and humans, the
redwoods had long been relegated to their narrow range along the Pacific
Coast. The humans were in the midst of their geographic expansion and had
recently crossed the land bridge from Asia to North America. Approximately
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5000 years ago (about two generations for a redwood) humans first settled
near the redwoods. As the redwood forest was dark and damp, and did not
provide much in the way of sustenance for humans, there was little
interaction between the two species. The human population slowly grew,
nourished by the salmon that spawned in the cool shady streams that flowed
out of the redwood forest, and interactions became more frequent. Humans
occasionally set fires along the perimeter of the forest, which on occasion
spread into the forest—but as redwoods were so well adapted to fire they
were little affected. Humans were also known, from time to time, to sacrifice
a tree by girdling it with a bone knife so that it would eventually die. The
dead tree would then be felled to provide humans with materials to build
canoes and longhouses. Only a few trees were taken, however, and the
humans otherwise treated the redwoods with great respect and deference,
recognizing them for the ancient and powerful beings that they were.
Following five thousand years of largely peaceful coexistence, new waves
of human settlers entered the redwoods. First the Spanish, who increased
burning around forests, and sacrificed a few local stands to provide materials
for building—but still generally left the redwood forest alone, considering it
unfit for human habitation. At a point in time, roughly equivalent to the
beginning of the Industrial Revolution in North America, throngs of humans
began arriving on the foggy shores that had become the last refuge for this
ancient tree species. This new wave of humans had a voracious appetite for
resources, and saw redwoods as a means to great power and riches—not as
ancient beings with intrinsic and inalienable value. For the first time in their
5-million year history, Sequoia sempervirens encountered a species that was
not only capable of, but seemed intent on, destroying them. In a mere 150year period, nearly all of the ancient trees were destroyed—leaving only a few
stands as curiosities for human visitors. Across the rest of the range, young
redwoods struggled to reestablish their ancient race, exhibiting extraordinary
powers of recovery. But again they were felled, and again, and again…even
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newly established young sprouts were taken to be milled and turned into
products for the thriving industrial culture. Very few humans marked their
passing, as trees rested near the bottom of the grand culturally constructed
hierarchy—but a few did mark it. A few of the humans were reminded by the
ancient stands that still stood, that humans had once belonged to a broader
community of life. They felt drawn to the wildness of the forests, and set their
hearts to protecting what was left of it in direct conflict with the paradigm of
superiority that had been developing since humans first abandoned their
traditional ways and turned themselves toward empire building and
industrialization.
As part of the preservation movement of the late 19th and early 20th
century, redwoods lovers such as Andrew Hill and John Merriam banded
together with well-heeled associates to form the Sempervirens Club and the
Save-the-Redwoods League; groups whose purpose was to purchase as much
of the remaining ancient forest as possible in order to permanently protect it
in its natural state. Liquidation of the remaining old-growth out-paced
preservation efforts, however, and by the end of the 20th century only 3–5% of
the primeval forest remained. In the 1990s, thousands of protestors rallied to
save the last unprotected stands, and activists became the target of violent
attacks. Handcuffed protesters had pepper spray applied to their eyes,
organizers Judi Bari and Darryl Cherney were the victims of a car bomb, and
tree-sitter David Chain was killed when a logger dropped a tree on him—
shortly after threatening to drop a tree on him. Battle lines were drawn
between those who supported the patriarchal paradigm of Man over Nature,
and those who believed instinctively in a community of all living things and
the intrinsic value of wilderness. The last battle was fought to a compromise
in the Headwaters Forest of Humboldt County. Small islands of the once
magnificent stand were preserved within a sea of clear-cuts, and the message
was spread across the land that the fight for the redwoods was over. There
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was virtually no more old-growth left in private hands, and therefore nothing
left to fight for—or was there?
With the old-growth question settled (for better or worse), the question
arose: what was to be done with the second-growth? The community of
redwood forest organisms was generally not consulted in this regard, and yet
made its intentions known through a robust natural recovery in the short
century following the first large-scale timber operations—at least in areas that
were protected from, or neglected by loggers. The stumps of the ancient ones
had produced a host of clonal daughter trees. Where conditions were
favorable these daughters quickly reached great stature5 while weaker clones
quietly senesced, returning their nutrients to an extant network of roots and
mycorrhizal fungi. The cool protective canopy was re-established in a few
decades, and shade-loving trillium, redwood violets, and banana slugs were
able to return, tentatively at first, and then in greater abundance. In the midst
of this tremendous recovery, there was widespread concern among managers
about the uninhibited and uncontrolled character of natural recovery. A
consensus was reached between the logging community, conservation
groups, and even some historically uncompromisingly preservationist
groups, that these second-growth stands needed a firm hand to guide them.
Natural processes were considered too messy and unpredictable. A toughlove approach was developed for bringing order to the situation—and the
chainsaw was the primary disciplinary instrument. Disorderly stands were
thinned to proper spacing and to make room for the trees that human
wisdom had decreed would be the next dominants. The trees that were
thinned might be left on the ground to return nutrients to the soil, or if large
enough were often sent to the mill to provide revenue for more “restoration!”
The argument for active restoration was compelling as it allowed for

Emanuel Fritz. "Twenty years’ growth on a redwood sample plot," Journal of Forestry
43.1 (1945): 30–36.
5
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continued human influence while giving an outward impression of ecological
sensitivity.
The choice to not manage is contrary to the paradigm of human
supremacy as there is a tacit implication that our assistance is not needed,
and in fact may not be beneficial at all. In the redwood forest, empirical data
supports this implication. When goals include anything other than the
extraction of resources, allowing nature to chart its own course is the most
effective and efficient option. The choice to manage suggests that there is
something wrong with the forest—something that only we can fix. All
evidence is to the contrary, however, as redwood forests offer a singular
example of a system that has been over-managed and yet exhibits
extraordinary resilience. The hands-off approach requires less cost and effort,
is less ecologically damaging, and allows for the reassertion of natural
stochastic processes over time. It does not, however, provide revenue, and
perhaps more importantly does not jibe with our image of ourselves in
relationship to nature.
The value of being
To heal the dysfunctional relationship between human and redwoods, we
must first recognize the true value of any living being. The current dialectic
includes two seeming opposing views for the value of a redwood tree—
economic and ecological. The economic argument is straightforward and
deeply rooted in the patriarchal paradigm—jobs trump environmental
concerns! The argument supports the dichotomy of Man versus Nature by
presupposing that creation of jobs and protection of the environment are
antithetical. It ignores the reality that sustainable use of resources engenders
sustainable economies. In contrast, the cut-and-run philosophy of the
majority of 19th and 20th century redwood timber companies tended to
destabilize the economy with a pattern of boom and bust.
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The ecological argument is more compelling but also tends to be rooted
in the patriarchal paradigm, as the forest is valued for services it can provide;
watershed services, carbon sequestration, habitat for commercial species, and
the potential for yet undiscovered pharmaceuticals. Only the ecological
arguments related to threatened and endangered species with no commercial
value incline toward the acknowledgment of intrinsic value.
Beyond the economy versus environment dialectic, there is a third
argument. The true value of redwoods may be neither economic nor
ecological, as both of these values are socially constructed. The true value of
redwoods may simply lie in their uniqueness in the family of life—their
internal 130 million year story—their existence itself. Intrinsic in some ways
relates to the sacredness of nature as described by John Muir,6 but goes
beyond it. Sacredness is also a social construct, and implies a human benefit.
Perhaps the clearest description of inherent value was given by Arnee Naess
and George Sessions in their essay Basic Principles of Deep Ecology.7
The well-being and flourishing of human and nonhuman life on
Earth have value in themselves. These values are independent of the
usefulness of the nonhuman world for human purposes.
This philosophy that non-human beings have an inherent and inalienable
value, is in direct opposition to the patriarchal paradigm. And yet this
philosophy has some institutional expression within mainstream industrial
culture (e.g. the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and Bolivia’s Pachamama
Laws of 2010). The existence of these laws, and the philosophies that
promoted them, indicate that the patriarchal hierarchy is not universally
accepted, and that resistance to it can be effective.

John Muir, “The Glacier Meadows,” Scribner’s Monthly, February, 1879.
Arne Naess and George Sessions, “Basic Principles of Deep Ecology,” Ecophilosophy 6.3
(1984): 7.
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Family reunion!
The Wixáritari people, a traditional culture that survives to this day in the
Sierra Madre mountains in Mexico, have a story. In this story, a young boy is
traveling with his tribe on a pilgrimage to the Sacred Mountain. The child
wanders off from the group and finds himself lost in the wilderness. He
becomes desperate and afraid as he tries to find his way back to his people,
eventually breaking down into tears and crying out —“I will never see my
family again.” At the moment when he is ready to give up hope, a spirit guide
in the form of a blue deer visits him and tells him he will take him to his
family. He follows the deer further into the wilderness to a mountaintop
where the wind is howling. The spirit guide says to him, “This is your brother
the Wind. You can speak to him whenever you wish by taking a breath.”
Then he takes the boy to a serene mountain lake and says, “This is your sister
the Water. You can speak to her whenever you like by taking a drink.” Next,
he is taken to a high hill where he can feel the warmth of the sunlight on his
skin. “This is your Father the Sun,” says the spirit guide; “his light will guide
you throughout your life.” Finally, he is taken to a meadow full of life, where
ripe fruit and edible plants abound. “This is your mother the Earth” says the
blue deer, and the boy falls on his hands and knees to embrace the Earth,
clutching the warm soil with his fingers. At the end of the journey, he is sent
back to his tribe and charged with the task of telling the story of what he has
seen, so that all of the people will know their true family—and will never
need fear being alone again.
There is a cure for the isolation and loneliness created by the dichotomy
of Man versus Nature. We need only expand our We to include all other
beings—in a grand reunion! With that in mind, allow me to introduce your
Sister, Sequoia! She comes from an ancient race of gentle giants known for
their beauty, grace, and gentle power. She has been brutalized her for a
century and a half, but we can help her to reclaim some of her previous glory
by allowing her to express her own wild and unpredictable nature.

Backing Into a History Commons
Shaping San Francisco
____________________

Chris Carlsson
History haunts the streets of San Francisco. But most residents and
visitors have little knowledge of the City’s storied past. When people have
any idea about San Francisco history it is usually reduced to some variation
of missions to gold rush to railroads; then 20th century wars and depression
and suddenly it’s on to the beatniks, the hippies, and the Summer of Love.
Finally it’s Gay Liberation, the murders of the Mayor and Harvey Milk, and
an endless series of boom and bust cycles of real estate speculation and
development, leaving us where we are now, in a hyper-gentrifying neoliberal
city based on tourism, technology, medicine, and finance. Obviously, this is a
bad cartoon version of local history.
Twenty years ago, a small group of contrarians, writers, and radical
agitators embarked on a quixotic effort to use the then new multimedia
technology to create a radical history of San Francisco. We were determined
to go beyond the endlessly repeated “cable car, sourdough, and Golden Gate
Bridge” versions of local history to document the conflicts and contestation
that shaped the city and the region. The rise and fall of Black San Francisco,
the ebb and flow of class war from the mid-19th century through the
tumultuous 1934 General Strike, the post-war re-engineering of the City
along brutal modernist lines through “redevelopment” and an expanding
downtown, the forgotten dunes and creeks that still lay under the built
environment—these were the kinds of histories we wanted to tell. Using
nonprofessional writers, oral histories, histories from the neighborhood and
underground press, we assembled a dense and complicated, multi-voiced
presentation of local history.
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In 2015, as a 20-year example of the still young concept of a participatory
history commons, Shaping San Francisco hosts Talks and Tours to encourage
and promote public life beyond the virtual.1 We also curate and edit the
FoundSF.org archive, which is one of the go-to online archives of San
Francisco history. The story of how this project came to occupy this unusual
role, practically a public utility largely maintained by a team of three2 (with
lots of help from a wider community of hundreds), reveals as much about the
evolution of historiography at the turn of the 21st century as it tells our
specific story. We didn’t know we were building a history commons from the
beginning, but two decades later we can say with some pride that we have a
very substantial public archive that will be an ongoing foundation for critical
history in perpetuity. Moreover, we have co-evolved with dozens of other
groups and individuals—locally and in other countries—doing the kind of
history we emphasize: history from below, contested history, history as an
iterative process. But let’s take it from the beginnings…
A decade before the end of the 20th century, there was a widely held
feeling that life (and therefore, history) was speeding up. After the Soviet
empire unraveled in 1989-91, President George H.W. Bush declared a “new
world order.” Pundits rushed to anoint the U.S. as the world’s sole
“hyperpower,” and some even claimed that the end of the Cold War
represented the end of history itself! Francis Fukuyama published his muchquoted essay “The End of History” in 1989 and expanded it into a book in
1992 (a concept he came to repudiate years later). It fit the selfcongratulatory triumphalism of U.S. capitalism and empire, determined to
silence and bury alternatives—historical or prospective—to its heavy-handed
Chris Carlsson, Greg Williamson, and Jim Swanson, Shaping San Francisco, a
multimedia excavation of the lost history of San Francisco, Cloverleaf Multimedia
Productions, 2nd ed. 2000.
2
Co-directors Chris Carlsson and Lisa Ruth Elliott, with essential back-end programming
support from Jeff Rector.
1
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hegemony. The hubris underlying such propaganda, so eagerly embraced by
U.S. defenders, belied a profound historical amnesia that set the stage for the
barbaric follies ahead. Of course, it reinforced an ongoing silencing of voices
of dissent within the United States, too.
To launch his new world order, President Bush had his ambassador to
Iraq April Glaspie tell Saddam Hussein that the U.S. had no position on their
claim to Kuwait.3 But as soon as Iraqi troops seized the oil-rich neighbor, Iraq
became the easy target for the U.S. to show off its new status as the world’s
police force. As the promised war to expel Iraq from Kuwait drew near, over
150,000 San Franciscans filled the streets to protest weekly. Local news barely
covered the demonstrations, giving equal time to small groups of flag-waving
pro-war demonstrators in nearby suburbs.
The war came and went in a month, and that nascent anti-war movement
lost its raison d’être. With the collapse of the Soviet Union old left activists
were confused and demoralized; a decade of Reagan and Bush had already
gone a long way towards demobilizing and demoralizing the remnants of the
new left. During an April 1991 march for “Jobs, Peace, and Justice,” a friend
bitterly complained that we hadn’t had a decent anti-war movement “since
Vietnam!” I was astonished and reminded him of the big marches we were in
only a few months earlier. Ruefully he acknowledged his memory lapse. Later
I recognized this episode as an important motivation to start Shaping San
Francisco. Relying on commercial media to reflect and document our real
lives was dumb. We needed to create a way to tell our own histories, and if we
didn’t, so much important history would be buried, forgotten, overlooked, or
never told. Even our own memories were less reliable without some kind of
independent repository that validated our own experiences as history too.
I was no historian, but I had been busy making history for more than a
decade. Along with hundreds of collaborators I had been writing for and
http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/ARTICLE5/april.html, accessed
August 17, 2015; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/April_Glaspie, accessed August 17, 2015.
3
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publishing Processed World magazine from 1981–1994. The magazine
featured “tales of toil,” first-hand accounts from the automating office and
beyond, as well as blistering satires and occasional long essays on politics,
culture, and the larger dynamics of life in the 1980s. We found most of our
readers and writers through distributing the magazine directly on the streets
of the Financial District on Friday lunch hours. Dressed in strange papier
maché costumes (VDT heads, detergent boxes, peanut cans, all with satirical
labels) we met dazed temps, secretaries, account clerks, and other white collar
proletarians as they stumbled from their offices for lunch. Confronted with
our radical and utopian critique of pointless work, many would insist that the
office world was timeless and eternal, that “it’s always been this way and
always will be.” And yet, it was historically very specific—we were at the
dawn of the so-called “automated office” and the birth of Neoliberalism. The
historical obliviousness that made it possible to return to work day after day
with the necessary resignation and submission rose before me as one of our
most important targets. In 1994, Processed World’s surprisingly resilient 13year run as an all volunteer magazine finally hit the wall, curiously just as the
web was pushing millions of new people into the vacuous digital world we
had been documenting (and lampooning) for more than a decade.
In 1992 I had been among the several dozen co-conspirators who had
launched the Critical Mass bicycle rides—and had the great satisfaction of
watching this “organized coincidence” spread across the planet and kickstart
a dramatic resurgence of daily bicycling in hundreds of cities. It also took
anarchistic political practice developed over several decades of anti-war, antinuclear, and civil rights activism, and applied it to the daily commute and the
movement of bodies through cities. In so doing, Critical Mass reclaimed the
streets as public space, something that had almost disappeared from the
popular imagination. Critical Mass, at least in its first euphoric years, helped
propel a celebratory style of political expression that emphasized
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participation and enjoyment rather than the more typical leftist sacrifice and
duty.
The friends who worked together on Processed World, some of whom
also helped shape the nascent culture of Critical Mass, had a place to gather—
our office. We occupied a corner suite on the back of the second floor of the
venerable 1903 Grant Building at 7th and Market where we moved a few
months after the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. Behind our office was the 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals in a century-old federal building, and on the
northwest corner of 7th and Mission stood the old Greyhound bus station.
Directly beneath our windows was Dave’s Smoke Shop specializing in
horserace betting forms and porno paperbacks. Seedy strip joints lined our
block of Market and heroin and crack were openly sold on the corners. The
Grant Building with its bargain rents began to fill up with nonprofits, artists,
weird magazines, writers, and a smattering of “normal businesses.”
Our official business was typesetting, but not long after moving in, new
font technologies appeared on desktop computers that anyone could use.
Computerized publishing had suddenly outflanked the technology on which
my old business—phototypesetting—depended. Our days were numbered
and we pondered how to adapt, like so many people before us who also faced
sudden and disruptive technology changes in their work.
In San Francisco, the new technology industries were buzzing with
excitement

about

“interactive

multimedia,”

a

way

of

delivering

“infotainment” that promised to challenge television, radio, newspapers, and
magazines with CD-ROMs, or at least to muscle in on their turf.4 Electronic
games like SimCity and Myst were all the rage, staking out a new industry
that in a few years would rake in billions while occupying a generation of

I contributed an essay “The Shape of Truth to Come: New Media and Knowledge” to the
City Lights collection Resisting the Virtual Life (San Francisco: City Lights, 1995) ed. James
Brook and Iain Boal, which discussed this transition in some detail. The article originally
appeared in a different form in Processed World #32 (1993).

4
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youth shut in by pervasive (unfounded) fears of random crime. The web
itself, barely two years old, was still largely text and small low-resolution
photos; the new-fangled websites that were appearing like mushrooms after
an autumn rain favored chartreuse and magentas over more classic
aesthetics, hinting at the radioactive toxicity they would inflict on earlier
media forms. Everyone was predicting that when audio and video could be
quickly sent over the Internet it was going to change everything… someday!
In 1995 we went online with 56k dial-up modems, hoping for the telltale
“bedong-gedong + white noise” that signified a successful connection.
I had learned typesetting in 1980-81 by producing galleys of type for
Processed World. Now I would learn this new technology by launching a
project based on the lost, forgotten, and suppressed histories of San
Francisco. I would develop new skills while working on a project that I was
intrinsically interested in. Theoretically I would be able to hire my skills out
in the coming years. We started with big sheets of paper and tried to imagine
how to present local history using the new capabilities presented by
“hyperlinks” and nonlinearity. My habit of collecting old photos, maps, and
books about San Francisco suddenly seemed prescient, giving us abundant
materials to begin with.
The original brainstorm hit me as I was bicycling past the Mills Building
on Montgomery Street in the Financial District. Imagine an immersive
multimedia experience in which you (the user) could be in the room
(virtually) as a businessman hands a politician an envelope stuffed with cash
that changes the course of history! From that germ of an idea grew our first
effort, lasting more than a year, to create a game that we called “Wheels.”
Working primarily with programmer Greg Williamson and my business
partner (and talented illustrator) Jim Swanson, we set up our game with the
idea that you are a bike messenger who has made a package pickup. An
animated sequence from “your eyes” goes down the hall and into the
elevator. While in the elevator the next big earthquake strikes, and after much
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shaking, the doors open and you soon discover that you’ve been “knocked
into the past.” The game then challenged you to solve historic puzzles about
San Francisco in order to accumulate enough points to get back to the
present and win the game.
Sounds like fun at first, but as the months wore on, we came face to face
with our antipathy to computer games on one hand and the extremely
unreliable state of the software tools we were using on the other. We worked
with our contributors to organize essays, images, audio, and videos into a
complicated structure that refused any grand narratives. It became clear that
our plan to present local history in this way was already so challenging and
complicated—and potentially confusing—that having a “game” with
arbitrary “points” as the driving motivation was not only superfluous but
intellectually insulting to what was beginning to take shape—an open,
participatory, living archive of local history.
Our goal from the beginning was to facilitate a flourishing participation
in “making history” because we were (and are) living in an amnesiac society.
Few Americans think actively and critically about history, about how the hell
the world turned out THIS way! If they think about history at all, it’s usually
a misinformed cliché about ending slavery or beating the Nazis, proving how
we’re always on the right side of right. We sought to use a participatory
commons of history making to generate complicated and contrarian historical
understandings that would slowly change the way San Franciscans
understood their own city. To be sure, we were rooted in a radical opposition
to capitalism and the “American way of life.” By taking on the inculcated
amnesia so essential the functioning of U.S. culture, we saw our history
project as a worthy effort in the subversive tradition from which we emerged.
In our more grandiose moments we imagined we were pioneering a new
model for urban history that could spread to other places around the U.S.
and the world, serving the same subversive purposes we gave it.
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Our initial effort to gather credible histories produced a robust
foundation, but we knew our many summaries and “tertiary” histories
needed reinforcement with deeper articles. Jim Brook took the lead in
organizing a companion anthology of contrarian and critical San Francisco
histories published by City Lights Books in early 1998, Reclaiming San
Francisco: History, Culture, Politics.5 It coincided with the release of our first
edition CD-ROM,6 which with the inclusion of many excerpts from the
Reclaiming collection was a solid and critical contribution to local history.
Our focus from the beginning was on the histories that we felt were sorely
underrepresented. I had an ongoing interest in both labor history and
ecological history, in part because of how separate both subcategories kept
themselves from each other. Labor historians tended to focus on the history
of unions with occasional looks at broader political movements, labor parties,
etc., but never connected the workers’ movement with the natural
environment. On the other hand, the burgeoning field of environmental
writing focused on earth sciences, or, if willing to examine the political
history of ecologically inspired activism, rarely connected it with the work
done in society at large. The most basic question of who decides what work
gets done or how it is to be organized has been absent from late 20th century
James Brook, Nancy J. Peters and Chris Carlsson, eds., Reclaiming San Francisco:
History, Politics, Culture (San Francisco: City Lights, 1998).
6
A technical aside (with unanticipated social consequences!): In late 1995 we spent
pooled funds to buy a new 386 computer and a then-huge 500-megabyte hard drive,
choosing to stick to the PC platform that we were already using in my office rather than
converting to the Apple Mac environment. We didn’t think the Mac was going to be around
a lot longer as Apple was sinking and the Mac was only 3% of the market at the time. It also
cost twice as much, and the software tools we would use on it would also cost much more
than we could afford. The unanticipated consequence of this choice (or budgetary constraint
if you prefer) came with the release of our first CD-ROM in 1998. More than half of the
people who wanted our CD wanted a Mac version and we only had software that would work
on a PC. (This may have been the apex of the “war” between Microsoft and Apple platforms,
with Apple-istas especially self-righteous about their choice. Apparently we were Satan’s
spawn because the first edition of Shaping San Francisco was for PC only!)
5
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workers’ politics AND from the environmental movement. It seemed a
strange disjuncture, and for the twenty years that Shaping San Francisco has
been developing, we have consistently tried to sharpen those connections,
and juxtapose work-based activism to the environment, and vice versa,
foregrounding a social and ecological history of work and nature.
Beyond that, we put a lot of effort into presenting overlooked stories
about moments of contestation in local history, for example, the early 8-hour
day movement just after the Civil War, the racist riots by white workers
against Chinese immigrants in 1877, the 1934 General Strike, and the White
Night Riot of May 21, 1979. An early video oral history interview with Harry
Hay provided us with incredible material detailing not only his involvement
in the 1934 strike and funeral, but his life-long work that launched the
modern Gay Rights movement (as a founder of the Mattachine Society,
among other things). Other early interviews we conducted with former SunReporter editor Tom Fleming, radical feminist and Native American activist
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, and Mission district poet and Sandinista fighter
Alejandro Murguía (most recently, San Francisco’s Poet Laureate) all added
rich and previously unavailable histories to our collection.
Surprising overlapping efforts in the late 1950s/early 1960s to block
PG&E from building a nuclear power plant on the San Andreas Fault in
Bodega Bay, to block the California Department of Highways’ plans to
crisscross San Francisco with elevated freeways (and destroy many
neighborhoods in the process), and finally to Save the Bay from being filled
for development, were given special attention. The subsequent campaign to
“Save San Bruno Mountain” has been largely invisible to San Franciscans but
we put it squarely in the center of our understanding of local ecological
history, and helped publicize the way the mountain was used to create a
major loophole in the Endangered Species Act. The radical changes wrought
in San Francisco since the 1950s by the Redevelopment Agency—and the
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many efforts to block and contest that Agency—have also gotten extensive
treatment in our archive.
Beyond publishing our work on a CD-ROM, we also installed five free
public kiosks around San Francisco, notably at the Main Library, City Lights
bookstore, Modern Times bookstore, and a couple of more temporary
machines that moved every few months from branch library to community
center to co-op grocery store over the next few years. For us, the interactivity
that might emerge from our project was not between “users” and “content.”
We hoped the public location of our kiosks would inspire discussion and
argument between actual people! We wanted to use this hyped “high
technology” as a Trojan Horse, a hi-tech bauble to stimulate public human
interaction. We collected logs of what people did with our machines, but the
data remains undigested to this day. The main “interactivity” we experienced
at the time was relentless vandalism, until we wrecked our own keyboards by
ripping keys out and gluing things in place so vandals couldn’t hack into the
Windows background we were running in.
We wanted the project to evolve beyond us, to become by and for the
public. Our most dearly held fantasy was that volunteer editors and writers
would appear for dozens of topics and neighborhoods to deepen and expand
the collection in their area. A series of branch library introductions and
demonstrations invited new contributors. Many people, while impressed by
the project, demurred when it came to contributing. Either they didn’t see
themselves as writers, or if they did write, they didn’t feel qualified to write
history. This was precisely what we were trying to address: the
overdependence on “professionalism” that blocked people from contributing
to the recording and shaping of the historical record. But few new writers or
contributors, even when they wanted to, could overcome the technical
bottleneck of our very particular technology—a system that meant only a few
of us could easily add or change content. Still, our team of volunteer writers
continued to produce material, filling our “pipeline” with new essays and
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images. We redesigned and improved our interface for a 2nd edition CDROM that came out in 2000.
By 2001, our efforts were thriving. CDs and books were selling, and our
kiosks were more popular than ever. But we hadn’t thought about our
vulnerability to a commercial company like Microsoft. When they
introduced Windows XP in 2001, our Shaping San Francisco CD-ROM
stopped working. Changes in the underlying operating system required
changes to our software platform but the company who originally created it
was no longer “supporting it.”7 We would have to figure out how to “chase
Bill Gates” ourselves, potentially hundreds of hours of work. Instead we
paused, realizing that projects like ours were going online.
We knew about open source, nonproprietary software, and we recognized
a kindred philosophy. It took years, but our programmer Greg Williamson
manage to extract everything from the very odd customized software
underlying the CD-ROM versions of Shaping San Francisco. We imported it
into open source web software created by academics in New Zealand called
Greenstone Digital Library. With this we got about 85% of our content into
crude web pages with some of the navigational connections intact (though
none of the attribution data!).
Recognizing the indispensable role—even in the digital age—of book
publishing, we published two more books with City Lights Foundation. The
Political Edge (2004)8 captures the radical thinking, activism, and vision in
the wake of the failed Gonzalez Mayoral campaign in 2003, including over
two dozen essays that take hard looks at the “McFrisco” produced by the
shady dealings of the Willie Brown regime through a “Decade of
Displacement,” the way the “Race Card” was played to accelerate the eviction
of poor African Americans from the city, and how “Queerly Shifting
Our public kiosks continued to run for many more years. The Main Library installation
lasted until 2008. If anyone is interested in the user data we collected, track me down!
8
Chris Carlsson (ed.),The Political Edge (San Francisco: City Lights, 2004).
7
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Affinities” had thrust the once radical Gay rights movement into the
limelight with the ultimate assimilationist campaign for gay marriage.9 Ten
Years That Shook the City: San Francisco 1968–7810 was published in 2011
with original essays exploring that explosive decade and tracing many
contemporary political movements to their origins in that period. We also
produced a companion 24-stop audio walking tour. The book won a
California Book Award that year, while the walking tour pioneered a selfguided audio experience linked through public signs and QR codes, a model
we have continued to experiment with.
Shaping San Francisco spent the years 2004–2008 helping to found
CounterPULSE as a space dedicated to “arts and activism.” Starting in 2006
Public Talks and Bicycle Tours were hosted at CounterPULSE at 9th and
Mission. Shaping San Francisco’s Talks and Tours embody a commitment to
history from below, to history as lived, to documenting our time alongside
critical, in-depth, sometimes controversial histories of the past. Crucially,
they take place in real time, face-to-face, and happen in public. The tours put
people in historic locations and then pull back the modern built environment
to reveal stories of buried waterways, former industries, secret music venues,
terrorist bombings, and much more.
As we reactivated in 2006 with Talks and Tours, a new group formed to
plan the technical evolution of the project. One woman suggested we
consider the wiki platform, well known through its Wikipedia flagship. Of
course! We had always wanted to be open to all sorts of voices and
contributors. The wiki model would be perfect for us, and unlike the
complicated software we used for the original versions, it should be easy for
anyone to use it. The first volunteer to do the big software conversion from
the Greenstone version to a wiki format took a year before she realized she
All quotes are titles of essays in The Political Edge.
Chris Carlsson and Lisa Ruth Elliott, Ten Years that Shook the City: San Francisco 1968–
1978 (San Francisco: City Lights, 2011).

9
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really didn’t have time to do it. The second volunteer took most of a year to
come to the same conclusion. Finally our third volunteer Jeff Rector focused
on the project and got it done. With the design work of Gabriella Marks we
launched Foundsf.org in January 2009.11
Following so-called “new historians” who thrived in the critical spaces
opened by the social movements of the 1960s and ’70s, we set ourselves apart
from both academic and traditional history. In seeking to popularize a
participatory process of making history, we rejected the Wikipedian “neutral
point of view.” As Peter Burke describes it, “we moved from the ideal of the
Voice of History to that of heteroglossia, defined as ‘varied and opposing
voices.’”12 We opened Shaping San Francisco to multiple points of view on
any given subject, event, or epoch. Fully embracing a wide river of contrarian
and opinionated perspectives, we hold and provide the space for the
dissenters and outsiders who have always been left out of official history. We
also refuse to follow the lead of Wikipedia in insisting that everything must
be sourced online—so much history is pre-Internet! We also understand our
project as both a research tool as well as a repository. Thus, we encourage
contributions based on personal experiences, memoirs, diaries, etc., and label
such contributions “I was there…”
It is to these vital parts of the historian’s task that oral history—
tradition and reminiscence, past and present—with its detail, its
humanity, frequently its emotion and always its well-developed
skepticism about the entire historiographic undertaking—is best

We took the URL and name FoundSF.org because we were just completing two years of
negotiations with the San Francisco Museum and Historical Society to have them co-sponsor
the website as one part of their Museum project. It didn’t work out, and two and a half years
later the deal was canceled. All the content and the website were retained by Shaping San
Francisco.
12
Peter Burke, “Overture. The New History: Its Past and its Future” in Peter Burke, ed.,
New Perspectives in Historical Writing (University Park PA: Pennsylvania State University
Press, 1992).
11
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addressed. Without access to such resources, historians in modern
mass-literate, industrial societies, that is, most professional historians,
will languish in a pool of understanding circumscribed by their own
culture, like abandoned lovers standing in the flickering circle of light
under a single lamp-post in a dark and wind-swept street.13
The project has been influential far beyond San Francisco and the Bay
Area. Back in 1998 I was invited to present Shaping San Francisco to a group
of fired dockworkers in Liverpool, England. After an enthusiastic reception,
plans were hatched to produce a “people’s history” for Liverpool’s 700th
anniversary in the following year. Regrettably, it didn’t get off the ground.
CD-ROMs traveled well in the late 1990s. A friend gave it to a friend who had
it on his computer in Chiapas, Mexico, as he accompanied the ongoing
Zapatista rebellion there. A visitor from England saw it and, inspired by the
idea of a local history project focused on “history from below,” went back to
his home in Bristol and helped a bunch of friends at a local sports club start
the Bristol Radical History Group, which in turn has inspired many other
local history groups around the UK. The international project HistoryPin has
a San Francisco office managed by Jon Voss until early 2016, who was also
inspired and informed by his early exposure to Shaping San Francisco.
During the past few years two European-based associations have emerged to
expand a commons-based approach to local history—the History from Below
network and the annual Unofficial Histories conference. Shaping San
Francisco has been a model and an inspiration for many of the new
participating groups and individuals.
Since unveiling the FoundSF.org online archive at the beginning of 2009,
it has expanded by nearly 20% thanks to a thousand new photos and more
than 200 articles that have been added. New oral histories and public talks
have produced dozens of video and audio clips that are used throughout the
13

Gwyn Prins, “Oral History” in Burke, ed., New Perspectives in Historical Writing.
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archive, while full-length Public Talks and oral history interviews are freely
available online for future historians to use. Local contributors have
sharpened our accuracy with many corrections. A half dozen university
classes directed students to produce new entries for the archive. Essays and
excerpts from many recent books on San Francisco history as well as other
websites have simultaneously broadened and deepened our collection. In 2015
Foundsf.org averages about 35,000 visitors a month and has served up over
20 million page views in seven years.
In addition to hosting Talks and Tours, we are often asked to give private
group tours, guest lectures at local universities, and provide research
assistance to writers and documentarians. As part of a consortium of local
history groups in San Francisco, and with the indispensable support of the
Internet Archive, we organized a volunteer effort to digitize 50 years of
neighborhood newspapers. Years of monthly papers from the Tenderloin,
Visitacion Valley, Potrero Hill, Bernal Heights, Glen Park, and Noe Valley
are online now for researchers anywhere to explore.
A “History Commons” depends on an active, involved public. Such a
public has so far only appeared as a self-organized, self-directed agent of
history for brief moments in time. A Commons of critical memory, a place of
contested histories, should be a bedrock institution of a radically egalitarian
and horizontalist culture. Exhortation aside, a halting beginning to a genuine
Bay Area History Commons has been created.
Shaping San Francisco and its FoundSF archive is a starting point but now
dozens of independent local history groups are making history (e.g. Bernal
History Project, Western Neighborhoods Project, Potrero Hill Archives,
Chinese Whispers), publishing, hosting public events, organizing walking
tours, and more. The broader ecology of grassroots historical engagement is
flourishing in the late 2010s in ways we couldn’t imagine in the 1990s.
Without seeking exclusivity or ownership of any history we collect, we
continue to invite broad participation in our digital commons. It is open,
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free, and encourages everyone to look at their own lives through the prism of
critical history, of self-conscious analyses, and ongoing curiosity.
The real history of our lives cannot be left to professional and academic
historians. They have important contributions to make, we hope, but a
history worthy of our times calls for a vastly more diverse population of
scribes, skeptics, and thoughtful people. Giovanni Levi argues that “the true
problem for historians is to succeed in expressing the complexity of reality,
even if this involves using descriptive techniques and forms of reasoning
which are more intrinsically self-questioning and less assertive than any used
before.”14
Your experience matters! If you don’t record it for posterity, who will?
And once recorded, share it! As our motto has it, “history is a creative act in
the present!”

D

14

Giovanni Levi. “On Microhistory” in Burke, ed., New Perspectives in Historical Writing.

A Real Estate History of the Avant-Garde
_______________________

Rebecca Solnit, edited by Susan Schwartzenberg

Globe, History Room, San Francisco Public Library, 20041

From Hollow City: The Siege of San Francisco and the Crisis of American Urbanism, 2000 by
Rebecca Solnit and Susan Schwartzenberg, published by Verso in 2000 during the height of
the economic boom in the late 1990s. The circumstances described in Hollow City continue
as San Francisco is currently experiencing another wave of gentrification brought on by a
new economic boom in the tech sector—this time associated with Social Media.
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A literary eviction
Bohemia begins with an eviction. Or at least, Scenes de la vie de boheme,
the book that introduced the word and the idea into popular consciousness
does. “‘If I understand the purport of this document,” said Schaunard
rereading an order to leave from the sheriff fixed to the wall, ‘today at noon
exactly I must have emptied these rooms and have put into the hands of
Monsieur Bernard, my proprietor, a sum of seventy-five francs for three
quarters rent, which he demands from me in very bad handwriting.’”2 Henri
Murger’s stories about a quartet of starving Left Bank artists were published
serially beginning in 1845, turned into a wildly successful play in 1849, and
gathered together in 1851 as a bestselling book (Puccini’s 1896 opera La
Boheme, is, of course, based on Murger’s work). Murger’s stories about
bohemia succeed in making poverty and its accompanying hunger, insecurity
and occasional homelessness charming. The musician-writer Schaunard is a
feckless garret-dweller who forgets about his eviction in a burst of
inspiration. “And Schaunard, half naked, sat down at his piano. Having
awakened the sleeping instrument by a tempestuous barrage of chords—he
commenced, all the while carrying on a monologue, to pick out the melody
which he had been searching for so long.”3 On goes the romp; he sets out to
borrow the seventy-five francs, finds instead some drinking companions, the
philosopher Gustave and the poet Rodolphe, drunkenly invites them back to
the home that is no longer his and meets Marcel, the painter who has just
moved in. More like the Three Musketeers than Les Miserables, the episode
continues with the quartet forming the Bohemian Club and Schaunard
While this Globe is no longer on view, it recorded countless acknowledgments of
people’s recognition of where they are. While it could be interpreted as ways that human’s
have left their mark on the landscape, it is also a testament of reverence for place—I live here.
2
Henry Murger, Latin Quarter, trans. Elizabeth Ward Hugus (and retitled from Scenes de
la vie de boheme) (New York and Hartford: Edwin Valentine Mitchell, and Dodd, Mead and
Co., 1930), 2.
3
Ibid., 3.
1
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becoming Marcel’s roommate. Community has triumphed over capital.
Scènes is an episodic book, each chapter a picaresque adventure about love,
friendship and scraping by. Murger concludes this first tale with the assertion
that these “heroes belong to a class misjudged up to now, whose greatest fault
is disorder; and yet they can give as an excuse for this same disorder—it is a
necessity which life demands from them.”4
The city is both the place where society is administered and where it is
transformed and challenged. This mix that cities have traditionally provided
makes them volatile, disorderly, creative and necessary, and the mixing is
brought about in various ways. In San Francisco nowadays, home-builders
are obliged to set aside a certain number of units as low-cost housing; in
nineteenth-century Paris, low-cost housing was built into nearly every
building. Before elevators, the top floor of Parisian buildings was designed as
a sort of residential hotel—the rooms were called chambres de bonne, maids’
rooms, in my day, when poor students and African immigrants filled them;
they usually had a cold-water sink and a communal toilet in the hallway (one
cooked on a camping stove; refrigeration was the windowsill in winter). This
building style created a sort of integrated housing: a famous illustration of the
nineteenth century shows a cross-section of an apartment house with the
bourgeoisie in armchairs just above the ground-floor concierge and the
inhabitants getting progressively poorer as it ascended to the wretches
huddled under the rooftop. Bohemia was the Brownian motion of urban life;
it brought together people of different classes, was the incubator for those
who would rise through talent or sink through addiction, poverty, madness;
was where the new would be tried out long before it would be found palatable
in the mainstream; was where memory was kept alive as paintings, stories,
politics.
George Sand’s novel Horace gives a less prettified picture of bohemia at
the time of the 1830 revolution; among the novel’s characters are dedicated
4

Ibid., 31.
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painters and dilettantes, a slumming law-student squandering his provincial
family’s funds and a dedicated peasant-revolutionary with great sculptural
talent, as well as a few sympathetically drawn grisettes. Grisettes were
working-class women who formed liaisons of various durations with the
varying classes of men who formed bohemia (because the grisettes were
seldom participants in creative life, save as muses and singers, and because
they were unable to move out of bohemia into the salons, receptions and
public arenas of the wealthy, bohemia’s freedom was largely male freedom—
though Sand herself as a novelist and a lover broke its rules to free herself).
The excitement of Paris or of any great city is that of feeling one is in the
center of things, a place where history is made, where things count. Paris still
has this sense to perhaps a greater extent than any other city (though Beijing,
Prague, Manila, Los Angeles and Seattle, have all had their moments).
Part of the fluidity of Parisian life comes from the way art has political
weight, politics aesthetic merit, and figures such as Victor Hugo or Jean-Paul
Sartre manage to act in both realms (something San Francisco has achieved
in a very different way). Murger himself, the son of a conservative tailor, had
gone to school with Eugene Pottier, who would write the Internationale. He
remained apolitical while many of his circle—Baudelaire, Nadar, Courbet—
became far more involved in the revolution of 1848. “Bohemia is the preface
to the Hospital, the Academy, or the Morgue,”5 Murger wrote after he had
become a success. The consequences of his success seem strangely familiar
now: the Cafe Momus he had made famous became a tourist trap that the
artists vacated. Murger himself moved to a Right Bank apartment and then
became a country gentleman in the forest of Fontainbleau. His partner
opened an antique furniture store back in Paris. This general pattern of
bohemia prevailed through the 1950s, at least. Bohemia moved around; at the
Though Murger was largely apolitical, he tosses off expressions such as “He beat a quick
retreat from the Luxembourg humming quietly a sentimental ballad which was for him the
Marseillaise of Love,” ibid., 44.

5
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turn of the twentieth century, it was in Montmartre more than the Left Bank;
for a long time it was various versions of Greenwich Village; and it appeared
in San Francisco, too, at various times and addresses.
Cities had a kind of porousness—like an old apartment impossible to seal
against mice, cities were impossible to seal against artists, activists, dissidents
and the poor. The remodeling of Paris between 1855 and 1870 by Baron von
Haussmann under the command of Napoleon III is well-known for what it
did to people’s feelings, the poor and the old faubourgs. As Shelley Rice puts
it in Parisian Views, “One of his first priorities had been to cut through and
destroy the unhealthy, unsightly, and economically underprivileged areas
that had been growing wildly and, in their horrific overpopulation,
overtaking the heart of the town. By so doing the prefect hoped to roust the
poor (who posed, he felt, a threat to both the city’s health and the stability of
its government) to the outlying banlieues.”6 Haussmannization encompassed
urban renewal, but it did more; it sought to reinvent the relation of every
citizen to the city. In modernizing the city, Haussmann and his emperor did
some inarguably good things: they provided pure water and sewage systems.
They did, with the building of boulevards, some debatable things: the
boulevards increased circulation for citizens, commerce and, occasionally,
soldiers, making the city more accessible for all purposes. And they erased
the sites of peoples’ memory and association: Baudelaire in “Le Cygne” and
the brothers Goncourt in their famous journal entry bemoaned this
architectural lobotomy. “My Paris, the Paris in which I was born, the Paris of
the manners of 1830 to 1848, is vanishing, both materially and morally,” the
latter wrote. “I feel like a man merely passing through Paris, a traveller. I am
foreign to that which is to come, to that which is, and a stranger to these new
boulevards that go straight on, without meandering, without the adventures
of perspective, implacably a straight line, without any of the atmosphere of
Balzac’s world, making one think of some American Babylon of the future. It
6

Shelley Rice, Parisian Views (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1997), 34–35.
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is stupid to live in a time of growth; the soul is as uncomfortable as a body in
a damp new house.”17
It was homogenization, a loss of complexity, rather than absolute removal
that most complained of. One of the key residential sites of early bohemia
was the Impasse Doyenne, a quiet cul-de-sac overlooking a ruined church
and weedy land in a city that had not yet rationalized and exploited all its
space; Haussmannization erased the ruin, the Impasse and the weeds as it
integrated this real estate into the Louvre and Tuilleries that flank it. The new
city was more rational, manageable, and commercial, but artists were more
disoriented than displaced by Haussmannization. Many artists had private
means—and though trust-fund artists are much denigrated nowadays,
Baudelaire, Marcel Proust and Gertrude Stein were among their ranks. It was,
too, partly a matter of the city remaining porous even after
Haussmannization. New apartment buildings continued to supply chambres
de bonne, and the poor and working-class neighborhoods endured. Though
rents in the center of the city doubled between 1851 and 1857, it was the
poorest who were most dramatically affected—and yet, as T.J. Clark puts it,
“Paris in 1870, for all Haussmann’s alterations, was still overwhelmingly
working class.”8 The city remained a great capital for poetry and insurrection,
and the boulevards and the smart new cafés and shops inspired painters,
novelists and poets as, say, housing projects and urban freeways did not in
the era of Robert Moses, and as global capitalism’s chain stores and corporate
logos probably will not (though skyscrapers had their moment early in the
twentieth century). Perhaps it is that Paris under Haussmann could afford to
Lewis, Edmond and Jules De Goncourt, The Goncourt Journals, 1851––1870, trans.
Lewis Galantiere (New York: Doubleday, 1937), 93. It’s worth remembering that the
Goncourts were reactionaries who in an unquoted part of this passage objected to the
expansion of the public arena and attacked Murger extensively, out of a sort of class loathing
for his successful tailor’s son.
8
T.J. Clark, The Painting of Modern Life (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
1984), 51.
7
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lose far more than a modern American city, after so many cycles of erasure
and homogenization.
Bohemian territories
The idea of bohemia caught on quickly Before the end of the Civil War,
Ada Clare, the “Queen of Bohemia,” arrived in San Francisco from Paris via
New York and stayed to become a local luminary and a contributor to the
literary magazine The Golden Era.9 In 1872, San Francisco’s Bohemian Club
was founded by journalists and for the rest of the century included artists and
writers. San Francisco had a lot of resident writers in those years: Mark
Twain, Bret Harte, Ambrose Bierce, Joaquin Miller, Gertrude Atherton,
Frank Norris, Ina Coolbrith, Jack London (born south of Market Street), and,
peripherally, John Muir. Among those who stayed more briefly in the
decades before the First World War were the great champion of Native
American rights Helen Hunt Jackson, Robert Louis Stevenson, Mary Austin,
Jaime de Angulo and Margaret Anderson. Oscar Wilde, who visited in 1882,
remarked, “It is an odd thing, but anyone who disappears is said to be seen in
San Francisco. It must be a delightful city and possess all the attractions of
the next world.10 By most accounts, it was indeed a marvelous city that had
yet to produce great writers but that nevertheless provided a sense of great
possibility. Photography was the medium that most flourished here early on,
perhaps because a new medium needed a new locale: in the nineteenth
century Carleton Watkins and Eadweard Muybridge generated the major
landscape photographs of the age; in the twentieth, Ansel Adams, Imogen
Cunningham, and their peers in San Francisco (and Edward Weston in
Carmel) founded the f.64 group that revolutionized the medium. Few San
Franklin Dickerson Walker, San Francisco’s Literary Frontier (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1970).
10
Nancy S. Peters and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Literary San Francisco: A Pictorial History
from Its Beginnings to the Present Day (San Francisco: City Lights Books and Harper and
Row), 60.
9
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Francisco painters before 1945 were better than pleasant, but the place
certainly had artists—Rexroth estimated that there were 700 of them in 1934,
on the eve of the city’s General Strike, and in 1935 the San Francisco Museum
of Art became the country’s second museum devoted to modern art (though
the word “modern” was added to its title decades later).
Diego Rivera writes of the enormous significance the place had for Frida
Kahlo, whom he had married just before they embarked for San Francisco in
1930, “Frida told me she had dreamed for years about going to San
Francisco…. En route to San Francisco, Frida surprised me with a gift of a
portrait of herself which she had recently completed. Its background was an
unfamiliar city skyline…. When we arrived in San Francisco, I was almost
frightened to realize that her imagined city was the very one we were now
seeing for the first time.”11 Rivera and Kahlo arrived in 1930 and settled into
the painter Peter Stackpole’s Montgomery Block studio. Built in 1852, the
Montgomery Block had once been the financial headquarters of San
Francisco and, at four stories, the tallest building west of the Mississippi;
when business moved away from the location, it was turned into dozens of
cheap artists’ studios at the center of a lively artists’ community (in Literary
San Francisco, Nancy Peters writes that more than two thousand artists and
writers lived there over the years). By 1959, business had returned to the area,
and the Monkey Block, as it was nicknamed, was demolished to build the
high-rise Transamerica Pyramid, San Francisco’s most visible architectural
mistake.
Rivera had come to paint murals commissioned by members of the
Bohemian Club, which had already changed radically since its founding
(though it was not yet the oligarchical fraternity it would become by the
1980s, when Ronald Reagan’s California cabinet supplied its most visible
members). The Bohemian Club and Rivera together illuminate some of the
Diego Rivera with Gladys March, My Art, My Life: An Autobiography (New York:
Dover, 1991 [1960]), 105, 106.
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contradictions visual art has yet to iron out. At the Bohemian Club, as one
artist put it, “In the beginning, rich men were absolutely barred, unless they
had something of the elements of true Bohemianism… Things have changed;
now the simply rich become members because it is fashionable… The poor
artist or literary man gets in, by hook or by crook, because he thinks he may
be able to sell some of his brains to the merely rich.”12 Gentrification of a sort
had taken over the Bohemian Club, though some astute and daring patrons
remained within its ranks, notably Albert Bender, an Irish immigrant become
insurance mogul, who obtained Rivera’s visa and initiated Rivera’s two
commissions. One was for the California School of Fine Arts (now the San
Francisco Art Institute); the other was for the Pacific Stock Exchange.
That a famously communist painter should go to work painting the
lunchroom of a stock exchange says something about the tendencies of much
visual art. Those who produce enormously expensive unique objects almost
inevitably produce them for a premodern patronage economy. Medici or
Vatican, Vatican or Medici, rich patrons and powerful institutions are the
available choices for such artists, which often limits not only what they can
say—as Rivera found when he went to work for a Rockefeller—but whom
they can say it to. Nowadays, most arts nonprofits depend on foundation and
federal support, which dilutes but hardly does away with these issues. The
most radical visual artists have focused not only on making statements but
making means of display and distribution that revise or subvert this scenario.
Reproducible media like photography and printmaking can be far more
economically accessible or even, like writing, find their true home in massproduced books. Though writers in the eighteenth century sold subscriptions
and earlier writers sought patrons, their product was for a far wider audience
than the patron or the subscribers. The publisher’s advance replaced the
subscription, and books have generally been relatively cheap mass-market
Anthony W. Lee, Painting on the Left: Diego Rivera, Radical Politics, and San Francisco’s
public Murals (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1999), 23.
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products dependent on a popular rather than a powerful audience. Dance,
music, theater have varying audiences and spatial needs, but their essential
immateriality and performative quality means that they are for a group
audience, a public, at least. And writers and performers can usually live in
ordinary circumstances; visual artmaking requires a lot of individual work
space, which is why visual art is the most high-profile and most endangered
genre in San Francisco—though Susan Miller of New Langton Arts remarks
that artwork is getting smaller as artists more and more often work in
bedrooms or at kitchen tables, instead of the big spaces that brought us the
big art of the 1970s and 1980s. The miniaturist Tino Rodriguez told me he
paints in the bathroom in the Mission District flat he shares with roommates.
Visual art has two audiences, those who will look at it in public and semipublic spaces—museums, lobbies, galleries—and those who will actually buy
it. Since the 1950s adventurous artists have been pursuing what Lucy Lippard
calls “the dematerialization of the art object,” making ephemeral, sitespecific, public, performance, film- and video-based and outdoor works that
were at least initially not easily moved into the marketplace. Recently a
number of artists have taken up the Internet as an immaterial arena for art
(while others have taken it up as a salesroom). But great numbers of artists
continue to make objects priced in the thousands and tens of thousands of
dollars to be sold to patrons and collectors in an economic “system that
predates the Renaissance. That making extremely expensive objects requires
cultivating connections with the rich is something that many artists swallow
without having tasted. And the rich often use art as a sort of identitylaundering scheme. For example, San Francisco’s Haas family, which owns
the Levi-Strauss clothing company, has had in recent years a fairly hideous
labor record but a glorious patronage one, and the family foundations’
donations to the arts are far more visible than, say, the El Paso seamstresses
who became destitute when their jobs were sent across the border in the early
1990s. The artist Hans Haacke once demonstrated how incisively an artist
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can bite the feeding hand with his Guggenheim Museum exhibition
documenting the slum real estate holdings of museum board members. The
show was canceled, but it and its information went down in history anyway
Similarly, Ira Nowinski has had trouble showing and publishing his Yerba
Buena documentary work because the board members and patrons of local
visual-arts organizations often have ties to the place’s development.
Rivera’s Allegory of California mural in the Pacific Stock Exchange can be
seen as a political statement, if not a very dangerous one: it depicts the
physical activities and material resources that were then the primary sources
of the state’s wealth: mining, agriculture, industry at the California School of
Fine Arts, the mural was titled Making a Fresco, Showing the Building of a
City, and its side panels depicted the industrial labors one might expect—a
woman architect, steelworkers, carpenters. But at the center, Rivera painted a
scaffold on which artists were painting a huge worker, suggesting that though
workers built the city artists built the worker—that is, that they constructed
the very ideas and identities on which class, work, city life are based, a fitting
assertion for an art school that has sent generations of subversives out into
the world. Rivera galvanized the local mural scene, and during the New Deal
several San Francisco sites—notably Coit Tower on Telegraph Hill—received
overtly political murals and generated a fair-sized controversy (more recent
mural projects tend to be supported by communities and progressive
nonprofits, far more democratic patrons to deal with). Kahlo flourished in
San Francisco and painted a number of portraits, including a marriage
portrait of herself with Rivera that Bender donated to the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, where it is still on display. The Montgomery Block
became the Transamerica Pyramid, but bohemia had moved on.
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A painter’s eviction
If f.64 was the first, then California’s second significant avant-garde art
movement began in the 1950s when several visual artists tied to the Beat
poets gathered in San Francisco (Bay Area Figurative painting, a revolt
against abstract-expressionism that could also be counted as a significant
movement, began about the same time, and figures such as Joan Brown and
David Park had ties to both communities). My first book was on Bruce
Conner, Jay DeFeo and her husband, Wally Hedrick, Jess, Wallace Berman,
and George Herms, six visual artists who were closely tied to the Beat poets
and to the gestation of experimental film and alternative culture in
California, and writing it in the already-lousy-for-tenants late 1980s I came to
appreciate how much a copious supply of cheap housing contributed to the
era’s sense of freedom. The artists of the era could live as they wished, for
there always seemed to be some place to go when the money ran out or the
landlord objected. The literal and psychological mobility of those times is
antithetical to the immobilizing effect of scarcity and fear nowadays. “San
Francisco was a hotbed of liberalism and Pacific Coastal rim ideas and
environmental consciousness at its early stages and a place where one could
live in a lovely apartment with a view and low rent that an artist might be
able to afford,” recalls the poet Michael McClure, who was close to many of
the artists.13
Those artists recognized that there was no art market on the West Coast,
and many of them had consciously chosen to reject New York and any
chance at commercial success in favor of the low pressure and wide-open
possibilities San Francisco represented. Many recognized that in order to
make art, they needed to make a culture in which their art was possible, and
so the 1950s saw a succession of artist-run galleries, publications and
community-making endeavors. Walter Benjamin’s comment, “Rather than
Michael McClure, “San Francisco Was a Hotbed,” in Rebecca Solnit, Secret Exhibition:
Six California Artists of the Cold War Era (San Francisco: City Lights Books, 1990), 26–27.
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ask, ‘What is the attitude of a work of art to the relations of production of its
time?” I should like to ask, ‘What is its position in them?” is germane, for
here artists made work that was sometimes overtly political—dealing with the
death penalty and the Vietnam War, as well as divergent communal
identities—but they also created a culture that was an alternative to the
patronage economy and the passivity of those waiting for support.14 Jess and
his partner, Robert Duncan—poet, anarchist, and publicly gay man—ran the
King Ubu Gallery for a year, and in 1954 the Six Gallery, run by four artists
and two poets, took over Ubu’s upper Fillmore Street site in what was not yet
an upscale neighborhood (it took its name from the six who founded it—gay
poets Jack Spicer and John Allen Ryan, African-American artist Hayward
King, and the painters Deborah Remington, David Simpson and Hedrick,
though the Six eventually came to have dozens of dues-paying members).
Later Conner was instrumental in launching the Batman Gallery and, with
filmmaker Larry Jordan, an experimental film society, while Wallace Berman
functioned as a publisher, exhibitor, salon host and general fomenter of
connections and provider of support. The most famous event of the era, the
great watershed in American art, was Allen Ginsberg’s 1955 reading of Howl
at the Six—famous in part because it is a central scene in Jack Kerouac’s
Dharma Bums. Less famous are the details that five other poets, including
McClure and Gary Snyder read, that those two read poetry that was already
environmentalist, that Rexroth was the master of ceremonies, and that it all
transpired in the Six Gallery. An artists’ collective had supplied the space in
which poetry triumphed. Far more seriously than in Scènes de la vie bohème,
community had triumphed over capitalism. The 1950s saw both the “San
Francisco Renaissance” in poetry and the so-called Beats open up the
possibilities of American literature, both stylistically and politically, and

Walter Benjamin, “The Author as Producer,” Reflections (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1986), 222.
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while the trio of official Beats were Eastern, both Ginsberg and Kerouac
found liberation and confirmation in San Francisco.
Conner’s black and white film The White Rose documents the 1964
removal of Jay DeFeo’s monumental one-ton painting The Rose from her
long-term home by a group of unusually priestly looking moving men. The
seven-minute movie is about many things: the artist’s passionate
commitment to this work, the mandala-like spiritual icon the painting had
become, the melancholy end of the intricate relationship between artist,
home, and art. But at a fundamental level the film is about eviction. In the
mid-1950s, DeFeo and many other artists and poets had moved into the
spacious flats at 2322 Fillmore Street in what was then the edge of the
Fillmore District and is now called Lower Pacific Heights, but in 1964 her
rent was raised from $65 to $300 a month and she was forced to move. I
asked Michael McClure why North Beach has always been associated with
the Beats when the majority of them lived elsewhere—particularly in the
Western Addition, on the edges of the city’s main African-American
neighborhood. He told me, “North Beach was like a reservation in which
there was a free space for bohemians and oddballs of all stripes to meet in
between the Italian and the Chinese districts in what was still a remarkably
inexpensive part of town with lots of [residential] hotels. A lot of those very
constructive people got out of there in ‘56 or ‘57 when the ‘beatnik” thing
started—because of the tour buses and the obvious place to go was the
Western Addition.”15
Conner has since become celebrated as a filmmaker as well as an artist; a
huge exhibition of his work opened at the Walker Art Center in late 1999 and
traveled to three other major American museums in 2000. I asked him to
recall his beginnings in San Francisco, and he told me the rent he and his
bride Jean Sandstedt Conner paid in their first place on Jackson Street, near
Fillmore, was $65 a month in 1957. But, he admonished me, coming up with
15

McClure, conversation with the author, November 1999.
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that sum was “not so easy if you were making one penny over minimum
wage. I was working as a movie usher and Jean was working at a concession
stand. She was also getting paid a dollar and one cent per hour…. We were
living on Jackson Street in this three-room thing and Wallace Berman and
Shirley [Berman] moved in down the street about three months after we
moved in, about six or seven houses east of us on that block.” Artists lived
much more modestly then than now, he added. “We’d eat out once a month
at the cheapest Chinese restaurant we could find and get about the least
expensive thing that was on the menu. The rest of time we were eating hot
dogs and peanut butter sandwiches.” As for housing, “It was easy to evict
people but it was easy to find another a place. My rent went up to $85 … I
had to move out because we couldn’t afford it, and at the same time Wallace
and Shirley’s rent went up from $65 to $125—they really didn’t want them
there. So I moved over to 1205 Oak Street and Wallace and Shirley and [their
son] Tosh moved over to Alamo Square. Then we didn’t have any real
problems….”16 They had moved from the northern to the southern edge of
the Western Addition, near what would become known as the HaightAshbury.
Meanwhile, the 2322 Fillmore Building became a sort of latter-day Bateau
Lavoir—the building in which Picasso and many of his peers lived during
their starving-in-Montmartre phase. McClure and his family, gallerist James
Newman, painter Sonia Gechtoff, and later the painters Joan Brown and Bill
Brown lived at 2322 Fillmore as neighbors and friends of DeFeo and Wally
Hedrick. “We were enjoying the Black stores, the Black ambience, the Black
music,” recalls McClure. “We had our faces towards them but our butts
towards Pacific Heights.”17 DeFeo had worked on her painting The Rose for
several years, eventually installing it in the bay window of the front room of
her flat, which she used as a studio. The painting and her commitment to it
16
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Bruce Connor, conversation with the author, March 11, 2000.
McClure, Ibid.
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became legendary, and her peers speak of DeFeo with an awe no one else
elicited. The Rose came to weigh about a ton as the paint built up to become
several inches thick, and the floor around it was, recalls Bruce, so layered
with paint that walking on it was like walking on the back of a whale. The
house had become magical and slightly sinister, an extension of the painting
that was so much an extension of the artist. The White Rose documents the
severing of each from each, with Miles Davis’s “Sketches in Spain” as a
soundtrack that underscores the melancholy of the moment. DeFeo, who
died in Oakland in 1989, never lived in San Francisco again.

John Coltrane Church eviction procession, 200018

For 29 years the St. John Coltrane African Orthodox Church supported a small
congregation in a storefront on Divisadero St. When they were evicted in 2000, they
organized a public procession across ten blocks to share space with St Paulus Lutheran
Church. Today in 2016 they are facing their fourth eviction.
18
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And a wave of displacement
Any accurate history of the urban avant-gardes and bohemias must be in
part a history of urban real estate and economics generally. Several factors
made the postwar era peculiarly encouraging for bohemias and
countercultures. Postwar affluence was, unlike today’s boom, widely
distributed. Veterans were eligible both for home loans—which accelerated
the expansion of suburbia, making cities even more available to artists—and
for the GI Bill, which fueled, so to speak, the expansion of the intelligentsia.
As Richard Candida Smith writes in his history of California artists and
writers, Utopia and Dissent, “Between 1945 and 1957 two and a quarter
million veterans attended college-level schools under the GI Bill (65,000 were
women). By 1947 the total college enrollment in the United States had
jumped 75 percent over the prewar record…. Educators were surprised by
the educational choices veterans made. The assumption that their primary
goal would be to learn practical skills was overturned when veterans who
attended college-level institutions preferred liberal arts education over
professional training.”19
UC Berkeley geographer Richard Walker describes the effects of these
forces locally: “The central city was in the dumps. Most of the action was
going out to the suburbs, creating space for people to come in. Normally the
model was that poor African Americans from the South and immigrants
came into these city neighborhoods. In San Francisco there wasn’t a mass
labor demand for the poor, so bohemians could come in and set up shop. It
was a boom, but it was a boom with a difference, a boom with a social
support system. There was money flowing to a lot of people in new ways and
so it helped create a youth culture, a culture of leisure, and an alternative
bohemian culture, too.”20 Elsewhere he writes, “Prosperity worked its magic
Richard Candida Smith, Utopia and Dissent: Art, Poetry, and Politics in California
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 80.
20
Richard Walker, conversation with the author, March 2000.
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more effectively as long as rents remained low enough to allow artists,
refugees, and those outside the mainstream to survive, if not prosper, in the
inner city. The long slump in central-city investment due to depression, war,
and suburbanization had left property markets relatively untouched for two
decades. The confluence of economic growth without property speculation
through the 1950s was ideal for nurturing the countercultures that
mushroomed in San Francisco. Conversely, the heating up of real estate in
the seventies and eighties drove out many of the marginals; as old
commercial space disappeared, the affluent crowded into gentrifying
neighborhoods….”21 DeFeo’s eviction came ten years before the real-estate
boom started changing the possibilities for artists, though urban renewal was
in full swing not far south of her on Fillmore Street. What Conner’s film
captures is the melancholy of displacement of an individual, not the politics
of mass displacement.
Between the eviction and the boom came the counterculture, and
nowhere is the real estate foundation of culture more evident than in the
Haight Ashbury, circa 1967–1971. Or so Calvin Welch, who was there then—
and still is now—told me. I walked over from my home not far from where
Conner, Rexroth and Berman settled to 409 House, a block and a half from
the intersection of Haight and Ashbury Streets. It’s a Victorian building
housing several progressive outfits, and from it Welch has operated as an
affordable housing activist since the 1970s, currently as director of the
Council

of

Community

Housing

Organizations

(among

other

accomplishments, he was a coauthor of Proposition M). Imposing and
amused, Welch sat in a stark back office in front of a computer whose screen
switched back and forth from a “Lewis and Clark” title to a map of the United
States in 1803, when the whole huge swath of California and the far west was
still Spain’s, soon to be Mexico’s. One side of the bay window had ivy
Richard Walker, “An Appetite for the City,” in Brook, Carlsson, and Peters, Reclaiming
San Francisco, 9.
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curtaining it and a tendril coming through the gap between upper and lower
sashes. The other looked out onto the neighbor’s backyard, and the neighbor
himself—a lean, aged man in bike shorts and a truss with an upper body
lightly covered in gray hair—kept coming into view to pick up a few more
bricks and move them out of sight in the verdant garden. Aerial photographs
of Yerba Buena Center and the blueprint for Mission Bay were tacked to the
wall.
Hippies, Welch told me, depressed housing prices when they arrived, and
they chased out the African Americans who had relocated to the Haight from
the adjoining Western Addition. What looked like a nice student couple
would rent a place, and then forty hippies would move in, and they’d stop
paying rent and scandalize the neighbors. “The essence of the hippie was to
do no work, so there was no connection to an economy except the barter
economy or the rough cash economy of selling dope…. Hippie girls
supported whole communes doing pornography, but that was a very tiny
thing. The overwhelming majority of hippies lived off welfare or checks from
home.”22 Dozens of Haight-Ashbury households paid no rent at all—and this
confirmed what I, born on the baby-boom/Generation X cusp had always
suspected: that the widespread revolutionary spirit of the sixties was made
possible by an economy so expansive that its bounty spilled over onto the
middle-class kids who didn’t participate in it, that freedom was, so to speak,
more affordable then, the margins far wider and more inviting than ever
before or since.
By 1977, everything was different. There had been a huge change in the
economy; wages had started to flatten out as inflation skyrocketed, places like
San Francisco had undergone huge increases in housing prices, and the fat of
the land had been pretty much eaten up. Politics were washed up between the
failures of sixties-style revolution and the 1980s surge of nonviolent direct
action around nuclear issues, the wars in Central America, human rights and
22
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the environment. As David Antin, who had flourished as a young artist in
New York’s easy 1950s housing climate, put it in a 1988 lecture at the San
Francisco Art Institute, “Every city in the United States is suffering from real
estate inflation, which means that young people going to the city to make it
can’t afford to live the way artists used to live…. It contributes to an
enormous anxiety for the young, who are the people who become artists in an
environment where other people are artists. They go there and they can’t
survive there. The streets are filled with people who can’t find places to live
because it’s too expensive to live... It seems to me this economic disaster of
inflation and the disastrous, dire effect upon the young was being felt in the
1970s in every city that was a significant city where you could go to be an
artist. I remember it as the appearance of punk—that is, the punk sensibility
seemed to emanate from a lot of kids who wanted to make meaningful things
some way or another under conditions that were very unlivable, surrounded
by other people who found it unlivable. Now it may not be true that the
country is in terrible shape, but when you’re in those conditions that’s what
the country feels like. If you’re having a very hard time and all your friends
are having a very hard time, it feels like the world is in bad shape.”23
“No future,” sang the Sex Pistols from London. “We’re desperate,”
chorused X from L.A., “Get used to it.” Punk rock took place among the
ruins—among the ruins of post-industrial cities before the new consumerand-capital booms, among the ruins of modernism’s faith in the future,
among the ruins of the sixties’ hubris and idealism, among the ruins of an
economy that had set an older generation free. South of Market were the
abandoned Hamms beer vats where Survival Research Labs, a group whose
machines performed their rites of violence and entropy, once performed—a
huge cinderblock Costco now occupies the site—and another place just
known as The Beer Vats housed rehearsal studios and artists then. Punk
David Antin, keynote talk at the San Francisco Art Institute’s annual summer criticism
conference, August 1988. Tape courtesy of Bill Berkson.
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managed to revive anarchy as a political philosophy and to articulate an
insurrection more akin to the Beats than the hippies, as well as to provide a
musical medium for adolescent angst and revolt that soon pervaded the
garages and college radio stations of the country. By the 1980s, squatting had
become part of punk-rock culture, because affordable, let alone free, housing
wasn’t available. In the Reagan era, the apocalypse seemed near and the
options seemed limited.
The housing crises hit New York hardest in the 1980s. Probably the first
time artists had ever been involved in gentrification in any significant way
was in SoHo, where hordes of artists had moved in the 1960s and 1970s, only
to find it become first fashionable and then prohibitively expensive by the
1980s. It was the first time that class identities were so reshuffled that
wealthier citizens wanted to live like artists in that neighborhood, rather than
just buy their work, see versions of their lives onstage, or drink in their cafes.
I am not sure that artists should be held responsible for gentrification; it is
not necessarily their fault that wealthy professionals follow their lead. After
all, creeps tend to follow teenage girls around, but teenage girls neither create
nor encourage them. Another way to put it is: redevelopment is like an oil
spill, with a single cause and a responsible party; gentrification is like air
pollution, a lot of unlinked individuals make contributions whose effect is
only cumulatively disastrous. One can blame artists and drivers for those
cumulative effects, but such effects are not their intention. Two of San
Francisco’s most significant artists—Jess and David Ireland—moved to the
heart of the Mission thirty-five and twenty-five years ago, respectively, and
live there still; it is clearly not talented individual artists but the widespread
ambience created by cafes, nightclubs, galleries and those who hang out in
them—by a visible bohemia, along with “lifestyle” commodities—that seeds
gentrification. This is why North Beach, with its cafés and bars, is famous for
a Beat bohemia that was largely elsewhere and why the Haight is still selling
psychedelia to kids born in the 1980s. What is the counter-argument: should
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artists and activists redline nonwhite and poor neighborhoods; and if so,
where should they look for affordable housing? The larger economic forces
that produce those able to gentrify are culpable parties, along with cities that
leave housing issues almost entirely to the free market, even when booms
produce epics of social darwinist struggle over housing.
As SoHo and then the Lower East Side were gentrifying, some fought
back. There were the famous battles of Tompkins Square over whether the
homeless could continue to camp there, and a plethora of graffiti and antigentrification posters made the struggle more visible. During the 1980s, there
was a surge of visual art with political content and of public art that sought to
be a form of political intervention (and of “political-flavored art,” in which
politics is more a credential than a commitment); many of the individuals
who emerged then remain active into the present, but the sense of a
movement is gone. Perhaps what’s gone is that world-changing hubris,
though a number of artists moved into a number of social arenas to continue
effecting change without so many banners and trumpets. In the early 1980s,
other New York artists were fighting a different kind of battle to ensure their
ability to stay—a struggle for legislation giving artists special rights and roles.
For example, the Department of Cultural Affairs’ artists’ certification
program legalized the conversion of industrial buildings into artists’ living
and working space, and the Artist Home Ownership Program helped some
artists make the transition from renting to owning. By the late 1980s, the role
of artists in gentrification and the merits of artists being given special status
were under discussion in New York. Artists didn’t seem to be numerous or
wealthy enough to create significant displacement, but they were glamorous
enough to attract it. (The artist Martha Rosler’s 1988 anthology If You Lived
Here: The City in Art, Theory, and Social Activism documents the debates
then about homelessness, housing and artists’ place in New York’s space and
in its politics.) In San Francisco, artists inspired by the Manhattan example
fought for and won the “live/work” ordinance, the biggest Trojan horse
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artists ever dragged into a city. Like the New York certification program, it
was intended to legitimize artists converting industrial space into live-in
studios (and a tale could be told about industries that were leaving the innercity cores and about how a whole aesthetic and scale developed out of artists
moving into those spaces). San Francisco artists managed to get a measure
passed that allowed them to build or convert in regions zoned for industry, to
circumvent building codes, and to avoid affordable housing stipulations and
a significant portion of school taxes. Once again some visual artists had
become confused about their relationship to wealth and to poverty, only this
time the results were practical and pervasive.
Joan Holden of the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Coalition on
Jobs, Art and Housing told me, “The affordable housing people said, ‘Watch
out—you’re creating a bonanza for developers.”24 Debra Walker, an artist
who has lived in a nonprofit-owned artists’ building for fifteen years and
participated in housing politics nearly as long, had harsher things to say
about the 1988 live/work ordinance: “Artists in City Hall were adamant that
they did not want to be defined, so not only did we ask for special housing or
special zoning, we refused to be part of any solution for enforcement. It really
was the artists who screwed themselves on this, because artists didn’t want to
be defined. I don’t think the answer is to take a group of people and make
special housing for them. If live/work had to be affordable housing, it
would’ve been a lot more successful and it [the regulations] would have been
harder to get around. You have got to take speculation out of things like this
or you lose. In the mid-1990s, I noticed a lot more lofts going up and I went
to look at them and said, these are not for artists… Shortly thereafter there
was this proliferation of lofts and the prices were starting going up and
businesses were started to get dislocated, and all of a sudden it was like this
wild thing. Mortgage companies started giving residential loans for lofts.
After that anybody could buy one, so that was really what created the whole
24
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building boom, plus there was a need. Multimedia was just starting to come
in.”25 Walker first noticed the loft problem because she paints cityscapes:
looking at the city closely led her to recognize its transformation early and
take political action.
Live/work spaces have become infamous as cheaply built condominiums
at sky-high prices almost no artist can afford. From near downtown to the
city’s poorest southern reaches, these angular modernist structures with
glaring walls of glass pop up between industrial buildings, old Victorians and
other older buildings, directly displacing numerous small businesses.
According to the Coalition on Jobs, Art and Housing, “The Planning
Department’s own studies show that not protecting industrial areas will cost
the City 13,000–27,000 jobs in: production, distribution, auto repair, garment
manufacturing, delivery services, printing and moving companies. These jobs
must stay in the City to support industries like finance, multimedia, real
estate, and tourism. The jobs at stake are stable, low-skill, high-wage jobs
essential to a thriving economy.26 Several hundred jobs already lost can be
traced directly to the replacement of workplaces by live/work condos; many
other small businesses have been forced to relocate or close because the new
neighbors just wanted their neighborhood to look industrial, not be
industrial. The newcomer neighbors have objected to longstanding activities
ranging from meatpacking plants to a school that funds teaching English to
immigrants by holding big dances on weekends. The San Francisco Examiner
reports, “Andrew Wood, director of the ODC Theater, a dance performance
venue in the Mission, noted that it’s not the loft developers who do the
evicting, but the property owners who sell them the land. “All the landlords
in this part of The City are being sent letters saying, ‘Do you know you’re
sitting on a gold mine? All you have to do is get the existing tenants out and
then we’ll buy from you,’” Wood said, ‘ODC is a landowner so we get these
25
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letters all the time.” His dance theater, which has been at 17th and Shotwell
Streets for twenty years, fears it will be the target of complaints about noise if
a proposed loft project gains approval to go up next door.”27 Others argue
that live/work spaces enlarge the housing supply, taking at least a few upscale
home purchasers out of the competition for existing housing, but almost
none are built on vacant sites.
Holden and Walker insist on the necessity of seeing artists as part of a
larger community rather than as a separate group entitled to special
treatment—thus their active roles in the Coalition on Jobs, Art and Housing
and Walker’s appointment to the city’s Building Inspection Commission. In
her studio filled with cityscapes and botanical paintings, Walker tells me, “I
get this all the time: ‘I don’t have time to be involved. I don’t have the energy,
I need to be doing my art,’ and God love 'em, soon they will not have time
and space for that either, because they will be a victim of their inaction.
People need to do something—it’s time, and if not us who? I think that artists
will either leave or they’ll become part of the battle. I think that what’s
happening is that you’re displacing people who don’t have options, people
who want to stay in San Francisco and don’t have the options to go
somewhere else, and the more you do that the more angry people are going
to get. I think there’s going to be a lot of revolution, more so than we’ve seen.
Unless we come together we will fall apart—artists tend to use their own
demanding work as an excuse to not be involved, and I want to shake them to
wake them up. Not only are we stupid we helped create the problem in the
first place—but now we can’t even come together to agree on a way to solve
it. I’m part of organizations that include the labor movement and affordable
housing, and there is so much anger at the arts community—as the
privileged, the gateopeners, the voluntary poor. Artists get to be up there with
the wealthy—but what kind of freedom is that? We have to get down in the
trenches and fight with the other people who are on our side, align ourselves
27
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with the unions, with the affordable housing people, with the people in the
affordable housing.”28
Now the future is supposed to be bright and capitalistic, but gaining
admission to that future is getting harder. Taking the scenic bohemian detour
makes it harder yet. In 1957, Bruce and Jean Conner’s rent represented 65
hours of minimum-wage work split between two people. At today’s
minimum wage of $5.50 an hour, an apartment for two would have to cost
$357.50 a month to be comparable; in fact, the average San Francisco
apartment rented for $1,861 in early 1999, representing instead five times as
much work—324 hours at the minimum wage, nearly all the pretax earnings
of two fulltime minimum-wage workers.29 The postwar boom was radically
inclusive, but the new boom is as radically exclusive.
A pending eviction
In the Taiwanese restaurant, I tell a friend that it looks like the artist Rene
Yanez is going to lose his home. “That’s like evicting the history of the
Mission,” my friend says, adding that the artist Yolanda Lopez lives in the
same building and will face the same threat. Yanez told me that he came here
from Oakland in 1970 because San Francisco was a better place for the arts.
He was working with the neighborhood arts program here and in those days,
he said, Emmy Lou Packard was the head of the Arts Commission. Packard
had been Diego Rivera’s assistant, and so she bridged two eras of mural
movements. Yanez thus forms a strong link in a chain going back from
Packard to Rivera to the Bohemian Club to the nineteenth century and
forward through the younger artists he has fostered as a teacher and a
catalyst. In the Mission, Yanez helped start Galeria de la Raza in 1970, then
Debra Walker, conversation with the author, March 2000.
See, for example, Harper’s Index for July 2000: “Number of U.S. counties in which a fulltime minimum-wage earner can afford a one-bedroom apartment:0”; or countless articles on
the unaffordability of housing for greater and greater portions of the population. Again, San
Francisco is only an extreme example of a pervasive problem.
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later on the Latino performance/comedy group Culture Clash, and he
remains active as an artist and a performer.
The Mission has been as dense in artistic activity as any neighborhood
could be, and when the Day of the Dead/Dia de los Muertes procession full of
artists’ puppets and props would leave the Galleria to wind through Balmy
Alley, which had more than thirty murals dealing with the conflicts and
cultures in Central America, the excitement, the possibilities, the connections
were intoxicating. But when I met with Yanez, he was caught up in another
matter entirely. The city, he told me, had just seized his landlord’s building
after a newcomer next-door neighbor—a white artist—had turned him in for
having an illegal apartment that housed a family of undocumented
immigrants. Yanez had been in the building for twenty-two years and feared
it would be sold; he liked his aged Irish landlord, who represented an even
earlier era of Mission ethnic history, and was trying to help him struggle out
of the legal swamp. “They’re circling like sharks,” he said of the speculators
who had advance notice of the building’s uncertain status. Like so many San
Franciscans, Yanez believes that if he loses his current perch, he will have to
leave the city, and he doesn’t know where he will go. There is still an appetite
for the culture he makes—but the forces in California that a few years back in
a bleaker economy attacked Latinos as illegals now just wanted their
locations: “They want to ‘improve’ the neighborhood, and we’re in the
way.”30
Before he left town to take a job at New York’s Whitney Museum, Bay
Area curator Larry Rinder described his vision of the arts in San Francisco in
twenty years. “San Francisco in 2020 is going to become a city of presentation
without creation—much on the model of what we see in a place like
Washington, D.C., now, where you have really premier centers for
presentation like the National Gallery and the Kennedy Center, but very little
in terms of vital, grassroots creative practice. In Washington because no artist
30

Rene Yanez, conversation with the author, March 2000.
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would want to live there, and here because no artist will be able to afford to
live here. The large-scale organizations will survive by booking only the most
high-profile exhibitions and performances, and I think there will be relatively
little room for experimentation or innovation… I think you’ll see very little
of the down and dirty grassroots creativity that you need for a city to feel like
an active and vital cultural center. The small- and medium-sized arts
organizations will have folded unless they retool to cater to segments of the
tourist community.”31 A city of presentation without creation defeats the
essential purpose of radical art: to make art an invitation to join in rather
than just to look on, to give voice to the unheard, to engender conversation
about the meaning of the lives being led all around us, to build a vital
relationship between artists and public. Many artists here work as teachers,
and they teach not only skills and craft traditions, but critical thinking,
independence from mainstream institutions and media, and alternative
histories. To paint murals dealing with biotechnology and the basic grains on
the walls of a daycare center means, in a small way, that those who grow up
seeing them may better understand the relationship between the tortillas and
artisan loaves being sold down the street, the biotech firms across town, the
agricultural workers somewhere unseen and the market forces shaping our
lives. To have community murals requires both muralists and a community.
In the future, there may be very few artists not because the urge stirred up
during the postwar era has died down, but because the circumstances in
which art can be made are disappearing. Cities will no longer be porous; the
dissenters will no longer have a niche in them. On my most cheerful days I
imagine an outmigration of artists to the small towns they can afford, a sort
of unofficial artist-in-residence program throughout the nation’s outback,
one that will give rise to a populist art identified with the overlooked
populations of small towns, reservations, remote places, resource-industry
Lawrence Rinder in a July 23, 1999, panel discussion organized by the San Francisco
Chronicle, which published his talk on November 15, 1999.
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workers—something a little like 1930s regionalism (without the WPA to
underwrite it, of course). On my least cheerful ones, I imagine a nation in
which those who have something to say have nowhere effective to say it. At
the end of 1999, I went to Seattle to protest the World Trade Organization
and, from where my bohemian friends—housing activists, radical
photojournalists, sex activists—managed to buy homes while they still could,
it took far longer to reach downtown than it did a few years ago when they
rented

in

now-gentrified-by-computer-money

Capital

Hill.

Political

participation, along with access to the main museum, library and bookstores,
had become a little less convenient; it could get inconceivably more so, and
the Internet isn’t going to make up for that. Haussmann sent the poor to the
politically and culturally ineffectual outskirts, and so does the new
gentrification.
It may be that the idea of a mass culture of bohemia was just possible
during the period of postwar affluence, that the GI bill and cheap rents
created a large-scale cultural community that is now being restructured and
downsized, like a white-collar workforce in corporate America. Or it may
mean that artmaking will be like blue-collar American jobs—it will be
shipped out to places where it can be done more economically: Marathon and
Marfa, Texas; Virginia City and Tuscarora, Nevada; Jerome and Bisbee,
Arizona, to name a few remote places where artists have been migrating. A
curator at a Texas museum tells me, quite cheerfully, that artists will no
longer live in New York, just come there periodically to deliver to the market,
and I picture artists like campesinas come down from the hills with their
burdens—but to a marketplace that is only a marketplace of objects, not of
ideas. Artists in small towns could become the equivalents of maquiladora
workers, making goods for an economy they cannot afford to participate in
(and writers like me who depend on large libraries are in a tighter bind
altogether). It may be that cities have, so to speak, raised their admission
fees—by obliging those who wish to stay in San Francisco, for example, to
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join the dot-com economy But paying that fee may mean abandoning the
values and goals one came with, and the loss of those idealists and impractical
characters will be a loss to the life of the city and the culture as a whole. Cities
may keep their traditional appearance while joining the suburbs and gated
communities as places of predictability, homogeneity and political inertia.
Those who can afford to make art in the center will come with their
advantages in place, and though much good work may be produced, work
critiquing and subverting the status quo may become rarer just as we need it
most. Art won’t die, but that old urban relationship between the poor, the
subversive and the creative called bohemia will. For a long time, we have
imagined that the death of cities will arise from the eradication of public
space, but it may instead be the eradication of the affordable private space in
which public life is incubated that will prove fatal.

Next Page:
Demolition, Hayes Valley, 200132

In early 2000, San Francisco was in the throes of what would be called the first dot-com
boom. Countless properties were demolished and replaced with new, more expensive
housing. This site was a former 1960s era housing project, which was replaced by a new
Hope 6 housing complex.
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The contributors to this powerful collection bring much-needed critical and creative thinking to the politics of class and the commons, and the multiple forms and spaces of capitalist
capture and enclosure across the globe. In helping to broaden our knowledge and unlock
our imaginations, they offer, individually and collectively, new possibilities for resistance and
liberation.
—Betsy Hartmann, Professor Emerita of Development Studies and senior policy analyst,
Population and Development Program, Hampshire College

COMMONS, CRISIS & THE IMAGINATION

In this collection, artists and activists, poets, teachers and artisans — all
opponents of capital and empire — reflect both on the damage done (and
being done) by the present order of things to ourselves and our planet,
but also to inevitable resistance to the barbarities of modern life as well
as to alternatives. Imagine. Can we imagine a better world? There is no
roadmap offered here, certainly no line; rather commitments to an earthly
commons, a future where enclosure and privatization give way to sharing,
and art and work and life become inseparable, much in the spirit of the
artist socialist, William Morris, from whom we take our title, River of Fire.
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explore issues that should be of deep concern to people who hope to create
a liveable world where human values can flourish.
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